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Art

A

ite Coiiddl lines of Diurnal and Semi-dh

if the United States on the Gulf of Mexico

(Communicated by authority of the Treasury Department.)

At successive meetings of the American Association I have
presented approximate cotidal lines for the Atlantic and Pacific
Coasts of the United States, drawn from the tidal observations
of the Coast Survey. I now present similar lines for our coast
on the Gulf of Mexico.
The problem is a very different one from either of the others

referred to. The tides on the Atlantic Coast are of the regular
semi-diurnal class and easily discussed by the forms already elab-

orately prepared by Lubbock and Whewelh The diurnal ine-

quality is not large ; indeed though easily recognized at particular

periods and then quite characteristic, in general it is ciifficult to

trace and often irregular in magnitude and even in sign.QV^.VW *-* *^.^^

Those of the Pacific Coast are remarkably regular in the semi-

diurnal and diurnal waves, and both rise to such heights as to

make observation easy. On the Gulf Coast on the contrary the
tides are small, and therefore easily influenced by extraneous cir-

cumstances, and as a rule, on more than two thirds of tlie coast

the semi-diurnal tides are yery small, and in fact are masked by
the diurnal tides. The comparatively imperfect discussion which
has been made of these tides requires many steps in the discus-

sion to be supplied, and sometimes leaves us in doubt as to the

exact interpretation of the results.

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. ^7.—JAN., i867.
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2 On Cotidal lines of Diurnal and Semi'dinrnal Tides

By way of preparing for tlie present discussion and to avoid

running into too great length at this time, I gave at the last

meeting of the Association an account of the tidal observations

made on our Gulf Coast, and showed the type curves for the

different stations fn^m Cnpe Florida to the Eio Grande.* I aho
explained the method of decomposition of the curves of obser-

vation into diurnal and and semi-diurnal waves, and gave the

analysis of the type curves at the several tidal stations. From
Cnpe Florida and along the keys, and up the western coast of the

peninsula, to St. George^s, the tides are of the half day class with
a large diurnal inequality ; from St. George's which belongs to

the day class to South \Yest Pass they are of the day type, the

semi-diurnal tide almost disappearing ; at Derniere Isle, Calcasieu

and Galveston they resume as a rule the half day type, and lose

it almost completely at Aransas and the mouth of the Eio Grande.
The Deruiere Isle and less distinctly, the Calcasieu tides show
cases of ititerference in the semi-diurnjd wave, two high waters

being at times easily traced in the semi-diurnal curves.

The character of the tidal phenomena themselves, the pecu-

liarities in configuration and in depth of the basin, the limited

extent over which our researches spread, and various other cir-

cumstances contribute to render this work less satisfactory than
the former. Some of these will in the end disappear as the Gulf
is more fully explored in the progress of the survey. Our infor-

mation thus far extends to but one entrance of the basin, that
by the Gulf of Florida, and of this to but one shore; while of
the nature of the tide wave which enters from the Caribbean Sea
through the Straits between the western end of Cuba and the
eastern end of Yucatan, we have no reliable information. Some
of these causes render general speculation premature, and lie at

the very threshold of attempts to trace out the great interference

problems which present themselves.

The progress of this discussion has also shown that observa-
tions oi longer period are necessary in many cases to give data
for conclusive results.

This of itself is a great point gained and the practical results

for the charts of this coast have themselves repaid all tlie labor
which has been expended on the observation. Navigators were
absolutely without information other than the most va^ue in
regard to the tides of the Gulf.
The hourly observations at each station being plotted in dia-

grams upon a suitable scale, the curves of observation were
decomposed by the graphical method introduced by Mr. Pour-
tales, into a diurnal and semi-diurnal curve. It may be proper
to observe here that several comparisons have been made between
this method and that which I had formerly used by the sine

4

» Proceedings Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sc, Providence meeting, 1865, p. 152, and Am.
Jour. Sci. and Arts, Jan. IBfifi, p. 28.

o
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t/" the Coast of the United States on the Gulf of Mex 3

gracurves and with generally coincident results. The
method ^ besides beini^ less laborious is free from the hypothesis
of tlie sine curve. These decompositions were made chiefly by
Messrs. Fendall and Heaton of th^ tidal party, and occasionally
by Prof. Pendleton and Mr. S. Walker.

That the diurnal wave is the principal feature, in these tides

will appear from the annexed table (Xo. 1) which gives the

TABLE 1.

Stationa.

Cape Florida,

Indian Key, ,

Key West, , .

Tortui^as,

Egrnont Kg^,
Cedar Keys,

,

St. Marks. . .

.

St. George's Island,

Pensacola, ,

P'ttrt Morgan (Mobile Bay), . . •

Cat Island

South- West Pass,
Dernitire Isle,

Calcasieu

Galveston, ,

Aransas
Brazof; Santiago

Uefiilit of
semi'diui nat

tides.

ft

16
1*9

1-2

1-0

11
'2 4
2-2

02
0-2

02
03
0-2

0-4

05
0-5

diurnal

tides.

Hriglit «t'

observftd

tides.

ft.

02
06
0-7

10
16
15
1-8

16
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

6

5

1

3

8

ft

15
1-8

1-4

12
1*4

25
22
M
ro
10
IS
11
14
1-1

16
11
0-9

1

names of the tidal stations; tlie average rise and fall of th©
tide at each, and the height of the diurnal and semi-diurnal

waves composing the observed tides. Table No. 2 shows the

TABLE 2.

Tide stations on the Gulf of Mexico, the results of ichich are diseyixJied in this paper ,

Q Station?. Date of Observation,

IjCape Florida, FlaJ April 22, to Oct 31, 1854.
2IncliHn Kev.

" ^

Observers.
Kind
of

iS.K *jL. E. TansilL

a R I do.

Si key West,

4irortugas,

SJEgmont Key,
fi Cedar Keys,

8 St. Georges Isl "

flj Pensacola, »

lOjFort Morgan, Ala

11 Cat Island, La.

jJan. 21, to April 16. 1855. ,

•, ^ w r*

April 20, 1850. to Dec. 31, 1851.JBox.
1^;^^;;^V^l^l^Y: «^^^^^

April 1, to June 2, IS 55.
j C. T. Thompson, and

S. K.
1 1 p Buxton.

C. T. Tht>rnp?oa

Box. !(^- Wiirdemaa
April 22, to AuiC. 23, I85i.

Jaa 10, to Mardi 16, 1852.
. ,^ ^ o^.

Nov. 3, 1851, to March 2, 1855 ^S. K. C. T Thompson,

Box. G. vk urdeman.
do.

May 20, 1850, to May 26, 1851.

April 11, to Aug. 16. 1852.

Auir. 27, to Oct. 81. 1852.

DeaSg. 1847, toFeb. 13. 1849.

b4

i^

H

S. R.

12;8outh W.Pass.La.Nov. 19. 1852, to Mar. 28. 1853.

18 Demiere Island, •* April 5, to June 12, 1853.

14|CHU-asien, '* Feb. 24. to May 26, 1854.

15 Bolivar Point, Tox. Oct. 1, 1853. to June 1, 1854.

16 Galveston, « March 21, 1851, t*» Jun. 1, ]853.jStafF,

ITJAran^as Pass, '* Nov. 1. 1853, to Jan. 31, 1854.!Box.

I S^Braz's Santiago," July 7. to Oct. 13, 1853

«

do,

G. Wiirdeman, and
R. T. Rai^sett.

O. Wiirdeman.
do.

do.

L. E. TanMll.

G. Price and F. 5Iubr.

G. Wurdeniao.
do.

* Self-registering tide gauge.



4 On Cotidal lines of Diurnal and Semi-diurnal Tides
m

the period during which the tidal obseryations were madej and
the names of the observers.

A diagram (No, 1) shows these results graphically. A curved

line corresponding to the general outline of the sliore cutting off

its irregularities, is drawn on the chart of the Gulf Coast, and
then developed into a straight line. Thus the tidal stations are

plotted at their distances from each other, measured along the
^

general line of the coast. For use by navigators, any interme-

diate stations may be marked in, in the same way, and a rough
approximation to the character of the tide be ot)tained by the

interpolation.

The least observed height is 0*9 feet at Brazos Santiago, and
the greatest 2 '5 feet at Cedar Keys. The least height of the

average semi-diurnal tide is 0"16 feet at South West pass, and
the greatest 240 feet at Cedar Keys. The least height of the

average diurnal tide is0'21 feet at Cape Florida, and the gTeatest

1'80 feet at St, Mark's. Of course these numbers are for rea-

sons easily seen only approximations.

As we enter the ijulf of Mexico by the Straits of Florida the

height of the tide first increases, then decreases. Passing into

the bight at the upper end of the Florida peninsula the rise is

greatest. West of St. George's it diminishes, to rise again in the

biglit formed by the Southern coast of Louisiana and the eastern

coast of Texas.

In the decompositions here traced, and in the very laborious

discussions tentative and final of the whole of the observations
upon which this paper is based, I would acknowledge the great

assistance derived from the labors of Assissant L. F. Pourtales in

charge of the tidal division of the Coast Survey. The unwearied
ftssiduity of his own labors and his intelligent supervision of the

work of others, has been felt at every step in the progress of i

these investigations. They have required on his part great re-

ources of ingenuity, patience and knowledge.
In discussing semi-diurnal tides, the lunitidal interval of high

or low water varying only from a certain mean within moderate
limits affords a cardinal datum (the establishment) for the times.

In the diurnal tide tliis datum is wanting. The law of the change
of the diurnal tide as expressed in the formula of Prof Airy
(Tides and Waves, Encyc. Metrop., p, 254, Art. 46) is in general
represented, but the great flatness in the form of the curves at

particular relations of the moon's right ascension and declina-

tion, required by the formula does not occur. The general
form of these curves is shown upon the diagram No. 2 where
the abscissae represent the days, and the ordi nates the luni-

tidal intervals of high water. " About the maximum of decli-

nation for some four to six days the lunitidal intervals are

moderately constant, and the average of these is what I have

i

r

^

?
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of the Coast of the United States on the Giilf of Mexico, 6

taken for a comparison of the lunitidal intervals to trace tlie

regress of the diurnal wave,
eing less than the probable ii

The variations from day to day
irregularities in the times of highg

I water and the uncertainties in the observations; these means
give suitable numbers for comparison. The result would not
have been greatly diiferent had only a few of the observations at

either end of the declination period been thrown off) but after

examination we found these numbers to present apparently the^
best results.

At four of the stations, namely, Key West, Fort Morgan, Cat
Island, and Galveston, hourly observations were continued during
a year and upwards, and the decompositions in all the cases but
Cat Island embrace that period. The annual change of diurnal

establishment is very clearly seen in all these cases and is shown
in the diagram No. 3. The ]aw of the change is beautifully de-

veloped in the larger tides of the "Western Coast and, as decluced

from the San Francisco observations, is shown upon the same
diagram. In all the cases the actual computed results for the
different halfmonthly periods are represented by the broken
lines on the diagram and the line representing the curve is drawn
with a free hand among the points. The general resemblance of
these curves with however different maximum ordinates, is very
striking, showing that the law of the change is the same, only
the coefficients of the fractions varying.
On the diagram of the San Francisco results the curve derived

from Prof Airy's formula (Theory of tides and waves, Ency.
.Metrop., p, 254, Art. 46) is drawn as well as that from observa-
tion and the general conformity is quite striking.

In making use of the curves as expressing the law of annual
change, one of the branches ha.s been turned over upon the other

so as to use the mean of the two periods of six months.
At the other fourteen stations on the Gulf of Mexico the ob-

servations were continued from one to three lunations, and fell

in diiferent parts of the year. To reduce these therefore to the

same period of the year it is necessary to employ tlic data from

the localities where the whole annual change w^as embraced. The
results are plotted on the several diagrams, those from the Brazos

to South West Pass on the curve fro^m Galveston, those from the

South West Pass to St George's on the curve from Fort Morgan,
and those from St. George's to Cape Florida on the curve from
Key West, There is, except in one case, a general conformity in

the observed changes and in those deduced from the other com-
parisons, at least there are no greater contradictions than those

presented by the observations from which the mean curves are

drawn. From these plottings the correction necessary to reduce

the result to the mean of the year are deduced and the annexed
table shows the diurnal interval as deduced directly from the ob*
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servations and as corrected. It is satisfactory to see tliat the

correction makes the results more conformable to law, increasing

therefore the probability that the correction is rightly applied and
is approximately correct in magnitude.

TABLE 3.

Stations Lat. Long.

1 Cape Florida,. .

.

2 Indian Key, ....

3 Key West, . . . »

.

4 Tortugas

5 P^gmont Key,..

.

6 Getlar Key,
7 St Mark s,

8 St. George's IsFd.

9 Pensacola,

10 Fort Morgan, . ,

.

11 Cut Islnnd,

12lSouthW<-^itPass,

18 Derniere Isle,. .

.

14 Calcasieu

15 Bolivar Point,

16 Galveston

17

18

S ^ 2 t>

time, r;-?
- o

> 3

I

^""^"^Correc.Correc,

Aransas Pass, .

Brazos Santiago

25 40 80
24 52 80
24 27 81

24 34 82

27 36 82

28 68 82

30 84
29 35 85

30 18 87
30 9 88
30 6 S8

28 56 89
28 58 90
29 40 93
29 23 94

29 18 94
28 15 96
26 6'97

95
44 5

635
59 5

46 5

57 5

11 5

125
15 5

05
385
22 5

58 6

216
46 6

41 6

316
10 6

m. h.

21

23
28
32
31

32

37
41

49
52
55
57

4
13

19

19
26
29

I

14

17

18

18

19

22
21

19

21

21

22

19

19

19

21

22

19

20

m.

27
00
32

6

19

27

56
41

28

21

21

28

19

22

40
29
46
21

19|48
22 23
24
23 37
24 50
2759
27133

2522
27 17

27

28

13

16

25 25

25 23

25|35

27 59
28 48
26 12
2f^50

27
34
37
36
39

43
42
42
42
42
43
39
38
39

43
43
40
41

1

20
20

19
10
20
45
22

25

17
14

21

21

24

17

12

SO

17

15

« tf >

5 > 5 >=

u e o c

Corr'ted
cot.

hour.

h.

+
-

+
+
-
+

+
-
+
+

1

— 1

i

IS

42

43
1

57

20
37

22

11

59

37

27

24

43
39

b.

19

20
23
2:^

23
25
26
24

26

26

26

25
25
26

28
27

26

25

in,

19

47
4
34
52
34
49
52
40
14

1

24
58
6

28
35

16

number and the longitude in timCj

The first column of the annexed table No. 3 contains a num-
ber for reference, the second, the name of the tidal station, the
third, fourth, and fifth, the latitude and longitude, the latter in

degrees and in time, the sixth, the lunitidal interval about the
maximum of declination, the seventh, the sum of this last named

the eighth, the correction to

reduce the observations to the same transit, the ninth, the cor-

rection for depth, carrying them bj the law of depth to deep
water, the tentli, the correction to reduce the observed lunitidal

interval at maximum to the corresponding mean of the year, the

eleventh, the corrected cotidal hour.

The table enables us satisfactorily to trace the diurnal wave
from Cape Florida to the Tortugas^ across by the deep water of
the Gulf to South West Pass at the entrance of the Mississippi,

and from this line of deep water to the Western Coast of the
peninsula of Florida by Egmont Key (Tampa), Cedar Keys, St
Marks and St. George's, and in the bay between South West
Pass and St. George's by Cat Island, Fort Morgan, Pensacola, and
St. George's. Again in the bight between East Bayou and the
Eio Grande, to Isle Derniere, the Eio Grande, Calcasieu, and
Aransas up to Galveston. In obtaining the general direction of
the cotidal lines, I have followed the method of grouping used in

i

^
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my former papers in the form given bj Professor Lloyd. It is

easy to obtain a general view of the movement of the diurnal
wave in this way, but the selection of the groups required a te-

dious set of trials and the discussion of many groups which ap-
peared natural, proved very unsatisfactorily. The burthen of the
computation for this work has fallen upon Mr. John Downes.

Table No. 4 shows the groups selected, with a letter attached
for reference, the names of the stations constituting the groups,
the mean latitude and longitude, and cotidal hour of the group,
the values of the coefficients of each, the angle of the cotidal

line with the meridian, the velocity of movement of the wave,
and the same in miles per hour.

TABLE 4.

Stations.

6
9

To
c

.3

c
EC

A Cape Flond'A, Indian Key, )
'

<u •

I Key West. ^
\ ^^

^^

SI

3

e

s
J

o

c

M N

Diff. of cotidal Anglo

Ijnur for one geogJl ^
mile of tang

x/ai'^+i\'^

c

3
li» m.

25 21 3

I
•

24 38,22 28

82 32127 0,24 10

84 1 •>9 31 25 45

B Inc^ian Key, Key West, }
' ,_

iortugas. i ^^ ^-

C Kt^y West, Egmont Key,
I

Cedar Kevs,
D Cedar Key/, St. Marks,

St. Georges.
E St. George, Pensacola Ft ,

I

Morgan.
^'^'''*^^ '^^^

y yg 49 30 125 5o

F Cedar Key, St. Marks. St.
George's, Pensacola Ft ,

Morgan/Cat Island S I
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

West Pass.
J

St. Georges, Pensacola, Ft
Morgan, Cat IsFd, South
West Pas.s.

G

- 1 978

- 0'890

5-251

1*095

0055

d
uJ

-0-509

Co-tidal i I'H-S

'^ Z ^ '^

i'

•B

mm

s.

angle.

-14 28

-3-240 14 38

1-695 -17 63

2 358-65 6

2 645-88 49

0-048

87 41

H|SouthWest Pass,Derniore
IslU Calcasieu, Galves- ^93 45 28 28 26 3 j- 0-241 j-H 0*944 1 63 19

29 49 25 50 -0-275

0-911-86 58

2 052

3*360

6518

2600

2645

OQ-O

17-8

10-9

227

22-7

0-910 66-0

1-092 76 52 M27

0-974
ton, Aransns, Brazos.

53-1

61-6

(

vJn the character of tbese groups 1 would remark as tollows.

Groups A, Cape Florida, Indian Key, and Key West, and B, In-
dian Key, Key West, and Tortugas, give a natural movement for

that of the M^ave, though showing a more abrupt change than is

probably real The computed and observed cotidal hours diifer

at the greatest but one minute and a quarter. The next group
C, gives a satisfactory idea of the movement of the wave passing
I'onnd the Tortugas and up along the coast of the peninsula,
over the extensive flat which borders it. The next group D,

acrree

ment
direct

cotidal noura,

.*
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posed. The same is true for group E, St. George's, Pensacola,

and Fort Morgan. The more general group F, including the

stations from Cedar Keys to South West Pass agrees in its indi-

cations with those given by the partial groups, as does also Gr,

including the stations from St. George's to South West Pass. In
passing westward and southward the direction of the line changes
rapidly and no satisfactory adjustment by groups could be
made. From South West Pass to Brazos Santiago the smaller

groups give decidedly anomalous results for adjacent stations,

pointing to the more general arrangement of the line shown by
group H, composed of South West Pass, Derniere Isle, Calcasieu,

Galveston, Aransas, and Brazos Santiago.

The agreement of the cotidal hours as computed and observed

is less satisfactory in the larger groups than in the smaller ones

as might be expected. On the map ^o. 5, a rough outline of the

Gulf Coast is traced, and the cotidal hours are marked near the

stations. The mean cotidal line for each group and the hour
before and after the mean hour are marked on the map, showing
the direction and velocity of the diurnal wave as given by the

groups. From a consideration of these and of their necessary
connection the cotidal lines are approximately drawn. The great
cotidal line of the Gulf as traced upon the chart is that of twenty
five hours.

The cotidal lines of 19 to 23 hours only appear on the coast
of the Florida Keys. The line of 24 hours is well marked near
Egmont Key (Tampa). The line of 26 hours is at the head of

Keys, and in that
near Cat Island. The line of 27 hours appears only at the head

the bight between

of the bay formed by the coasts of Texas and Louisiana.
The table No. 5 of semi-diurnal tides is in the same form as

No. 3 for diurnal tides. It contains a number for reference, the
name of the station, its latitude, the longitude in arc and in time,

the establishment, the same in Greenwich time, the correction for

transit and for depth, and the corrected cotidal hour.

In tracing the semi-diurnal wave as it enters the Straits of
Florida we find after a slight contradiction between Cape Florida
and Indian Key, a general increase of the cotidal hour in the
right directiim to the Tortugas. The semi-diurnal wave here
gives a difference of time between Cape Florida and the Tortugas
of but 1^ 24:"^, while the diurnal wave gave 4^, 0%^. The lag-

ging of the diurnal wave which at Cape Florida w\ns 1^ 44"^, at

4^ 23in

Key is 3^ 22«^, at Key West

The serai-diurnal w^ave passes across the Gulf to the South
West Pass as did thp ^inmoT
semi-diurnal wave is, however
wave it was 1^, 50«^.

The time of crossing by the

.**, ISai. while bv the diurnal

x

i

»
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TABLE 5.

V,

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

15

16

17

18

Stations.

Cape Florida,

Indian Key,
Key West,
Tortugas,

F^gmoiit Key,
Cedar Key,
St. Marks,
St. George's Island,.

Pensacola,

F<irt Morgan,
Cat Island,

youth West Pass, .

.

Deniiere Island, . .

.

Cidcasieu

Longitude

in arc.

IJolivar Point,

Galveston. , .

.

Aransas Pass
Brazos Santiago,

9

44
58

59

46

67

11

12

15

38
22

58
21

46
41

31

10

in time

5 21

6 23
5 28

5 32
6 31

5 32

5 37

5 41

5 49
5 52

5 55
5 57

6 4

6 13

6 19

6 19

6 28

6 29

Establish

ment of
half daily

tide.

h
8

8

9

9

11

13

13

14

10

11

12

10

13

14

16

ni.

17

2

10

22

26

9

37

59

53

9

53

23

37

56

47

Estab-
lishment
Gr'nwi'h
time.

Correction
fi*v for

tranait. depth.

CorrVt-
etl co-

tiddl

hour.

14

14

30

45

h. m. m.
4

h. m.
13 38 -17 -20 13 1

13 25 - 16 - 15 12 54
14 38 - 18 - 19 14 1

14 54
;

1

-19 - 10 14 25
16 57 -23 -20 ! !6 14
18 41 -26

:

-45 ' 17 30
19 14 -27

1

-22 18 25
20 40 -30 - 25 19 45
16 42

1

- 22 -17 16 3
17 1 -22

1

- 14 16 25
18 48

;

-26 -81 17 1

16 20 -21 -21 15 38
19 41 -27 -24 18 50
21 9 -30 - 17 20 22

23 6 -34 -12
-30

22 20
i

20 58 -29 -17 19 12

21 14 -29 - 15 20 30

The lagging of the diurnal wave behind the semi-diurnal which,
at the Tortugas was 4^, 23"», at the South West Pass is 4'^ 49«»,

The mean computed depth of the portion of the Gulf traversed
by the wave from the semi-diurnal wave is 1666 fathoms and
from ihe diurnal Q&Q fathoms, for the mean result of the two
1000 fathoms. The actual depth has not been ascertained, but
probably does not exceed 1000 fathoms. From this line of deep
water the semi-diurnal wave reaches the stations on the western
coast of the Florida peninsula in their order from south to north
and west. The movement west of St. George's appears to be
in the order of Pensacola, Fort Morgan, and Cat Island, while
for the diurnal wave it was Cat Island, Fort Morgan, and Pen-
sacola, At Sciuth West Pass there is a sudden increase of estab-
lishment as if another semi-diurnal wave brought the tide there;
the mean establishment of the six stations west of South West
Pass is 20^, 15m^ ^i^^g ^hat of the six east of it is 17^ 31"i, a
difference of about three hours. This table with the remarks
already made in regard to the appearance of two Ingh waters in
the curves for Isle Derni^re and Calcasieu, indicate a system of
interferences yet to be unravelled. As w^as the case with the
diurnal wave, the stations at Isle Derniere and Calcasieu furnish
cotidal hours nearly like those of Brazos Santiago, and Aransas,
and Galveston is later than either. Upon the whole then, there
IS a general resemblance in the motion of the two waves as as-

signed by observation with some considerable discrepancies. The
annexed table No. 6 shows the difference between the cotidal hours
of the diurnal and semi-diurnal waves at the several stations.

SECOND SERIES, VOL. IIIII, NO. 67.—JAN,, 1857.
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TABLE 6.

semi-dfurnal and diurnal tides ^ in the Gvlf of
Mexico,

1
Stutions.

1

4

5

7

8

111

11

u
15
16

n

Diff. between dl-

Cape Florida,

Inaian Key, ,

Key West, ,

.

Tortugas, . .

.

E»:Cn^*»nt Key,
Cedar Keys, ,

St. Marks. .

.

St. Qeorge's Island,

Pensacola
Fnrt Morgan,
Cat Island ,

South West Pass, .

.

Derniere Island, . .

.

Calcasieu

Bolivar Point, . - .

.

Aranrjas Pass,

Brazos Santiago, .

,

h.

6
8

9
9

8

8

5
10

10
9

10

7

5
6

5
4

m.

28
16

22
26
54
21

19

57

12
17

4
19

53
17

59
48

When we come to follow these results into the discussion of
the groups, they are far from satisfactory. . Perhaps this was to

Lave been expected from the circumstances before stated, the
groups were nevertheless elaborately examined, though without
much fruit.

The table of groups (Table 7) is arranged as for the diurnal
tides, containing as before a number for reference, the names of
the stations, and their latitude and longitude, the values of the
coeilicients of each, the angle made by the cotidcd line with the
meridian, the movement of the wave perpendicular to the cotidal

line expressed by the number of minutes employed in traversing

a mile, and the number of miles per hour.

TABLE 7. •

Stationf.

A Cnpp Flnrirfa, Indian Key, )

t
Kpy WPM,

\
B Indian Key, Key West, I

I
Tortu/ias,

^
C .Egmont Key, Cedar Key,

I St. M4rk\s
D Furl Morgan, Cat Island, >

I
SouUi VVe^t Pasp,

^
E Isle iJerni^re Caleasien, J

I Bolivtir Point, \

F South West Pass*, Derni^p©
I>iand, CnlrnMeu, Boli-

var Point, Brazos,

M
I

N
OiiT *»f cotidal

hour for one
g' ug, mile of

iO 55 25 CI3 li 1515 M51

n 5i

83 18

24 3i

23 51

*8 40 29 44

33 2 29 20

tf

c

Angle -4 i,r2

tang i: •% -h. S-g ^
«> c I S: c _M

IV tidal = g : ^"5

S
a

angle.

-0-551 -1-28H

37 14

-66 49

0019 C-935h87

-P260 1-387 56 16

-1-245-1-517

93 r23 37 19 3^ -1 2431 1-488'lit
50 36

50 7

%= 3 7 ^ -3

• 1-902

1401

0-935

2-269

1-963

1-933
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Groups A and B, composed of Cape Florida, Indian Key, and
Key West, and of Indian Key, Key Wept and Tortugas, espe-

cially the first, give plausible results and tlie computed establish-

ments vary but 1*5 mins. at the greatest, from the observed. I
liave not been able to form any satisfactory connection between
these groups and those on the western coast of the peninsula.

The next group which gives a tolerable result is Kgmont Key,
Cedar Keys, and St. Marks. In this the direction of the cotidal

line, the velocity and the establishments are satisfactory. The
establishment of St. George^s station is irregular and is very
probably erroneous. The semi-diurnal wave is composed of two
very small ones, and it has been necessary to reconcile the dis-

crepancies wliicb they presented, sometimes one being the govern-
ing tide and sometimes the other.

Group D, composed of Fort Morgan, Cat Island, and South
West Pass is the next which gives a good result. E, composed
of Isle Derniere, Calcasieu and Bolivar Point, and F, of all the

i
stations from South West Pass to Brazos Santiago except Aran-

. sas, give good results as to direction and
^ The computed establishments as in tlie case of the diurnal

i wave present considt-rable discrepancies from the observed. The
p^ least difference is b'" 5 and the greatest 67"^- These groups are^

marked upon the chart No. 6 and the cotidal hour next before

and after the mean cotidal hour of the grouf^s.

An approximation to the cotidal lines from these data is also

sbown upon the chart. The corrected cotidal hours of the sev-

eral stations are marked upon the chart.

In comparing the two sets of cotidal lines for the diurnal and
semi-diurnal waves we find a general resemblance in the gi-eat

bay between the western coast of Florida, and the eastern coast

of Louisiana, the lines of 2i, 25, and 26 of the diurnal tide on
the eastern side of the bay corresponding generally with 16, 17,

and 18 of the semi-diurnal tide, and 25 and 26* hou?\s of the di-

urnal tide on the western side of the bav corresponding gener-

ally to 16 and 17 of the semi-diurnal Or* the southern coast of

Florida by the Keys on the contrary the lines of W, 20, 21, 22

and 23 hours succeed each other rapidly between Cape Florida

and the Tortugas in the diurnal series, while 13 and U hours

occur only ahmg the same shores in tlie semi-diurnal tide. On
the contrary, inlhe bav between Louisiana and Texas, or west of

South West Pass, the lines of 25, 2H and 27 hours occur only at

considerable distances in the diurnal system, while 16, 17, 18, 19,

20, and 21 occur in the same space, between South West Pass

and the Brazos Santiago in the semi-diurnal tide. I sliall con-

tinue to collect observations bearing upon the facts discuss 'd in

this paper and to have them worked up, and so as to amend the

imperfections of the approximate results now presented. There

J
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are

formerly examined with but little satisfaction as to the conclu-

sions; these -^ill now be resumed and may throw additional

light npon the results at some of the doubtful stations.

The interference problems will be taken up when more ex-

tended data give better hopes of a satisfactory solution of them.

Art. IL—Notes on the Progress made in the Coast Survey^ in Pre-

diction Tables for the Tides of the United Slates Coast; by A. D.
Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey.

*

(Communicated to the American Association for the Advancement of Science, by
authority of the Trea^^ury Department.)

As soon as tidal observations bad accumulated sufficiently to

make the task a profitable one, I caused them to be treated,

under my immediate direction, by the methods in most general

acceptance. The observations of Old Point Comfort, Vir^jinia,

-were among the earliest used for this purpose, and the labors of
Commander Charles H. Davis, U, S. IST., then an Assistant in the

Coast Survey, were directed to their reduction, chiefly by the
graphical methods pointed out by Mr, Whewell. This work was
subsequently continued by Mr. Lubbock's method, by Mr. Henrj
Mitchell: and next the tides of Boston harbor were taken up as

affording certain advantages in the observations themselves,

which could not be claimed for those of Old Point,

The system of Mr. Lubbock is founded on the equilibrium

theory, and in it the inequalities are sought by arranging the

elements of the moon's and sun's motions, upon which they de-

pend. Having obtained the co-efficient of the half monthly ine-

quality of the semi-diurnal tide at Boston, from seven years

observations, through the labors of the tidal division, and approx-

imate corrections for the parallax and declination, I was much
disappointed in attempting the verijScation by applying them to

individual tides for a 3^ear during which we had observations.

There was a general agreement on the average, but discrepancies

in the single cases, which were quite unsatisfactory. Nor were
these discrepancies without law, as representing their residuals

by curves did not fail to show. By introducing corrections for

declination and parallax of the moon increasing and decreasing,

we reduced these discrepancies, but still the results were not suffi-

cient approximations. With the numerical reductions of the
observations before referred to, was commenced in 1853, under
my immediate direction, by Mr. L. W. Meech, a study of the

theory of the tides directed chiefly to the works of Bernouilli,

La Place, Airy, Lubbock and Whewell. The immediate object

'r.

f
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which I had in vie-w was the application of the wave theory to

the discussion of our observations. I thought that the mind of
an expert mathematician, directed entirely to the theoretical por-
tions of this work, with directions by a physicist, and full oppor-
tunities of verifying results by extended series of observations,
the^ computations of which should be made by others in any
desired form, would give, probably, the best results in this com-
bmed physical and mathematical investigation.

The general form of the different functions expressing the
tidal inequalities is the same in the different theories, and may
be said on the average to be satisfactory as to the laws of change
which these inequalities present. Whether we adopt, with La
Place, the idea that periodical forces produce periodical effects,

or with Airy that the tidal wave arrives by two or more canals:
or with Bernouilli and Lubbock, the results of an equilibrium
spheroid, or with Whewell, make a series of inequalities, semi-

menstrual, parallax, and declination, with different epochs, we
arrive at the same general results, that the heights and times of
high water, may be represented by certain functions, with inde-

terminate co-efl^cients, in the form of which the theories in a
general way agree. By forming equations from the observations
and obtaining the numerical values of the co-efficients, by the
method used so commonly in astronomical computations, the re-
sult is accomplished.
A general consideration of the co-ordinates in space of the

moon and sun, without any special theory, would lead to the
same results, representing the lunitidal intervals by series of
Sines and co-sines, ^vith indeterminate co-efficients.

Calling / the luni-tidal interval from observation, X the mean
mi-tidal interval, H the clock time of observation, I't the moon's
longitude, P the moon's parallax, d P the hourly variation of
the moon's parallax, we have for the formula representing the

correction for half monthly inequality, s sin 2 H+s, co^s 2 // ;
for

the moon's parallax correction, p {P-bT) +p, (/^ -570 ^^'^ 2 //

\Pz {P" - 57') cos 2 H; for the correction for hourly difference

of the moon's parallax, p^ (dP) +p, {dH ^^^ 2 ff+Ps (JO
<^os2JI^ and for the moon's declination corrections mcludmg the
rate of change dsin2rt + d, cos 2 I't+q, sin2 I'i stn2 H+q^ sin

^ i't cos 2 H+q^ cos 2 rt sin 2B+ q^ cos 2 I't cos 2 fl There are

corresponding terms for the inequalities produced by the sun's
action. The whole formula takes the form:

^""r^SinS/Z-f-^^COSZil \ inequality correction.

p{p~5r) -^p^ (P'-sr) sin 2 ir-\-p, {P'-bi') cos 2 H[ *'r:x;;""

p. {^P')-^p^ {dP') sin 2 ir+P, {SP') COS 2 H\ '"'^^l.t^Z
d sin 2l't-\-q^ sin 2 I't sin 2 H-^q^ sin 2 I't cos 2 H. ] Moon', declination

<^iC03 2n + j cos2r<sin2ff+?icos2r<co62^. )

'

correction.

corrcctiOQJ.

1-^"
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A—j~38-47, <f—— 3-17, d^z-—3562, jc—

s— -1949, a—1-11-97, _P2-=+ 1-31, i»a=

p^ -{-0-60, q^^-7\1, q^-z=+ 1-81, ^3 =

i,=-i-5-14, /2_+2-26, ^3==— 0-76, i^-

0,— -21-25, §2 +28-39, ^3=4-27-10,

4- «, sin It sin 2 ^4- ^^ sin Z? cos 2 if
+ /„ cos It sin 2^+ /^ cos It cos 2^ ^ ^""'' P"''^"'''' correction..

+ § 1 sin 2 ^i sin 2 //-f ^3 sin 2Uco?.2lT) £„„., dedinatioo corr«-

-j- ^ 3 COS 2 // sin 2 ^-{- ^^ cos 2 ?/ cos 2 if f
t'""*-

The grouping of the observations of one year at Boston, to

apply this method, the formation of the equations and their solu-

tion by the method of indirect ehraination has been the work of

Mr. E. S. Avery, who has labored most assiduously and success-

fully, ingeniously checking his work where the system of checks
could be applied, at every step. He has determined the values

of X and of the co-efficients for Boston, as follows :

—

0-93, ^,=_l-56

1-21, p^—-\-y23

+ 291, 9^=— 1-99

137
^^-+23-13

There are propositions for facilitating tins work, growing out

of the experience acquired in the computations, but requiring

more examination than they have yet received before pronounc-
ing upon them. It is possible that by applying Lubbock's method
of averages to sonie of tlie terms, approximate values may be
found more readily than by the method we have emph)yed. Two
additional terms for the sun^s declination, Z>5en 2 It^ and D^ cos 2 Itj

will be introduced.

I present to the Association the tables computed by Mr. Avery
for applying this method to the prediction of the tides at Boston
harbor.

In order to test the co-efficients, computations were made for

different parts of the months of the year 1853, for which we
have observations. Transit C was used as the transit of refer-

ence. The differences between the predicted and observed results

are shown in the annexed table, the' first column of which con-

tains the dates, the second the computed, tlie third the observed,

and the fourth the observed less the computed results.

From the table it appears that in twenty pairs of tides, the

morning and afternoon results being grouped in the fifth column

to get rid of the diurnal inequality, there are two differences of

less than 2™, thirteen of more than 2"^ and less than 4"*, three of

more than 4™ and less than 10°*, two of more tlian 10™. The
probable error of the prediction of a single pair of tides is 4™*12.

These laborious researches are still in progress, but I have
thou^ght that the results already obtained, required a notice of

them, and a recognition of the labors of Messrs. Meech and
Avery.
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5

Comparison of observed and predicted times of high tvatery Boston^ Mass.

K^

f

1^

n

Time of high water. Dhr. Mean of
DATE, 1853.

o
Obs Pr.

M.
Fair*

M.Predicted-
)

Obatjrvi'd.

^ b. m. h. m.
March - 21 8 4-7 8 3 -1-7

i%
- 21 20 32 9 20 32 - 09 - 1-3

a
- 26 11 28 11 21 - 70
- 25 23 49-8 23 48 -1-8 "4-4

«
- 29 2 21-7 2 20 - 1-7

u
- 29 14 45 3 14 42 - S-3 -2'5

April - 2 6 16-9 6 21 41
u

- 2 18 515 18 59 7 5 5-8
u

- 6 10 19-8 10 18 -18
n

- 6 22 40 2 22 36 - 42 -30
June - 21 11 18-4 11 18 - 04

a
- 21 23 44-7 23 49 43 2-0

u
- 25 2 3r6 2 89 4-5

M
- 26 15 23 15 3 07 26

<l

- 29;
1

57-7 6 7 93
U

" 29 18 24 3 18 37 . 12-7 110
July - 3 9 27-4 9 81 3-6

M
- 3 21 52 2 21 63 0-8 2'2

. 7 01 3 2-9
«

- 7 12 10 3 12 12 1-7 2-3

September - 24 3 59-4 4 7 7-6 '

C4

- 24 16 24-8
1

16 24 - 0-8 34
If

- 28 7 39-7 7 44 43
K

- 28 20 11-6 20 15 3-4 3-9

October - - 2 11 61 11 4 - 21
H

- 2 23 311 23 30 i - 11 -16
H

. 6 1 44-7 1 40 -4-7
H
a ^

- - 6 14 7-7 14 7 -07 -2-7
- 10 5 24-5 5 19 - 5-5

• 10 17 57-8 17 58 . 0-2 -2-7
iJecember -

.
. 21 s 7-2 3 9 1-8

fc

^.^
. 21 15 284 15 30 16 1-7

- 25 6 32-6 1 6 31 - 16
i4

- 25 19 0-7 18 52 -8-7 -6-2

- 29 10 22-4 10 26 36
- 29 22 53 3 22 42 -113 — 39

•January - . 2 1 29 4 1 2 - 27-4
j^ ^% ^%

- 2 13 5^-0 13 41 - 130 — 20-2
if

- 6 4 45-8 4 53 72
u

- - « 17 33 9 17 30
f

-39 1
17 j

Pinal mean. • • * <l» * - 05
if

Trobablts error, minutes/ ^ - - --^-IS
fr

Number of differences. less than 2 minutes - -
. = 2

^utuberof diiferences more than 2 minutes, and less tljan 4 — 13
<4 u « 4 •* - - 10 - — 3
If u u in '

K ^ « • = 2

k

%



16 Observations on the increase of Sandy Hook,

Art. tit.— Observations to determine tJie cause of the increase of
Sandy Hook^ made by the Coast Surveyfor the Commissimers on

Harbor encroachments of New York ; by Prof. A. D. Bache,
Sap. U, S. Coast Survey.—(Abstract)

I

It is known as one of the developments of the Coast Survey
that the peninsula of Sandy Hook is gradually increasing, grow-

ing to the northward into the main ship channel. A spot north

ot th3 Hook where there was forty feet of water when Captain

Gedney made his survey, in less than ten years was nearly bare

at low water. The imuortance of deterniming^ the cause of this

increase^ as leading to the means of controlling it, cannot be over-

estimated, . The Commissioners on Harbor Encroachments had
early attended to this matter, and requested that the necessary

obsservations for its investigation should be made. These were
M

assi

ability. Yarious causes had been assigned for this growth, by
the action of the waves and winds sometimes on the outer side

and sometimes on the inside of the Hook. The effect of the
opening and closing of Shrewsbury Inlet had also been insisted

upon. To examine these and other probable causes, laborious
observations of tides and currents had been made in the vicinity

at stations marked upon the map presented to the Association.
Careful measurements of the low water line had also been made
in connection with these observations, and with others, of the
force and direction of the wind. Objects easily distinguished
from the land, and of various specific gravities and shapes, had
been deposited near the shore of the Hook to determine the

power and direction of transportation of matter along the shores

of the Hook. It is easy to see how laborious all of these ob-

servations are, and that some of them are obtained with consid-

erable danger : hence the credit to be given to Mr. Mitchell may
be measured. The results of the observations have not yet

been worked out in all their detail, but the conclusions Irom
them are perfectly safe, and are of the highest importance. It

turns out that this growth of the Hook is not an accidental phenom-
ena, but goes on regularly, and according to determinable laws.

The amount of increase depends upon variable causes, but the

general fact is, that it increases year by year; and the cause of
this is a remarkable northwardly current, the amount and dura-

Hook
im

Hook channel with varying velocity, and the one inside of the
Hook extending nearly one-third of the distance across Sandy
Hook bay.

^
These currents nm to the north during both the ebb

and flooa tide, with varying rates, and result from these tides
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directly and indirectlj. The inner current is the one by which
the flood and ebb tides draw, by the lateral communication of
motion, the water from Sandy Hook bay, and the outer is simi-
larly related to those tides as they pass Palse Hook channel. The
velocities and directions which have been found, prove this con-
clusively. An important observation for navigation results from
this, for more than seven hours out of the twelve there is a north-
wardly current running through False Hook channel, which assists
vessels entering New York harbor on the ebb tide, and is to be
avoided in passing out with the ebb. This northwardly current
runs on the inside for eleven hours out of the twelve. It is the
conflict of these two northwardly currents outside and inside,
and the deposit of the materials which they carry to the point of
the Hook, which causes its growth. Within a century, it has
increased a mile and a quarter, and at about the rate of one-
sixteenth of a mile a year, on the average, for the last twelve
vears. Flynn's knoll, on the north side of the main ship channel,
aoes not give way as the point of the Hook advances. The im-
portance of watching this movement cannot, therefore, be over-
stated. The mode of controlling the growth is obvious from the
I'esults obtained. The observations are still continued to obtain
the necessary numerical results.

A-HT. lY.—Notice of Observations to determine the Progress of thi

tidal wave of t/ie Hudson River, made hy the Coast Survey for

^'€ Commissioners on Barbor Encroachments; by A. D. Bache,
oupt. U. S. Coast Survey.—(Abstract.)

Prof. Bache explained the importance of a knowledge of the
inpvement of the tide wave up the Hudson River to the deter-
mination of the shore line of New York bay and harbor, and the

P

obs
of

Observations to be made for the examination of this point m the
bearing ju^t referred to, and also on the character of the im-
provements projected for the Hudson river at the Overslaugh,
^nd indeed in the whole distance from Troy to New Baltimore,
"me^tidal stations were in the course of occupation between Gov-
ernors Island, New York, and Greenbush, opposite Albany. At
the two terminal stations Saxton's selfregistering guages were

1 -^'iiiiinn atclLiUUiS k„'aAi»Jn iJ uN-i. . ^j-,. .j3 j^—„Q^w ,. —

_

P^ced, and lie had expected to invite members to see the Albany
page, but the late freshet in the river had required its removal.

^ 1
present. Prof. Bache explained the selections made of

. localities of the tidal stations and the reasons for their spe-
^jal positions, and stated that the results of the work would here-
^«er be laid before the Association.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XIIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1?»7.
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18 On the Action of the Barometer in a Hui^ricaney etc.

Art. V,—On the Characteristic Action of the Barometer during the

passage of a Revolving jStormj such as a Hurricane or Tornado^
being a small rise and not a great fall; bj JoiLN" ChaPPZLL-
SMITH.

I WISH to call attention to some facts which afford eyidence
that a great fall in the barometer is not an essential element in

all storms, as Redfield and Espy have assumed in their storm
theories ; that, on the contrary, the effect on the barometer of hur-

ricanes and tornadoes, or of ail storms accompanied wilh electric

explosions, is a rise when the axis or centre of the storm passes

near it Some of the facts which lead to this conclusion will be
fonnd in the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, in an arti-

cle by me on a tornado near New Harmony, Indiana, April 30,

1852. In that article, the bearing of these facts on the subject was
not pointed out, because I w^as not then impressed with their full

force; ray object was chiefly to point out facts directly opposed
to the rotary or cyclonic theory of storms, so far as the proof of
that theory depends on the direction in which bodies are pros-

trated by the progress of a storm. After a careful examination
of all that had appeared in this journal in support of Mr. Bed-
field's views by himself and others, I could not resist the conclu-
sion that the method of collecting and presenting the facts by
the parties w^ho had investigated storm phenomena was inconclu-

eive; to pass over the field of the wreck of a tornado, select a
tree here and a tree there, place them on a diagram, then assert

that tliese were sufficient proofs of the rotary or cyclonic the-

ory of storms is not enough, A much more laborious examina-
tion than this appeared to me to be necessary to attain just views.

A tract of a square mile, at least, required to be plotted, with the

magnetic bearings and relative distances of the prostrated bodies.

This labor I performed, and gave, in the contribution referred to,

a plot of a square mile, on which is shown the magnetic bearing

Imd relative distances of nearly 7000 trees which had been pros-

trated by the tornado in little more than a minute. Sections made
in a like manner across the track, at 2 and at 8 miles distance,

were also given, which show a uniformity in the mode of action

of the prostrating power; the wdiole furnishing, as I think, a

complete refutation of Mr. Redfield's theory, so far as he has at-

tempted to establish it by evidences of this kind.
But my object in this paper is not to dilate on what has been

done in that contribution, but to point out the bearing of the

barometrical facts, contained therein, upon Mr. Eedfield's theory;
facts which prove that the low barometer, which frequently
exists at the time of the passage of a tornado or hurricane, is not

aused by the tornado, but is dependent on some other cause.
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The facts to which I principally refer are set forth in the follow
msr d^^ diagram. Here it will be perceived that from the morning

April 27th. 28th. 29tk 30th. May 1st.

'10

•60

•50

-40

•30

•20

•10

29-00

Diagram representing the barometric fluctuations on the day of the tornado, and
0^5 the three preceeding days at New Harmony, Indiana.
The horizontal lines are equal to fluctuations amounting to -^^j of an inch. The

vertical lines represent the height of the barometer at the tin^e of sunrise; 9 a.m.
3 P. M., and 9 p. m. on each day ; the darker lines* representing tlie sunrise oh'=erT.itit)ns.

A represents the fluctuation of the barometer between the hours of 3 and 6 v. m..

on the 30th of April, at which hours the atmosphere was calm and clear; but be-
tween which the toniado came up, committed its ravages and passed on.

of April 27th, to 3 p. M., on the 30th, tlie barometer had beeu
slowly and gradually falling, the only interruptions appearing to
be those due to the maximum horary oscillation at 9 A. M., the
^'md at any time during the period scarcely exceeding a gentle
breeze; at 3 P. IL, a little more than an hour previous to the
centre of the storm's passing the meridian of New Harmony, all

was calm,^ and, with the exception of a slight haze, clear, with-
out any sign to indicate the near approach of so fearful a storm,
^oon after this, sounds of distant thunder were heard, and at 4
P- X, there was sligbtrain, strong wind, vivid lightning and loud
thunder; the storm now began to exert its terrific violence, the
^^in fell in torrents accompanied by a shower of hailstones of
extraordinary size, the wind blew in all directions and the ba-

rometer had risen '050 of an inch. By 4-80 R M., the storm had
J'eached its height, and the barometer had risen -030 of an inch
^ore. The storm now be^ran to abate, the barometer to /a//, and

pj 5-30 p. A[., all was again calm and clear, the barometer stand-

^^S at the same point at which it stood previous to the coming

JP of the storm- Now this rise of near yV of an inch m the

barometer, whicli commenced as the storm began to rao-e, which

d its maximum when the storm reached its height, and

/
"8 minimum as the storm cleared off, is surely a very significant

^!J^ct; and if, as my experience, aided by that of others, has
shown, this be a constant characteristic of the barometer in

^11 storms accompanied with electric explosions ; if the baronie-
^er invariably rises as the centre of a storm passes near an obser-
^*er, though that rise seldom exceeds xV ^^ ^° i^'^'^j ^^^^ '^^ ^°*

rH
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give strong grounds for concluding that tlie condition of low
barometer, whicli often exists at the time of the passage of a
whirlwind or tornado, is not caused by these meteors; does not
the low barometer appear to be due to some other causCj and to

be only a contingent, and not, as storm theorists have assumed^

a conditional phenomenon?
In reference to the diagram, at the first glance a person ma

regard it as presenting a remarkable confirmation of Mr. Eed-
field's views: a great fall of the barometer as the axial area

of the whirlwind approaches, and then a great rise as it passes

away. But a little consideration will show that it is widely
at variance with his views. Let ns refer to them as given in

his last communication to this Journal in September, 1854,

He there states that the normal condition of the lower wind
stratum consists of a constant occurrence and progression of cy-

clones from the equator in various degrees of activity; he de-

fines a cyclone to be a moving disk or stratum of rotating atmo-

sphere, which sometimes manifests itself by light and feeble, and
sometimes by strong and violent, winds; the more inert and pas-

sive cyclones, he says, constantly occupy in their transit the

greater portion of the earth's surface, and move in orbits corres-

ponding to the more active cyclones traced on his storm charts;

and that the effect on the barometer of any cyclone is propor-
tionate to the general activity of the rotation considered as a
whole. In another place he describes the effect as depressing
the barometer, and says that the intensity of the depression rap-

idly increases as the axial area of the whirlwind approaches;
that this axial area is the point of greatest depression, and that

the latter is obviously due to the centrifugal force of the revolv-

iu<? motion in the bodv of the storm.

Kow bearing these views of Mr, Eedfield in mind, let us con-

sider them in connection with the fall of the barometer repre-

sented in the diagram above. The fall, which commenced at

New Harmony on the 27th of April, three days previous to the

axial area of the whirlwind's or cyclone's arrival there, cannot be

supposed to be due to the advancing portion of the rotatmg disk
of the cyclone which reached New Harmony on the 30th, be-

cause, the distance of the axial area at the time must have been
upwards of 4000 miles, supposing that it moved uniformly with

^
the velocity with which it was known to move over 300 miles

of the track, viz., 60 miles per hour; but suppose that its aver-

age velocity was 30 miles per 1

of the axial area upwards of 2

hour, this would make the distance

ipwards of 2000 miles, a distance so great, that

Mr. Redfield would allow, that it would be preposterous to sup-
pos3 that the fall of the barometer on the morning of the 27th
could be caused bv the advance of a storm whose axial area at

that time was at that distance.
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I will now give some facts wbicli appear to prove that the tor-

nado of the 30th did not exercise any influence at New Harmony
up to one and a half hours of its axial area reaching there. From
a slight account of the barometric condition which existed over
the United Sates at about the time of the occurrence of the tor-

nado at New Harmony, for which account I acknowledge my ob-
ligations to Professor Henry of the Smithsonian Institution, it

appears that in all the States iu the basin of the Ohio, including
Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri, a very low barometer prevailed

;

while a high barometer prevailed in the New England States,

Pennsylvania and Virginia ; and a y^tj high one in Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi. In the
'^ailey of the Ohio, on an area of the diameter of 400 miles, of
which New Harmony is the centre, the barometer at 8 P. M. stood
at nearly 29-100 inches. At this time the atmosphere at New
Harmony was perfectly calm, although at about the distance of 90
lilies, a storm of about 80 miles diameter was making its way
through this area of low barometer with a velocity of 60 miles
per hour

; a storm which had the power over a track one mile in
'R^idth to prostrate trees, to twist and bend them, as if they were
reeds, at the rate of 7000 a minute, although many of them hnd
a circumference of several feet. As this storm or cyclone ap-

.

^
proached, the barometer was watched, but there was not any in-
dication of that direct barometric depression which Mr. Eedfield
says is produced by the increasing rapidity of the leftwise rota-
tion of the cyclone in approaching its axial area. Instead of the
intensity of the barometric depression rapidly increasing as the
axial area of the whirlwind approached, which Mr. Eedfield says
IS so obviously due to the centrifugal force of the revolving mo-
tion in the body of the storm, the barometer was seen actually
to rise as the axial area approached, and to fall as it passed
away. What becomes then of the theories built upon this as-

W Slimed barometric depression ? a depression which Eedfield and
-^spy aver must be [as a general thing, eds.] a consequence of
such meteors, and on which assumed enormous depression they
^ave based their theories. On a future occasion, in addition to a
statement of further barometrical observations of my own, I will

a reference to the experience of eele-strenathen my position by
orated navigators and me--.^...^.^ ..^^ ....teorologists who advance facts similar
to those which I have recited, but who, apparently influenced by
popular belief, have failed to notice their significant bearing on
thequestion.

The phenomena of the Kew Harmony tornado which I have
deterred to, also offers insuperable objections to the cyclonic the-

?JJ
of storms when considered in connection with Mn Redfield's

luea of their origin. He says that the cyclones originate in the
tropics, and are mainly the result of the mechanical gravitation
^* the atmosphere as connected with the rotative and orbital
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movements of the eartli's surface; he sajs that their earliest ac-

tivity and violence may be explained by the action of local cur-

rents; that opposite winds may coalesce in a vast gyration, in-

stead of following their usual stratiform course without interfer- ^

ence with each other : and that when once the fall of the barom-
eter and the involute vortical movement has been established,

the extraneous and tangential forces of contiguous winds is not

necessary to continue the action ; for the law of centrifugal action

must produce an accumulation of pressure beyond the active

verge of the whirlwind, and the pressure of the external atmos-

phere alone, around the basin of the storm, constantly keeps up
the invokite vertical movement, and is suiEcient to maintain the

existing vortical action.

Now I ask those who entertain this idea, to view it in connec-

tion with the conditions that existed in the valley of the Ohio on
the afternoon of April 30th, particularly in the vicinity of New
Harmony. Granting that the, circumstances described by Mr.

Eedfield did generate a cyclone or rotary storm, is the cause he
has assigned, consisting of the mere mechanical force of rotation,

sufficient to impel a rotating disk of atmosphere of some 80 miles

in diameter, as in the tornado in question, many hundreds of
miles, which disk had carried with it, and still maintained, as it

entered the valley of the Ohio, a power that could prostrate

thousands of trees on successive miles in successive minutes,

which swept off houses, and carried cattle up far in the air?*

To me the thing is inconceivable, the cause is not adequate
to the effects ; and it is the more inconceivable when it is known
that, in this, as in other storms of the kind, the destructive action

was intermittent^ that some parts of the track were passed over
without destruction, and that in others it was exerted with vari-

ous degrees of violence. This spasmodic action is not in accord-

ance with the inherent mechanical force ascribed to the cyclone

;

and some other cause is requisite for the production of these ef-

fects of this now retarded, and now accelerated, mechanical force.

But Mr. Redfield says that it is not requisite ; extraneous aid, he
says, is not necessary to keep up the vortical action, for when once

the fliU of the barometer and the involute vortical motion has

been established, the law of centrifugal action must produce an
|

accumulation of pressure beyond the active verge of the whirl-

wind, and this pressure alone, around the basin of the storm,

must keep up the involute vortical action. But, as experience
shows in the New Harmony tornado, in opposition to Mr. Eed-
field's theory, there was not any diminution of pressure near

« The writer has here mistaken the views of Mr. RedfieLl. who mntes the move-
ment of the cyclone over the earth's surface in no sense a con^sequence of the rota-

tion : anJ who lias firther diown that spasmodic action is a necessary consequence
when the axis of the cyclone \% not vertical—£i>3.

s

I
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the axial^ area of the storm, and there was not anj accumulation
beyond its active verge, as I have shown in describing the
condition of the surrounding area of 400 miles in diameter
through which the tornado progi-essed.
Of course the same objections apply to Mr, Espy's theory : he

admits that a tornado may very greatly depress the barometer;
and ''if it should depress it more than 3 inches" then, he says^
that something more is necessary than is provided for in his the-

•^Tj—" perhaps electricity." It is not a httle remarkable that
when Mr. Espy presented his storm views to the British Associ-
ation, Sir John Herschel observed, that if an ascensional column
be the cause of storms, the barometer ovght to ri.^e in the centre of
the storm or column ; a fact which the observation of what actu-

ally occurs during the passage of a tornado has now verified

;

tor whetlier the storm progress in the form of an ascensional
column, or of a cyclone, the facts I have advanced prove that
the barometer does rise in its centre.

Art. YI.—On the Spirality of Motion in Whirlwinds and Tor-

nadoes ; by W. G. Eedfield.

ican Association at Albany, Aug. 26, 1856.

1. An aggregated spiral movement, around a. smaller axial
space, constitutes the essential portion of whirlwinds and torna-
does,

2. The course of the spiral rotation, whether to the right or
left

1

pect

ique inclination which the spiral movement also has to the plane
01 the horizon, is in opposite directions as regards the interior
and exterior portions of the revolving mass. Thus, in the out-

ward portion of the whirlwind the tendency of this :

IS obliquely downwards, when the axis is vertical ; but
ienor_ portion, the inclination or tendency of the spiral move
°^ent IS upward. This fact explains the ascensive effects which
are observed in tornadoes and in more diminutive whirlwinds.

o. Owing to the increased pressure of the circumjacent air in

movement
t in the in-

a

a
gra

that of
an mvoluted or closing spiral ; while the course of the interior
(ascending movement of rotation is that of an evolved or opening
spiral. Hence, the horizontal areas of the higher portions of the
^'"^' exceed greatly those of its lower portions.

.' The area of the ascending spiral movement in the vortex,

surface
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tlie whirling "body ; for tlie reason that the rotation here is pro-

portionally more active and intense, being impelled by the ag-

gregated pressure and momentum of the more outward portion

of the whirlwind as it converges from its larger area, on all sides,

by increasingly rapid motion into the smaller area of ascendin
-«^4.„j.: -55- r\^^l^A ^i • _ j _ j- p ,t i i _ vi... „

or
o

rotation.^ J'hat this interior portion of the whirl resembles an
inverted hollow cone, or columii, with quiescent and more rari-

fied air at its absolute center, may be inferred from the observa-

tions which have been made in the axial portions of the great

cyclones. Into this axial area of the tornado the bodies forced

upward by the vortex cannot fall, but will be discharged out-

ward, from the ascending whirl. The columnar profile of this

axial area sometimes becomes visible, as in the water spouts so

called.

5. Accessions caused by circumjacent contact and pressure are

const mtly accruing to the whirling body, so long as its rotative

energy is maintained, A correlative diffusion from its ascending
portion must necessarily take place, towards its upper horizon;
and this is often manifested by the great extent or accumulation
of cloud w^hich results in this manner from the action of the tor-

nado. In other words, there is a constant discharge from the
whirling body in the direction of least resistance,

6. The.spirality of the rotation and its inclination to the hori-

zon, in the great portion of the whirl which is exterior to its as-

cending area, is not ordinarily subject to direct observation. Kor
is the. outline or body of the more outward portion of the whirl-
wind at all visible, otherwise than in its effects,

7. In aqueous vortices the axial spiralities of the exterior and
interior portions are in reverse direction to those in the atmos-
phere, the descending spiral being nearest to the axis of the vor-

tex. Hence, lighter bodies and even bubbles of air are often

forced downward in the water, in the manner in which heavier
bodies are forced upwards in the atmosphere.

.

The fi>regoing is simply a statement of results w^hich I have
derived from a long course of observation and inquiry. It does
not include the partial and imperfect exhibitions of whirhvind
action, which often occur; nor the various movements and phe-

nomena which are collaterally associated with tornadoes and
whirlwinds, some of which are of much significance.

* The la-w of increment in the velocity of the whirlwind, as it graflually con-

verges into smaller areas by its spiral involution's that which pertains to other

bodies when revolving arounti interior foci towards which they are being gradually
drawn or pressed nearer and nearer, in their involute course;—the line of focal or

centripetal pressure, thus sweeping egual areas in equal iime.% at wljatever diminu-
tion of distance from the center; except as the velocity may be effected in degree
by the resistance of other bodies. Such resistance ig of little effect in a tonindo,

because its rev(»lvin^ mass is mainly above all ordinary obstacles, such as orchards

and forests, into which the spirally de^ce^iding and accelerated blast, near the con-

tracted extremity of the inverted and truncated cone of the whirl» penetrates with
couatant freshness and intensity of force ; already acquired in the higher and unob-
•tructed region.

s
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Art. VIL—On the Application of the Mechanical Theory of Heat
to the /Steam Engine] by R. Clausius.

[Concluded from toI, xxii, p. 374.J

39. I believe that it will not be without interest, if before T at-

tempt to make these equations more convenient for application,
I show how we maj'^ also, for an imperfect steam engine, arrive
at the same expressions bj the inverse method formerly pointed
out as by that previously followed. In order, however, not to
be too prolix in this digression, I will take into consideration
only two of the imperfections which are considered in the fore-
gomg equations, namely, the presence of the injurious space,
and the less pressure of the steam in the cylinder than in the
boiler durinoj the influx. On the other hand I will assume that

2\ andthe expansion is complete, in which case we must put T
that also the quantities T^, T\ and T\ are equal to each other.
We have to apply in this determination the equation (2), which

we will here write in the following form

:

ine first term on the right side signifies the work which we
should obtain bj means of the appliedquantity of heat ^,, which
lor our case is represented by 7n, r, +J/c(7', -T,), if these im-
perfectio

in
This term is already calculated

Th

23 where the following expression was found

:

imperfections. The quantity N which occurs

e expression cited in equation (38).
-1 we substitute these two expressions in the foregoin

tion, we have
g equa-

W ^

Al 11 T
^m^r^+Mc{T,-T,yiM-i-,u)cT^hg^^P,rA

II

0'

ye easily see that this equation corresponds in fact with equa-
'ons (xiv) if -^e introduce into the first of them the mass m
Of the mass m„, which may be done by means of the third
«q'iation, and by then putting ^ = T, = T\ = T

.

/.'^J^e same manner we can take into account the loss of work
"ich arises from the incomplete expansion, by calculating the

'^compensated transformation which occurs during the passage
SECOND SEHIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1857.
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26 R. Clausius on the Application of the

of the steam from the cylinder into the condenser and include

this in iV, By tins calculation, which I will not here actually

execute, we arrive completely at the expression given in (:x.iv)

for the work.

40. In order now to be able to apply the equations (siv) to a

numerical calculation, it is first necessary to determine more
nearly the quantities p',, jd'q andp'\,
No generiJly valid law can be established as to the manner in

%Yhich the ]:)ressure changes in the cylinder during the influx,

because the opening and closing of the steam pipe takes place

in different machines in different ways.

Consequently it is impossible to assign, once for all, a definite

value holding good for the relation between tlie mean pressure

p\ and the tinal pressure p^ when the last is strictly considered.

This however becomes possible by slightly changing the sig-

nification of Pa* The cutting off of the cylinder from the boiler

cannot of course take place in an instant, but the necessary mo-
tion of the clapper or slide valve requires, according to the differ-

ent feed arrangemetits, a greater or less time, during which the

steam in the cylinder expands somewhat, because during the

contraction of the opening less new steam can enter than corres-

ponds to the velocity of the piston. We may therefore in gene-
ral assume that at the end of this time the pressure is"somewhat
less than the mean pressure denoted by p,.

If, however, we do not restrict ourselves to bring into calcula-

tion precisely the end of the time necessary for closing, as the

moment of the cut-oft^ but allow some liberty in fixing this mo-
ment, we may obtain other values for p^. We may then con-

sider the point of time as so chosen, that if up to that time the

whole mass M had flowed in, a pressure would take place at this

instant wduch would be exactly equal to the mean pressure cal-

culated up to this instant If we put the instantaneous closure,

more nearly determined in this maimer, in the place of the grad-

ual closure which actually takes place, we commit only an in-

significant error with respect to the work calculated from it.

We may therefore accept this modification of Parabour's assump-
tion that p\=P2i whereby, however, it remains reserved for es-

pecial consideration for each particular case, to determine cor-

rectly the period of the cut-off, with reference to the prevailing

circumstances pf the case.

41, With respect to the counter pressure p\ which takes place
during the return of the piston, the difference iy^—;?^ ^s evi-

dently smaller under otherwise equal circumstances, the smaller

Po is.^ It will therefore be smaller in machines with condensers
than in machines without condensers in which p^ is equal to one
atmosphere. In the most important machines without condens-
ers, the locomotives, a particular circumstance usually occurs
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which contributes to increase the difference, namely: that we do
not offer to the steam the shortest and widest possible channel
for its passage into the atmosphere, but conduct it into the chim-
ney, and there let it flow out through a somewhat narrow tube
in. order to produce in this way an artificial draught

In this case an accurate determination of the difference is im-
portant for the reliability of the result We must also consider
that the difference is not constant in one and the same macliine^
but depends upon the rate of motion, and must determine the
law according to which this dependence takes place. I will not
howeverhere enter upon these considerations and the investiga-
tions which have already been instituted upon tiiis subject, since
they have nothing to do with the mechanical theory of heat

In machines in which this application of the steam which pnsscs
from the cylinder does not occur, and particularly in machines
with condensers, p\ is so little different from /?^, and can there-
fore change so little with the rate of motion, that it is sufficient

i

for most investigations to assume foTp\ a mean value.

^ .
-^s further, the quantity p^ occurs in equations (xiv) only

^

m a term affected by the factor o-^ and therefore exerts a very
shght influence on the value of the work, we may without fear

r ^^lf^^^» ^^^ value which is most probable for jy'^.

"he pressure which takes place in the injurious space jo'% de-

1 pends as already mentioned upon whetlier the cutting off from
the condenser takes place before or after the end of the motion
^i the piston, and may therefore vary greatly. But this pres-

^

sure also, and the quantities which depend upon it, occur in equa*

j

tions (XIV) only in such terms as are affected with small factors
^amelvj with fi and /^^ so that we may satisfy ourselves with an
approximate estimate and omit an accurate determination of this

pressure.
^
In such cases, where no particular circumstances had

:r^ - ucience,
r the value which

I
neglect

assume

mde
the

the

till l^WLlLIL^^l ^1\J--^-- ^^'^ -•• — ,

ty as a common Viilue for all

then simply be denoted hyp^
;

into

(^v).
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w r

42. It is assumed in these equations that beside the masses 1/J

m^, fi and m^,, of which the first two must be known bj direct

observationj and the last two can be determined approximately
from the magnitude of the injurious space, the four pressures

Pn Pij P:*^ Pol or what is the same, the four temperatures T',,

Tg, y'g, ^0) ^^^ given. This condition is however only partially

fulfilled for the cases which occur in practice, and we must
therefore take other data to assist us in the calculation.

Only two of these four pressure-forces are to be supposed as

known, namely p, andp^, the first of which is given immedi-
ately by the boiler pressure-gnage, and the last may be inferred,

at least approximately, from the indications of the condenser-

. The two others, p^ andj^^, are not given, but instead

of them we know the dimensions of the cylinder, and at what
position of the piston the cut-off from the boiler takes place.

From this we may deduce the volumes which the steam in the

cylinder takes up at the moment of the cut-off and at the end of

the expansion, and these two volumes may therefore take the

place, as data, of the pressure-forces p.^ and p^.
We have now to bring the equations into such a form that

we can execute the calculation by means of these data.

43. Let us again denote, as in setting forth Pambour^s theory,
the whole space which becomes free in the cylinder during one
stroke, including the injurious space, by r', the space which be-

comes free up to the cutting-off from the boiler, by cv', and the
injufious space by bv\ Then we have, according to what has
already been said, the equations

^

The quantities fi and o- are both so small that we may neglect

their product, so that we have

(45)

fo
BV'

«0

Furtliermore, according to equation (vi) we liave

rz^ATug,
"

—

ff n
if we introduce the letter g for the differential co-efficient -rj,

contained in it, which will in what follows occur so often that a
simpler notation is advantageous. According to this, we may
replace the quantities r, and r^ in the above systems of equa-
tions by Mj and u^. Tlien the masses 771^ and m^ occur only in

the products m, u, and m, Ug, and for these we may substitute

the values given in the first two of equations (45).

I

i

^'

f

i'
H
^ -
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In like manner, by means of the last of these equations, we
may first eliminate the mass /*(,, and as for the other mass, this
may it is true be somewhat greater than j^^. As however the terms

» which contain /i as a factor are, in any event, very insignificant,
we may substitute without hesitation also for ." the same value
which is found for (i^ that is, for the purpose of numerical calcu*
Jation, we may drop the assumption made for the sake of gene-
rality, that the mass whicb was originally in the injurious space
was partly fluid and partly vapor, and considur tbe mass in ques-
tion as wholly in the form of vapor.

H^ The substitution just signified may be effected in the general
equations (xiy) as w^ell as in the simplified equations (xy). As
the substitution however presents no difficulties, we will here
confine ourselves to the last, in order to obtain the equations at
once in a form w^hich is suited to numerical computation.
After this change they read as follows

:

%

#"

i

A Au^

{v'-Ma)g^:=[ev^-Mo)g^+ Im+ 'S^^ Io

+Ma(p.^p^)
T' 2

rr —-

o rp
•* 3

44, In order to refer these equations, which determine the work
of one stroke or of the quantity of steam i/,, finally to the unit of
"height of steam, the same process is to be applied by means of
which formerly equations (35) were converted into (xii). We
divide namely the three equations by m, and then put

Ihe equations now become

m^ m^ m

r=^±!lj^.( r-.»)(n.,-,,+;.,)+.v'-^^^
I

(XTll)

t

/ eV\e ,
T^

T
45. Tlie application of these ecjuations to the calculation of the

'^ork may be made in the following manner. We tletermine the
V'olume F, which belongs to the unit of weight of steam, bj
jneans of the evaporating power supposed to "be known, and of
jhe rate of motion which the machine thereby assumes. With
»he help of this value, we calculate in the first place from the

\
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second equation the temperature T^^ then from the third the tern*

perature '1\^ and these we finally apply in the first equation to-

the determination of the work.
In this process we meet, howeverj a peculiar difficulty. In or-

der to calculate the temperatures 2\ and 1\ from the two last

equations, these ought properly to be solved according to the

temperatures. They contain these temperatures however, not

only explicitly, but also implicitly, inasmuch as p and g are

functions of the temperature. The equations for farther treat-

ment w^ould become too complicated, if we were to substitute for

the elimination of these quantities one of the usual empirical

formulas which express the pressure of the steam for/), and its

differential co-efficient for ^. We might now perhaps help our-

selves out in the same manner as Pambour has done, namely, by
setting up new empirical formulas which should be more con-

venient for the present purpose, and if not for all temperatures,

at least within certain intervals, sufficiently accurate. I will not

however, here mal^e such attempts, but instead of them will di-

rect attention to another process in which the calculation, it is

true, is somewhat tedious, but easily executed in its single parts.

46. When the tension-series of the vapor is known with suffi-

cient accuracy for any one fluid, we may calculate from it the
values of the quantities g and T g, for various temperatures, and
unite them in tables just as it is customary to do with the values

of p. I have executed such a calculation with the help of Reg-
vault's tension-series for the vapor of water, which, up to this

time, has been almost exclusively employed in steam engines,

and for the interval of temperature within which the application

holds good, namely, from 40^ to 200"^ C.

•I ought properly for this purpose to have differentiated the
formulas wnich Regnault has used to calculate the single values

of p below and above 100° according to t, and by means of the

new formulas thus obtained to have calculated g. As however
these formulas do not answer their purpose so completely as to

make this tedious labor worth while, and as the establishment

and calculation of another more appropriate formula would have
been still more prolix, I have contented myself with using the
nunjbers calculated for the pressure, for an api^roximate deter-

mination of the differential co-efficient of the pressure. If for

instance, we denote the pressure for the temperatures 146° and
148° by 2>

1 4 6 and p^^^^ I have assumed that the quantity

2

represents with sufficient accuracy the value of the differential

co-efficient for the mean temperature 147,
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used
Hegnault* himself. Moritzf has recently directed attention to the
fact, with reference to the values under 100'', that the formula
which Regnault has applied between 0° and 100'' is somewhat
inaccurate, particularly m the neighborhood of 100"", in conse-
quence of the use of seven-figure lo*?arithms in calculatino- the.......— — ^^...

constants. Moritz has theref „._
ten-figure logarithms, assuming the same values from observ-
ation,^ and has communicated the values of x> deduced from
this improved formula in so far as they differ from Eeg-
nault's, which first occurs above 40°. I have used these values.

After the quantity g is calculated for the single degrees of tem-
perature, the calculation of the product Tg presents no longer
any difiiculty, since T is determined by the simple equation

I have collected the values of g and T g^ thus found in a ta-

ble communicated at the end of this memoir. For the sake of
completeness I have added the values of /? belonging to, them,
thos^e of Kegnault above lOO"", those calculated by Moritz below
100^, In each of these three series of numbers, the differences
or every two successive numbers are given, so that we may find
irom this table, for every given temperature, the values of those
three quantities, and conversely, for every given value of one of
those three quantities, the corresponding temperature.

After what has already been said as to the calculation of y, I
scarcely need to add that I do not consider the numbers of this
table as accurate, but only communicate them for lack of better.
As, however, the calculations which occur in the steam engine
always rest upon rather uncertain data, we may apply for this

purpose these numbers without hesitation, without having to
tear that the uncertainty of the result will be thereby sensiblj
Increased.

One observation is however still necessary. In equations (xvil)
It IS supposed that the pressure jt? and its differential co-efficient

^vhich Regnault's tension-series refers, namely, millimeters of
Jiercury. In order, notwithstanding, to be able to apply tlie ta-

ble, we only need irf these equations to divide all the terms
which contain neither jo nor g as a factor by the number 13-59t>.

^yill, for the sake of brevity, denote this number, which is

BothJjothing else than the density of mei'cury at 0'' compared with

mi°/
^^^*^'" at its maximum density, by h

This modification of the formulas produces almost uo increase
<*f calculation, inasmuch as it consists in substituting in qyctj

M6m. de I'Acad. des Sciences. T. xxi, p. 626.
T •Bulletin de la Clasae pbysico-mathematique de I'Acad. de St. Petereburg, T. rOt
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whicli lias accordino; toQplace, instead of tlie constant factor.

Joule the value already cited, 428'55, the other constant.

(46) -1= ^'^' = 31-1.525,
^ ^ Ak 13-596

'

and besides, in place of the work W] tlie quantity — is first
k

ultipl

(47.)
a

eV

«o

h

Ak{e V~la)
s V—la
eV^la

Of the three terms on the right side of (47) the first prepon-
derates by far, and hence it becomes possible to determine the

product 1\ 5^2, and thereby at the same time the temperature

'a ^y successive approximation.

In order to obtain the first approximate value of the product
which we may call Tg'^ substitute on the right side t^ in the

place of t^y and in like manner j) ^ in place of j^^, then we have

1^

(48) Tff'^a
The
looked for in the table. In order to obtain the second approx-
imate value of the product, piit the value i' just found and the

corresponding value p^ of the pressure on the right side of (47),

tor p
into consideration,

taking the

(48a) r'V"=^y+«(^-0-&(i>x -;>').

The may
be determined as before from the table. If this do not represent
the sought temperature t^ with sufficient accuracy, repeat the

same process m
place of t^ and p^^ by which we obtain, taking the previous
ec[uattons into consideration,

(486) r''^"^=:ry + a(r~r)-6(i^i-rt
and can find the new value of the temperature f"" in the table.

47. Let us now return to equations (xvii) and first consider '

the second of them.
This equation may be written in the following form:

(47) ys<72 = ^+«(«i-f2)-^i^i-M 1

in which the quantities C, a, and b are independent of i^, namely,

'r

i

I

r.

I
I
I

ft ^^«^ I
-I"

i:

^
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1 I

degree

in mis manner we might continue as L
Ifce third approximate value differs onlj b
and the fourth bj less than the ^oVo of a
value of the temperature t^ .

_
48. The treatment of the third of the equations xvil is quite

similar. K we divide tliis bj F- 1 o, and for the' sake of more
easj calculation introduce Briggs's logarithms, which maj be de-
aoted by the symbol Log., in place of the natural logarithms de-
noted by the symbol log., in which case it is only necessary to
add t;hp. Tnn.^iiii-,« nr ^v ^.t,.- j..... ._ . j- • ^i-- l-modulus M
takes the form

T'2
(49)- ^3=C+alog^^

in which C and a have the following values independent of T^.

(49a)

T

in equation (49) the first term on the right side is a^ain prepon-
uerant, so that we may apply the process of successive approx-
imation. If -^^e substitute in the first place T^ in tlie place of

3> 'vve obtain as a first approximate value oi g^-.

,. (50) g'^C,
^^*j *£^ ^^*^ i^ ^^^ table, the temperature V which belongs to it,

and from this easily form the absolute temperature T'. If we
substitute this in (49) for T,, we have

(50a) /'::=y+ alog^,
from which T" is found. In like manner, we obtain farther

49. It onl

(50&) /"^y'-falog^.

c and r in

of equa-
-uus XVII. The quantity c,
;uquid, has been considered as

j<f- It only remains to determine the quantities c
order to be able to proceed to the numerical application
tions^xvii. The quantity c, that is the specific heat of the
'

'
" constant in the foregoing develop-

nient. This, it is true, is not quite correct, since the specific heat
increases somewhat with an increase of temperature. The errors
^nnot however be significant, if we select as a common value the
Value which is correct at about the middle of the interval which
embraces the temperature occurring in the investigation. In en-
gines driven by steam, 100° maj^ be taken as such a mean tem-
perature, which in a common high pressure engine witb a con-

8EC0ND SERIES, VOL. XIIII, NO. 67.—-JAN., 1857.
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denser is about equally distant firom the temperature of the

boiler and that of the condenser. We will accordingly apply to

water, the value which according to Regnault represents the spe-

cific heat at 100'' putting

(61) cml-OlSO.

To determine the quantity r, we set out from the equation which
Eegnault has established for the whole quantity of heat which
is necessary in order to warm a unit of weight of water from
to the temperature t^ and to convert it into steam at this temper-

ature, namely.
i= 606-5 + 0-305./.

If we substitute in this for \ the sum corresponding to the pre-
r

vic»is definition / cdt + r^ we have

606-5 + 0-305.^- fcdU

We must apply in the interval for c, the temperature function

more accurately determined by Regnault, in order to obtain ex-

actly the values of r which Regnault gives. I believe however
that it is suficient for our present purpose to employ in this case

iilso for c the constant before cited^ Hence we obtain

cdt—i'On.t,

and may now contract into one the two terms of the preceding
equation depending on f, which reads — 0'708 . t

We must, at the same time, also change somewhat the constant

term of the equation, and we will so determine it that that ob-

eervation-value of r which is probably most accurate of all is

also correctly represented by the formula. Regnault has found
for the quantity i at 100*^, as a mean of 38 observations, the

value 636'67. If we subtract from this the quantity of heat

which is requisite to heat the unit of weight of water from
to 100^, and which according to Regnault is equal to 100'5 units

of heat, there remains, if we satisfy ourselves with one decimal,

^100= 536-2*

By employing this value, we obtain for r the formula

(52) r= €07— O-YOS,/.

A comparison of some of the values calculated from this with

those given by Eegnaultf in his table will show that this simpli-

* Regnault himself does not ^ve in his table exactly the above number but 536-5.

This arises however only from the fact tiiat instead of the previously mentionecT

value 636-67 he has put for % at 100° in the calculation in round numbers 637.

f M6m. de PAcad. de« Sciences, T, xxi, p. 748,

h.^
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I

ds with sufficient accuracy

signi
/

50»

r acato (52),
r ace, to Regnault,

607-0

606-5
671-6

571-6

100»

636-2

53 6 -6

150*'
I

20(y

466-4

464-3

600-8

500-7

^
50, In order to be able to distinguisli in their action the two

different kinds of expansion to which the two last of equations
xyii refer, it appears to me advantageous to consider, in the fir«t

placCj
^
a steam engine such that only one of them occurs in it.

We will therefore begin with a machine which works without
expansion.

In this case we must put for the quantity e, which signifies the
ratio of the volumes before and after expansion, the value 1, and
at the same time make T^-

"^

a simpler form.
T^

,
whereby equations xvil assume

The last of these equations becomes identical and therefore
disappears. Furthermore, many terms of the first equation
which only differ from the corresponding terms of the second in
this, that the first contain T^ and the others T^ , now become
ec^ual to them, and may therefore be eliminated. Hence we ob-
tain by introducing at the same time, the above-mentioned quan-
tity h^

W
Jc

^(l-^)(^2"i^o)-^^(jPl--Po)

(xvui) < {V-la)T,g,
r,-\.lc(T,-T,)

Ak

+eF c(T, To)

Aku +p -\-l^{j>l-P2)-

J-ne first of tiiese two equations is exactly the same as tliat

which we obtain according to Pambour's theory, if we put in

? rr
'^^ and introduce the volume V in place of the quantity

^- The difference exists thus only in the second equation, which
has taken the place of the simple relation between volume and
pressure assumed by Pambour. . . .

ol. Let us assume the quantity e occurring in these equations^

"w-hich represents the injurious space as a fraction of the whole
space which becomes free for the steam, as equal to 0-05. The
ctuantity of liquid which the steam carries with it, on its entrance
into the cylinder, is different in different machines. Pambour
says that it amounts on the average in locomotives to 0*25, in
stationary steam engines however, to much less,^perhap3 to 0-05
of the whole mass which enters the cylinder. "" ""

^yt datum for our example, according to which the ratio
of the whole mass which enters the cylinder to the portion
of It which is in the form of steam is as 1 to 0-95. Furthermore,

We wlQ use the

^et the pressure in the boiler be assumed to be 5 atmospheres,
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to wliicli the temperature 152°-22 belongs, and suppose that the
machine hajs no condenser, or what is the same a condenser with
a pressure of 1 atmosphere. The mean counter pressure in the

cylinder is then greater than 1 atmosphere. In locomotives, this

difference, as above mentioned, may by a particular circumstance
become considerable, in stationary steam engines on the contrary,

it is less, Pambour, in his numerical calculations for stationary

machines without condensers, has quite neglected this difference,

and as our object here is only to give an example for the compar-
ison of the new formulas with those of Pambour, we will in this

also agree with him, and put^^i^l atmosphere. The following

values accordingly come into application in equations (xviii) for

this example

:

\
0-05

/nQ^ J 1=, ——= 1'053
(53) -{ 0-95

^^ = 3800

If we assume in addition the once for all fixed values

Ar=13'596
ff= 0001,

there remain in the first of the ec^uations (xviii), besides the

sought quantity TTonly the quantities "Fand p^.
52. We must now first find out what is the least possible value

of V.

This value corresponds to the case in which the same pressure

takes place' in the cyhnder as in the boiler ; and we need only
substitute^! in the place of jpg, in the last of equations (xviii).

Hence we have

1

^x^a-f-^fr^^^+P.-i'AJcUq

In order to give an example at once of the influence of the inju-

rious space, I have calculated two values ^om this expression,

that which would arise if no injurious space were present, and
therefore e— 0, and that which must ensue from the supposition

made by us that b = 0'05. These two values are expressed as

fractions of a cnbic meter for one kilogram of steam passing out

of tlie boiler,
^.^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^

That the last of these two values is greater than the first, arises

from the fact that, in the first place, the steam penetrates into the

injurious space with great velocity, the living force of this motion

is then converted into heat, and tnis again causes the evaporation

of a portion of the liquid mechanically carried along ; and that,
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m the second place, the steam which was in the injurious space
before the influx, in like manner, contributes to increase the
whole quantitjr of steam which is afterward present.

If we substitute the two values found for V in the first of
eouations (xviii) whereby e is at one time made = and the
other time = 0*05, we obtain as corresponding quantities of work

*

expressed in kilogram-meters,

14990 and 14450.

According to Pambour's theory, it makes no difference, with
reference to the volume, whether one portion of it is injurious

^^ space or not ; it is determined in both cases by the same equation
(296 ) if we substitute in it for^ the particular value j) , . Thereby
we obtain ^ ^ ^ ^ ,.

0-3883.

Ihat this value is greater than that previously found for the
same quantity of steam, 0-3637, maybe explained from this,
that we have hitherto considered the volmne of steam at the max-
imum density, as greater than it can be according to the mechan-

I ,
ical theory of heat, and this earlier view finds also its expression
m equation (296.)

» If we determine by means of this volume the work under the

^ two suppositions that e = or = O'OS, we have

16000 and 15200.
i hese quantities of work are, as was to be foreseen as immediate
consequences of the greater volume, both greater than those be-
lorehand^ but not in an equal ratio, inasmuch as the loss of work
occasioned by the injurious space is less, according to the equa-
tions developed by us, than it should be according to Pambour's

53. In a, machine of the kind considered here, which Pambour
studied in action, the velocity which the machine actually as-

sumed^ is to that which may be calculated firom his theory, as a
Minimum velocity for the same power of evaporation and the
fame pressure in the boiler, in one experiment, as 1-275 : 1, and

Jj^^n^otber with a less load, as 1*70 : 1. The volumes 0-495 and
Uo60 would correspond for our case to these velocities. We will
DOW choose as an example for the determination of the work, a
Velocity which lies between these two, by putting in round num-
bers Y= 0-6.

^Q have now first to find the temperature t.^ for this value of V.
ror this purpose equation (47) which assumes the following spe-
cial form will serve :

,
(55) 5^2 ^2=26577+56-42. (/,-y- 0-0483. (i?i-i?2)-

If we^ execute by means of this equation, the successive deter-

"iination of t^ described in § 47, we obtain in succession the fol-

iowmg approximate values

:

/
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t
r
V"

t""

ipproximations

133°-01

134 -43

134 -32

133 -33.

mal Dlaces. and we "have accordine-lv. inasraucli

as

the true value of t^ . The pressure belonging to this is

Pa 2308-30.

If we apply these values of Fand j92, at the same time with the

other values closely determined in § 51, to the first of equations

(xviii) we obtain

TF=-11960- .

^

Pambour's equation (xii) gives for the same volume 0*6, the

work
W= 12520.

54, In order to show still more distinctly the dependence of

the work upon the volume, and at the same time, the difference

which prevails in this respect between Pambour's and my theory,

I have executed the same calculation as for the volume 0*6 for a

series of volumes increasing at equal distances. The results are

comprised in the following table. The first horizontal series of

numbers, which is separated from the others by a line, contains

the values found for a machine without injurious space. For
the rest the arrangement of the table is easily understood.

V tn

0-S637 152^22

0-3690

0-5

0-6

0-7

0-9

1

,152

149
140
J 34
129
124
120
117

•22

•12

83
33
'03

-55

'72

•36

W

14990

According to Pambour.

V w
0-3883

.14450 0:3883

14100 0-4

1S020 0-5

11960 0:6

10910 07
' 9S80 0^
8860 0-9

'7840 1

16000

)

15200

J5050
'15780

12520
11250
9980
8710
7440

We see that the quantities of work calculated according to

Pambour's theory, diminish more rapidly with the increasing

volume than those calculated according to our equations, so that

while they are at first perceptibly larger than the latter, they

gradually approach nearer to them, and at fest actually become
smaller. This is explained firom the fact that according to Pam-
bour's theory, in the expansion which takes place during the

influx, the same mass always remains in the form of steam,

which was so in the beginning ; according to our theory, on the

contrary, a part of the mass which is carried along in the fluid
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State, subsequently evaporates, and the more so tlie greater tlie

expansion.

55. We will now in a similar manner consider a machine
which works expansively^ and we will for this purpose choose a
machine with a condenser. With reference to the amount of
expansion, we will assume that the cut-off from the boiler takes
place when the piston has passed through one-third of its stroke.

\
We have then to determine e the equation

Hi-^),IS

and hence we find, if we retain for £ the value 0*05,

1*1

3

Let the pressure in the boiler be, as before, assmned at five atmos-
pheres. The pressure in the condenser with good arrangements
can be maintained under one-tenth of an atmosphere. As it is

not however always so small, and as, besides, the counter pressure
m the cylinder somewhat exceeds the pressure in the condenser,
^e will assume for the mean counter pressure ^q, in round num-
bers, one-fifth of an atmosphere, or 152™™, to which the tempera-

*^^/o = 60'''46 belongs. If we retain finally for I the value
previously assumed, the quantities which come into application
in this example are the following

:

0-36667.

0-05.

(56) { 7=1-053.
7?-— 3800.

It only
bo =152.

m
^ve the value of F. In order to have a fixed point in choosing

% we must first know the least nossible value of K This is

, exactlv as m the ca.se of machines wi
putting^ in tlie second of equations (xvii) in the place of p^,
andchcnanging m like

We fintl iTi fill's. 1

1-010.

tHs
line exceeds tlie least

j

putting in round num

r= 1-5,

win determine

__._e, the two temperatures, t^ and ^3, must

by substituting this A'alue of F in the last two of

^ equations (x\^I). The determination of t^ has already been

be

case
^thout condenser, and as the present case is distinguished

as
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1, has here another value, I "will not enter upon the subject

again, but will only state the final result. W
f2 = 13'7^-43.

The equation (49) which serves to determine ^3 takes for this

form
T

(57) ^3= 26-604 + 51-515 log =^.

3

From this we obtain in succession the following approximate

values.

t' = 99^-24.

r = ^1 -93.

/"' :=:101 -74.

The last of these values, from which the later ones would only

differ in the higliest decimals, we consider as the correct value of

^3, and apply it together with the known values of t^^ and t^ to

the first of equations (xvii). Thence we have

IF= 31080.

If we calculate the work according to Pambour's equation (xii),

attributing the same value to F, we find

TTzn 32640,

whereby however we must not take the values of B and h as in

the machine without condenser from equation (295), but from
equation (29a) determined for machines with condensers.

57. In the same way, as is here indicated for the volume 1'5,

I have also calculated the work for the volumes 1'2, 1*8, and 2'1.

I have besides added also the following cases in order to be able

to exhibit in one example, in a clear point of view, the differ-

ence which the different imperfections of the machine exert upon
the quantity of work.

(1.) The case of a machine which has no injurious space, and
in which, besides, the pressure in the cylinder during the influx is

equal to that in the boiler, and the expansion is driven until the

pressure has diminished from its original value jj^ ^Pq- This,

if we only assume thatp ^ accurately represents the pressure in

the condenser is the case to which equation (xi) refers, and
which gives the greatest possible work for a given quantity of

heat, if also the temperatures of absorbing and giving out neat

are considered as sriven.

(2.) The case of a machine in which again no injurious space

occurs, and the pressure in the cylinder is equal to that in the

boiler, but the expansion does not take place as before com-
pletely, but only m the ratio of e : 1. This is the case to which
equation (x) refers, only that there, in order to determine the

quantity of the expansion, the change of temperature produced
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"by tlie expansion of the steam, was considered as known, while
here, the expansion is determined according to the volame, and
the change of temperature must first be calculated from this.

(3.) The case of a machine with injurious space and imperfect
expansion, in which, of the former advantageous conditions
only this one remains, that the steam in the cylinder duriDg the
mflux exerts the same pressure as in the boiler, so that thus the
volume has the least possible value. "With this case, finally, are
connected those already mentioned, in which also the lost advan-
tageous condition is absent, inasmuch as the volume instead of
the smallest possible value has other given values.

All these cases are also calculated according to Pambour^s
theory for the sake of comparison, with the exception of the
first, for which equations (29a) and (295) do not suffice, inasmuch
as even that one of them which is determined for a less pres-
sure can still only be applied up to i-,

or at the utmost down-
wards to -Jd of an atmosphere, while here the pressure is to
ouninish to jth of an atmosphere.
The numbers resulting from our equations for this first case,

are as follows

:

Vol. before expansion. \ Vol. after expansion. 1 W
03637 6-345 50460

For all other cases, the results are embraced in the accompany-
ing table, in which again the numbers which refer to the machine
without injurious space, are separated from the others by a line.

Only the numbers which hold good for the volume after the ex-

pansion are cited, because the values before the expansion are

given, inasmuch as they in all cases are smaller in the ratio of e : 1.

According to Pambour

W
36660

i

1010
1-2

16
1-8

21

152^-22

145 -63

137 -43

131 '02

125 -79

113^*63

108 -38

101 -^e

96 -55

92 -30

32430
81870
81080
30280
29490

1032
1*2

15-
1-8

21

34090
S8670
82640
3I7I0
50780

58 . The quantities of work given in this table, as well as those

ensers

tlie kilogram of steam passing out of the boiler. We may,

nowever, accordino- to tliis, also easily refer the work to a unit

of Heat delivered by the source of heat, if we consider that, for

every kilogram of steam, as much heat must be delivered as is

necessary to heat the mass I, which is somewhat greater than
one kilogram, from its initial temperature with which it enters

the boiler, to thetemperature which prevails in. the boiler itself,

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 67.-JAN., 1867.
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gram
of heat may be calculated from tlie data already given

,

59. In conclusion, I must add yet a few words on the friction,

in which however I will confine myself to justifying my course in

leaving the friction entirely disregarded in the equations hitherto

developed, by showing that instead of introducing the friction

into the first general expressions for the work as Pambour has

done, we may bring it into calculatioUj according to . the same

principles, subsequently, which in fact has been done in the same
manner also by other writers.

The forces which the machine has to overcome, when in action,

may be distinguished in the following manner. 1. The resist-

ance which is opposed to it from without, and the overcoming
of which forms the useful work required of it. Pambour calls

this resistance the load {charge) of the machine. 2. The resist-

ances which have their origin in the machine itself, so that the

work consumed in overcoming them is not externally usefal.

We comprehend all these last resistances under the name of the

friction, although besides the friction, in the more narrow sense,

other forces occur among them, particularly the resistances of

the pumps belonging to the steam engine, with the exception of

the one which feeds the boiler, and which has already been con-

sidered in what precedes-

Pambour introduces into calculation both kinds of resistances

as forces which are opposed to the motion of the piston ; and in

order to be able to unite them conveniently with the pressure-

forces of the steam upon both sides of the piston, he selects the
notation in the same manner as this is done for the pressure of

the steam, namely, so that the symbol does not signify the whole
force, but the whole portion of it which comes upon the unit of

surface of the piston. Let the letter B denote tne load in this

sense.

A still further distinction must be made in the case of the

friction. The friction, namely, has not a constant value for eveiT
machine, but increases with the load. Pambour decomposes it

therefore into two parts, that which is already present when the

machine moves without load, and that which is first added by
the load. With respect to the last, he assumes that it is propor-

tional to the load. He accordingly expresses the friction referred

surface

/-h
which/ and J are quantities which, it is true, depend upon
I arrangement and dimensions of the machine, but which ac-

Pambour, are to be considered as constant for a par-

ticular machine.

mach
tofore, to tliu moving force of the steam, to these resisting forces,

\

n
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must

I

i

I

irvv

occur
supposition made, according to Avhich the motion is to be uni-
form. The mirfe,P,fi of flip nistnTi r^psnri'hp.s f,l»P space )K
while a unit of weight of steam passes into the cylinder, and we

TTthe

W
efi

(1 +/]

tinguish it from the whole work, may be denoted by ( W).
be represented by the expression

W) (1 ) V. R.

If we eliminate the quantity B from this equation by means of
the previous one, we have

(58) W)
w-n f

+
With the help of this equation, we mc.j v^^^^v^ ..^ . ..^^^
W from the whole work ( W) as soon as the quantities / and ^

are given, since the quantity Fis to be supposed as known.
I will not here enter upon the manner in which Pambour de-

termines these last, since the determination still rests upon too
iincertain foundations
the particular object of this memoir.

ign

Table CONTAINIXG THE VALUES OF THK PKESSURE p WHICH HOLD GOOD

FOR STEAM, OF ITS DIFFERENTIAL CO-EFFICIENT
dp

~dt
g AND OF THE

PRODUCT T,g EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS OF MERCURY.

'Centigrade, j» A S
1' 4o°

4i

1

42
1

1

43
4 i

1
1

44
1 L

1

1

45

'^
1

46

47
48

ri 49

1 5o
\ 5i

5a

53

r 54
55

J

if 56
L

i

1

: 57
-.

58

59
6o
6i

VO-ooi

83-203

87-497
91-980
96*659
ioi'54i
I06-633

n 1-942

117-475
123-241

129-247

i35-5oi
l42'01 I

148*786
155-834

3oo3
3-145

3*291

3-444

3*6or

3-766

3-935

4*iia

4-294
4-483

4-679
4-882

5*092

5-3o-

5-53

5-766
6-006
6-254

6'5to

6-775
7-o48

7'33o

2-935

3-074
3-218

3-367

3 522
3-683

3-85o
4*023

4'2o3

4'38S

4-58i

4-780

4-987
5- 200
5-421

5-649
5-886

6-t3o
6-382

6*642

6-911

7189

A T,g A

o-i39
o-T 44
o*i4<

o'i5
0'i6r

0-167

0*173
0*180

o-i85
0-193

01 99
0*207

0-2x3
0-221

0*228

0*237

0*244
0-252

0-260

0*269
0-278

0286

96^
ioi4
io64
2]l6
117c

1228

1287

i4i

r48o
1 549
1621

1695

1773
i853

1936
2023
2X12
2205
23oi

24ol

46
49
5o
52

55

57

63

64

67

69
72

74
78
80
83

87

t*

too
io3
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TABLE—COSTlNtJED.

i

I

"62^

63
64
65
66
67
68

69

71
73
73
74
75
76
77
78

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

89
90

9a

93

95
96

97
98

99
100
lOI

102
io3

104
io5
106

107
108

109
no
HI
T12

ii3
ii4
ii5
116
117
118
1T9
120
121

P

163m 64
170-785

178*707

186-938

195-488
204-368

213-586

223-i54
233-082
243-380
254*060
265- 1 32
276-608
288- 5oo
3oo-82o
3i3-579
326-789
340-464
354 616
369- 258
384-4o4
4oo-o68
416-362
433-002
45o-3oi

468-175
486-638
5o5-7o5

525392
545-715

566 690
588-333

6io-66i

633-693

657-443
681-931

707-174
733-191
760-00

787-59
8i6-oi
845-28

875-41

906-41

938 3

1

97i'i4
ioo4*9T

1039-65

1075-37
1112-09

1149-83
ii88-6i

1228-47

1269-41

i3ri-47

1354-66

1399-02

1444-55

1491-28

1539-25

i

20-975

21643

A T.g
1

A
i

^

0-296 25o4 107

0'3o5 a6ii 111

o-3i4 2722 i

ii4
" 0-325 2836 118

0'334 2954 123

0'344 3o77 126
0-355 32o3 i3i

0-365 3334 i35 P

0-376 3469 139
0-387 36o8 144
0-398 3752 t49
0-410 3901 i53
0-422 4o54 1 59
0-433 42t3 i63

0-445 4376 168
0-458 4544 374

1

0-471
I

4718 179
0-484 4807 i85

0*497 5082 190
o-5ii 5272 197

1

0-524 5469 202

:
0-538 5671 ac8
0-552 5879 2l4

i 0-577 6095 220
0'582 63i3 227
0-597 654o 234
o-6i2 6774 240
0-628 7014 248 1

0-644 7262 ' 254
0-660 75i6

,

262
0-676 7778 269
0-694 8047 276 1

1

0-712 8323
,

285 ^

0-728 8608 292
0-747 8900 3oo

1

1

0-765 9200 309
0*783 9509 3i7
0-787 9826 320
o-8o5 10x46 328
o-84o 10474 343
0-855 10817 35o J

L

0-865 11167 356
0-885 ij523 367

1

0-915 11888 378
0-935 12266 388
0*955 12654 397
0-975 i3o5i 407
0-990 1 3458 4i4
l-oio 13872 424
i-o3o 14296 434 4

i-o6o 14730 448
i

1-080 i5i78 457
1

i-ioo 1 5635 467
f

i-iaS j6ro2 479 i

T-i5o i658i 491
r
Ay'

\

I'i70 17072 5o2 1

i'i85 17574 509
y

I-220 i8o83 5a6
1

i

1-245 18609 537 4

1-260 19146 547 i
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Table—coNTiNUEt.

r*

I

^'

r

#

122^

123

124
125

126
T27

128

129
i3o
i3i

l32

1 33
1 34
i35

1 36
i37

J 38

139
i4o

i4i

142

143

144
145

146
M7
148

149
i5o

i5f

i5a

1 53
1 54
1 55
i56

157
1 58

159
160
i6r

162

i63

164
165
166

167
i68

169
170
171

173

174
175

176

177

179
180
181

238

20-

21 _

221069
•92

2353-73
2423-16

2494*23
2567-00

2641-44
2717-63

2795-57
2875-30

295686
3o4o-26
3i25-55
3212*74
3301-87
3302-98
3486-0
3581-2

3678-43

^777-74
387918
3982-77
4o88-56

4196-5
43o6-8

4419*45
4534-36
465 1 -62

477i'38

489336
5oi7'9i

514497
5274.54
5406-6

554 F
-4

5678-82
5818-90
5961-66

6107'

I

6255-4
640660
6560-55

6717-43
6877-22
7039- 97
7205-72

7374-52
7546- 39
7721-37

70' 25o

90- 1 20
92-110

94-125

96 170
98-255
100-375

io3-5i5

104-690
106-910

109*160
iii-43o

ii3-74o
ii6-o85

ii8'46o
120-870

I23'3i5

i25*8o5»

i28-3i5

t3o-86o

133-445

i36o65
138-735

i4i'42o

144145
146910
i49*7o5

>[52-535

i55-4i5

158-335

161-270

i64'25o

167-275

170-335

173-425

176-565

*-'

\
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TABLE—CONCLUDED.

p A g A T^g

7899- 52

8o8o-84
8265-40
8453-23

8644-35
8838-82

9036-68

9237-95
9442-70
9650*93
9862-71

10078-04
10297*01

io5i9'63

10745-95
10976-00
11209-82

1 1 447'46
11688-96

i8i-32

184-56

187-83

191-12

194-47
197-86
201-27

3o4'75
208-23

211-78
215-33

21897
222*6--!

226-32

23o-o5
233-82

237-64
241 '5o

179-735
182-940

186-195

189-425

192-795
196-165

199-565
2o3'OIO
206-490
2io*oo5
2i3'555
2i7*i5o

220-795
224-470
228-185

231-935
235'73o
239'57o
243-455

3'2o5
3-255

3-280

3-320

3*370
3-400

3-445

3-48o
3-5i5

3-55o
3-595
3-645

3-675
3-715

3'75o
3-795
3-840
3-885

81779
83421

85091

86779
884o3
902J6

91999
9379T
956o5

97442
993o3
10T192
io3tii
io5o52
107018

109009
111029
ii3o77
ii5i54

L

1642
1670
16S8

1714
1743
1763

1792
i8i4
1837
1861

1889
1919
1 941

1966

1991
2020
2048

2077

Art. VIII.

—

On the Agency of the Gulf Stream in the Formation

of the Peninsula and Keys of Florida ; "by JOSEPH LeConte,
M. D.J Prof. Natui^al ScienceSj University of Georgia.

Read before the American AsBOciation for the Advancement of Science at Albany,
August, 1856.

In the winter of 1851, and during tte months of January and
February, I enjoj'ed th.e rare opportunity of visiting and exam-
ining the keys and reefe of Florida, in company with Professor

Agassiz. I then and there became deeply interested in a subject

which has continued to occupy my thoughts from time to time until

now—viz., the mode of formation of the peninsula of Florida,

Until the time referred to, nothing definite was known of the

geology of Florida, but it was supposed to consist of a southward
prolongation of the eocene of Georgia and Alabama, and its shell

limestone to bear some general resemblance to the white limestone

of these states. But the observations of Professor Tuomey during

the summer of 1850/^ and the more full and careful observations

of Professor Agassiz during tbe following winterf , brougbt to

light the remarkable fact, that the keys and the larger portion of

the peninsula of Florida are of recent origin, and as far as could

be examined, the work of corals still living in the vicinity, and
still engaged in tbe work of extension ; that they are in fact, su-.

perficially at least, the result of the growth of successive coral

reefs concentrically arranged, one outside of the other, from
nortb to soutb. My object in the present paper will be to show
that coral agency alone is not sufi&cient to account for the phe-

nomena, but that there has been another and still more powerful

* This Journal, [2], ToL i, p. 390. f Report of Coast Surrey for 1851, p. 145.
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agent at work, preparing the ground and laying the foundation
for these builders, and that this agent has been the Gulf Stream.
A clear understanding of the subject renders necessarj a succinct
account of the views of Tuomej and Agassiz.

J

1.

I

%• 1 represents the peninsula of Florida with its keys and reefs ;
ah, the south-

^nx coast Tortuffas

Tain
sweep

Chatham

The southern coast a 5, is elevated about 12-15 feet above the
level of the sea ; but within this line there is e, the everglades,

^ extensive swamp only a few feet above the sea level, covered
with fresh water and dotted over with small islands called Ham-
mocks, Between the southern coast a 5, and the line of keys

a distance at the point h of about 40 miles—the water is

^ery shoal, navigable only for the smallest fishing craft, and dot-
ted over with small low mangrove-islands. Between the line of
^eys a*h' and the living reef a''h" there is a shin-channel 3 or 4
^thorns dftPT^ C^r^A K r^-rlK mil^C Wldft.

a'i

bottom
Beyond the reef a" 6'^ the
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Now, we have tlie best evidence that tlie EvergladeSj the south-

ern coast and the kejs are all formed by coral agency. The
evidence is briefly as follows

:

It is a well known fact that corals cannot grow above the sur-

face of the water. The islands, therefore, so commonly found
on coral reefs cannot be formed by the agency of these animals

alone, but are due to the violent action of waves breaking off

huge coral heads and overturning coral trees, bearing them from
the outer and more exposed side, and piling them on the middle
and inner side of the reef. These coral boulders form the nu-

cleus around which cluster smaller fragments and coral sand
;

the whole is then firmly cemented by carbonate of lime in solu-

tion in the sea water, and the island thus formed is finally cov-

ered with vegetation and inhabited by animals and man. The
whole embryonic development, if I might use the expression, of

coral islands may be observed upon the keys and reefs of Florida.

On the outer or living reef a few have commenced to form only
a few years ago, and exist as yet only in the form of isolated

boulders of dead coral, and not yet dignified with the name of

keys. Others are formed of similar boulders, mingled with
smaller fragments, and coral sand, and firmly cemented by car-

bonate of lime ;
but the large boulders are still conspicuous above

the surrounding land, though immovably fixed. Still others are

so covered with coral sand that the boulders are not observable,
except by excavation or by examination of the outermost por-
tion of the island towards the sea. The coral sand is always
affected with the cross and oblique stratification so common in

materials exposed to the violent action of the waves. All the
islands on the outer reef are very small, of very recent origin,

(some only a few years old,) and, therefore, as yet entirely barren.

The examination of the larger and older inhabited islands of
the line of keys prove beyond question that they have been
formed in a similar manner. We have here also the same coral

boulders, mingled with smaller fragments and coral sand, and the

whole firmly cemented into solid rock, the same cross and oblique

stratification indicating the former action of waves on an exposed
shore. The boulders here also sometimes stand above the sur-

rounding cement exposed in their superior portions, as at Key
Vaca ; and at others completely covered with coral sand, as at

Key West, and most other keys. This exposure of the larger

boulders above the surrounding cement in which they are firmly

fixed led Tuome}^ into the error of supposing that they were the

prominent points of the original reef, elevated above the sea level

by igneous agency, and that the keys Were formed by igneous
rather than by aqueous agency. That such is not the case is

proved by more attentive examination and comparison with the

smaller keys of the outer reef. There can be no doubt, there-
^j

I
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fore, that the line a'h\ marks the position of a former reef changed
into ^^js by the action of waves alone.

It has been pointed out by Tuomey, and proved by Agassiz,
\ that in a similar manner, the southern coast of Florida was the

position of still another and earlier reef. The character of the
rock is the same as that of the keys of the main range, or of the
smaller ones on the living reef Here also Tuomey has seen, as
he supposes, the evidence of elevatory forces, while Agassiz sees
nothing but the action of the weaves.

There seems to be no reasonable doubt, therefore, that at some
former period, the northern shore of the everglades was the posi-
tion of the southern coast, and at the same time the present south-
em coast was the position of a reef The general sequence of
changes has been as follows : The reef a b became gradually
converted into a line of keys, and was finally added to the main-
land, and the shoal water became the evergladeSj and its mangrove
islands, the hammocks which overdot this swamp. In the mean-
time, that is, while the present southern coast was still a line of
keys^ another reef was formed farther out This became in time
converted also into a line of keys, and will eventually be added,
lu Its turn, to the main land and become the southern coast—^the

shoal water between a h and a' b\ with its mangrove islands, be-
coming another everglade, with its hammocks. In the meantime,
still another reef has been formed still farther out, (viz: the
resent or living reef,J and upon this, too, the process of key
ormation has alreadj^ commenced. Any farther extension, how-
€^cr, in this direction,- by the growth of still another reef, seems
precluded by the proximity of deep water. Standing upon the
reef, the blue waters of the Gulf Stream are distinctly seen at
the distance of but a few hundred yards. Thus it appears that
not only the keys, but the mainland of Florida, certainly as far

north as the northern shores of the everglades, has been formed
superficially, at least, by coral agency. The evidence in favor of
a similar origin for that portion of the peninsula lying north of
this line is less"* abundant, and perhaps less conclusive, and yet
^e have every reason to believe that the greater portion of this

also was formed in a similar manner. Although the geology of
this part has not, as far as I know, been examined by any one
capable of deciding definitely as to what portion of the penmsula
IS tertiary and what is recent coral formation, yet specimens of

to that of the southern coast andcoral rock precisely similar t

^^js, sent to Professor AgassiA«-assiz from the^shores of Lake George
and other parts of Florida" as far north as St. Augustine, leave
^o doubt that on the eastern coast at least the coral formation ex-
tends as far north as that ancient city. I have myself a frag-

ment of Meandjina from the neighborhood of St. Augustine, un-

distinguishable from fragments which may be picked up any-

SECO.ND SEaiES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 67. JAN., 1857.
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wliere upon tlie keys. The western shore is still less known,
but Conrad and Tuomej state it as their opinion that the bluffs

of Tampa are Eocene Tertiary. Supposing this to be a fact,

thougli it is still problematical, then all that portion of the pen-

insula lying south of the line cd is almost certainly of coral ori-

gin and formed in the manner already indicated, y\z : by the

growth of successive reefs. As to the position of these supposed
reefs we know absolutely nothing. The position of the lines

c dy d d\ c" d" has been merely suggested by the succession of

bays which indent the western coast. May they not all have
been formed like Chatham Bay, by the imperfect filling up of the

shoal water, separating successive reefe from the mainland ?

Such is a brief account of Professor Agassiz's views concerning

the mode of formation of the peninsula and keys of Florida* I

will now attempt to show that coral agency alone is not sufQcient

for this purpose, and that to suppose so would violate all proba-

bility, and contradict all that we know of the laws which govern
the growth of these animals.

greate

^not grow
It is also

certain that they cannot grow above the surface of the water at

low tide. Thus they are limited in a vertical direction to a space
of about sixty or seventy feet. Unless there is subsidence of the
sea bottom, therefore, it is impossible that a reef should be
more than sixty or seventy feet thick. To this may be added i6

the case of coral islands from ten to fifteen feet for material accu-
mulated above the sea level by the agency of waves. K there
is no subsidence, therefore no coral formation can be more
than eighty feet in thickness. Now, nothing can be more certain

than that there has been no subsidence whatever of the sea-

bottom upon which grow the reefs of Florida, for otherwise the
extension of the peninsula by means of coral agency would have
been impossible. It necessarily follows, therefore, that the coral

formation of Florida, whether upon the main land, or upon the

keys, or upon the hving reef, can no where be more than seventy
or eighty feet thick. In other words, it is evident that Florida
and the keys are only faced or encrusted with coral formation.
If, then, corals have been the only agents in this work, if the sea

bottom has remained substantially unchanged during the whole
time the coral work was progressing, it is evident that the sea,

for the enormous distance of five degrees of latitude, yiz : from
St. Augustine to the present reef, was nowhere more than sixty
or seventy feet in depth, and Florida must have been represented

tongu a cir-

cumstance possible, certainly, but so improbable that it behoves
those who maintain the theory that coral alone has formed the
peninsula to account for it.
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But even if we admit the probability of sucli a condition of
things, we do not get rid of the main difficulty ; for in that case
there is no apparent reason why the coral shoidd not grow over
the Avhole area at the same time, as an immense coral forest, in-
stead of in the form of successive reefe- In a word, the fact that
the corals grew in the form of successive reefs, concentrically dis-
posed from north to south, proves, as it seems to me, incontesti-
bly, that the conditions necessary for coral growth have also been
progressively formed in the same direction. The horizontal ex-
tension of coral through so great a space proves also the progres-
sive extension of necessary conditions ; in other words, it proves
that the sea bottom has been gradually rising from the north to-
wards the south.

Such a gradual rising of the sea bottom may be attributed to
one of two causes, viz :—first, gradual elevation by igneous
agency

; and second, filling up by sedimentary deposit. As we
have already seen, Professor Tuomey has thought that ttiere are
evidences of such igneous elevation upon the keys as well as
^ipon the main land ; but the more careful observations of Prof
Agassiz have satisfactorily explained these deceptive appearan-
ces, so that we may now say with confidence that there is not
the slightest evidence of such elevation, but much evidence to
the contrary. Neither the mainland nor the keys are anywhere
,mgher than may be accounted for by the action of waves, viz:
irom ten to fifteen feet, and it is inconceivable that this elevation
snould have gone on progressively preparing ground for the
growth of successive reefs, without m the slightest degree aifect-
i^g the contiguous and recently formed land. But this is pre-
cisely the mode of action of sedimentary deposit. Sediment
cannot, of course, affect anything but the sea bottom. It is to

sedimentary deposit, therefore, that I attribute the gradual rising -

^ the sea bottom from north towards the south, which, as we
J^ave seen, forms the necessaiy condition for the hori;5ontal ex-
tension of coral reefs through so great a distance.

-Having thus shown that sedimentary deposit is almost abso-

lutely necessary for the explanation of the southward extension

Ji the reefs of Florida, let us attempt to prove that such deposit

^as m fact taken place under the influence of the Gulf Stream.
^

It is a well known law of currents bearing sediment, that if

iroin any cause their velocity is checked, they deposit a portion
o± their sediment upon the bottom; but if, on the contrary, their

velocity is increased, they abrade their beds and banks. If,

therefore, the velocity of a stream is greater on one side than on
the other, abrasion will take place on the former, and deposit on
the latter. JSTow, if such a stream, bearing sediment, make a
sweep or curve, the velocity will always be greater on the outer,

and least on the inner side of the sweep. Fence there must
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necessarily be abrasion of the outer bank and deposit upon tlie

inner. Thus, in proportion as the outer curve extends bj abra-

sion of the outer bank, the inner curve will extend also by de-

posit, and the tongue of land around which the sweep is made
will grow longer and longer. If this tongaie be cut away by
artificial means, so as to convert this portion of the stream into a

lake, around the outer margin of whicli sweeps the current, the

still water within the sweep will become more and more shoal^

until it is again converted into a tongue of land. Now, this is

necessarily true under all circumstances. It makes no difference

whether the stream runs between banks of solid matter or be-

tween banks of still water. If a stream, leaving sediment, runs

through still water, making a swdep or curve, the sediment must
deposit principally upon the inner side of the curve^ making
shoal water at this part : the curve will extend, and the . shoal

water will extend in the same proportion.

jSTow, the Gulf Stream is such a current. The sweep which
it makes around the point of Florida is seen in fig. 1. If, there-

fore, the Gulf Stream bears any sediment, the conclusion seems
irresistable that the sweep of the curve has been increasing with
the course of time, and that the tongue of land within the curve,

viz: the Peninsula of Florida, has been extending, pari passu

,

by means of sedimentary deposit. Or, even supposing that the
position of the Gulf Stream has always been the same as at

present, and that Florida was once represented by a tongue of
cur\

oal by sedimentary deposit. I repeat,

then, that upon any conceivable theory as to the position of the
Gulf Stream, w^hether its curve has been increasing or has been
always the same as at present, if it carries sediment, according
to the laws of currents, there must have been a progressive

curve
and, consequently, a progressive formation of the conditions
necessary for the growth of coral, and their extension in tlie

same direction. What evidence, then, have we that the Gulf
Stream does indeed carry sediment?

crreat

equatorial current which, stretching across the Atlantic from the

coast

America
southern branch. • The northern branch, uniting with the water
of the Amazon and Orinoco, runs along the coast of South
America, through the Caribbean Sea, under the name of the

Caribbean current, enters and receives strei ^
Mexico from which emerging it sweeps round the point of

Florida and along the coast of the United S
the coast of Europe.

o

i

A

\
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2^0w, is it possible that a stream which washes so many shores,
which runs through seas into which are poured such enormous
quantities of sediment, brought down by the largest rivers in
the world, is it conceivable that such a stream should carry no
sediment? On the contrary, it is well known that the sediment
both of the Amazon and Orinoco rivers is carried by this stream,
and is distinctly traceable for several hundred miles. Much of
it is doubtless deposited along the coast and in the Caribbean
Sea, but ^'according to Humboldt^ much sediment is carried

bbean Sea into the Gulf of Mexico."* Into
this same Gulf is also poured the enormous amount of sediment
brought down by the Gulf rivers, especially by the Mississippi,

Out of this Gulf, the waters of which are thus hierhlv charojed with
sediment, comes the Gulf Stream on its way round the point of
-Florida. If, then, this stream mingles at all mth the waters of the
Gulf rivers, it must necessarily carry sediment. That it does

Car

Mississippi
t

shores of Iceland and Europe. Now, imless we suppose that the
whole of this sediment is dmioslfpfl in the Gulf, it must reach.
and, by the law of cmrents already insisted on, be deposited,
much of it, on the point of Florida. But we have the best reason
for believing that it is not all deposited in the Gulf. The dis-

tance from the mouth of the Mississippi to the Tortugas is about
five hundred miles. Taking the velocity of the Gulf Stream
through the Gulf of Mexico at three miles per hour, it would
traverse this distance in about seven days. Now, the finest sed-

t
M

of one foot per hour, in seven days it -would sink 168 feet. But
Mexico

greater than this. Therefore, fine sediment from the Mississippi

W-ould reach the point of Florida, and what was not deposited
there would even be carried much farther on. We have farther

evidence of this in the soundings made by the Coast Survey ofT

eastern

brouorht ud. It can scare

moment that the banks of sand and mud, found in the bed and
eastern

stream
But it will be objected that the water of the Gulf Stream is

remarkable for its transparency. This objection, however, will

entirely disappear when we consider the difference between river

^nd ocean currents. The former are of slight depth, and run
over rough bottoms, and between banks possessing many ine-

* Lyell's Prin., p. S28. i LyeU'B Prin., p. 12 1. J lo'eU'i Prin., p. 828.
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qualities of surface, and offering, therefore, miicli resistance;

hence are generated partial cnrrents upward and downward, to

the right and left, which thoroughly mix, as if bj a sort of

ebullition, the waters of the river. It is impossible that matters

in suspension or solution should exist in one part and not in

another ; e. ^., that sediment should be carried bj the deeper
strata, while the superficial strata remain transparent. But with
oceanic streams the case is quite different- Their great depth,

and the fact that they are bounded on all sides by still water; in

other words that they run over perfectly even beds and between
perfectly smooth banks, causes them to flow without the slightest

agitation, without the ripples and inequalities which mark the

currents of rivers. The currents of oceanic streams^ therefore,

do not in the slightest degree interfere with the natural subsi-

dence of materials in suspension. They are equally as favorable

to subsidence as perfectly still water. The surface transparency
of the Gulf Stream, therefore, forms no objection whatever to

the supposition that it carries sediment in the deeper strata.

Such sediment would necessarily sink beyond observation in the

course of a few hundred miles,

2.
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After wliat I liave said abore, tlie bare inspection of tlie ac-

companying figures will explain tbe application of the tlieorj to

tlie formation of tlie Peninsula and Keys.
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4.

b.

f«

O
Fjg3, 2, 3 and 4, are ideal sections through the middle of the Peninsula and Keys,

along the line pp^g.l, representing the different stages of the process ; Z / the sea
level, QS the Gulf Stream, c^' a a' a'' sections of the lines c'^d^' ab a'b' a^'b'' of
*g. 1. Pig, 2 represents the condition of things at some period anterior to the pres-
ent elongation of the Peninsula, e, g., when the southern coast was in the poi?ition of
the northern shores of the everglades, c'^ no the supposed configuration of sea
bottom at that time. At the point w at the depth of QO feet would form a reef, a,
leaving a ship channel e between the coast and reef. Fig, 3 represents the condition
of things when the sea bottom by sedimentary deposit had advanced to a n' o'.
Ihe reef, a, has become now a line of Keys, the ship channel e has become shoal
"Vrater dotted over with mangrore islands, (not here represented) and another reef,

« ,
has formed at the limiting depth of 60 feet, leaving another ship cliannel e' be-

tween the reef and the Keys, Fig. 4 represents the condition of things when the
sea bottom had advanced to a' w'^ o^\ Now a, the line of Keys of the last figure,
has become the southern coast, the former shoal water e has become the Everglades,
fl » the reef of last figure has become a line of Keys and its ship channel e^ shoal
^ater, and at the limiting depth of 60 feet still another reef, a" viz., the present
nving reef is formed with its ship channel e'\ This figure therefore represents the
present condition of thino^s

It is evident tliat if tliis theory be correct, and no insuperable
obstacle is interposed, the Gulf Stream may continue to move its

bed, and the point of Florida to extend almost indefinitely. But
such an obstacle is interposed in the island of Cuba. The Gulf
Stream cannot move much beyond its present position, ^^.
-Florida extend beyond the position of the present reef, except
at the expense of Cuba and the Bahama Banlcs. Cuba can never
be annexed by any natural agency, whether coral or current.

^

Or even supposing (as I have already done) that the position

of the Gulf Stream has always been the same as at present, and
that the peninsula of Florida was originally represented by a

nor

same

Florida aDDroached the Gulf
liecessarily have occurred.

It is evident that as the point of

J»tream, the slope of the bottom woi ^ ,

fore the limiting- depth would be attained at a shorter distance
from shore, the" consecutive reefs would be formfed nearer and
fearer to one another, and the intervening ship channels would
*^>^ome narrower.

i
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5

-n-.

Fig. 5 is aD ideal section showiiig the succession of changes -which would occur on

such a supposition. The letters represent the same things as in figs. 2, 3, and 4.

Inspection of fig, 1 sliows that this lias actually been the case

at least for the last three reefs.

We have chosen to trace this process only as far as the north-

ern shore of the everglades, because thus far we have the most
indisputable evidence of the recency of the formation. But in

the same manner we might carry it still farther back in time and
northward in space, and represent the successive reefs by which
the superficial portion of the rest of the peninsula was formed.
There is one other fact of great importancej and otherwise in-

explicable, which receives a ready explanation upon this theoryj

and which I think, therefore, is strongly confirmatory of its truth.

I allude to the fact that the successive reefs are found at some
distance from one another; in other words, that the peninsula is

formed by a succession of barrier reefs, instead of a continuous
southward growth of fi:inging reef The reefs of Florida are in

some respects entirely peculiar. Barrier reefs have heretofore

been considered as always the result of subsidences of the sea

bottom, and are invariably looked on as the sign of such subsi-

dence. But in Florida we have barrier reefs where it is certain

there has been no subsidence. We have here, therefore, a new
form of barrier reef. This important fact did not, 'I am sm-e,

escape the attention of Professor Agassiz, for my own attention

was first drawn to it by him ; but I have seen no publication in

which he has alluded to the fact, nor as far as I know, has he
ever attempted or even thought of a probable explanation. The
explanation w^hich I would offer is as follows

:

It is a well known condition of coral growth that the sea

%vater must be pure and transparent. Corals will not grow,
therefore, on muddy shores, or in water upon the bottom of

which sediment is deposited. Now, it must be borne in mind
that while the Gulf Stream bears sediment in its deeper strata,

it is superficially transparent, and we have already shown that

(

f
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this must of necessity be tlie case with ocean streams. Suppose,
then, that the matter held in suspension bj the waters of the

Mexico
the depth of sixty feet by the time it reaches the point of Florida.
It is evident that the sea bottom within the curve cannot rise by
deposit above this level, for all the sediment is below. A stream
bearing sediAient in all its strata from bottom to top—^such as a
river, for instance—will make land within the curve, but an
ocean stream will only make shoal water vnthin the curve. In
the case supposed, where the bgttom of the shoal rises to within
sixty feet of the surface, it will cease to receive deposit, and the
water will remain perfectly transparent. Here, then, it would
seem w^e have the conditions necessary for coral g^o^Tth. It
must be recollected, however, that upon sloping shores, with
mud bottom—such as we have supposed always existed at the
pomt of Florida—a fringing reef cannot possibly form, for the
water is rendered turbid by the chafing of weaves against the
mud bottoni

; but at some distance from shore, that is, where the
depth of sixty or seventy feet is attained, and where the bottom
IS unaffected by the waves, the conditions favorable for coral
growth would be found. Here, therefore, would be formed a
barrier reef, limited on one side by the muddiness, and on the
other by the depth of water.

It is evident then that the Peninsula and is.eys of Florida
have been the result of the combined action of at least three
agencies.

_
First, the Gulf Stream laid the foundation ; upon this,

corals built up to the water level ; and finally the work was com-
pJeted by the waves. Fig. 4 illustrates the relative importance of
these agencies. All below the line nn'n"n"', even to the bottom
ot the Gulf Stream, is due to the agency of that stream ; all be-
tween the line n n' n" n'" and the line 1 1 to the agency of corals
and above the line 1 1 to weaves.

1 have said that a stream running throuo-h still water and
faking a curve would deposit most of its sediment on the inner
side of the curve. This is certainly true : but it is a more gen-
eral expression of the truth to say that a stream running through
stiJl water will deposit sediment on both sides, just where it

comes in contact with the still water, and is retarded by it. It

*ould do so for the same reason that rivers which habitually
overflow their banks form natural levees on either side where
the rapid current of the river comes in contact with the compar-
atively still water of the river swamp. It is well known that
ihe natural levees of the Mississippi continue out to sea in the
torm of submarine banks, evidently formed by the checking of
the velocity of the current on either side by contact with the
^tdl water of the Gulf. If the current is straight the deposit on
SECOND SEEIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1857.
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botli sides will be equal, and thus tlie stream will form banks for

itself. If tlie stream is curved the deposit will be mostly on the
"

Is it not probable thatinner

the Bahama banks, or at least that portion of them that lie to

the east of Florida, maj have been formed to a great extent in

the same way ? That while the peninsula of Florida has been

made on one side, the Bahama banks have been made on the

other? It will be observed that the great Bahama banks lie off

the eastern coast of Florida, and that the Gulf Stream runs in a

narrow channel between them. At the point of Florida the de-

posit would, of course, be on the inner side of the curve, and
would go, therefore, mostly or entirely to the extension of that

peninsula ; but after the stream turns northward and becomes
nearly straight the deposit would be also on the other side, and
thus probably have originated these banks. Even if we suppose,

as is most probable, that there originally existed in this position

islands or submarine hills, which turned the stream around the

point of Florida, these have doubtless been greatly modified and
extended by sedimentary deposit. Probably also even the gen-

eral form of the Alantic bottom

—

Yexj sloping until the Gulf

Stream is reached, and then plunging rapidly into an almost un-

fathomable abj^ss, forming a deep bed for that stream-—may, to

some extent, at least, be accounted for in a similar manner, for

certain it is that a stream running through still w^ater, no less

than one running over land, will make its own bed ; only in the
latter case by abrasion it cuts out its own channel, while in the
former, by deposit, it builds its owm banks.

This property of ocean streams, viz. : that they form banks or

ridges w^here thej come in contact wath still water, affords a

possible and, as it seems to me, even a probable explanation of

certain remarkable peculiarities of sea bottom, brought to light

by recent soundings across* the Gulf Stream, Commencing at

Charleston, the bed of the ocean slopes at first very gently, so

that at a distance of 50 miles from shore it attains only the

depth of 20 fathoms, and then very rapidly, so that in 25 miles

to At
tional distance of another 25 miles {i e. 100 miles from shore), at

the depth of 300 fathoms is found a ridge rising from unfathom-
able depths on one (coast) side, and 1,500 feet above the hollow
on the other side. At the distance of a little more than 20 miles

more is found another ridc^e 500 feet hie:h, followed by still

another Stream
is divided into longitudinal bands or streams of warm and cold

water, see fi^. 1, and that the warm bands correspond to the

bottom and the cold bands to the ridges,

* Proc. Am. A*«soc., Wasliington Meeting, p. 140.
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IS'ow,_ these ridges and lioUows may be conceived to liave been
formed in either of two ways, viz. : by igneous or current agency.
As upon land valleys are formed either by igneous or aqueous
agency, ?". e., may be_ valleys of elevation or valleys of erosion;
so also in the sea, ridges may be formed by igneous or cui-rent
agency, i. e., may be ridges of elevation or ridges of deposit. In
either case there would be conformity between the direction of
the ridges and the direction of the current, only in the oriQ case
the current would conform to the ridges, and in the other the
ndges would conform to the current.
In order to account for these ridges by this current theory, the

only supposition which it is necessary to make is, that there
exists in the bed of the Gulf Stream somewhere to the southward
of the Charleston section, i. e., at the southern extremity of the
ndges, two or more submarine peaks or mountains'—possibly a
spur of the Bahama chain. If two such peaks existed in this
position, and rose so hioh as to part the lower strata of the Gulf
otream, there would evidently be formed bands of comparatively
still water to the northward, and as evidently there would be
imes of deposit determined by the still water, and the necessary
result would be_ the ridges discovered by the Coast Survey. We
see the same thing on a small scale in river currents. Every ob-
stacle which parts the current determines the position of a sand
nage on the lower side of the obstacle, and in the direction of
tne current. There is this remarkable difference, however, be-
weea river and ocean currents—that while in the case of rivers

. "® parted current quickly closes again, and the resulting ridge
IS therefore very short, in ocean curjents, such as the Gulf Stream,
^^e space between the two parts would be quickly filled by the
co^cl Water of the ocean. The parted current would have, there-
ore, no disposition to coalesce, but would continue as bands of
vy-arm Gulf water separated by bands of cooler and stiller Atlan-
uc water, and the resulting ridges would therefore continue for
g^eat distances. I know not whether there have been any obser-

vations to test the comparative velocity of the warm and cool
Dands, but it seems to me that on any conceivable theory as to
jne iormation of the ridges the velocity of the cool

^

\

bands

K
science to determine with absolute certainty whether these ridges
^ere formed previous to the existence of the Gulf Stream, by
Igneous agency, or whether they have been formed since by the
sediment carried by the stream itself, yet, when we recollect that
^^ the other peculiarities of the Gulf Stream and the contiguous

1

I

tLe

depoi

J

1

i^ow easily it explains all the pbenom
(

i
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cold bandSj whicli seem inexplicable on any other theory, unless

we suppose the existence of lateral currents, it seems to me that

the weight of probability will strongly incline to sedimentary

deposit as the cause also of these ridges. In fact, everything

about the Gulf Stream seems to point to the conclusion that it

has been the architect of its own curves, its own banks, and its

own configuration of sea bottom.
There is one other conclusion which, though not connected

with any particular theory of the formation of Florida, is, never-

theless, naturally suggested by the subject of this paper. We
have seen that the peninsula of Florida has been progressively

advancing towards Cuba as a fixed point, and the Gulf Stream

has been becoming more and more narrow. If, therefore, as is

probable, the quantity of water carried by the Gulf Stream has

remained constant, it follows that the velocity with which the

stream emerges from the Straits of Florida, and therefore the

distance to which it penetrates the still water of the Atlantic,

has been progressively increasing. Now, unless there has been
some very remarkable change in the direction of this current, it

necessarily follows that its warming influence upon the European
continent has also been progTessively increasing. Have we not

here, if not a sufficient cause, at least one of the true causes of
that great change which we know has taken place in the climate

of Europe since the glacial period ?

Thus we see that the advancing point of Florida has been pro-

gressively warming the climate of Europe, and thus, perhaps,
controlling the destinies of the human race. Can we conceive a

more beautiful instance than this of that sympathy which exists

between the most distant portions of our globe, and which binds
all its members together in one organic whole ?

Art, IX.— On Screw-Propellors ; by W. Eogers Hopkins, As-
sistant Professor, U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,

Is it not strange that while in heavy machinery on land re-

volving at high velocities no diificulty is found in preventing
heating in the journals, from friction, that few propellors are

afloat at sea that have not suffered seriously from this cause ?

We hear of vessels on both sides of the Atlantic, mercantile and
armed, that are retarded by the heating and wearing in the stuff-

ing boxes and bearings of their shafts.

It appears to the writer that the causesYor this can be easily

explained, and the effects modified if not prevented. The heat-

ing of the bearings inside a vessel results from one cause : the

wear and heat in the stuffing box and outeide journals result

from totally different causes.
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In most cases t"he macliinerj of a steamsliip is placed in the
centre of the vessel, and thence motion is carried to the propellor
blades by a long shaft rigidly connected. If the frame of the
vessel springs at all by the motion of the sea, the shaft is thrown
out of line and mnst consequently heat. To remedy this the
shaft should be allowed some play in the couplings where the
hngths of the shaft are joined together.
But it is the wearing of the journals and bearings outside the

vessel that is most prejudicial, most frequent, and most
'""^ ''

of repair. One cause of this wear is that the blades .

made smooth and not balanced, so that the centre of rotation
and the centre of gravity do not coincide. No machinery in re-
volving works well under these circumstances.
But the most important disturbing cause is the following,

Ihe propellor blades of a vessel on leaving port are set in mo-
tion in a plane at right angles to the vessel's keel. The propel-
ler blades tend to "persist" in this plane, and the greater their
momentum the greater their resistance to any cause tending to
draw them from this plane. But the motion of the vessel is a

difficult

^
constant disturbin

great

^ ^-^— , ^^ ^^^ o^iij^^ vc;o.^^ao, uiic piwj.joiAor (blades and hub) to
v\'eigh fifteen tons. Propellors of .this size have their centres of
oscillation moved at the rate of thirty-six feet per second when
m lull action. We have then a weight of fifteen tons moving at
thirty-six feet per second, to be deflected from its line of action
whenever the vessel rises or falls. The wear caused by this ac-
tion has been attempted to be overcome by putting wooden lin-
^^gs in bearings ; how far successfully has yet to be shewn.

It would undoubtedly be better to remove the cause than to
remedy the effects. It seems to the writer that the cause may
t>e easily removed by simply so arranging the propellor blades

W 1
^^^i^e in which they are mounted), that the propellor

Wades can keep in the original plane of rotation however the
'v^essel may move in a sea way. The plans for effecting this are

i
^ot easily explained without drawings. But means of so ar-

' ranging the propellor blades that they will keep vertical how-
^ver the vessel may move will occur to most persons acquainted

\
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Art, Statistics of the Flora of the Northern United States;

hj Asa Gtray.

[Continued from vol. sxii, p. 232.J

The Catalogues of the alpine and subalpine species of our

Flora of the Northern States, given on pp. 230 and 231, in the

former part of this communicationj are fi^und jto be very imper-

fect, through some nnaccountable omissions. They are here re-

produced in a corrected form.

1. List of Phcenogamoiis Species found only in our small Alpine Region,

Cardamine bellidifolia.

Viola palustris.

Silene acaulis.

Sibbaldia procumhens.

Potentilla frigida.

Arctostaphylos alpina.

Cassiope hypnoideS.

Phyllodoce taxifolia.

Loiseleuria procumbens.
Rhododendron Lapponicum

Epilobium alpinura, var, raajus, Veronica alpina.

Saxifraga rivularis. Castilleia septentrionalis.

Saxifraga stellaris, var, comosa,* Diapensia Lapponica*

Gnaplialium supinum.

Nahalus Booitii,

Nahalus nanus,

Vaccinium ccespitosum.

Oxyria reniformis.

Betula nana.

Salix phylicifolia.

Salix Uva-Ursi.

* Tliia is a recent discovery, on Mount Katahdin, Maine, by Joseph Blake, Esq-
Pursh had given Saxifraga stellaris as a native of Canada, but this "was liardly

credited: it has long been tnovrn from Labrador. But the jS. /oZio^osa, Tvhich is

plainly a state of S. stellaris^ was known in this country only from the Arctic Isl-

ands, and from Sitcha on the nc^rth"west coast. With this species I replace Dryas
integrlfolia of the former list, -which I think cannot have been really found on the

White Mountains or elsewhere within our limits : Pursh must have mistaken some-
thing else f<:)r it in Prof. Peck's herbarium, as well as for Alchemilla alpina, More-

?r, it is wrongly marked in the Manual of Bot. N. States, as also European.

The following points likewise need correction:

On p. 207, line 24, the Alleghany Mountains are said, in round numbers, to rise to

an elevation of about 6300 feet. My excellent and accurate friend, Professor Guyot,

informs me that the results of his barometrical measurements made during the past

summer assign to the Black Mountain an elevation of fully 6710 feet above the level

of the sea. Yet the summit was covered with trees (mostly Abies Fraseri), which,

however, are now being cut away.
Page 217, et seq. The following additions may be made to the table, in their

proper places. To the second column, i. e. Extra-European genera of R North
America, Phaseolus and Aralia, To the fourth column, of temperate E. Asia, in-

cluding the Himalayas, JSiodea, Stylosanthes^ Fhaseolns, Galaciia^ AmphicafpceOj
Cenironema^ Itca^ Foihergllla^ Aralia, Triosteum F Speiinaeoce, Nahalus, Gavltheria^

Mimulu'i, Phytolacca^ Sassafras / Podostemon (and others remain to be added),

—

^

essentially increasing the remarkable number of Eastern Northern American genera
which are represented in an antipodal region, of analogous extreme climate, but not

in the less distant regions of Western Europe and Western North America, the

greater parts of which are endowed with a more equable climate.

Page 239. In the heading of the third column, second line, occin's a misprint of
« and" for " not"

Page 232, line 4, " Cirsium pvmUum^ is to be erased, as it occurs in Missouri, ac-

cording to Dr. Engelmann.
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Salix repens. Carex rigida.

Salix herbacea. Phleum alpinum.

^
Luzuia arcuta. Calamagrostis Pickeringii,

p

Luzuia spicata. Poa laxa.

Juncus trifidus. Aira atropurpurea.
Carex capitata. Hierochloa alpina.
Carex atrata.

They are 37 species in number. Of tliese all but the ^ve
printed in italic are natives likewise of Europe.

2. List of Suhalpine Phanogamous Species, which occur mainly in our
Aljiine Megion, but are alsofound decidedly out of it,

Ahine Groenlandka. Euphrasia officinalis.

Oeum radiatu7n. Polygonum viviparum.
Rubus Cliauisemorus, Empetrum nigrum.
Solidago thyrsoidea. Platanthera obtusata.
Sohdago Virga-aurea. Scirpus csespitosus.
Arnica^ mollis. Carex sclrpoidea.

Vaccinium uligiuosum. Carex capillaris.
V aceinium Vitis-Id^ea. Trisetum subspicatum.

Making 16 species; of which all but the five printed in italic
are likewise European ; and two of these occur in Greenland.

3. List of Species notfound in our Alpine Region,, and half of them not
€ven in Suhalpine Stations^ although they are all Suhalpine or Arctic in
Europe,

Saxifraga tricuspidata. Artemisia borealis.
Saxifraga oppositifolia. Juncus Stygius. •

Saxifraga aizoides. Carex gynocrates.
Saxifraga Aizoon.

J-ue last two of these seven species are likewise remarkable
tor not having been found in continental British or Arctic Amer-
ica nor in Labrador ; but one of them occurs in Newfoundland,
and the other in Greenland.

It would be in order now to consider the range of our species
generally north and south. But I will for the present restrict
the inquiry to a special and small part of them, namely, to the
specie^ which we possess in common with Europe.

-^e Nortlncard Range in this country of the Phcenogamous Species

which are common to its and to Europe^

, -^^is is an interesting point of inquiry, from its bearings upon
the mooted question of the single or multiple origin of the spe-
cies :—upon whether they may have been diffused each from a
common centre, or were originally given to two or more widely
^parated parts of the world. The arctic regions form one bo-
^nieal province* The greater part of their plants are com-
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mon to tlie Old and the New "Worlds ; and the same species is as

likely to occur at any two stations within the arctic circle as at

any other two stations equally distant AVe naturally look

northward for the connection of our flora with that of the Old
World; and as we meet with United States plants identical

with those of Europe, we are interested to know whether they

range northward into or near to the area of common northern

vegetation. The data now in our possession furnish the follow-

ing results.

Of our species common to Europe, we know onl^* five which
do not occur north of the 4:0th parallel of latitude, or which
barely cross this line. These are

Callitriche pedunculata. Cyperus rotundus. ,

Juncus maritimus. Carex flacca.

Convallaria raajalis.

The first of these has doubtless been overlooked. The second
is a little-known plant with us, and the identification is not per-

fect. The fourth is a tropical species, and evidently an immi-
grant into the southern United States as well as into southern

Europe, nor is it impossible that our iN'ut-Grass may again be
specifically distinguished from Cyperus rotundus. The fifth is

here found only in New Jersey, between lat. 40° and 41°. Un-
less it has been overlooked in the Northern States (which seems
unlikely), or unless our plant has been wrongly referred to the
variable Carex Jlacca^ it affords a remarkable instance of the local

occurrence here of a species wliich is widely diffused in the Old
World. It seems not likely to have been introduced from Europe.
The third is the most remarkable case ; that of the Lily of the

Valley {Convallaria raajalis). This species^—or one which I could
not in any respect distinguish from it on a comparison of living

specimens—abounds in the higher Alleghanies of North Caro-
lina, I believe also in those of Georgia, and it extends north
to the Peaks of Otter in Virginia, lat. 37^^^, at an altitude of

4000 feet ; but it is not known to occur anywhere beyond this

;

while in Western Europe it extends nearly to lat. 70°. It is not

a plant which could well have escaped observation in the North-
ern States.

The following 15 species are not known to occur north of lat
45°:

Myosurus minimus. Polygonatum latifolium.

Subularia aqnatica. Rhynchospora fusca.
Centunculus minimus. Carex vulpina.
Veronica officinalis. « muricata.
Myosotis arv'ensis. * " laevigata.

Salicornia mucronata ? Spartina juncea.
Polygonum dumetorum. " stricta.

Castanea vesca, var.
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Myysurus minimus occurs with us onlj in the valley of the
Mississippi,—thence south to Texas and west to the Pacific, but
not extending northward beyond lat. 45"". It has all the appear-
ance of being indigenous; and in Oregon it is accompanied by a
second species which is also a native of Chili. In Europe it oc-
curs as far north as Finland.

Svhularia aquatica seems to be a very rare plant in North
America, found only in the northeastern corner of the United
States,* From its size, aspect, and place of growth it is exceed-
ingly liable to be overlooked. It is to be sought in Nova Scotia^

Newfoundland and Canada East. It reaches lat. 70° in Euroj)e,

' Centunculus minimus^ which extends northward to lat, 60 in
Europe here scarcely passes the 41st parallel in the valley of the
Mississippi, where alone it occurs in the Northern States.

_ Veronica officinalis is certainly indigenous in the Alleghany
Mountains south of Pennsylvania, and apparently so in the west-
ern part of

^
New York. It is not known north of lat. 44°,- and

m Europe it does not reach the Arctic circle.

.
^yosotis arvensis is not common here, and has probably been

introduced.

^
^licornia mtccronata^ BigeL, is most probably not identical with

Its homonym on the coast of Spain,

.
^^^ygonum dumetorum (if our P. scandens really belongs to

^j) does^ not pass the 45th parallel with us, while in northern
Ji^ope it crosses the Arctic circle.
Our Chestnut is one of the few American trees which can any-

how be identified or confounded with European species. It no-

where occurs north of lat 44° or 45° in this country ; and as
the European Chestnut is perhaps not really indigenous in any
^gher latitude in the Old World, we have here either a very
anomalous case in geographical distribution, or else must regard
our chestnut as specifically distinct. Analogy^ would favor the
latter view, and (which is more directly to the purpose) so also

jvould some little differences in the fruit, such, however, as would

^ of small account in case the trees were natives of the same
district.

^<^1ygmatura latifolium. This is a case of imperfect identifica-

tion
; the American plant so called being known to us only by

specimens sent from Pennsylvania by Muhlenberg to Will-
denow.

n
'

I

* In the Genera of N. American Plants Illustrated, i, p. 16i, no less than in the
^anuoZ, I hare made a mistake in respect to the habitat of this plant, which has

K«ndlj been pointed out by Prof. Tuckerman, KutUll long ago gathered it in the
^os of Paris, Maine. I had supposed that NuttalFs station was rediscovered by
-ssrs. Tuckerman and Oakea ; but I am informed that the locality and the only

^e no^r known in this country/ifl Echo Lake, in the Franconia Notch, Ifew Hamp-
™re where it was detected in 'l844 by Pro£ Tuckerman, as is recorded by that ac-

^^^ botanist, indeed, in the pages of this Journal, for September, 1848.

SKCOND SERIES, VOL, IXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1657.
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*

JRhynchospora fusca^ and tlie three species of Carex would cer-

tainly be expected to have a more nortliern range. G. Icevigata

has been found but once, "What is called C. vulpina is probably
not distinct enough from O. alopecoidea ; and G. muricata^ if

rightly identified, may have been introduced, at least into New '

England, where it occurs only in suspicious situations, and rarely,

,
The two species of Spartma belong properly to America, being

found only m a few places on the coast of Europe, where they

lodgment,

m
in this country, or at least sensible to pass, the 50th parallel of

latitude. •

Ranunculus repens. Atriplex hastata.

Kuphar Kalmiana- Salsola Kali.

Draba verna. Humulus Lupulus,

Drosera longifoha. Betula alba, var.

Sagina procumbens. Taxus baccata, var.

Oxali^ acetosella, Typha angustifolia.

" stricta. Valllsneria spiralis.

Geranium Robertianum. Spiranthes cernua.

Vicia Cracca. - Microstylis monophyllos.
Geum strictum. Juncus Stygius.

*^ rivale. '* effusus.

Potentilla argentea. Lemna gibba.

Lythrum Salicaria. Najas flexilis,

Circaea Lutetiana. Zannichellia palustris. ^

Myriophyllum verticillatum. Ruppia maritima.

Xanthium strumarium. Cyperus flavesccns.

Samolus Valerandi. Carex fulva.

Scrophularia nodosa* Milium eflFusum.

Upon this list I remark, first, that two of the species, although
admitted as indigenous in the Manual of the Botany of the Northern
United States^ were probably introduced from Europe since the

settlement of the country ; namely Draha verna and Potentilla ar-

gentea. At least the expression of doubt which in the work just

mentioned is thrown upon the former, I now think equally ap-

plies to the latter. I never saw either of them _
than suspicious situations. They are found only in the Eastern

United States and in the long-settled parts of Canada ; while in

Europe the first falls short of, and the second barely enters Lap-
land.

Lythrum Salicaria has better claims to citizenship, at least in

Eastern New England, but it is not clear from suspicion. Doug-
las gathered it in wet meadows of Upper Canada ; but if really

indigenous to this country it is surprising that it does not extend
farther north.

S^rae of the forms which I have felt oblia^ed to ioin with Xan-

growm

L

5 estem
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tion of our district ; and so, along tlie coasts and gi^eat rivers,

does the variety echinatum (which most botanists will still fancy
to be very distinct) ; but the latter, more widely dispersed over
the world, is probably an immigrant from farther south. The
real home of the species is uncertain : it could not be expected
to occur much north of lat 46"^.

Betula alba and Taxus haccata^ var. Canadensis are the only
woody plants upon the list As to the first, I have followed
Spach in considering our White Birch identical with the Euro-
pean. It occurs only from the eastern part of Pennsylvania and
l^ew Jersey to Maine, and not far from the coast, reaching barely
to about the 46th parallel, one or two degrees beyond the Chei>t-

nut. In Western Europe B. alba extends into the arctic regions,
fhe American tree should be critically compared anew with the
European. At present the White Birch and the Chestnut are our
only trees here considered as specifically identical with European
ones

; unless we add our low and procumbent representative of
the Yew {Taxits baccata^ var. Canadensis). K a striking differ-

ence m habit or mode of growth alone may be relied upon for
characters, then our Yew must be specifically distinct from that
of Europe. Other differences, however, have not been detected.
^ur Yew, according to Eichardson, merely reaches the southern
borders of the Saskatchawan basin, say about lat, 50^ In Ore-
gon there are Yew trees with the port of the ordinary T. baccala^

^tich appears not to occur ' in Northern Asia, although Dr.
Hooker recognizes it in the Himalayas.
Drosera hngifolia {intermedia)^ Circoea Lutetiana^ and Myriophyh

lura verticiUatiim might be expected to extend farther north than
lat. 47°, but they do not occur in Lapland.
Juncus Stygius is the most remarkable member of this list. Its

pnly known habitat on the North American continent is a bog ad-
joining a small lake in Jefiferson county, New York, lat 44^
yhere I found it in great abundance twenty-four years ago. But

?Qo
^^^^ collected in Newfoundland, probably south of lat

^9^ This is a mainly Scandinavian species, of high northern

fange, not found in Denmark, according to Fries, but extend-

ing to Bavaria and the Alps. It has been said to occur in

^Northeastern Siberia, but Trautvetter corrects this in his Fh-

r^^ Ochoiensis : what he had taken for it, he finds on reexam-
^ation, to be J. castaneus. In all probability it grows in Lower
v^anada : but if in Northern British America it could hardly
have been overlooked by Eichardson and Drummond.

Carexfulva is another species unknown in Northern British

America, found at only one station in the United States, and else-

''^nere only in Newfoundland, whence Goodenough received the

specimens on which he founded the species. In Europe, it is

^arcely found north of lat. 60.

\
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JSpiranthes cernua^ if really European, is found only on the

yirest coast of Ireland, and belongs to tlie same remarkable cate-

gory as Eriocaulon septangulare^ of the next list.

For tlie rest of the list^ no particular remarks are needed.

Their northern range in this country corresponds generally with
that in Europe, making allowance for the difference in climate

;

that is, they range ten or fifteen degrees farther north in Western
Europe than in North America. This is true eyen of Vallis-

neria spiralis^ a plant of temperate climates, with a wide southern

range, and neither Scandinavian nor North German. In North
America it extends to about lat. 46° : in Russia it is recorded as

occurring near St. Petersburg, lat. 60^.

The following species, 56 in number, range north of lat. 50^

^nd many of them have been traced up to lat. 55"^^ but not much
if any beyond the latter parallel.

Anemone nemorosa.

Cerastium arvense.

Trifolium repens.^

Lud^vigia palustris.

Slum angustifolium.

widens ceraua.

Gnaphallum uliginosum.

dhimaphila umbellata.

Monotropa Hypopitys,

Statice Limonium.

Utricularia vulgaris.

Alisma Plantago.

Anacharis Canadensis.

Liparis Lceselii.

Platanthera bracteata.

Eriocaulon septangnlare

Eleocharis acicularia.

Scirpus maritimus.

Eriophorum alpinum.

Carex teretiuscula.

u minor. tt

tenella.

tenuiflora.

Lyeopus Europteus.

Myosotis palustris.

Calysegia sepium,

Salicornia herbacea.
• . •

Eumex maritimus.

Ceratophyllum demersum.

Acorus Calamus.

Sparganium ramosum ?

" angustifolium.

Lemna trisulca.

polyrhiza.

Potamogeton poctinatus,
** prjeloDgus.

lucens.

maritima.

irrigua.

pallescens.

flava.

filiforrais.

Pseudo-Cjrperus.

ampullacea.

Leersia oryzoides.

Galamagi'ostis arenaria,

Kceleria cristata.

Glyceria aquatica.

M
ii

(i

i(

((

u

u •(
tluitans.

Poa serotina.
(( compressa.

Phragmites communis.

Triticum caninum.

Aira flexuosa.

"
heterophyllus.

Scheuchzeria palustris.

Concerning two plants on this list, doubts may fairly be raised

whether they are indigenous to this continent, viz. Onaphalium
uliginosum apd Poa compressa. The former is one of our common-
est plants, but is only found along damp road-sides and in ground

which is or has been tilled. It is found on the Saskatchawan

;

'?>,

1
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but if there restricted lo similar situations, I should consider it

one of the species unwittingly introduced by man from Europe.
Poa compressa here has wholly the appearance of a naturalized
plant. Eichardson and Drummond gathered it also on the Sas-
tatchawan, I know not in what stations. E. Meyer records it as
in Labrador.

Triticum canmum^ like the common Couch-Grass {T. repens)^ as
It generally occurs with us, is evidently of European denvation

;

but both species are indigenous from our northern borders north-
\vard and westward.

\

The White Clover {TrifoUum repens) which springs up so copi-
ously and promptly wherever forests are destroyed and the land
turned into pasture, is in the same categoiy, being wild at the
north and the far West^ and undoubtedly imported likewise at
the settlement of the country.
Of Cerastium arvense, and probably of Acorns Calamus also, we

have within our limits both an indigenous and an introduced stock.

With Anacharis Canadensis it is not certain that the German
and Russian plant is identical, the flowers being unknown there

:

iior, if so, are we sure that the plant is truly indigenous on the
continent of Europe any more Wian in England, although it is

•^

hracteata is plac

dlev and Sir W
very Hkely to be* so.

5d upon the list, although with

Q. Hooker having expressed the
opinion that it is identical with P. viridis of Europe.
Eriophorum al^initm^ a Scandinavian plant of high range,

also found on mountains in Western Europe as far south as the
-^Ips, but scarcely extending into Siberia,—is not rare with us in
cold peat bogs, from Pennsylvania to Lake Superior and Maine.
-It is also a native of Newfoundland, although not mentioned as
such by Hooker. I think I have seen specimens from Lower
Canada,
chau

are
?

~, ^^^ Mistassins and Hudson's Baj, say lat. 51°. It

surely ought to grow in Labrador ; but it is nowliere recorded
from that region, nor from Greenland.

Eriocauhn septanguhre, an Eastern North American plant not

ranging beyond lat. 55°, but singularly reappearing only m a

ftw stations in the nearest part of Europe, rec[uires some notice

m a different connexion.
I-t is worth remarkinfT that it is in the interior of the continent,

country (long. 95° to 105°,) and
not along the coast, that most of the plants of this list attain their

^igbest latitude. We should expect this, as regards the eastern

coast, from the rise of the isothennal lines and of the limit oftrees
pn passing westward, and from the great rise of the isotheral lines

in the district referred to. Still it will appear singular that only
three of these 56 species are recorded as natives of Labrador,

o
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(namely, Poa compressa^ already mentioned, Statice Limonium^ and
Chimaphila U7nbellata\ until it is not^d that the principal Labra-

dor collections known were made between lat. 56^ and 58^.

Many Newfoundland and Canadian plants doubtless inhabit

southern Labrador: but I can add only one of these on the

present list, namely, Calamagrostis arenaria. Only about a dozen

of these 57 species appear to occur north of the 50th parallel on
the Pacific coast : but this number includes much the larger part

of the species on this list which extend westward to the Pacific

at all, even in a lower latitude.

The following 42 species range north of lat. 55^, but do not,.

as fer as we know, cross the 60th parallel

:

j Hepatica triloba. Potamogeton perfoliatus.

J* Coptis trifoHa. t
" natans.

Spirsea salicifoHa. f* Triglochin maritimum* '

f " Aruncus. f* Listera cordata.

Agrimonia Eupatoria. -j'* Streptopus amplexifolius.

f Geiim macropnyllum. Scirpus lacnstris.

, f Circaea alpina, "

f
'' sylvaticus.

* Saxifraga Aizoon. | Ehynchospora alba.

« f Galium trifidum. j Carex pauciflora.

Galium Aparine. f " * canescens.
4( triflorum.

f
*« st^UuIata,

f* Plantago maritiraa. f " limosa.

f Glaux maritima. | " Buxbaumii.
Limosella aquatica. " * panicea,

f "Veronica Anagallis. " (Ederi.

f
" serpyllifolia. f Agrostis canina.

f Brunella vulgaris. " vulgaris.

Calla palustris. j Cinna arundinacea. 1

Lemna minor, \ Glyceria maritima.
|

Potamogeton pusillus. f " distans.
4& compressus.

f Poa annua.

Only 8 of these 42 species are recorded as natives of Labra-

m
29 of them are in Bongard's Florula of the Island of Sitcha (lat
57''-58'^) on the Korth West coast These are marked with a

(f). Among them are six of the eight Labrador species, namely,
jSaxtfi

United
above

VIZ

Canada, and only in doubtful
be truly indigenous on the Korthwest coast ; and Poa annua^ a
cosmopolite plant, found all round the world in high latiUides.

Agrostis vulgaris and A. canina are in the same category ^rith

Triticura caninum and 7! repens^—^represented at the north by an
indierenous. but srenerallv hx- nn iinnnrfp^ strinV

I
"^

J
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SpiT<2a Aruncus claims a place in tlie list of disjoined species.

It occurs in the Catskill mountains; New York, and southward
along the whole extent of the Alleghanies ; but liere it ranges
no farther northward. It is not a Scandinavian plant ; but from
France it extends eastward through Northern Asia to Kamts-
chatka, and thence to Sitcha and the mouth of the Oregon.
The following 63 species cross the 60th parallel, but so far as

I can ascertain, are not known to cross the arctic circle on this

continent.

* Caltha palustris.

Actsea spicata (rubra).

Turritis glabra.

Draba memorOsa.
fStellaria longifolia.

fSpergularia rubra.
Lathyrus palustris*.

Fragaria vesca.

* Epilobium palustre*

t* Ligusticum Scoticu

f* Linnsea borealis.

Callitriche vema.
u autumnalis.

Lonicera cserulea,

Galium boreale.

fAchillea Millefolium.
Artemisia Canadensis.
Lobelia Dortmanna.
* Campanula rotundifolia.

f* Ledum latifolium.

* Pyrola chlorantha.

T* Moneses uniflora.

* Primula farin'osa.

NaumburgJa thyrsiflora.

Utricularia intermedia,

t* Pinguicula vulgaris.

Veronica scutellata.

* Rhinanthus Crista GalH.
Scutellaria galericulata.

Stacbys palustris.

f*_Menyauthes trifoliata.

-Blitum capitatum.
Polygonum amDbihlnra.

t* «

I* Myrica Gale.

# Alnus incana,

Typha latifolia.

Sparganium simplex.
" natans.

« Triglochin palustre.

Goodyera repens.

Calypso borealis.

Corallorhiza innata.

Smilacina stellata.

t
ii

bifolia.

« Allium Schoenoprasum,

Juncus filiformis.

a

Balticus-

articulatus,

bufonius.

Eleocbaris palustris-

Scirpus pungeus.

fEriophorum vaginatu:

Carex chordorrbiza.

a
aquatilis.

salina.

ft

f
" hvida.^

I
" vesicaria.

Alopecurus aristulatus.

Poa nemoralis.

" pratensis.

ira csespitosa.

halaris arundinacea.

aviculare,

Twenty of these marked (*) are in

teen, marked (f) in that of Sitcha ; a
two.

common to Europe, only

5 do not range north of lat 40"^.

20, or 6 per cent, do not range :

56, or lii per cent do not rang

therefore, that of our Phsenogamous
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113, or 35 per cent, do not pass nortli of lat. 55^.

155, or 48^ per cent, do not pass north of lat.60°. '

218, or 68 per cent, scarcely, if at all, cross tlie Arctic circle-

In this inquiry we have thus far left our alj^ine and even sub-

alpine species, common to Europe, wholly out of view, as not

properly belonging to our temperate flora, and as expected to

extend northward beyond the Arctic circle. In a few cases,

however, this expectation is not exactly borne out. For instance,

Viola jpalusiris is found only in the alpine region of the White
Mountains, in Labrador, and perhaps in the Rocky Mountains

about lat. 42°, but has not been noticed in arctic America proper.

It occurs, however, in Greenland as well as in Kamtschatka,
Poteniillafrigida^ or the plant of the "White Mountains which

I take for it, has not been elsewhere found in this country (unless

confounded with some other species) except in Greenland, be-

tween }at. 73° and 80°, by Dr. Kane; nor is it known in the

north of Europe

!

Sibhaldia procumhens^ although found in Labrador and Green-

land on one side, and on the northern Rocky Mountains and at

Unalaschka on the other, has not been detected in Arctic Amer-
ica within the Arctic circle. I

Gnaphalium sitpinum^ a rare plant of the White Mountains,
has been elsewhere detected upon the continent only at Labrador

:

and it also occurs in Greenland.
Cassiope hypnoides^ found on all our alpine summits, elsewhere

occurs only in Labrador and Greenland, on the one hand; and
at Unalaschka, below the Arctic circle, on the other. .

Phyllodoce taxifolia occurs only on the "White Mountains, in

Labrador, and in Greenland.
Yerordca alpina^ although approaching the Arctic circle both

east and west, is not recorded as crossing it, though it probably
does so.

Salix phylicifolia occurs only on the White Mountains and in

Labrador.

Jxmcus trifidiiSj an abundant plant in our alpine districts, is

not recorded from any other part of North America, excepting

Newfoundland

!

Carex capitata^ although found on Hudson^s Bay and on the

Rocky Mountains, is not recorded from within the Arctic circle.

Phlefiim alpimim^ found in Labrador, Greenland, and Una-

laschka, is not recorded from within the Arctic circle. On the

other hand Aira atropurpurea^ a Lapland species found on the

• The habitat of this rare plant has been casually left out of the Manual of Bot-

any of N. U. States, p. 118. It wa« discovered, out of flower, by Dr. Robbios (who

tag long been one of the most zealous and successful explorers of Newr England

botany), at a single station in the alpine region of the White Mountains of IfeW

Hampshire, where it is still rather abundant. I^ter the indefatigable Prot Tucker-

man detected it on Mount LaFayette, of the Franconia range. Thcie are the only

stations known on Uiis continent.

b

^
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White Mountains, is remarkable for not being found In Labra-
dor, nor in Greenland that I am aware of, while it occurs on the
Northwest Coast below lat. 60°, but nowhere in Siberia, Kamt-
schatka, &c., nor was it known in Arctic America until lately
collected between Point Barrow and Mackenzie river, by Capt.
Pullen, according to Mr. Seemann.
^
As to our subalpine list: Alsine Grcenlandica is Avrongly said

in the Manual to be European, as it has not been found beyond
Greenland, It also occurs in Labrador, and with us as far south
as the low Shawangunk Mountains in the southern part of
New York ; but is entirely unknown in Canada and in Arctic
America.

Oarex gynocratesj which we should expect to be alpine and
arctic, but which is not known as either in this country, is con-

nected with Lapland by the intermediate station of Greenland.
Excepting this and Juncus stygius (which has already been com-
mented on), and perhaps also Euphrasia officinalis^ all our strictly

subalpine species, as well those enumerated as to have been
expected to be so, which are common to us and to Europe, ex-
tend northward along the central region of the continent quite
to the Arctic sea-coast While, curiously enough, eleven, or
^^^"^i^ird of our strictly alpine species common to Europe,

—

^ but one of them arctic in the Old World,—are not known to
cross the arctic circle on this continent. This, however, might
perhaps have been expected, as it seems almost certain that the
interchange of alpine species between us and Europe must have
J^ken place in the direction of Newfoundland, Labrador and
^yeenland, rather than through the polar regions; and this a
^fitical study of the distribution of our plants northward would
behkelytoshow.
Adding accordingly a dozen alpine or subalpine species, we

^ave about 230 Ph^enogamous species common to Europe, or 72
per cent, which have not been detected within the Arctic circle

^pon the American continent.
Uur species common to Europe which do extend mto the Arc-

tic 2one,—exclusive of all those enumerated in the three lists of
^Jpine, subalpine, and the seven should-be alpine or subalpme
species given on p, 63, are these (52 in number):

^icotyledonece. Barbarea vulgaris.

Ranunculus aquatilis, var.
Erysimum cheiranthoides.

fllmmula, van Drosera rotundifoha.

sceleratus
Parnassia palustns.

^^asturtium paJustre
' Honkenya peploides.

Cardamine pratensis
Moehnngia lateriflora,

hirsuta-

'

Stellaria longipes.

Arabis hirsuta.
" uhginosa.

SECOND SEBIES, VOL. SXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1857.
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Stellaria crassifolia,

" borealis.

Sagina nodosa.

Latbyrus maritimus.

Potentilla Norwegica.

Anserina.a

u

u
friiticosa.

palustris.

r

Pyrola minor.

Primula Mistassinica.

Mertensia maritima,

Gentiana detonsa.

Chenopodina maritima (?)

Alnus viridis.

Juniperus communis.

Monocotyledonece.Epilobiiim angustifolium,

Myriopliyllum spicatum.

Hippuris vulgaris.

Ribes rubrum.

Viburnum Opulus.-

Artemisia Canadensis.

Taraxacum Dens-leonis,

Vaccinium Oxycoccus.

Arctostapliylos Uva-Ursi,

Cassandra calyculata.

Andromeda polifolia.

Pyrola rotundifolia.

If any interesting relation is to be traced "between the more
or less boreal range of our temperate species common to Europe,
and the natural classes or orders tbej severally belong to, the

means of instituting the comparison are at hand in the various

The subjoined columns give a comparison in

this respect between our 52 non-alpine plants which extend into

the Arctic zone, and the almost equal number whose northern
limit is between the 40th and the 60th parallels. It shows noth-

however, except the diminution of the number of the or-

Luzula pilosa.

parviflora.

campestris.

Juncus bulbosus.

Eriophorum polystachyon
" gracile.

Carex vulgaris,

Festuca ovina.
/

Triticum repens,

Hierochloa borealis.

L

foregoing lists.

ing.

derSj and of non-glumaceous Endogens^ in high latitudes.

Non-alpine species of the above list

witb iheir boreal limit with the Arc-
tic circle.

Non-alpine species witii their boreal
limit between lat. 40" and 50*.

Ranunculaceae,

Cruciferae,

Droseracese,

Parnassiace<3e,

Carjophjllaceae,

Leguminosse,

Rosacese,

Onagraceae,

Grossulacea?,

Caprifoliacese,

Compositae,

Ericaceae,

Primulaceae,

Borraginacese,

Gentianacese,

Chenopodiacese,

*

3

6

1

1

7

1

3

1

1

2

6

I

1

1

1

Ranunculaceae,

Nymphceacece^

Criicifer£e,

Droseracese,

Caryophyllacese^

Oxalidacecej

GeraniacecBj

Leguminosse,

RosacesBj

Zythracece,

Onagraceae,

Compositse,

Primulaceae,

Scrophulariacece,

Bon-aginacese,

Chenopodiacese,

2
1

2
1

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

1

2

2

I

3

f
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Behilace^,

Coniferse,

Dicotyledonece,

1

1

42

Juncacese,

Cjperacea,

Graminese,

4
3
3

Pohjgonacece,

Urticaceoe,

Cupuliferae,

Betulacese, .

Coniferse, '

Dicotyledonece, 31

MonocotyledonecE, 10

21 orders,

Typhac^cB,

Zemnacece,

5 2 species, -^(^i^^dacece.

I

JffydrocharidaceoE^

Orchidacece,

Liliacece,

Juncaceae,

Cyperacese,

Gramineae,

1

1

S
1

2

1

2

6

3

MonocofyledonecB, 20

30 orders, 51 species.

Considered as to size and duration of tlie plants in connection
Jith geographical range, our 320 species common to Europe, are
divided as follows

:

Onlj 3 of them are trees, namelj, the Chestnut, White Birch,
ana 1 ew

; and the latter is no tree in this country. All three
^ave been and generally are still taken for peculiar American
species^, perhaps correctlj. None of them extend north quite to
jat oo

,
the Chestnut not beyond 45°. Two of them range a

of ] V?S^
of lat. 40°, and one, the Chestnut, considerably south

. f • ^^ • Their geographical distribution, taken in connexion
.. ^"6 comparatively restricted area of trees, favors the sus-

picion that these are specifically different fi-om the European

1 f fi^'o
^^ sp-cies are shrubs. All of them occur as far north as

m?^ '
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ alpine, and 10 grow within the arctic circle,

inen 12 are suffruticose or suffrutescent plants, all of them

J

p^-alpine or subalpine, and with their southern limit under
^^- 40°, except two; namely, ArdostapJiylos Uva-ursi, which
j"anges from the arctic shores to lat. 35° and across the whole
oreadth of the continent at its widest part ; and Ckimaphila urn-

f««afct, which, from its northern limit of about 55°, is equally
oroadly distributed over the continent, and extends southwartls
even into Mexico.

Ihe remaining 290 species are all herbs; and <^ibout 260 of
them are perennials. Of the 30 annuals and biennials, few have
*.high boreal range, but at least 20 of them are among our spe-
cies of widest southern range.

ri

V

_ \
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The Southivard Range in this Country of our Phcenogamons Species

common

This is not a subject of so much interest as the northeri range.

The subjoined table exhibits the main facts of the case, as well

as I can now determine them, as respects our species >vbich are

neither alpine nor subalpine.

No. of
species.

Whoso boreal Of these the aoathern Vimit is beyond
limit is

Lat. 30^. Lat. 36* 30'. Lat, AG*.

Found on DeCandolie's fist of

species of vast area ; ont of

11 spec

16 "

9

12

10

3

2

((

ti

((

u

the whole No.
(column 1.)

10 spec.

11 «

10
10

fho»*?ran^'ffS.of40'

(columns 3, 4,5).

«(

u

n
u

u

DeCandolle's list (in Geogr, Bot. p. 564, et seq.) of Phsenoga-

:pecie

diffused

the terrestrial surface of the globe. It therefore rarely includes

maritime plants, although these are so wide-spread. Nor does it

include several of our species which as wild plants have better

claim than some which are admitted. Indeed a large proportion

of those common to Europe which range south of lat. 36° 30'

are

ran oreFor example, the six amphigcean species which
within the arctic circle to south of the 30th parallel, or to the

Mexico, are Ranunculus aauatilis. Nasturtium

d

difc Taraxacum Dens-Ieonis.

one nearly cosmopolite, and that one (Vrosera) diffused over most
northern temperate regions.

And — . „^ ^
rubra, Pt

latifi

Ith

f 7 */X

hufoniuSj Eleocharis palustris^ and Scirpus punge
lusiris, which is on DeCandolle's list, does not extend quite so far

south.) And among the 16 which range from lat. 55°-60^ do^^^:i

to lat. 30° are such plants as Agrimonia Eupaloria^ Veronica An-
agallis and serpyllifolia^ LimoseTla subulata^ Brunelia vulgaris^

Lemna minor^ Potamogeton perfoliatus and natans, Scirpus lacus-

trisj and Poa annua^—a few of them not really indigenous there.

One hardly to be expected is Eepatica triloba^ which occurs in

Florida. =

Of oar alpine species common to Europe, of course none occur

south of Korthem New York. And tss to the eleven on the sub-

i
w

f
V
4

J

i

r

\
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ghanies, (and these only south of lat. 36
LjTvyhere

cces

osus ana a lorm oi irisetum simpicatum. JNone oi the rest are
known in the Eastern United States so far south as lat. 40°.

The re-appearance of some northern species in high southern
latitudes is another matter, and to be considered under the head
of disjoined species.

The range of our amphig^ean species might be considered in
reference to the stations thej affect or the medium in which they

im
suits beyond the familiar ones that aquatic, palustrine and niari-

lists already given enable any botanist to do it.

widest ran ere in latitude. The

/
Europ

The species which we possess in common with Europe, being
generally speaking those of widest geographical range, form good
materials ready to our hands, as far as 1 ^^ ^-,

'
-

"

- ^ ,,

whether there is any assignable relation between the size of a
group a subject

which DeCaudolle has briefly discussed, as regards families. By
gathering the data from the table which begins on p. 208, it will
be seen that our nine largest families (as enumerated in order on
p. 213) come a little nearer to comprising half our amphig^ean
species than they do to half our whole number of species : i. e.,

they contain 158 species, or two less than half. But the tenth
tamilyj Labiatce^ being very poor in these common species^
brmgs up the number to only 162, or barely two above half of
thea20. And our different large families present such marked
differences in the ratio of their amphigsean species,* that it is

clear no results of the least moment are to be obtained in this

^ay.

our Iimii

-a. as Mr
aiid from some investigations of his own, this sagacious naturah'st

iiiclmes to think that species in large genera range over a wider
area than the species of small genera do. Our 320 amphigiBan
species evidently tend to confirm this view. They belongto 171

* Compositse, out of 273 species, 9 are common to Europe.

Cyperaceffi, •* 213 "48 " **.

Gramineae, *» 162 * 32

Leguminosae, •* 91 " 4
Rosacesp, •* " 71 * 16
Ericacese, " 62 "19
Scrophulariaceffi, *• 54 "10
Orchidacea;, " 61 "10

II

M

U

iaceae 49 " 10
liabiatie. « 49 " 4
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genera. Of these only 18, or 10'5 per cent, are monotypic, while
13'3 per cent of our whole number of genera are monotypic:
23 genera or almost 13 per cent contain only two or at most three

good species apiece, and about as many more have only four or

five good species. Therefore 64 of the smaller genera, or 37 per

cent, fully come up to the general average of species to genus in

our Phsenogamous plants generally, viz. three each (supra, p.

216) ; while on the other hand, 15, or 8 per cent, are very large

genera, such as Carex^ jSolidago^ Cypems^ JSaliXj AUhim, Galium^

Trifoliurriy Qeniiana^ Banunculus^ &c. Though many of these are

not very large genera in our region, nor do those that are large

particularly abound in ampliigsean species.

Comparison of the Flora of the Northern United States witli that

ofEurope in respect to the Similar or Related Species,

Two floras may be, perhaps, as nearly related through their

allied as through their identical species : at any rate, the compari-

son in this respect is equally important to be made. Such com-
parisons, however, are much more difficult, owing to the impos-

sibility of estimating the degrees of resemblance among species,

or at least of expressing them in any precise or definite Avay, or

of bringing shades of difference to any common standard. In
theory, indeed, only one grade of resemblance is supposed to be
expressed in genera. But genera,-—even those whose circum-
scription is either clearly defined in nature (which is far from
being always the case) or is generally agreed upon, are by no
means groups of equal value throughout ; and the species of
every genus, when several or numerous, resemble each other in

very unequal degrees.

Still no two analogous but geographically separated floras of

any size are so well knowm, as to their Phsenogamia, and afford

generally such facilities for the comparison of their related spe-

cies, as those of the Northern United States and of Northern
Europe.

If ^ve judge of their relationship from the large proportion of

the genera common to the two, we might infer it to be very close.

After correctiDg a little the numbers published in the former

article, on p. 216 et seq.^ we count 326, or not much less than

one-half of the 681 genera as belonging also to Europe. This

indicates a great amount of related vegetation in the two floras,

no doubt; but of the degree of relationship, taken comparatively,

it gives us no correct idea, until we know how many of the gen-

era common to the two are almost cosmopolite, or are wide-spread

over the cooler parts of nearly the whole northern hemisphere;
and how many are peculiar or strictly characteristic. Now, on

going over the list, I find that an extraordinarily large proportion

of the genera common to our flora and to Europe belong also

k

f

U
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to the floras of almost all the temperate reerions of the world.
Out of the 326 genera,

284, or 87 per cent are diffused around the northern hemis-
phere, or over the greater part of it

;

201, or 61 per cent, extend into the tropics or cross the equa-
tor.

177, or considerably over half, are both widely diffused over
the northern temperate zone and extend into or beyond the
tropics:—leaving

18, or only 5|- per cent, as nearly peculiar to Eastern North
America and to Europe ; and very few even of these are
strictly peculiar.

A simple enumeration of them will show how trivial a part
^ese 18 American-European genera play in the two floras.
They are

:

Bellis, Fedia,

Cakile. Hottonia,
Calla, Liparis,

Carpinus, Melampyrum,
Cassandra, Kirthecium,
Cercis, - Ostrya,

Convallaria, Scheuchzeria,

Corema, Subularia,

Dupontia. Waldsteinia.

Most of these are very small genera, four if not five of them
naymg only a single species each. Cercis actually extends to
^^aliforuia, and south to near the tropical line, Dupontia is a
purely arctic genus, to which our species, so called, is referred
^ith much misgiving. Hottonia is said to have a third species ia
Java, which would exclude it from the present list. Moreover,
live of t.llAsio rvar,^T.„ „ , ^+„J ^„ U^ ^^^>,+i^„l OY^oioaspecies

ISThe special resemblance of our flora to that of Europe, it ia

clear, is not owing simply either to the large proportion of gen-
era m common, or to any thing striking or important in the few
genera_ nearly or quite peculiar to the two. The latter, indeed,
are i*ignificant in our flora, and not to be compared, as to any
features they impart, with the much more numerous and really

Characteristic genera which are shared by the Eastern United
States and Eastern temperate Asia. w

(already
pi those which closely answer to each other in the two floras.

The citation of representative species, to be of much value,
should be more critical than it generally is in such comparisons.
J- he degrees of affinity should be classified as strictly as the sub-
ject admits of^ under several heads ; beginning with the plants
so closely related in each that thev form a sort of limbo between

1
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tlie regions of identical and of allied species on either side, and
which may or may not be reckoned specifically the same, accord-

ing to our varying knowledge, and according to the views which
different authors take respecting species. A good analysis of the

subjects of comparison might perhaps be made into,

1. Geographical Yarieties^ or those cases in which the Ameri-
can plant is always or generally distinguishable from the Euro-

pean in some point or other, and is not unlikely to be reckoned
specifically different even by sound botanists.

2. Very Close Representative Species, admitted as distinct, but

not unlikely many of them to be reduced to geographical vari-

eties.

3. Strictly Representative Species^ pretty exactly answering to

each other in the two floras, but of which there can be little if

any question of specific identity.

4. Strictly Congeneric Species^ but not falling into either of the

former categories.

5. Divergent Congeneric Species^ w^here the American type be-

longs to a different section or subgenus from the European*
To which these might be added, 6th, species of strictly analo-

gous or representative genera,

I must not attempt here anything beyond an enumeration,
made currente calamo^ of such examples in question as occur to

me under the first three heads

:

1. American Geographical Varieties^ which not only have been, but are

merged in J\^o, 2.

Spe^ iherefi

Ranunculus repens, Amer. : formerly R. Marilandicus, &c.
Actaea spicata, v^ars. alba and rubra : A. alba and rubra.

Kasturtiuiu palustre, fructu brevi

:

Ribes rubrum, Amer.:
Solidago virgaurea, Amer., vars.

:

Monotropa Hypopitys, Amer.

:

Statice Limonium, var.

:

Samolus Valerandi\ var. Amen:

N. hispidura, &c.

R. albmervium.

S. humilis and multiradiata.

M. lanuginosa,

S. Caroliniana.

S. floribundus.

Lycopus Europseus, var, sinuatus: L. sinuatus.

Stachys palustris, vars:

Myosotis palustris, van laxa

:

Castanea vesca, var. Americana

:

Betula alba, var. populifolia:

Taxus baccata, var. Canadensis

:

S. aspera, glabra, cordata, Ac
M. laxa.

C. Americana.

B- populifolia.

T. Canadensis.
Trisetum subspicatum, var. molle : T. molle.
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2. e Representative Species^ almost all of them

liable to be reduced to Geographical Varieties,

/

Northern United States,

Pukatilla Nutalliana,

Delphinium exaltatuin,

Berberis Canadensis,

Kymphsea odorata,

Nuphar Kalmiana,
Arabis lyrata,

Sisymbrium canescens,

Cakile Americana,
Viola Muhlenbergii,

Elatine Americana,
Geranium Carolinianum,

Impatiens pallida and fulva,

Geum album,

Potentilla paradoxa,
Rubus strigosus,

Amelancbier Canadensis,

Epilobium coloratum,
Tillasa simplex,

Sedum telephioides,

Chrysosplenium Americanum,
Cornus Canadensis,

Sambucus pubens,
Galium trifidum.

Valeriana sylvatica,

Nardosmia palmata,
Antennaria plantaginifolia,

Ledum latifolium,

Veronica Americana,
Melampyrum Americanum,
Lithospermum latifolium,

Euphorbia obtusata,
" commutata,

Fagus ferruginea,

Juniperus Virginiana,
Allium Canadense,
Veratrum viride,

Narthecium Americanum,
Eleocharis rostellata,

Scirpus pungens, &c.,

Hordeum pusillum,
Elymus striatus,

mollis.

Northern Eurojpe.

P. vulgaris.

D. datum,
B. vulgaris.

!N". alba.

N. lutea.

A, petrsea.

S. Sophia.

0. maritima.

V. canina.

E. triandra,

G. dissectum.

L noli-tangere,

G. urbanum.

P. supina.

R. Idseus.

A: vulgaris.

E. tetragonum.

T, aquatica.

S. Telephium.

C, oppositifolium.

C. Suecica.

S. racemosa.

G. palustre.

V. dioica.

N. frigida.

A. dioica.

L. palustre.

V. Beccabunga.

M. pratense.

L. officinale.

E. platypbylla.

E. Pep] us.

F. sylvatica.

J. Sabina.

A. vineale.

V, album.

N. ossifragura.

E. multicaulis.

S, triqueter.

H. maritimum.

E. Europseus.
" arenarius.

•s
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3. Strictly Representative Species^ prolahly few of them to he confounded,

Northern United States,

Atragene Americana,

Clematis ochroleuca,

Ranunculus alismsefolius,
** abortivus,

Isopyrum biternatum,

Aconitum reclinatumj

Kasturtiura lacustre,

Draba arabisans,

Lepldium intermedium,

Senebiera didyma,

Tilia Americana,
" heterophylla,

Stapbylea trifolia,

Acer spica.tum,

" saccliarinum,

Hedysarum boreale,

Cercis Canadensis^

Prunus Virginiana,

Kubus triflorus,

Pyrus (Sorbus) Americana,

Kibes floridum,

Saxifraga Virginiensis,

" Pennsylvanica.

Hydrocotyle interrupta,

Sium lineare,

Cornus sericea and stolonifeva,

Lonicera grata,

Sambucus CanadensiSj

Viburnum lan'tanoides,

Fedia radiata,

Aster flexuosus,

Bidens connata,
" chrysantbemoides,

Artemisia Ludoviciana,

Gnaphalium purpureum^
Hieracium Canadense,

Azalea calendulacea,

Eex opaca,

Diospyros Virginiana,

Androsace occidentalia,

Trientalis Americana,
Hottonia inflata,

Mentha Canadensis,

Myosotis vern

Gentiana Saponaria,

Asarum Canadense,

Corema Conradii,

TJlmua Americanft^

Europe.

A. alpina.

C. integrifolia*

R, Lingua.

R. auricomus.

I. tbalictroides.

A, Lycoctonum*

N. amphibiumk

D. incana.

L. ruderale*

S. Coronopus.

T. Europ:ea,

T. argentea.

S. pinnata.

A, Tartaricum.

A. platan oides*

H. obscurum.

C* Siliquastrum.

P. Padus.

R. saxatilis.

P. aucuparia.

R. nigrum.

S» nivalis.

S. hieracifolia.

H. vulgaris.

S. latifolium.

C. sanguinea.

L. Caprifolium.

S, nigra.

V. Lantana.

F. olitoria, &c.

A, Trifolium.

B. tripartita.

B. cernua.

A. vulgaris.

G. sylvaticum.

H. predanthoides, &c
A. Pontica,

I. Aquifolium,

D. Lotus.

A. elongata*

T. Europaea.

H. palustris.

M. arvensia.

M. stricta.

G. Pneumonanthe.

A. Europaeum.

C. alba.

U, pedunculata.

^.
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Ulmusfulv-a, U. montana.
Celtis occidentalls, C. australis.
Morus rulra, M. nigra.
.Lrtica gracilis, tJ. dioica.
Parietaria Peiinsvlvanica, P. officinalis.
Platauus occidentalis, P. orientalis.

^
Corylus Americana, C. Avellana.
Wpmus Americana, C. Betulus.
Ostrja Virginica, O. viilgari?.
Alnus serrulata, A. glutinosa.
bahx lucida, &c.,

'

S. pentandra, &c.
Populus tremuloides, P. tremula.
Abies balsamea, A. pectinata.

" nigra and alba, .

« excelsa.
i-arix Americana, L. Europ^a.
feagittaria variabilis, S. sagittifolia.

^ypripedium pubescens, C. Calceolus.
^milax rotundifolia, «fec., S. aspera.
-t'oljgonatum biflorum, P, multiflonim,

"
giganteum, *« officinale,

-t^rythronium Americanum and albidum, E. dens-canis,

I omit, for tlie most part, tlie large genera, in wliicli it becomes
a nice q uestion rightlj^ to pair off representative species.

Id. all these lists it is sometimes the case that the species or
ornis of the second column also are indigenous to the United
feta^es, OT to North America.

+>.
^"^ iiow our about 115 closely representative species (of

tne second and third lists) to the 820 identical ones, we have a
otai of 435, or over one-fifth of our Phaenogamous ^ecies, as
^e same as, or very much like European plants ; and enough

^

the^ore of good representative forms might be selected from
large genera (Carex, Salix, Quercus, Juncus, &c.) to bring the
proportion up to nearly one-third.

-Equally prominent European features of our flora might be
traced m the fourth list, if filled out. Here the greater number
ot allied species would fully make up for the somewhat less close
aJfamty, and so exhibit an ecji

* ' " ''
'

'

"

"

tnis brings me to remark that,
finally, it is in the number of familiar European forms,—es-

pecially of those most striking to the eye and most effective in
tjie landscape,—that the e-eneral likeness of the vegetation, and

tl +
P^®P°^<ierant ' share of the botanical affinity of our flora to

)rtheru Europe consists. This might be illustrated in

And

anety

-^/ery large part
/ci^-iinown iiuropean genera are represente
"laigenous, at least in naturalized plants, wlii
senrer never thinks of eliminatir"- Tiii.=tro

ft tact are superfluous.

if not in

familiar
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Of trees and shrubSj—the most conspicuous members of a

flora, and many of them among the most abundant in individu-

als,—I find only eleven genera in the British flora which are not

in ours likewise; and five of these are probably not truly indi-

genous to Great Britain. Of the remainder we have here gen-

era strictly analogous to each, except to Erica ^ Daphne^ and

Ulex. On the other hand, indeed, we have 46 extra-European

genera of trees and shrubs, showing our superior richness in this

respect, which has often been remarked upon : but, exceptin

Heaths, Furze, and Tamarisks, we lack scarcely any North Eu-

ropean arborescent or woody type.

As to glumaceous plants,—likewise so prolific in individuals,

only three British genera of Cyperacem and 9 of Grasses are

wanting here.

A vast preponderance of our species throughout belong to

genera common to Europe. This has already been noted, as

respects the orders, in my former article (p. 216). It is eq^ually

true as to the genera, as the following data serve to show.

The Phsenogamous genera in our flora, as has been already

stated, average three species apiece ; and fully half of them are

represented by more than one species. But of the 853 extra-

European genera, as many as 234, or 66 per cent are represented

in our flora by only one species ; and of the remaining 34 per cent

only 34 genera exceed the general average of 3 species. Only
eleven of these, I believe, have as many as 9 species, and six of

them have from 10 to 18, which is the maximum. On the other

Land 40 of our genera common to Europe are represented in

our flora by 9 or more species (not excluding the naturalized

ones), and the 34 larger genera average as much as ten indigen-

ous species apiece.

As to the relative number of species in our 34 largest amphi-
gsean genera, it may be interesting to note that their sum in our
flora is 637 species; in the Flora Germanica of Koch, 621;
the naturalized plants not being excluded ; but these are quite as

numerous in the German flora as in ours. Also 20 of these

genera are larger in our flora than in the German. If the ad-

mitted species were brought to a common standard, the numbers
would tell more decidedly in our favor. The large eenera of

which we possess the superior number of species are Carex (132
in our flora to 109 in the German), Aster (38 to 8), Solidago (35

to 1), Fanicum (20 to 7), Polygonum, Oypenis (19 to 7), Qiicreiis

(18 to 5), Eupatorium (16 to 1), Plalanthera (16 to 2), Eleocharis

(16 to 7), Hypmcum, Polygala^ Vacciniitm (11 to 5), Utricularia

(11 to 4), Scutellaria (10 to 4), Rhynchospora (10 to 2), Olyceria,

Rubm, Vihurnum (10 to 3), and Smilax (10 to 1).

{Tq 6» continued.)
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Art. XL

—

Ohservations on the Falls of Niagara^ with refe
the changes which have taken place, and are now in progvi
E. Bakewell.

Ix a recent work entitled "A Mannal of Coal, and its Topog-
raphy, by J. P. Lesley, Topographical Geologist," the author
under the head of '* Theory of Denudation," makes some re-
marks which are intended to shew that the Falls of Niagara
have undergone little or no change during the last one hundred
and seventy-eight years,—with the exception of the lateral flill by

1 ^H ^°^^' i"6presented in Father Hennepin's drawing taken in
16/8,—and he draws the conclusion that the ravine from Lewiston
to the Falls was not caused by the action of the river. He says
that " the only change in the Falls since Father Hennepin's day
IS the diversion of the small oblique cascade from Table rock,
and the occasional droppings of the ledge, amounting perhaps
in all to a few hundred tons a year." He refers in further cor-
roboration to M. DesoT, whose '"experience in the Alps led him
to feel how refractory such a plate of limestone rock must be,
over which all the waters of the lakes might storm for genera-
tions without producing a change determinable by ordinary tri-

an^ulation." Mr. Lesley, in referring to some observations
which I had published in the years 1830 and 1846, says, that I
Was justified by reference to Father Hennepin's drawing in 1678,
aad Kalm's in 1754, and from reports of old men living in the
neighborhood, in assigning three feet per annum as the rate of
retrogression of the Falls. In the years 1829, '46, '51 and 'bQ I
visited the Falls. During my visits I have taken many sketches at
oiiierent intervals of time, and have noticed with much interest
the changes which have taken place since 1829, proving conclu-
sively I think, that there is a slow onivard retrocession of the
-tails—that the cataract of Niagara once poured overthe preci-
pice at Lewiston, as I have endeavored to shew by description and
diagrams previously published. My object in this communica-
tion is to corroborate the views there entertained, and to exhibit,
'^ot what the Falls are sujDposed to have done in a^es past, but
what they are now doing. And let me first say, i '

sion to Father Hennepin's drawing had reference solely to the
"^oise then produced by the Fall, as shewn by the hands of one
of the persons in the view being placed on the ears ; that further,.

1 never saw the drawing by Kalm ; and as to the reports of old
nien,-~when at the Fafis in the year 1829, I was informed by
^fr. Forsyth, the proprietor of the Pavilion Hotel on the Can-
ada side, that during his residence of forty years the Falls had
receded forty yards.
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Moreover, \ritli regard to tlie refractory limestone rock, it is

well known and has often been stated that the limestone at the

Falls rests on soft shale, only half of the height of the Fall be-

ing limestone, and this limestone is carried off, not by the action

of the waters on it, but by being undermined, through the ero-

sion of the shale, a rock full of joints, and therefore separating

into blocks. The limestone falls away readily when through the

undermining action it is left without support. We see therefore

no force in the citation from M. Desor.

Every little torrent has its farrowed channel, and often its

deep pot-holes, as a result of the action of the w^ater, and it

would be most strange, if the great flood of N'iagara, should

rush on its course for ages and produce no appreciable effect.

. A few words on these pot-holes, and the great pot-hole of

Kiagara, before I proceed. Some of these excavations or pot

holes I have measured in situations where there is little water

flowing except in the spring of the year. There are three at

the Bashapish Falls near Mount Washington, in the state of

Massachusetts, succeeding each other in a narrow ravine within

the space of forty yards. One of them was twenty-two feet in

depth, independently of the debris at the bottom, the depth of

which I could not ascertain. The diameter of this circular basin

was about three yards. If then, a stream of water, active only

a short period of the year, is capable of making such inroads

in the hardest rocks, are the Falls of Niagara the only excep-

tion ? Where, it may be asked, are the pot-holes of Niagara ?

I would reply : walk on the precipice of the chasm from Lewiston
to the Falls, for an answer. Then, in imagination, let the flood

above the rapids be held back, the river dried up, the whirl-

pool emptied of its contents ; and then we shall have a magnifi-

cent pot-hole, the largest in the world, with two deeply fluted

arms stretching north and south, each three miles in length. As I

was standing a few yards south of the summer-house at the whirl*

pool this summer, I was impressed more than ever with what
was taking place below me, especially in the very narrow channel

through which the rushing torrent darts into the w^hirlpooL I

regard this as one of the most interesting features connected with

the Falls, and yet the least thought of by the thousands w^ho

visit the place- The gorge through which the waters rush is

very narrow: I was told in 1846 by the proprietor of the place

that the width was only 72 yards. This I believe to be nearly

correct, for at the suspension bridge, which is at the commence*
ment of the rapids, and w^here the river is much wider, I found by

measurement on the bridge that the wadth was only 118 yards.

I noticed that underneath the water, a portion of rock from

each side extends, as well as I could judge, about five yards from

each side of the entrance into the whirlpool, reducing to sixty-
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two jards tlie distance througli which is flowing every minute the
drainage of four great lakes, covering an area of about 135,000
square miles. The waters escape at the northern extremity of
Lake Erie through a channel (as stated by Mr. Allen from meas-
urements by Mr. E. E. Blackwell) 1,700 feet in width, 32 feet in

runmn
cubic feet, \\^eighing 701,250 tons

; here tlie whole is confined to
a breadth not exceeding 225 feet, and then it suddenly Lecomes
^uggish at the whirlpool, (fig. 2, h, entrance into the whirlpool).
The solution is found in the structure of the rocks. The very
hard bed ofquart^oze^sandstone on which the debris at the rapicfs
tests, is here broken through, under which lies a very soft red
sliale^* which has been scooped out by the resistless torrent from
each side underneath this rock to an unknown width and depth,
A passage is thus made for the flood to escape. The red shale
crops out at Lewiston.

Hennep
fully reduced from the lithographic print found in LyelVs Travels
in Korth America in the years 1841 and 1842. From the origi-

nal Utrecht edition, 1697.

1.

i

drawing must
Canad e TiYQi:. W

lnie on the verge of both falls, it seems to teach that a change

great

Fall

to

Canada Fall we shall have in all 630 yards

This is not the shale tmdet the limestone a« seen at the Fall^
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The height of the American Fall is 167 feet. We thence hare

the breadth equal to eleven times the height of the American
Fall. But in the drawing the same distance equals only two

Falls, although it represents a front view. To form a more cor-

rect idea of the relative proportion of the breadth and height of

.the Falls and Goat Island as they now^ exist, I have introduced

the line (a, h) across the drawing. Thus faulty is the view on

which arguments have been based respecting the rate of recession."

Father Hennepin modestly complains of his want of skill in

description. He writes " J'ay souhaite bien des fois eji ce temps

\k d'avoir des gens habiles a decrire ce grand et horrible saut,"

Describing the waters on each side of the Island (Goat Island)

approaching the precipice—"Et c'est alors qu'elles se precipitant

dans une abyme, qui est au dessous k plus de sixcens pieds de pro-

fondeurP The height of the Falls he gives as more than 600

feet—more than three times theii* present height. The lateral

fall as seen in profile must have been more than one-fourth of

the "width of the American Fall.

Mr. Lesley refers to M. Desor, who writes : " that such a rapid-

ity of action by water on rock as three feet per annum (referring

to my former statement) is unnatural." He argued that '4f we
grant the indentation in the American Falls w^hich is only 13

feet back from a straight line across, to have been made since

Father Hennepin's time 178 years ago, it only gives a partial re-

cession of nine inches per year and an average of only half that

or four and a half inches per year.'' Taking the recorcled falls of

Table rock as a basis of calculation, the British Falls could not

have touched the American Fall at right angles less than six

hundred and fifty centuries ago.

The American Fall has not the material to work with, that

belongs to the Canada Falls. In one case the water is but thinly

spread over a wide surface. In the other, the water is carried

over one-third of the distance in one vast unbroken mass of

great depth and volume,—an exhibition of power immeasurably
beyond that of the American Falls. We have no definite meas-

urement of the relative amount of water pouring over the two

Falls ; but we should not be far from the truth in saying that

the w^ater descending the Canada Fall is fifty times greater than

that of the American. But, again, the inquiry may be made,

what were the American Falls doing all these 65,000 years?

Whence the necessity of supposing that the American Falls had
any existence when the Canada Falls were where the American
Falls now are? Six himdred of these centuries may have passed

in which the Canada Falls were toiling night and day alone ^
in

that vast wilderness. It is highly probable that a slight deviation

in the channel of the river above the rapids, carried off the waters

on the American side more to the northeast, thus producing the

American Fall, as may be seen by referring to fig. 2.

i
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The dotted lines from a io h may
represent the position of the Falls

when at right angles with the Ameri-
can Falls {e) agreeably to the supposi-

tion of M. Desor. But, as I have before
said, unless it can be shown that the
American Falls did exist when the Can-
ada Falls were at a 5, and continued
afterwards to exist, all the calculation

based

2,

indentationupon the slight

backwards in the outline of the Amer-
ican Falls amounts to nothing.
The following facts show that the

probabilities are, that the American
Fall is comparatively a recent diversion
from the main channel, that when the
Canada Fall was in the vicinity of a,

there was a lateral fall at the cave (c).

The dotted lines representing the
course of the supposed river, Goat
Island would then include the space
in the triangle 1, 2, 3, the American
Fall thus having no existence. If
the dip of the bed of the river were
to incline more to the west, or become c, the cave.

deeper it would soon draw off the tf, elevated bank between the

cave and the American Fall.

r"

watere of the American Fall, and we
should then have in its place a lat-

eral dry bed, or channel, a repeti-
tion of what I believe formerly took

A overplace when the flood poure
the precipice at c, at a distance of
about half a mile from the American Fall.

tf, American FalL

/, Goat Island.

<7, Suspension Bridge.

A, entrance into the whirlpool

t, T^'hirlpool.

i, summer house.

Here, for more than
100 yards, the rock is quite bare, has a water-worn appearance,
and presents a very remarkable outline on the edge of the,preci-

pice, reminding me the moment I saw it of the ragged outline of

the rocks at the brow of the American FalL It is interesting to

compare one with the other. The resemblance is so similar in

form as well as depth of indentation, that we might reasonably
infer that the time spent on both in wearing and breaking down
the edge of the precipice was nearly the same.

Fig. 3 is an outline sketch of the cave about half a mile from the

American Fall, taken in 1846. (See iig. 2, c.) At the farther

extremity of the cave was a small stream of water flowing down
the precipice—the remains perhaps of the magnificent flood
which once awoke the echoes of the place. In 1856 this had
disappeared. The pure cold spring which gushed fi-om the rock
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O

4.

near by is still tliere. The
outline of the American Fall

is represented by fig. 4. It

is reduced from an extended
sketch I took from the top

of a Pagoda, standing near

what is called ^^ Point view"
(in 1846) which explains the

map-like appearance it as-

sumes. On passing the bare

ledge of rock at the cave

we come to a bank of drift

thickly wooded, (fi_

which continues on the edge

of the chasm until we ap-

proach within a few yards of

the American Fall, e, these

few yards exhibit a zig-za^

appearance on the precipice, and bare rock, as if the Fall had
once been there, and indicates a movement sideways as Avell as

backwards- The resemblance of this wooded elevation between
the cave, c, and American
Fall, e, suggests the high
probability that it was once
surrounded by water, and as-

sumed the appearance which
Goat Island now presents,

the flood then gomg over

the precipice of the cave, (c).

The dotted lines represent

the former river—the bed of

which I did not trace back to

its commencement although

I felt convinced in my own
liiind, that it did exist. As I

had no thoughts of writing

on the subject at the time,

I unfortunately let the op-

portunity escape. But it

gives me pleasure to say that

since the above was written

I have unexpectedly con-

versed with Mr. P., the very intelligent proprietor of this

princely domain, and it is his politeness to an entire stranger

which enables me to speak with more confidence ou this inter-

esting point I mentioned to him what my opinion was respect-

ing a torrent having once poured over the precipice at the cave,
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aiid asked him if there was any indication of a bed of a river in
the neighborhood of the Falls. Mr, P. informed me that there is

the appearance of afoHaer bed of a river lack of the village. This
information enables me with more confidence to trace out by the
dotted lines, where it ran. He also informed me that a slight
inclination of the bed of the river west of Goat Island had re-
tarded the encroachments made by the current, and that he had
thrown out breakwaters for further protection. He observed
that the principal changes going on were on the Canada side, and
he agreed with me in thinking that the waters were concentrating
more into the centre of the Horse-shoe Fall. The falls instead of
facing the north, as at present, will, as the waters gradually retire

from the Canada side, make a right angle with the river and face
towards the northwest, and contract their dimensions within an-
other narrow gorge. It is a curious fact which I noticed along the
com^se of the ravine that there are many of these contractions and
expansions. There are two from the Falls to the Susi tension

Lewiston

^
When the Canada Fall has turned the angle which I think

It is now^ making, the breadth of the river will then be greatly
reduced in width, increasing its velocity and depth, causing in all

probability the waters of the American Fall to be drawn off, leav-
ing the Canada Falls once more to toil alone.

I wa^ farther informed by Mr. P. that the American Fall has
been protected from erosion by the rocks which are exposed and
P^led up at its base.. I would in connection with this, arraiu

M retrocrression

American Fall, to sliow that if the same method be adopted with
the Canada Fall, we shall have a result very near to the state-

ment of Air. Forsyth before alluded to, viz., that the Falls had
receded forty yards in 40 years. If a line be drawn across the
Canada Fall from Table rock to Goat Island touching the water
?n each side, and a perpendicular line to tlje extremity of the

indentation, as found in Prof. Hall's survey of the Falls of

Niagara, we shall have a distance equal to 912 feet. Takmg the

"«^idth of the river at the ferry which is said to be l,-254 feet, as

a scale of measurement, we shall then have the following result,

-•-othe extreme point of indentation 912 feet: half of this for

an average depth of the whole Fall, will give -156 feet of reces-

sion in 178 vears, rather more than 2| feet per annum. This
comes from "followinc^ the data in Father Hennepin's drawing.
^^t it cannot be supposed that there was no indentation at the
time he made the drawing. Prof. Hall has justly remarked that,

m the absence of established landmarks, we are compelled to

leave the rate of recession unsettled for the present. The ac-

companying trigonometrical map of the Falls will furnish the

ineans of Hninrr^iiic. \^TT iUc^ TYirsTrnTTienta which have been estab-
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lished, and whicTi may be considered as permanent points of

reference for the future." -

Leaving, for the present, all speculation respecting tlie origin

of the chasm extending for seven miles, let us look at the Falls

as we now find them^ and the ravine through which the waters

rush on their way to Lake Ontario. On walking from Table

rock by the precipice to the whirlpool, the high bank of drift

to the left becomes less elevated^ and retires a little farther to

the west. At the whirlpool it caps the limestone at the preci-

pice, through which there is the bed of a stream and over which

during the spring of the year, and during heavy rains, the waters

rush over the precipice. Passing this ravine we again ascend

over the drift before we descend to the level of the whirlpool,

when a magnificent scene opens upon us. Here, we have at one

view the high wall-like appearance of the rocks stretching above

and below the whirlpool on the American side. On the Canada

side two bold promontories mark the entrance and the outlet of

the whirlpool. These are thickly wooded down to the water's

edge and encircle the scene."^ On passing the ravine which is

artly filled with drift, extending, as we are informed by Mr.

all, to St. David's, we continue for a short distance along the

margin of the whirlpool before we ascend the projecting rock

which hangs over the outlet. The surface of this rock is denu-
ded of drift for a short distance from the precipice, and the sur-

face is very level. I noticed that with one exception, the preci-

pice rises immediately from the river. "Where this occurs, an

amphitheatre is formed larger, I think, than at the whirlpool, the

floor of which is wooded leavino; the breadth of the river nearlv

the same. On passing round this semi-circle, the high drift again

comes to the edge of the precipice, and through the drift a dry
bed of a stream tends towards the precipice. The rocks on eacn

side, as far as the rapids below the whirlpool extend, preserve

about the same distance from each other as they do at the rapids

above the whirlpool. The torrent for more than a mile rushes

with the same impetuosity over hidden rocks as before, when it

gradually subsides and moves on smoothly, but swiftly towards

the outlet. On approaching the end of this gorge the drift again

is found capping the limestone on which Brock's monument i3

erected,

* A very interesting incident took place as I was engaged in naaking a sketch of

the scene. A beautiful little bird flew over my head, and perched upon a log
^J

"Wood which was floating along on the outskirts of the vortex of the pool. I noticed

tbftt it did not appear satisfied with its position, and watching it very attentively,

I observed (for it was not far from where I was stationed) that having sailed on the

log a short distance the bird flew to a piece of wood which the motion of the water

caused to tilt up and down. Having eecured its hold on one end, it disappeared

under the water. As the end of the stick rose with the bird to the surface, the

bird fluttered its wings. This was thrice repeated,—after which it flew away.
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On tlie American side, I "have followed the ravine from the
whirlpool to the Falls, the most remarkable feature is the ab-
rupt turn which the river makes, almost at right angles witli the
ravine below the Falls. Here is a high bed of drift resting on
the limestone.

I will now consider some of the changes which have taken place
during the last twentj-seven years. In doing this I do not rely
solely on my memory. I have my sketches to bear me out. In
1829 the whole of the Canada Fall was entirely covered with wa-
ter, no bare rocks were seen aS now, peeping out to indicate what
was taking place. From below where the tower now stands, the
most beautiful feature of this Fall was caused by the obstruction
which the flood met with from projecting rocks, causing the wa-
ter to boil over in magnificent white globes, increasing as they
descended, at the same time entirely covering the obstruction. A
sunDar obstruction would not now produce the same effect for
want of water. The Fall, which was then more circular in form,
now assumes a wedge-like appearance, and the deep indentation
pomts to the American side of the river. The center has re-

ceded many yards from its former position—not that the whole
has gone back, but only where tlie waters to the depth of 30 feet

^heel over the precipice. On the Canada side of the Fall the
Water is not so deep, is more broken, and falls ov^er more lan-
guidly than formerly, as it approaches what was once called Table
I'ock. I miss another exceedingly beautiful appearance, similar

.

to the one before alluded to on the American side. There was
then a lateral stream which fell over in the direction denoted in
J^ather Hennepin's drawing (fig. 1). This stream, in falling over
the rock, was tossed about by the current of air sw^eeping from
^inderneath the Fall. In 1846 it was not there. There is, indeed,
^ow to be seen a lateral stream issuing fi'om a hole in the rock

;

put this is the refuse water of the engine house which is pumped
into a reservoir on the high bank. In 1829, as I was standing
on Table rock, attempting to take a minute sketch of the Canada
J? all, ray india rubber dropped from my hand; I made a snatch
^t It, but it fell down the precipice. The consciousness of my
danger, had I made a step in advance, compelled me for awhde
to lay aside my drawing. This rock, the principal " stand pomt

'

at/Niagara is now laying at the base of the Falls, an additional

monument to *' record the mischiefs they have done."

When at the Pavilion House in 1829, which was situated on
we high ground west of Table rock, I made a panoramic sketch
from the top of the house. I then saw and represented on my
sketch a small bare gravel-patch situated about one-fourth of a
inile west of the centre of the Falls, and distant from the Canada
side one-third of the wav. In 1846 this patch had considerably

mcreased, and some bushes were growing on it. In 1851, when

%
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I made another sketcli of the same scene, it had become much
larger, its longest diameter being about north and south. In

1856 the bushes had become joung trees. Having nothing to

difficult

of this new formed island. Judging from my sketch, I should

say that it was about 100 yards long and 20 wide. If correct,

the island of 1856 is five times the size of the gravel patch of

1829, My object in being so particular, is to show that there is

a gradual and perceptible change going on, drawing the waters

from the Canada to the American side, or rather, to the centre

of the Fall. To this it may be replied that the increase was

simply by deposition. The difficulty in this case would be to

arrest the particles of sand and gravel in the midst of such a

current. In review ,
we

precipice at the Falls. We
faced

that there has been a great disruption from falling rocks, hid

from sight in the deep bed of the river, which have changed

greatly the former outline of the Fall,—the retiring of the wa-

ters from the Canada side towards the middle of the river greatly

increasing the power at work in. wearing away and breaking

down the precipice over which they plunge. The face of the

Falls assumes a very different appearance from what it bore in

1829, scarred as they now are with deep lines of rock which
may serve to indicate change though not enhance beauty.

If then, in the short period of twenty-seven years, so much
has been done to change the character of the Falls, is it reason-

able to suppose that they present now the same appearance as

they did in Father Hennepin's day ?

I would make an inquiry of those skilled in acoustics, why it

is that the immense body of water which pours over the centre

of the Canada Falls is comparatively so noiseless. On thinking

of this when last at the Falls, I was more deeply impressed than

ever with the fact. We hear the rush and turbulent noise of

the waters of the rapids and of the American Falls, and the
' two sides of ^the Canada Fall. But that low, heavy, muffled

sound is not the deafening roar which we should expect. The
only explanation which occurs to me is, that the flood pouring

over the precipice unbroken^ continues unbroken until it reaches

the bed of the river, there, first meeting with resistance nnder

9

A person witli

the flood.

tHink, experience a fearful stunning sound. I regret tliat I did

not try the experiment. If the water could for a moment be

cause
noise from the act of breaking the surface of the water ;

but

when this was once broken, and the descending flood was in
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continuous flow, would not tlie noise be far less although still

powerful beneath the water ? I think that the drum must have
been unmuflaed when Father Hennepin visited the Falls.
In closing these remarks I would express the deep interest

which I always take in this magnificent scene. Years have
passed away since mj first visit, and with them the recollection
of much that I have seen of the grand and beautiful in nature.
But mj impressions of Niagara have not been eifaced. And
the more I am absorbed by the glorious view, the more does
my feeling of its grandeur lose itself in admiration of its beauty.

New Haven, 1856.

Art. XII.

—

Biography ofJohann Neporauk von Fuchs; by Fkanz
VON KOBELL.*

JoHAJsrisr Nepomuk yon Fuchs was born at Matten-
» * *

zell near Brennburg in Bavaria on the 15tb of May, 1774. He
studied first for the clerical profession, but afterwards gave
tis attention to medicine, and graduated in this science at Hei-
delberg in 1801. A residence in Vienna led him to begin the
study of chemistry under Y. Jaquin, and his liking for this sci-

pnce and for mineralogy became so great that he abandoned med-
icine, and, supported by his government, went to Freiberg where
he heard the lectures of Lampadius and Werner, and made him-
self familiar with mining and metallurgy. His intercourse with
his friend, the celebrated crystallographer, S. "Weiss, who was
his fellow student at Freiberor, led film to cultivate mineralogy
'W^ith special zeal. From Freiberg, he went to Berlin and con-
tinued his studies under Karsten, Klaproth and Valentine Eose,
the latter of whom took a deep interest in his progress. He
then made a short stay in Paris where he acquired the esteem of
n^py, as is shown in the correspondence of the great French
nimeralogist, even where in one case he controverts the ^aews of
Fuchs.

In 1805, the subject of our memoir settled at Landshut as Pri-

vat-Docent in the University there, and in 1807 he was appointed

Professor in ordinary of chemistry and mineralogy. At that

time he suffered so much from weakness of the chest that no one
thought he could survive many years, and although this diffi-

culty never quite left him, he had such confidence m the strength
?i his constitution that he manifested little anxiety about working
m an atmosphere filled with acid vapors and noxious gases.

*^cau at
^fch, 1856. Sci-
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In 1828, lie was called to Municli and to tte Academy of Sci-

ences as Conservator of the national mineral collections, and

when in 1826, the University was transferred from Landshut
to Munich, he again entered the corps of professors, and in-

, structed in mineralogy.

In 1833 he was appointed to the Higher Medical Commission,

and Counsel of Instruction, and in 1835 he was named Chief

Mining and Saline Counsellor, at the same time retaining his pre-

vious station. His new duties however were not of a kind com-

patible with his devotion to investigation, so that he shortly de-

sired to return to his old pursuits, and in 1844, in full acknowl-

edgment of his extraordinary ability he was pensioned as Chief

Mining Counsellor, and was thus enabled to pursue undisturbed

his manifold studies, which occupied him until 1852, when, at the

age of 78 he was pronounced Privy Counsellor, and laid aside

his active employments. Fuchs left behind him at his death a

widow and one son.

The first considerable research of Tuchs was concerning the

Zeolites, which he analyzed partly in connexion with Grehlen.

This investigation was broken oE by the death of the latter who
perished from accidental poisoning by arseniuretted hydrogen, in

the year 1815, and Fuchs was so dejected at the loss of his friend

that he would never have resumed it but for the severe criticisms

of Hauy upon some of the results which had been published.
Fuchs showed that the crystallization of the Mesotypep7jramidee

was not quadratic as Hauy had assumed, but was rhombic, and
that Hauy's Mesoiype epointee was no mesotype at all, but apo-

phyllite. For the first, the difference of angle was only 1°, but

this was an important difference, while, in case of the mesotype

epointee^ chemical analysis sufficiently demonstrated its identity

with apophyllite. Fuchs also had announced Scolecite as a new
species, which Hauy was disposed to doubt, partly from the sim-

ilarity of its crystallization with his mesoiype pyramidee^ and
partly because he considered the old analysis of Vauquelin, who
tike Fuchs had found lime instead of soda, to be incorrect from

imperfections in the analytical method. The results of Fuchs

were confirmed, and this controversy contributed to his reputa-

tion. In another investigation relating to Aragonite and Stron-

tianite, he also discovered some inaccuracies in the determina-

tions of Hauy, and first directed notice to the great similarity of

crystallization between aragonite and strontianite, witherite and

carbonate of lead, as also between heavy spar, celestine and sul-

phate of lead. Fuchs was then inclined to explain this similar-

ity of form by the fact that these groups contain a common mem-
ber

;
viz., their acid ingredient If we combine these observa-

tions with an earlier paper of Fuchs, which he wrote on insti-

tuting the new species gehlenite, we find the elements of the

doctrine of isomorphism that was subsequently announced by
Mitscherlich.
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In his paper on gelilenite, Fnclis considers the peroxyd of
iron which that minera} contains, " not as an essential constituent
of this species, but as only a vicarious ingredient^ if such an ex-
pression^ be permissible,—a substitute for nearly the same quan-
tity of lime, which in the absence of the peroxjd of iron should
be present to maintain the stcechiometrical relations of the min-
eral," and he remarks, "I believe that varieties will be found
which contain much less or no iron, and a correspondingly
greater amount of lime." In the same article he mentions that
sulphate of alumina can form alums, not only with potash, but
with ammonia also, or with both together, and that Gehlen had
also prepared a soda alum, which fact Fuchs connects with the
composition of albite wherein soda replaces potash. How fully
he recognized the value of this observation is evident from the
following remark :

^' From this point of view we see that it is re-

<iuisite to compare the results of many analyses of mineral bodies,
if on the one hand we will harmonize their constitution with
the doctrines of chemical proportions, and on the other hand pre-
vent an unnecessary multiplication of species/' In the same pa-
per he instances correctly the ratio of the ingredients of vesuvian,
although he likewise assumes that peroxyd of iron replaces lime.
The reason that Fuchs did not then remark that only bodies of
analogous constitution can replace each other, doubtless lay in
the small quantity of the peroxyd of iron present, so that the
diiference between it and protoxyd was too slight to direct atten-
tion to the fact that the sesquioxyds cannot replace the pro-
toxyds. The merit of Mitscherlich in developing the doctrine of
isomorphism is unmistakable, but it were unjust to the memory
of Fuchs to deny that by the above observations he first excited

foundations of

g
prelimin

j

era! phosphates, and two years later followed his researches on
Lasmni+a o^j Wavell
These investigations distinguished him as a profound anal;fst.

ae found that a mineral from Amberg which he named Lasionite,

^as a compound of alumina, phosphoric acid and water, and af-

*«r He had overcome the difficulties in separating phosphoric acid

and alumina, by an 'entirely original method, viz., the applica-

tion of silicate of potash,—he undertook the analysis of wavel-
yte, suspecting that in it, phosphoric acid had been overlooked.
In his paper he says " The thought indeed occurred to me that

yavellite which I had never yet seen (at the time of examining
•Lasionite) could not be very different, but I dared not entertain

JJs idea against the testimony of three most celebrated chemists,

Kl
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ing in it but alumina and water. Since, liowever, I have become
satisfied," &c. His analysis in fact proved the identity of these

minerals.

Already Fuchs had remarked that silica forms compounds in

the wet way which perfectly correspond with some that occur in

nature. The further study of these bodies continued to occupy

him, and therewith are connected his later researches on the

formation of porcelain clay, on soluble glass, and hydraulic lime.

In his paper on Lazulite, besides proving in this mineral the pres-

ence 01 phosphoric acid, which had been overlooked by Tromms-
dorf and Klaproth, Fuchs makes the first mention of the fact

that various insoluble silicates, viz., lazulite, prehnite, zoisite and

yesuvian, are decomposable by acids after strong ignition.

In 1821, Fuchs analyzed wagnerite which had been previously

confounded with topaz, and showed it to be a compound of phos-

phate of magnesia and fluorid of magnesium.
In the train of these researches appeared that on the formation

of porcelain clay. At that time it was thought that potash feld-

spar was the material from which this clay was produced. Fuchs

first showed that clay may originate from other minerals, and

proved that the porcelain clay of Passau results from the decom-
position of the so-called porcelain spar, which, it is remarkable,

has hitherto been found in no other locality. So much vague-

ness still exists among mineralogists with regard to the process

of weathering, that it may not be useless to recall the explana-
tion of Fuchs. He says : the process of weathering is something
similar to the spontaneous decomposition of organic bodies, and
has been not unaptlj^ compared with fermentation. Hence porce-

lain clay has a constant composition, and for this reason we must
consider it as a distinct species, and not merely append it to

porcelain spar, as Hauy, in the belief it originated from feldspar,

nas attached it to that mineral, under the name Feldspath-Deconh'

jposL The porcelain clay has no more in common with porcelain

spar, than alcohol has with the sugar from which it is derived,

and it sounds just as strangely to call the clay decomposed
porcelain spar as it would to designate alcohol as decomposed su-

gar. On occasion of these researches, Fuchs analyzed the pre-

cipitate first observed by Guyton Morveau, which falls when pot-

asn solutions of silica and of alumina are mingled together ;
and

found that it contains a considerable quantity of potash, and that

when it is treated with lime it gives up potash, and forms a com-

pound similar to scolecite. In this connection, he observes, with

regard to fluxing silicates by fusion with alkalies or other bases,

that this process consists in the formation of '' a new body, a

new mineral, so to speak, which is similar to or identical with

those natural compounds that are dissolved or decomposed by
acids." Already in this paper occurs a passage reminding of the
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vie^-s of Fuchs on geological changes and his reaction against
Plutonism, It reads—" Since, according to the foregoing observ-
ations, silica and alumina together, are a means of precipitating
the fixed alkalies from their solutions, we have a waj of explain-
ing how potash and soda could be removed from the waters of
the ancient world, and enter into the composition of feldspar,
mica, &c., a consideration that would be very important to the
geologist."

Fuchs ahyajs devoted great attention to blowpipe experiments,
and to him we owe the characteristic reaction of phosphates;
viz.: the greenish tinge thej communicate to the flame after

moistening with sulphuric acid; as well as the distinction be-
tween potash and soda bj means of the yellow or reddish-violet
colors they respectively impart to the flame of the blowpipe.
The reddish color Avhich spodumene gives the flame had fallen
nnder his^ observation before the discovery of lithia, and I re-
inember his expression of chagrin that he had omitted to inves-
tigate the cause of this coloration, for he was convinced that
otherwise the discovery of lithia would not have escaped him.
On the 27th of March, 1824, Fuchs delivered the customary
oration before the Munich Academy of Sciences, and chose for
his subject—the reciprocal influence of Chemistry and Geology.
-He showed that a great gap would be formed in chemistry should
mineralogy be separated from it, and that the conclusions of the
chemist cannot be drawn from chemical relations alone, but that
he IS greatly and indeed chiefly dependent upon the external or
physical characters from which we first derive our conception
and knowledge of bodies. He illustrated the importance of
crystallography, and reminded how the chemist is often obliged
to combine a problematical body with other substances, in order
to recognize it by means of the physical characters of the pro-
duct ThuSj alumina is united to sulphuric acid and potash, and
then decisively made out from the octahedral form of the result-

ing alum. As thus, the physical properties of bodies serve the

chemist, so in a much greater degree, the chemical characters

f«sist the mineralogist. Fuchs asked—what would mineralogy
be without chemistry? and replied—without chemistry, miner-

alogy ^^rould be, but a chaos. She could never have assumed a

J^i'^^ at all satisfactory or consistent with just expectations,

y^ly a glance at the history of mineralogy is needful to see that
it has not become what it now is by innate strength

;
it never

<^'Ould have learned the whole breadth of the applications of

CT;ystallogrnphy, even but by the help of chemistry. I am con-^
vinced, says he, that without the latter science we should to-day
^>e seekini/ to finH ci^pnifin distinctions for minerals in the confu-gto find specific distinctions

>-
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earthy formation would be ranked together, and the mineralogist

would go idling about among accumulations of moulds and marls

among numberles varieties of claj, sand, wacke, &c. Who
would have ventured to unite rock-crystal with flint, or calc spar

with chalk, had not chemistry proved their essential identity?

Fuchs denounced the so-called natural history method of Mohs,
|

saying that it is mere fancy, not law :—it is not written in the

book of nature that mineralogy has to deal only with the obvi-

ous external characters of minerals. The object of the science

is to learn to recognize and distinguish minerals, and to acquire

a comprehensive and thorough knowledge of them. This object

cannot be attained without the assistance of chemistry.

In 1825 appeared a paper on soluble glass, a substance which

has become useful in several ways, and still presents various in-

teresting points for investigation, especially the nature of the

precipitates it produces in solutions of metallic oxyds. Fuchs

had already at that time directed notice to these precipitates,

and. had mentioned as characteristic the blue color which is ob-

tained with cobalt salts. The first industrial application of the

soluble silicate of potash was for rendering edifices fire-proof, and

was made in 1824 on the then newdy erected Theatre in Munich,

after the necessary preliminary trials had shown the process to

be satisfactory. The chief advantages of this substance lie in

this, that it exerts no detrimental action on the combustible to

which it may be applied, but rather serves eminently to shield it

from damage by other causes, forming in fact, when properly

prepared, a perfectly coherent and very durable coating, which
suffers no change from meteoric influences, and furthermore is

inexpensive. Fuchs showed that it might be used to make linen

fire-proof as well as wood, that it could be employed in prepar-

ing artificial stone, and for cementing glass and porcelain. He
also proved that the presence of lime and metallic oxyds in com-

mon glass is not so unimportant as had been supposed, and that

from a pure silicate of potash or soda a durable glass cannot be

manufactured. To what a degree the applications of soluble

glass have recently been increased, is learned from a late account

by Baron Liebig, wherein he mentions the extensive fabrication

of it carried on by his friend Kuhlmann at Lille, and describes

how it is used in enormous quantities to prevent the decay of

walls, dwellings and churches, even when built of very inferior

stone, besides being employed in print-works and tapestry-facto-

ries to fix colors upon cotton and paper, Liebig expresses him-

self " astonished and ashamed at this—ashamed because in Ger-

many soluble glass exists only in chemical treatises and because

he knew with what disappointments Fuchs was obliged during

many years to contend, before he could see realized but one of

its many useful applications," In immediate connection with

i
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the discovery of soluble glass, stands tlie art of Siereochromy, a
a style of fresco-painting invented by Fuclis, a complete account
of which he wrote but a short time before his death and left be-
hind him, as an invaluable legacy to art. Kaulbach has the
merit of ^first recognizing the advantages of this method, and
putting it in use. His great frescoes on the New Museum at
Berlin are stereochromically painted, and very recently we have
seen specimens of this kind executed by Echter, for the Stras-
burg Minster. They^ are perfectly successful, and, it deserves
to be noticed, are painted directly upon the sandstone which is

"" ^uilding material. In carrying into practice the idea of
^AJiig colors by means of soluble glass, numberless difficulties

presented themselves. It was found, for example, that several
new pigments must be invented. Fuchs finally succeeded in
this, and among others he produced a white pigment of the finest
quality, and especially faultless in its most important application,
VIZ.

: for mixing with other colors. This color is now used in oil

used

painting.
•7

iresco and encaustic painting, for the artist enjoys full freedom

time

th

^ technical operation, which may be left to ordinary work-
men. Numerous experiments have demonstrated the unchange-
ableness and durability o^ these pictures, many specimens of
^vhich have been purposely exposed to the severest trials without
suffering injury. In 1851 Fuchs received a prize medal at the
vrreat Exhibition, for this invention, and before his death, had the

land

Maximilian

{To be continued,)

XIII.— On the Presence of Fluorine

NlCKLfeS,

occasion
l^aye been led to verify the assertion so much contested, of the
existence of fluorine in bones- My
^rmative the only

Imeans by which it could penetrate into the osseous tissues. \

have found there notable proportions, not only in human blood
but also in that of several Mammalia, (as the sheep, ox, dogy)
^iid several birds (the turkey, duck, goose, hen).

Results so concordant, seem to give to fluorine an importance
^hich it has not yet had in medicine and physiology- They
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set aside the. opinion of Berzelins tliat tlie presence of fluorine

in the bones is purely accidental and not in any case a necessary

ingredient. If ^Ye wish other proof of the necessity of recon-

sidering the conclusion of this illustrious chemist, we have them

in the following facts: that fluorine exists in the bile, in the

albumen of the e^^r, in p-elatine, in urine, in saliva, in hair ; in a

word, the animal organization is penetrated by fluorine and it

may be expected to be found in all the liquids whicli impreg-

nate it.

In view of these facts, w^hich I have verified with exactness

and all possible care, it is evident that fluorine plays in the blood

and other liqu.ids of the system a physiological part. Its absence

or its diminution must constitute of itself a state of disease, a

species of chlorose from the absence of fluorine, analogous to the

chlorose from the absence of iron. This disease may be detected

no doubt by a chemical examination of the urine or saliva, and

may be met by a fluorid preparation. Thus far, my own experi-

ments have been made only on normal urine, from an adt

perfect health or from healthy children.

On another time I will make known the simple process by
means of w^hich I have been able to recognize the presence of

fluorine in all kinds of substances.

Nancy, Oct. 30, 1856.

Art. Xiy.

—

Correspondence of M. Jerome Niclclh^ dated Parts,

August^ 1856.

Obituary of Gerhardt.—The same week witnessed in France and Eng-

land the death of two distinguished geologists, Buckland in one and

Prevost in the other, both more than seventy years of age. These two

learned men lived long enough to see the triumph of their views, and reap

the fruits of their labors. But what have we to say of the young man,

strong and full of health, who but yesterday made a great sensation by

the profundity of his conceptions, the novelty of his ideas, and the bril-

liancy of his discoveries, and who has fallen at the age of forty years, al-

most without having been ill ? Gerhardt closed liis eyes the very day

after giving up the last proof-sheet of his Traite de Chimie Organiqu^y ^

continuation of the work of Berzelius. On the 19th of August, in con-

sequence of an acute peritonitis, he died at Strasbourg, where he occupied

the Chair of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science.
Born at Strasbourg, Aug, 21, 1816, he was destined by his father

for trade, as a manufacturer of white lead ; but like Laurent* he showed

no liking for^ that career, and made every effort to extricate himself

He had acquired some notions of chemistry at the gj^mnasium of Stras-

bourg, where he had studied, and often applied himself to questions

See the biography of Laurent in this Jonmal, Aug., 1853.
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which the state of the science did not enable him to settle. At eighteen
years ^of age he was diiected by his father to travel at the expense of
a business house for the sake of selling their manufactures. This em-
ployment of traveling clerk, though not congenial to him, rrare him an
opportunity to satisfy partially his inquiring spirit. It was tlius that
he reached Leipsic, where he sought out Prof. Erdmann who admitted
him to his laboratory. At this time he had not learned to observe.
Endowed with a vivid imagination, he allowed himself to be led by a
preconceived idea and gave to it a degree of confidence not always war-
ranted by facts. His fij-st works especially bear this mark. They di'ew
upon him severe criticism, and were the cause of intemperate discussiona
not yet forgotten. These discussions more than once occasioned for him
wakeful nights

; but they contributed on the one hand to call atten-

tion to him, and on the other to make him doubt his speculations, and
submit them to experiment before publication. From this time he
changed his methods of work and devoted to the laboratory a part of
the time he had passed in his study. In this he was greatly aided by
Laurent, who, in adopting his opinions on many questions, especially the
constitution of draconic acid, and by admitting his equivalents for it,

gave to Gerhardt and his theories an importance which before had been
refused

.

His first work was a note upon silicates, soon followed by another on th^
essential oil of elecampane (Helenium), containing extraordinary numbers
and formulae, which afterwards he himself corrected.

After he had learned with Bacon that in experimental science, experi-
ment before everything else must decide, his synthetic and sagacious
inind was of great service to liim. At the occurrence of some ideas on
the constitution of Salicine he made experiments which led him to a
iiew method of preparing salicylic acid. He also prepared the nitrosali-

cylic acid and was not slow to suspect its identity with the indigotic acid,

^hich he had never seen. He prepared the latter and ascertained in fact

the correctness of his opinion.
Gerhardt was then twenty-five years old. Having quarreled with his

lather when he decided to devote himself to science by entering Erd-
Jnann's laboratory, he was soon obliged to leave for want of means. He
murned to Sti-asbourg, but not having been able to overcome his father's

^^11, and not being willing to pursue a career to which he was more and
^ore opposed, he cut everything short by becoming a soldier. At nine-

teen years we see him enrolled in a regiment of lancers, doing military

outy, grooming his horse, and mounting guard, while thinking still of

Chemistry and va^uelv catching dimpses of relations which had not be-

fore been suspected.
.But if being a traveling clerk was opposed to scientific speculation,

Military service was still more so. His father yielded, bought him off,

persuaded that after this lesson the son would be docile. But the voca-

^^on of the young man was determined, and the promises he had made
a-nd the remonstrances of his father were alike powerless before his irre-

•i^tible passion for science.
iho year after Gerhardt was at Paris, having previously passed some

^i^nths in Llebin-'s Ialx)ratorv at ni'^'s-^on. Wit^^Mit position r^r m-^noy

A

^^f
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he lived by making translations or giving lessons in chemistry. He
made the acquaintance of Cahours, and undertook with him researches

upon the essential oil of cumxTiy and made by means of it a series parallel

to that which Laurent had established -with benzoic acid. Noticed by

Thenard, who, as far as he could, used his intluence to give the means of

w^ork to young men who appeared to him to love science, he was soon m
a condition to continue freely his labors. Thenard did for him in fact

what he had done for so many others. He committed to him the chair

of chemistry in the Faculty of Sciences at Montpellier, on the 16th of

April, 1841. Gerhardt delivered as his inaugural address a remarkable

memoir on chemical equivalents, advancing new equivalents, which, re-

jected then by all the chemists of his time, led him to fruitful results,

among which may be mentioned the theory of homologous bodies, first

brought out in his Precis de Ckimie Organique.

As if he foresaw his premature end, Gerhardt was in haste to produce.

His communications to the Academy succeeded one another with a rapid-

ity that justified the distrust generally accorded to the results which he

announced. Thus did he rudely expiate the errors of this first phase of

his scientific career. But as has been said, he was not at this time the

master of his imagination. However, all was not error in his assertions.

Gerhardt had seen the truth in spite of his superficial and imperfect experi-

ments,—as^hown by the transformation of the essential oil of mustard into

that of garlic, and the formation of nitrous ether by brucine and nitric

acid. Much has been said and written against this last announcement

made know^n in 1844 ; and about qmnoUne too, a volative and oily alkali

found by Gerhardt in the products of the decomposition of quinine,

Nevertheless this alkaloid exists : but as it was the first time that a product

of the decomposition of alkaloids had been studied, its composition ap-

peared more than doubtful, its properties having been imperfectly investi-

gated. Emboldened by his imagination, and urged on by other ideas

Gerhardt threw open the subject to discussion by publishing it in the

Comptes Rendus of the Academy of Sciences.

His inconsiderate publication on the formation of nitrous ether by

means of brucine is due to a similar cause. Laurent was the first who

did not absolutely reject the conclusions of this research,* so severely

criticised by Liebig.f

It is true that at that time nothing allowed him to comprehend,

much less to explain, the presence of the radical alcohol in an alkaloid,

and before admitting such an opinion it was right to demand some well

observed facts. The facts were sought for in vain in the memoir. They

were afterwards discovered by the pupils of Liebig, who occupied them-

selves with the subject on the invitation of their master; their explanation

is found in the works of Wurtz and Hofmann, Sur la formation des bases

organiques amminees.
Gerhardt remained at Montpellier till 1848. His instructions had

been attended with moderate success. Hoping for a chair at Paris he

went to the capital at the end of March. This time the expectations of

the chemist were entirely at fault. He was deceived, but on the other

M. Liebig et la Chimie, Hevue Rcientifique et induatri«lle, 1846.

f M. Gerhardt et la Gbimie, ibid., 1845.

>
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hand he met Laurent, w!ho during these inten^iews was appointed to the
Mint.^ Laurent was then arranging a small laboratory and with charac-
teristic generosity he offered his hospitality to his friend.

Gerhardt now passed all his time in the damp and dark cellar where Lau-

I

rent laid the foundation of the disease which prematurely caused his end.
\ A great number of worts published in common owe their origin to this

partnership. Discussion was the order of the day in that laboratory and
It continued in the presence of a third person, competent or not. The
crucible had not time to grow cold, but was always on the fire.

Toward the end of Laurent's life, Gerhardt, to increase his resources,
opened a laboratory for pupils. This enterprize had but little success,
both because of the method which was there pursued and because of the
inattention of the instructor, who seldom appeared, less from want of in-

cunation than from lack of time. For, seeking security where there was
none, ho had undertaken all sorts of writing, and dissipated his strength
in all sorts of directions, solely to be able to meet his engagements. Thus,
he agreed to contribute to Bouillet's Dictioiidlre des Letires des Sciences et
des Arts all that pertained to science, although he knew nothing but
Chemistry

! He undertook translations, \s'rote short treatises, and thus
robbed science forcibly of precious time which he could have rendered
more productive if his means of support had been guarantied. He re-

[

plained in this precarious condition till February, 1855, when by the

Intervention of Dumas he was called to the Faculty of Sciences at Sras-
Dourg. One idea governed him from this time,—to prepare a treatise on
^^ganic chemistry in continuation of Berzelius, a work he had commenced
^our years before under the following circumstances.
One of his friends, a chemist and somewhat of a physicist, who was

^'so then in adversity, had just made an invention wliich was full of
promise, and the success of which would secure him ease if not a fortune,
ibis friend awaited only the realization of his hopes in order to buy up
the whole edition of the Traite de Chimie, (which in Gerhardt's opinion
pad need of recasting,) and thus to withdraw it from trade so as to force
Its author to make a new edition. He informed Gerhardt of his project
and invited him to enter upon the work without delay. The latter gave
^0 occasion to repeat the proposal, but went to work with his accustomed
eagerness, and in two months his work was almost done.
But before his friend was able to carry out the plan, an opportunity

fffered for completing the French edition of Berzelius. The idea of in-

troducing his views and opinions into the work of his illustrious and ter-

^ble adver5;arv rx^c^tx^cA n^rTior/^f «= ^rr\^^oh as the certainty of haWnff for

F -m

m

fte put himself to the work, making a concession, however, on the sub-

ject of his notation. It consisted in marking with a bar the symbol of

'^^^hich the equivalent is represented by two atoms, such as ammonia
^Iiich Berzelius represented by Az^H^ and which the partisans of equiv-

alents wrote AzH^. To reconcile such different notations Gerhardt wrote
t^^ A and H with a bar across, a manner of writing formulas already em-
ployed by Berzelius and which serves to show that Az and H^ should be
*^eu twice to represent one equivalent of azote and three of hydrogen*

SKCOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1857.
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Aside from this slight concession, Gerhardt presented his vievfs and

theories "vs'lth all the rigidity of system. Knowing the great service -which

his ideas had already rendered to science, he had the right to believe

that their part was not yet ended ; only like all innovators he carried his

conviction even to fanaticism. Less benevolent than Laurent, he did not

allow his pupils to hold other views than his own, hut like him he seized

every opportunity to make known his ideas ; all situations were good for

this ; but in talking chemistry he did not ask if his interlocutor under-

stood chemistry, or if he knew of what it treated. If his partner was

competent he often gave answers which provoked reflection and thus

brought light on points before obscure,—the contradictor thus becoming,

in the language of another, " accoucheur d/idees^'' and rendering a service

which he rarely suspected.
^

It was thus that the idea of paramorphism came to Laurent at the end

6f a conversation with a friend of his, a chemist and crystallographer,

who designated a particular case of isomorphism by the name of ^'^o-

morphisme de transition. It was thus also that the idea of the chemical

series came to Gerhardt at the conclusion of a conversation with a social-

ist, and with the botanist Dunal, whom science has just lost.

Nothing gave a premonition of the sudden death of Gerhardt. Five

days before his death he had bathed in the Rhine and had corrected the

last proof of his treatise on Organic Chemistry. Several times, however,

he happened to say, " Provided I shall be able to finish the publication of

my treatise," Having been on the evening of the I5th of August with

Mad- Gerhardt to see the illumination of the Cathedral of Strasbourg, he

said " I shall never see it thus illuminated again,'* he returned immedi-
ately, complained of cholic, and three days afterward he could say like

Laurent, "I shall never see the triumph of my ideas"

Gerhardt had the good fortune to perceive the necessity of having an

organ where he might make known his ideas. In 1845, he established

the Coniptes Rendus des travaux de Chimie executes aux laboratoires de

Bordeaux et de Montpellier. In these Comptes Rendus he also analyzed

from his own stand point, works published by other chemists and was not

slow to raise against himself a general outcry from the freedom of his opin-

ions and the boldness of his criticisms, which, it should be remembered,
never went beyond the demands of courtesy and always left pei-sons out

of view in the question. It is known that his adversaries were less gen-

erous, and the epithets of deceitful man, and highway robber were lavished

on him and Laurent. Justice has for a long time been done him, and

those who uttered this injurious language were the first to regret it, and

to agree that there was some good in the ideas originally condemned.
His Comptes Rendus des travaux de Chimie^ a journal full of originality

which will one day command a price like that of the Meniolrs d'Arcneih

had a select and discriminating circle of readers. Notwithstanding this,

tte publisher, did not pay his expenses. Gerhardt then offered his aid to

the Journal de Fharmacie et de Chimie, an important publication which

worthily maintained its rank by the side of the Annates de Chimie et de

Physique, and after 1846 he prepared for that journal, la Revue des tra-

vaux Chimiques publics a Vetranger^ a review which has twice since

changed its editor.

V
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In the hope of increasing his resources, by assuming in addition to a
chair in the faculty of Sciences a chair of Chemistry in the School of
Pharmacy at Montpellier, he entered the School of Pharmacy at Stras-
bourg in 1844. He there sustained a thesis, entitled Sur la generation
d^Ether^ in which he considered ether as a pyrogenous substance. This
discussion caused a sensation, because of the difficulties raised by the
Professor of Chemistry, then also Director of the School. He was a chem-
ist little known, and jealous especially of young men who promised to
distinguish themselves in science. But the objections which he raised
against Gerhardt did not prevent his reception as a pharmaceutist, nor his
succession soon after to the same chair of Chemistry. Gerhardt occupied
this post at the time of his death.

This notice hastily written makes no pretension to being a biography
of Gerhardt, and still less a critical examination of his works. Like
the notice of Laurent written soon after his death in April, 1853, it is

designed to aid whoever will write the history of these remarkable men,
^ne moment of undertaking that task is not yet come, for no one can
iiow determine the part which these two innovators have taken in the
scientific movement of modern times, and the influence which they will
have exerted on the progress of chemistry.

Submarine Telegraph.—According to late accounts, the telegraphic
cable which was to connect Algeria and France had been laid up to a few
Allies from Galite, having traversed depths of 200 metres and more. A
supplementary cable had been ordered at London, but while waiting for
this supplement which was all that was necessary to the completion of
this great work, a break was discovered in the cable already submerged

—

at a distance of 500 fathoms from the ship employed in the work.
Society of Acclimation—Results at the Central Ifursery of Algiers.—

We have already said that the government had established at Algiers a
Dursery for the purpose of experimenting upon the acclimation of vegeta-
ble productions. M. Hardy, the Director of this establishment, gives the
following information

:

Ghoutehouc.—Three specimens of Ficus elastica from the coast of Cor-

omandel, were planted about 12 years since. They are near 10 metres
high and their trunks are 80 centimeters in circumference at one metre
from the soil. Their branches which extend horizontally, occupy very
great space, and from their branches spring new roots which planted, add
greatly to the vi/^or of the tree. This mode of cultivation demands great

areas.

-^L Hardy has drawn from these trees a moderate quantity o( caout-

chouc, which was placed in the Universal Exposition of 1855. He hopes
for much greater rest

'
'

'

'
''"

'" '' "" " '"

yet remain unsettled.
^az and Tallow. M. Hardy has not yet succeeded in acclimating

plants of the family of Guttiferce. The Myrica sebifera, of Louisiana,

pr-^pers, but needs marshy soils.

The Croton Sebiferum from China, is very prosperous. It is now six

years old and commences to bear fruit. The wax palm, Ceroxylon andi-
cola, which grows in the Ande» gives hopes. The sugar-sorghe secretes

^ the surface of ifc ctollrR nf fiill maturity, a white resinous powder, from

number
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which candles could be made. A hectar of Sorgho gives more than 100

tilograiBs of this substance.

The trials made to acclimatize the trees of Gutta Percha have not yet

been successful. The same is true of the trees of quinina.

Artesian Wells in Paris,—^The construction of Artesian wells in the

Bois de Boulogne^ spolcen of in a previous number, is progressing with ac-

tivity. The boring is now carried down 435 metres, and it is hoped

to reach by the end of October a depth from which the water will rise.

No difference has yet been experienced in the nature and thickness of

the earth pierced by the auger and that which it was necessary to pierce

for the establishment of the Artesian well of Grenelle. It is known that

the section of the wells at Passy will be 60 centimeters in diameter
^

throughout its depth, and that it will be sunk at least 25 metres in the

humid bed of greensand that lies at an average of 550 metres below the

plain of Passy.

The boring is much easier at Passy than at Grenelle- The construc-

tion of the latter well continued through seven years ; and it was several

times abandoned because of discouragement. Arago and Hericart de

TLury by urgency secured the resuming of the works which it is well

known were crowned with success, a jet of water having been obtained

risiiig 28 metres above the soil,

"When the well at Passy shall be finished its sides will be supported

by an oak lining forming a tube de retenite y such tubes have previously

been of iron.

Unexpected accidents sometimes impede work. For some months the

boring machine was occupied, at a depth of 366 meters in a mass of gray

sandstone, where the resistance was so great that a part of the instrument

weighing 50 kilogrammes rested in the rock. It was proposed to extri-

cate it by means of powerful electro-magnets, but it appears that the

German laborers employed in the work opposed this experiment so decid-

edly that there was no other resource than to break the piece of iron by

the chisel. Thirty-three days were spent on this tedious task. The
pieces of apparatus are now arranged in order among the specimens of

strata successively traversed, making a very interesting collection.

Charts of the Ecli2)tic,—Some time ago, on the proposition of Lalatide,

the. Academy of Berlin undertook the first chart of the ecliptic. Their

earliest reward was the discovery of the fifth small planet by Mr. Hencke
of Driessen. Toward 1847, Mr. Valz of Marseilles developed a plan, the

execution of which would lead to ih^ detection of all the planets in the

zodiac, Mr. Chacornac, then studying astronomy with Mr. Valz, imme-
diately applied himself to these new charts of the ecliptic. Two months
afterward, Sept. 1852, he discovered a new planet. England and Ireland

engaged in the same direction ; Hind and Cooper were soon to distance

the French astronomers. , However Chacornac, who meanwhile had been

attached to the Observatory of Paris, continued his charts. They have

just been published at the expense of that observatory. They will be

more complete than the former, and quadruple the dimensions of those of

Berlin, the scale being 50 millimetres for each celestial degree.
These charts contain all the stars of the 12th magnitude and many of

the 13th magnitude : they extend above and below the ecliptic to ^^ of

I

J,
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declination. Their form is square. Tlie number of stars inscribed on
them already surpasses 125,000.

Aerostats.—The Academy of Sciences in Dijon having asked of that in

Paris aid and money for an aerostatic ascension a ballon captif which it

proposes to cause, a discussion arose in the Academy of Paris in regard to

the utility of such ascensions were for scientific purposes. Marshal Vail-

lant, Minister of War, mentioned on that occasion the trials made in the
Spring of 1855 at Vincennes under the direction of Artillery, Engineering
and Marine officers. The object was to ascertain if it was possible to

maintain a balloon 5 or 600 meters above a fortified town, and if so, to
cause incendiary or fulminating balls to fall. Nothing was successful.

The commission made two balloons, spent much money and gave up
every thing. According to Vaillant, the force of a wind even moder-
ate will always be enough to drive to the earth a captive balloon.

Biot on the contrary defended ascensions a ballon captif^ having a
scientific object. If the descent of the balloon is dangerous above a place
of war it is otherwise in an open plain.

Biot who made in 1803 with Gay Lussac a celebrated ascension

recalled the many and fruitful experiments made by the school of aeros-

tiers founded under the first Republic and which rendered great service in

the sieges of Charleroi, and Fleurus.

Jomard, the geographer, who attended this school stated that he had
made and witnessed since ITOY a great number of ascensions a ballon

<^(iptif and that Col. Coutelle, sub-director of the school of aerostiers never
doubted the utility of such ascensions when well directed, which may
Got have been the case at Vincennes.

Correspondence of Jerome NicJcleSy dated Oct. 30, 1856.

On Perfumes.—A new branch of industry is on the point of being
brought out in Algeria, which w^ill not fail to be introduced into other
countries. This industry is that of Perfumes, A laboratory process has
given ongin to it. We have spoken several times of the experiments of
Milieu on w^heat. On treating wheat or its farina with ether, some
fatty or waxy matters are dissolved, which are more or less colored, and
almost always have a strong odor ; they are identical with the extract

from the grain taken in mass. This aromatic principle is veryprmople is very persist-

ent and may be distinguished still in the fatty matter after several years,

though disappearing at the moment the fat becomes rancid.

This fact led to the experiments of which I speak, which had in view
the extraction of the aromatic principle of flowers and of some plants

peculiar to Algeria. ^

^
To avoid the alterations which flowers undergo on drying or distilla-

tion, Mr. Millon separates the aromatic part by dissoUang it in a very

volatile liquid which is afterwards expelled by distillation. With such
a solvent, the distillation is attended with no mconvenience, for it may
he performed at a low temperature ; this chemist finds that the perfame
nndergoes alteration whenever a temperature is applied above that of
the surrounding atmosphere. In some parts of northern Africa, the

thermometer reaches +70° C ; he then employs with success the vola-

tile solvents, such as sulphuret of carbon, ether, chlorofoiTn, wood spirit^
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the point of ebullition in which is below this temperature. He has even

succeeded with alcohol, whose point of ebullition is above V0°.

solvents which succeed best are ether and sulphuret of carbon.

The flowers are put into the apparatus, and the ether then poured on

so as to cover it. In 10 or 15 minutes the liquid is run off and a new

quantity of ether introduced to wash out w^hat is left ; this remains as

long as the first. The ether dissolves all the perfvime and deposits it

again on distillation in the form of a variously colored residue, some-

times solid, sometimes oily or semi-fluid yet becoming solid after some

time. This residue, when obtained in a thin layer, is fuse.d by the solar

heat or an equivalent temperature, and resoftened frequently until it

exhales no longer the odor of the solvent.

The solvent, ether or sulphuret of carbon, should have been previously

purified with the greatest care. That derived from the distillation may
be used indefinitely, provided it is for the same flower and apparatus.

Properly managed there is but very little loss of the solvent and the

distillation is rapidly performed, much more rapidly and with a larger

amount of leaves and flowers than by the ordinary method of distilla-

tion. But the gathering of the flowers should be done at the proper

time of day for each flower. Thus the Carnation gives off its perfume

after an exposure of two or three hours to the sun. Eoses, on the con-

trary, should be collected in the morning as soon as well open ; the Jes-

samine before sunrise.

In the distillation, as hitherto carried on, all the modifications of the

flowers are mixed in one and the same essence, which corresponds to no

one of them, the better portion partly correcting the rest. But with

the Millon process, the slightest alteration is apparent in the perfume,

and in order to obtain the freshness and delicacy of the flowers, it is

necessary to have them fresh and sweet. The perfection of the flowers

determines the perfection of the perfume. .
•

At fii-st, Millon operated by shutting out the contact of the air. But

now he favors its presence, for he has found that the perfume, instead of

dissipating rapidly like the essences, has great fixedness. It is only

through contact with other principles of the plant that it undergoes

alteration. Once isolated it is beyond their influence and experiences

no further change. Millon thus for several years has kept perfumes at

the bottom of open tubes or capsules open to the air without sensible

alteration ; and according to him, this fixedness or resistance to atmo-

spheric change is a fundamental characteristic of perfumes.
It has not been possible yet to submit the perfumes to elementary

analysis, the flowers furnishing so little of it ; a kilogram giving only a

few^ milligrams of the aromatic principle.

The residue of the operation by etlier or sulphuret of carbon contains

wax and fatty and coloring matters, and it is very difiicult to separate

the aromatic principle from them. Alcohol answers best for this pu^"

pose. It does not dissolve the waxy part, while it removes completely

the odor. Operating with alcohol on a grain of the residue, the per-

fume is taken up with a little oil and the coloring matter, and the aro-

matic residue will have lost in the process only a few hundredths of its

"weight.

1
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The
presence by its odor, witliout any sensible loss of weight. It is equally
diffusible in distilled water, when some drops of an alcoholic solution are
poured into it ; but in ordinary water the odor is dissipated, showing its

easy alterability with reagents.

The facility with which these perfumes dissolve in alcohol, oils and
fats, shows the ways in which it may be industrially employed. The
essential point is that the small quantity of product afforded by the
flower represents^xactly the amount of perfume ; and a gram of residue

proceeding from a kilogram of flowers aromatises to the same degree
fat or oil, and under a volume a thousand times less produces the same
effects.

The process, then^ tatcs the volatilisable part of the floAver, concen-
trates and preserves it, and puts it up for transfer, without loss, to the
perfumery shops, where the final preparations are made. Moreover, the
work of incorporating the perfume of the flowers with the fats and oils,

to-day so costly and so incomplete, will be replaced by a simple mixing
or solution which may be done at any convenient time or place. It is

for perfumery, a new art of extreme simplicity.

The interest which attaches in France to these researches of M. Millon
'W'ill be understood when it is noted that the exports of perfumery from
France amount to more than thirty millions of francs per year.

Manufacture of Aluminium.
—

"VVe have more than once spoken of
the efforts employed to render the preparation of aluminium an indus-
trial operation. Dumas has just announced to the Academy that
this problem is now solved. He has stated that the manufacture is

actually carried on by workmen in a small shop in the Faubourg St.

Jacques, at Paris, connected with a manufacture of chemical products.
The methods have been contrived by H. St. Claire Deville and Morin.
They differ little in general from those originally employed. It is neces-
sary always to decompose the chlorid of aluminium, and decompose it

V sodium, in order to obtain the aluminium. But the processes for the
sodium and chlorid of aluminium have been simplified. The sodium
process has already been described by us, and we now mention the im-

provements in that for the chlorid.
This chlorid is now made by the direct use of kaolin or even of clay

J7that of Dreux for example. But this is not all. The chlorid was
difficult to manage in a large way because, after having been formed in

vapor, it was often condensed in snowy crystals, rendering it necessary

•to collect it in chambers and detach it mechanically from the surfaces it

poated. There was,-frst, a loss of the chlorid, the condensation being

incomplete
; second, danger for the workmen exposed to the respiration

of the vapors ; third, an^'enhancement of cost from the interruptions in

the operations.

The improvement consists in submitting to a current of chlorine—not
longer a mixture of alumina and charcoal, but—a mixture of alumina,

charcoal and chlorid of sodium ; this affords a double chlorid of alu-

liiinium and sodium which is volatile and liquifiable, running like water
and becoming solid with cold. The preparation goes on uninterruptedly,

proceeding with simplicity and regularity and exacting no other r-nre

i
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than what is necessary for the production of the chlorid, the renewal of

the preparation for decomposition, and the substitution, as soon as cooled,

0? earthen pots, in which cakes form from the double chlorid that flows

in in a continued stream.

The chlorid is decomposed in a reverberatory furnace, into which,

mixed Avith bits of sodium, it is introduced. Tlie reaction of the two

substances takes place after a few^ moments, but so quietly that it may
be done on a large scale without danger. It leaves the aluminium in

plates, globules, or a powder. It is separated from the common salt

either mechanically or by means of w^ater.

Dumas asserts that the cost of making sodium is at the most 7 francs

a kilogram, and that its manufacture is easier than that of phosphorus

and also as simple as that of zinc.

By acting on a mixture of carbonate of soda, carbon and chalk, the

reaction is so complete that the result agrees with calculation, and so easy

that we may substitute for the iron bottle commonly used, luted copper

tubes.

In the manufacture of sodium the carbon is now replaced by coal.

Deville uses a coal which burns with considerable flame. It is important

that the mixture should be well dried before subjected to decomposition.

The proportions used are as follows

:

Carbonate of soda, - - - - * - 30 kib
- 13 "Coal,

Chalk, 6 «

The soda ought to be from the crystallized carbonate ; the soda of the

. shops gives bad results without Deville's knowing precisely why.
Origin of Urea in the Anirnal Economy.—Dumas has announced with

much enthusiasm the confirmation of his views already old respecting

the origin of urea in the animal economy, viz., that the urea proceeds

from the albuminoid substances destroyed in the blood by an oxydating

process. This is now established by M. Bechamp, Professor at the School

of Pharmai2y of Strasbourg, who has succeeded in changing albumine

fibrine and gluten into urea by a slow combination produced by means of

a solution of permanganate of potash at the temperature of about 80° C.

The following is the process

:

Ten grams of aluminum are dissolved in 300 grams of water; and to

this by degrees 75 grams of permanganate of potash are added. The

reduction, which is at first very active, soon ceases. It is then heated to

40*^ C. in a water bath, and from time to time saturated with sulphuric

acid, yet so as to leave it still a little alkaline. AVhen the discoloration is

completed, it is filtered, and exactly saturated Avith dilute sulphuric acid.

The solution, now perfectly limpid, is evaporated in a water bath ;
ana

when reduced to a small volume, an excess of concentrated alcohol^is

added; it deposits some sulphate of potash and sulphate of animonia-

The alcoholic solution is evaporated in its turn to the consistence of

honey and treated with hot absolute alcohol which dissolves the urea.
^

AVhilst M. Bechamp was bringing out this transformation, a physiol-

ogist, M. Picard, made, also at Strasbourg, some observations bearing on

the subject, having reference to the presence of urea in the blood an^J

it« diffusion through the system.
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It is known that according to MM. Dumas and Prevost, urea sliows
itself in the blood of animals after the removal of the kidneys, and tjjat

tliey conclude from the fact that the kidneys remove the urea, while not
producing it,

M. Picard has completed the demonstratation. He has compared, as

regards the presence of urea, the arterial and venous blood by precipi-

tating the urea with nitrate of mercury. The renal artery of a dog
afforded 0'0365 per cent of urea, and the renal vein only 0-0186 per cent.
In studying the question with reference to man, he has observed that the
arterial blood which passes into the kidneys leave there about 28 grams
of urea; while the quantity of urea in the urine of the subjects submitted
to experiment, varied between 27 and 28 grams for the 24 hours. This
proves that the kidneys remove but do not make urea, as announced
thirty- five years since by Prevost and Dumas.

Electricity. Theory of the voltaic pile.—During the thirty years in

which the theory of the pile has been under discussion, research has fa-

vored apparently at onetime the chemical^ -aiA ' sX another the con/acf

theory. We are able now, as we believe, to announce that the discussion
IS closed- The chemical theory has definitely triumphed. As explained
m the Traite d'Electricite Theorique et Pratique of De la Rive, this the-
ory meets all difficulties and proves that if contact is often necessary for

exciting electricity, it is not that which produces it; chemical actions
are always the source. This learned physicist demonstrates that all

chemical action causes a disengagement of electricity, whilst not a single

experiment can be cited in which electricity is produced simply by contact.

He reviews and explains all the alleged facts in favor of the theory of

contact. He thus sflows up the objection so often urged, that in order to

displace by iron the copper of the sulphate of copper it is necessary to put
the iron in contact with the saline solution, and that the chemical actioa
begins only after the iron is covered with copper and when it has thus
lonned a voltaic couple. De la Rive first proves that in this experiment
there is a voltaic couple which precedes that formed by the iron and by
the displaced copper ; this couple is formed by the iron and the oxyd of

^^on adhering to its surface or by iron and carbon or some other foreign

^ody
; for by using iron chemically pure and a surface perfectly clean, no

precipitation of copper is obtained.
No physicist is better fitted than De la Rive to undertake the delicate

task of giving a theory of the pile. His studies as w^ll as his di^coverjes

lead him in this direction.
r v •

De la Rive was the first who recognized the important tact that zmc

chemically pure is not attacked by hydrated sulphuric acid; that two

metals on which pure nitric acid, for example, has no action, such as gold

o*' platinum, give not the slightest trace of a current when put to the

extremity of a galvanometer and plunged into the nitric acid; that on
the contrary, they produce an inc^tantaneous current when a drop of chlo-

rohydric acid is added. The theory of contact has never yet explained

this fact.

The third volume of his work is reserved for the applications of elec-

tricity. The important part which De la Rive took m the invention of

SECOND SKHIES, VOL- XXIII, NO. 67.—JAN., 1857.
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galvanoplasty is well known, and we may expect to see tliis l)Taticli of in-

dustry illustrated in liis work with new views and a precision and exact-

ness, of which the first two volumes have given us such fine examples.

Galvano-causiic,—We have already had occasion to speak of the ex-

periments made towards applying in medicine and surgery, the heating

effects which are suddenly produced by means of the pile. This ques-

tion, besides others, was the occasion of some trials by Mr, Amussat. Re-

cently a surgeon, Mr. Middledorp, brought before the Academy a series of

instruments and of surgical apparatus, calculated for the employ of elec-

tricity, and especially for using the heating effects of the pile in behalf of

suffering humanity. The author designates under the name of galvano-

caustic^ the seiies of operations executed by this means-

The soui'ce of heat employed is a Grove's pile. The instruments are,

1, different cauterizers; 2, a galvanic seton ; 3, a "porte ligature^' for

penetrating where there is access to no other cutting instrument, and

combining at once the advantages of an incision, ligature and cauteriza-

tion- A commutator fitted to the conducting wires, serves to excite or

suspend the action.

We have already spoken of the advantages of this method of operation.

While avoiding hemorrhage from small vessels, it is adapted to produce

energetic action, veiy precisely limited, and to penetrate into regions in-

accessible to the bistoury and cautery. By means of the electric heat

directed by appropriate instruments, we may cut, make incisions or cau-

terizations large or small, arrest hemorrhages, provoke the inflammation

of tissues, the coagulation of the blood, etc. Moreover, being introduced

cold, the galvano-caustic instruments excite no fear; once in place a

movement of the finger wilf develop the requisite teriiperature.

Cryslalloyeny.—It is a long time since it was observed by Mr. Marloye,

a skilful . constructor of acoustic instruments, that when the angle of a

crystal is removed with a knife and the surface polished, the crvstal, if l^ft

for a time in the solution, completes itself again. This fact has been

called to remembrance by an observation of Dr. Marbach of Breslau,

who adds to it a supplementary fact of interest. The chlorate of soda

crystallizes in the cubic system and its solution in water has no action on

polarized light- But when this solution crystallizes, it produces crystals

which have a rotatory power like rock crystal, some turning to the right

and others to the left; and if the crystals of the same kind are separated

from the other and dissolved anew, not only the solution has no rotatory

power, but also, if left to crystallize, it afibrds crystals of both kinds,

although only those of one kind were used*

This peculiarity of the crystals is connected with the fact that they are

hemihedral, and have the reverse hemihedrism corresponding to each

kind of rotation. Still the hemihedral planes are of rare occurrence and

are produced only when operating on a large scale. But Mr. Marbach

has found a means of rendering them distinctly hemihedral ; as done by

Mr. Marloye, he cuts the angles and edges of the chlorate of soJa and

then puts the crystal thus mutilated into a concentrated solution of the

same salt; the crystal forms new faces which present the right and ^^^

hemih^.'drism.

Artificial miIk.~For some time a liquid has been prepared which is

teid to have so far the qualities of milk that it is called artificial mil^ o^
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" lait-vlande." It is prepared as follows. Into a Papin's digester three kilo-

grams of fresh pounded bones are put and one kilogram of meat, with five

or six times as much of water. The top is hermetically closed : double
sides surround it, and in the cavity between, a current of steam cii'culates

which raises the temperature of the digester up to 140*^ F. At the end
of forty minutes after reaching this temperature, a stop-cuck with a small
orifice is opened which lets out a vapor having the odor of broth ; but
some seconds after, there issues a white liquid which is nothing but the

artificial milk. After this milk has passed out, the digester contains only

the meat, the boiled bones, and a soup of inferior quality. The artificial

milk resembles milk in color, consistence, odor, and even taste. But in

composition it is different; for it is only an emulsion produced by the fat

mixed with the water by means of the gelatine. Although the name
artificial milk is not proper, it hSs some nutritious qualities, and for this

reason it is now under tiial at the hospitals of Paris.

^
Universal Exhibition of Photogra'phy,^—In a recent exhibition in Bel-

gium for the encouragement of the useful arts, a large part was devoted
to photography. Many of the objects had already been exhibited at

Paris; but there were some novelties. Heliographic engraving, brought
out but yesterday, has already attained great perfection, judging from tlie

specimens exhibited by Mr. Riffaut as well as Mr. Negre. Fine photo-

lithographic views were exhibited by Mr. Poiterin and Y)\\ Harless, the

latter after a process of his own invention.

Among the photographic objectives on exhibition, those of Mr. Jamin,
of Paris, deserve special mention. There was one of 14 inches which
^'ould answer for obtaining pictures 1-6 meters to 1'2. There was a
portrait taken on a glass 60 centimeters by 80, with a double objective of

22 centimeters diameter. The objective*^ was furnished with a conical

centralizer.

Bibliography.—Traite (TEleciricite theorigtte et appUqnee^ par A. De
la Rive. Vol. If, 836 page. Paris : Bailliere.—In announcing the 1st

volume of this remarkable work we stated that it would consist of two
volumes. But the author has given so much greater extension to some
^ubjects, especially to the theory of the pile, already alluded to, that he
has found it necessary to add a third to include the applications of elec-

tricity. The present volume treats of the Preparation of Electricity ; ^
its

calorificand luminous effects ; the chemical effects of dynamical electricity;

the physiological effects ofd?/namical electricity on organized bodies. An
important chapter is devoted to the sources of electricity, such as heat,

mechanical actions, and finally the chemical actions to which De la Kive

has himself contributed so largely. The mathematical branch of the

subject is treated in a chapter by itself, and a note is devoted to the mathe-

niatical theory of the pile. The 3d volume will appear next year.

Siemens de Cosmographie, par Costambert, 1 vol in 12mo, with an

atlas. Paris : Hachette.
, .

Medecine Bomestigue, par le Dr. Beaugrand. - 1 vol. m 1 2ma 1 ans

:

Hachette.—Dr.Beaucrrand is a distinguished physician of Paris.

-^a Telegraphie elecirique, par V. Bois. A pamphlet in 12mo.—The
ohject of this small work, which has passed rapidly to a 2nd edition, is to

popularise the subject of the Telegraph.

rf
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Les Aheilhs et VApicuUure, par M. de Frariere. 1 vol. in 12it]0. Paris,

Hachette,^The author is a great lover of bees. He has made them the sub-

ject of much study, and gives in this work the results of his useful labors.

Compositions de Maihematique et de Physique^ par M. Jouve. 1 vol.

in 8vo. Paris : Hachette.—This work contains a large number of prob-

lems in Physics and Mathematics, intended for the education of the young

who have science, commerce or the arts in'view* It is highly appreciated

by masters and students, connected with the educational institutions of

Paris, and France generally.

f

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE,
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the wave length of the most refrangihle rays and of those which

act chemically upon iodid of silver.—Elsexlohr has commuoicated some

interesting additional facts with respect to the diflfraction of the more re-

frangible rays of light. The author's earlier results have already been

mentioned in this Journal : those now communicated were obtained by

photographic impressions of diffraction spectra taken upon a film of col-

lodium-iodid of silver placed at a distance of 5*58 metres from the ob-

jective of the lattice. The author measured the distances from the mid-

dle of the image of the slit to the borders of the different lateral spectra

and thence determined the wave lengths of the corresponding rays by the

formula u Iz^e sin v^.

By a comparison of the w^ave lengths thus obtained it appears that we

may assume, that the limit of the ijivisible most refrangible rays is at the

same time one limit of the rays which act chemically upon iodid of silcer

and that the other limit of the less refrangible rays acting upon the iodid \

is as definite and sharp as the first. Both fall between the wave lengths

0'000354«'^"» and 0*000433">«i. The author remarks that this sharp lim-

itation might also have been inferred from a communication of MuHer

(in Pogg, Ann. vol. 97, p. 137) who projected prismatic spectra upon pho-

tographic paper. It is certainly true for rays of sunlight acting upon iodid

of silver, but the author is not prepared to say that it is true for all kinds

of light. According to Crookes the chemical rays in gas light fall in a

different part of the spectrum from those of sunlight, also the rays be-

tween F and G which have no action on iodid of silver readily decom-

pose the bromid. The author proposes to investigate this subject by

means of the diffraction spectrum. The intensity of the chemical action

upon iodid of silver is greatest and nearly uniform between the lines G
and H or the wave lengths 396 and 429 millionths of a millimetre. It

diminishes slowly from 396 to 354, but rapidly from 429 to 433, which

probably arises from the great number of the dark lines which Stokes has

denoted by l^ m and n. The author further states, that from analogous

experiments there appears to exist just as definite a limit for the themuc

action of li^ht.~Po^^. Ann., xcix, 159, August, 1856.
2. On Tayitalum and its compounds with chlorine and bromine.-^

Rose has communicated an interesting memoir upon this most ditEcuH

subject to which he has devoted so much time and talent. The author

remarks that tantalum has hitherto been found with cert^nty only in two

r-

^

^
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minerals, namely, tantalite and yttro-tantalite, the tantalite occunlng m
Finland, Sweden and France, yttro-tantalite at Ytterby in Sweden. The
tantalic acid employed was obtained partly from the Finland mineral and
partly from materials left by Berzelius. The acid was prepared from tan-
talite by fusing the finely pulverized mineral in a platinum crucible wnh
bisulphate of potash : the fused mass was washed with cold water and the
undissolved acid fused with three times its weight of a mixture of carbon-
ate of soda and sulphur. Water then removed all the tin as sulphide
The tantalic acid was washed with water containing sulphid of ammo-
mum, and then digested and boiled with chlorhydric add to remove the
sulphid of iron, and finally completely washed. An acid obtained by

1^
decomposing the chlorid with water was also sometimes employed, but
this differs in many particulars from that obtained as above. The author
obtained metallic tantalum by decomposing the double fluorid of tanta-
lum and sodium by metallic sodium. As thus obtained, tantalum is a
black powder wliich is a good conductor of electricity, though mixed with
DHich acid tantalate of soda. Wlieu ignited in the air it oxydizes to tan-
talic acid with evolution of light and heat- Nitric, chlorhydric and nitro-

munatic acids have no action upon it even by long boiling. Fluohydric
acid slowly dissolves the metal with evolution of hydrogen. A mixture
of nitric and fluohydric acid quickly dissolves the metal with evolution of
red vapoi's. The solutioii when evaporated to dryness and heated, yields
a residue of tantalic acid while fluorid of tantalum is given off. Sul-

phuric acid has no action on the metal, but by long fusion with the bisul*

phate of potash it is oxydized to tantalic acid. The density of the
^etal was found to be 10-078, and after ignition in hydrogen lO'llG;
the metal employed was not, however, pure. The author prepared the
chlorid of tantalum by igniting the acid with carbon and passing a cur-
rent of chlorine over the mixture. The chlorid has a pure yellow color
and only looks whitish when it contains aci-chlorid; it must volatilize

completely by heating in an atmosphere of chlorine. The color of this

chlon'd is somewhat brighter than that of chlorid of niobium: it is ea-
sily fusible and at about 221^ C. becomes a yellow liquid which sublimes
to a crystalline sublimate. It begins, however, to volatilize before it melts,

i^amely at 144''. The chlorid gives no double compounds with alkaline

chlorids. It is soluble in anhydrous alcohol and is not precipitated from
the solution by sulphuric acid even after boiling. When the alcoLolic so-

lution is distilled, a syrupy liquid remains which probably consists chiefly

of tantalate of ethyl. The determination of the equivalent of tantalum

by the analysis of the chlorid which was decomposed by wa-

solution filtered after addition of a h'ttle ammonia : the chlo-

rine was then determined in the filtrate by nitrate of silver. In this man-
lier twelve experiments were made, which, however, do not exhibit as close

a <^oincidence as could be desired. The author takes a mean between the

result of the first and eleventh analyses, which exhibit a close correspond-

ence between the quantity of oxygen found and that calculated from the

amount of chlorine. According to these results the composition of the

chlorid and oxyd in parts per cent is

h

I

\

1
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These results differ greatly from those obtained by Berzelius, Rose, after

much consideration adopts the formula Ta02 for tantalic acid, which gives

in connection with the above results 860-26 (OzrlOO) or 68*82 (0=8)
for the equivalent of the metal. The author obtained a bromid of tan-

talum by passing the vapor of bronoine over an ignited mixture of tan-

talic acid and carbon. The bromid has a yellowish color, and resejnbles

the chlorid; water decomposes it into bromhydric acid and tantalic acid.

Rose did not succeed in obtaining a corresponding lodid of tantalum.

Foffff, Ann.y xcix, 65, August^ 1856. w. G*

II. MINERALOGY AlsTD GEOLOGY.

1. Description of a new Meteoric Iron from Chili^ containing Native

Lead ; and an account of a fall of a large mass of Meteoric Iron at Cor-

rientes in South America;"^ by R. P. Grkg, Esq., (Phil. Mag., July,

1855.)—(1.) A short time since I purchased a mass of meteoric iron

weighing upwards of seventeen pounds; its shape was irregular and

cup-like, considerably convex or hollowed out on one side, and the ex-

ternal surface more or less covered with small angular and conchoidal

projections. It was found by Mr. Greenwood, Reporter of Mineral Prop-

erties, on the 26th of February, 1840, on the desert of Tarapaca, eighty

miles northeast of Talcahuano, and forty-six miles from Hemalga; and

was afterwards analyzed, in 1853, by Mr. George Darlington, of the

Museum of Practical Geology, with the following results

:

a h

Iron, -. - - 93-41 93'48

Nickel, .
-

, - - 4-62 4'56

Cobalt, - - - 0-36 0'37

Manganese, - - • 0'20 0*18

Phosphurets, - - 1'21 1-26

Chromium, * . . trace trace

99-80 99-85

In general composition it therefore closely resembles the majority of

' meteoric irons hitherto analyzed. I am unable at present to say if i*

contains Schreibersite.

The specific gravity of a slice weighing six ounces, containing, how-

ever, cavities and other matter, I found to be about 6*5, For meteoric

iron it is perhaps unusually soft ; and though it shows no regular crys-

talline or Widmannstiittian figures when a polished surface is treated

with nitric acid, yet there is apparent a slightly welded or mottled tex-

ture, brighter in some parts than in others.

It was not, however, until the iron had been cut up into slices for the

purpose of polishing and for exchange, that I discovered it had not a

erfectly homogeneous structure, but was in many places more or less

oneycombed with cavities, some of which actually contained what ap-

peared to be pure lead ! In some the lead was not larger than a pellet,

and did not fill the entire cavity contained in it; in others the entire

cavity was filled with lead, in size equal to a pea. Professor Shepard of

From the Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Sodety^s Journal
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the United States, who is so well acquainted with meteorites, along with
i Dr. Heddle and myself, saw some slices of this iron slit in the workshop
' of Mr. Young the lapidary, at Edinburgh, and we toot lead out of the

cavities immediately after they left the lathe, so that there could be no
deception whatever.

To be quite certain, my friend Dr, Heddle examined some of it, and
found it to be chemically pure lead ; when the tarnislied surface was

,
not scraped off", small quantities of iron and alumina, and mere traces of
phosphorus and magnesia were found.

^
There are also two other substances in some of the cavities of this

singular iron, which Dr. Heddle, when he has analyzed, will separately

||^
report upon-; the one a very hard, grayish-black, semi-metallic mineral

;

the other yellowish-brown, insoluble in acids, and with an earthy texture.

This is the first authentic instance of the existence of lead in meteoric
bodies, and to find it so closely allied with, and buried, as it were. In

metallic iron, is not only in itself singular, but difficult to account for.

It is, however, probable that the lead was originally held in alloy along
^vith the nickel and cobalt, and on intense heating or partial fusion of
the iron mass, " sweated" out into vesicular cavities.

Should this be a correct view, it is a proof of the intense heat to

which iron meteoric masses appear to have been subjected at the time
of, if not previous to, their reaching the surface of the earth. Indeed
meteoric stones seem to have been subjected to a much smaller degree
of heat while falling, than iron masses, if we may judge by appearances,
the only sign of fusion in stones being quite external, and merely marked
by a thin, black, and shining crust.

Iron falls are extremely rare compared with what are called stone

falls; so much so, indeed, that there are not more than three or four

authentic accounts of the fall of iron masses, and these not large ones,

bearing no comparison to the enormous masses weighing from five to

twenty tons, which have been occasionally found on the plains of Mexico
and South America. (See Phil. Mag. for Dec. 1854.)

(2.) Should any one be inclined to doubt the fact that such immense
masses of iron have, strictly speaking, a meteoric origin, I have added
to this paper some particulars of the fall of one in South America in the

year 1844, that first appeared in a philosophical journal some years ago,

out which, from having a local circulation, has not received the notice

which it so eminently deserves. ,

It is important to notice the state of intense ftsion exhibited by the

entire mass at the time of falling ; Mr. Symond's description^ is most

graphic. The account was given in a letter, read by Mr. Dickinson,

from the observer of the phenomenon, a Mr. H. E. Symonds
;
and the

following is an extract

:

r

h

"Having been deeply engaged in Argentine politics and wars in 1843

to 1844, I accompanied the Corrientine army in its invasion of the

province of Entre Rios. This army returned from that expedition in

January, 1844. Our rear, in which I marched, was so continually har-

rassed by Entrerian skirmishei-s, that for ton days before we had gained

the Corrientine frontier we had no time to sleep or change clothes^; but

•oon after passing this, in Carritas Paso, on the river ^locorita, we placed

i
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a guard in the pass, and deeming ourselves secure, the \\'hole division

abandoned itself to the profoundest sleep,

"From this sleep we were all simultaneously awakened at about two

o'clock in the morning; and as ifactuated by electricity, each individ-

ual of our division (about 1400 men) sprung on his feet at the same

moment. An aerolite was falling. The light that accompanied it was

intense beyond description. It fell in an oblique direction, probably at

an angle of about G0° with the earth, and its course was from east to

west.

'*Its appearance was that of an oblongated sphere of fire, and its

tract from the sky was marked by a fiery streak, gradually fading in

proportion to the distance from the mass, but as intensely luminous as

itself in its immediate vicinitj\ The noise that accompanied it, though

unlike thunder, or anything else that I have heard, was unbroken, ex-

iCeedingly loud and terrific. Its fall was accompanied by a most sensible

movement of the atmosphere, which I thoiight at first repellent from

the falling body, and afterwards it became something of a short whirl-

wind. At the same time I and my companions all agreed tkat we had

experienced a violent electric shock ; but probably this sensation may
have been but the efi'cct on our drowsy senses of the indescribably in-

tense light and noise, Tlie spot where it fell was about one hundred

yards from the extreme right of our division, and perhaps four hundred

from the place where I had been sleeping. Accompanied by our gene-

ral (Dr. Joaquin Madauaga), I went within ten or twelve yards from it,

which was as near as its heat allowed us to approach.
" The mass appeared to be considerably imbedded in the earth, which

was so heated that it was quite bubbling around it. Its size above the

earth was perhaps a cubic yard, and its shape was somewhat spherical;

it was intensely ignited and radiantly light, and in this state it continued

until early dawn, when the enemy, having brought his artillery to the

pass, forced us to abandon it to continue our march. I may' mention,

that, at the time of its fall, the sky above us was beautifully clear, and

the stars were perhaps more than usually bright; there had been sheet

lightning the previous evening.
" I never afterwards had an opportunity of revisiting the Mocorita,

for our permanent encampment was thirty-five leagues to the north of

that pass, between which and our encampment the country was entirely

depopulated by our long war ; but as the spot where the aerolite fell

was known to many of our subaltern officers, who were frequently sent

to observe the frontier of Entre Rios,.I have heard them describe it as a

*piedra de fierro,' i.e. a stone of iron; and I once provided one of the

most intelligent of them with a hammer in order that he might brmg

me a sample of it. On his return, he told me it was so excessively

hard that the hammer bent, and was broken in unsuccessful attempts to

break off a small piece of it."

2. Hard Guano of Monks Island ; by AtSyowDEN Piggot, (from

a letter to one of the Editors).—I was not a little surprised to read Pro-

fessor Shepard's views of the hard guanos. There is no trap rock at all

about the majority of the beds of this substance. It covers ordinary
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*'a^lnvial guano" as the Captain called the common variety brought from
the Caribbean Sea. Indeed I have seen nothing that looked to me like

trap from any of those islands, I have seen quartz crystals, gi-anitCj gneiss
and some crystalline rocks that I could not determine among the cargoes.

Besides, the constitution of the phosphates proves conclusively that they
have not been hardened by fire. I have made another examination of
the rock, without the enamelled smface and am fully convinced of the
correctness of my views. The following are the results:

The phosphoric acid in this table does not include the small amount
existing in the phosphates of iron and magnesia which were estimated
separately.

Phosphoric acid,

Lime, -

46-22

3875
Phosphate of iron, - - - - - - 0'35

Phosphate of magnesia, * - * - 0'61

- * i * - 1-96

- - - ^ - - trace

Sulphuric acid,

Chlorine,

Organic matter, salts of ammonia, and combined w^ater, 8'95

Hyi^roscopic water, ----- 2*34

Sand, . - -' .~ - . * - 0-63
'i w

99-81

If we take from the limi& sufficient to combine with the sulphuric acid,

^Q have remaining of that earth 35-95, which when combined with the

phosphoric acid and 5'7S parts of water, irive a salt of the formula
2CaO,HO,P05.

s

The small quantity of the phosph
pecimen is worthy of notice. It is

ates of iron and ma^rnesia in this

a little remarkable, that in these

guanos generally, while the entire amount of pliosphoric acid varies but
sliglitljj there is a very wide difference in the proportions of the bases
^vith which it is combined.
The "body of the ro::jk" of which the above table expresses the com-

position, was carefully separated from the white enamel before analysis.

Baltimore, November 1 Ith, 1856.

3. On Columbian G^uctno^ its coinposition- and charactet ; by James
HiGGiNs, M.D., and Charles Bic^vell, Ph.D.—Columbian guano pre-

sents itself in the form of irregular stony lumps, apparently composed

J>f
two distinctly different parts, viz : of an exterior layer, only a

^
kyf

lines in thickne5?s, and of the ""body, the great mass of the rock," di-

I'ectly underlying the exterior part! The former is of a grey or dirty

^Hit- color, with vitreous lustre, hard but brittl?, and therefore easily

ground in a mortar ; the interior part is of a dark brown mottled color,

"Without any lustre, tough, horj^)' and tenacious as to texture, and with

difficulty reduced to powder.

^
A proper chemical examination o^ this substance is therefore naturally

divided into two separate analyses, that of the exterior layer, and that of
.

the body or great mass of the rock; the latter representing at the same
time the composition of the genuine commercial article.

,
Several carefully conducted analyses resulted in the following compo-

Ktion of the respective parts

:

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXUI, NO. 67.-^JAN., 1867.

16
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Liime.

Exterior layer. Body of rock*

41-T6 39-01

Magnesia, 3-10 0'22

Peroxyd of iron, - - , - 0-34 0-11

Phosphoric acid, • • - - 39-92 43-50

Calcium, - . • - 1-34

Fluorine, 0'85

Chlorine, ... - 0-75 trace

Soda, . - - - -

Sulphuric acid, • - - 2-07 7*08

Water and organic matter, - 8'60 10'To

0-02 0-02

1-61

Sand,

100-36 100-69

The
given, necessarily lead to the following state of their combination

:

Exterior layer.

Tri-phosphate of lime, - - - T7-71

containing of lime, - -. . 41"76
u " phosphoric acid, - 35'95

Tri-phosphate of magnesia, - - - ^6*77
* • A « ^ ^ _ .

containing of magnesia, - - S'lO

phosphoric acid, • 3*67u u

Phosphate of iron,

Fluorid of calcium,

Chlorid of calcium,

Sulphate of soda,

Water and organic matter, • - 8*60

Sand, -

0-64

1-76

ri8
3-68

0-02

100-36

J5ody of the roch

Common phosphate of lime, - - 82"48

containing of lime, - - * 34'04
" " water, - - • 5-44
" " phosphoric acid, - 43*00

Common phosphate of magnesia, - - 0*6 6

containing of magnesia, - • 0'22
** " water, - - - 0-05
" ** phosphoric acid, • 0-39

Phosphate of iron, - - - *

Sulphate of lime, - - • •

0-22

12-05

containing of lime, - - - 4'97 '

" " sulphuric acid, - 7*08 '

Water and organic matter, . - - 5'26

Sand, 0-02

100-69

It will be seen from the above that in both parts of the rock the phos-

phoric acid is present in the form of a tribasic phosphate (containing
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three atoms of base to one atom of acid), with the difference that in the
exterior layer the three atoms of base are made up by h'me alone, thus
forming the so-called triphosphate of lime, whilst in, the body of the rock
only two of them are lime and the third is water, a combination which
is known as common phosphate of lime.

In the following we add a few items which may prove the correctness
of this view

:

(1.) Common phosphate of lime, when exposed to a high degree of tem-
perature, loses its volatile atom of base (the water) and is consequently
transtormed into a phospliate of two atoms of fixed base, or a pyrophos-
phate. Tri-phosphate of lime, under the same conditions, remains unal-
tered. In accordance with this, the hydrochloric acid solution of the nat-
ural, as well as of the heated powder of the exterior layer, if treated with
ammonia, produces a precipitate which is, in both cases, soluble in acetic
acid. This is also the case with the natural powder of the body of the

; whilst its heated powder, if treated in the same manner, remains
insoluble in acetic acid, as pyrophosphates do. But pyrophosphates can
only be produced in this way by common phosphates ; therefore, the
body of the rock is composed of common phosphate of lime, the exterior

layer of tri-phosphate of lime.

(2.) Common phosphate of lime, when brought into contact with
ammonia, is, converted into triphosphate of lime, whilst phosphate of
ammonia is found in solution. This fact may explain the relation which
exists between the exterior layer and the body of the roch The latter^

\

rock

i
we have seen, is composed of common phosphate of lime and some or-

ganic matter; on its surface, where it was exposed to rain and to the
influence of the atmospheric ingredients (especially ammonia), its or*

game matter became slowly decomposed, and ammonia evolved from it.

The ammonia thus produced by tlie organic matter of the rock, as well
as that portion conveyed to it by the atmosphere, necessarily came in

close contact with the common phosphate of lime on the surface of the
rock, and consequently transformed it, according to the above, into the

triphosphate of lime, of which the exterior layer is composed, whilst the

resulting phosphate of ammonia, on the otter hand, was washed away
bj the rain.

It was found upon experiment that, on account of the peculiar state

of aggregation of the particles of the rock, liquid ammonia had to re-

»jam for a long time in contact with it before appreciable quantities of

phosphate of ammonia could be found in solution.
^

(^ If extracts of both parts of the rock in water were treated with

dilute alcohol, that of the body of the rock produced a voluminous, white

precipitate of sulphate of lime, whilst that of the externor layer remamed
clear, though it produced instantly a precipitate with chlond of banum
after liaving been acidulgted with hydrochloric acid. This is a proof

that in the exterior layer the sulphuric' acid is present in the form of sul-

phate of soda, whilst the body of the rock contains it as sulphate of lime,

4. Chemical Analysis and Comparison ef Serpentine Marbles knotm
^nder the name of Verd Antique; by Charles T. Jackson. (Read be-

^re the Boston Society of Natural History, February 20tb, 1856.)—
Having made the original geological surveys of the great masses of ser-
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pentine marbles, wliicli occur in tlie northern part of the State of Ver-

mont, and described such as woiild furnish a marble identical with the

celebrated verd antique of Europe, I have since been requested to insti-

tute a mineralogical and chemical comparison of the European and Ver-

mont varieties.

The results to which I have arrived possess some scientific as well as

ractical interest, for they not only show a curious replacement of car-

anate of magnesia for carbonate of lime, the magnesite being most

abundant in the Vermont marble, while calcite is the predominant spar

in the European variety. It has also been ascertainedj by experiraentt^

made by me some years since, that the Vermont serpentine marble and

that mixture called verd antique, are uncommonly durable, resisting not

only atmospheric agencies, but also the action of acids, and to a remark-

able extent that of fire.

Dr. Hayes, in an interesting report on this marble, has confirmed these

results, and I am happy in being able also to verify his analysis of some

of the magnesite veins, while I also add now some new analyses of other

Tein^ in the Vermont marble, and of the calcite of the European verd

antique. I offer like analyses of the serpentine of the verd antique,

both of Europe and of Vermont, showing their identity of composition,

and also an analysis I made many years since of the softer serpentine of

Lynnfield in this State.

Serpentine consists essentially of hydrous silicate of magnesia and

silicate of the protoxyd of iron, with occasionally a little oxyd of chro-

mium—these oxyds giving the green color to the serpentine. The pres-

ence of water of composition in serpentine materially aflfects its hard-

s, the softer varieties containing the largest proportion of water. In

some varieties I found as much as 15 per cent, while the lowest was 7

per cent. Both the verd antique serpentine of Europe and of Roxbury,

Vermont, contain between 12 and 13 per cent of water. That from

Proctorsville, Vt., contains but Y percent, and of Roxbury 13, while that

from Europe contains 12-5 per cent, and that of Lynnfield 15 per cent

Verd antique marble may be defined to be serpentine mixed with or

containing numerous veins of magneslan carbonate of lime. The rela-

tive proportions of these ingredients may A^ary considerably on account

of the isomorphic, or rather plesiomorphic characters of the two mm-
erals. Carbonate of the protoxyd of iron, in like manner being plesio-

morphic^ with both carbonates of lime and of magnesia, replaces either

of those minerals in all proportions, without changing the angles of the

's more than one degree-

It will be observed on examination of the analyses I have made, that

in the Vermont serpentine the white spar veins are chiefly composed of

magnesite, while there are also veins consisting of magnesian carbonate

of lime and of carbonate of iron. The relative proportions of these

magnesian and ferrous carbonates in the Vermont marble are nearly the

reverse of those in the European variety, while according with the law

of isomorphoug substitution of mineral ingredients.
Owing to the refractory nature of serpentine, and the difficult erosion

of the magnesite, the Vermont verd antique is less liable to decomposi-

tion from atmospheric agencies, and also has the property of resisting
'^
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high temperature, and even the action of minerals and other acids, far

beyond the celebrated verd antique of Italy. When highly polished, it

is a rich and beautiful green marble, veined with ^vhite, and sometimes

I

18 richly mottled with magnesite and dolomite spar. Its polished surface
is not liable to erosion fi-om atmospheric causes, and will offer no hold
for lichens, mosses, or other parasitic vegetation, which so frequently
mar the beauty of our more open grained white monumental marbles,

1st. Chemical analysis of the Avhite veins of European verd antique.

These veins, picked out with grpat cnrc^. to avoid anv mixture of narticles

of serpentine, yielded per cent

Carbonate of lime, - - - 81*00

|r . Carbonate of magnesia, - - - 11'70

Carbonate of iron, - - - 7*30

'
/

... lOO'OO

2d. Chemical analysis of the white \'eins of Roxbury, Vermont, verd
antique marble. These veins were quite common in the slabs examined
hy me. They were picked out with care to avoid any admixture of ser-

pentine. On analysis they yielded

Carbonate of magnesia, ' - -' 80*00

Carbonate of lime, - - - 15-00

Carbonate of iron, - . . 3*50

Silica and loss. - • - - 1'50r

100-00

^
It will be observed that the carbonate of lime, in the European marble,

IS represented by carbonate of magnesia in the Vermont variety, and the

carbonate of magnesia by carbonate of lime, a reversal of these ingredients.

^
3d. Chemical analysis of the magnesite veins in Koxbury, Vt., verd an-

tique.—-These veins are probably like those analyzed by Dr. Hayes. They
yielded per cent-

Magnesia, ... . - 38-88

Gavbonic acid, - - • - 37-12

Protoxyd of iron, - - - 9'00

^ Undecomposed serpentine, " - 15*0^

300-00

.
The protoxyd of iron \\-as originally in combination with carbonic acid

•
m the stone, forming carbonate of iron, an isomorpL with carbonate of

Biagnesla.

4th. Chemical analysis of the dolomite spar veins in Roxbury, Vt

serpentine.—A cleavage crystal, with acglea of 106-15°, was analyzed,

and yielded— . & J
»

Carbonic acid, - • - ^^'^^

. J . - 30-52

'f

18-47
Lime,

Magnesia,

Protoxyd of iron, - - ' 4'25
"•" '

. . - 0-05Silica,

09-79
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In this mineral the carbonic acid is combined with the lime, magnesia

and protoxyd of iron.

5th. Chemical analysis of the serpentine of the v^rd antique of Europe,

—It was picked out clean as possible, reduced to small grains, and washed

with very dilute muriatic acid, to cleanse it from adhering carbonate of

lime. The attack was made by means of carbonate of soda, in the usual

manner of rendering insoluble silicates soluble in acids. The results ob-

tained were

:

42*40

31-20
Silica,

,
-

Magnesia, • - . .

Protoxyd of iron, * - - - • 13-90

Water, -* - -- - - 1250

100-00

The Roxbury, Vermont, serpentine, analyzed in the same manner,

yielded

:

Silica,

Magnesia,

42*60

35-50

Protoxyd of iron and ox. chromium, - 8**30

Carbonate of lime, ., • - - 0'60

Water, . - . . 13'00

100-00
Chemical analysis of serpentine from Lynnfield, Mass.—a light green

and rather soft variety.

Silica, 37*5

41-0Magnesia, - - -

Protoxyd of iron, - • - 2"5

Carbonate of lime, - - - 4-0

Water, - - - - 15-0

990
This variety of serpentine is cnpable of being decomposed by boiling

Bulphuric acid, and was at one time used in the manufacture of sulphate

of magnesia.

It is too soft to be used for ornamental marble, but it withstands heat

perfectly after it has been gradually baked, so as to expel its water of

composition.

It comes nearer to the precious or noble serpentine in composition than

to that of the serpentines of verd antique marble, which are much harder

than noble serpentine,

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. DeCandoUe's Prodromus, vol. xiv. Part I, 1856. pp. 492.-^6
are grateful to M. DeCandolle for having issued this publication without

longer waiting for the large family of Laurinece, still in the hands of

Professor DeVriese. Only w^e beg, that when the concluding part ot

volume thirteen is given us, it may be paged continuously with the pres-

ent part. For the thousands of references that will have to be made to

, it should suffice to cite volume and pa^e, i?Fitn-

7.

%
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6ut having to intercalate an additional numeral for tlie part, as in vol.

xiii ;—where, however, it could not be well helped, except Ly counting
the Solanacece and Plantaginacece as a w^hole volume, which w^ould

have been the better way on every account.

Tlie present issue, which has long been anxiously expected by bota-

nists, comprises the Erigonece (115 species in seven genera) by Mr.
Bentham, and the rest of the Polygonacece by Prof. Meisncr, long the

principal authority for this order; the Mirysticacece^ by M. DeCandolle
himself; the Proteacem^ by Prof. Meisner ; the Penceacece and the Geissolo-

macem^ by M. DeCandolle, the last named order comprising only a single

genus of a single known species. For United States botanists, therefore,

the interest of the volume centers in the Polygonacece^ which from the

great knowledge and talent of the monographers, are doubtless admira-

bly elaborated. To the Erioaonece. which have increased from the three
1 ^ WW

species known to Pursh to 115 here described, considerable additions

may already be made, from recent discoveries in our southwestern re-

gions. A. G.

2. Flora Vectensis : being a Systematic Description of the Phcenoga*^

mous or Flowering Plants and Ferns incUgenotis to the Isle of Wight

;

by the late William Arnold Bromfield, M.D., &c. Edited by Sir

Wm. Jackson Hooker, K.H., &c., and Thomas Bell Salter, M.D.
London: Pamplin, 1856, pp. 6Y8, 8vo. Accompanied by a Botanical

Topographical Map of the Isle of Wight, separately mounted.—The
many American friends of the lamented Dr. Bromfield, who had the

pleasure of personal intercourse with him during his visit to this country
ten years ago, will be glad to know that the great work for which he
had made such extensive preparation, and left unfinished at his prema-
ture death (at Damascus, in 1851), has been edited by most competent
and friendly hands, and, through the devotion of a near surviving' rela-

tive, is at length given to the world. Although it is not all that Dn
Bromfield would have made it had he been spared for its completion

according to his plans, it is still an important contribution to general

botanical science, as w^ell as a model local Flora. Tlie descriptions, so far

as they were written out by Dr. Bromfield, Avere in all cases drawn from

fresh specimens growing on the island ; and the pages abound with crit-

ical annotations. Many of these relate to North American species ob-

served by the author during his travels in tliis country. a. g.

3. Seemann's Botany of the Voyage of the Herald; parts 7 and 8,

published together, comprise the Flora of North Western Mexico
;

i. e.

as represented in the collections made by Lay and Collie in Beechey's

voyage, by Barclay, Hinds, and Sinclair, in the voyage of the Blossom,

under Capt. Belcher, and in the voyage of the Herald by Mr. Scemann

himself; to which are added a few plants collected by Mr. Potts at Chi-

huahua. Mr. Seemann penetrated from Mazatlan to Durango, but at a

late season of the year, unfavorable for botanical collections. In an

Introduction, the author sketches the general features of the country, as

much of it a* he saw, noticing especially the native and the cultivated

vegetable productions. The flora itself here extends to the Polemonla-

cece. The determinations, as . w^ould be expected, concern some of our
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XJnited States plants. Clematis Pitcheri is referred to C. retkjilata

:

the flowering specimens of the two are soiBetime?^ puzzling, but the car-

pels are quite different, C. lasiantha^ Nutt. is identified with C. Peru-

viana^ DeC. ; and C. paucijlora^ Nutt. is suspected to be C. hexasepala^

DeC, NuttalFs Polygala alba is superseded by the post^erior nauae of

P, bicolor^ H. B. K., because " the color of tlie flower varies, being

greenish-white, white, rose-color, and dark-purple;" but for the same

reason the name of bicolor is almost as objectionable. C. asperuloideSj

H. B- K. would be a better name to adopt, if it really belongs here,

which is doubtful. P. Americana is here supposed to include P, grand-

ifora^ "Walt., ovatifolta andpuberulay Gray, and ovalifolia^ DeC, besides

two or three more lilcc it. P, leptocauUs^ Torr. and Gr. is said to be P.

mrticillata ! Rubus Neo-Mexicanus^ Gray, is referred to R. trilobus^

Moc. and Sesse, perhaps Avith reason. The Cactacece are elaborated by

Mr. Scheer, from inadequate materials, chiefly supplied by Mr. Potts of

Chihuahua. A considerable number of new species are characterized;

all of which will have to be collated witli Dr. Engelmann's recent de-

tailed monograph, Philadelphtis Mexicanus^ Schlect, is said to embrace

P, serpi/llifolius, Gray. The Compositce are elaborated by Dr. Schultz

who malces this vast family a special study. He has overlooked the de-

termination of Clavigera deniata^ DeG, (in PI. Wright, 1, p. 83), and

affixed that specific name to a wrong species. Dr. Schultz reduces Pe-

lucia and even Cosmos to Bidens ; and, if formerly inclined to undue

multiplication of genera, now makes, perhaps, more than amends, by not

only acceding to the reduction of Acourtia^ Pumerilia^ &c. to Perezifi

(as proposed by the w-riter), but even referring the whole to Trixis,

which is rather more than we counted on, although perhaps a logical

consequence : also by reducing Chaptalia, Leria, Lieberkuhnia^ Loxodon^

Oxifdon, (kc. to Gerbera / The plates of this fasciculus which belong

to the Mexican flora are three, viz. : two new^ species of ^'-Viscwn^'* both

Phoradendra^ and Galactia marginalis^ Benth., which as figured looks afi

unlike that species as possible.

4. Synopms of the Cactacecs of the United States and Adjacent Regions;

by George Engelmanx, M.D. (From the Proceedings of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. iii), Cambridge, 1856. pp. 5S.—

-

Besides his ample and fully illustrated memoirs on Cactacece^ in one of

the Pacific Railroad Survey Reports, and in the Report of the Mexican

Boundary Commission, still unpublished, Dr. Engehnann Ijas prepared

this general synopsis, giving a connected and systematic view of all oar

species, now so numerous, with full characters of those which he has not

before well described. Altogether, these memoirs constitute a very fuU

and invaluable elaboration of an extremely difiicult, but very interesting

family,—difficult not only from the peculiar obstacles to collecting ana

preserving adequate specimens of these unwieldy and unconifortable

plants, but likewise from the great uncertainty as to what are reliable

characters. Linnjieus knew only one Cactus of our region. Nuttall about

forty years ago added four species, from the Upper Missouri, and, much
later, one from California, Now, Dr. Engelmann enumerates ll7 North

American species, besides some extra-limital ones, holding out, however,

A. G.

>-

"^ jj
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some hopes that, when better kno^vn, thej may have lo be reduced to
not less than 07 species! As to geographical distribution, the author
assigns them to eight separate regions, as follows :

—

(1.) The Atlantic region^ which has only one common indigeneous
species

; and one more from the south has just come to light.

(2.) The Mississippi region^ with one species,

(3J The Missouri region, with five species.

(4.) The Texan region^ with twenty species, fourteen of them peculiar.

(5.) The New Mexican region^ with sixty -six species, forty-six peculiar.

(6.) The Gila regicni^ with thirty-six species, thirty of them peculiar.

(7.) The Californian region^ with six species, five of them peculiar.

(8.) The Northwestern region (North California, Utah, and Oregon),
With one species, and some indications of others.
Tms indefatigable botanist has also nearly completed a monograph of

the ^»orth American species oi Euphorbia ; which however, may not be
published until after his return from Europe, where he is now occupying
himself with various important botanical investigations. a, g.

^ 5.^ The Musci and Hepaticoe of the United States, east of the Missis-
sippi river ; by William S. Sullivant. New York : George P. Put-
i^am <fc Co. 1856. 8vo, with 8 copper-plates.—All who are now in-

terested in the study of our Mosses and Liverworts^ and the many, who,
attracted by such an able guide, will yet enter this pleat^ant domain of
botanical science, owe a large debt of gratitude to the author of this
beautiful volume. Published as a contribution to the second edition of
i>r. Gray's excellent Manual of the Botany of the Northern United
estates, it appears also simultaneously in a separate form. It grew out

V\v
'^^^^**^^^^^^^ ^^ these Cryptogamous Orders, furni.'^hed by tlie same

skultul hand for the first edition of the Manual ; but so numerous and
.^^iportant are the changes made, that it must be regarded as a new
^.<^rk. Its geographical range is judiciously extended to the whole re-

gion lying east of the Mississippi ; a multitude of new and newly dis-

covered species, both from the Northern and Southern States, have been
aaded

; the old genera and soecies have been thoroughly and critically

r^^ised, and brought up full/ to the present Bryological standard ;
but,

J^Dove all, eight tables of copper plates, crowded ^^ith figures in illustra-

jration of the genera, greatly enhance its value. Tliese illustration^

f^om the pencil of Mr. Sullivant himself, are worthy of the ^hcsl
praise, as well for the beauty as the fideiitv of their execution. The en-

pving also is unsurpassed if not unequalled by any work of this kind,

booking at the superb volume before us, we scarcely know which to ad-

»Jire most, the scientific skill and mnrks of labor visible on every page

Jf
the noble generosity which places within the reach of the lovers of

-^losses, such a guide, at a price which must fall far short of covering the

<^xpenses incurred. Of minds and hearts like these the nation has just

reason to be proud. From this point we date a new era in the study of

American Brvology
; and when Prof. Tuckerman does the like for our

^^cMnes, Dr/Curtis for our Fungi, and Prof. Harvey for our Alg(x, the

^"tire field of our lower Crypto<ramia will be fairly open to the adventur-

seeker after knowledge.
SECOND SKKIES, VOL. .XXUI, NO. ST.—JA^., 1»*7.
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6. On the probable Origin of the Organized Beings now living in the

Azores^ Madeira^ and the Canaries ; Ly Oswald Heer, (in a letter to

A. DeCasdolle).^!)! your Geography of Plants you have adopted

the opinion of Edward Forbes, that in the Miocene period tlie European

continent extended to the Azores and Canaries, and supported it by fresh

proofs.* In fact, the predominant European character of these Islands,

which occurs in their insects as well as in their flora, proves that they

were anciently joined to the continent. Nevertheless we must not forget

that, as compared with Europe, these islands are very different from those

of the Mediterranean. They are distinguished in the first place by a

much greater number of pecuhar species,- which constitute a third or a

fifth of the plants; and in the second by some American types, which

make their appearance in all these islands. There are not only certain

American species which might have reached them accidentally by the

agency of the winds and currents, or of man, but American genera which

are represented by peculiar species. I will instance the genera Glethra^

Bystrobogon^ and Cedronclla^ as also the unique pine of the Cananes

{Finns canariensis^ Sm.), which belongs to the American forms with

acicular ternate leaves. The relations of the laurels is very remarkable

in this respect ; they form a great part of the forests of Madeira and the

Canaries, dividing into four species and playing an important part. Two

species ( Oreodaphne foetens and Persea indica) are essentially American

types ; the third {Phoebe Barhusana^ Webb) belongs to a genus which

occurs in India and America; and the fourth [Laurus canariensis^ Webb)
corresponds with the European species. By the possession of these laurel

forests thfe islands of the Atlantic differ greatly from the African conti-

nent, where they are entirely wanting, and approach America rather than

Africa, notwithstanding the proximity of the latter.

These facts obtain great importance by the observation that the flora

of the Atlantic islands has much resemblance to the Tertiary flora of

Europe.

In my * Flora Tertiaria Helvetise,' I have proved that a considerable

number of plants of the Tertiary epoch corresponded with species pecu-

liar to Madeira and the Canaries, in such a manner that there must be a

relation between the two floras. On the other hand, our Tertiary flora

indicates a great resemblance to the flora of the southern United States.

Many perfectly characteristic genera, such as Taxodiiim^ Seqnoia, Liq'^ii'

ambar^ Sabal^ &c., were distributed over the whole of our tertiary coun-

try, and composed partly of species very closely allied to those which now

grow in America ; other genera belong equally to America and Europe

(such as QuercuSj Corglus, Popnlus^ Acer^ <fec.), and occur in the Euro-

pean Tertiary epoch, composed of species corresponding with the Ameri-

can forms.

We find similar cases amongst the terrestrial mollusca and insects,

although this is not so positive as with regard to plants.
These remarkable circumstances are explicable, if we suppose that

during the Tertiary epoch a terrestial formation united the continents ot

Europe and America, and that this surface was extended by some pro-

jection to the Atlantic islands. A glance at the map of the depths ot

* DeCandoIlc, Geographic Botanique rai^onnee, p. 1310.

*.
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the occmn by Maury, shows that the bottom of the Atlantic forms a lon-
gitudinal valley, of which the deepest parts are between the twentieth and
fortieth degrees of north latitude, nearly at an equal distance from Europe
and Africa, but that on the two sides of tbis deep valley there is a vast
marihme plateau, which includes the Atlantic islands, as well as the
whole space between the European continent, Newfoundland, and Acadia,
l^eyondthis space another long valley, but of less, depth, takes its rise, in
a direction from south to northeast between Madeira and the Azores : it
loses Itself close to the coast of Oporto.

If we may attribute any importance to these very general data, we
must admit that during the miocene period the maritime plateau above
indicated was solid ground.

This country, this ancient Atlantis, would have had the same plants as
central miocene Europe^ of which the remains are found in the molasse
of Switzerland in such astonishing profusion, that I shall be able to give
descriptions and figures of about six hundred species in my ' Flora Ter-
tiaria. On the coast of this country the marine shells presented a great
conformity in America and Europe ; and this remarkable phenomenon is

^t 11
^^P^^*^^*^^^' *^at Europe has more httoral than deep-sea species of

•!5i

^^^ ^^^^^ ^" common with America ; which proves that at one
period a band of firm ground must have united these two parts of the
worJd. The Atlantic islands had already risen towards the south coasts
ot this continent at the diluvian period. That this country was at the
Dottom of the sea during the miocene epoch, is shown by the fossil sheila

tl f^''^1? ^^"^*^ ^"^ ^*'' ^"^""^^"* ^^ Madeira and those of the Azores
;
but

l^iat It had emerged at the diluvian period is proved bv the terrestrial
mollusca of Canigal, and the fossil plants of St. Jorge in Madeira.*

ae islands formed at this epoch would have received their vegetation
om the Atlantis in the diluvian period, and consequently at an epoch
en this continent had entered upon a new phase of development. If

. - ^ ...^ ^.^.„v.^.^ w. >,..- explanation .. . .

isting flora of these islands. We there find the remains of the flora of
fle ancient Atlantis, and in consequence many tA^pes of the Tertiary flora
^e_ retained there whilst they have disappeared in Europe. These re-

mains, ^yith a certain number of other species, form the peculiar plants
W these isles, corresponding in part with the American species because
y»ey have issued from the° same centre of formation. But it is with
^urope that these islands have the most species in common, probably

T'^^V'^^^''
^^°^«ct>on >^tli this continent lasted longer.

At the diluvian period the flora of central Europe was displaced by
great changes of climate (extension of glaciers, &c.) ; and as by the de-
pression of the Atlantis the connection with America was destroyed, the
ew European vegetation could not extend on that side, but only towards
oe east. It is thus that the characters of the new vegetation would be
xpiained, particularly that of the lower countries, whilst the Alps and
e north have undergone less change. This also is the reason of the

18

ndergone less change

SeeHeer, "Uebcrdie fossilen Pflanzen voa San Jorge in Madeira." Zurich,
ao.
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great analogies whicli occur between the nortli of Europe, Asia, and

America. I arrive therefore at the same couclusiou with yourself as

regards these latter countries, namelr, that the alpine vegetation is cer-

tainly the most ancient in our country, and that suhsequently when the

climate became warmer, after the glacial epoch, it rose from the low

countries to the mountains and Alps.

—

Ann. Mag. Nat Hist, Aug. 1856,

p. \BZ^ from Bihliotheqve Univ. de Geneve^ April^ 1856, jt>. 327.

7. On the Riiminant Quadrupeds and the Ahoriginal Cattle of Brit-

ain ; by Professor Owen, F. R. S., (Proc. Roy. Inst. Great Britain, May,

1856.)—The speater introduced the subject of the Ruminant order of

quadrupeds, and the source of our domesticated species, by some general

remarks upon the classification of the class Mammalia^ and on the char-

acters of the great natural group defined by Ray and Linnaeus as the Tin-

giilata^ or hoofed mammalia-
These are divisible into two natural and parallel orders, having respect-

ively the Anoplotherium and Palceotherium as their types, which genera

as far as geological researches have yet extended, were the first, or among

the earliest, representatives of the Ungulata on this planet.

The brilliant researches by Baron Cuvier, the founder of palseontologi-

cal science and the reconstructor of those primeval hoofed animals, from

fragmentar}^ fossil remains in the gypsum quarries at Montmartre, were

alluded to.

' Diagrams of the entire slceletons of the Anoplotherium and Palceothe-

rium were referred to, in illustration of their dental and osteological pe-

culiarities.

The Anoplotherium^ with the typical dentition of

. . 3-3 . 1-1 4^4 , 3-3 ,,
incisors -—— , canines -—

-, premolars , molars =44,3—3 1 — 1 4— 4 3— 3

had all its teeth of the same length, and in a continuous unbroken series:

this character is peculiar to man in the existing creation. The Palceoike-

rinm^ with the same dental formula as the Anoplotherium^ had the canines

longer than the other teeth, and developed into sharp-pointed weapons;

necessitating a break in the dental series to receive their summits in clos-

ing the mouth.
The anoplotherium had 19 vertebrae between the neck and sacrum, viz.,

13 dorsal, and 6 lumbar. The palseotherium had 16 dorsal, and 7 \^^'

bar vertebrae.

The anoplotherium had a femur with 2 trochanters, and the fore-patt

of the ankle-bone, called " astragalus," divided in 2 equal facets. Its

hoofs formed a symmetrical pair on each foot, Cuvier has very justly in-

ferred that its stomach must have been complex, and probably, in some

respects, like that of the camel or peccari. The palseotherium had a femur

with 3 trochanters, an astragalus with its fore-part unequally divided, and
hoofs, 3 in number on each foot. It most probably had a simple stomach,
like that of the tapir and rhinoceros, which, amonfjst existing animals,

most nearly resemble that extinct primitive hoofed quadruped, with toes

in uneven number.
Every species of ungulate mammal with an uneven number of hoofr

or toes, that has 1>een introdnced into this planet since the Eocene Tertiary
\

1

L
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pemd, whether it have 1 hoof on each foot, as in the horse, 3 as in the
rhinoceros, or 5 as in the elephant, resembles the ])aL^otheriimi ift having-
Baore than 19 dorso-lumbar vertebrse, wliich vertebrae also differ in num-
ber in different genera; 22, e. g. in the rhinoceros, 23 in the mastodon.
2< in the hyrax. The typical pachyderms, with an odd number of hooft,
have* also 3 trochanters on the femur, the fore-part of the astragalus une-
qually divided, and the pattern of the grinding surface of the molar teeth
unsym metrical, and usually crossed by oblique enamel ridges. All the
existing odd-toed or perissodactyle mammals have a simple stomach, and
a vast and complex caecum ; the horned species have either a single horn,
or two odd horns, one behind the other on the middle line of the head,
as e, g.^ in the one-horned and t^vo-horned rhinoceroses.

Every species of ungulate animal with hoofs in even number, whether
2 on each foot, as in the mraffe and camel, or 4 on each foot, as in tho
nippopotamus, resembles the anoplotherium in having 19 dorso-lumbar
vertebra}, neither more nor less ; in having 2 trochanters on the femur, in

having the fore-part of the astragalus equally divided, and in having the
pattern of the grinding surface of the molar teeth more or less symmet-
rical. The horned species have the horns in 1 pair, or 2 pairs. AH have
the stomach more or less complex, and the coecum small and simple. In
the hog the gastric complexity is least displayed ; but in the peccari the
stomach has 3 compartments ; and in the hippopot^imus it is still more
complex. But the most complex and peculiar form of stomach is that-

^vhieh enables the animal to "chew the cud," or submit the aliment to a
second mastication, characteristic of the large group of even-hoofed Un-
anlata^ called '^ Ruminantiar

These timid quadrupeds have many natural enemies ; and if they had
b'ien compelled to submit each raouthtul of grass to the full extent of mas-
tication which its digestion requires, before "^it was swallowed, the grazing
nmunant would have been exposed a long time in the open prairie or sa-

vannah, before it had filled its stomach." Its chances of escaping a car-

nivorous enemy would have been in a like degree diminished- But by
the peculiar structure of the ruminating stomach, the grass can be swal-

lowed as quickly as it is cropped, and be stowed away in a large accessoryopped
receptacle, called the "i-umen," or first cavity of the stomach ;

and this

f
[^?5ng filled, the ruminant can retreat to the covert, and lie down in a

^^^^^^<^i«g-place to remasticate its food at leisure.

The modifications of the dentition, esophagus, and stomach, by which
ttie digestion in the Ruminantia is carried out, were described and illus-

trated by diagrams.
The speaker next treated of the various kinds of horns and antlers;

the manner of growth, shedding, renewal, and annual modifications of
the deciduous horns, the peculiaVities (^f the persistent horns, the mechan-
jsm of the cloven foot; and the provision for maintaining the hoofs ma
Wealthy condition, were pointed out.

Ihe following were the chief varieties of the ruminating stomach. In
the small musk-deer (Traqulus), there are three cavities, with a small in-

tercommunication canal between the second and last cavity; the *'paUe-

Jjum" or third cavity, in the normal ruminating stomach, being absent.

Ahi3 cavity is likewise absent in the camehtribe, which have the cells of
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the second cavity greatly enlarged, and have also accessory gron}7S of

similar cells developed from the rumen, or first cavity. These cells can

contain several gallons of water. The relation of this modification, and

of the hump or humps on the back, to the peculiar geographical position

of the camel-tribe, was pointed out.

The modifications of the ruminating stomach, the discovery of rudi-

mentary teeth in the embryo Rumvnantia^ -which teeth (upper incisors

and canines) have been supposed to characterize the pachyderms; the

occurrence of another alleged pachydermal character, viz., the divided

metacarpus and metatarsus in the foetus or young of all ruminants, and

its persistence in the existing Mosckus aquaticus^ and in a fossil species of

antelope; the absence of cotyledons in the chorion of the camel-tribe,

"N^-ith the retention of some incisors as well as canines in the upper jaw of

that tribe ; the ascertained amount of \nsceral and osteologlcal conformity

of the supposed circumscribed order Rnminantla^ with the other artio-

dactyle (even-toed) Ungulata ; above all, the number of lost lints in that

interesting chain which have now been Restored from the ruins of former

habitable surfaces of the earth—ail these and other similar facts have

concurred in establishing different views of the nature and value of the

ruminant order from those entertained by Cuvier, and the majority of

systematic naturalists up to 1840. Thus instead of viewing the Anoplo-

tkerium as a pachyderm, the speater, having regard to the small size of

its upper incisors and canines, to the retention of the individuality of its

two chief metacarj^al and metatarsal bones, and to the non-developmeut

of horns at any period of life, would regard it rather as resembling an

overgrown embryo-ruminant—of a ruminant in which growth had pro-

ceeded with arrest of development. The ordinal characters of the ano-

plotherium are those of the Artiodactyla, On the other hand, instead

of viewing the horse as being next of kin to the camel, or as mating the

transition from the pachyderms to the ruminants, the speaker had been

led by considerations of its third trochanter, its astragulus, its simple

stomach, and enormous sacculated caecum, the palseotherian type of the

grinding surface of the molars, and the excessive number of the dorso-

lumbar vertebrae, to the conviction of the essential affinities of the JSquidce

with other perissodactyles (odd-toed hoofed beasts).

The primitive types of both odd-toed and even-toed ungulates occur

in the eocene tertiary deposits : the earliest forms of the ruminant modi-

fication of the Artiodactyla appear in the miocene strata. The fossil re-

mains of the aboriginal cattle of Britain have been found in the newer

pliocene strata, in drift gravels, in brick-earth deposits, and in bone caves.

Two of these ancient cattle (Bovidce) were of gigantic size, with immense
horns; one was a ,true bison (Bison priscus), the other a true ox {Bos

primigenius)
; contemporary with these was a smaller species of short-

horned ox [Bos longifrons), and a buffalo, apparently identical in species

with the Arctic musk-buffalo [Biibalus^ or Ovibos moschatus).
The small ox {Bos longifrons), is that which the aboriginal natives of

Britain would be most likelv to succeed in taming. They possessed do-

mesticated cattle {pecora) when Cc-esar invaded Britain. The cattle of

the mountain fastnesses to which the Celtic population retreated before

the Romans, viz., the Welsh "runt" and Highland "kyloe," most resem-

\
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longifi

longIf1 Prof.

primiffeniuSj as the source of part of our domestic cattle.
.

From the analogy of colonists of the present day he proceeded to ar-

gue that the Romans would import their own tamed cattle to their colo-

nial settlements in Britain. The domesticated cattle of the Romans/
Greeks, and Egyptians bore the nearest affinity to the Brahminy variety

of cattle in India. As the domestic cattle imported by the Spaniards
into South America have, in many localities, reverted to a "vvild state, so

the speaker believed that the half-wild races of white cattle in Chilling-

ham Park, and a few other preserves in Britain, were descended from in-

troduced domesticated cattle. The size of the dew-lap, and an occasional

rudiment of the hump in these white cattle, as well as the approximation
to the light grey color characteristic of the Brahminy race, seemed to

point to their primitive oriental source. But the speaker could not re-

gard the pure white color as natural to a primitive wild stock of oxen.

It is now maintained by careful destruction of all piebald calves that are

produced by the so-preserved half-wild breeds.
If the blood of any of the aboriginal cattle, contemporary with the

mammoth and hairy rhinoceros, still flowed in the veins of any of our

domesticated races, he thought it would be that of the Bos longifrons

transmitted through the short-horned or hornless varieties of the oxen of

the mountains of Wales and Scotland..
In conclusion the speaker referred to the subjoined table of the classi-

fication of recent and extinct hoofed quadrupeds, as indicative of the

progressive extinction of those forms of Ungulata least likely to be of use
to man, and of the substitution of the ruminant forms, which from the

digestion of their food, elaborate from it the most sapid and nu-

tritious- kinds of flesh.

UXGULATA.

Typica.

ARTIODACTYLA.*

Anoplotherium.

ChaHcotherium.

Dichobune.

Cainotherium.

Poebrotherium.

^iphodon.
Moschus.\

Antilope.

2ios.

Cervus.

Oani€lo2>ardalis.

Camelus.

Auchenia.

Merycotherium.

Merycopotamus.
Hippopotamus,

Dichodon,
Hyracotherium.

Hyopotamus.
Anthracotherium*

Hippohyus.

Choeropotamus.

Dicotyles.

Phacochoerus.

Sits,

PKRiSSODACTYLA.f

Palseotherium.

Paloplotherium.

Lophiodon.

Coryphodon.

Tajnriis^X

Macrauchenia.

Hippotherium.

Equus,
Elasmotherium.

Hijrax.

Rhinoceros,

Acerotherium.

* Apt 10^^ par ; hdxtv^o^, dir/iius.

t lhpf.aaobdxrv%os, qui dlffitos habet hnpares nmnero.

X Only those genera printed in itaUa now exist
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'Aherrantia.

foXODONTiA, STTIEN'IA.

Toxodon. Manatus.

Nesodoii. HaUcore.

Rytina.
PROBosciDiA. I llalitherium,

Mephas. Prorastomus

Mastodon.

Dinotlierium.

TV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. t

1. Notice of ike Scientijic Results of the Expedition to the N'oriJi Pa-

cific Ocean, under the command of Com, John Rodgers ; by W. SnMPSoy.

(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Washington, Dec. 1, 185G.)

Prof. Dana : Dear Sir—Our Expedition having returned, thinking you

would be interested in some account of the zoological resultj^, I transmit

herewith a general view taken from the catalogues, whicb will give you

some idea of the character and extent of what has been done. As the

Expedition had for its object marine explorations and surveys only, no

opportunity was afforded for inland research ; so that fishes and inverte-

brates—the chief inhabitants of the sea—form the mass of the collections.

The principal object kept in view lias been, when on coasts little known

zoologically, tlie numerical accumulation of species. TJiis course was not

only indicated by the iniportance of adding to our very imperfect kiiowl-

edge of the geographical distribution of animals in those seas, but was,

iso to speak, necessitated by the shortness of our stay at the different

points visited. Minute anatomical examinations are always made with

difficulty on board ship, beside requiring much time; and if these b^

carried on during the few^ days spent in harbor, the collection of speci-

mens and the investigation of the general character of the fauna of the

district must be neglected ; in other words, for tjie sake of complete ex-

aminations of tw^o or three species, opportunity is lost for gathering and

briefly noticing a large number of forms, many of which may prov6 to

be of the greatest interest to science.

The course pursued lias been this. At eacb place visited, daily excur-

sions were made to such distances as wci^e necessary for the collection of

as large a number of species as could be examined and preserved during

the remainder of the day. As soon as the proper amount of materials

was secured, they were immediately brought on board ship alid spf^ad

out for examination. The soft animals were attended to first, together

with those whose structure will not allow of preservation in alcohol (as

ifudihranchiates, Flanari(e, etc.) These, if new species, w^ere drawn and

described in full upon the spot, whatever expense of time might be ne-

cessary, as no other means exists of preserving their forms and colors-

Then the colors of those animals (as the fishes, crabs, and ecbinoderms)

whose for77is are easily preserved, are rapidly noted and the specimens

killed and placed iu their proper receptacles. In the mean time such

animals as expand their tentacula, branchiie, or other parts under favora-

ble circumstances (as polyps, holothurians^ bl\alve mollusks, etc.), b^^®
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been lying quietly in the vases of sea-water allotted to each, and glanced
at from time to time, that they niight be drawn at the favorable moment,
the animals of the rarer shells were treated in this latter manner, many

P remaining undisturbed for hours before they would show themselves to
the ^anxiously w^atching Malacologist, and then timidly withdrawing at
the least alarm.

The endeavor has always been made to secure full notes of all such
external phenomena as pertain to the living animal, and such as cannot
be observed in preserved species. Thus notes of greater or less extent,
from a full description and colored drawing down to simple statements of
locality, habits, and station, have been made upon over 3000 species.

^ By far the greater part of the animals observed during the expedition
have been invertebrates. At the present day liew forms of mammals and
birds are rare, and only to be sought for in the interior of continents,
or of the larger and less known islands, as' those of Japan. As the
objects of the expedition did not include land-travelling to any extent,
only such kinds of the larger animals 'were secured as could be ob-
tained in short excui-sions from the ship. Tn Japan, a considerable A-a-

nety might doubtless have been collected, did not the laws of that coun-
try, and a stipulation in our treaty, expressly forbid " the shooting of
birds and animals." Perhaps the most interesting species are those col-

lected on the shores of Behring's Straits.

-About nine^ty species of reptiles were brought home, one-third of which
TN'rl! probably pi-ove new to science. Fishes we had always good oppor-
tunities of procuring, and specimens of more than five hundred species
Were collected, a large proportion of which are those smaller forms which
have not yet been studied. Of the larger kinds there are several curious
species not yet to be found in any of our collections.
As before said it was not to be hoped that any great number of novel

torms of Vertebrata would occur, as these have naturaily occupied the

Fimary attention of former collectors; while many of the ports visited
by the expedition have been long inhabited by Europeans, and repeatedly
searched. With the Invertebrata the case is ditlerent. These are chiefly

inhabitants of the sea, or of such places on land or freshwater as to elude

^
all observation except such as is expressly directed to their search. In

r many their very minuteness enables them to escape notice. A large pro-

portion live in the depths of the ocean, and can only bo brought to light

by dredging, Avhich, in the Pacific has as yet been carried on to little ex-

nt. Tf ;. »+ _ , .1 , ,1 • •_ xi- . ^^l.:i ;.i ,,'l.;r»K tliA mncf. siir-
is at once apparent that this is the field in which the most suc-

?anings are to be made at the present day, and to tliis chief

tent. It

cessful <r\o

attention was directed.
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Generalizations, including tliose upon geograpHcal distribution, for

which a large amount of materials has been accumulated, cannot of

course no^* be made or presented here, and "will properly be considered

and compared with former deductions after the new species have been

worked up, and their bearing upon the various groups and subdivisions

established.

The whole number of species collected, in all departments, is about

5300. The number of specimens may be stated approximately as 12,000.

The species are distributed among the various groups as follows

:

Mammalia, .

Birds,

Reptiles,

Fishes, .

Insects, .

Crustacea,

Annelides, .

Turbellaria,

'Cephalopoda,

31 Nated Gasteropoda,
1*75 Testacea, .

90 Tunicata,

550 Bryozoa, .

400 Holothuridse,

980 Echinidse, •

220 Stelleridse, .

96 Polypi,

20 Medusae,

180
19*70

40

50
70

66

150
90

30

'/

remarkable

2. On the Meteor of July Stk ; by Prof. K K. Davis, of Howard

College, Marion, Alabama.—All the notices of this meteor I have seen

omit the mention of what appears to me the most remarkable phenome-

non connected with it. The meteor itself I did not see, bilt on the after-

noon of the above date, as nearly as I can remember, about 4 o'clock (I

did not note the time) a friend called me out into the middle of the street

stating that he had just seen a brilliant meteor and pointed to the place

over the house tops. On looking I saw a dense white cloud, which he

stated had been left by the meteor, about 1*^ in width and 8° in length, nearly

perpendicular to the horizon, and having its lower extremity elevated

^bout 25°, Its bearing was west of nortbwest, I should judge farther west

than the writer in the Journal makes it. This appearance struck me as

and I watched it with great interest. The air being clear, its

great apparent density, its sharpness of outline and its considerable eleva-

tion, deceived me at the first glance respecting its distance, and my first

impulse was to mount a horse and gallop to the spot indicated by its

direction ; but on changing my position purposely to ascertain, I found

that it had no sensible parallax which undeceived me. By information

since received, I find it must have fallen somewhere in Mississippi, at least

150 miles from this place. Of course no sound was beard here, Th^

fumes were intensely white and dense, reminding me strongly of the fumes

of chlorid formed when powdered antimony is projected into a jar of chlo-

rine. The cloud gradually took a zigzag form and the aerial currents

tben slowly dispersed it, though it retained its dense appearance after it

Kad spread considerably. I have never seen a notice of a similar fact,

and the question arose in my mind—may not the luminous trail left by

nocturnal meteors, which all close observers will grant is not always the

impression retained by the retina, be due to the momentary phosphores-

cence of similar fumes ? I say ' fumes' because I suppose the cloud to be

a product of combustion in the mr ; but what this product may be, froni

its appearance alone I should be at loss to determine.
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3. Credit to whom credit is due; extract from an Address before the
American lustitute, New York City, by Prof. A, D, Bachic.—I wisb I
could so speak for the Continent, and especially for France. Since the
wane of that great hght of the French Academy, Arago, American sci-

entists have had much to complain of. Since its final earthly eclipse they
nave more.

. The official publications of the doings of our real men of
science are either overlooked entirely, disregarded, or named io be treated
with disrespect. This, too, from those who once professed to be amongst
the most devoted of the admirers of Arago, and under his lead, to culti-

vate friendships which might almost be termed senlimenial, with our
savants. "Write to me," said one of these distinguished men to one of
our friends, " at the equinoxes and I will answer at the solstices." I wrote
said the American at the equinoxes, hut the solstices have never come.
True there are cases of exception which according to the law maxim
prove the rule. Not to indulge in generalities, I state, after full exami-
nation, that the methods advanced by Le Verrier, a man who of many,
has no need to slight the claims of others, for determining differences

of longitude by the telegraph, are but the reproduction of those used in

the Coast Survey of the United States for now these eight years, the fruits

o! the labors and studies of Walker and Loomis, Gould and others.

Neither the method coincidences which he lauds, nor that of signalizing
the transit of stars, which he considers of the highest merit, are new^ but
have been practiced for years, and every few months have been published
over and over in official reports, in the proceedings of recognized scientific

bodies, and constitute in part, what may properly be called the American
^ethod of telegraphic longitudes. The Astronomer Royal of Great Brit-

^^n, m a far different spirit, has given to the automatic register of astro-

nomical observations by the galvanic circuit, the title which generously
I'ecognizes our claims, and assigns the origin to the United States^—in
the title of American method of observation.

^
A lesser light too, of the old world, Wychmann, of Konigsberg, has

just published an article on the difference of longitude by telegraph, stim-

ulated by that of Le Verrier, and containmg an outline of his mode of

proceeding, which might almost serve as a history of the olden time

tnethods of the coast survey.
Better things than this were to be expected from a German physicist.

-'Jey of all Europeans have, in former days, been sore under the infliction

of the egotism or neglect of the French physicists, and I remember well

the unction with which the story was told me by one of these men who
J-ead all languages, that when Becquerel was reproached with his neglect

of German electricians in his work on electricity, he exclaimed with a

Jionchalauce considered typical of the Academy, " Must one know all

languages to write a book ?"
, ^

4. Geographkal I>{scoveri€S in Africa; hjT^ey*^r,Uyi^GH7o^,{L^^^
i^r dated "River of the Bashukulompo, near its confluence with the Zam-
^esi, latitude 15** 47', longitude 28° 50' east, 20th December, 1855.)

Jong. Jour., Sept 26, 'l 856.—A little leisure obtained, together with a

bountiful supply of pork for my party, enables me to commence an epis-

tle to my Yankee brother. We number 115 in all, so you may wonder

'whether we have a Cincinnati in intertropical Africa. We got a hippo-

\

n
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potauius last night, and some elepliants appearing tliis morning, the men
ran off, and soon killed a fine covr witli their spears. The flesh of the

river horse is very like pork, and much esteemed in the colony as snch.

My men are now all cutting it up into long strips for drying, roasting it,

and toilino: it, and launfliinfr-. I am sittino- on some grass in the midst of

ranges of beautiful tree-covered hills, and after this introduction -will pro-

ceed as follows.
'

We came do\Yn the nver from Sesheki convoyed by Sekeletn and prin-

cipal men, with about 200 followers. About ten miles below the conflu-

ence of the Chobe, the rapids began, which compelled us to leave the

* canoes, and marcli along the bank on foot. Twenty miles brought us to

the island of Sekote or Kalai. As it was necessarj' to turn off to the

northeast from this point, in order to avoid Tsetse, I took a canoe and

went about eight miles f^lrther down to see the Falls of Mosioatunya.

"When five or six miles distant, we saw five cohimns of smoke ascending

apparently to the clouds. Taking a little light canoe, Avhen about a mile

above the spot, and men well acquainted with the rapids, we went to an

island situated about the middle of the ledge over which the Zambesi

rolls, and then crawling to the edge, peered over iuto the w^onderful abyss

which constitutes Mosioatunya (smoke sounds).
" There is always something new from Africa," said Scipio, or some-

body as wise. Yon may see your big Niagara, but you cannot see a

river leaping into a straight jacket. Imagine the Thames filled with low

tree-covered hills, 300 feet high from the tunnel down to Gravesend, and

its bottom formed of basalt instead of mud. Then fancy farther, a rent

made in the bed from bank to bank, down through the roof of the tun-

nel, and the pathway to be about 100 feet below instead of what it is,

the lips of the fissure being from 50 to 100 feet apart, and the whole

mass of water flowing southerly, leaj^ing down into this, and suddenly

conipressed from a thousand yards into fifteen or twenty, then compelled

to flow from east to west, or from the right to the left bank, there turning

a corner, it resumes in the fissure prolonged in that direction, its south-

erly course. The fissure in passing through the hills for about thirty

miles, becomes much deeper, probably 300 feet. Then the river opens

out again, and our goodly Zambesi flows placidly away to the northesist.

In looking down into the fissure on the right, one sees nothing but a

dense white cloud with two rainbows on it. It was near midday when
we visited it, and the southern declination of the sun nearly equal to the

latitude. An amount of vapor rushes up which I never saw equalled

anywhere else. Rising about 300 feet it becomes black, and descends in

a smart shower, which soon wet us to the skin. In the distance it re-

sembles African grass burning. We have no idea of the depth of the

fissure on the right side. On the left a large piece has fiillen in, and that

seems about 100 feet from the lip over which we are looking. The lip

over which the water flows has its edge worn about three feet down at

the three portions into which the water divides itself at low water.
At this time the fiiUs are about 600 yards broad. There are two

smaller ones, hence the five columns of vapor. This lip may be said to

be serrated on the edge, several large pieces having lallen'in, and it i9

from 50 to 100 feet distant from the opposite one, which has a cleau

-^n
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sharp edge; both are quite perpendicular. The opposite lip is orna-
mented Avith a large straight hedge of evergreen trees, whose leaves are
constantly wet by the perpetual shower. Little streams i-un down from
the hedge into the gulf, but never reach the bottom ; the ascendiiig mass
of vapor blows them all aloft ai^ain.

In former times, the three principal falls were places of Avorship for

three chiefs who lived in the neighborhood. I suppose they thouglit the
feelings of awe Avhich the scene inspires were appropriate in pi'aying to
the Barlnjo (gods, or departed spirits). The never ceasing roar might
convey an idea of the flood gushing forth from beneath the footstool of
the Eternal, and the bright rainbows immovable on the fearful turmoil

^ beloAv, that of Deity presiding over all unstable things, Himself alone un-

changeable. But they never knew him as avc do, a God of benevolence
and love. They Avere a bloody, imperious cre\A\ In all their viHages are

seen numerous human heads mounted on poles. I counted bctAvcen fifty

and sixty so exhibited in one villaire. On asking the son of the head mnn,
"Who had killed the owners, w^hat had been his father's motive, he reph'ed,

"to show strangers his fierceness." But many of these were mere boys,

and he Avas not ashamed to own it. They had been returning, half fam-
ished, from an unsuccessful expedition against Sebituane, and this was
the hospitality they met with.

I returned next day Avith Sekeletu on a little speculation of my own,
i The island on Avhich we stood in the middle of the falls, is covered with
^ trees which are nourished by occasional puffs of the Avind carrying a gen-

tle shower from the columns over the island. I have often pUmted fruit

tree stones, but the climate, though much more humid than the south, ia

, troubled with intermittent droughts, wdnch destroy tender plants. I al-

^'ays lost my plants by my friends forgetting to supply moisture. Seeing
It clear, therefore, that Mo'sioatunya would not forget to throw up vapor,
iior the winds to bloAV, I made a little nursery for peaches, apricots and
cofFee, at a part of the island which T think Avill get about a proper quan-

^ tity of the condensed vapor. The only enemy I have to fear is the hip-

popotamus, of which Ave saAv footprints on the island. But a Makololo

^remised to make a hedge, and if the brutes don't break it, I hare great

^

opes of Mosioatunya's abilities as a nurseryman. When the river j-iscd

^ four or five feet the island is totally unapproachable by man, atid there

]s a continuous fall of a thousand yards. I am, however, a miserable

judge of distances on Avater. I showed a naval officer a space in the hay
of Loanda which I thouo-ht of the same breadth as the Zambesi, and
called 500 yards. He replied, " that is 900 yards ;" and yesterday, I put

down the river Bamuki at a broader part than the ford, as 200 yards, but

having to wade two-thirds of it, I found the whole to be 300 yards. I

helieve no one will, in future years, say I have overstated the size of parts

described.
J

^ ^

In coming through the country of the Balonda, we passed a little lake

called Dilolo. There is a river connected with it called Lotembua, which
has the singular fortune of running two ways at once. The upper or

liorthern portion of it floAvs northwelt into the Casai; the lower or south-

ern half runs into the Seeba, which again flows into the Zambesi. As
the Casai is the m.ain branch of the Con^o or Zaire, the Lotembua pours
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some of its waters into the sea on tlie west coast, and some into the same

receptacle on the east coast, or to write more magniloquently, Lotembua

divides its waters between the Atlantic and Indian oceans.

The real form of the continent is not, as was imagined, an elevated

table land, with high mountains—^African Cordilleras—running from

north to south, but a hollow basin with an elevated ridge, distant in both

cases, about 300 miles from the coast This is clearly evident from all

the sources of the Casai flowing from the western ridge towards the cen-

tre of the continent. The feeders of the Zambesi on the west, as Loete,

Simah and Chobe, flow in this direction into the Zambesi or Leambye,

an4^all the feeders of the Leambye on the eastern side, as the Loapola,

River of Babisa, &c., flow westwards, or towards the centre of the basin. *1

Casai and Leambye run north and south respectively^ till they find open-

ings in the ridges, one by fissure (see Tuckey) and the other by Mosioa-

tunya (see above). Lotembua is about the highest point in the basm,

hence it runs both ways. The courses of all the extra basin rivers, as

Couza, &c., are necessarily short. Now take care to imbibe the real idea

I mean to convey, for I have more than the philosophy of the thing m
view. The middle of the continent is without doubt a basin, but only

with respect to the longitudinal ridges named, and not as regards the

level of the sea.

Lake Ngarai is the lowest spot in it I have visited. Water boils there

at 206i^°, (this is from memory,) and it therefore is a little more than

2,000 feet ; Linyanti, 205^'', Lotembu, the highest part, 203'', the top of

the ridges on both sides, 202^. Not having a table by me, I can only

conjecture, from recollection, that this indicates between 3,000 and 4,000

feet above the level of the sea. When we came to the high land over-

looking the Quango and Cassenge, I thought we had been traveling on

elevated table land ; but we were just on the ridge (202°) and the oppo-

site side, which, in ascending, seems higher, is actually much lower (206 )•

The denudation has been more vigorously executed below it than below

the eastern ascent. |
In relying on the boiling point of water, I am quite aware it is not a

very precise way of measuring altitudes, still, no one will despise the re-

sults, when corroborated by the general courses of the rivers, and the

general direction of the ranges of hills north-northwest and south-south-

east. Such, too, is the strike of the strata, and the dip is toward the

centre of the continent. These rocks are of the series which form tne

bottom of the oldest silurian, sometimes of sandstone, with banks of shin-

gle, and not a trace of vegetable existence ; others of mud, now schist,

but nothing impressed on it but the ripple mark of the hot primeval

ocean ; and at other times of sandstone schist, containing impressions of

Algse, and other of the lowest forms of vegetable existence. Pieces of

the last have often been brought up by eruptive rocks, which have pa^

tially elevated and filled portions of the basm. Without dosing you ad

nauseam with geology, for the pursuit of which science I have my^i^

Iways had more inclination than leisure, I may add that before the fis-

sure of Mosioatunya was made, there was a vast lake west of it, wbica

included Lake Ngami, Libele, Linyanti, Arc. &c., in its bosom. The Zam-

besi then flowed m a bed on the left of the fissure, and in which a smal^
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stream called Lekono now flows, but it runs away back and joins the
river above the falls. The beginniDg of the ancient bed is on the same
level as Linyanti. Leaving it, and going northeastward, we come to an-
other called Ungnesa, which also turns backward and joins the river

above the rapids. On the centre of the ridge runs the Kalomu—scarcely

more than mountain' torrents all of them—but it flows south and joins
the Zambesi below the falls. Then the Mozuma, which is the first siiow-
iug inclination eastward. The boiling point of water corresponds to 202**

on the Kalomo, This ridge is perfectly salubrious, and so is that on the
west. There are no marshes on it. The grass is short, and well suited
for pasturage.

It once contained a very large population, as the ruins of towns every-

where testify, and is well adapted for raising native produce. It has
again and again been overrun by fire and sword. The people are hum-
bled by these calamities, and after the first suspicions were over, received
us joyfully as harbingers of peace. " Give us sleep,'' said they, " that we
may repose without dreaming of men pursuing ua with spear in hand."
They are very degraded, dress inpuris naturalibus^ and make ope think
that man is the most inelegant animal alive. I asked an old man with
as much civility as I could muster—for it is as useful among savages as

among savans—if he had never thought of a slight departure from his

original costume, a fig leaf, for instance, though he might not approve of

"going into bags," (they call our dress so). He looked at me with that

^ sort of leer which the so-called freethinkers adopt when pitying our weak-
ness for believing that the Bible is verily God^s message to man, and an-
swered with a smile, " he was not troubled with my weak prejudices

!"

[
The Makalolo once lived on the ridge, and I remember that on asking

Bebituane if his country were all as unhealthy as Linyanti, he referred

^

me to this, and told me he was forced to leave it by the Matibale. It

has all the appearance of salubrity, open, undulating downs, with but

J

few trees except on the hills, which are always covered with them. Both

^
eastern and western ridges have the same character, indeed, many of the

trees are identical with those on the slopes down from Cassenge ; and so

are the plants and rocks—mica slate glancing in the sun like burnished

gold. They extend a long way north.

^
Examination of the fissure which drained such a vast extent of the ba^

sin, shows it is of no great antiquity. There are indications that the

force acted also at the falls of Gonge, and drained the Borotse valley;

the Roovooma, Simpopo, and other eastern rivers, were hberated m the

same way, and so were the Orange and Congo. Besides banks of shells

on both coasts, showing recent elevation, there are other indications m
tbe failure of nearly all streams and fountains within the ridge whose

course was to it or westwards, and if this is the geological process now
going on—a draining process on a rast scale—It is, perhaps, not too spec-

nlative to think it tends to a healthy millennium for Africa. * * *
We have a very nice bean in this country called earth nut. Some

^ere taken out at our second visit to the Lake, and Mr. Moffatt, Jr., sent

a few to Natal They are now an article of export thence. It requires

only four months from planting to maturity, and as it yields beneath
tbe soil, I think it might be acclimatized in the United States. It yieldt

r
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the sweet oil of commerce by being pounded and thrown into boihng

Avater, When roasted, and when not quite ripe, it far exceeds ahnonds

or walnuts,
' We hope to reach the coast in a month or two. It is an entirely new

path ; no European ever crossed the continent before. Arabs, however,

have done it frequently, and it was accomplished by two native Portu-

guese. This fact was deemed of so much importance, it was noticed in

the history of x\ngola. There never was any chain of stations across the

continent, as mentioned by some Portuguese. Pereira's journey to Ca-

zembe is "known ; he was heard of only here. Indeed the use they apply

the ivory to shows they had none. The chiefs grave at Kalai had sev-

enty large tusks placed around its edges, the points looking inwards, the

bodies sunk half way in the ground ; there were thirty on other graves,

all rotten from exposure to the w^eather. This was the common applica-

tion amou;^ all these tribes.
^^ • A"

5. On Isothermal Lines ; by Prof. ITE^:^^ESST, (Proc, Brit. Assoc, Aug,

1856, Ath.No. 1503.)—After some preliminary remarks as to the general

influence of the distribution of land and water on the forms of isothennal

lines, the author proceeded to discuss the distribution of these lines in isl-

ands. By considei-ing an island situated so as to have its shores bathed

by a warm oceanic current, if the influence of direct solar radiation be

obstructed, it appears that the isothermals would be closed curves sur-

rounding; the centre of the island and havinof some relation to its coast

line. The influence of ranges of mountains, and in general of inequali-

ties in the surface of the island, as well as the modifying action of gen-

eral winds, and the resulting changes in the shapes of tJie isothermals,

were explained. By the introduction of solar radiation it now follows

from the mathematical theory of heat that the entire quantity of heat re-

ceived by a unit of surface of the island will depend on two principal

terms: one, a function of the distance of the point from the coast, and

capable of being expressed in some cases as a function of the difference of

latitude of that point and the nearest j)oint on the coast,—and, secondly, of

a term depending on the latitude and on an elliptic function of the second

order, having for its modulus the sine of the inclination of the equator to

the ecliptic. It hence follows that the effect of solar radiation will be to

transport the centres of all the closed isothermals towards the pole of the

hemisphere in which the island is situated. Some of the hnes may tnus

ultimately terminate at the coast with their convex sides turned towards

the equator, while others may still continue as closed curves in the inte-

rior. If the influence of. diiierence of latitude and direct solar radiation

'were greatly predominant compared to other causes atfecting the temper-

ature of the island, the isothermals might all terminate on the coast. 1^

the continents may be considered as immense ijilands &o circumstanced,

they become subjects for the application of these views. Prof. Hennessy

then proceeded to show that the isothermals of Ireland strictly conformed

to his theory. On discussing the observations collected and arranged by

Dr. Lloyd, in his "Memoir on the Meteorology of Ireland," it appears

some of its isethermals are actually closed curves, while others terminate

at points on the coast, the shortest being close to the equator. The phys-

ical structure of Ireland, and the difterence of nearly 4° between the tetn-

L
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perature of the seas bathing its shores and the air ahovo them, rendered
it probable, a priori, that Ireland should present a good example for the
application of the theory. From the general nature of his views, Prof.
Hennessy anticipated that the discussion of observations in other islands
would lead to their further confirmation,—and it would ultimately follow-

that not only are isothermals sinuous in their shapes and not generally
parallel to the equator, but that many would be found which do not at
all circumscribe the axis which joins the opposite poles of the earth.

6. Machine for Polishlyig specula of refieciing Telescopes, (Proc. Brit.

Assoc, Aug. 1856 ; Ath., No. 1503.)—Dr. R. Greene exhibited a beau-
tiful working model of a machine, invented by hira, last year, for pol-

ishing the specula of reflecting telescopes. His object in constructing it

was to produce a machine at the cost of 605. or 70^. which should be
equally efficacious for that purpose as a very complex machine invented
by Mr. Lassell, of Liverpool, which has produced the finest telescopes ever

constructed. Having accurately attained this object, the Doctor found
that by adding three or four more pulleys to the machine it was capable
of moving the poHsher over the speculum in an almost endless variety of

curves, so that the operator could choose any variety of figure he might
fancy to experiment with. "We have ourselves seen a great variety of those

beautiful figures traced by the machine itself by fixing a black-lead pencil

on the working crank. A machine costing not more than 605. or 705. is

amply powerful for polishing a speculum of 12 or 14 inches in diameter,

which it will generally finish in from four to six hours. The principle of
the machine consists of a vertical shaft carrying a sliding crank and an
horizontal table or chuck attached to another vertical shaft, but which,
heing supported by sliding collars, can have its axis moved at pleasure to
any distance out of the line of direction of the axis of the crank. The
table can be made to revolve from right to left, or the reverse, at pleasure,
and move with various velocities. All the journals move in box-wood
collars or boxes, which the Doctor finds after many years' trial to be su-

perior to bell-metal, as not heating, soiling the oil, or working loose, and
recommends them for general use in mounting every kind of machinery.
He also mentioned the great advantage he derived from placing the cen-

tre of the speculum a little out of the centre of the revolving table, thus

making the excentricity a variable quantity, being sometimes the sum
and at other times the difference of the two excentricities of the table and
of the speculum on the table. Lastly, he recommended making the pol-

isher of the three circular pieces of light wood joined together, one m the

^entre and the other two at right angles to the centre-piece, m place of

two pieces only as usually employed, and which are liable to warp, while

three pieces will never warp with any change in the dryness or dampness
pf the atmosphere; and in place of forming the grooves in the pitch by
indentation with the edge ot a strip of thin wood, the Doctor preferred

fastening small squares of thin wood to the face of the polisher, and cor-

^nng them with the pitch, leaving about a quarter of an inch space be-

tween the squares.

.
Jhe paper gave rise to an animated debate, in which many members

joined, particularly Mr. Lassell, who highly approved of the machine and
^e Doctor's suggestions in using it.

KECO>fD SERIES, VOL. XXIlI. NO. 67.—JAN., lflr»7.
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In tte course of the discussion upon tLis paper, the interest in whicli

was much increased by Mr. Lassell's taking part in it, Prof. Stoney re-

marked that two of the main points now brouubt forward have been al-

ready published. The motion which is given to the spindle carrying the

speculum in order to secure the requisite uaotions without complex me-

chanism above, and the scoring up of the polisher so that the pitch may

have ample room to expand laterally without getting into ridges, were

both parts of the Earl of Rosse's original invention, as published in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1840* Lord Rosse not only was the first

to polish large specula successfully by machinery, but further pointed out

in the clearest manner the principles which should be kept in view in con-

triving other machines to effect the same result,

7. Ohservatiojis ivith the Aneroid MetalUque and Thermoineler during

a Tour through Palestine and along the Shores of the Bead Sea; by

Mr. H. PooLE, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, August, 1856; Ath. No. 1504.)

During a recent tour through Palestine I carried an aneroid metallique,

and though I would not presume to say that the results of observations

made with it are quite correct, yet as the readings in many instances are

close approximations to the calculation of Lynch and other travellers, I

wish to draw attention to that instrument as affording an easy mode ot

obtaining approximate levelings of heights in unsurveyed countries. It

is light, and can be easily carried by a strap over the shoulder. From

the rack-work being visible a readjustment can be easily made when re-

quired upon ascending high mountains. A table of corrections is, how-

ever, required, and which I found must be additive with an increase of

temperature (being the reverse of mercurial barometers and vacuum ane-

roids), as indicated by the variation in the readings at different tempera-

tures at the same localities, as recorded in the accompanying table. In

Dent's Tables 85 feet are calculated for the difference of each tenth of an

inch of barometer: this multiplied by 38'37 inches, equal to a metre,

gives 33*46 feet, or 33-50 feet in common practice, as the multiple of each

division in the aneroid metallique. In practice I found it very nearly

coi'rect :—for instance, there are 47 steps with a six-inch rise going down

into the Tomb of the Virgin Mary in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, 23'5

feet; and by aneroid I read a difference of 7 millimetres X by 33'5

23*45 feet. Again, the minaret of the Church of Ascension on the top

of the Mount of OHves measured 36'5 feet; by aneroid the difference

was 11 millimetres X by 33-5=36-85 feet. If the aneroid were mounted

with a vernier scale, the observations could be more closely read oft.

I particularly mention these comparisons of the aneroid with actua

measurement, as they gave me confidence in it at the time, and also be-

cause I found on my return to London that I had arrived very nearly at

the same results as Lieut. Lynch up to 2,000 feet above the level of the

Mediterranean Sea, and also in the depression of the Dead Sea, 1313'^

feet by aneroid, while Lynch made it 1316'7 feet by level, and Capt.

Symonds calls it 1312 feet There is also a variation in the hue of lerel

of the Dead Sea at different seasons of the year, for I found at Ras Lm
Burghik three distinct lines of drift wood, one above the other,—opposite

to TJsdum the line of salt incrustations was 40 yards and the line ot dnit

70 yards distant from the edge of the sea, while along the west side ot
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tne peninsula ''El Lisan" a reef of rocks Ts-as exposed about a quarter of
a mile distant from the shore, which does not appear to have been noticed
by Lieut. Lynch's party,—I therefore think I must have been there when
the water was unusually low. I found the temperature of the Dead Sea
at the north end 82° Fahr. at 5 a, m., and 83° at the south end at 4 p.m.
River Jordan and brooks on the Lisan and at the Ghor 64^ each ; brine
spring 90^, where the small fish *'Lebia" was caught close to the edge of
the Dead Sea; Wady Em Burghik, temperature of water '76° ; spring at

Engedi 83°. At Ain Teraheh the sea was 80°, also a brine spring close

to the shore, and the freshwater spring was 71)°,—in the latter were a
number of Lebia swimming about, the largest appearing to be about 3

inches long. A sulphurous smell was observed on passing the white hills

south of Sebbeh, near Wady'El Mahras, at Birket El Khalil,—hut not at

other places. It often blew hard during the day, but the waves never

appeared to be more than 2 feet high, and the sea quickly went down
alter the wind ceased. Several nights were quite calm, but I never ob-

served any phosphorescence on the water. The table of the dry and wet
bulb thermometer was made hy the same instrument, as unfortunately I

had broken two others, and there were not any to be procured in Jerusa-

lem. I therefore obtained the lower, or wet-bulb, temperature by wetting
the bulb and waving the instrument in the shade, not having any muslin
to cover it with. The relative humidity by this rough means was from
50 to 25 per cent., on the shore of the Dead Sea. The force of vapor
being between 6 and 3 inches by Regnault's formula. The vapor arising

from the Dead Sea when looked"^ at from the heights of Ain jedi (Engedi)
and Ghomran, had the same appearance as the fumes produced at brass

castinfys.

8. Geological Progress of the World ; note by J. D. Dak-a.—In a note
to page 348 of last volume, I state that the law of progress,—"iinitj

evolving multiplicitj of parts through successive individualizations, pro-

ceeding from the more fundamental onward"—has been recognized among
philosophers. It is in fact embraced in the systems of nature of the

German metaphysicians
;

yet it is generally with them rather a vague

jJea, than a definitely appreciated principle. The true comprehension of

the formula as it is exemplified in the Earth's physical progress, was first

brought out by Prof. Arnold Guyot ; and an exposition of it from several

points of view is presented in his admirable work on Physical Geography

entitled ^' Earth and Man". He has found it a fruitful principle also hk

the study of human history.

,
9. Anatomical models by H. D. Schmidt, Philadelphia—In a recent

^sit to Philadelphia, we accompanied Prof Leidy to examine the ana-

tomical museum of the University of Pennsylvania. Among many rich

objects of interest we observed a number of large anatomical models, of

gi'eat beauty, which were made at the University by H. D. Schmidt. The
models are constructed after nature under the inspection of Prof. Leidy,

and are made of leather. One is a colossal model exhibiting the distri-

bution of the great sympathetic nerve ; another exhibits the superficial

nervous system
; and a third presents on a grand scale the anatomy of

the brain. Nothing could be better adapted to aid in the teaching of

human anatomy than these models, which are superior to anything bith-
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erto brought from Europe, tte imitation of nature being excellent, and

the models themselves light and durable. They may be had at compara-

tively moderate prices by applying to the artist, at the UniversitjMn Phil-

adelphia.

10. Obituary. yf Prof. Nicholas M. Heni

J, ». D-

-Prof. N. M.

Hen'tz died after a Hngering illness, on the 25th November, 1856, at the

residence of his son, Dr. Charles A. Hentz, at Marianna, Florida.

Prof, H. was a native of France and came to the United States many

years since. He was associated with Hon. George Bancroft as a teacher

in the Round Hill School at Northampton, Mass. He was subsequently

engaged at Cincinnati, Ohio, and then at Chapel Hill, K C.,^as professor

of modern languages and belles letters. From an early period he gave

much study to some departments of natural history, smd devoted especial

attention to the arachnida and insects. Two papers of his appeared in

the first series of this Journal, viz., a Conspectus of the Spiders of North

America, (vol. xxi, p. 100-109;) and a description of an American

Spider constituting a new sub-genus, Spermophora^ (vol, xli, p. 116^ ^ }'

We trust that a full account of his life aod scientific labors will be pub-

lished by some friend acquainted with the particulars of his history.

11. Wm. YarrelL—^This distinguished zoologist died on the Ist of

September last at Great Yarmouth, England. He was in his seventy-third

year, having been bom in 1784. The two prominent worts of Mr. Yar-

xell are "The History of British Fishes," and "The History of British

Birds," He also contributed various papers to scientific periodicals and

society transactions. He was buried at Bayfordin Hertfordshire, the last

of a family of twelve brothers and sisters. His father was a news-agent

in London.

Prqft known
Mauritius, died on the 4th of June last, at the age of fifty-six. His first

visit to Mauritius was made in 1820. In 1837 he published his Hortua

Mauritianus ; and a year before his death he became Professor of Natu-

ral Philosophy in the Royal College on that island,—-E'c/mft. Mte i"^"-

/., Oct., 1856.

13. A Treatise on Mineralo(/y ; by Charles Upham Shepard, No. U.

461 pp., 8vo, New Haven, 1857.—This part completes the issue of the

third edition of Prof. Shepard's work, the first part of which appeared m
1852. We defer to another time a farther mention of the work.

14. Elementary Course of Geology^ Mineralogy^ and Physical Geog-

raphy ; by Prof. David T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., etc., Consulting Mining

Engineer, etc. 2nd edition, 606 pp. 12rao. London : 1846. John Van

Voorst.—This convenient text-book commences with " Physical Geogra-

phy" embracing under this head, the topics of Dynamical Geolo^.

Part II is devoted to Mineralocry which is treated at considerable length?

120 pages being devoted to it. Part III includes '' Descriptive Geology

begin
rocks ; and Part IV treats of Practical Geology. This

th

eluding part covers 120 pages. The work is not especially adapted to

American students, yet for a text-book of the size, we know of no better

in our language.

-m
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15. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Manipulations: A Manual of the
Mechanical and Ghemico-mechanical operations of the Laboratorj. For
the use of Chemists, Druggists, Manufacturers, Teachers, and Students.
2nd enlarged edition, by Campbell Morfit, Professor of Analytic and
Applied Chemistry in the University of Maryland, and Clarence Morfit,
Assistant Melter and Refiner in the United States Assay Office. 626 pp.,
8vo, with 531 illustrations. Philadelphia : 185Y. Lindsay & Blakiston.

This large volume on chemical manipulations enters fully into the con-
struction of laboratories, as well as apparatus and processes employed in

chemistry. Its chapters treat severally of the laboratory, the balance
room, the furnace room as to all its arrangements and apparatus, the op-

^ erating room, the division of substances (trituration, levigation, &c. &c.),

the balance, weights, w^eighing, determination of specific gravity (inchid-

mg a long table of specific gravities), measures and measuring, measure-
ments of temperature, sources and management of heat, baths, mode of

producing low temperatures, fusion, ignition, cupellation, sublimation, dis-

tillation, lutes, the barometer, solution, evaporation, crystallization, desic-

cation, precipitation, decantation, filtration, washing; practical relations

of electricity; blowpipe manipulations, glass blowing, corks, weights and
measurements. Prof. Morfit ie the author of several works on chemical
subjects and his books are all valuable.

16. Miscellaneous Chemical Researches ; Inaugural Dissertation for the

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, addressed to the Philosophical Faculty
of the University of Gottingen; by Charles F. Chandler, of New
Bedford. Gottingen: 1856.—The researches here included are an im-
portant contribution to mineralogical science. We defer a special no-
tice of the results to another time. Besides the analyses of minerals,
there is a paper on the " oxyds of the cerium metals with a view to
finding a method for their quantitive separation,'^ and on artificial heavy
spar,

17. The Microscop$ and its Revelations ; by "Wm. B. Carpenter, M.D.^
F.R.S., F.G.S., Examiner in Physiology and Comparative Anatomy in the

•university of London, President of the Microscopical Society of London,
^ith an Appendix containing the Applications of the Microscope to Clin-

ical Medicine, etc., by Francis Gurnet Smith, M.D., Professor of the

Itistitutes of Medicine in the Medical Department of Pennsylvania Col-

lege, etc. "724 pp., 8vo, illustrated by 434 engravings on wood. Phila-

delphia: 1856. Blanchard & Lea.—Dr. Carpenter brings to^ the work
pi writing on the microscope, a long experience with the instrument

in the way of profound original research, and stands in this respect

far ahead of most other writers on the subject. He is the well knowa
author on General and Comparative Anatomy, and other related works.

An Appendix by the American editor contains a brief notice of American
microscopes, and also a chapter on clinical applications of the microscope

njainly from the manuals of Beale and Bennet. The work enters with

mllness into inicoscopic forms and structures both animal and vegetable.

ihe illustrations are numerous and excellent.

18. The Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics ; acWiei

jy J. J- Sylvester, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich, and N. M. Ferrers, M.A., Fellow of Gon-
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ville and Caius College, Cambridge ; assisted by G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

F.R.S., Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cam-
bridge, A. Cayley, M.A., F.R.S,, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and M. Hermite, Corresponding editor in Paris. London : Jolin

W. Parker & Son, West Strand. Each number 5s.—^This able quarterly,

edited by some of the best mathematicians of England, commenced in

Office Report for 1855 ; Charles Masoj?, Commissioner

of Patents, Vol- 1, Agriculture; 488 pp., 8vo, with many illustrations.

Vol. II, Mechanics; 380 pp., \vitli 348 plates.—The first volume besides

much valuable information in various departments of agriculture, contains

papers of considerable length on Insects frequenting the Cotton plant, and

the Climatology of the Cotton districts of the globe. There is also a

report by D.J.Brown on the seeds and cuttings recently obtained by

the Patent Office, with suggestions as to the expediency of introducing

others.

The part on Mechanics, by tlie publication of plates of woodcuts of

the inventions patented, has become a wort of very great value to the

land. Three hundred and forty-eight pages are made up of closely

crowded woodcuts of this kind, arranged under twenty-one heads, com-

mencing with Agriculture 33 plates, Metallurgy 24 plates, Fibrous and

Textile Manufactures 37 plates, Chemical Processes, and so on.

20. The Illustrated AnvMal Register of Rural Affairs and Cultivator

Almanac for 1857, containing practical suggestions for the Farmer and

Horticulturist, embellished with one hundred and fifty engravings, includ-

ing Houses, Farm Buildings, Implements, Domestic Animals, Fruit,

Flowers, ifcc; by J, J. Thomas, author of the " American Fruit Cultu-

rist," &c. 140 pp., 12mo. Albany: Luther Tucker & Son-
"

21. United States Japan Expedition^ Volume III: Observations on

the Zodiacal Light, from April 2, 1853, to April 22, 1855, made chiefly

on board the U. S. steam frigate Mississippi, during her late cruise in

eastern seas, and her voyage homeward, with conclusions from the data

thus obtained; by Georgk Jones, A.M., Chaplain U. S. Navy, xliii

pages of text and 703 plates.—The labors of the Ptcv. Mr. Jones on the

zodiacal light have already been mentioned in this Journal. This vol-

ume contains the record of his observations—a vast collection, and a rich

contribution to astronomical science. We propose to notice the work

more at length at another time. The author, in his zeal for the depart-

ment of science he has so much advanced, has gone to the mountains of

Quito, South America, to continue his observations, where he proposes to

remain for a year.

22. First 1

'>f
New

on the Noxious^ Beneficial^ and other Insects of

loan appropriation for this purpose from the Legislature of the State;

by Asa Fitch, M.D., Entomologist of the N. Y. State Agricultural So-

ciety, Member of the Entomological Society of France, &c. ISO pp-,

8vo. Albany.

23. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. VIIL 185^.—This
volume contains: Article 1st, Introduction. Article 2nd, Archaeology of

the United States, or sketches historical and bibliographical, of the pro-

•*
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St. Petersbourg, 1856.
Jahrbucker der k, K Central-A fistalt fur Metcorohgie und Erdmagnetimius, too

:^arl Kreil
; iv. Band., Jahrgang 1852. viii, and 400 pages 4to. Published bj the

^^ojal Academy of Sciences of Vienna. Wien, 1856.—A work oi Buperxor stjle
and excellence.

-Denkschnftcn der Kai&erUchen Akademie der mssensr:hafien. Mathematisch-

^aturwjssenschaftnche Classe. lOth volume with 26 plates, and lltb volume with

^ plates. Many of the papers are geological, with full and beautiful illustrations,

f
%°^ ft>3sil3. The 10th volume contains plates and description by A. E. Reuss,

01 a Carboniferous Crustacean, related to Erypterus and Pterygotus. He calls it

-^-^Pldodernia Imhofi. In the 11th volume, J. J. Heckel has a paper on Austrian
lossil fish, with plates ; and F. Un^-er one on fossil plants : there are besides many
others of speciaf interest.

^^tzv^ngsberichte der Kaiserlichen Alcademie der Wh&tnscTiapen, Yienna—For
January, February and March, 1856.—Each No. an 8to volume of near 300 pnges.
neiy illustrated The Februarv No. contains a systematic review of the birds of

Northeast Africa, by Dr. Th. v. Heufflin.
'^anres-Bericht der Chemischen Technologic, von Dr. J. R. Wagner. Erster Jahr-

wnl' l^^^'
^'^^ ^^ Originalholzschnitten. 8vo. Leipzig, 1S56. 508 pp.—The

^rj£ should be in every University or College Library.

\
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gl-ess of information and opinion respecting Vestiges of Antiquity in the
United States. Article 3rd, On the recent secular period of the Aurora
Borealis, by Prof. Denisou Ohusted, Article 4th,- The Tangencies of
Circles and of Spheres, by Benj. Alvord, Major, [Jnited States Army.
Article 5th, Researches, chemical and physiological, concerning certain
-North American Vertebrata, by Joseph Jones, M.D. Appendix, Record
of Auroral Phenomena observed in the higher Northern Latitudes, com- ^

piled by Peter Force.
23. Journal of the Academy of JSfatural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Vol. UI, Part III.
J ^

Art. XIII.—Description of some remains of fishes from the Carbonifer-
oiis and^Devonian Formations of the United States. By Joseph Leidy,

Art. XIV.—Description of some remains of extinct Mammalia. By
Joseph Leidy, M.D.

Art. XV.—On the Sandstone Fossils of Connecticut River. By James
Deane, M.D.

Art. XVI.—Plantse Kaneanse Groenlandicse. Enumeration of Plants
collected by Dr.E. K. Kane, U. S. N., in his first and second expeditions
to the Polar regions, with descriptions and remarks. By Elias Durand.

15
*"" "^^ '^^-—-^ Commentary on the Synopsis Fungorum in AmericS,

Boreali medlt degentium, by L. D. de Schweinitz. By the Rev. M. J.
-Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S., and the Rev. M. A. Curtis, F.A.A.A.S.

kf Art. XVIII.—Synopsis of the Melolonthidte of the United States. By
John L. LeConte.

Chaeles Wye Williams, Assoc. Inst. C.K : Prize Essay on the Prevention of the
ssmoke Nuisance. U pp. large 8vo, London, 1856. The special Gold Medal was
awarded for this essay, by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufac-
tures and Commerce.

-^
-^

-^

A. Delesse, Ingenieur des Mines, etc.: Mat^riaux de Construction de TExpositioa
'Jniverselle de 1855, 420 pp., 8vo. Paris, 1856.—A volume of much value on the
various architectural materials of France and other countries, represented at the
^reat E.xhibItion at Paris, in 1855.

Compte Rendu Annuel addresse a S. Exc. M. de Brock, Ministre des Finances,
par ie Directeur de FObservatoire Physique Central, A. T. Kupffer. Annee 1S54-
^lOpp. 4to. St. Petershonrp- Tfi?;fi
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Verhandlungen des naturhtstorischen Vereineg der preussischen Rheinlande und
Westphalens. 1856. Erstes'Heft. Bonn.
PuocEEDiNGS BosTON Soc. Nat. HfsT.., Vol. V. Sept. 1856.—p. S86, Description

X)f two new Argonauts and notice of the " leaf-fly" of Mauritius ; /. C. Parkinson,
-«-p. 391, Plotus Anhinga and Tantalus Zoculator found in Illinois.—p. 391, Crystal-

line salt (liydrou3 sulphate of soda and magnesia) from. South America ; A^. H.
BisJiop : and analysis; A.A.Haijes.—p. 394, Notes on the Alewive (Alosa vema-
lis) ; /, Wyman. Vol. VL— p. 1, Prof. Jeffries Wyman, President of the Society.

p. 2, List of Mollusca of Herkimer and Otsego Cos., N. Y.; J. Lewis,-—p. 4, Note on

the Nashville Warbler as found in Massachusetts ; Brewer,—p. 6, Note on the Geo-

graphical Distribution of the Turtles in the United States ; Agassiz,—p, 9, Proba-

ble viviparity of the Haddock; Agassiz.—p. 11, Descriptions of new shells; A. A.
Gould.—p. 1 6, On tlie bituminous Coal formation of Elk Co., Pa. ; C. 7! Jackson.---

. 22, Note on the Process of Exuviation of the Limulus ; J. Wyman,—On the

eryl rock of Grafton, N.H. ; F, Alger, C. T Jackson.—^. 24, Note on t];ie Repro-

duction of Parasitic animals.—p. 27, Trilobites of Eastern Massachusetts ; TT. B,

Rogers.—p. 30, On the Coal formation of Deep River, N. C; C T.Jackson.—p. 32,

Chemical analysis of a variety of Agalmatolite ; C. T, Jackson,
PROCEEDINGS Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Vol. VII, No. IV.—p. 140, On a

new genus and species of Urodela ; C, Girard.—p. 141, Note on larva of Bufo

Americanus and new species of Rana; E, Hallowell.—p. 144, Description of fifteen

new species of exotic Melaniana ; I. Lea,—p. 146, New species of Hyla from Geor-

gia, with a plate; J,LeConte.—Note on the Reptiles in the collection of the Mu-
seum of the Academy ; E. HallowelL—p. 153, On new Reptiles ibid.; E, Hallowell.

No. v.—p. 162, On a boring sponge (Cliona); J, Leidg.^p. 1G3, Notice of some
remains of extinct Vertebrata; J. Leidy,—p. 165, Researches on Cyprinoid fishes

of the U. States west of the Mississippi; C. Girard.—p. 217, Notice of species of

the genus Salmo of authors chiefly from Oregon and California ; C Girard.— -p- 220,

On vertebrated remains of New Jersey ; J. Leidy.—p. 221, On Reptiles in the Acad-
emy Collections; E. IIallowelL'--p. 238, On a collection of Reptiles from Kansas
and Nebraska ; E. HalloweIL~p. 253, On birds in the Collection of the Academy

;

J. Cassin.—p. 255. On Vertebrated Remains from North Carolina.—p. 256, On some
remains of Fish from Missouri ; J Leidy,

^
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-*-''(• -Report upon the Besults of Microscopic Examinations
0/ me Soundings made hy Lieut. Berryman, of the U. S. Navy,

r T? ^S^"^
^'oyages to andfrom Ireland in the Arctic; by Prof.

AT.
-Bailey, addressed to Lieut. M. F. Mauet, National

^-'Dservatory,

yJ "^f
specimens submitted to examination were of two series,

fe^'i
^^^ collected on the vojage to Ireland, which will be re-

^^rred to as series 1, and those made on the return vojage, which
rm series 2. The specimens of series 1 were fi'om the follow-

^Dg
localities, viz :*

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

1.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Latitude.

47°

48

4?

40
48 40
48 61
50 05
60 20

5U' North
00
13

27

%%

u

50
51

51

51

44
06
15

38

i<

<i

((

u
u

u

if

Longitude.

52° 00' West
51 41
61 20
50 68
60 S6
50 10
40 26
38 30
37 15
35 60
34 08
32 20

«c

<i

u

u

u

if

u

«

tt

It

a

No. Latitude.

13.

14.

15.

16,

17.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

52° 24' JTorth-

52

62
52
51

51

61

62
62
62

51

51

26

26
02
41

41

50
01

05

03
52

64

«i

u

u

M

it

4i

Longitude.

29° 16' West
27 18

26 20
24 51

22 23
21 19

20 12

17 06
16 05
16 02
IS 16

12 27

ii

u

u

u

44

U

a

u

* As n

*^«pth3 a ^f'"'"^^^®^
series of depths has not yet been furnished for either series, the

^DysDAp-^^
^^^ present omitterl in both tables. The least depth marked upon

pticimen vas 85 fathoms for No. 4, and the greatest was 2070 fathoms for No. 12.
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154 Results of Microscopic Examinations of Soundings.

In stating the results obtained from the specimens, thej will

be referred to by the numbers as above given. Numbers 1 to 4

inclusive are composed of fine siliceous sands, the grains of

which are mostly of small size with sharp angles. The organic

contents are not abundant; of the calcareous Polythalamia there

is scarcely a trace, but some of the siliceous Diatomacese may be

found in the light parts which may be rinsed from the sand.

Among the Diatoms numerous fragments and some perfect discs

of Coscinodisci* are the most abundant. Some species of the

genus Chsetocerosf were also seen, which are believed to be of

northern origin. No. 5 is a coarse gravel, composed of common
and jaspery quartz, witli some feldspar, &g. It is much the

coarsest of all the specimens examined.^
Some of tbe quartz grains are rounded by attrition, while a

large portion are quite sharp and unabraded. Among the or-

ganic contents a very few Polythalamia were noticed with some
Diatomaceee and sponge spicules.

No. 6 is a fine calcareous mud which effervesces briskly with

acids, and yields by this treatment a large residue of siliceous

sand with some Diatoms and Spongiolites. This specimen is in-

teresting as indicating the conmiencement of that great calcare-

ous deposit extending nearly across the Atlantic, whicli will be

referred to in subsequent paragraphs.
Nos. 7 to 21 inclusive are fine calcareous muds which effer-

vesce briskly with acids, and abound in the calcareous Polythal-

amia and particularly in species of Globigerina. They also con-

tain numerous and very interesting species of tbe siliceous Poly-

cistins, Diatoms, and Spongiolites. The mineral residue from
acids is usually quite small in relative amount, and consists of

minute sharp-angled grains among which quartz predominates.
Nos. 8 to 21 inclusive contain, in addition to what is above

mentioned, what appear to be well characterized volcanic ashen^

in the shape of minute fragments of pumice and obsidian, crys-

tals of various minerals single and in groups, with vitreous pro-
^,

ducts penetrated with crystals. These substances generally form
but a small portion of the residue left by the acids, and may
be more readily detected when this residue is in water than

when mounted in balsam. They are -particularlv recognizable in

fragments and some very fine and perfect specimens of Coscinodiscus
oculus xndiH, Ehr., <7. horealh, B., and C, crassus, B., were found in these specimens,

t Among these were CJmloceros horeaU, B., and C. furcillatum, B. The latter

occurs also in the Sea of Kamtschatka. See this Journal, vol. 22, pi. 1, fig. 4.

% 1 he rinsings from the coarse travel of No. 5 Mve siievr Polythalamia, and
some Diatoms.

o & ^

§ Thej are scarcely less so in l^o. 15 to IS. In the specimens No. 8 and No. 21

the volcanic produ:;ts were found, but only in small proportion and after careful
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^No. 22 is a fine calcareous mud with some Globigerinie. It is
cnieflj noticeable as leaving with acids a considerable amount of
fine quartz sand mingled with microscopic globules of tronjay-
ntes.

_
It jielded no recognizable volcanic products and very

few siliceous organisms.
^JN OS, 23 and 24 are similar in character to JTo. 22 but they

yielded no globules of iron pyrites.
Some_ general remarks on'^the results of the examination of

the specimens above referred to will now be given.
1st The em^lojuient of acid enables me to correct an errone-

ous statement which I made sometime since concerning the deep
soundings of the Atlantic, Having at that time only a small
portion of the soundings, and being unwilling to destroy a mor-
sel of matters so precious, I did not apply acids, and hence over-
looked the portion of mineral matter which though often very
small is invariably present

-nd. The mineral matter In these soundings generally shows
no signs of abrasion, the sharpest edges and angles of even the
softest minerals being retained. The minute size of the parti-
cles and their sharp angular state appears to show that they
have been quietly deposited from gentle currents and not subse-
quently disturbed. Even the coarsest and most abraded mate-
nals may have been deposited from icebergs.

Stream
ilcareous matter as the Gulf

oiream is approached, and tlie presence of calcareous organisms
Irom its western margin almost completely across the Atlantic is

J^
accordance with observations pre viouslj made on the Coast

feurvey soundings of the Gulf Stream obtained farther south,
which show that calcareous marls, rich in Polythalamia, Poly-
cistins, Diatoms, and Spongiolites, form the bed of the Gulf
stream throughout its whole course as far as yet examined, and
also occur in vast extent in the Gulf of Mexico.

4th. These marls contain a great number of undescribed or-

ganisms, both siliceous and calcareous. Many species which
pccur as far south as Florida and the Gulf of Mexico are found
in the northern soundings above described, while some verv re-

markable species found in the northern soundings have not been
^etected at the southern localities, and vice versa. The descrip-
tion of the new species is in preparation for speedy publication.'

,
oth. Only a few imperfect casts of Polythalamia and no well

^reen-sand casts have been detected in these north-
ern soundings'^ whDe their presence is rather the rule than the

^^^^ptiou with regard to the southern soundings above referred to.

.
6th. The occurrence of what appear to be volcanic pro<lucts

in the bed of the ocean for a distance of about twentv-two de-
grees of longitude, or about a thousand miles, is an

^t and one which That

I
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[

one familiar Avitli tlie microscopic appearance of volcanic ashes,

&c., would pronounce these matters of volcanic origin I have no

doubt. Asj however, the ingenious suggestion was made to me
that these igneous products might be derived from the fires of

the ocean steamers, along or near jrhose pathway these sound-

ings were made, it was important that these furnace products

should also be studied. This I was enabled to do by the kind-

ness of Geo. Manning, Esq., who procured for me from the

steamers themselves, specimens of such matters as are thrown

overboard from the ash pits of the steamers Asia and Baltic.

Careful examination of these specimens showed that they con-

tained a group of products which could not possibly be con-

founded with the supposed volcanic matters. In fact there was

no relation between the two classes of bodies except that both

were evidently the results of intense heat upon diflferent mineral

matters. Among the furnace products of the steamer Baltic

were numerous single and aggi'egated glass spheres of minute or

even microscopic size, which if they shou]d ever be found m
ocean soundings would be very puzzling without this clue to

their origin.^

7th, The question of the original source of the volcanic pro-

ducts is one of great interest. How far these plutonic tallies

may have traveled and in what directions, whether from the

Azores, the Mediterranean, or Iceland, involves a study of cur-

rents and an examination of soundings which are yet to he made.
The specimens of the second series were as follows

:

No. Latitude. Longitnde.

5. 49° 49' North. 45*^ 54' West.

6. 49 50 " 44 43
7. 51 43 « 13 44

T7o. Latitude. Longitude.

1. 49° 12' North. 49° 42' West.
2- 49 36 *i 49 05
S, 49 40 48 29
4. 49 49 46 43 **

* Since the above was -vn-itten I have received through the kindness of Lieut

Maury a very extensive series of soundings made in the North Pacific, Sea of

Ochotsk, Ac, by Lieut. Rodgers, of U. S. Navy, I have had as yet no opportunity

of studying these specimens, but my attention "was attracted to one of them from

its striking resemblance to soundings raade m the Gulf Stream off Key Biscayne,

Florida, by the U. S. Coast Survey. It was in fact a true Globigerina marl, largely

composed of Polythalamla, but yielding also, like the Florida specimens, fragments

and perfect specimens of Hyalea and other Pteropods. It also agreed with the

Florida specimens in containing well characterized green-sand casts of Polythala-

mia. It differed however from the Florida specimens in containing veir few silice-

ous Diatoms or Polycistins, forms which are remarkably abimdant in the Gulf

Stream and Gulf of Mexico.
This specimen presented another remarkable character, which I detected even

with a common pocket lens. It contains a very large proportion of volcanic pro-

ducts, not better characterized than in the Atlanic specimens, but vastly more abun-

dant, and of larger size. The perfect correspondence of these products to those m
the Atlantic is additional evidence of the volcanic origin of the ktter. On referring

to the map for the position of this remarkable specimen, its latitude 30*^ 35' north,

longitude 130^ 40f east, placed it in the very place where a resemblance to the Gulf

Stream of the Aj:lantic was to be expected, viz.. in the "Japanese Gulf Stream.

As for the volcanic products there are but too many active sources for iuch mftte-

xiala along the line of this Asiatic current.

m^
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They will be referred to by the numbers given in the above table.
JSos. 1 to 6 are calcareous muds, containing much mineral'

matter, and only a small portion of Polythalamia. The sih'ceous
organisms are also comparative!7 few consisting of some larc^e
Coscmodisci, a very few Polycistinse, and some SpongiolitS.
iNo volcanic products were detected.

-Wo. 7 is also a fine calcareous mud showing to the naked eye
but few Polythalamia, but rather rich in microscopic organisms,
consisting of minute Polythalamia, with Polycistins, Diatoms,
and Spongiolites. JSTo volcanic products were 'detected.
Hopmg that the above will answer the purpose of a general

report upon the microscopic character of these soundings, I re-
serve for a subsequent publication the details of the zoological
rCbUits afforded by these Highly interesting series of soundings.

Art. XVL— Coal Fields of the East Indian Archipelago.^^

Labnan^ Brimi and Sarawak—Little more than ten years ago,
the only known coal-bed in the Indian Archipelago was that of
-t^ulo Chermin, at the entrance of the Borneo River. Subsequent
researches, however, shew that the mineral is scattered pretty

P^P^^^^llj over the area included in the great bank of soundings
Which extends to the southeast, from the Mahayan and Indo-Chi-
?ese Peninsulas to the Bonirati Group, south of Celebes. But

manufacturin

lax.

P
portion to the facilities offered for supplying depots. As freight
orms the most important item in the cost, those coal fields which
jjappen to be in the immediate route of steamers, and admit of
^^eir receiving it direct from the pit's mouth, are necessarily the
^ost important, and it was for this reason that we gave prece-
<lence m our series to that of Mew Bay in the Strait of Sunda.
^f the coal fields of the northwest coast of Borneo, those of

yo astonish the home miners, are capable of supplying steam lines

i^ the neighboring seas for many years to come, and, although
^abuan lies out of the direct track between Singapore and
^ongkong, it is more than probable that when the increase of
ompetition causes the new lines between India and China to h&
^ss profitable than at present, it will be found necessary, for the

.^ of econom^jr, that the steamers shound call atLabuan, either
Ping or returnmo- fr»r o sninT%1v of ooal to last the entire roundcr

^^ ^^ui much time be lost by so doing, as smoother water is ex-

Cited from the Sbgapore Free Press, for Slarcli 6, 13, and April 3,

^r
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perienced during botli monsoons on the coast of Borneo than

on the other side of the China Sea, a point of importance to

auxiliary screw steamers when making the passage against the

monsoon. But the spirited proprietors of the Labuan mines

do not seem disposed to await the course of events, and the steam-

collier thej have sent out to run from Labuan to this port and

Hongkong, (a vessel of 1,000 tons burthen and peculiarly adapted

for the service,) is likely soon to settle the question as to whether

the produce of the mmes of Borneo can compete with British

coal at the Eastern depots. Sail-vessels are not well adapted for

service as colliers in these seas, where the periodical winds blow

for six months together in opposite directions, except when it

happens that the mines and market are so situated with regard

to each other that the passage can be made both ways with a fair

wind, as is the case with Sourabaya and the coal fields of South

Borneo.

The last overland mail brought intelligence that a company

i^.

had been organized for working a coal field in Sir James Brooke's

territory at Sarawak, Yery little seems to be known about it

except by the parties interested, but there can be little doubt of

its becoming a valuable acquisition to steamers frequenting this

settlement, as the distance across is rather under 500 miles. The
Sarawak mine, however, from its inland situation, will not be so

well adapted as a coaling station for steamers as that of Labuan,
which lies on the shore of a navigable strait, so that passing ves-

sels can load their coal from the pit's mouth without diverging
from their course.

BanjaV'Massin and Koti—The island of Borneo appears to be

one great coal field, for every large river intersects a coal-bed,

and it seems only necessary to seek and mineral is found. Thus
every settlement, indeed every spot frequented by Europeans,
has its mines more or less convenient. Labuan, Bruni, Bintulu,

and Sarawak, on the north coast, the banks of the Kapuas on

the Avest coast, Banjar-Massin and the banks of the Great Dyak
River on the south coast, and Pulo Laut, Pagattan and Koti on

the east coast, each has its coal-field, although those only which
we notice are worked at present for other than local purposes.

The mines of Banjar-Massin, which lie about 70 miles above the

town, on the banks of the Batu-Api River, are the most import-

ant of those at present worked within the Dutch-Indian territo-

ries, not on account of the superiority of the coal-measures, for

the main seam is only 9 feet through, ''but owing to the favorable

position of Banjar-Massin for communfcation with Sourabaya,
the chief naval arsenal of the Dutch in these seas, and where the

consumption of coals is probably greater than in any port of

India excepting Calcutta. In addition to the supplies required

for war-steamers, and for the boats employed in keeping up the
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communication with Celebes and the Mohiccas, steam engines are
prettj constantly employed in pumping out the dry-dock and in
workmg the machinery of the great steam factory, where the
engines of government, and of the SMguvfahriques in the eastern
part of Java are made and repaired. The Banjar-Massin coal is
well adapted for steam purposes, as it burns freely and does not
cake or "clinker," but for the same reason it is not so well
adapted for the forge as English or Australian Newcastle coal.
The cost of the mineral, delivered at the depot in Banjar-Massin
IS 2 guilders (3s 4d) per ton, and the freight across to Sourabaya
vanes from 5 to 8 guilders more. It is usually exported in large

the ........ —. .-....„

three

"-.«^. ui iiepi, lor nome use. ijarge pranus ana square-riggea
vessels belonging to Arab and native traders of Sourabaya and
OTisse are chiefly employed in the transport, and as they would
otherwise have to lie idle during several months of the year, the
height is sometimes very low. During the southeast monsoon,
the voyage across, both ways, rarely lasts more than two ^

The mines of Koti lie on the banks of the river of that name,
about eighty miles from the mouth. They are worked by Mr.
J^ing, an English trader who has resided there for some years
past, but the demand is not very great, owing to their inconven-

ard to a market. The coal is of the same
^igtily bituminous character with that of Labuan and Banjar-
Massin. Whenever steam comes to be generally employed in
Jhese seas for the transport of merchandize, the Koti mines will
De found useful in sunrtlvino- coal dcDOts in the Strait of

'

'

jent position with reg
i^igbly bituminous ch

Macas

is about 100 miles.

Pare

Seams of coal have been found at Eeteh and Palembang, on

JJie east coast of Sumatra; near Macassar, on the island of
J^elebes; at Bawean, an island in the Java Sea ;

and at Bachian,
in the Moluccas ; but those we have already enumerated are the
only beds that admit of being worked with convenience and
profit. It will be found on examination that all these are inclu-
*led within the submerged plateau which extends from the south-
eastern part of Asia nearly two-thirds of the distance across to
tne nearest point of the continent of Australia, and further ex-
ammation will show that they occur only on those parts of the
plateau which have been subjected to violent upheaval since the

^^f^^tion of the sedimentary rocks, a process which has tilted

l^t J^^°^^? through the strata, exposing sections to the view of

nvPT thft cnuntTV. It is thusassme:
wiat every known coal field in this part of the world has been
discovered, and we believe that in every instance the discoverers
^ve been the natives of the country, to whom, indeed, the exist-
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ence of some of tlie most important "beds seems to have been

known through many generations. Now there is no peculiarity

in the geological structure of the regions where coal is known to

exist, which renders them more favorably constituted for the

formation of the mineral than other parts of the plateau, say the

island of Singapore itself; indeed there is not only a possibility

but a reasonable probability that it exists under our very feet.

Certainly nature has not been so considerate as to display her

workings to the public gaze, as is the case in the regions bound-

ing us on either side; but does not science furnish us with the

means of ascertaining the character of the earth's crust to any

required depth, with small expense and labor, by means of

boring? No doubt, were the result successful, an outcry would

be raised against the government authorities for having hereto-

fore neglected so simple and inexpensive a means of ascertaining

the irdemal resources of the island, so that no movement can

'reasonably be expected in that quarter ; but the authorities of the

Steam Navigation Company would be fully justified in devoting

a small portion of their immense revenue to carrying out a series

of experiments, which, if successful, would be the means of cur-

tailing their expenditure to the extent of some tens of thousands

I
er annum. Probably no more favorable spot could be found

"or commencing operations than the immediate neighborhood of

their depot at New Harbor, where the surface indications, shale

and sandstone, are such as are always associated with the coal

beds, although their presence does not imply the actual existence

of the more valuable mineral. That such measures may be

carried out even by private enterprise, will be seen by an extract

w^e append, which gives the result of a similar experiment at

Ipswich, a small but rising town of the Moreton Bay district of

New South Wales, by two gentlemen, who, we are informed,

follow the occupation of millers and storekeepers. The Moreton
Bay district was not occupied until some years after this settle-

ment had been formed, and the town of Ipswich is scarcely ten

years of age. This successful experiment nearly doubled the

value of the town allotments in the course of a few hours after

the result became known

:

^' We have great pleasure in calling attention to the recent dis-

covery of a valuable seam of coal on the property of Messrs.

Walter Gray and Co., situated on the north bank of the Bremer,

about one mile from the town. This desirable work was com-

menced some months ago, and notwithstanding great difficulties

supervened, such as boring through masses of hard rock, those

difficulties have been surmounted, and the discovery of a seam

of coal nine feet in thickness has rewarded the exertions of the

enterprising proprietors. The shaft was sunk to the depth oi

100 feet before the miners came to the coal, and from the nature

I
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of the superincumbent strata it is expected that tlie mine can be
worKed both with profit to the owners and security to the people
emplojed. A sample of the coal has been forwarded to to^vn,
and lias been submitted to the inspection of competent judges,
who have pronounced it 'to be quite equal, if not superior, in
quahtv to any hitherto discovered. It appears to be that descrip-
tion which is known as caking coal, and we understand it is very
pure, and leaves after combustion a very small percentage of
ash The sample before us seems to be highly bituminous, and
well adapted for the purpose of producing steam which sets
machmery in motion.—iVb?V/i Australian:'

fe.
Since writing the above, while looking through the 1st vol-

* ume of the Journal of the Indian Archipelago for information re-
specting the coal deposits of Kedah and Ligor, we came upon a

5f_^'^g^^gli (p. 165) to the effect that a mass of anthracite was

J-84:6, when the exca-
vations were being made for the foundation of Tock Sing's Hos-

>,%

gallery driven horizontally from the l)ase of the hi
cave brought its contents to light. Certainly the va

pital. It is singular that so certain an indication of the existence
^i coal in ^our immediate vicinity Avas not followed up, as a
^.lW^^-...„._..

, .. . J . ... ^-11 would soon

..^...- . tainly tlie value of antlira-
cite as fuel was not so well known as at the present time, although
^t^n, as now, it was used by steamers in preference to bitumi-

f^ous coal throughout the United States ; nor was the consump-

j^l^^^
f^€;l by steamers frequenting this port equal to a twen-

^eth of the present amount. The time has now arrived, how-
^^ej', when any delay in prosecuting an inquiry of so much
promise would "impair the enterprising- character of the inhabit-
ants of this settlement.

Art XVIL— Ofc5erra//on5 on the Zodiacal Light; by Eev.

M

amount of labor bestowed by the Eev,
^r. Jones on his zodiacal light researches, the volume whose titlo

w)fu^^
below should be carefully examined. It consists almost

wnoljy of celestial maps with the position of the light noted
^,°"^», as ascertained at each of his observations, the maps being

1^
^^^^al records as they were made by him at sea, accompanied

y "le notes or remarks that were written down at the same

cliieflv^^^''^'*'''^
"^ *^^ Zodiacal Light from April 2. 1853 to April 22, 1855, made

in E-LT ^^''^' ^^^ United States Steam Frigate, Mississippi, during her late cruiw
^^ Easter Q united States yteam tngaie, iviit.&isMp}ji, uuiui^ uci

tailed K
*^^^^' ^"^ ^^^ voyage homeward, with conclusions from the di

Ignited Z ^^\^^^rge Jones, A.M. Chaplain U. S. Navj :-being Volum

g
^ ^^-'ites Japan Expedition. Washington. 1856.

^COND SERIES, VOL. XXIU, NO. 68.--MARCH, 1867.

data thus ob-

olume

21

\

B-.
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time. There are 350 of these maps. The author has "been scru-

pulously exact in giving his original records without any modi-

fication from views subsequently arrived at. The first 40 pages

axe devoted to historical and theoretical considerations, and in-

elude a brief explanation of the theory which he has been led to

adopt.

There are points in the researches upon which more light is

required ; and Mr. Jones; aware of the doubts with which some

of his observations may be received, and desirous also to give

greater completeness to a subject that has occupied so much of

his time, has now gone to the high plateau of Quito to continue

his investigations. He has announced his safe arrival there, but

has not yet sent forward any farther results. 1

The statements in the work most likely to be questioned are,

the division of the light into a brighter centre and more diffuse

borders by a boundary which is definable ; the existence of a

moon zodiacal, and the occasional Avaving character of the light.

After citing from his account of his observations and certain

general conclusions, we give his explanations of the theory

which he favors, the existence of a nebulous rin^ around the

earth. The objections brought forward by him to the prevalent

view of a nebulous body around the sun, are here omitted. The
subject is submitted to our readers without discussion.

—

Eds,*******
My Icon-

tented myself with making records of having seen the Light

and with giving its boundaries, by written descriptions, in a

general way. But the necessity of precision soon showed itself;

and, as I went on, of yet still greater precision ; and I then con-

structed a star-chart from an excellent little globe. By laying

folds of paper below this, and sticking pins through the stars, I

multiplied the charts, till, after nearly a vear's work in this man-

ner, I was able to have the chart cut m wood at Canton, and

thus I found myself well prepared for work. My custom Avas,

at evening, to watch for the earliest appearance of the Zodiacal

Light ; and, as soon as I could get reliable boundaries, to notice

their course among the stars,' and draw these boundary-lines on
^ the chart, with such annotations as the case might require ;

then,

agam an hour
once more, and as the boundaries would be changed in that time,

to take the new ones in a Similar way ; and so proceed till the

light could be no longer seen : and thus also, in a'reverse order,

m the morning. And after having once fairly commenced—say
about the first of March, 1853—1 never failed for one evening
or morning, (Sundays always excepted,) till our reaching home
on the 22d April, 1855, to see, and, with one exception, to make
record of the Zodiacal Light, when the moon and clouds did not
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interfere to prevent. In the case of that one exception, I saw
ttie Jight

;
but being shut up among the houses in Canton, I could

not get reliable boundaries.
The development of facts in the Zodiacal Light came upon me

gradually, and, before thej had disclosed themselves, much val-
uable time in the high southern latitudes, at the earlj part of our
cruise, was lost ; on our return, however, we went still further
to the south, and I w^as able to make amends in some measure
lor this loss.

There is no mention made in any books on the Zodiacal Light,
01 any differences in the light itself;* but I very soon began to
notice that there was a Stronger Light at the central part, or
along the axis; while, bevolid this, on either side, and also
above, a dimmer kind of Tight extended itself, as if the matter
^ving us this light was more condensed at its central parts, and
Was thinned out beyond. I have called these the Stronger and
tue Diffuse Light, and have marked the boundaries of the former
on mj chart by full lines, while the bounds of the Diffuse are
designated by lines of dashes, each having the hours of the

ervation affixed to it. Sometimes, beyond the Diffuse Light,
^ucre was also what seemed to be, not a positive light, but rather
^

A\^^ ^^^ ^'^^^ sliglitly paled (if the reader will allow the

ohs

trust

^^}h ^^^] I liad called in repeatedly the aid of other persons. I
ponsider it only as the more diffuse matter greatljr attenuated at
ns outer edge, which, by the sinking of the ecliptic towards the
onzon, was now brought so as to make its reflection visible to

TVff
^^^ ^^^^ i"^^ referred to, it presently changed into the

vT V^^^'^
^*^®^^- "^^^ Stronger Light is evidently the one of

"«^hich Cassini has given the boundaries in his written accounta.
it IS not to be supposed by the reader that any of these kinds

01 hjht was bounded by sharp lines easily detected in the sky.

V u
^^°*rary, the stronger passed by degrees into the diffuse,

f f^°-
^^e latter also graduallv faded away. Yet there was, in the

lormer case, a line of greater suddenness of transition, which,
^hen my eye had got accustomed to observations, I was generally
aWe to make out without much difficulty ; and this is the line or

7 boundary which is given in my charts. The outer boundary
01 the Diffuse Light was also tolerably well marked. That I was
not fanciful in this, is shown by the frequency with which other
persons on board, both officers and seamen, when requested to
«o so by me, and without any leading questions, drew boundary-

et jrf'^^^' ^ ^^^^"^^ probable the following extract from Mairan's Traite Phynqve
«'.'?(jr,^«e de FAurore Bore'ale, refers to such a difference: " J'ai encore ob»err6

Lm'^T ^"'^' qu'apr^s que la Lunii^re ZoJlacale avait cess6 de paraitre le soir sous sa
rme de lance ou de fuseau, toute la partie du couchant d^meurait plua 6clair6e que
•^este du ciel, sur 30 ou 40 d^OTea d'amDlitude." P. 36.

.^
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lines wliich corresponded exactly with those which I had just

drawn, mentally, myself. Sometimes they differed from me;
but still the promptness with which they designated such bound-

aries is proof that the transitions were perceptible to the eye.

Generally, much careful looking took place, and perhaps repeated

attempts, before I ventured to draw my lines. Often I was in

doubt after all possible pains-taking, and the doubts are noted

down. As a general fact, late in the evening the Stronger Light

would melt away gradually, or rather would seem to be merged
in the Diffuse Light, which alone would be left, the latter at first

with a degree of brightness greater than it lately possessed ; and

then the diftase would pass away, in the increasing night. In

the morning the reverse was the case. It should be here ob-

served, also, that this gradation in the strength of the Zodiacal

Light was not only lateral from the centre outward, but also from

the horizon upward to the terminating point. But the transition,

in this latter case, was by insensible degrees, except in the cases

of a more intense light near the horizon ; even the Stronger

Light, towards its apex, was so dimmed as to be distinguished

with great difficulty, and often I could make it out only by fol-

lowing up the boundary -lines from the lower portion.

I remember very well my feelings of surprise and wonder
when the lateral changes in the Zodiacal Light, as the night ad-

vanced, for the first time forced themselves on my attention.

Those changes, as may be seen from my charts, are of constant

occurrence
;
yet I do not find them noticed in any Avritings on

this Light, except an allusion by Cassini in one of his observa-

tions, in which, however, he tells us that, both then and after-

wards, he could come to no certain conclusions as to their exis-

tence.*

These changes running all through the observations, will be

found to be of great consequence when we come to draw conclu-

sions from our data. They are greatest and most striking when
the ecliptic has declined considerably towards the horizon ;

aud
there is great uniformity in them, but they are not without con-

tradictions among themselves; but these incongruities are rare

and are probably owing to extraneous causes.f I would not

* " Je doutai si elle n'avait pas un peu de mouvenient partiVulier vers le pepten-

tnon; car lea deux plux luisantes d' Aries qn'eUe frisait au commencement par son

c6te septentrional furent ensuite comprises dana cette clart^; ce qui a ^te depuis

confirm^ pnr les observations des jours suivana. Mais je ne fua pas en etre entiere-

ment assur^ ni alors, ni apr^s pliisiers jours, parceque Textreniif e de cette clart^ etait

de tous cotes trop douteuse, a'afflaiblissant peu-a-peu ; de sorte qu il 6tait extrenie-

ment difficile de la determiner pr^cisemeut."—J/emoircs de VAcademie Royah des

Sciences, tonu viiL

t Cassini remarks on the character of the Zodiacal Light as follows: ''II ne faut

neanmoms pr^tendre r^duire les apparances de cette lumiC-re d un r^gle aussi exact©

que lanneau de Satume, parcequ'il s'en faut beaucoup qu'elle soit si bien terimaee

et quelle aitautant de consistence; 6tant assez Evident. par le* differencea accident-

y

V-
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advise any one to draw conclusions from exceptions, in a matter
where mistakes can be so easily made by the observer, but oulj
trom the general facts of this book ; I have put down all, excep-
tions and incongruities as well as others, not feeling authorized
to omit any portion; for who can say, in a new science, that
what seem to be exceptions are not a part of the general rule.
Among the most_ important of these observations are those

when the Zodiacal Light was seen near and at midnight, simulta-
neously on both the western and eastern horizons—a circum-
stance never observed before.* I had not expected it, and the
nianner in w^hich it came upon me is recorded, with the care,

1^ also, to have other eyes than my own brought to bear on the
subject, and also my carefulness in watching the western and
eastern skies through all the changes of the light, from early
in. the evening till dawn. It is probable that this appearance
can never be seen except when the ecliptic at midnight is at
right angles, or nearly so, to the spectators borizon; wiiich can
only be the case where his latitude is equal to the sun's de-
chnation, but on the opposite side of tlie equator. I saw this
^gam m the following year; and in both instances tlie ecliptic
Was not only vertical, or nearly so, at midnight, but bore east
SDu west from me; but the latter circumstance, I presume, had
^othing to do with the results. I have been puzzled to know
7 what kind of lines to designate the boundaries of this mid-

night light
; for it was very dim, quite as much so as the Diffuse

J^ight; yet when I came to bound it bv lines of dashes, I found
^^ey produced confusion when the Diffuse Litrht itself was

i

barked down ; so I gave it a line of alternate dashes and dots,
and thus it is' designated in the charts. ,
oonaetime early in 1854, I saw in a newspaper a brief notice

ot the pulsntions'in the Zodiacal Light seen at the Kew Observa-

^^^Y] but as the newspaper did not state where thejr were
observed, or the authority, and as I had now been observing for

set it

from
^

year without having noticed anything of the kind, I

^owfl as an ocular deception, and the thing passed entirely

Py mmd. But in March of this year, I was surprised, one even-

^^g, at seeing the Zodiacal Light fade sensibly away, dimmed to

J^^ost nothing, and then gradually brighten again. This was
repeated several times; but the eifect, after all, was to leave me
^^^y in amazement and doubt. Subsequent nights, however,
pve abundant exhibitions of this kind, of which, with the times

am

celie? •
^^ paraifre d'un jour a Tautre, qu'elle re§nit des variation? r^elle?. outre

lair It^T
^'^^""®"t des causes externes. comme des diversea degres de la clart6 de

loK^r ? <=^»cours de la lumiere des a^tres. et mime de fe di.^poMtion des veux da

rAcadent

^J
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tLat tlie case required. It was a great satisfaction , afler my re-

turn home, to fiud that Baron Humboldt had observed the same
thing while in southern latitudes, though he thought it more

probable that it was owing to "processes of condensation going

on in the uppermost strata of air, by means of which the trans-

parency, or rather the reflection of light, may be modified in

some peculiar and unknown manner." My records, however,

will show that there is a regularity of appearance at the closing

off of these pulsations, which proves that they do not belong to

so uncertain a cause as atmospheric changes, but to the nebulous

substance itself They seem to intimate a great internal commo-
tion in the nebulous matter, for they were too rapid to be occa-

sioned by irregularities in its exterior surface-

I noticed them again the following year, but must refer the

reader to m}^ records and charts. The changes were a swelling

out, laterally and upwards, of the Zodiacal Light, with an in-

crease of brightness in the light itself; then, in a few minutes,

a shrinking back of the boundaries, and a dimming of the light

;

the latter to such a degree as to appear, at times, as if it was

quite dying away; and so back and forth for about three-quar-

ters of an hour ; and then a change still higher upwards, to

more permanent bounds.
A reference to the charts will show ^isrzas" lines in some of

o'—

o

thetn down near the horizon. These are the boundaries of a

very effulgent light which appeared at the times specified, and
within these bounds. It has no other distinction than its greater

brightness, and the cause of it I cannot surmise. Gassini appears

to have noticed the same thing as will be seen by reference to

his annotations.

I now, however, come to what may perhaps be the most im-

portant of all these observations ; but a part in which' my obser-

vations are meagre, compared with the rest. I had, at an early

period, queried whether the moon might not give a Zodiacal

Light, and had given attention to the subject; but, probably,

had looked too high up in the sky, and, at all events, had failed

to see anything of the kind. But, one evening, when I was

finishing some boundaries from the western sky, the quarter-

master on duty said to me : "The moon is going to rise;" and,

on crossing the deck, I was struck at once with the resemblance

between the light then showing itself in the eastern sky and the

morning Zodiacal Light, in every thing except its elevation. I^

breadth, in the peculiar boundaries laterally of the Zodiacal

Light, and in coloring, it was all the same ; and, in its subse-

quent rapid changes, it still kept strictly within the Zodiacal

Light bounds. The following night I was prepared to make
records ; and I never failed afterwards to watch for recurrences

of such light. But they did not often present themselves; for

-«
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tlie ecliptic should be at a high angle, otherwise the light is apt
to be so scattered along the horizon as to be unsatisfactorj. It
also happened, that we almost always had cloudj weather when
such observations are most desirable—namelv, at the full of the
moon. * * * ^

March
also an midonhted joint sun and moon Zodiacal Lights That is,

when the moon was about its first quartering,*^ and, at the time
of the observations, about 63^ above the western horizon, a
bright streak appeared in the western sky, along the ecliptic

;

the joint light from the sun and moon, reflected from the nebu-
lous matter, being apparently sufficient to overcome the bright
moonlight in our atmosphere; and thus to make itself manifest.
On both occasions I brought other persons to look (in the latter
case, the captain and several other officers), whom I got to draw
boundaries which corresponded to my own view of the subject.

^^^^^ttev occasion was also the more striking, because the streak
ot light did not stretch up exactly towards but to one side of the
^o6n, that satellite having then a southerly latitude of four and
a half degrees.
The observations here given commence on the 2d da;^ of

:^pril, 1853
; for, although I had been a careful observer since

JJecember 22d of the previous year, I consider the interval as
Jiavmg been necessary in order to gain experience, and I have
consequently rejected all up to the period mentioned. My first

jptention was to reject still more, and to commence this publica-
"on with June of that year; but the extraordinary interest of
some of the observations in April, and the great care which I
took in them to be precise as well a^ correct, have led me to in-

^^ them. The unhroJcen series commences at June 7, 1853.

fnS?
*^^* time, till our arrival in New York m 22d ApriJ, .

io5o, every observation is recorded; and, except on Sunday, I
^ever once failed to have observations, if the moon or clouds did
^ot prevent, * *****
At this stage of our work, effected and proposed, it may, per-

^^ps, seem to be premature to draw conclusions ; but still there

J^e certain things that seem to force themselves on the mind
l[om the data here afforded ; and, if the conclusions which I
Snail V,,. ^ _ , '

. 1 - • i._ xT.^ A^^'i^ ^^\^Ashall

the
are not aecisive lo mc icrti^ci d uniiu,

y,\f^o\R for discussion that may, in the
eH bnng us to the truth. ^ ^

J-t seems to he quite conclusive, on an inspection of these
caarts, that we never^ at any one time, see the whole actual extent of

.
ical Light. This subject can perhaps be elucidated by

noticing a common event,—a cloud, silvered at one edge bj the

Ai^.^^rch 1864. first nuarter -f fireanwich. UIK: December 1854, do. SCrf

Zorl
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rajs of the declining sun. The sun may be shining on the bor-

dering, quite around that cloud; and, if so, it is sending off,

from every portion of the border, an equally brilliant, silvery

light. But our eye is in a position to catch this reflection from

only one portion of it, and the rest is dull to our vision. If we
could with great rapidity change our positions, other portions o^
the silvered edge would show themselves according to our

changes of place. So, also, when a rainbow is presented to our

eye: the rnyraids of drops of falling water in the whole rain-

shower are sending off, from each drop, reflections of light in all

directions^ and the universal atmosphere about us is full of these

brilliant, variously-colored rays; but only that portion which, to

us, forms the rainbow-arch, can reach our eye, and all the rest is

lost to our sight.

So it is also with the Zodiacal Light; and the proof that we
never see the whole of its extent at once, is manifest in the fol-

lowing facts:

1. That when I was in a position iwrth of the ecliptic, the

main body of the Zodiacal Light was on the northern side of

that line.

2. When I was south of the ecliptic, the main body of the

Zodiacal Light was on its southern side.

3. When my position was near or on the ecliptic, this Light

was equally divided by the ecliptic, or nearly so.

4. When, by the earth's rotation on its axis, I was, during .

the night, carried rapidly to or from the ecliptic, the change of

the apex, and of the direction of the boundary-lines, was equally

great, and corresponded to my change of place.

5. That, as the ecliptic changed its position as respects the

horizon, the entire shape of the Zodiacal Light became changed,

which would result from new portions of the nebulous matter

coming into position for giving us visible reflection ;
while por-

tions lately visible, were no longer giving us such a reflection.

A plane passing through the centre of the Zodiacal Light, as it

shows itself through the varying latitudes of these observations, would
correspond pretty nearly with the ecliptic;^ bat how near the two
planes approach to a coincidence, it seems to be yet impossible
to say. Through all of April, 1853, and December, 1854, there

appear to be proofs of an evident crossing of the two planes.

Through July of 1854, the apices, in the evening, were decidedly
on the northern side of the ecliptic, though my latitude w^as

only about 25^ N ; while, in September of the same year, though
my latitude was nearly as before, the apices were on the southern
side of the ecliptic, as shown by my morning observations; the

Which is the reason whj I have chosen the ecliptic for the central line of my
charts

; and whj I refer so often to the position of the spectator as regards the

/
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mornings then being verj favorable for correct observation, on
account

_
of the high angle of the echptic with the horizon.

Again, in April, 1855, the apices and greatest bodj of the light,
\ were north of the ecliptic, even at times when I was, myself, to

the southward of that line ; as was the case in the first hours of
the evening observations, up to the 13th of that month. The
loJlowing general view rather shows us that there is something
on this subject which may yet be learned, than that we have
now the materials for anything definite and certain on the sub-
ject.

lo53. April.—The planes of ecliptic and Zodiacal Light cross

each other.

Juh^'—By evening observations, the apex of Zodiacal
Light appears to be north of the ecliptic. Morning ob-

servations are not satisfactory, either way.
1854. March 27 to April 18, strong proofs of crossing o^ the

planes, by both morning and evening observations.

July.—Apex decidedly to the northward, by both evening

and morning observations.
September.—Apices on the south,

tions, during this month.

mormn

December.—Apex decidedly to the northward, through

•ir,^^
all this month.

•ooo. January.—Apex as decidedly to the south of the ecliptic,

hy both morning and evening observations.

March.—Apex south of the ecliptic, by evening observa-

tions
; the morning observations place it on the ecliptic.

ApriL—Apex north. No signs of a crossing of planes.

* * 4t * * « *

[The discussion of thporifis here follows in the volume and

There
of a nebulous ring, with the earth fc

^

the

8

^nere are certain deductions which appeared to come up m ih

exammation of the preceding theories, which I will now bnn„
^gether, and exhibit in a united form. They are: 1. That the

substance giving us the Zodiacal Light must be egmlli/ near to

V^ m all its ^^^ inasmuch as the lateral changes of the light—
^- e. the changes of boundaries—have a uniform character, and
Diostly a parallelism in their whole extent from apex to base

;

^' -I hat no part of this substance can be very remote from us, m-
^^ch, as the outlines of the light, were clearly and decidedly
^ected by my own position on our globe, and even by my
ciiange of position, in a single night ; and 3. That the laws of
reflected light require an arrangement, or a shape, of this nebu-
Jo«s matter, which will give ils, at the base of the Zodiacal Light,

SECOND S£BI£S, VOL. Illir, NO. 63.—MASCH, 1867.
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larger angles between the lines of the incident and reflected

light, than at other portions, and also a regular decrease of such

angles from the base to the apex of the light, as produced by

such a shape. These three requirements appear to be fully met

by an hypothesis, which, if the theories already examined are

untenable, is now the only one remaining to us.

The hypothesis is that of a ring around the earth.

The thought is a somewhat startling one, yet startling only

from its novelty; for it is entirely in accordance with what we

know of one of our sister planets (Saturn), and also with the

whole of Laplace's celebrated theory of the formation of globes.

That great Avriter, after stating his ideas of the central conden-

sation from an immense body of nebulous, rotating matter, and

thus of the formation of our sun, and of the rings about him,

produced from the remainder of that nebulous matter, thus

proceeds

:

''If all the particles of a ring of vapors continued to condense

without separating, they would at length constitute a solid or a

liquid ring. But the regularity which this formation requires in

all the parts of a ring, and in their cooling, ought to make this

phenomenon very rare. Thus, the solar system presents but one

example of it—that of the rings of Saturn. Almost always

each ring of vapor ought to be broken into several masses,

which, carried on with velocities difiering little from each other,

would continue to circulate at the same distance around the sun.

These masses ought to take a spheroidal form, with a movement
of rotation in the direction of the rotation, since the inferior

molecules have a motion less than the superior ones ; they have

thus formed so many planets in a state of vapor. But, if one of

them has been sufficiently powerful to unite, successively, by it"

attraction, all the others around its centre, the ring of vapor

will have thus become transformed into only one spheroidal mass

of vapors, circulating around the sun with a rotation in the saine

direction as its revolution. Now, if we follow the changes which

further cooling ought to produce in the vapory planets, of whose

formation we have just spoken, we shall see grow up in the cen-

tre of each of them, a nucleus, incessantly increasing by the

condensation of the atmosphere which surrounds it. In tins

condition, the planet resembles perfectly the sun in the nebulous

state, in which we have just been considering it; the cooling

ought, then, to produce, at different limits of its atmosphere,

phenomena similar to those we have described; namely, rings

and satellites circulating" around its centre, in the direction of its

motion of rotation, and turning on their axes in the same direc-

tion. "—^Sys^eme du Monde. Paris edition: pp. 467-468.
This great theory of Laplace, called his nebular theory, ap-

pears to be looked upon by astronomers with wonder, almost
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With awe, and as a thing which they may scarcely dare to touch.
It is regarded with favor, yet there are few cosmologists who
venture a decided opinion upon it; and, indeed, while there are
few points from which it can be controverted, Laplace himself
seems to have exhausted Avhat can be said in its favor, in the few
lines which he has given to it, in a manner far from positive, and
m a retired corner of his book. If that theory be true, however,
we have reason to think that no one of the planets may have
absorbed in itself all the nebulous matter of the ring from which
it was originally formed ; and that, consequently, there may be,
to each of them, a remainder substance, in the form of a ring, or
rings, with the planet for its centre. In the case of Saturn,
such rings are visible by the aid of our glasses. To Jupiter,
such rings have given four satellites ; for our own globe, one
satellite has been produced. And we may well query^ whether
there may not be still a remainder of the nebulous matter left

rrom the rinp- oricnnnllv nrnrJnmno- fhp. p^rth : fhe, nebulous sub-"*" i.u^ iin^ uiigiaauy prouucmg tut; eaiLu; luv xit;uuiuuo auu-
stance of that ring not^ having been all exhausted in the forma-
tion of our earth and its moon, and showing itself in a ring such
as we are now considering.

.Between P^-JR and AMX tlie nebul..--•"'^ii x-,iK and AMiN tlie neouioiis ring.—E, the EartL—S' B, S'' F, etc.,

direction of the Siin.-B, F, D, H, M, horizons; B. at ik 30'; P, at 8* 30'; D at

2* 30'; H. at U 30'; M, ^t inidnight.-S, T, vertices; S, at U 30'; T, at S» 80'.

But avoiding any consideration of these topics, ns regards

other planets, and confining ourselves simply to the facts ot the

Zodiacal Light, and of a ring central to the earth, to which the^

seem to lead us, ^^e proceed to apply the results of Bouguer s

experiments to this case. , .

.
in the annexed diagram, constructed according to this suppo-

sition,* the observation quoted in the former sections—that of

* The relaHve proportiona of the earth and the rln* and also Us distance, are, of

^"r.e, not given in this diagram with any effort at certainty; the upward extent of

the ring is probably far greater than can be here represented. The diajfram. is.

""wever, sufficiently correct for our present purposes of elucidation.

^-'
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September 4tli, 1853—is again talcen as an example, and for the

same reason ; namely, that it is a simple one, and one also in

which the spectator is near the plane of the ecliptic. • The hori-

zonsj at 4^ 30^j 3^ 30i«, 2^ 30"^ 1*^ 30^, and at midnight^ are

given, together with the lines of the spectator's vertices^ as well

as his positions, o o, &c., at 4^' 30^, and 3^ 30^, &c. A B F C
are the boundaries of the Zodiacal Light at 4^ 30™, and E F G
at 3^^ 30"^ ; the apices C and G are earned a little above the more

condensed portion of the ring ; but the reader is at liberty to

suppose them to be at any other part, as he may think best.

The direction of the sun is 'given ; and S', S'^ S^'^ S'"', S''"', are

supposed to be rajs of light proceeding from that luminary.

In this diagram, the sun's rays being S', S'', &c., B O, F O, &c.,

will be the reflected rays; an3 the several angles between these

lines of incidence and reflection, together Avitli the number of

rays reflected to the eye, out of every 1,000 incident rays, ac-

cording to Bouguer, are in the following table

:

Angle-
iRays reflecteU from smooth iRaya reflected from plate-

I water. I glass not quicksiJverHd.

a', BO 161^

S'\F O 146°

S'^DO
S''^\HO
S"''', at midnight,

13P
116°
90°

S nr/r CO 67°

IS
}

Still acknowledging that we know not wliat nebulous matter

and therefore that we cannot, with certainty, argue about its

properties of reflection
;
yet still claiming as a" high probability,

amounting almost to certainty, that the laws of reflection, apply-

ing to all other bodies, to solids, to vapors, to the molecules of

our atmosphere, apply also to nebulous matter, we find in the

- above table a strong argument for such a ring around the earth.

The figures, taking either of the two columns, for water or for

glass, correspond in a very striking degree with the varying in-

tensity of the Zodiacal Light, from the base upward, as we have
it on any clear morning or evening when the ecliptic is at a high

angle with the horizon, and when, consequently, the nebulous

figure is not brought angularly to our eye. They also corres-

pond to wliat is, indeed, almost synonymous with that which has

just been stated—namely, to the fact, that at # 30™, the Zodi-

acal Light at the horizon is far greater at its base than it is at 3^^

30"^
;

at 3h SO"", than it is at 2^ SO"", &c., back to midnight. Any
person, who has ever looked attentively at this light, when
makmg a high angle with his horizon, will see at once the coin-

cidence between the proportions in the above figures, showing
the number of reflected rays, and what has been always pre-^

sented to his eye. If the reader will also carry these lines of

mcident and reflected light beyond the midnight horizon-line, to

JSUt
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any

.
easilj get wliat is referred to in mj charts under the German
name of gegenschein—i e. a dim light, seen, when the circum-
stances are favorable for it, in those portions of the sky opposed
to the sun. This hypothesis shows also, very clearlj, how I
could have the Zodiacal Li^^ht above both horizons at the mid-o

was
with the strength of the hght as then presented to the eye.
Indeed, while Bouguer's results are antagonistic to all the the-

ories discussed in the previous sections, and seem to be utterly
irreconcilable with them, they fully coincide with this, in every
one of its aspects

; and, so far as they can go, they satisfy the
mind, m all the varying characters of the Zodiacal Light.

_

X said, so far as they can go ; for there are points in this sub-
ject such as the pulsations of light, and what in the annotations
to these charts is called the "effulgent light," which belong to
something in the nebulous matter which we have not yet fairly

further^, aixyx vvuiuu. iuus[ ijc i^tiii ivi expiauaiiuu Lo yet
Observations.

While there are some things still left unexplained, I have yet,
not been able to see anything in this hypothesis antagonistic to
the facts of the Zodiacal Light. On the contrary, almost all of
tuem are explained by it ; and they all, as far as I can perceive,

^^J harmonize with it, through the whole of the manifold
changes which the- light underwent, either from the changes of
Qe ecliptic towards any fixed spot, or from my numerous and
great changes of latitude during our cruise. In examining them
i^^^tail, -we must remember the deduction just drawn, (see p.
to', last paragraph,) from the general mass of data—namely,
that as the spectator's place is changed relatively to different por-
tions of the nebulous ring, such portions change, for him, their
reflected light; just as is done every day, to our eye, by clouds
^r other terrestrial objects. Eemembering this, he will, I think,
lully understand why, when I was on the northern side of the
echptic—2.

e. towards the northern edge of the ring—its reflec-

tion was chiefly on that side ; why its southern portions gave me
t^e chief reflection when I was towards its southern side ; and

f: yh'
all the various aspects detailed in Nos. 1, 2, S, 4, 5, were,

«^fferent hours or seasons, presented to my eye.
tt It should be objected to my deductions from Bouguer's law

ot reflection, that the intensity of light, which his results would
&ive this ring when brought between our eye and the sun,

J^^ght to make the ring a°very striking object to us during a

:?*^|^eclipse of the sun ; I reply, that the increased intensity ot
^ne Zodiacal Light, from the apex to base, is afact independent

Iv
?f-5'"^^®'^ries ; that, on any supposition of causes, it can scarce-

J oe doubted that this reflection, so increasing from apex to
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l^ase afc the horizorij goes on still increasing in force below the

horizon, towards the direct line between our eye and the sun;

and that, consequently, if the Zodiacal Light is not a striking

object in a total eclipse, stretching off from each side of the sun,

this fact is not more against the hypothesis of a ring around our

earth, than against a ring around the sun or in any other plac

As respects such eclipses, however, if the observer of them is in

a high latitude, north or south, he will, except at only one por-

tion of the year, have the ecliptic at a very low angle with his

horizon (even, under the best circumstances, not at a high angle,)

and therefore cannot expect to have a good exhibition of the

Zodiacal Light at thg time of eclipse. There was, however, an

observation made in Peru, durmg a total eclipse, on the 30th

of November, 1853, from which we might expect something of

a more decisive character. The observer was Prof. Curios Moesta,

of the Observatory of Santia2:o, who at the sus'orestion of Lieu-

tenant Gillis, U. S. N., was sent to Peru, bj the government oi

Chili, for that purpose, and who afterwards made a highly inter-

esting and valuable report to the Minister of Pablic Instruction,

with a sketch of the heavens as thej appeared at the time of the

total obscuration of the sun. His place of observation was in

lat. 14° 21' 21" S, and consequently he had the ecliptic at a high

angle with his horizon: the suu at that time having a declina-

tion of 24° 42' S,—t. e. 7° 21' south of the observer. Every
thing was favorable, as regards an observation for the Zodiacal

Light, on that occasion ; and we have, in his engraved plate, in

addition to the corona usual in total eclipses, a long ray project-

ing from the sun S 70° E, and another, also a prominent and stri-

king object, but not quite so long, stretching off N 80° W. He
says: "^^early all the northern part of the ring [corona] was

uniform ; the opposite side was evidently composed of numerous
rays, which appeared to come from the ring, and all which had

the same length, with the exception of two very large ones. Of
these last, one was in an upward direction, and inclined about

20° S of B, and according to estimation, its upward extent is as

large as a diameter of the moon; the other extended from the

ring downward, not diametrically opposite to the former, but in-

clined about 10° N of W, and was a little shorter than the other.

The appearance of these two rays was much like that of a comet
narrower at the end than near the nucleus, and clearly radiating
in its structure ; since it could be seen, perfectly well that these

rays were not of a homogeneous light, but composed of a vast

number of very small rays. Soon after the eclipse I made the

annexed sketch, in which I have endeavored to represent this

ring [corona] as nearly like the original as possible.'^
It should be added to this that Mr. Moesta's drawing was from

& view through the telescope ; I have, mvsel^ always found the

?
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Baked eye better for viewing the Zodiacal Light than telescopes.
Ihrough our ship's glasses I was never able to see it all.
If we could have a Zodiacal Light of an undoubted character

produced by th^full moon, not only would the question before
lis be set at rest, but the ring would be shown to be within the
orbit of the moon : and how near we came to a case of that kind
on the evening of February 14,* 1854, the reader will decide for
mmself. There was no subject connected with these observa-
tions, in which I was so carefully watchful ; bat, in summer, the
moon, when full, must rise long before the crepuscule ceases,
and It is only in winter months that satisfactory observations of
this nature can be made; and in the few instances of this kind
which offered, clouds interfered to prevent them.

-For myself, I have no doubt that what I saw, in all the cases
given ]n these charts, -was really Zodiacal Light produced hy the
rnoon. When the equator and ecliptic were furthest removed
ifom each other, the light still kept closely with the ecliptic, and,
therefore, could not have been atmospheric; and the boundaries,
though only in one case having the altitude of the sun's Zodiacal
wght, still, as far as they ascended, always resembled fully those
produced by the sun.

l^rom the deductions made, (seep. 167, last paragraph,) it is

apparent that we cannot expect to get a parallax of this ring;
jind that we can hope for only approximations to its width. In
the morning observations I appear to have got the full lateral
extent northward of the Stronger Light, about 80° ; and of the
-L'ifluse Light 45° ; but the evening observations of June, July,
and August, 1858, differ somewhat from these. The inference
jrom the whole of these data would seem to be about ^.0° for the
luJi width of the Stronger, and 90^ for that of the Diffuse Light.

1 endeavored to have simultaneous observations made in Con-
necticut while I was in the extreme southern latitudes, but did
^ot succeed.

This ring must, according to the laws of matter, rotate on its

centre; and it seems to be Ml of commotions within itself The
existence of the pulsations, so often referred to in this book,
ssems scarcely to admit of a doubt, recorded as they have been
oy observers in such distant quarters of the globe. They were,
^s a general thing very obscurely marked ; but at times thej
appeared to be so decided that I had no longer a doubt of their
reality. They could scarcely be owing to irregularities on the
surface

; for the changes appear to have been too rapid and exten-
sive for such a cause. But that is possible. The following, re-

specting the rings of Saturn, is from Laplace's Mecamque Cekste :

f* "^^'^ """on was full at Greenwich February 12. 14^. Urn.; alloTving for (he dif-

,-„^"''t"»
longitude, the obserration was Id. hh. AZm. after the full; the next even-

«»
s observation, with etill more decided results, -was 2d. Ih. 28»n. after the fulL

I

'I
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^' Hence it follows that the separate rings which surround the

body of Saturn, are irregular solids, of unequal width in the

differents parts of their circumferences ; so that their centres of

gravity do not coincide with their centres of figure. These cen-

tres of gravity may be considered as so many satellites, which

move about the centre of Saturn, at distances depending on the

irregularities of the parts of each ring, and with velocities of ro-

tation equal to those of their respective rings."

—

BowditcKs Tr.^

VoL V, p. 516. ^

If we allow an irregularity of width to the earth's ring, it

may account for the changes in its intensity of light; the Zodia-

cal Light this spring (1856) having been considered as of much
greater brightness than in previous years.

^ If this nebulous matter gives us its reflected light only from

certain portions of it

—

i, e. only from portions in position for

admitting such reflection to our eye, may not the light from the

tails of comets^ (query : portions of very elliptic rings, the plane of

the rings then coinciding with our eye ?) be given and witndrawa

in the same manner ; so that, instead of such appendages sud-

denly shot out, and as suddenly withdrawn or dissipated, and at

times, contrary to all laws of dynamics, preceding the body from

which it emanates, we have, more philosophically, a substance

always permanent, but giving its light to our eye only in certain

portions of its orbit ?

Art. XYm.— (9n some Compounds of Ethylene; by H. S- BUFF.

[Communicated to this Journal by A. W. Hoffman, Ph.D.Jt

Among the hydrocarbons which are capable of replacing hy-

drogen, the radicals of the general formula CnH(n+l) i. e., the

horaologues of ethyl, are best examined. There is another class

of hydrocarbons which may be represented by the general form-

ula CnH(n-l). The only well known term of this series

H
Messrs

mann. and Cahours on allylie alcohol. These researches have

established the most perfect parallelism between the two classes

of radicals and their derivatives. Both the radicals CnH(n+l)
and CnH(n— 1) are monatomiCj i e., molecules capable of replacmg

"The tail of the great comet of 1680, immediately after its perihelion passage,

was found bj "N"ewtoa to have been no less than 20,000,000 of leagijes in le^hi
md to hare occupied only two days in its emission from the comet's body; ft ^f^'
five proof, thi^, of its being darted forth by some active force, the origin of which,

tail, must be souffht in the sun itself.* •Sir J.

Outlines of Astronomy.

^
Royal Reftd

V.' f.
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one equivalent of hydrogen. These two classes stand in the
closest relation to each other, and it is bj no means improbable
that one class may pass, over into the other, for instance, that the
radical propyl G eH 7 or a propyl compound may be converted
into allyl or an allyl compound, .

There exists a third series of hydrocarbons, which, again both
by composition and origin are closely allied to the former two.
1 hey are represented by the general formula CnHn and methyl-
ene C2H2, ethylene C4H4_, and propylene CeHe are well known
terms belonging: to this series. These hydrocarbons are also rad-
icals, they differ however, in their nature essentially from those
01 the former groups, inasmuch as they are hiaiomic molecules,
** ^-j molecules capable of replacing 2 equiv. of hydrogen.

-there exist parallel with these three series of radicals which
lorra alcohols, three other groups of radicals, which in acids play
exactly the same part that in the alcohols is assigned to the
^ydrocarbons. These acid-forming radicals contain, in addition
to carbon and hydrogen, oxygen or other elements belonging
to the oxygen group. Tliey are closely connected with the radi-
<5als of the alcohols and this close connectioh is particularly well

'd-fc

l-fc

Methyl, C2H3-2H-f20 = Formyl, O2HO2
Ethyl, C4H5-2H-f20 Acetyl O4H3O2
Propyl, C^Ht - 2H+20 = Propiony], CsH.Oa

-TOrmic, acetic and propionic acids are formed by the imper-
lect oxydation of methyl-, ethyl- and propyl-alcohol ; and we
^ay consider them to be simple substitution products of these

^v means of the electric current we are able to produce ethyl,
sthyl and hydrogen from propionic, acetic and formic acid, and
•586 acids we may reproduce again by the action of hydrate of

P?J^a on the cyanogen compounds of hydrogen, methyl and

Both series of radicals are chained together by these reac-

J^'ons, and we may view acetyl and propionyl as formyl, the

'^ydfogen of which is replaced by methyl and ethyl.

th

Formyl,
Acetyl

C2(H)02

C2(C4H5)03Propionjl, =
-Lhere is no doubt that the same relation exists between the

fjydrocarbons of the other series of radicals and the radicals of
^e corresponding acids, between allyl CeH* and the radical oi

H
whi

-*•, i^ivpyieuo, <KC., ana lue muxi^aio ui bi

cn are homologues of succinic acid CaHeOa.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 63.

I
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The biatomic radicals are in general less studied than the mon-
atomic radicals; still tliey occur in many compounds^ and are

met with in different departments of chemistry.

In addition to the terms already mentioned, we find them in

the phenyl, benzyl^ napthyl and other series.

In the hope of adding some facts to the history of the poly-

atomic radicals I have made some experiments with chlorid of

ethylene C 4H4 CI 2. »

This compound, as well as bromid of ethylene, refused to act

in many instances, in others it underAvent the same change which

is induced by the action on it of a solution of potassa in alcohol,

splitting into the compound C4H3CI and hydrochloric acid.

On boiling chlorid or bromid of ethylene with an alcoholic

solution of sulphocyanid of potassium, a very definite reaction

takes place. The change being completed, the alcohol is sepa-

rated by distillation, and the residue treated with a small quantity

of cold water in order to remove chlorid or bromid of potassium,

which is produced and the excess of sulphocyanid of potassium.

The more or less colored residue is then dissolved in boiling

alcohol, and the solution, after digestion for some time with ani-

mal charcoal and a few drops of hydrochloric acid, filtered while

hot. This solution deposits on cooling brilliant and large rhom-
bic plates of a hard and brittle wbite substance.* The analysis

of this substance leads to the formula

C4H4Cy2S4
and its formation may be represented by the equation

C4H4Cl2+2KCyS2^2KCl+C4H4Cy2S4,
which in the conception of this view may be called anyleiU'Sul-

jp/mrous acid, the cyanogen is replaced by hydrogen, whilst the

sulphur has been oxydized into the compound radical S20e
J

urous

Two „,olecu,e3 g i
0^

T.o e.uivs. of H
|
g^O,

Ethylene- H ^s,o.

of .ate, H ^ t-'P^"^ of K ^^^
-|P^--

^'l'
^ g, o.

xi
)

potassmm, H
J

acid, Ix

Since we find that the hydrogen-molecules in polybasic acids

are replacable by two or raore molecules of different metals or

radicals, witness tartrate of potassium and sodium, oxaloviuate
of potassium, the idea naturally suggests itself that the biatomic

alcohol-forming radicals may be capable of uniting two molecules

of different elements or compouncU of the oxygen group. It i^

^
Whilst Mr. Buff \ras engaged in these researches, Mr. Tannenschein has comnia-

mealed some experinaenta made in the same direction, -which have like-w-ise led to

ihe discovery of this substance. Tannenschein's results, which are published in the

Jonm. far prac. Chem. June, 1855, came to our knowledge only after a summary ol

the results had been sent to the editor of the Ann. der Chem. und Pharm.—a. v. S-

^
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wobable, for instance, tliat the etliionic acid, discoyered bj Mr.
Magnus, may be such a compound, namely, ethylen€-sid;phiiro-sul-
phurous acid.

Disulphetholic acid C4H4 \
^'^*

Ethionic acid C4H4 '
^'^^

n ) SaOe H ) SaOs
The following table contains some of the known ethylene and

succmyl compounds compared with the corresponding derivatives
of the ethyl and propionyl series.

Compounds of the Akoholforming Badicals.

Ethyl Series. Ethylene Series.

Ethyl,
g^^ I Ethylene, C4H4

Chlorld of ethyl, C4HaCI Chlorid of Ethylene, C4H4CI3

Sulphid of Ethyl, g^^ [ S2 Sulphid of Ethylene, C4H4S3

C4
Mercaptan, ^'^' [ Sa Sulphocjanid of Ethylene,C H4

[ ^^

TT

Salpliocyanid of Ethyl, ^*^' I Ss Ethylene-mercaptan, C4H4 t
^^

Bisulphid of Ethyl, C4H5S2 Bisulphid of Ethylene, C4H4S4

Ethylsulphurous acid,^^^*
j- SsOe Ethylene sulphurous acid,C4 Hi \

^.^q^

Ethylene sulphuro sul- ri rr / S:20«

phurous acid, Hi ^'^^^

Sulphovinic acid, ^*^' I S2O8

Compounds of the Acid-forming Radicals.

Propionyl Scries. Succinyl Scries.

Chlorid ofpropiony I, C3(C4H5)OaCl Chlorid of succinyl, C4(C4H4)04Cl3

Propionic acid,
C2(C4H5)02 / ^^ g^^^j^^j^ ^^j^^ C4(C4H4)04

[ g
Anhydrous pro- C2(C4H4)02 ) ^^ Anhydrous succinic n. /p,H4^040"
Piomcacid, Ca-aH5)04 acid,

C4(C4H4}040.

)H
Nl H

H
Propionyl amid, N [ H Succinamid, i 04(C4H4)04

) C.(C4H*)0«
^J

H
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Aet, XIX.

—

On the Rose-colored Mica of Goshen^ Mass. ; by J. W»
M4LLET, Ph.D., Professor of Chem. in tlie Univ. of Alabama,

I

The veiy beautiful mica ^yhicli occurs in finely developed
. crystals of a delicate tint of rose-red at tlie above-named locality

lias been usually considered as Lepidolite, mainly on account of

its color ; but in Dana's Mineralogy* it is noticed as " of difiicult

fusibility and slight lithia reaction, and possibly not belonging

to the species Lepidolite,'*

Wishing to determine the true mineralogical character of this

substance I resolved to ascertain the nature and amount of its

alkaline constituents, and accordingly reduced a pure specimen

to powder, and decomposed it by fusion with carbonate of lime

and a little chlorid of calcium. The earths and oxyds of heavy
metals having been removed in the usual way, and ammoniacal

salts expelled, the chlorids of the alkalies were treated with a

mixture of ether and absolute alcohol, and chlorid of lithium

ha^dng been extracted by this solvent, the chlorids of potassium

and sodium were separated by chlorid of platinum.
The mica was found to yield

:

Potash,

Soda,

Lithia,

9-08 p, c.

'99 "

•64 "

so that it contains the three fixed alkalies, but of these potash

only in notable quantity.

As the mineral gives off scarcely a trace of water when heated

in a glass tube, I obtained an approximate determination of the

fluorine which it contains by igniting intensely a portion weighed

in a platinum crucible, and calculating from the loss, considered

as ter-fluorid of silicon. 17'996 grm. (dried at 250° F.) thus treated

lost -443 gi-m. — -3394 grm. of hydro-fluoric acid, or 1'89 p. c.

This small percentage of fluorine, and the very small amount
of lithia found, both go to prove that the Goshen mica does not

belong to the species Lepidolite, but rather to that of Muscovite

or common oblique mica.

As a final test of the character of the mineral, it was sub-

mitted to optical examination. Professor Benagh of this Uni-

versity was kind enough to measure for me the angle between
the optic axes and found it to read about 74''-76''. Prof. SilH-

man gives 75°-76° for the angle between the axes of the yellow-

ish-green mica which occura in the same granite vein with this

rose-colored mineral at Goshen, and there can I think be little

doubt that both are essentially potash-micas of the species Mus-

covite, the rose^colored being probably tinged by oxyd of man-

ganese.

Fourth edition, vaL ii, p. 237.

/
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4

Aet. XX.

—

Results'of some Analyses made for the Geological
Survey of the State of Alabama; by J. W. Mallet, Ph.D.,
Professor of Chemistry in University of Alabama.

A LABGE number of analyses have been made of specimens
collected by those in charge of the field-work of the Geological
Survey of Alabama under the direction of Professor Tuomey,
State Geologist, but the value of most of these is' of a technical
or agricultural character, and the results will appear most appro-
priately in the Eeport upon the State Survey. It is intended
iQ the present paper merely to extract a few analyses which
seem to possess a distinct scientific interest, and to notice very
briefly their results.

•

.

A marble of a delicate pale pink color, from Talladaga Co.,
was found to contain

r

Carbonate of lime, . . - - 35-67

Carbonate of magnesia, - - - - 2 '51

Al__
Insol

39
61-15

9972

carbonat
(by

Atoms.

Silica, . - 63-67 1-406 5-6

Magnesia, - - 30-24 1-612 6*

Alumina, - - 2*05

Peroxyd of iron, - '39

Lime, - - - trace

Oxyd of manganese, trace

Water, . - 3-34 '371 1-5
4

99-69

The sp. gr.

tne carbonate of lime of the marble. The
intimately

appearance
leel to the fingers) from the presence of this steatitic mmeral.

Three careful analyses were made of the ''prairie'' or "ro«rotten
"

rock the south are derived

as
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1. 2. 8.

o

fCarbonateoflime, - 75-07 8048 6i-37

Carbonate of magnesia, - '72 '53 "79

Peroxjd of iron, - - 1*44 1-24 2-19

Alumina. ... -79 '98 '75

O

o
BO
c

Phosphate of lime (3CaO, Po*), '4035 '3710 -5482

^Silica, . . - . -14 -194 -059

'Silica, .... 11-99 9-04 19-58

Alumina, - - • 3-38 219 3-97

Peroxyd of iron, - - 1'84 1'55 249
Lime, . • - - 147 1*01 ^ '78

trace

{

Magnesia,

iPotash, - . - . -0945 -1135 -0410

Water, - . - - - 249 2'22 3'58

99^3 99¥i 9914

No. 1 was from Demopolis ; its sp. gr. =1*976 (containing air

between its particles). N'o. 2 was from Jones Bluff on the Tom-

bigbee River; sp. gr. =2*064 No. 3 from Cabawba; sp- gr.

1'923. The alkali, wbicb was sought for with particular care,

was determined for the whole mass of the limestone, but is set

down in the above statement of results amongst the constituents

insoluble in muriatic acid, as being supposed to be in combina-

tion with silica.

The Oreensand of Alabama has also been examined with refer-

ence to its agricultural value and the content of several green-

sand marls in phosphoric acid, potash, and lime, has been deter-

mined. The greensand grains do not often occur of sufficient

size and purity for separate analysis, but the composition of

those from two localities has been ascertained, and may possess

some interest as enabling us to compare the mineral a3 found

here with that of New Jersey and other Atlantic states.

Picked greensand grains "from Coal Bluff on the Alabama
Eiver gave as the mean of two analyses

—

Silica, -

Alumina,

67-56
6-56

Protoxyd of iron, 2043
-^

. 104Lime,

M:ignesia,

Potash,

Water,

1-70

4-88

847

locm

from the sam
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Silica,

Alumina,
Protoxjd of
Lime

iron
)

Potash,

Water,
Iron pyrites, -

58-91 \ ^?^ ^^'^ich 11-85 insol.

in carbonate of soda.)
5-48

'

1924
•71

•87

4-58

8-17

1-46

99-42

Sp. gr. of the grains =2-297.
Another specimen, from Gainsville, sp. fi;r.=2-349, apparently

slightly altered by exposure, yielded

Silica,

Alumina,
Protoxyd of iron
Lime,

Magnesia, •

Potash, -

Water.

6874

4-71

(of which 23-89 insol

in carbonate soda,)

I
21 "06 1[traces as peroxjd.)

-92

1-48

3'2S -

9-79

99*96

Ihe analyses of the mineral from these two localities agree
^ry well together, and agree also, on the whole, well with the

-3h
^^ ^^ ^^^^' ^' ^' ^^g^^s* for the greensand of Xew Jersey

tbe quantity of silica being somewhat greater in the -Alabama
moral, and the proportion of potash less—although these dif-

erences are less in reality than appearance, since some of the
i ica IS insoluble in carbonate of soda, and therefore does not

^2C]st in combination with the other constituents. If the per-
^ntage of silica really belonging to the mineral be thus reduced,

,^^ C[uantity of potash present will of course be proportionally
Jjcreased, and thus brought nearer the amount found in speci-

^^J^s from Kew Jersey,
&

i wo fine white Porcelain Clays were analyzed. The first, from
"•Dove .Tai^Vc.^v%»„'n _ j1 . O^M : •»„^,-,1+^ /^v. +T.Qr.4TvinTif TtrUV^ve Jacksonville, gave the following results, on treatment with
_^oog caustic potash and sulphuric acid alternately, as recom-
mended by Brongniart and Malaguti

:

* Report on the Geology of New Jersey, p. 200, et aeq.
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Atoma

Combined silica, • 8975 '877 1-2

Free silica, - • - 4'85

Alumina, - - - 38'92 -757 1

Peroxvd of iron, - - '78

Lime, potash, &c., - 1'03

Water, .... 13-38 1487 2

Undecomposed mineral, '90

99^1

The second, from Randolph Co., yielded
Atoms.

Combined silica, - 19-85 '438 l"

Free silica, - - - 17*44

Alumina, - - - 81-92 '621 14
Peroxyd of iron, • - ti^ace

Potash, lime, and magnesia, '72

Water,

Undecomposed mineral, U-28 \ ^J^ "^.^'f
7-49 -finely

15-09 1-676 3-8

divided quartz.)

99-30 \

The former of these analyses corresponds nearly to the form-

ula Al^O^ SiO=^+2HO, which is that of the greater number
of specimens examined by Brogniart and Malaguti, while the

latter gives the formula SAPO^ 2Si03+8HO, approaching

more closely the composition of a clay from Wilmington (Dela-

ware), than that of any other in the list of the above-named ex-

perimenters.

A considerable number of Iron ores have been analyzed, and

among them one may be mentioned as containing a notable

amount of titanium. It was a specimen of magnetic iron^from

near Oak Bowery ; sp, gr.=4'827.
with bi-sulphate of potash, and yielded

( Peroxyd iron, 61*37

was

* < Sesquioxyd of titanium, - - - - 9*21

( Protoxyd of iron, - - • • 28-80

Ma^
,

Alumina,
Silica,

08
trace

•54

100

^
I shall notice but a single other analysis—that of an incrusta-

tion from the walls of an iron-furnace in Benton Co. It appeared

as a hard solid mass, of a dark grayish green color, and sp. gr.

=5172, and proved to consist of nearly pure oxyd of zinc, as

shown by the following analytical results

:

Calculated from 93-37 p. c. of Fe'0», and 10-21 of TiOl
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Oxjd of zinc, - - . - . 97.77
-rrotoxjd of iron, - - , . - 1-21

' Oxyd of manganese, .... trace
^ fcilica,

Carbon,
64
•08

99-70

This incrustation is interesting, since similar accumulations of
oxyd of zmc in large quantity during the smelting of iron ores
iiave been noticed before, although they do not seem to occur
very frequently. One is mentioned in Prof. H. D. Eogers' 4th
Report upon the Geology of Pennsylvania, p. 214. It was from
• 1?!? °^ ^ furnace in Cumberland Co. (Penn.), and contained

i in?f"^' ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^2-48, oxyd of lead 648, peroxyd of
iron 1-00, carbonaceous matter trace, =99-96.
Another similar incrustation, from the mouth of a blast-fur-

nace in Shronshire (England), has been described by Prof Crace-
^alvert,* and contained, oxyd of zinc 93-00, oxyd of iron 2-10,
suiphuret of zinc 2-00, carbon 2-45, silica •45=100-00. The iron

furnace

Vhi
^ ^^^^ -^^st specimen was taken were round to contain

mtle crystals of zinc-blende, the coal also including little parti-
es oi galena. Wishing to ascertain the origin of the Benton
0. incrustation, I carefallj tested the iron ores there used for

hi ^'i
*.^^*t^^t detecting any indication of its presence; possi-

h?^ r?

limestone used as flux may be found to contain a little

diffu ^^_
t^niversity of Alabama, Nor. 12, 1856.

-«^RT XXL^iVbfe on ^^ Bed Sulphur ;'' by J. W. Mallet, Ph.D.,

-Professor of Chemistry in the IJniversity of Alabama.

In a paper by M. Ch. Sainte-Claire Deville, published in the
^nnales de Chimie et de Physique for May, 1856, in which the
^anous modifications which sulphur undergoes when heated are
considered, the author states that the red variety of sulphur can
^ produced only by subjecting the same mass of this substance

^^Y^U^Tnes alternately to heat and rapid cooling, the permanent
eu coloration being never obtained by one tempering.
-Jia^uus speaks in the same way of this modification of sul-

pDUr in his memoir contained in the number of the same journal
for June, 1856.

Number of the "Chcmut" for Sept., 1856. p. T0«.
"

**COND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, ^O. es.—MARCH, 1857.
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Having observed a few months ago the accidental production,

by a single heating, of red sulphur, which retains its color per-

fectly unchanged up to the present time, I Avill mention the cir-

cumstances under which it was obtained, and the properties

which it appears to possess, -

[
Some clean roll-sulphur was melted in a glass evaporating

• dish for the purpose of exhibiting to students the production of

the plastic modilication on pouring it while thick and viscid into

cold water. A portion was so poured into Avater^ and the re-

mainder was heated up to a higher temperature, so as to show
the renewed fluidity of the melted mass. Being forgotten for a

few minutes over tlie lamp, the temperature of the sulphur rose

so high that it took fire, and the lamp was then removed, and

the flame extinguished bv throwing: a cloth over the dish.

On examining the sulphur an hour or two after, it was found

solidified in a cake of clistinctly prismatic crystalline structure,

and of a brownish-red color. It was broken up into pieces of a

size to go into a bottle, and in the interior were observed some
little cavities lined with stout prismatic crystals.

This sulphur, having been set aside for several months, pre-

sents just the same appearance noAV as when first prepared. Its

color is nearly chocolate-brown, verging on red, and its hardness

is greater than that of common roll sulphur. Re-fused at a gen-

tle heat it forms a thin, very dark brown liquid, appearing
almost black by reflected light. If left to cool slowly in the air

this solidifies again to a crystalline mass like the original cake,

but a little darker in color. If a portion be poured while melted

into cold water it forms drops of a deep red color (like Pyrope)
by transmitted light, and almost black by reflected light. 'These

drops do not solidify at once but remain "soft, so that on touching

them with a wire under water they
threads. When perfectly solidified tl

and the same verv dnrk rpd n.nlnr fi<=i 1

may

bling somewhat ''glass of antimony." They gradually, in the

course of two or three days, become in part opaque and of a ^
light red-brown color, this change being confined for the most

part to the surface of the drops, of which the interior remains

glassy as before, but in some cases extending in veins and stri^

through the interior of a drop. The change from the glassy to

the opaque state begins usually at distinct points, and spreads

gradually over the surface,
A portion of the origin ..^ „... .».._v* ^--

cold water ten or twelve times in succession, as in the process

««

for preparing red sulphur of MM. Magnus and Sainte-Claire De-

ville, but after tliese numerous heatings and coolings it presented.

very nearly the same appearance as at first, whether it were ex-

amined after slow cooling in the air or rapid tsolidification lu
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i^^A "il^^^^ '
^^ ^'^^ perhaps rather darker in color thau that which

had been but once re-melted. It became also slowlj opaque
and light in color on exposure to the air for two or three days.

p.« .. „i> .1. _
Qpfgjj^j^i ^.^i^Q^ ^ij-]^ prismatic crystals

This rap-

ellow sol II-

So
ypon them, were treated with bi-sulphuret of carbon,
idly dissolved out ordinary sulphur, forming a pale y . ^^..,-
tion/which became brownish orange on heating with the insolu-
ble residue. The solution, allowed to evaporate spontaneously

'

in the airj left octahedral crystals of ordinary yellow sulphur,
tmged in places by a very little red, and round the edges of the
evaporating dish was an amorphous crust of red sulphur ; the
quantity of the latter being quite small in proportion to that of
the yellow modification dissolved, as observed by Deville and
Magnus.
The portion insoluble in bi-sulphuret of carbon was of a red-

brown color, and amorphous; it retained in some cases the pris-
matic form of the crystals in which it had been inclosed, but fell
to the bottom of the vessel, on shaking, as a flocculent amorphous
powder. A little of this insoluble red sulphur was heated in
platmum foil, and burned without any residue.
A fragment of the original cake, heated in a test tube up to

the boiling point of sulphur, sublimed, and appeared after subli-
mation

^
with its ordinary yellow color; the unsublimed part re-

solidifying as it cooled with the same red-brown tint as before.

Comparing all these characters with those of the red sulphur
obtained by MM. Magnus and Sainte-CJaire Deville by repeated
neatings and coolings^ it seems certain that a considerable por-
tion of the same allotropic modification had been produced by a
single heatinpj in the unintentional experiment mentioned in this
note.

^ ^

Art, XXIL— Observations upon the Carboniferous Limestones oj

Mis [Abstract.]

The object of this communication was to show that certain

J'^hable and well marked subdivisions exist in the '' Carbonferous
hniestone,'' as it is usually termed, of the Mississippi valley. The
subdivisions heretofore proposed were founded, in part, upon
J^rtain supposed characteristic fossils, such as the Archimedes,
the Pentremites, etc., which, though reliable as individual species
in their geological range, are not, as genera, characteristic of the

subdivisions. The subdivisions proposed in the report of Dr.

From the Proceedings of the American Aspocfation for the Adrancement of
cience. The same subject essentially forma a part of the Report of Progress of

^^e Iowa Geological Survev.

1

I
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\

D, D. Owen are, first, an upper and lower series, eacli of which

is again subdivided into several distinct beds or groups. For

the sake of comparison, this table of Dr. Owen's is here given.

"section of sub-carbonifkrous limestones of iowx.

20 feet.

30 feet.

30 feet.

50 feet.

^i

Coal Measures.

Upper concretionary limestone

10 feet. Gritstones,

Lower concretionary limestones.

10 feet. Gritstones.

10 feet.
I

Magnesian limestone

Geodiferous beds.

Archimedes limestone-

1 5 feet. Shell beds.

1 5 feet. I Keokuk cherty limestone.

m

i
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The above expresses the measurements and succession of the
rocks as given in Dr. Owen's section.

Prof. Swallow, in his Report on the Geological Survey of
Missouri, subdivides t!ie Carboniferous limeslones and rocks be-
low the lower coal measures as follows

:

o r

C 'V

SS
c

E. Lower coal measures, - - - . 140 feet.

F. Ferruginous sandstone, - - - - 195 "

G. St, Louis limestone, - - - . 250 "

H. Archimedes limestone, - - - - 200 "

L Encrinal limestone, • - . - 500 *'

J. Chouteau limestone, -
'

-. - - '70

K. Vermicular sandstones and shales, - 75 "

L, Lithographic limestones, - - - - 60 '*

Under each of these divisions are given numerous localities

where the rock is well developed.
In descending the Mississippi river, we come upon the lowest

^d most northerly outcrop of these limestones at Burlington,-
Xowa. At this locality we nave the following section, in the de-
scending order, !

1. Encrinal limestone.
2. Oolitic limestone, fossiliferous.
3. Compact arenaceous limestone.
4. Fine grained argillaceous sandstone or grit stone, with casts

^f Spirifer, Chonetes, Productus, Bellerophon, Orthoceras, etc.

5. Green shale.
The entire thickness of 2, 3, 4, and 5, is about 70 to 80 feet;

the base of the green shale however has not been observed.

These members constitute the argillo-calcareous group of
Evans' Falls, in Dr. Owen's section, and the members J, K, and

h of Prof. Swallow's section. The higher beds belong to the

^ge of the Chemung group, containing the same fossils as the
rocks of that group in New York and elsewhere, and have been
carefully traced throughout the intermediate space. It is quite

probable that, in strict parallelism, the green shale of Burling-
ton and Evans' Falls, which weathers to an "asfi colored earthy

group, since here it

than

en well marked Hamilton beds

likewise probable that the Lithographic limestone of

Irt-or Tiri'n Vsa -R-.,-,-^,! rY^r>v0 o1nsp.1v allied to the Hamilton

We have however in the light colored, friable sandstones of
the Chemung group a well marked and reliable horizon. The
oolitic bed is more allied bj its fossils with the Chemung below,
than with the encrinital limestones above ; though between the
latter there is often no well marked physical line; so gradual
aiid imperceptible is the change from what is termed Devonian
^ ^he acknowledered Carboniferous rocks.

1

t

tt?
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The encrinital limestone of Burlington, or, as we shall hereafter

term it, the BuvUrtfjton limestone^ is characterized by its great

numbers of crinoids, of which Drs. D. D. Owen and B. F. Shu-

mard have describecl luimerous species. The rock is in a great

measure composed of the broken and comminuted remains of

this family of fossils: larjj^e masses of the rock consist almost

entirely of the separated but unbroken joints of. the columns oi

various species.

This rock includes the ''Encrinital group of Burlington," and

the *' Reddish brown Encrinital group of Hannibal," in Missouri

of Dr. Owen's section: the latter being in no respect different

from the former, and holds precisely the same position in the

series, having the same beds above and below. The *' Encri-

nital limestone" of the Missouri report is likewise identical with

the Burlington limestone, and is so recognized by Prof Swallow.

The Burlinrrton limestone is succeeded by cnertv beds with

mtercalated beds of light gray limestone. These have a tnicK-

ness altogether of sixty to seventy-five feet, and constitute the

beds of passage to the next division of the limestones.
_
The

cherty beds form the rapids above Keokuk, so Avell known in the

navigation of the Mississippi river. These are termed by Dr.

Owen the Keokuk cherty limestones. The so-called silicecous

formation of Tennessee and Alabama are of the same strata, *^̂ .V.
J

The second important limestone is recosrnized in the sections

both of Prof. Swallow and Dr. D. D. Owen as the '' ArchimedeS

lunestone/^ from containing a bryozoan of the genus Fenestella^

With n c»"\Trol avio f]-ij:ii A r.*r*l^ni-.^^^ln» ^-P T ^r,-.-.^^-.« -Jfwitli a spiral axis,—the Archimedes of Lesueur.
On descending the Mississippi river, tliis limestone is found at

Dallas, at Appanoose, and opposite to Madison, and at Nauvoo,

III, and is largelj^ developed at Keokuk ; tlie sliell beds of I)r.

Owen forming a subordinate member of the mass. The Archim-

edes is extremely rare in all these localities, as well as at Quincy,

m., where the lower part of the rock is seen resting on the

cherty beds which separate it from the Burlington limestone.

This limestone which may for. convenience be termed the

Lower Archimedes limestone or Keokuk limestone, contains

numerous characteristic fossils. In the upper part the Archime-

des occurs sparingly, with Ci/athoph i/lla, Spirifer striahis, fish teeth,

etc. Among the crinoids are Platycrinus Saffordii, Actinocrirats

Hinnholdtii, Agaricocrinus tuberosus, and others.
The Keokuk limestone is limited above by a mass of

^^^^f
or marls with impure limestones, known locally as the " Geod«

bed" from the numerous geodes, lined wnth quartz crystals, chal-

cedony, calc spar, etc. which it contains, and which have been

distributed very widely throughout the United States, ihis

K

m

* See obseryations upon the genus Archimedes or Fenestella. following this srtiole.
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mass constitutes the ^^Geodiferous beclv' of Dr. Owen's section
but has not been recognized in the Missouri section.

'

.
Succeeding the geode bed, and recognised in tlie same locali-

ties near Warsaw, III, at Appanoose, and other places, is a bed
of magnesian limestone, given in Dr. Owen's section under the
same name.
To the magnesian bed, which has a thickness of some ten feet,

and is doubtless only of local development, succeeds a series of
-beds of blue marlites, with intercalations of impure limestones,
or m sorue places of impure limestones separated by seams of
blue marlite. The upper portions become arenaceous, and some-
times contain small pebbles, forming the gritstone of Dr. Owen's
section,

^

The central and principal portion is highly fossiliferous,
abounding in reticulated brjozoa; and among these the axis of
^species Q^ Archimedes occurs in great numbers and of extraor-
aniary size and perfection. So abundant is it that a dozen indi-
viduals may sometimes be seen in th^ space of a ^e\Y feet. The
species is quite different from the one in the Keokuk beds, be-
ing more robust and the volutions of the spiral axis less rapidly
ascendino-.

ims second Archimedes limestone seems not to have been re-

cognized in the section of Dr. Owen ; and judging from localities
cited, it appears to have been confounded witli the loiver Ar-
chimedes or Keokuk limestone. The position however of the
\\ arsaw Archimedes limestone is above the geode bed, the Ar-
<^l^iriitdes is a distinct species and it is associated with several spe-
cies of crinoids, fish teeth, etc., which do not occur in the lower
beds, '

'

,-^^^ arenaceous bed which terminates this group, and which
likewise contains Archimedes and joints of crinoidal columns, is

succeeded by a light gray, compact limestone, which is often con-
cretionary or brecciated in its structure. Its most conspicuous

mi-^^
niany localities is Lithostrotionjlortforyne.

J-his limestone is termed by Dr. Owen the "concretionary
limestone," and by Prof. Swallow the '^ St Louis limestone."*
•^t is the same rock which forms the low cliti* below Keokuk,
Jiear the mouth of the Desmoines river at St. Francisville, Mo.;
the greater part of the bluffs of the river for some distance above
Alton, IlL; the limestone of St. Louis in whole or in part; the

jmiestone of St. Genevieve; the limestone of Prairie du Rocher,
^^1-

; and in part, the bluffs bordering the American Bottom, be-
low Alton, Ilk
At this point the sections both of Dr. Owen and Prof Swab

^^ cease, so far as limestones are designated. The Concretion-

fin*i
^^*^^ ^ careful examin.ition of the locality cited by Dr. Owen, T am noabic to

"a a second concretionary limestone, though it is not difficult to see how such an
/ror should have occurred in moasurint' the section uctir the mouth of the Deg-
•uoines river- .

J
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ary limestone of Dr, Owen is succeeded by sandstones and shales

of the coal measures, which is the true order at the mouth of

the Desmoines and other places, but not universally true. In

the section of Prof Swallow, the St. Louis limestone (Concre-

tionary limestone of Owen) is shown to be succeeded by a brown
or ferruginous sandstone, F, of section of Missouri report, and

upon this rests the lower coal measures. This order is likewise

true of some parts of Missouri and of Illinois, but it is not every-

where true in these states.

The ferruginous sandstone is in turn succeeded by an exten-

sive and important limestone formation, consisting of beds of

limestone of greater or less thickness alternating with thin seams

of marl or shale, and in some parts heavy bedded limestone of

considerable thickness, without sbaly partings or with very thin

ones. The group embraces likewise one or more heavy sand-

stone beds, and a mass of green shale or marl more than fifty

feet thick.
*

This formation constitutes the limestones of Kaskaskia and

Chester, III, and those below St. Genevieve in Missouri. They
occur at other places on the river, and form the greater part of

the limestones of southern Illinois and Indiana, and those of

Kentucky. This limestone is likewise known as the Archime-

des limestone and sometimes as the Pentremital limestone, from

the abundance of its Pentremites. It has evidently been always

confounded with the lower Archimedes or Keokuk limestone,

as is^ shown by the citation of localities in the reports above

mentioned, and in other publications upon western geology.

The species of Archimedes which it contains in great num-

bers is quite distinct from the other two named, and the charac-

ter of its axis alone is sufficient to distinguish the rock from either

of the lower ones. The stratigraphical position of this rock is

most clearly defined and readily determinable. The assemblage

of fossils is distinct from all those in the rocks below, and there

remains no reason for confoundiner it with either of the other

divisions.

In following down the course of the Mississippi river, the St.

liouis limestone is seen to pass beneath the ferruginous sandstone

F, and upon the latter rests the limestone group of Kaskaskia

and Chester in Illinois, and of St. Mary's in Missouri.
From these data we are prepared to show the true order or

the successive beds amons the Carboniferous limestones of the

o

Mississippi valley; and also in Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee

and Alabama.
The following section illustrates the preceding statements re-

garding the order of superposition among the different members

of the limestone sprips
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VH. Coal measures.

VI. \
^askaskia limestone, or ) Kaskaskia and Chester, HI.

\ Upper Archimedes limestone, \ St. Mary's, Missouri, etc.

{ Gray, brown or ferruginous J Below St. Genevieve, Mo.
V.

-j
sandstone, overlying the lime- \ Between Prairie du Rocher and

( stones of Alton and St. Louis, ) Kaskaskia, 111.

IV j "St. Louis limesto'ne," or ]
St- Lo>iis; highest beds below

•

I
" Concretionary limestone." f , ,p^^"^ . .

) Alton ; St. Genevieve.
'"Arenaceous bed," ^ Warsaw and above Alton, Hi.

in } Warsaw or Second Archimedes i t^ i i t
limestone, ^

Keokuk, Iowa.

." Magnesian limestone," J Spergen Hill, Bloomington, la.

Beds of passage, soft shaly or marly bed with geodes of quartz,

jT j Keokuk limestone, or ) tt ^ a f\ • m *

"l
\ Lower Archimede^ limestone, [

^'^^"^' ^"^^^•^' ™-' '^'^•

Beds of passage, cherty beds 60 to 100 feet.—Rapids above Keokuk.

I. Biirli'Tifrf^.. T.„ i ) Burlington, Iowa ;
Quiucv, 111.

;

*• -Durnngton limestone, > tt -u -i l h/t-
•

_ _

' j Hannibal, etc., Missouri.

Oolitic limestone and argillaceous sandstone 1 Burlington, Iowa.
of the age of the Chemung group of New > Evans Falls.

York.
) Hannibal, Mo.

.
.^^ difficulties whicli have occurred in the way of a reconcil-

n !? f
°^ ^^® views of "Western geologists Lave arisen in great

part from the fact that these different limestones have not an
equal geographical distribution; there being'no point on the

J

^ssissippi within our knowledge where a section at right angles

p this valley will embrace all the beds here enumerated. The
imestones likewise change their character when examined in a
^orth and south direction, owing to causes which will be ex-
pJamed. The fossil forms which have mainly been relied upon
°^ characterizing the divisions have been to a considerable ex-
tent of generic value onlv ; and specific differences have not
^^Ws been properly recognized.

in the geographical distribution and the changes of lithologi-

^,
<^Q'iracter at different points we have yet much to learn.

J-nese groups of limestone have been successively deposited m
r^ ocean which was gradually contracting its limits upon the

^rilr_
"^^^ lowest or Burlington limestone has therefore a

extension northward than either of the succeeding
po^^ps; and its gradually thinning edges stretch far towards
o^-a city, near which latitude was the northern boundary of the
cean, or at least the limit of its animal life. Considerably to

„
J

^
southward of this, we first find the attenuated northern

^gcs of the Keokuk limestone, mingled with much eartliy sedi-
^^I't, and often consisting of a few thin beds of Encrinal lime-

SECOND SEEIES, VOL. XXIII, KO. 68.—MARCH, 1857.
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stone intercalated among other beds of an argillaceous character.

It is only farther south, in the neighborhood of Kauvoo and

Keokuk, that' this limestone first exhibits decidedly its charac-

teristic features. The limits of the ocean admitting of rock de-

position at this period never extended so far north by many
miles as in the period of the Burlington limestone.

The Warsaw Archimedes limestone appears to have been

nearly coextensive with that below, so far as known at present.

The St. Louis limestone extends northward also, nearly or quite

to the same limit, but only in a thin brecciated or conglomeratic

mass which has been rarely recognized above the lower rapids

of the Mississippi. It is only on descending the valley to the

neighborhood of Alton that this rock appears in any considera-

ble force.

To these limestones succeeds the sedimentary deposit of ferru-

ginous sandstone, which in the river valley is not known far to

the north of St. Louis, while the succeeding Kaskaskia limestone

becomes important in the vicinity of the Kaskaskia river, and

is known in the interior as far north as Prairie de Long, and in-

creases in force as we go southward.
We have most clearly therefore the evidence that the limits of

the ocean admitting of calcareous deposits was gradually con-

tracting, at least in the direction from north to south, leaving the

more southern portions as the areas of greatest development for

these limestones.

Some interesting inquiries are suggested by these facts, and

at tlie same time they afford in some degree the solution of a

difficulty which has heretofore been unexplained.
It is well known that no limestone of the age of those here

described, occurs beneath the coal measures on the western side

of the Appalachian coal field north of the Ohio river ; nor upon

the eastern side of the same field, till we reach the central part

of Virginia.' The same is true of the coal fields of Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick accordin": to Prof, Dawson, the northern

*

rocks

beneath
eastern side. The same phenomena occur in regard to the

northern portions of the H^nois and Iowa coal basins.

At the same time I have ascertained in the most satisfactory

manner that the coal fields of Iowa, Missouri and Illinois, r^t

unconformably upon the strata beneath, whether these strata be

the Carboniferous limestones, the Devonian, the Upper Silurian,

or the Lower Silurian rocks. In either case the measures arc

imconformable, differing only in degree.
It would appear, that at a period long preceding the com-

mencement of the carboniferous limestone deposits, the ancient

ocean be^an to ronimr-t i+c ^jraa • +Tiaf +>.ic rnntrnrtion was due to
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tlie uplifting of the older rocks upon tlie nortli ; and that this
state of things continued throughout all the period of the lime-
stone deposits. It would also appear, that during this period or
at its close, and previous to the deposition of the coal mea5ures,
the older strata, becoming uplifted and at some points broken
\^j faults, acquired in many places an inclination of from ten to
thirty degrees ; that denudation to some extent wore down the
mequality caused by this uplifting agency, and produced other
irregularities of the surface. >

The coal nieasures extend much farther to the north than the
northern limits of the Carboniferous limestones, and are spread
out over the thinning and slightly inclined edges of these beds,
and over the more disturbed and more highly elevated edges of
the rocks of the preceding periods; so that the coal measures rest

formations
Garhoniferous limestones. The only explanation we can offer is

that the area of the ocean which had contracted up to the time of
the coal period, was afterwards extended by the sinking of the
land, allowing the sandstones and shales of the coal measures as
^^11 as subordinate beds of limestone, to be spread over much
wider

stone.
carboniferous

—^ ^^ «

This accounts for the absence of the cai'boniferous limestones
on the northern margins of all the coal fields.

Itis true however that the carboniferous limestones of Nova
•-cotia have a more northerly extension than the northern limits
ot the Appalachian coal field ; but if these limestones of Nova

mar'
gin or the line of ancient coral reefs. It appears that this direc-

tion maj have been from the southwest to the northeast, atleast

Jor that portion of country east of the Cincinnati axJfe ; while to
the west of that line the carboniferous limestones make a north-
e% bend, as if at that period that part of the ocean now the

vallej of the Mississippi admitted of a greater extension of the
cojal reefs in that direction.

, , .

-I his view, sustained by facts, while it offers a general solution

01 the difficulty respectin<^ the non-occurrence of carboniferous

hmestones on the northern margins of all the coal measures, at

the same time suggests an explanation of the greater accumula-

St-^^
conglomerates and coarse materials in the same position.

The high angle of elevation of the older strata, and the ine-

^lualitiea of surface on which the western coal measures rest,

prove conclusively that extensive denudation had taken place

previous to the coal period ; and this fact should suggest a cau-

^on in our con(^ln>!mn<3 rpcrnrrlmfT the vast influence of modern

^1

I

«
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Among tlie remarkable and interesting consequences of tliis

ancient denudation, it is not uncommon to tind depressions among
the inclined strata of the Silurian rocks, filled with regular coal

lying usually nearly horizontal or with a slight di

These outcrops whic
deposits

varying from the surrounding rock.

sometimes occur in ravines or the valleys of water courses have

all the aspect of regular coal measures; from the direction of the

bedding they would penetrate the bank^ but are nevertheless cut

off by the inclined strata frequently within a few yards. Iso-

lated masses of this kind are not uncommon, both in Iowa, Illi-

nois and Missouri, lyiug at the foot of elevations and apparently

penetrating the adjoining higher ground. These in many in-

stances in Missouri have been worked entirely out, and proved

to have no connexion w^hatever with the adjoining beds, or with

any other coal in the vicinity.

In several localities on the Mississippi in Iowa, the older rocks

dip to the northward at an angle of from ten to fifteen degrees,

presenting the outcropping edges at points more or less distant

from each other, while the intermediate space is occupied by

strata of the coal measures, lying in a horizontal position. These

henomena have been mistaken for faults, but their origin is far

ifferent; and the coal measures have apparently never been

disturbed from the time of their deposition.
Among the examples of this kind may be noticed more than

one between Davenport and Le Claire. Within three miles of

the latter place the strata of upper Silurian limestones dip to the

northward, and between two points of outcrop, the horizontal

beds of coal shales, sandstones and iron ore, occupy the space,

thus:

1.

a, a, outcrops of Silurian limestone as seen above the Jevel of the river, dipping to

the uoiiheaEt.

&, bj coal shales and sandstones lying in a horizontal position.

In another instance the coal measures present the following

relations to the underlying rocks

:

2.

o, a, ni.s of Silurian limestone. „^ ,^„
*, Horizontal coal measure strata traced to within three feet of actual contact with tne

iimestones which dip at an angle of 30'.
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A stil[ more interesting exhibition of phenomena attendant
upon this condition of the strata, and consequent upon this
ancient denudation, is the occurrence, in the hmestones of the
age of the Hamilton and Upper Helderberg groups, of rounded
or irregular masses of clay, like the underclaj of coal seams.
These masses which are seen in sections along the river, and in
quarries, often present simply the appearance of a spheroidal
mass of clay, sometimes a narrow seam of clay connects this
inass with a similar one in a higher bed of limestone ; and it not
unfrequently happens that these clay seams, which are always
vertical to the bedding of the limestone, may be traced to the
surface, where the clay mingles with the superincumbent mate-
nals of the drift, as if havinsr the same oricrin. On examininsrrials of the drift, _ .. ^

.

the parts of contact betw

^

3.

^ .- _„„.„v.u ..,..„ een the claj and limestone, we find tlie

former adhering closelj, and when separated, the limestone still

retains a striated coating of the clay. The claj is laminated,
and the laminations are curved or irregular, hut never parallel
to the lines of bedding in the limestone. .

A single instance of this character satisfied me that these
Classes of clay were of subsequent deposition to the limestone,
9.nd that they filled cavities which had been made by denudation
hi:e modern caverns in limestone. This example was seen in
the vertical face of a quarrv presenting an elevation of SO or
^Ofeet. From the
ioose soil above is
a depression at the
surface of the lime-
stone; this is the
commencement ofa
broad funnel-shap-
ed opening, which
gradually narrows
below till within 10
feet of the bottom,
^here it spreads out
on one side; having
an irregular arch-
"^g roof with num- |i

erous small arch-
*ogs and an une-
qual floor. Its_
tension to the left

ff ^^? ^" P^rt cut

o, a. a, Limestone of Devonian age.
, ._

b b h Ash colored clay, similar to the underclay of a coal sesm

c', c! c! Gravel and yellowish colored loam. •

t W M

This cavity from top to bottom is filled with hard clay like

^he underclay of coal seams. At the mouth of the funnel it is

^* a reddish'brown hue. but soon becomes of the ordinary gray

ft >
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color belo-w,*^ The laminations of this clay, in the uppey part,

conform to the cm-vatures and irre^larities of the roof of the

ancient cavern, and exhibit every appearance of having flowed in

while in a semi-fluid condition; while the hydrostatic pressure

of the mass above, operating through the deep funnel, had forced

the soft mass against the roof^ causing it to assume in its lamina-

tions the same curvatures and irregularities.

In the midst of this mass of clay, was seen the impression of

a large Euomphalus, quite distinct from any fossil known in the

surrounding rock, and very similar to a carboniferous form. The
shell itself was not seen. With this exception, no remains of

fossils were observed in the clay at tbis locality.

It seems impossible therefore to resist the conclusion, that sub-

sequent to the uplifting of these rocks, the denudation of their

surfaces and the wearing into caverns, the materials of the coal

measures were distributed, filling these cavities, and depositing

the successive members of the coal series upon the surface of

these older rocks.

If anything were wanting to complete the chain of facts, and

carry the most conclusive evidence, it is found in a section near

Iowa city. In a cliff of limestone, of the age of the Upper
Helderberg of New York, where the strata are nearly horizon-

tal, we have tlie following phenomena.—Along the line of sepa*

ration between two beds of limestone appears a black baud
extending for thirty or forty feet ; beneath this, and of less hori-

zontal extent, is a thicker layer of clay, precisely like that of

the cavities before described, and of the character of underclay

;

still below this, and occupying the depth of the cavity is a coarse

sandstone. This sandstone follows in its lines of lamination_ or

bedding the curvatures of the limestone upon which it lies,

gradually filling up tbe cavity, and extending its laminae above.

Upon this comes the underclay filling the upper and broader

part of the cavity, and having a greater horizontal extent than

the sandstone below. Above this underclay, stretching for sev-

eral yards upon each side and filling the open seam between the

layers of limestone, is a band of black carbonaceous mud, the

lower part slaty, and the upper part having the character of can-

nel coaL Here we have all the phenomena attending a coal-

measure seam of coal. The sandstone, the underclay, and the

seam of coal resting upon the latter, and, as if to complete the

analogy, the slaty portion of the seam contains Jish teem of car-

boniferous character. All this is enclosed in limestones, which,

in the state of New York, where the series is more complete, he

at a depth of more than 5000 feet below the coal measures.

_
In this instance the explanation is clear enough. It is only a

little more perfect in its members than the preceding case, and

» The reddish browo color is airoplv due to icfiltration from the ferruginous drift

above.
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the aperture of admission is not visible in the same exposure,
ihe coarse and fine sand were first transported, and MWu"-

fissure

ca\itj, while a bed of similar sandstone was being formed out-
side and upon the bed of the sea. This ceased, and then came
the clay which was continued in hke manner, while the underclay
of an exterior coal bed was in process of deposition. Lastly the
carbonaceous mud derived from a coal seam, or the materials
lorming one, were filtered through the fissure and spread out in
the narrow seam below.

a, (ly a, a, Limestone of Devonian age.
D, by Coarse sandstone in cu2Ted ]aann<B.

d. earn

i here has been no mingling of the materials as if resulting
irom the breaking up of a coal seam at a later and modern
penod, ^and the subsequent filtration through a seam iftto this
I'ocic. Everj^ part is as distinct as in the coal measures elsewhere;
and it could only have resulted from a participation in the causes
then operating to produce those extensive beds of sand, claj/
shale, and coal, which make up the coal measures.

it .should not be forgotten that this point is near the northeast-
ern margin of the coal measures, and beyond the limits of any
^nown productive coal seam ; a few isolated patches of sand-
stone and shale being all the remaining evidences of the exten-

^^%u^
tWs series in that vicinity.

ihe fissures and caves occupied by the lead ores in Wisconsin,
-^Ahnoisj Iowa and Missouri are apparently of similar character
^}d origin

; the period of their production, being a point of
tliscussion, Whatever may be said to the contrary, it appears
stUl very certain that these lead-bearing fissures have no connex-

Jpn with the rock below ; and also that the character of the
lissures, with the materials filling them, indicates an action from
above. That these cavities were excavated, and subsequently
uiJed or partially filled with tbe ores of lead, zinc and iron, by
"^nitration from above, seems, as elsewhere stated by the ^vTiter

*

^ yell settled a problem, as that the coal seam just noticed is due
«> infiltration from above. The age of the rock in which the lead

aurl 1^^ t^^^ Yi^wB^ in reference to the origin of tlie lead ores, are entertained
'^ havo been published by Mr. J. D. W^hitney.
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occurs is not a question affecting tlie origin of the mineral matter,

for while in Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois the lead-bearing rock

is an upper member of the Trenton limestone period, it is in

Missouri the Calciferous sandstone, a rock much older than the

Trenton period. The mode of occurrence of the ore is similar

in both places.

The fact that the calciferous sandstone in Missouri is the lead-

bearing rockj and that sometimes in Upper Io"vya and Wisconsin

the same rock contains some lead ore, has induced the belief that

the origin of the ore is from below. It is true that the Calcifer-

ous sandstone is spread over large areas of country on the north

of the productive lead region of Illinois^ Iowa and Wisconsin;

but thus far it has been found to contain no lodes of value. It is

likewise less cavernous than the lead-bearing or Galena limestone,

and far less so than the same rock in Missouri, From what we
know, it appears that neither the Carboniferous limestone nor the

coal measures ever reached so far north as the northern lead-

bearing rock, while these strata Occupy the country around the

lead region of Missouri, arid outliers of the coal measures often

rest directly on the Calciferous sandstone, the lead-bearing rock

of that State.

There is therefore strong presumption in favor of regarding

these fissures and caverns, whether filled with mineral matter or

otherwise, as having been formed during the Carboniferous pe-

riod, and previous to the deposition of the coal.^
The elevating forces which have raised the pre-carboniferous'

strata to their present inclination throughout the west, have had
a determinate direction, and this direction has been fi:om north-

west to southeast, parallel to the great mountain ranges on the

west and at a nearly right angle with the great Appalachian
chain on the east. So far as my opportunities permitted the de-

termination of the direction, it is north 40° or more west.

In descending the Mississippi river we first notice that
^
the

strata rise and fall in broad undulations, which cross the direc-

tion of the valley from northwest to southeast. Still lower down
we meet^with more abrupt anticlinal axes, and in one of these

at the Upper Rapids and below are several minor plications.

Below Davenport we find considerable regularity ; and between

* In making this statement, the writer would not be understood to say that simi-

lar fissures and caverns luav not have been produced iu these rocks during the

^??f
° or intermediate penods, through the drift and other dfgrading agencies,

which at the same time may have removed the clay or other mineral matter fiotn

caverns of previous date, rendering the determination of the period of tlieir oiigm,

a matter of considerable difficulty. At the same time, the fissures filled with mm-
eral matter, accompanied or unaccompanied by a peculiar clay quite different from
the drift materials of the region, or with this clay alone, or with indurated clay hl^j

the underclay of coal seams, either with or without the presence of sandstone ana

coal, all pomt to a period long anterior to that of the modern drift.

L^
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that point and Cap au Oris we again notice only broad undula-
tions, which reveal successively all the strata from the Carbonif-
erous limestone to the lower Silurian rocks. In approaching
Cap au Gris from the north, there is a CTadual rising of the
lower strata, bo that the Trenton limestone is beautifully defined
'for a considerable distance; and beneath it lies a magnesian
hmestone,^ apparently of no great thickness. The dip to the
northeast increases, and from beneath these limestones, the sand-
stone rises in a bold escarpment continuing for three-fourths of n,

mile, and presenting several hundred feet of thickness. This
elevation suddenly declines to the southward, and we find the
Burlington or lower Carboniferous limestone standing vertically
by the side of the lower sandstone. The limestone soon assumes
a steep and gradually a more gentle dip to the south, and the
succeeding members come in successively. This fault, which i?

m fact an anticlinal axis, has a northwest and southeast direction,
and, according to the observations of Mr. Worthen, extends far
into Dlinois.

Below St. Louis, in the vicinity of Selma, there is another de-
cided anticlinal axis, bringing up the lower sandstone. Accord-
ing to the Missouri Eeport the lower limestones and sandstones
are again brought up in the vicinity of Bailey's Landing ; but I
have personally examined the strata at this place only so far as
|o decide that the Upper Silurian strata appear from beneath the
vJpper Helderberg and Hamilton groups, beyond which the Car-
boniferous limestones appear to come on unconformably in the
sylicliaal j^xis.

Still another axis of very decided character brings up the
Trenton limestone in great force at Cape Girardeau on the Mis-
souri side, and at Orchard Creek below Thebes on the Illinois

side. This axis affects all the southern portion of Illinois below
a line drawn from Fountain Bluff on the Mississippi to near
Golconda on the Ohio, In some parts of its course this axis

would appear to deviate from the meridian no more than 35°

West of north and 35° east Qf south. In a country however,
where denudation has taken place to such an extent, and suc-

ceeding strata are spread over the uplifted edges of those below,

^ is not always easy to determine the exact direction until traced
over a wide extent.
That these low axes crossing the Mississippi are the results of

tne great movement which elevated the fundamental strata of the
Western mountain chain, we can have little doubt. The forces
that there acted upon the huge pile of sedimentary strata, raising
inem into high mountain chains, here operated upon a thickness
^^ a few hundred feet ; and we may have not only the dying
<5ut of the elevating force, but ^o the diminished thickness

aSCOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 68.—MARCH, 1867.
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of the strata for tte subject of its action. If the action whicli

elevated the great mountain chains of the west operated only on

the palasozoic strata, the greater amount of material in that di-

rection would give greater elevation to the ridges, whicli under

similar force would die out in the Mississippi valley for want of

material to be elevated.

The discussion of this part of the subject however does not

properly enter into the present paperj and will be postponed to

occasion

A
these limestones on the south of the Ohio. All the members,

with the exce23tion of the higher or Kaskaskia limestone, grad-

ually thin out to the south.

temiec
of Tennessee, there lies at the base of the Carboniferous hme-

stone. This group is simply an extension of the cherty beds

lying between the Burlington and Keokuk limestones, and which

become largely developed in the south. The Burlington Hme-

stone is rarely seen occupying a few''feet of thickness beneath

the " siliceous group," anS is usually not recognized as a dis-

tinct mass. The Keokuk, Warsaw, and St. Louis limestones

have thinned out so far as to form no important feature in the

series; while the Kaskaskia limestone predominates over the

whole coun"""
-"»'• '» . .. ^ . -n -i- l^^^

yielding its

;ry

Alabama

Noie,—^o far as known to the writer, the first notice of the uncon-

formity of the western coal measures with the older rocks was brought

out at the Providence meeting of the American Association for the Aa-

vancement of Science, in a discussion upon a section of the coal measures

of northern Illinois, presented by Edward Daniels^ Esq. This gentleman

afterwards visited and re-examined the locality, and communicated to nie

the following section, as confirmatory of the views I had there expressed-

The communication bears date of November, 1855.

6:
»

o, Calciferous sandstone ; 6, St. Peier's sandstone ; c, Trenton and Galena limestone

;

d^ Co«l measures resting unconfornmblj upon the rocks below.

* See Introduction to Vol III. Paleontology of New York.
I may remark in this place that the observations made and the coUectK^*

brought home by Capt. Stausbury from the Salt Lake region, demonstrated that me
tw>p«" carbomferous limestone, in an unaltered or scarcely chancred condition, apa

dftte, corr

pogr&phy

rocks of <

[amental
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.
In a " Report upon' the Mineral Resources of the Illinois Central Rail-

road, by J. W. Foster,'' published in 1856, a section similar to the one
above is given

; and the credit of the discovery of the relative position of
the two series of rocks is there attributed to Dr. Norwood, the geologist
of Ilhnois, It is certainly probable that Dr. Norwood has been aware of
this fact for a long time, and the writer, in common with many of his
friends, has had occasion to regret that Dr. Norwood has not long since
pubhshed some portion of the accumulated facts of many years of inves-
tigation.

Although aware for several years of this relative position of the lower
rocks and the coal measures, yet I was never fully impressed with the
iugh luterest and importance of the matter, until I had carefully followed
out the successive members of the Carboniferous limestone series. Dis-
cJaiming any desire to appropriate the discoveries of others, the writer has
presented in the preceding paper the facts that came under his own
ooservaiion, and the conclusions which seemed legitimately deducible
therefrom,

1 should do injustice to my own feelings were I not in this place to
^^knowledge the valuable aid rendered to me by Mr. A. H. Worthen, my
assistant in the Iowa Geological Survey, whose intimate knowledge of the
Principal localities of the carboniferous limestones in the Missi^ippi val*
ey enabled me to accomplish my investigations in much less time and
With far more satisfaction than I should otherwise have been able to do

|>

Jn a single season. We explored together these formations as far as the
mouth of the Ohio, after which Mr. Worthen carried on, under my direc-
jon, the observations through Tennessee and Alabama, with a view to

recognition of the e-roups established in the investigations in Iowa,
Illinois and Missouri,

I

Tir

•A^T. XXIIL^

—

Bemarhs upon the Genus ArchiTnedes or Fenestella

fiom the Carboniferous Limestones of the Mississippi Valley; bj
James Hall.

r

l'

The term Archimedes lias long been in use among American
geologists, and is the generic name given hj Lesueur to a Bryo-
zoan, wliich consists of broad reticulate expansions, thickening
^^ their base, and spirally ai'ranged around an elongated axis or
stem, or, perhaps more properly the thickened base forms the
^is.

, The axis is solid or irregularly cellular in its interior

^cture, the expanded portions have the general character of
fenestella upon the lower or external side, while the upper or
^^er side is in like manner celluliferous. The cellules are cyl-

tK
^^^^ ^^ith circular or sub-circular mouths, arranged along

"6 branches in two or more rows ; the branches are rounded or
^^gular above, connected by transverse processes, leaving oval
^ ^uoquadrangular interstices.

L
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h

1

ih all the essential diaracterSj the foliate expansions of ArcM*

medes^ correspond to Fenestella^ according to the extended descrip*

tion of this genus given hy Mr, Lonsdale, and in detached frag-

ments it cannot generally be distinguished from other forms of

the same genus. Some of the species have more than a double

row of cells on the branches, and correspond to the genus Poly-

pora of McCoy, but nevertheless this character is found in true

xenestell£e as above cited.

The mode of growth therefore, constitutes the only reliable

character for separating Archimedes from Fenestella^ and should

this be hereafter considered of sufficient importance, I propose to

retain the original name of Lesueur, " Archimedes," for fossils

ha^dng this character.

Dr. D. D. Owen has several times alluded to '* Archimedes" in

his various reports; and in a paper published in the American

Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xliii, p. 19, he gives a figure of

one of the species as the "Archimedes of Lesueur," but suggests

that it may be only a new species of Retepora. This figure of

-Dr. Owen is of a large species ; but being merely the spiral axis

it furnishes no character for specific identification. It retains the

thickened base of the foliate expansion, and where this is broken

through presents the irregularly cellular structure common to the

axis of all the species.

This structural character or the remains of the fenestrules on

the edge of the spire, as seen in the figure, have been mistaken

by M. D'Orbigny for the animal cells, and upon this character he

proposes a new genus Archimedtjpora having the cells arranged

upon the salient angles of the spiral band, and places the fossil

in the Devonian system. It is scarcely necessary to say that no

such fossil is known in the Devonian system in this country, tip

to the present time.

The description of M. D'Orbigny is as follows: "cellules

longues placecs aux angles saillents d'une spirale autour d'une

tige allong^."

It is quite unnecessary to say that the " Aixhimedes^^ of the

CaTboniferous limestones exhibit no characters corresponding to

this description, and the palaeontologists of our country who are

disposed to adopt the name Archimedipora will do well to com*

pare the generic characters given by M. D'Orbigny with the fossil

itself.

For descriptions of several species of this genus see proceed-

ings of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, Meeting of 1856.

^
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4

RT. XXIV.

—

On the Avoidance of the Violent Portions of Cy-
cbms ; with Notices of a Typhoon at the Bonin Islands ; by John
UODGERS, Commander, U. S. N., and Anton Sciionboen,
Assist, Astronomer. Communicated by W. C. Eedfield *

w

Albany,
/

TJ. S. Ship Vincennes,

.
^^<xr Sivj—I am a firm believer^ out of mj own experience,

m the truth of your theory of hurricanes. I think that you
have enabled me to avoid storms, into whose centers I should
have been unwilling to be involved^ and I feel therefore that I
am under personal obligations to you for your happy meteoro-
logical discoveries. You have conferred by them a great good
to the nation and to the world.

^
I do not know whether my notes of weather have any value

. 1^ regard to the hurricane experienced by the Mississippi on
yet. 7th, 1854. On Sept 23d preceding this typhoon we were
la the China Sea in lat. 21° 44' K, Ion. 119^ 17^ East. The
weather was very threatening. We were standing to the south-
ward and a black cloud was ahead of us, with vivid lightning,
with a cross and violent sea, with heavy rain, and fitful squalls
Contmually increasing in fi-equency and force. I considered that
1 saw a cyclone before us, and that Ave should avoid its force, by
sailmg away from it. We stood to the northward. The barom'-
eter soon rose and the wind moderated.
At the Bonin Islands on October 28th, 1854, we had a typhoon.

J- he harbor of Port Lloyd is formed by the crater of an extinct
Volcano. The sides rise precipitately above the water to the

Jj^ight of some twelve hundred feet. You will easily perceive
^en, that the anchorage must be in a great degree protected
from the violence of the wind. Yet it blew awfully. It stripped
^1 the leaves from the trees, all vegetation was blighted, and

I

,

^ven the sweet potatoe vines in the sheltered valleys were de-
stroyed by it As I could not at first believe that the wind had
destroyed them, I attributed their wilting and turning black to

^

.
unseen electrical agency. I afterwards concluded

^nd Kad twisted and torn tlieir sap vessels, so as to dest
vitality.

This storm was not so marked as to give any distinct

^ Its approacli. The evening before the hurricane
oroke more heavily upon the mouth of the harhor th
«ver seen it. Had we been at sea I have little doubt bul
anould have known of its approach. This storm is

p> Thie commuaicatioD luivuig heen kindly plwed at my disposal by C

l!^-!'^ ^y "wyy of aaswer to some earlier joquiries, I deem it impro}
•^old it from pu^Wion.-.ir. cm.

warning
the surf

t
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scribed in the accompanying paper by Mr. Sclionborn, assistant

astronomer on board. '

' '

AVe had a gale on Nov. 9th, 1854, in lat. 28^ 22' N., Ion. 143^ ^

4o' E., ^vhich I thought was the edge of a typhoon. We ran on

until I had satisfied myself as to its character, and then we hove

the ship to on the starboard tack heading away from it. We soon

raised the barometer and improved tlie weather. This case is

also described in the accompanying paper of Mr. Schcinborn.

In the steamer John Hancock, w^hich I commanded, we were

on ^tfay 20th, 1854, upon the verge of a typhoon. The weather

was not violent but the seas were peculiar, rising up into sharp

cones and running in every direction. They buffeted the vessel

in every part, striking her upon the lee bow and weather quarter 4

at once. 1 remarked to the officers on board that I felt sure we
w^ere upon the edge of a typhoon. It gave me however no un-

easiness. I concluded that we were behind it and that keeping

the vessel away would increase our distance fi^om it.

We steered off once, in a fresh squall, for about fifteen min-

utes, and hauled up to our course again. We ran on with a fair

wind. I expressed a wish to know how any vessel some one or

two hundred miles to the northward and eastward of us was

faring. This curiosity was satisfied by the accompanying ex-

tract from the log-book of the British ship Harkui^a. She wa5
a large Indiaman, well out of water, and m appearance such a

strong wholesome vessel as a seamen would select to stand heavy
weather."^

Typhoons are rare in the China seas in the month of May.
This is therefore not without interest.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOH]S' RODGERS,
Commanding U. S. Surveying Expedition.

[Extractedfrom Hong Kong Gazette of June Wth, 1854.]

The ship Harkura left Hong Kong for London May 1 6th, 1854, and returned to

port under jury masts on the 11th of June. She had fine weather till the I8th, on

which day boarded the Dutch bark Johan Paul, then just escaped from pirates. On

the 19th, wind fresh and steady at E. and E.KK On the afternoon of 20th [nau-

tical time] moderate winds from E.KE., the barometer falling in the evening, with

lightening at the gouthward. Latitude at noon of that day 16=^ 22^ K, Ion. 113 K
At 10 P.M. a heavy bank rising in the S.E. with lightening and distant thunder;

close reefed the topsails and stowed mainsail, spanker and jib. At midnight barom-

eter still falling, took in mizzen topsail and foresail, and at 2 a. m. stowed main top-

sail- Not much wind, but sea getting cross and high. At 5 a. m. strong winds ana

heavy rain, barometer fallen three-tenths since the preceding noon. Sent down ^top hamper and secured all sails with extra gaskets. At 10 A. m. [Sat 20thl gaie

increased to a hurricane, with a fearful cross high sea. Stowed fore topsail and top-

mast-staysail and brought ship on to port tack, got a sail in mizzen rigging to keep

Aip to the wind, then so violent that no sail could stand it. At noon (commence-

ment of 21st, nautical tune), lat. by ace, 15° N., Ion. 112° 20' E.
The afternoon commenced with a severe gale speedily increasing to a perfect hur-

ricMt, barometer falltn dowa to 28*50. At 2 p, ic ship lying with her lee yard-amn

_i£j
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U. S. Ship Vincennes, Port Llojd, '

Bonin Islands, Oct. 2Tth, 1864.

During the jDast five days tlie weather had been rather warm,
but very fine. Light winds from S. E, were prevailing, which
kept the temperature of the air even in the night above 80°, yet
in the warmest hours of the day it would seldom be over 85° in
the shade.^ This morning before sunrise hght squalls from S, E.
accompanied by drizzling rain interrupted for the first time the

in the water, and bar. still falling rapidly. Fearing the ship -would founder, cut awaj-
fore and mizzen topmasts ; but that being insufficient to right the vessel, cut awaj
the fore topmast. The vessel then righted a little, the -svind still blowing with fearful

+il° 1
^^^"^ Increasing. The main topmast now went over the side, taking with it

the head of the mammast. Immediately after this it fell a flat calm, the barometer
aown to 27"70. Got the wreck of main topmast cut away from filong side, as well

V w ^ ^^ ^^^ foremast which hung to windward. At 3 p. M. the wmd flew to the
J!^- W., veermg to west and southwest, blowing with tenfold violence. The lee bul-
warks all gone with everything moveable about the deck, the sea up to the comb-
ings of the main hatch. ''The starboard side of forecastle washed out and also star-
board poop cabin. At 3.45 p. m. ship righting a little, rigged two pumps and pumped
ner dry. At 6 p. m. the fury of the typhoon moderated and barometer commenced
rising. Gale continued at S. W,, veering round to soutL Commenced rigging jury
niaats. May 22d [nautical time] lat. 15° X, Ion. 112^ 10' E. At 8 p. m. [21st. true
timej weather moderated. Sea eroino: down and barometer rislne:. Wind south and
southeast.

f \T^' Pf*^.^^'^ REMARKS OS THE ABOVE TYPHOON.—The evening of Friday the 19th
Of May«[oivil time], the weather looked very threatening, but nothing gave reason
lor suspecting the Ticinity of a typhoon. [?] The clouds had a dirty red appear-

th^^'fl
•
^^6 quickly repeated flashes of lightening and the distant moaning of the

under m the southeast quarter -were portentous of an approaching gale. The ba-
ometer did not give early indication of what was coming, [?] only three-tenths of
jau appearing up to the time of the commencement of the gale. The fall then
However was very rapid, and in all of a twenty years experience (deven in com-
mand) I never saw the mercury so low in the tube by an inch. Duruig the lull,
^nen we were in the vortex, the barometer, a standard one by Sliepherd of London,
stood at 27*50; afterwards, when we were engaged about the wreck of the masts,
>t -was reported to me as standing at 27 ; in fact altogether out of sight. The wind
commenced at E.¥.E.; stood in that quarter 24 hours (moderate in early part),
veered to B'.E., whence it continued steady till we cut away the masts; then it sud-
aealy subsided into a calm, which continued for half an hour; then, without a mo-
^ents warning, it opened out in norVest m a most frightful tornado, so violent that
^orda cannot express its force, and so continued for an hour, when it veered to west,
and gradually afterwards to sou'west and south, with continued violence. Rain
wou^hout very heavy. Bad not the vessel been brought to on the port tack, ai
^orsburgh directs, when the wind shifted after the lull, the vessel must certainly
^ve gone down stem foremost; as it was, the gust taking her over the stem, ahe
<^«ie up to the wind and so lay in safety during the remainder of the cyclone.

[^OTE.-^The interests of navigation require it to be stated, that on the evening
^lore the disaster Capt. Crowe bad, in the falling state of the barometer and the
direction of the wind, sufficient evidence to show that near by in the soutJieasi wo*
« lyph^n, then crossing his path. Had he wore ship at this time, or even brought

^ ^^ ^^e starboard tack, till the wind should have veered eastward and the barom-
eter commenced rising, he would have sustained no damage. But in mairftaining™ course under the unchanging northeasterly wind and falling barometer, he pnshed
Qirectly into the heart of the cyclone, as has" too often been done by others.

Commander Rodgers was fortunate in falling behmd the violent portion of thk
^rrilic cyclone, and was thus able to escape its force without changing his track.
^e append* the log-book records of the John Hancock^ from which it appears that

\

sf

m
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continued fine weather we had experienced. At noon the wind
changed to the north of east, the rain ceased, it began to clear up

and I could see the blue sky at times between the slowly moving
cumuli. In the afternoon about 3 p. M. being on shore, I heard

some peals of far off thunder, seemingly to eastward ; the same

had been noticed on board ship. A range of mountains obstruc-

ted the sight to N- E,, E,, and S. E. ; in the latter direction I per-

ceived the high white tops of heavy clouds (cum.-str.) some

distance off. Occasionally rain squalls passed on both sides of

us. In the evening the squalls were more frequent, it rained

often and profusely ; the sky became overcast and hung round

with dark looking clouds, especially to S, W., where we could

see the horizon. At 8 P. m. barometer 2 9"859 ;
sympesometer

29-896; aneroid 29-822; temperature of air 81 ""l; of water 78'';7;

of rain water 75° *2. About 8 p, m. flashes of vivid lightening

to E. and N. E. and peals of heavy thunder occurred, which

were repeated several times until 10 P. M. at intervals, stronger

or fainter.

Octohe7' 28th^ 4 A. M.—^During the night the squalls came from

N. E. and increased much in violence. About 4 A. M. the wind

hauled to eastward and began to blow more steadily. The ram

fell all night and morning very abundantly and in large drops,

bar, 29°-654; symp. 29'675; an. 29-639; temp, air 80°'6rwater
77'''6; rain-water 75'''7. Towards 6 a. m. the wind hauled to

S. E. by E., increasing ; it lessened somewhat about 8 A. M, but

regained soon its former strength from E. by S. Eain now fell

incessantly, but in smaller quantity. Temp, of rain-water 77 .

The weather had a very dark and threatening appearance, a

thick mist covered the horizon seawards, the surf broke high

and violently on the reef near the entrance of the harbor and

on the rocks outside.

At 9 a.m. bar. 29-471; symp. 29-465; an. 29450; temp, air

81°1; water 77^-7; rain-water 77^ ; windS.E. byR, force 7-

Afler 10 A. M. the wind increased continually, shifting by degre^

to S. E. ; the barometers and sympiesometers fell rapidly. A
waterspout was observed at 11 a. M. in thetnouth of the harbor

mo\'ing quickly southwestward. It had nearly the height of the

neighboring south bliifi*, behind which it disappeared. By going

over the breakers, a great quantity of spray was carried away

with it, whirling ai'ound the cylinder. The clouds were not de-

before Z r.u. of May 20th the barometer feU to 29*60; in vhich time the l^ini

veered by the If, W^ to W. by N., its greatest force. 6; the course of the vessel

about KN.E. Lat. at no(Mi 11° 55' K, Ion. Ill** IV E. This corresponds to toe

Harkura*8 nautical date of *21st; her distance from the John Hancock then being

195 miles; the Hancock bebg then about 180 miles from the vortex. From 3 to

P. ii. the barometer rose but little. Later in that day the wind was W. by |-' ^then variable, the bar. rising to 29-80, The 21st commenced vrith wind at S.D-/*jt

which continued so till noon, in lat. 13^ 51'. Ion. 112<=* iV. Course N. by E. Anir

meridian the wind varied from S. S.E. to E., diminishing in force to 3.—^- c. ».J
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fined except tHe scud, which flew swiftlj at no great distance
above ns. Shortlj^ before noon the weather became thicker, the
surrounding hills appeared as indistinct shadows, indeed we were
sometinies so entirely enveloped in mist and fog, that we could
not see a ship's length around us.

Noon, bar. 29-123; symp. 28-956; an. 29-100;-=^ temp, air 79° '8;
water_77°-7

; rain-water 75°-7; wind S. E. i E., 10. At 1-45 p. m.
the wind had attained its greatest force and blew with unabated
forj until 3-80 p. m., veering in this time from S. E. bj S. gradu-
ally to S._W. 1^ W. There was no calm at the climax of the
storm noticeable. The svmpiesometer stood lowest at 2-20 p. ir.

(at 28-233, wind S. bj W.) and the barometer and aneroid at
2-30 p. M. (at 28-443 and 28-482, wind S.^ W.)t All three in-

struments remained but a kw minutes at their lowest position
and rose then as rapidly as they had fallen. It rained almost
contmually, rather lightly, but the drops fell with great violence
and made me at first believe them to be mixed with hailstones,
which idea however I found contradicted by examination and by
me temperature of the rain-water. As the wind turned to the
Westward of south, there came a heavy swell through the entrance
oi the harbor, which increased as the wind hauled more to the
west. After 3-30 p. M. the force of the wind diminished slightly.

At 5 p. M., bar. 29169; symp. 29-060; an. 29-178; temp, air

Y
-7; water 77°-7; wind W. by S.^S., 10. Towards sunset

the weather moderated, the clouds assumed shapes again and for
a short time had a remarkably lurid appearance, the whole
atmosphere, filled with vapor, seemed to be lighted up and gave
to the surrounding landscape a yellowish tinge.
At 8 p. M. bar. 29-533

;
symp. 29-459 ; an. 29-529 ; temp, air

;7-6; water 77°-7; wind S.W. byW., 8. Fresh squalls of
)ight rain from S. W. by S. and "\Y.S.W. passed frequently.
Ine form of the clouds looked loose and jagged. Now and then
liie sky was partially clear overhead and the stars were visible
even through the thinner mist-like clouds.

[Mr. Schonborn appends an excellent diagram sho-^ing the tall and rise of the
»neter under the successive winds of this cyclone as it passed over the ship, as

determined by frequent and careful observations. He adds also the curves indicatincr

^e movements of the sympiesonieter and aneroid during the saiue period. It is a
^aphic exhibition of the effective action of the cyclone, and affords a fair test of the
^»ative value of these several instruments, under the successive phases of the storm.
^e adds two other diagrams of like character ; one of \vhich, together with that

re ^l^^lf
^^' I ^^^^'e reduced for these pages, so far as relates to the barometer. I

+TtI tbey could not be reproduced entire, on this occasion.—w. c. r.]

661
nearest approach of the axis or center was indicated by these lowest ob-

renri^T^*
As the gradual veering of the wind was in accordance with the appa-

of th
^^

^7
course of the sun. and no lull or" remission having occurred at the cnsia

vvl., u
^^'^' "^ "^ evident that these observers were to the right of the axis-path,

ba

I
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744

temp, air 78^
; water 78'' ; wind W. S. W., 5. The weather has

been improving much during the night.-—9 A. Mj, bar. 29'853;

sjmp. 29*830; an. 29*850; temp, air 80° '8; wind light from the

westward ; weather very fine. Very respectfully,

An
Assistant Astronoiner,

U. S. Ship Yincennes, November 9th, 1854.

During the day we had pleasant weather. A steady south

wind blew all the morning, advancing us speedily on our way to

the north. In the afternoon the wind freshened, hauling to

S.S.W. The barometer and sympiesometer had been falling

since 8 p. m. of the previous day, and stood at B P. M, at 29'717

and 29-710; temp, air 81°'l; water 78°-4; wind S.S.W., 7.

We were then in lat. 28^ 43' K, Ion. 143^ 59' E.
^

Towards evening when the sun neared the horizon, he glared

with unusual brightness through the clouds, and the sunset was

magnificent. The gilded edges of the cumuli to N.W. con-

trasted finely with the dark appearance of the cloud-bank which

began to rise on the horizon. South and westward the upper

and lower strata of clouds exhibited a great variety of colors

from oale yellow to brilliant purple, and some of them, which

passed swiftly overhead, were even of a greenish hue. A low

compressed mist, orange colored, lay on the water to the west,

servmg as a line of demarkation between the calm and beauti-

fully decorated sky above and the already troubled sea below.

As the glow of the sunset lessened, the cloud-bank to N. W.
and W.N, W. began to rise, and when it became dark, flashes of

,vivid lightening followed each other in rapid succession, illumin-

ating at times the whole northwestern part of the heavens. The

wind veered back to S. by W. increasing considerable in force

accompanied by sudden puffs. The waves became high and ir

f

recfular. .^ A
enveloped us sometimes so that only a small space overhead was

clear. The barometer fell constantly. At 8 p. m* t?ie ship was

hauled hy the wind on the starboard tack^ with the head to the east-

ward. The barometer and sympiesometer stood lowest at 9'20

P.M. (29-548; 29'572). At this time also the wind was most

vehement from S. S. W. The barometer began to rise after halt

past 9 o'clock. Towards midnight the weather moderated

^ghtly. The wind blew in gusts from S. W. veering by de-

to westward nnd Komft showprs of rain fell. At 4 A. K. OHgrees

W.N.W
dim

It is very probable that we were in tbe southeastern wiug oi a

cyclone. From the collected facts the following diagram has

\
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been constructed.

into it, and
K E. We

W. and afterw

dN.R We T

iky

which was soon after changed to N. by E. ; our position on the
diagram therefore became successively that of No. 2 and No. 8.

Position No. l.~Nov. 9th, 2 p.m. Wind S.S.W.; ship's

course N. N. B., which was changed at 4 p. m. to N. by E.

No. 2.—6.30 p. M.; wind S.S. W.; ship's course N. by E.;

cloud-bank to N. W. (towards the center of the storm.)

Ko. 3.—8.20 P. M. ; wind S. by W. ; ship's course N. by E.

;

after which the ship was hove to, head eastward.

No. 4.—9.20 p. M. ; wind S. S. W. : lowest barometer, strongest

Wind. (Nearest the center.)
No. 5.—Nov. 1 0tli 1 A 1

•

eratin gr.

^o:\

wind Weather

3 A. M. W.N.W
Very

Anton Schonborn,
Afrittant Astronomer.

ifiih
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J

Art. XXV.— O/t tlie Mode of Formation of Cannel Coal; by
J. S. Newbekey.

(Read at the Albany meeting, Aniei'. Associatioii, Aug- 1856.)

Cakxel coals as a class, when compared with other bitumin-

ous coals, are characterized bj greater homogeneity of physical

structure and of chemical composition, have a more laminated

fracture,—in pure specimens conchoidal acro.^s the planes of

stratification,—contain more earthy and more volatile matter,

and of course less fixed carbon,—and evolve gases having a

higher illuminating power. The fossils which they contain arc

either aquatic or exhibit marks of the action of water. No sat-

isfactory explanation of these differences having been given by
ivriters on the subject, I was led to seek such explanation in the

phenomena presented by the numerous strata of cannel coal

which are found in the Ohio portion of the Alleghany coal-field.

A series of observations on these beds of cannel, on the changes

which they exhibit in going from one point of outcrop to an-

other, their physical and chemical characters, their structure as

indicative of their mode of deposition, their fossils and geologi-

cal associations, has resulted in giving me the con^nction that

the peculiarities of cannel coals are due, principally^ to the chemi-

cal and mechanical influence of water in which the-y were deposited^

secondarily and locally, to the presence of aportion of animal matte)\

The facts which have led me to these conclusions are briefly

these:

—

1st. Cannel coals always exhibit a tendency to assume the fo-

hated structure of slates and shales,—a structure which they

must have derived from aqueous deposition. They are fi-e-

quently found shading into bituminous shale, into which they

are converted, simply by accessions of earthy matter. Bitumin-

ous shale and cannel coal may, therefore, be considered as the

same substance in different degrees of purity ; that is, carbona-

ceous paste, deposited from aqueous suspension \v\th different

admixtures of earthy matter.
The carbonaceous matter in bituminous shale, as in cannel,

exhibits a preponderance of volatile matter over fixed carbon,

and the gases furnished by it contain a larger proportion of the

more volatile hydro-carbons, and possess a higher illuminating

power than those derived from ordinary bituminous coal.
^

2nd. The chemical composition of cannel coal—so rich in vol-

atile ingredients— and its homogeneity, are such as would natu-

rally follow the decomposition of vegetable matter while con-

stantly submerged.
Plants when deprived of their vegetative life, and exposed to

the action of the air, are slowly decomposed by the process ot
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decay; a process, which, unattended bj the sensible phenomena,
heat and light, is however really a combustion and consists in
the^ union of oxygen with their hydrogen to form water, 'v\-ith

their carbon to form carbonic acid, and of their carbon and hy-
drogen to form carbnretted hydrogen, &c.
^ hen vegetable matter is covered with wet earth or clay,

these changes are both modified and retarded, and an interme-
diate state, that of bituminization, is assumed by a portion of
the organic matter.

Under water the changes terminating in decay go on still

Ttiore slowly, and a larger portion of the vegetable tissue be-
comes bituminized.

^
The process of bituminization in such circumstances consists

ip the oxydation of a small portion of carbon—which escapes as
carbonic acid,—of hydrogen to form water, the union of carbon

hydr^
carbons, and the combination and removal of a portion of the
alkaline carbonates, of nitrogen, &c., all of which go to make up
the loss, which is relatively small. The residuary hydrogen and
^^ygen unite with a portion of the carbon to form bitumen,
which closely resembles, physically and chemically, the resins
produced by the vital functions of many plants. This bitumen
unites mechanically with the uncombined or fixed carbon, the
remaining alkalies and inorganic matter, to form coal.

It is evident that the more ready the access of oxygen to the
carbonaceous matter during the process of bituminization, the
jarger proportion of the products of complete combustion will
l>e mingled with those of this process, and the more perfectly
the oxygen is excluded, the larger proportion of the moTQ wdiiv
ti^e (i. e, more oxydable) constituents of the wood will be retained.
Of the conservative influence of water on vegetable matter

We have evidence, not only in the great durability of wood when
constantly submerged, but in coal itself.

In all coal strata except where the process of volatilization is

complete, as plumbago and perfectly gasless anthracites, the
work of decomposition is constantly going on. To this, as to

ordinary combustion, water is an extincruisher.

. ^"^^^ mines are cor
?iig the coal on some
J-H these nir/^nmc+oT^/^.^^..v.v.s a progressive change, both chemical and
physical, is noticeable in the coal from its outcrop to the point

y^jere atmospheric influences cease to act Near the surface it

js friable, lustreless, and nearly destitute of gas, having much
^he appearance and character of decayed wood. As it is moxe
aeeply penetrated it becomes harder and more brilliant, and con-
^^ins more volatile matter, till under water or a sufficient cover
<^t incumbent rock, it is protected from the action of oxygen.
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On the contrary, wlieneA*er the outcrop of a coal stratum is

constantly covered "vvith water, even though it have no other

covering it will be found hard and bright, and containing nearly

its maximum quantity of volatile ingredients.

3rd. The higher illuminating power of the gases of cannel is

a natural consequence of the preservation of the more volatile

constituents of wood, by its continued submersion in a hydro-

genous liquid.

It is also probable that the illuminating power of cannel gas

is often somewhat increased by the animal matter which it' con-

tains. I have found remains of fishes in slaty cannel, surrounded

by bitumen having in a high . degree the characteristics of the

bitumen of cannel.

That a more resinous vegetation has given cannel this charac-

ter is, I think, not probable. I have often found unchanged res-

ins in common bituminous coal, but never in cannel.

4tli. The greater relative proportion of earthy matter in can-

nels would be a necessary result of the submersion of the vege-

table matter in a fluid having a greater specific gravity than air,

and, of course, greater power for the suspension and transporta-

tion of sediment. In the few instances known where the cannel

is of equal purity with bituminous coal, we may I think discover

evidences that the vegetable matter has been deposited in con-

fined bodies of quiet water, entirely without currents, or, at

least, receiving little or no surface drainage,
5th, The fossils contained in cannel coal are among the most

significant indications of its aquatic origin.

Fishes are found in cannel in abundance, scales, teeth,^ spines

coprolites, and entire individuals being, in some localities, so

profusely scattered through its substance as to prove conclusively

that they must have lived and died in great numbers in waters

at the bottom of which comminuted vegetable matter was accu-

mulating as a carbonaceous paste, with whicb their remains have

mingled, and the whole, consolidated, has become a stratum of

cannel.

I have before me as I write, pieces of beautiful cannel from

England, in which are impacted teeth of Megalichthys^ scales oi

Paleoniscus^ and many other forms of aquatic life. And in Ohio

I have found fishes in large numbers in a thin stratum of cannel

underlying a thick seam of bituminous coal ; which last contams

none.

Shells too are not unfrequeutly found imbedded in the middle

of a stratum of canneh
The vegetable remains which I have observed in cannel are

;

7

Stigmariae^—xoots, and rootlets of trees which grew in the coal^

marshes,—generally occurring in detached fragments—shapeless

portions of the trunks of Lepidodendra vdik their markings
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nearly obliterated, LepidoslroU reduced to their woodj skeletons,
fern fronds of which nothing but rachis and veins remain, all

evidently macerated till only their most resistant tissues are left.

Strata of ordinary bituminous coal usually consist of thin
layers of brilliant bitumen alternating Avith others of bituminous
shale or cannel. This arrangement I consider due to the va-
riable quantity of \vater saturating and overflowing the coal
marshes; the cannel layers having been deposited during the
prevalence of high water.

f

Art. XXVI
Ohio, for the yea
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The year which has just closed has been marked by some
pecuharities, difFerent from common years; the most prominent
of which, were the excessive cold of the winter, and extreme
heat of the summer—also the drouth of the spring months and
hottest portion of the season ; the failure of some of the crops,

and unnsual exemption from disease, in all portions of the valley
of the Ohio.

^

Remarks on the seasons.— TWrzfer.—The cold in January- was
longer continued than in any preceding year, reducing the mean
temperature of the month to 17°'87, the lowest mean temperature
of any winter month in the last forty years, the minimum being
^ httle below 21°. On several mornings the mercury was at

twelve and thirteen degrees below zero, and on seven mornings
at and below that point. The extreme of cold was not so great
ss in January, 1852, when it was -23", on one morning only
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and the mean for the month was 24:°'36 ; on the 9th and llth

of this month in 1856, at 4 o'clock, A. M. the temperature was

21°, as observed by a gentleman who lives four miles above

Marietta, near the Muskingnm river. Eighteen miles above, it

stood at —25°, as observed bj Dr. Bowen of A\^aterford, at the

same hour—my period for observing being 6 o'clock or about

sunrise. The greatest degree of cold noted by myself during the

winter was in February, when it was at —15° the fifth day of the

montli. This season was also one to be remembered, for the

;Teat amount of snow, there falling during this period four feet

and six inches at thirty-two different times. The greatest quan

tity at a single fall was thirteen inches, but by additions accu-

mulated to about twenty-four inches, especially in the forests.

Twenty-five miles north of Marietta it was several inches deeper,

and near Pittsburgh was said to be three feet. By the aid of light

rains and occasional slight tliaws, the snow became consolidated,

and nearly as heavy as ice. It did not melt much until early in

Marcli, and in the forests and on the north hill sides, was from

twelve to eighteen inches deep until after the 20th of the month.

The ice in the Ohio and Muskingum rivers was from twelve to

twenty inches thick, having been constantly increasing since

the first of January, when the rivers were frozen over. Boats

ceased to run on the 30th of December, and did not resume

navigation till the 3d or 4:th of March, when the ice gradually

gave way without much of a rise in the head waters, beginning

from below and working gradually up stream, contrary to the

usual course, without much damage to boats. From the un-

usual quantity of snow, it was expected a great flood, like that of

1832, would attend the breaking up of the rivers, but the snow

was So much consolidated that it melted very slowly and thus

happily disappointed the fears of the inhabitants along the bor-

ders of the rivers. The mean temperature of the winter months

of 1855-56, was 25''-67, which is the lowest on record—that of

1846 being 29^-91—but usually our winters range from 32° to 36 .

Spring months.—The mean temperature for spring is 49°'22,

which is more than two degrees below that of the year 1855, and

four below that of 1854, which is mainly attributable to the low

grade of the month of March, being in 1854, 47°'o5 ; and in 18o6,

32°-13; a difference of more than fifteen degrees, occasioned by

the great amount of snow on the ground until near the close of

the month. The blossoming of fruit trees w^as much retarded

;

the peach, where the fruit buds escaped the deadly efiects of the

winter, not opening until the 22d of April, and the pear and

cherry on the 29th, twenty days later than the ordinary^ period.

The season was uncommonly backward—much trouble \yas^ es:-

perienced by our fimners in the germination of seeds, especially

of Indian com, in many fields requiring two or three plantings

;
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the grain rotting in the ground, probably the eifect of the last
winter's cold acting on the vitality of the imperfectly ripened
gram. Frosts as late as the middle of the month also retarcled its
growth, so that until the first of June the prospect of a poor crop
of corn was very apparent ; the dry weather which set in with the
heat, completed these fears, and the result was a very light yield
of this important bread stuff. The amount of rain for the spring
months is 7pVo inches. In 1854 it was nearly twelve inches.
Summer monilis.—The mean of the summer temperature was

Po"?9'
^'^^^'2^ ^s somewhat liigher than in 1854, the latter being

73°-65, the extreme heat in 1856 being greater than in 1854 by
two degrees, rising on the 17th of July to 100°, while the highest
in the hot summer of that year was 98°.. The nights were cooler
than in 1854, generally of a temperature not uncomfortable to
the sleeper. The quantity of rain during the summer was lOyW
inches. In 1854 it was 9-rVo inches, a difference of a little more
than an inch. Nevertheless the smaller amount in the sprmg,
nearly fiye inches, caused earlier and greater suffering of the
crops, than in 1854, especially in corn, hay and potatoes, which
were very light. The good results of deep and thorough tillage
were fully seen this year, as in the former one—the mellow con-
dition of the soil to the depth of ten or twelve inches affording
a satisfactory return, when four or five inches was a complete
lauure. Should these dry seasons continue to recur as a perma-
nent condition of our climate, the only remedy will be irrigation
or very deep plowing. From the broken and hilly condition of
southern Ohio, it is probable that irrigation can but partially
remedy the evil, while deep tillage is within the control of every
cultivator. The crop of wheat was good, as its growth was
chiefly attained in the cooler and more moist season of the year.
!;he yield of apples was light, and those much injured by the

J^urculio and other insects. Peaches, an entire failure, being
«lled in the bud by the winter

;
grapes, quite light, many vines

being entirely, or partially killed. The fruit was of excellent

•
the summer.

great
"-.^c hummer. Sweet potatoes, now an miportant portion ot gooa
living, ^^ere greatly lessened in amount by the drouth, but were

°f
good size and perfect in all respects as an_ article of food.

Melons were abundant and in perfection, the hot and dry weather
agreeing better with their nature and habit, than any other pro-
«iiction. Many of the pear buds were killed by the cold of winter,
^Qdcrop light, but of good quality. In Iowa and northern
portions of Illinois, all the pear trees and a great many apple trees
«'ere seriously injured or killed. Peach trees fared still worse,
^eing of a more delicate nature. Plum trees and cherry trees
jere nearly all destroyed, indicating a gloomy future to the fruit

grower, as what has once happened may again be expected.

SECOND SIRIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 68.—MARCH, 1357.
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Tlie mean temperature of autumn was 53°'31, over three de-

grees less tlian in Iboi, and in 1855. The early frosts in Sep-

tember, did considerable harm to the unripened corn, as it was

nearly a month later than usual from the necessity of repeated

plantings; from the combined effects of drouth and frost, the

crop of corn was unusually light and poor in quaHty, The price

ordinarily twenty-five cents was increased to fifty or sixty cents.

Potatoes were much lessened in amount, but line in quality,

selling from one dollar, to a dollar and a quarter a bushel.

The amount of rain in autumn was 7jVo ii^ches, against 13

inches in 1855, and 9 inches in 1854. From the low stage of

water, it was the 5th of December before the smaller class of

steamboats could run on the Ohio, a fall of rain on the 28th

November of 2 jVo inches, caused a rise of three or four feet and

finally to six feet, enabling the flat boats to take olf the produc-

tions of agriculture, coal, salt, and the great amount of manu-

factured articles which had accumulated in the last few months.

The Ohio was clear of ice until the middle of December, and

closed on the 18th, it was frozen over at several points by the

23d, the temperature on this morning falling to zero. On the

22nd, snow fell to the depth of two inches, with light showers on

the following days. The ice, in still water, by the 25th had

thickened to six or seven inches, and the dealers in that article

were filling their houses for summer use.

The mean temperature of the year is bO'^'lZ, which is lower

than known before since 1836 ; then it was 50°'02. The amount

•of rain and melted snow is 32j-Vo inches, being ten inches below

the mean average for this place, and one below any former year

1839 being 33tVo inches.

Injurious effects of the winter on plants.—The blossom buds of

the Magnolia conspicua and purpurea were killed, as well as

much of the wood of the latter. Tyrus Japonica, nearly all the

buds but not so much of the wood as in 1852. Forsythia viri-

•dissima, the flower buds but not the w^ood. Weigelia rosea, and

Spirea Prunifolia, from the same region of China, were unm-

jured, thus establishing their hardihood, and adaptation to this

climate. The tree peony, although protected as usual with mat-

ting, was much damaged, nearly every bud being killed and

much of the wood to the ground, Chinese Lonicera or evergreen

honeysuckle, killed to the roots. Tree box, in exposed positions

killed, much of the tops, and the dwarf box mosi\j destroyed

root and branch, even where covered with snow. English ye^r

tree, killed much of the foliage and some of the branches. P^J^'
Ionia iraperialis, greatly damaged, and large hranches entirely

killed^ the Catalpa, although of the same family not injured.

The American Holly of the Southern States much injured. Cm*

nese Aborvitse, damaged. Peach buds destroyed; and many oia

m^
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trees killed. A portion of tlie apple trees injured, killing the barkm the forks of the branches, so long in contact with the frozen
snow. It was the hardest winter ever known in Ohio.

Floral Calendar.—^March 6th, Eobin heard singin^ this morn-
ing; 29th, Yellow Crocus in bloom, later than usual.—April 2nd,
Blackbird appears, White Crocus in bloom ; 3d, Crown Imperial,
6 inches high; 9th, Hepatica triloba opening its petals; 12th,
Early Hyacinth

; 15th, Hepatica in full bloom; 16th, Sanguina-
ria Canadensis; 17th, Forsythia viridissima, near the ground
where protected by the snow; 18th, Crown Imperial; 19th,
Daffodil], Pyrus Japonica, a few blooms, mostly killed by the
winter; 23d, Peach in blossom, where protectee! by buildings,
generally killed; 26th, Cherry and Spirea Prunifolia; 28tb, Pear
tree, such buds as escaped; 26th, Red Cherry. May 1st, Apple
tree m bloom, Circis Canadensis or red bud; 2nd, Papau, Tulip
opening; 5th, TuUp in full bloom; 8th, Horse-chesnut, Euro-
pean species; 10th, Quince tree; 11th, Apple tree shedding its

blossoms; 12th, Hauunculus, single flowered. tree peony, more
hardy than the double yellow mocasin, or Calceolaria ; loth, Lily
of the valley; 16th, Haw tree; 18th, white mocasin; 19 th, Locust
tree; 20th, Magnolia tripetala; 22nd, Purple peony; 2ad, Weige-
ha rosea and Blackberry ; 25th, white herbaceous peony ; 28th,
fragrant Syringa; 29th, fragrant peony; 80th, frost this morn-
ing, killing melon plants, &c. June 2nd, Peonia Whitleji ; 3d,
btrawberry ripe ; 5th, Kalmia latifolia ; 6th, Syringa Philad.

;

9S i!'
^^"^^e^^wite, Red cherry ripe ; 2'ith, Catalpa in bloom

;

^oth. Red Ras]:>berry ripe.

Uncommon Insects.—Early in the month of May there appeared
on the white oak trees on the hills near Marietta, and m the
neighboring towns, vast numbers of worms ; when full^y grown
they were about an inch and a quarter in length, and an eighth of
an inch in thickness, cuticle smooth, color of india ink, tinged
with blue, two black lines extended the length of the back; the
sides marked with pale green, lozenge-shaped figures, head black

;

fourteen feet, six on a side, the two anal ones standing out like
the tail of a swallow. They were exceedingly active in their

niovements, and great devourers, destroying all the leaves on a
large white oak tree in a few davs, so effectually that many of
^e extreme branches perished 'in the course of the summer.
Ihey were so numerous on young trees, as in one instance to
oend the top, six feet high, to the ground. They had completed
t'leir course by the 10th or 15th of June, when they were in-

^hned to come down to the earth, they descended by the aid of
^ Silken thread, spun for that purpose. They made no webs or
nests like ordinary caterpillars. In many respects they resemble
tne canker-worm of New England, "Pbalsena vernata." Their
favorite tree was the white oak, but where adjacent to the forest^

ft- -' '«^
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they visited and devoured tlie leaves of the apple tree, and also

the young shoots of Indian corn. Before apple trees were planted

in America, it is probable the oak and elm were their natural

food. This Avorm has not been noticed before here, at least in

such multitudes ; it was new to all our -old farmers, and should

it prove to be the real canker-worm it will be a serious pest and

evil to the orchards in this part of Ohio. I had a number col-

lected when full grown and tried to feed and make them hyber-

nate in a flower pot filled witli moist earth, but they all perished

before entering the ground. Had this succeeded, a more perfect

history of the insect could be given, with drawings of both the

male and female moth. All I accomplished was the preservation

of several of the larves in alcohol. ^

Art. XXVII.

—

On some Soluble Basic Salts of Tin ; by John M.

Okdway of the Eoxbury Laboratory, Mass.

Some years ago a singular liquid came to my notice, in the

course of my business, under the strange sounding but appro-

priate name of nitrate of tin ; and while seeking to determine

Its nature, some things were observed that are unexplained in

systematic treatises on chemistry. But some properties since

shown to belong to the salts of alumina have been found, by

further experiments, to be possessed also by certain combinations

of tin.

It is well known that when we attempt to dissolve tin directly

in pure nitric acid, the metal is simply changed to insoluble

stannic acid, nitric oxyd being given off. To be sure, if feathered

tin is put into very M^eak nitric acid, say of specific gravity^:15,

a small quantity is quietly taken up, but in a short time it is

thrown down again as a white powder containing no nitric acid.

If however a very little chlorBydrate of ammonia is first added

to the dilute acid, the reaction is difierent ; nitrous oxyd is given

off and the metal remains permanently in solution. A small

proportion of chlorhydric acid answers the same purpose as the

ammonia salt, since the first portions of tin added, deoxydize a

ortion of nitric acid and ammonia is formed, according to a well

nown reaction. Indeed as circumstances vary, we may have

the formation of ammonia, the evolution of nitrous oxyd, or the

disengagement of nitric oxyd ; and often all three phenomena
occur in the same experiment.*

* The same, as is -well known, is parfciallv true of some other metals. Thus I

liave observed ia making nitrate of lead ia the large way, that nitric acid of ^V-S^'

I'U dissolves lead rapidly, giving ofiF protoxj^d of nitrogen almost pure, while n

ftronger acid act* more slowly auJ nitric oxyd ig evolved.

j

w
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^

It is not easy to determine whether the presence of anjmonin
IS essential to prevent the formation of stannic acid, for we can-
not keep It out. We might infer that nitrate of ammonia would
answer mstead of the muriate, hut such I have not found to be
the case. It seems more probable that the chlorhydric acid is
what exerts the needed influence.
Ihe nitrate of tin before mentioned, was made by dissolving

ammoniac
gravity 1-16 and dropping in gradually six equivalents of tin.
It can be made right only in cool weather. It is a brown liquid
which behaves with most reagents like the proto-salts of tin, and
but for its color we might take it to be merely a protonitrate.
out by operating with a stronger nitric acid mixed with a large
proportion of muriatic acid, we may push the matter a great
deal farther and get entirely beyond the reach of such a sup-

In repeating former trials, experiments have recently been
inade with nitric acid of specific gravity 1'39, and muriatic acid
01 specific gravity 1'16, mixed in various jjroportions. In one
case equal parts of each acid took up tin enough to make a liquid
of specific gravity 2-24, having about the color and consistence

o^
°^°^pses. Analysis showed this solution to contain about

-•i equivalents of tm to 3 equivalents of nitric acid, 6 equiva-
lents of chlorhydric acid, and 2 equivalents of chlorhydrate of
ammonia.
Here we have eight equivalents of tin retained in solution by

ttreeofacid.

Another sample made with four parts of nitric acid to three of
muriatic acid, had the specific gravity 2-443 and had four equiva-
lents of tin to one of acid.

These highly basic combinations keep well except in the
hottest summer weather. They unite with water in all |)ropor-
tiODs without change. "Weak acids produce no alteration of the
color. The alkaline carbonates in excess, precipitate a yellow
oxyd of tin, leaving the liquid colorless. Such nitromuriate.s
show no tendency to crystallize, but by spontaneous evaporation
dry down to a tough, shiny, translucent mass, which readily dis-

solves again in water. In fact they very much resemble the
oasic nitrates of iron mentioned in a former volume of this

Journal * And in making the tin solutions, as in adding iron to
Citric acid, the reddish color begins to appear when the com-
pounds begin to become basic. Reagents show that the tin exists
la neither the highest nor the lowest de^ee of oxydation. The
protochlorid of tin cannot be made in the slightest degree basic

Without precipitation; and the same seems to be true of all
F

* Vol. ix, [2], p. ZO.
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protosalts. To be sure, strong chlorid of zinc, as we often see in

making large quantities, on being tested with metallic zinc,

oxydizes and dissolves an excess of the metal, and the solution

remains perfect after cooling, but dilution causes an immediate

precipitation of oxycblorid. The basic nitrates and acetates of

end are, on the other hand, but slightly soluble in cold water.

While the basic sesquisalts are uncrystallizable and miscible with

water in all proportions.

It was therefore natural to suppose that in the tin salts in

question, the tin must be in the form of sesquioxyd; and farther

that the production of such combinations would settle a hith-

erto mooted point, by showing that there is a salifiable sesqui-

oxyd of tin as truly as a sesquioxyd of iron.

And now to determine whether any fallacious appearances could

originate from the nitric acid or the ammonia present, another

mode of formation was resorted to. Twelve equivalents of

protochlorid of tin,—the *^tin crystals" of commerce,—were dis-

solved in their own weight of warm water, and one equivalent

as the violent reaction would allow. The
degr

high-colored liquid containing of course no foreign matter ex-

cept a very little chlorid of potassium. By adding a solution of

nitrate of lead, a red nitrate of tin was formed. Carbonate of

lead added to such a nitrate or to the muriate, removed nearly

half the acid without any precipitation of tin.

In this way then permanent solutions may be made containing

about three equivalents of tin for two of acid, but for some
reason they cannot be made more basic without gelatinizing;

perliaps because of the great decree of dilution necessary to

enable the neutralization of the acid to go on, for it appeared in

the direct way of making, that a mixture of weaker acids, would

diasolve much less tin.

But the chlorate of potash process proved too much, since it

was found that when one equivalent of the chlorate acted on six

equivalents of the protochlorid, the tin was completely oxydized

making a clear and almost colorless liquid. So the permuriate

of tin may be basic and yet soluble. And it further appeared

on adding carbonate of baryta or carbonate of lead, that two

thirds of the acid miglit be abstracted without gelatinization-

Three equivalents of bibasic permuriate would bear the addi-

tion of two equivalents of alkali, and if three equivaleiits of

protochlorid of tin were also present it would bear no more, and

therefore the basic sesquinitrate might be looked upon as a mix-

ture of protonitrate and basic pernitrate.
Various other experiments have established the hitherto un-

noticed fact that th^ soluble salts of binoxyd of tin may be made
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highly basic and yet remain soluhlej^ a fact of some practical
importance, and one which seems likelj, in connection with

' others already observed, to lead to the more comprehensive gen-
eralisation that the soluble salts of the peYoxyds, remain soluble
when the larger part of the acid is abstracted.
As for the existence of true salts of the sesquioxyd of tin,

there appears to be as yet no other evidence but such as may be
drawn from color. The fact that the sesquioxyd dissolves in
ammonia, while the protoxyd does not, of itself proves nothing,
for why might not stannic acid render protoxyd of tin soluble
m ammonia, just as arsenic acid does the sesquioxyd of iron ?
-But the hydrated protoxyd and peroxyd of tin and their ordi-
joary salts, as well as the stannates, are colorless, while interme-
diate substances may be formed that are colored. This becomes
strikingly apparent if we make a basic pcrmuriate of tin by
oxydizing neutral protochlorid of tin with chlorate of potash or
nitric acid, and then drop into the colorless or slightly yellow
solution a few crystals of ])rotochlorid of tin which will presently
strike a red color. This red solution gives a reddish precipitate
With alkaline carbonates, thus showing that Fuchs's sesquioxyd
01^ tin may not be colored by iron, as is generally supposed. A
nnxture of two colorless oxyds, could not be yellow, and it

"Would be strange if a stannate of a white protoxyd were not
yhite. Fremy's metastannate of protoxyd of tin, made by digest-
ing metastannic acid in neutral protochlorid, is indeed yellow;
b^t is it certain that SnO, SnsOio represents the true compo-
sition? At any rate, I find that this product, gives with weak
clilorhydric acid a greenish brown solution which darkens some-
what on exposure to sunlight,—a singular action for a true salt

composed of colorless constituents.
A brown hue is sometimes developed on dissolving in hot

water the residue obtained by boiling tin in strong sulphuric
acid. Again crystallized protochlorid of tin when kept for a
iong time in loosely stoppered bottles, is apt to turn yellow, es-

pecially on tJie side next the light
Color appears to arise then during the deoxydation ofperoxyd

^r of basic persalts, or the oxydation of the protosalts. So
unless it can be shown that the olive and the red forms of the
protoxyd may enter into combination retaining their respective
colors, we seem forced to admit the existence of one or more
intermediate oxyds of tin.

Roxbury, Mass^ January 10th, 1857.

* Gmelin misled by theoretical reasoning, Bap, "If a normal stannous salt is to
oe converted iuto a normal stannic salt by the action of air or nitric acid, it must

jf ^ mixed with a quantity of acid equal to that which it already contiins; in
Qefault of the requisite quantity of acid, a precipitate is formed during the oxyda-

Jr***'
Consisting either of the hydrated stannic oxyd or a basic BsAC—HanSook,

-woxras far as oxydation by nitric acid is concerned, tiiia statement has been
wund at variance with actual resulU.
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ProbleTn in Practical

ir Transversals ; by W. M. (

demonstrated

Prof, of Civil

Engineering in Union College*

Let a and B represent two points, inaccessible, and invisible

•; frpm one another. Let it be required to find a third point, C, in

'tKe line ofA and B, but invisible from them. It is supposed
* that no, means of measuring either distances or angles are at

hand.

-\

z

#.
VL

The problem maj be solved thus. Set three stakes, D, E, F,

in a straight line. Set a stake, G, in the line of DB and EA

;

set a stake, H, in the line of FA ; and a stake, J, in the Hne of

FB, and at the same time in the line of GH. Then range out

the lines DA and EJ, which will meet in a point, C, which will

be the one required. Any number of sucn may be similarly

obtained to verify the work.

_
This problem is given in a recent number of the Vienna En-

gineer's Journal {Zeitschrijl des OesterreicMschm Ingenieur Verein,

1856, p. 245) by an Austria^i mathematician, who represents it

as employed by practical surveyors, but as not having any known
geometrical proof. He proceeds to give an analytical investiga-

tion of it, saying, " I have in vain tried to prove the problem

in the synthetic way, by pure geometry." The *' Theory of

Transversals," however, the foundation of the " Recent Geome-
try," or "Geometry of Segments," (too little cultivated beyond
a small circle of French geometers) will fiirnish a simple and

perfect demonstration, as follows.
The theorem to be proved is equivalent to the assertion that it

A, B, C, and D, E, F, lie respectively in two straight lines, and

lines be drawn as in the figure, then will the intersections G, H, J

lie in one and the same straight line.
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Conceive the two given lines produced to meet in Z. beyond
e limits of this figure ""' - ^ "

""
^^^^^ *

. . , -^

versa! CE as to give the equality

The triangle BFZ is so cut bj the Uans

The
BJXFEXZC=TFXEZXBC*

HAXCZXFD*
The triangle ABG, cut by CD, gives BCXALXGD—BDxCAx.GL*
The triangle DEG, cut by CZ, gives GAXEZxBD=EAxr)ZxBG.*
The triangle DEG, cut by AF, gives GKx DFxAE=KDxEFXAGy
The GDXALXKH*

Multipljdr^g together the corresponding members of these six
emiations, we get a ncAV one containing eighteen factors on each
side. Of these, fifteen factors in each member can be cancelled,
and we have left BJxFHxGK^JFxBGxKIL This shews,t
that the points G-, H, J, lie in a straight line, ^vhich is a trans-

versal to the triangle BFK.
What Poinsot said, forty years ago, that *'The simple and

fruitful principles of this ingenious theory of transversals de-

served well to be admitted into the number of the elements of
geometry," is even more true and desirable at the present time.

Art. XXrX.

—

Biography of Johann Neporaulc

[Concluded from p. 101.]

In 1829 Fuch Some

and
He

urnin

—
f

He discussed the

years later this was followed by his essaj " On the Properties

and Composition of Hydraulic Cement," which received a prize

from the Academy of Sciences at Harlem.

Notwithstanding the chemical relations of lime and its car-

^nate had been already, as it might appear, thoroughly studied,

Fuchs occupied himsplf nnew with the processes of burning and
slaking lime,

dead-burning.
and the compound of hydrate with carbonate,

properties of soluble and insoluble silica, ascribing tlifiir differ-

ences to difference of coherence, and studied the reactions of

lime on silica and on the silicates in the wet way, as chiefly un-

derlying the theory of the solidification of mortar. He con-

Bj the theorem "If a straight line be drawn so as to cut any two sides of a

tnanglfi and the third side, one or aU being prolonged, thug dividing them into six

segments (the prolonged sides and the prolongations being taken as segments) then

*iU the product of any three of those segments whose extremities are not contigu-

ona, be equal to the product of the other three segments."

T By the converse of the preceding theorem,

"COND SEttlES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 6S.—MARCH, IS57.
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vinced himself by numerous experiments that lime is capable

of uniting in the wet way with silica and its compounds, even
.with such as akeadj contain lime. The completest proof of this

he found in the facts that certain insoluble silicates, and silica

itself "in a certain degree of coherence," gelatinize with acids

after they have been mixed for some time with lime in a moist

state, and that these mixtures also increase more and more in

hardness and solidity. These instructive experiments were in-

stituted on quartz, opal, artificially prepared silica, and its gela-

tinous hydrate, feldspar, porcelain earth, clay, garnet, prehnite^

analcime, apophyllite, &c. He confirmed the result which he

had obtained twelve years before, that by this treatment a part

of the alkali which may be present in silicates is set freCj and he

expressed the idea that this reaction might some day be employed
for the preparation of potash and soda. After J'uchs had further

examined common and hydraulic mortar, and the so-called ce-

ments, he recognized all the conditions which are demanded in

the production of hydraulic mortar, and showed that it could be
prepared from most marls, and taught how they could be tested

as to their value for such a purpose. He drew attention to vari-

ous marls in Bavaria, and to the ashes of the turf of her vast

moors, as material for cement, and proposed that it be prepared

by burning marl, using the turf as fuel.

His prize essay may be regarded as a continuation of the paper
on Lime and Mortar, and sums up clearly the experimental re-

sults, with this conclusion; that the hardening of hydraulic ce-

rnent depends essentially upon a chemical union of silica with

lime, which gradually takes place in the wet way. Accordingly,
there can be no hydraulic cement without silica, and ^further,

prQ(iuced He
discovered that but very few natural silicates (some volcanic pro-

ducts excepted) are so constituted that lime acts on them directly

in the wet waj, thej most]j require to be burned, some of them
indeed must be burned with a little lime, before they are acted

on. What Fuchs had said in his academical oration with regard

to the relations between chemistry and mineralogy, he thus de-

monstrated practically. He could hardly have been so success-

ful in this research had he not been acquainted with both these

sciences, since the latter furnished the materials for the solution

of the problems that occurj'ed to him. These results explain

the advantages of burning clay as has been practised in agricul-

ture. On this point Baron v. Liebig remarks in his "Familiar
Letters on Chemistry," as follows: " These interesting facts were
first observed by Fuchs at Munich ; they have not onl/ led to a

most intimate knowledge of the nature and properties of the

hydraulic cements, but, what is far more important, they explain

the effects of caustic lime upon the soil, and guide the agricultur-
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ist m the application of an invaluable means of rendering it sol-
uble, and setting free its alkaline substances so important, nay
so indispensable to his crops." % *

*^'

Fuchs rendered an important service to mineralogy when in
1831 he made public his method for the quantitative separatio*n
of the protoxjd and peroxyd of iron; Ilis method consists in
the use of carbonate of hme or baryta, which precipitates the
peroxyd but not the protoxyd, from hydrochloric acid solution.

>

^l his process has been found further applicable to the separation
of peroxyd of iron from protoxyd of manganese, of alumina
from magnesia, and for precipitating other analogous oxyds.
Instead^ of carbonate of lime or of baryta, the carbonates of
magne'sia, copper, zinc, and manganese may be used, and thus
the separations effected in sulphuric acid solution. This method
also serves for precipitating phosphoric and arsenic acids with
peroxyd of iron, so that these acids may be separated and deter-
piined in this way. In presence of these acids then, this method
IS useless for the determination of iron. Knowincr this, Fuchs
Sought another "process on occasion of the analysis of a phos-
phate of iron frcJm Bodenmais, which he named Melanchlor. He
}^as thereby led to the discovery of the valuable method which
IS founded upon the fact that hydrochloric acid does not dissolve
i^etallic copper in exclusion of air, but that it is dissolved in an
acid solution of perchlorid of iron. Protoxyd of iron may also
be determined if it be peroxydized. The quantity of copper in
a solution, may be estimated also by the same method; the chlo-
rid of that metal is converted into subchlorid by contact with
strips of metallic copper, the loss of weight of the latter is equal
to the copper originally in the solution. Fikentscher ha^ applied
this method to testing the amount of available oxygen in man-
^^ese, and I have directed the attention of copper etchers to
the use of perchlorid of iron as a substitute for aqua fortis ; it

attacks the copper without formation of the dangerous fumes
jhich are evolved in the old process. By this method too, Fucha
discovered the sesquioxyd of titanium, and he has shown how
It may be employed in analyzing silicates containing titanic acid.

The labors of Fuchs so far as already noticed, evidence much
<ionnectedness and a systematic development the one from an-

<^^ter; this is again ruanifest in his paper on amorphism pre-
sented to the Academy of Sciences in 1833.

Although the condition of amorphism had already attracted
some attention,* nevertheless Fuchs first characterised it, apd

* In Fuphs' Theory of the Earth (1837) the gelatinizing of fused epidote, gnmet,

^;
^*^^ acids, is thus spoken of—"this change can only be explained by the suppo-

^^uon. that on fusion, these bodies lose their crystalline and assume an amorphous
condition." In Kastner's Archives, vol v, p. 165, the writer has thus expressed

th^ V 1^^-^) ^" **^is matter, "the reason of this phenomena appears to he herein,
i^t by fusion the attractive force of the diflferent simpler compounds of these min-
^™a for each other, is (relatively) suspended, with tJie tmpemion of tU crystdli^

m
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made it prominent by interesting examples. He begins by men-
tioning some flicts from bis paper on lime^and mortar^ viz., that

powdered opal unites witb lime in tbe wet way, and is easily

soluble in boiling caustic potash solution, while tbe finest quartz

is unattacked by lime, and dissolves witb exceeding slowness in

potash solution. This behavior can only have its foundation in

a diiference of aggregation (or solidity)

—

(Zustand des Starren\

which is either crystalline^ or the opposite of crystalline—amor-

phous. Common glass is an amorphous body, which may as-

sume the crystalline condition bj long exposure to heat^ as in

Reaumur's porcelain. Glass and Reaumur's porcelain have the

same relation to each other as opal to quartz.

Among amorphous bodies belong obsidian, pumice, pitchstone

and pearlstone (he Avas inclined to reckon leucite among them),

also allophane, psilomelane, thraulite, i&c, the fossil coals, resins

and gums, gelatinCj and many other substances. He instanced

especially the product formed by pouring highly heated sulphur

into water, Avhicb after a time recovers the crystalline structure

;

further examples of bodies occurring in both the amorphous and
crystalline condition are charcoal and diamond, kermes and crys-

tallized sulphid of antimony, precipitated sulphid of mercury
and cinnabar. Very interesting is his remark upon deformation^

i, e., the transition from the crystalline to the amorphous condi-

tion. He says, ^'In my view deformation precedes, nay, must
precede every chemical synthesis.

, The process whereby dis-

similar bodies unite to one homogeneous body, is one ^^e can

hardly hope ever to understand fully, something however is

always gained, w^hen an erroneous notion which directs away
from the truth, is set aside. Such a false idea, I hold to be that,

according to which, the act of chemical union consists merely in

the crystalline* molecules of two or more bodies arranging them-

selves in juxtaposition, so that in fact a chemical product is noth-

ing more than a very intimate mixture. My opinion is rather,

that before two substances can combine they must first lay off the

crystalline form ordinarily peculiar to them (become amorphous),
and then are they in a condition to take on together the new
form wbich they are inclined to assume, or to which the result-

ant of their innate forces disposes them. This view is sustained

by the fact that crystallization acts like a repulsive force against

afl&nity, and must be overcome before that power can exercise

Itself. Every inorganic body must also become amorphous be-

fore it can enter the organic kingdom, and be assimilated to an

organic substance. Crystallization and life are absolutely in-

compatible with each other, and so soon as a substance m an

organic body begins to crystallize, so soon it falls into the inor-

* The original is ^estalteL and mi^ht be rendered by the word morphous, the op-

poaite of amorphous,—T^ ^
'

i
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r

ganic realm. The crystal is, so to speak, the boundary-stone
between the two kingdoms."

ous
ness of mineral matter for vegetable nutrition, and thereby ex-
plains the richness of volcanic'soil, the fertilizing effects of many
burned silicates, &c. As silica (Tabasheer) passes through the
vegetable, so doubtless the phosphate and carbonate of lime pass
the animal body in an amorphous state, and in the formation of
shells, pearls and coral, the carbonate of lime is probably at first

deposited in a gelatinous (amorphous) state.

In a later article Fuchs discussed the so-called isomerism, and
pomted out the possibility of explaining it, partly at least, by the
differences between the crystalline and amorphous structure. All
these considerations are highly worthy of notice, and Fuchs
made them the basis of certain geological views which he pre-
sented to the Academy, April 25, 1837. In this address, *'0n
the theories of the Earth," Fuchs opposed the Plutonists, and the
theory of upheavals, without however, accepting literally the
doctrines of the Neptunists. He reasoned against the view that
the crystalline rocks were once in a state of fusion, as follows.

granite

condition, then as it cooled, in the first place, quartz must have
crystallized out, and would have sunk down through the still

D^olten mass, while feldspar and mica must have crystallized at
a much later stage of the cooling, as the necessary result of their
different degrees of fusibility. Further, the inclusion of arsenical

amet
oj quartz, is incompatible with the crystallization of the latter
irooi a state of fusion. Accordingly, the doctrine of upheavals
cannot be sustained. In enunciating his oTvn views, Fuchs be-
gins with the proposition that amorphism must precede crj'stal-

hzation, and assumes that originally, the solid part of the earth
consisted of silica and silicates in the amorphous form, while
the liquid jsortions were largely made up of solutions of lime

bo
carbonates

been
chaotic condition of our globe, this may indeed have been pre-

ceded by another condition, but to this state it must have come
before the formation of rocks could begin."

.
In this explanation, may perhaps be found a means of harmo-

nizing and uniting the well-founded views of Fuchs, with the
plntonic theories, m so far as these are also sound—how, I can
indicate only, in this place. The formation of rocks began,
according to Fuchs, with the silicates. The stupendous crystal-

hzation thus induced must have developed light and heat.
_
The

^tter must have acquired great intensity—even that of ignition.
A he products were different as determined by circumstances, viz

•%
fl*

1*

"^
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granite, syenite, porphyry, mica slate, &c., which in fact, as is

nown, pass into each other, and may be included together

under the term granitic rocks. Also at a later period members
* of the sihcious group were formed, but not so perfectly as at

first; examples are clay-slate, and many sandstones. The lime-

stones and calciferous rocks began to be formed simultaneously

with the silicicjus rocks, and the production of both ran parallel

through all epo<:'hs, down to the most recent times. After the

deposition of carbonate of lime, the vast quantities of carbonic

acid which had served to hold it in solution, became the mate-

rial which should especially contribute to the sustenance of or-

ganic nature. Says Fuchs '' this acid had from the beginning of

the creation a three-fold office ; firstly to keep the carbonate of

lime separated from the silicateSj and for a certain time to retain

it in solution ; secondly to furnish the atmosphere with oxygen,

and thirdly to supply carbon for the production of fossil coal and

organic bodies. In recent geological times have probably been

formed by their decomposition, two kinds of products, viz., bitu-

minous, containing much hydrogen, and humus-like, containing

both hydrogen and oxygen."
Fuchs notices here the objection, that there is not now enough

free oxygen in the atmosphere to form carbonic acid with all the

carbon of the globe. Accordingly a part of the oxygen origi-

nally present must have been devoted to other purposes, and he

assumes that it was mostly consumed at a later period in the

formation of gypsum. lie supposes that before gypsum was

formed, there existed the easily soluble hyposulphite of lime, and

that it passed into gypsum by oxydation. For such a phenome-

non Fuchs offers two explanations, both of which accord with

chemical principles, and one of which at the same time, accounts

for the presence of free sulphur in the gypsum beds. Either the

hyposulphite of lime might be converted into gypsum by imme-

diate oxydation, and the free sulphuric acid thereby formed also

yield gypsum, by contact with neighboring carbonate of lime ;
or

the hyposulphite of lime might be resolved into sulphur and

sulphite of lime, and the latter pass into gypsum by absorption

cf oxygen.
Instead of the theory of upheaval, Fuchs proposes a theory

of collapse, since by the crystallization of the amorphous masses

they would assume a smaller space, and thereby cavities and

breaches must be formed, which would result in dislocations,

and the falling down of large bodies of rock. The half solid

mass which was not crystallized might then penetrate the rifl^

of the neighboring rock, thus giving origin to veins and dykes.

In these revolutions however Fuchs also admits certain up-

heavali
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In a subject like tliis it is naturally impossible that speculation,
be tlirouglioiitj founded upon positive knowledge^ or be capable
of control by experiment. We continually find gdps in bur
reasoning, and are obliged to have recourse to liypothesis. "For
example, with regard to the- chemical relations of bodies under
the influence of very higli temperature3 and pressures, we know
mdeed that these circumstances modify the ordinarily observed
phenomena to a verv remarkable dej^jree: combinations and de-
compositions being effected of a character entirely different from
those which occur under common conditions : but we are unac-^

quamted with the precise nature of these changes, and do not
^now all of the processes b}" which a given mineral product may
be formed. It need not surprise us then that Fuchs has allowed
some play of the imagination in his theory of the earth, as when
he assumes that our globe was once selfluminous from the light
which^ might have been developed in the crystallization of the
granitic rocks, and when he supposes that rocK-masses may have
been vitrified and metamorphosed by superficial electric dis-

<^harges instead of subterranean fires ; or, that waterspouts may
perhaps have been the means of transporting erratic blocks. As
an evidence however that Fuchs did not give himself up to one-
Elded views, he reminds us of the truism which deserves before

^1 others to become a proverb among geologists. " The same
does not always happen in the same manner."
The views of Fuchs have found many objectors. Among

others Berzelius controverted them and sou^jht to weaken his
chiefchief argument againt the assumption that the earth was ongi-
nally in a state of fusion, viz., that in such case all lime must
^^ist now as silicate and none as carbonate, because at a high
t^niperature silica expels carbonic acid fi'om its combinations, t>y

asserting that the density of the vast quantity of aqueoiis vapor

J^
the atmosphere at that time would have been sufficient to

balance the tension of carbonic acid, so that it could remain in

<^<>mbination with lime even in presence of silica * To this Fucks
j^plied,f that at the fusing point of silica, a temperature ^r
higher than that of melted platinum, the tension of carbonic acid

^o combine with lime must have facilitated this separation. We
see how impossible it is in this kind of study to avoid building
upon hypothesis, because we do not know even approximately

^ '^vhat IS the melting point of silica, and still less are we acquainted
With the conditions involved in the fusion of carbonate of lime,
or what was the atmospheric pressure in those primeval times.

* Berzelius Jahresbericht. lO.p- '?42.

t In Dr. A. Wagner^s Ge»chichte der Urwelt 1845.
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It is perliaps possible to sliow that tlie silicates of lime might

have been at a later period, again decomposed bj the action of

the excess of carbonic acid then existing in the atmosphere, and
9- with vastly greater readiness than happens now under the present

pressure ; but here is not the place to proceed with this discus-

sion. I must however mention that it is to be regretted that Ber*

melius, who in opposing Fuchs, recognized him as an able chem-

ist, did not take the trouble to read through the paper in question^

and thus avoid raising an objection to his theory of the forma-

tion of gypsum, which were it well founded implied a gross

error on the part of FuchSj but which was the error of Berzelius

himself The greater the authority a scientific man acquires, the

more careful and conscientious should be his criticisms, because

the multitudes always follow such a man blindly, and are glad

thereby to save the trouble of investigating for themselves; and

yet it is precisely these who are most ready to sound the trumpet,

and thus error instead of truth is often promulgated to the injury

of science and her followers.

I should lead you too far should I give an analysis of the

*

our 1

his observations on graphite, &c., on the sesquioxyd of tin and

purple of cassius, the discovery of iodine in the salt spring of

Hall, the analyses of triphyline, iron-apatite,' &c., &c. They
abound in interesting statements and have borne fruit to science

as

In scientific research as in common life Fuchs was conscien-

tious and honorable. He was fi-ee from pedantry, and through

all his frequent corporeal sufferings maintained a calm serenity.

He recognized with joy the merits of others, and he accorded

approbation to earnest effort ; but superficialness and charlatan-

ism excited his indignation and sarcasm. In discourse he "w^as

clear and connected, and knew how to interest hearers in his

subject. Weakness of the chest prevented him from speaking

without fi:equent interruption, his manner however was forgotten

in the matter. His mineralogical lectures were published m
1842. The chemical part especially, is full of choice observa-

text-books.

forms
methods.

when they were thus planned for the purpose of obviating

sources

practical execution of such methods. He was accustomed to say,

"over-sharp does not cut, and over-pointed does not sting."

I have often been surprised at the interest which he manifested

even in his latest years in scientific intelligence, and at the atten-

would
SO

looked forward calmly and with christian resignation
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of his dissolution, and his spirit was strong and unclouded to the
last,—He died on the fifth of March 1856. Although his nature
Was phlegmatic rather than excitable, he could warm with the
fullest enthusiasm, in the discussion of scientific subjects, espe;
ciallj when as frequently happened, his own labors had been mis-
understood or misrepresented, or when his results were ignored
bj those who entered the fields of inquiry which he had explored.
Although his scientific achievements have been sometimes under-'
estimated, on the other hand they have received the highest
appreciation from the most illustrious philosophers of his day.
He was constituted member of very numerous learned societies^
and of the academies at Berlin and Vienna. He was decorated
With the highest Bavarian orders of Knighthood, and under
circumstances of especial honor received the Prussian order of
the Eed Eagle. In the ministerial despatch accompanying the
mtter occur the. following words; ''His Majesty the King of
i^russia on occasion of the reception of Vicats' work on the
formation of Hydraulic Cement, through the Prussian embassy
at Paris, has become aware of the distinguished merits of the
Royal Bavarian Chief Mining Counsellor and Professor, Dr.
Puchs,-^merits surpassing even those of Yicat,—especially in the
purely scientific part of the subject. In recognition, &c/' ^ *

^
On his seventieth birthday, which was celebrated as a festival

oy his numerous disciples and friends, Fuchs uttered these mod-
est words :

" Had I enriched science with only one established
pnnciple, I could receive these demonstrations of honor without
a- sense of shame, but towards this I have only made some slight

contributions." He said still further, "rememberiDor the old say-

ing, nm utile est quod /i

aXneS to a\Mt^ TV.Tr Inl^^T-a -I will not however
le enters the affairs

All science is a product of-^ -uiG ana tnmgs us material gams, j^n science is a prouucu ux

^ind and reacts on mind to its development; this of itself is its

u^e

&
perverted

ij

^ile the memory of Fuclis will be perpetuated
coyeries that have passed into and enriched our pra^

yiil not the less be held in reverence in the historj
iof he truly belonged among her consecrated ones
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XIIII, NO. 68.—MARCH, 1557.
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JResearches on the Amraonia-cobalt Basest by
WOLCOTT Part I.

r

[Reprinted from the ninth volnme of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge

by special permission of the Secretary, Tvho has also permitted the use of the

* original "woodcuts.j

7

The facility witli which, alkaline solutions of many metallic

protoxyds absorb oxygen from the air, attracted the attention of

chemists at an early period. The protosalts of iron, manganese

and cobalt, are particularly remarkable in this respect- In the

presence of an excess of the fixed caustic alkalies and their car-

Donates, salts of the protoxyds of these metals are more or less

rapidly converted into basic salts of their higher oxyds. A
similar effect appears to be produced by all of the more power-

ful fixed bases, while it is remarkable that neutral or acid solu-

tions of the same salts are oxydized much more slowly, an effect

which is perhaps owing to the tendency which per-salts in gene*

ral exhibit to become basic, and to the influence which an excess

of acid exerts in producing neutral or acid compounds.
Anamonia acts like potash and soda in causing the oxydation

of solutions of iron and manganese. In the case of these two

metals either basic salts or hydrates of the peroxyds are formed,

which contain no ammonia, at least in chemical combination-

With salts of protoxyd of cobalt the result of the oxydation is

very different. The sesquioxyd of cobalt at the instant of its

formation unites with a certain number of equivalents of ammo-
nia so as to produce a conjugate base of which ammonia forms

an integral portion. The new base partakes in some measure of

the properties of the alkalies, the peculiar character of the salts

of cobalt being wanting. It is with this class of bases that we
hare at present to deal.

he earliest observations which we possess upon the oxydation

of the salts of cobalt are due to Leopold Gmelin, who, in a ine-

moir, published in 1822,* described the changes of color which

are produced when ammoniacal solutions of the chlorid, sulphate,

and nitrate of cobalt are exposed to the air. The solutions un-

der these circumstances absorbed oxygen and became brown,

and Gmelin considered it probable that they contained a cobaltic

acid. Dingler,f who subsequently endeavored to determine the

amount of oxygen absorbed, inferred that the cobaltic acid con-^

sisted of one equivalent of cobalt and two equivalents of o^J'
gen, since the brown solution gave with sulphid of ammonium
a black precipitate of bisulphid of cobalt. Winkelblechi denied

* Neues Journal der Chemie tmd Physik Neue Reih«, V, 236.

t Kwtner's Archiv, iviii, 249.

j Annalen d«r Pharmacie, »ii, 148, 253.

T
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tte existence of a metallic acid in the solution, but thouf^h hia
memoir contained manj interesting and valuable contributions
to our knowledge of the oxyds of cobalt, it threw no light upon
the true nature of the ammoniacal compounds, except by estab-
lishing in them the existence of sesquioxyd of cobalt. The sub-
ject was next investigated by Beetz,* who analyzed an ammoni-

• ^al sulphate and nitrate of sesquioxyd of cobalt formed during
the direct oxydation of ammoniacal solutions. These analyses

oSn
^^^® formulag^Co203.3S03+3NH3+NH<0, and C03O3.

w-N05+3x^H3+I^H4 0, but as the substances employed were
not crystallized, and as the analytical methods were difficult to
execute, but little reliance could be placed in the results. Beetz,
however, considered the sesquioxyd of cobalt in these compounds
as playing the part of an acid, the ammonia being present as a
salt of ammonium.

rhe oxydation of ammoniacal solutions of various salts of co-
balt was also observed by Eammelsberg,f and the products of
ihe action in several cases analyzed. None of the formulas ob-
tained, however appear to belong to well defined and distinct
compounds.

,
^ memoir published by one of ourselves, in 1851,:{: contained

the first distinct recognition of the existence of perfectly well
defined and crystallized salts of ammonia-cobalt bases ; in fact
}ve have not been able to trace in any earlier paper even the
Idea of the existence of such a class of compounds. The results
j^ade public in this paper had been obtained by the author, in
Marburg, in 1847, had been at that time freely though verbally
communicated, and a suite of the salts obtained had been left in
the laboratory at Giessen. Want of opportunity prevented a
complete and systematic investigation, particularly from the an-
alytical point of view. The memoir in question contained, how-
^ver, besides several analyses, an accurate description of the two
bases now to be described under the names of Eoseocobalt and
i-uteocobalt. Though the analyses were from necessity not suf-

nciently complete and extended to fix the constitution of the
basesin question, yet the fact is indisputable that this memoir
contained, not merely the first announcement of the existence of

ammonia-cobalt bases, but also a scarcely less accurate and com-
plete description of two of these bases than any which has since

appeared.

^s its title states, the memoir in question was intended simply
^ a preliminary notice ; circumstances, however, prevented a
resumption and continuation of the subject. In a paper pub-

Pogg. Ann., Ixi, 494, 480, 490.

I
^ogg- Ann, xlviii, 208. xliv, 268.

tr±..t^oraamerikanischer Monatsbericht fiiVnW' :;'"'*'"ef'kanischer Monatsbericht fur Natur, und Heilkunde, 1. Januar 1851.

0- Jaufige JS-otiz uber gepaarte Kobaltverbinduogen Ton Dr. Friedrich Augiut G«Dth.

•
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lished in 1851,* Claudet described witli some detail the proper-

ties of the chlorid of Purpureocobalt, and the mode of obtaining

it, as well as a few other ammonia-cobalt salts. With the ex-

ception, however, of more complete analyses, the memoir in

question contained nothing which is not to be found in the pre-

viouslj published paper above alluded to. In two notices com-
municated to the Academy of Sciencesf in the same year, Fr^my
announced as his own, the discovery of a class of compounds
containing cobalt and aninioniaj and produced by the oxydation

of aniraoniacal solutions of protosalts of cobalt. In the follow-

ing year his complete memoir appeared. :|: Jn this Fremy de-

scribes anew the ammonia-salts of protoxyd of cobalt, first ob-

tained by H. Rose, passes then to the description of two new
classes of compounds discovered by himself, and named by him
Oxy-cobaltiaque and Fusco-cobaltiaque, and finally describes at

some length the principal salts of Genth's two bases, the consti-

tution of which he correctly determines. Frdmy appears not to

have been aware that these two bases had been described in a

manner little less complete than liis own two years before the

appearance of his memoir. The chlorid of Luteocobalt and its

platinum salt have also been described and analyzed by Kogoj-
.£ki,§ and what we now term the chlorid of Purpureocobalt, by
Gregory,!! who corrected the analyses of Fremy,

^
The researches of ClausT on the ammonia-iridium and ammo-

nia-rhodium bases established the existence of compounds of

these metals exactly analogous to Eoseocobalt and its salts, and
chemists will look with impatience for the publication of his re-

sults in detail. Recently Weltzien has published some theoreti-

cal views on the constitution of the ammonia-cobalt bases which
possess much interest.

The salts of Xanthocobalt were discovered in November,
1852, by W. G.J and the principal results which are contained in

the present memoir were communicated to the American Asso-

elation for the Advancement of Science, at its meeting in Cleve-

land in August, 1853. ' The formulas of several of the more re-

markable bases are also given in a Report on the recent progress

of organic chemistry, read before the same association, at its

Providence meeting in Auo^ust, 1855. The nomenclature of the

ammonia-cobalt bases proposed by Fremy is so simple and con-

venient that we have adopted and extended it to meet every

^ase. We have, however, considered it desirable to drop the

xxu

I
^wiii^ies nenaus, xxxxi, 509, 808.

I
Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, xxxx, 257.

§ Journal fiir praktische Chemie.
I Ann der Chemie und Pharmacie, Ixxxvii, 125.
% Eullehn de TAcademie de St. Petersburg, 1855, xiii, 97. (juoted in Hand^or-

terbuch der reinen und angewandten Chemie, vi, 843.
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terminal^ syllable *4aque," employed by Fremy, not merely be-
cause it is not an English termination, but because by omitting
it we obtain shorter and more convenient words. Thus, we say
Roseocobalt and Lnteocobalt, instead of Eoseo-cobaltiaque and
Luteo-cobaltique, or Eoseo-cobaltia and Luteo-cobaltia, which
are the English equivalents. The shorter names, as will here-
after appear, also agree better with our own theoretical views,
since we consider the compounds in question conjugate metals
and not ammonias.
With the view of making the description of our salts as com-

plete as possible, we have followed the excellent example of
Fremy, and referred the colors of these substances to Chevreul's
chromatic scale. Fremy had the advantage of Chevreurs own
determinations. "We have employed, for the purpose, the chro-
matic scales recentl^^ published in Paris by Digcon, and which
appear to be reliable; in any event they give some precision to
determinations of color. As we have found that very many of
the salts of the ammonia-cobalt bases exhibit a well marked di-

chroism, we have in most cases examined the light reflected from
layers of crystals, by Haidinger's dichroscopic lens, and have
given the colors of the ordinary and extraordinary images as ob-
tained in this way. As a curious physical result, we may here
mention that, in general, the cobalt color predominates in the or-
dinary imago.
We are indebted to Prof Dana for the determination of the

systems to which many of our crystals belong, and of their prin-
cipal forms, as well as for our figures, and embrace this opportu-
nity of expressing our grateful acknowledgement of his valuable
assistance.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.

The accurate quantitative determination of the different ele-

ments which enter into the constitution of the ammonia-cobalt'
ba^es^and their salts, is attended with great difficulties. "We
"^~- in general found it necessary to study out with much labor

methods of analvsis Drooer to be used in each particular

ha\

case
; and it has been

unds

proceeding

fore be proper to state the analytical methods employed.

.
Cb5a7i.—The determination of the cobalt in these salts may,

m most cases, be veiy easily and accurately effected by the M-
mg process, A

pure and strong

phuric acid sufficient to moisten the whole mass. Some effer-

scence is generally produced by tlje addition of the acid, but

re is no danger of loss if the crucible be sufficiently large,
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and if the heat be applied only after the first action of the acid

h over. The mixture is to be gently heated over a spirit lamp,

until the excess of the acid, sulphate of ammonia, and other vol-

atile matters have been expelled. During the whole time of

beating, the cover of the crucible must be so placed as to pre-

vent the possibilit}^ of loss by spattering, and at the same time

to permit the escape of volatile matters. When, however, the

quantity of acid has not been too great, the whole process goes

on very quietly to the end, when the mass becomes dry. The
heat is finally to be raised, for an instant, to low redness, the

cover of the crucible being quickly lifted off and then replaced.

The crucible is then to be allowed to cool and weighed, when
the quantity of cobalt may easily be calculated from the weight

of the dry and pure sulphate. After the weighing, the mass in

the crucible must be carefully examined. It should have a fine

rose color, and be perfectly soluble in warm water, leaving no

black residue. In case this is observed, which happens only

when the heat has been too high, a drop of sulphuric acid and a

few drops of oxalic acid may be added, and the whole evaporated

to dryness, and again ignited. When, however, there is much
oxyd of cobalt present, it is better to reject the analysis at once.

With a little care and practice the operation succeeas almost in-'

variably, and the result, as we shall hereafter show, leaves noth-

ing to be desired in point of accuracy. When chlorine is pres-

ent in the salt to be analyzed, a little free chlorine is sometinaes

found among the products of the action of the sulphuric acid,

and the platinum crucible is slightly acted upon. In such cases

we usually add a little oxalate of ammonia to the salt before

dropping the acid upon it. The quantity of salt to be taken for

analysis may vary from three to five decigrammes; when more

is used, there is apt to be some loss from effervescence. In con-

sequence of the small quantities of substance employed, the

hings In calculating the

weight of the cobalt from that of the sulphate, we have the ad-

vantage of determining one substance from another with an

equivalent more than twice as high.

In certain cases, as, for example, when phosphoric acid, chro-

mic acid, &c., are present, the above method cannot be employed.
In such compounds we have found it advantageous to separate

the cobalt as a hydrate of the sesquioxyd, by boiling the salt

with a solution of caustic potash, washing the precipitate thor-

oughly, and estimating the ignited precipitate asCoeOT, or as

metallic cobalt after reduction by hydrogen. Fremy justly ob-

serves that this ignited oxyd usuallv contains potash ; but an

accurate result may always be obtained by washing it well with

boilinfir water jiftpr fVia ;nrr»;f;r.T> ^-^^A «ri:.; n-K; rv rr *, c^potkI time. I*

>nr.
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k remarkable that Fremy asserts that cobalt may be accurately
estimated in the form of sulphate, in consequence of the stabih'ty
of this salt, -R^hile the direct application of the method, as we
have described it above^ appears to have escaped him entirely.

^
Hydrogen .—

W

directly by combustion with chromate " of lead, metallic copper
being placed in the anterior part of the tube. In the case of
the nitrates, however, an excess of hydrogen in the result is

almost unavoidable, because it is impossible, even with freshlj
reduced copper, to decompose compjetely the great quantity of
oxyds of nitroofen formed durinof the combustion. In otherQ^.* ^.^^..^^^ ^.^....^

cases this effect is much less marked, and the hydrogen deter-
Eamations are at least as accurate as in ordinary organic analyses.

Chlorine.—The accurate determination of the chlorine in the
ammonia-cobalt salts is very difficult. Nitrate of silver, it is

true, precipitates chlorine from most of its combinations in these
salts, but the precipitation is never complete, because the chlorid
of silver is somewhat soluble in the ammonia-cobalt chlorids,
forming with them peculiar double salts. By long boiling with
free nitric acid in the solution, nearly all the chlorine may be
determined as chlorid of silver, but very accurate results cannot
be obtained in this manner. The best method consists in ignit-
ing the chlorid with lime in a combustion tube, in the manner
iisually practised with organic bodies. In some cases, however,
we have obtained very good results by decomposing the solution
of the chlorid by sulphurous Ucid, or by boiling the solution of
the salt until it is completely decomposed, adding sulphurous or
2iitrous-nitric acid to reduce the sesquioxyd of cobalt, and then
precipitating with silver. The process is, however, always
troublesome, and requires much time and great care.

Carbon.—This element is best determined by the usual process
of organic analj^sis. In consequence, however, of the very large

<iuantity of oxyds of nitrogen, which are always produced dur-
ing the combustion of these salts, we have found it very advan-
tageous to employ a method first sugcrested, w^e believe, by Win-
telblech, and which consists in mixing with the oxyd of copper
a quantity of finely divided metallic copper, in the form in

^^ich it is obtained by reducing the oxyd by hydrogen. In
t"is manner the formation of the oxyds of nitrogen may be
completely prevented. Great care must, however, be taken
when it is wished to determine hydrogen at the same time with
<^ai'bon, because, copper reduced from the oxyd by hydrogen,
aiwavs contains water, which it is difficult to separate.

Nitrogen.—^o element has presented such difficulties bs nitro-

gen. We liPXTP fnnn^ if I'mnnftciWp to obtain results within two

the
^alysis^ that of Dumas for instance. The quantity of nitric
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oxyd formed during the combustion is surprising, and it is abso-

lutely impossible to get rid of it by means of ignited metallic-

copper, placed in front of the combustion tube. Will and Var-

rentrapfys method with soda lime is inapplicable, because one

equivalent of ammonia is always decomposed by the equivalent

of oxygen set free in the reduction of sesquioxyd to protoxvd

of cobalt. Good results could not be obtained by boiling the

salts with caustic alkalies, collecting the ammonia in chlorhydric

acid, and determining it by bichlorid of platinum. Even after

the reduction of the sesquioxyd of cobalt to protoxyd by means

of sulphurous acid, this method was found unreliable. The im-

provements made by Simpson in the absolute determination of

nitrogen by volume at last furnished us with a reliable process

;

and nearly all the analyses in this memoir were executed by his

method. The improvement introduced by Simpson consists es-

sentially in mixing oxyd of mercury with the oxyd of copper

employed to effect the combustion. The vapor of metallic mer-

cury con^jletely decomposes the oxyds of nitrogen, and any ex-

cess of free oxygen is absorbed by means of metallic copper.

By this method W' e have analyzed most of our compounds with*

out special difl&culy, though we have often found it necessary to

employ a much larger proportion of oxyd of mercury than is

recommended by Simpson. One class of ammonia-cobalt bases

have, however, been the source of frequent analytical failures,

and of great loss of time and material. We refer to the salts of

Xanthocobalt, a base containing deut-oxyd of nitrogen, and giv-

ing off this gas at a gentle heat, below that at which Oxyd of

mercury is decomposed. Simpson's method has not always been

found accurate, since even when a very large amount of oxj^d

of mercury is employed there is frequently much nitric oxyd in

the nitrogen collected for measurement. In many cases the sim-

ple admixture of a large proportion of metallic copper with the

oxyd, as recommended by Winkelblech, has been found to give

most excellent results. It is proper also to state here that, in

consequence of difficulties in obtaining proper apparatus with

which European chemists do not have to contend, we have, m
the majority of cases, measured the volume of nitrogen in the

eld way, using, however, very accurately graduated tubes for

collection, and correcting with great care for temperature and

pressure. We have also found it advantageous to operate upon
quantities of substance sufficient to yield at least two hundred
cubic centimetres of gas, since in this way the error of reading

becomes extremely small.

^ Sulphiinc octd—This acid cannot be accurately determined in

the ammonia-cobalt salts by direct precipitation with chlorid of

Ijarium. In almost all cases, a great apparent excess of acid is

obtained, and this may amount to five per cent, even when the

1
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sulphate of baryta appears to have been completelj washed.
We have, therefore, in all cases preferred to decompose the salt

sed, by boiling it with a little ammonia. After com-
plete

analv

IS to be added to reduce and dissolve the oxyd, when the sul-
phuric acid may be directly thrown down by chlorid of barium,
ilven with these precautions, our results are not unfrequently
two-tenths or three-tenths of one per cent too high, almost never
too low.

Oxalic acid,—The ordinary methods for the quantitative esti-

ination of this acid fail entirely with the class of salts under
consideration. A solution of terchlorid of gold is reduced only

p very long and tedious boiling, and then incompletely.
Even after previous reduction of the cobalt to the form of pro-
toxyd, the method is found to be very inconvenient and inaccu-
rate. The conversion of the oxalic into carbonic acid by oxyd-
ation, and its determination from the weight of this last, gave

^0 better results, inasmuch as the oxydation is effected with
difficulty. We have therefore in all cases had recourse to the
Ultimate organic analysis, which alone gives reliable results.

The methods employed in the determination of other substan-
^s will be described, when necessary, in treating of particular

compounds.

ROSEOCOBALT.

The description of the salts of Roseocobalt foniis, upon the
^hole, the most convenient starting point in a statement of
tlie results of our investigation. These salts are in general
eaaiiy obtained, and the products of their decomposition include
several of the other bases, which we shall have occasion to

describe. They are almost all well crystallized, and are in

general nearly insoluble in cold water, soluble without decompo-
sition in warm water slightly acidulated, but easily decomposed
^hen the neutral solutions are boiled, a hydrated hyper-oxyd of
cobalt being thrown down, while free ammonia is given off.

1 he salts of Roseocobalt have a purely^ saline, not metallic taste

;

Jpeir Color varies, being son
J;;nes cherry-red. They are ^—j , ^- ^ „
^hem do not exhibit this property in a marked degree. Heat

some

usu

prod

usua
9^U of protoxyd^of cobalt. Intermediate products are, how-
^^^er, sometimes formed, as we shall hereafter see. Thus in

many cases the salts of Roseocobalt on boiling yield salts of Lu-

teocobalt, which then, bv continued boiling, are completely de*
"^ ' liv.^ r.«i*., ^r'i?,^..or^rtr.T-»'ilt. nnav nhnoRt alwavs be Pre*

^

imposed.
ammoniacal solutions of salts of
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protoxjd of cobalt, but tlie particular circnnistaTices, wbicb ac-

company the formation of eacli one, will be best considered in

treating of the separate compounds. Eoseocobalt is a triacid base.

CHLOEID OF ROSEOCOBALT.

An ammoniacal solution of clilorid of cobalt absorbs oxy-

gen readily from the air, becomes at first brown und then

gradually passes through various shades of color to a deep red*

The red solution leaves upon a filter a quantity of hydrate of

sesquioxyd of cobalt, which is sometimes almost inappreciablej

Sometimes in comparatively large amount. In one exi)erimeiit,

ia which we employed perfectly pure chlorid of cobalt and

pure ammonia, there was no deposit whatever of oxyd. In

this case, however, no chlorid of Roscocobalr, but only chlo-

rid of Purpureocobalt was formed. When impure materials

are used the precipitate is abundant, and contains many of the

impurities of the substances employed, as well as much ses-

quioxyd of cobalt* The rate at wliich oxygen is absorbed

varies much with the degree of concentration of the solution,

with the temperature, with the quantity of ammonia present

and with the extent of liquid surface exposed to the air. Fre-

quent agitation of the solution materiallv shortens the tinie re-

quired for complete oxydation, and the same elfect is produced

by i)assing a current of oxygen directly through the liquid,

which soon becomes brown and subsequently red. As a general

rule, the first effect of the oxydizing action is to give the liquid

a brown color, the layer next'the surface being the first to change

its tint. The brown color then passes gradually into a deep red,

and the oxydation is complete, Avhen the whole mass of liquid

h.as the color of red Burgundy wine.
The presence of chlorid of ammonium is not necessary in this

process; a large quantity of this salt in the solution often gives

a lilac or purple precij>itate as the oxydation advances, but this «

is composed principally of the chlorid of Purpureocobalt. -As
^

will be seen from the above, the chlorid of Koseocobalt is not

always formed during the oxydation of an ammoniacal solution

of chlorid of cobait. On the contrary, it often happens that not

a trace of this salt can be obtained from the oxydized solution,

which contains only the chlorid of Furpureocobalt. We have

observed the absence of the chlorid of Koseocobalt only in solu-

tions which had been oxydized in a w^arm room, or during tne

summer season. This fact, taken in connection mth the facility

with which heat transformes solutions of Eoseocobalt into those

of Purpureocobalt, renders it, to say the least, extremely proba-

ble, either that a comparatively high temperature prevents the

formation of the chlorid of Eoseocobalt entirely, or else that this

salt is converted into chlorid of Purpureocobalt as fa^t as it is

formed in the solution.

\
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^
To obtain the clilorid of Eoseocobalt from the oxydized sola*

tion cold and stroug chlorbjdric acid is to be added to it, the
slightest elevation of temperature being carefully avoided. A
bnck^red precipitate is thrown down, which is to be waslied with
strong chlorhydric acid and then with ice-cold water, thrown
upon a filter, and dried by pressure, great care being taken to
operate at as low a temperature as possible.
As the formula of the clilorid of Roseocobalt is SNHs . CosCh

+2H0, its f()rmation by the oxydation of the ammoniacal solu-
tion of chlorid of cobalt may be explained by the equation

6CoCl+10NH.t+3O-2(5Nn3.Co2Cl3)+Co.O3.
In those cases in which nosesquioxyd of cobalt is precipitated,

we niay suppose that the sesquioxyd unites directly with ammo-
liia, as represented by the equation

6CoCl+ loNH3+30=2(5NH3.Co2Cl3)4-5NH3.Co303.
On adiling an excess of chlorhydric acid to such an oxydized

solution, 3^5NH3.Co2Cl-0 must 'be formed, which satisfactorily

^^"^P/aj^^ the precipitation of the brick-red chlorid by the acid.
Fremy assigns to the brown substance, which is the first pro-

duct of the oxydation, the formula 4NH3.C02O3. We have
not yot been able to obtain this substance in a condition fit for
analysis, and Frefuy does not consider the formula, which he
proposes, as by any means established.

~

it will be seen from the above that, in the formation of the
chlorid of Iloseocol;^lt, the elements of ammonia unite with ses-
qnioxyd or sesqnichlorid of cobalt at the instant that these are
tormed by the absorption of oxygen from the air. Claus has
decently shown that the sesquichlorid of rhodium* unites di-
i^ectly with five equivalents of ammonia to form a chlorid ex-

actly analogous to the chlorid of Eoseocobalj^ and having the
i<^rrnu!a 5NH3,Eli2Cl3. We have niade various experiments
^^ determine whether sesquioxyd of cobalt once formed could
unite directly with ammonia. A solution of chlorid of ammo-
^lum was poured upon freshly prepared sesquioxyd of cobalt,
strong ainuKmia-water added/and the whole allowed to stand
^>'' some time in a closed bottle and in a rather dark closet.

:^^ven after manv weeks, however, only traces of chlorid of
ti^^seocobalt coul'd be detected. A quantity of sesquioxyd^ of

'

cobalt was dissolved in strong aeetic acid, and to the solution
^h oriil of ammonium and ammonia-water added. In this case
^hlorid of Eoseocobalt was iormed after a few days, but it is

doubtful whether its formation was not due to the oxydation of
^ ^mall quantity of protoxyd of cobalt in tlie sesquioxyd em-
ployed. In another experiment, strong ammonia was added to

clil ^i"^®
^^^ '^^^^"^^ '^^^ written, Claus has extenrlec] his ohcerration to the ses<jui-

iorid of iridium, which forms a similar base with fire eqiiivaleiits of ammooia.

^a-
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freshly prepared sesquioxyd of cobalt, and tbe whole allowed to

stand for several weeks, after which time it was boiled with

chlorhjdric acid, and considerable quantities of chloii<i of Pui-

pureocobalt, Luteocobalt, and Praseocobaltj were obtained. This

experiment leaves no doubt that the ammonia-cobalt bases can

be prepared b}'' the direct action of ammonia upon sesquioxyd

of cobalt, though this mode of preparation is not economical.

The chlorid of Boseocobalt nmy also be preiDared by adding

cold and strong chlorhydric acid to a completely oxydized solu-

tion of the ammoniacal nitrate or sulphate of cobalt. A brick-

red precipitate is formed in either case, which must be purified

by repeated washing with chlorhydric acid. Strong chlorhydric ^u,

acid also precipitates the chlorid from solutions of the sulphate *

and nitrate of Roseocobalt. In all these cases^ however, it is

difficult to obtain the chlorid in a perfectly pure state.

The chlorid of Eoseocobalt is usually precipitated as a brick-

red powder, which, under the microscope, appears to be com-

posed of indistinct granular crystals. It maj^ be purified, though

with difficulty, by solution in ice-cold water and spontaneous

evaporation in the cold. -The salt is soluble in cold, as well as

"m hot water, with a dark-red but not a violet-red color, the pof'

tions still undissolved becoming lilac or purple before dissolving.

The most remarkable property of this salt is the facility with

which it is converted into chlorid of Purpureocobalt, The hot I

solution yields, on cooling, small but brilliant crystals of the

latter chlorid ; in fact even solution in warm water converts a

portion of chlorid of Eoseocobalt into chlorid of Purpureocobalt,

-as may easily be observed by the change of color. This trans-

formation is, however, far more striking when a solution of chlo-

rid of Roseocobalt is boiled with a little chlorhydric acid: the

solution speedily changes its color from a dull-red to a beautiful

violet-red, and on cooling deposits an abundant crystallization

of chlorid of Purpureocobalt. There is in this case a direct con-

version of Roseocobalt into Purpureocobalt, an isomeric radical;
^

the reactions of the violet-red solution being entirely different

from those of the same solution previous to boiling with acia,

except in one or two particulars, to be pointed out hereaiter.

The dry chlorid of Eoseocobalt is also slowly converted into

chlorid of Purpureocobalt by keeping, changing its color to vio-

let-red; in this case, however, the change is not complete, even

after a long time, unless heat be applied. Tbe formula of the

chlorid of Purpureocobalt, as we shall hereafter show, is

5NH3,Co2Cl3.
^

This differs from that of the chlorid of Eoseocobalt only.by con-

taiuing no water of crystallization. The change which takes

place in the conversion of one chlorid into the other does not,
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however, consist in the mere loss of water. As we shall show,
the chlorid of Roseocobalt corresponds to a triacid oxjd^ wliile
that of Purpureocobaltr yields a biacid oxjd. It is to be care-
fully bonie in mind, that the substance which we have called
chlorid of Roseocobalt is not the chlorid of Roseo-cobaltiaque of
Fremy, Claudet, and other chemists who have studied the sub-
ject

^
To the chlorid described by Fremy under tfie nnme of

chlorid of Roseocobaltiaque we have given the name of chlorid
of Purpureocobalt. The necessity of this change of name has
arisen from the fact that hitherto two different bases have been
confounded, the chlorid of Purpureocobalt having been consid-
^ed as the chlorid corresponding to the sulphate and nitrate of
-Roseocobalt.

The chlorid of Roseocobalt is dichrous, the ordinary being
paler than the extraordinary image; both are rose-redj with a
fiiint brownish orange tint.

Chlorid of Roseocobalt, as already mentioned, has the formula

6NH3.C02CI3+2HO,
^ the following analyses show

:

0'129\ ^s. gave 04235 grs. of sulphate of cobalt = 22 10 per cent of cobalt.

0*6247 gr3. gare 03619 gr3.
'* " = 2199

9834 gra. gave 05742 grs. chlorid of sUver = 39 57 « chlorine.

18112 grs. gave 2-9095 grs. *'
" = 39*71 "

2-2390 grs. gave 1 2829 grs. water = ^'S? " hydrogen.
1-4993 j.rs. gave 0-8784 grs. « — 6 60
1*2235 grs, gave 282 c. a nitrogen at 22*=''5 C. and 766 «''»-82 (at 23« 0.)= 25491

c c. at 0^ and 760'«^» == 26*16 per cent.

The formula requires

—

Calculated. Fflnnd

Cobalt, - 21-97 21-99 22-10

Chlorine, - - 89-66 89-57 89-71

Hydrogen, - 6-33 637 6-oO

Nitrogen, - - 26-08 26-16

With
extremely difficult to obtain this chlorid perfectly free from chlo-

nd of Purpureocobalt, into which it is so easily converted. The
Jincertaintj, however, will concern only the number of equiva-

lents of water. The chlorid of Roseocobalt combines with the

clilorids of the electro-negative metals to form well defined salts.

The nlatinnm ooi* nri.t^vi' nra liflvp iiot vct fullv examined, ao-

pears

5NH3.CosCl3+8PtCl.+8HO.

composed by boil

ilT

J|oii of a black powder. This powder is probably a hydrate of
the C03O

••' t
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ami nation to the second part of oiir memoir. The reactions of

the clilorid of Roseocobnit are as follows;

Terchlorid of gold gives no precipitate^at first, but after stand-

ing a lilac or purple preoipitatey which is probably merely the

chlorid of Roseocobalt.

Bichlorid of platinum gives a pale orange red precipitate.

Clilorid of mercury gives a pale rose or flesh-colored flocky

precipitate-

Ferridcyanid of potassium gives beautiful orange-red obliq^ue

rhombic crystals.

Cobaltidcyanid of potassium gives fine red crystals,

Ferrocyanid of potassium gives a cinnamon, passing to a choc-

elate brown precipitate.

Oxalate of ammonia gives a brick-red precipitate of small

granular crystals.

Neutral chromat
Bichromate of pot

of potash gives no precipitate.

ash R-ives a dark brick-red precinipitate

The following reactions, which were obtained "with a solution

of the hydrated nitrate of Eoseocobalt may also be introduced

in this place.

Pyrophosphate of soda gives a dull rose-red precipitate soluble

in an e:xcoss of the precipitant to a clear red liquid, which in a

few minutes solidifies to a mass of fine rose-red needles.

Picrute of ammonia gives a fine bright orange red precipitate

soluble in hot water.

lodid of potassium gives no precipitate either with the chlorid

or nitrate.

The precipitate with chlorid of mercury is readily soluble in

chlorhydric acid, and the solution after standing gives beautiful

small granular crystals of a brownish red color.

The reactions which are peculiar to tlie sulphate of Eoseoco-

balt will be described when speaking of that salt.

SULPHATE OF ROSEOCOBALT.

An ammoniacal solution of sulphate of cobalt absorbs oxygen

readily from the air, becoming at tirst brown and then dark red.

The time required for complete oxydation varies remarkably.

The process is sometimes complete in a few days, but often re-

quires many weeks. .From the perfectly oxydized solutioUj sul-

phuric acid cautiously added usually throws" down the sulph^^t^

of Roseocobalt as a bright red crystalline powder, which, after

washing; \Yith cold water, is readily puri Red by solution and crys-

tallization, a very small quantity of acid being added to prevent

decomposition.

The sulphate of Roseocobalt is, however, not always the onlf

salt formed under these circumstances. In some cases in whicn

the ammoniacal liquid was allowed to stand several months until
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arm
solved out a red salt in small quantity, much more sobuble tliau
the sulpliate of Roseocobalt, and giving different and very c!iar-
actenstic reactions. In other cases, and especially when n littJe
chlorfd of cobalt was originality present, warm water dissolved
out another sulphate, crystallizing in octahedra of an orange-red

w ^^^^ examination of which is not yet complete.
We are unable to confirm Fremy's '^assertion that sulphuric

acid precipitates from oxydized arnmoniacal solutions of sulphate
Oi cobalt, an a'lid sulphate of Roseocobalt, having the formula

oNH^.CosO.., SSOa+oHO.
J- he salt precipitated under these circumstances is merely the

neutral sulphate, as repeated analyses have shown, and as the
crystalline form at once proves. The formula of the neutral sul-
phate is

5NH3.C02O3, SS03+5HO,
^ the following analyses show:

17 12 per cent cobalt.

1 7-79 «
276u grs. gavti 2^(t8 grs. sulphate of baryta= 36-1 1 per cent sulphuric ^ciA,

O07.SI grs. gave t>07i ^ts. " " = ;-{6-:-?8 **

\
^^^-^ grs. guve U'8'250 ^vk water =6 14 " hydrogen.
2H40 grs, gave 0'7 1 09 gr3. - = e 1 5 *'

i'2lOS grs, gave 220 6 c. 0. nitrogen at 18^ 4 C. and 76l^'"-23 (at IS^ 9) = 201'97

c. c. at 0^ anJ TtJO'"^ = 2U 1J5 per cent nitrogen.
1 0404 grs. gave 1 94 2 a e. nitroiren ;it 2iP-5 C. and 754 ^^'S^ (at 20° 5)= 17467

c. c. at i>^ aJid 760'"'« = 21 08 per cent nitrogeu.

The formula as above stated requires

Eqs. Calculitred. Found. Nean.

Cobalt, . 2 b^'^'^lril ill2 17 79* 17-75

Sulphuric acid, 3 1200 3603 36il 36'38 36'24

Hydrogen. - 20 200 600 6 14 6 15 6 14

Nitn.gen, - 6 70'0 210-2 2095 200S 2l'iil

Oxygen, - 8 64 1^24 IS 86

333"o 100 00 lOl^O^

Th The
H^it reflected from a layer of the crystals when analyzed by the

<3iehrosco|)ic lens, gives a rose-red ordinary, and an oran-^e-red

extraordinary imao-e. The dicbroisni is very distinct. In this,

^ in our other observaiions upon dichroisin, the reflected rays

examined made an ano-Je of about 60^ with the normal, but no

n^aterial variations of color could be observed by changing the

^»gle of incidence. The exact color of the crystals is, according
to Chevreul, the second red tVI^s. The crystals of sulphate of

•tioseocoba
1 1 belon<^r to the dimetric or square prismatic system,

^ determined by'Prof. Dana. The observed forms are repre-

sented in figs, 1 2 and 3. The measured angles are as follows

:
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1 2- t

1 :1=10:'^ 20'; 1:m
132^ 39'); a= 1-0866,

126° 20^: u:li = 13'J^ 21^ : lr = 132° 36' (calc.

Prof. Dana remarks that the angles are very close to those of

Ceriisine; and also to those of Scheeletine or tungstate of lead,

f

\

if 1/ be ^ and 1 be \u
The sulphate of Roseocohalt is nearly insoluble in cold water

but is soUible in much boiling water, and crjstaUizes readilj as

the solution cools. By slow evaporation, it may be obtained in

large crystals, which, however, seldom exhibit very perfect faces.

Ammonia in dilute solution dissolves the sulphate, giving a fine

purple solution, from which the salt crystallizes unchanged.

The neutral solution is readily decomposed' by boiling, ammonia
being evolved, and a dark brown precipitate of the hydrated

magnetic oxyd of cobalt, 0o304+yHO, thrown down, while

sulphate of Luteocobalt remains in solution. The decomposition

in this case extends to the sulphate of Luteocobalt also, so that

much less than one equivalent of this salt is obtained for two

equivalents of the sulphate of Roseocobalt decomposed.
Strong ammonia poured upon dry sulphate of Eoseocobalt

usually changes its color almost immediately from a red to a

buff yellow, while the liquid itself becomes red. The buff col-

ored substance formed in this case, is the sulphate of Luteoco-

balt ; tlie red solution contains sulphate of Eoseocobalt.

When dry sulphate of Roseocobalt is carefully heated m a
---''"'" "^ *

is evolved, and there

, Llphate of Luteocobalt,

sulphate of Purpureocobalt, and a leek-green crystalline sub-

stance which we have called provisionally Fraseocobalt
We shall speak of all these reactions more fully when treating

of the sulphate of Luteocobalt. . .

A current of the red gas which arises from the action of nitric

acid upon starch, and which probably consists chiefly of KOi^
converts an acid, neutral, or ammoniacal solution of sulphate of

Roseocobalt into one of the nitrate of Xanthocobalt

porcelain or platinum crucible, ammonia

H

i

J
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A solution of sulphurous acid gently heated with sulphate of
Iloseocobalt giveSj in a few minutes, an orange precipitate of a
substance containing ammonia, sesquioxjd of cobalt, sulphurous
and sulphuric acid, and w^hich we shall describe fully in the sec-
ond part of our memoir.

^

Strong sulphuric acid digested with sulphate of Eoseocobalt
yields, under some circumstances, sulphate of ammonia and sul-
ph^e of Luteocobalt. In other cases it yields the acid sulphate
01 Purpureocobalt. By double decomposition with salts of ba-

base.
^

i ne reactions of tlie sulphate are somewhat different from
those of the chlorid, as will be seen from the following statement.
rerridcjanid of potassium gives no precipitate at first, but

after two hours very distinct and well defined small augitic
crystals.

"^

Cobaltidcj^anid of potassium behaves in a precisely similar
manner, giving red crystals.
- A eutral chromate of potash gives no precipitate. The bichro-
mate gives none at first, but after two or three hours, groups of
recWish brown needles.
_\Ve shall hereafter state our reasons for believing that in cer-

tain cases there is a conversion of the triacid Roseocobalt in the
sulphate of this base, into the biacid Purpureocobalt.

ANHYDEOUS NITEATE OF EOSEOCOBALT.

J- he ammoniacal solution of nitrate of cobalt absorbs oxygen
very readily from the air, and the oxydation is usually complete
^tter a few days. As a general rule, a considerable quantity of
j^itrate of Luteocobalt is formed under these circumstances, and
oemg insoluble in the ammoniacal liquid, forms a bright yellow
^stalline precipitate upon the bottom and sides of the vessel.
JJunug the process of the oxydation, crystals of the compound de-

scribed by Fremy as the nitrate of Oxycobaltiaque are frequently
jormed in some quantity, but these disappear at a later stage of

!^ oxydation, when the liquid takes a deep wine-red color.

J
^e crystals of nitrate of Oxycobaltiaque were first observed by

Y'^Pold Gmelin. We have not particularly examined or an-
%zed them, though Fremy's analyses do not appear to us satis-

The dark-red liquid formed under these circumstances con-
tains nitrate of Eoseocobalt. When nitric acid is added to this
solution, a brick-red precipitate is thrown down, which is the
t^ydrated nitrate of Eoseocobalt. This nitra'te is readily soluble

H T^ater, and exists unchanged in the solution, but by boiling
^ith nitric acid, the solution yields a fine violet-red crystalline

Pi'ecipitate of the anhydrous nitrate of Eoseocobalt. The pres-
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^

^nce of nitrate of ammonia facilitates tlie oxydation and forma*

tion of nitrate of Roseocobalt, but is not indispensable.

The preparation of pure nitrate of Roseocobalt is attended

with difficulty, as the precipitated crystalline nitrate almost

always contains a little nitrate of Luteocobalt. It is best to dis-

solve the crude nitrate in water, to which a little ammonia has

been added^ to filter and allow the solution to evaporate sponta-

neously After some days, large and well defined crystals of

the nitrate are formed, while the bottom of the evaporating ves-

sel is covered with minute red crystals of the same salt. The
difference between the appearance of the large and small crystals

is so great that we suspected a difference in their constitution.

Analysis and the bebavior of the two kinds towards reagents,

showed, however, no difference. A marked variation in the

color of the large and small crystals of the same substance is

very commonly observed in the ammonia-cobalt compounds,

and might easily lead to erroneous conclusions. The nitrate of

Roseocobalt is readily prepared by decomposing a solution of

the chlorid with nitrate of silver, but the solubility of the chlo*

rid of silver in chlorid of Roseocobalt renders it somewhat diffi-

€alt to obtain a pure salt in this manner. Nitrate of copper also

gives nitrate of Roseocobalt with chlorid of copper, when mixed
with an equivalent proportion of chlorid of Roseocobalt, but

the purification is difficult. Finally, a pure nitrate may be pre-

pared by double decomposition of nitrate of baryta and sulphate

of Roseocobalt, The anhydrous^ nitrate of Roseocobalt, when
in large crystals, has a fine red color, which, according to Chev-

reul's determination, as given by Frdmy, is the first red t\-
The

crystals are dichrous; the ordinary image is clear rose red, the

extraordinary image bright red. According to Prof Dana, this

salt, like the sulphate, crystallizes in forms belonging to the di-

metric system, Figs, 4 and S represent some of the more usual

combinations, fig. 5 is a very rare form, which was obtained only

once.
4. 8. 6.

1 : 1 (over the tase)
ISl*' 40',

82 40'. Whence 0;1 (not observed)= 138*' 20'; /:*

d

/
i
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Ammonia dissolves the nitrate "w^ith a fine purple red tint, and
tlie salt usually crystallizes unchanged from the solution, though
sometimes the hydrous nitrate is obtained. In cold water the
nitrate is rather insoluble, though more soluble than the sul-
I)hate. Hot water dissolves it rather more easily ; but the solu-
tion, unless it be acid, is quickly decomposed, and this effect is

very speedily produced by boiling. The products of the de-
composition m this case are a dark-brown oxyd of cobalt, and a
solution containinoj the nitrate of Luteocobalt and nitrate of am-
nionia. Ihe quantity of Luteocobalt is small in comparison
With that of the nitrate of Roseocobalt employed,
^When heated, the nitrate of Eoseocobalt explodes^ though not

with violence. A black anhydrous oxyd remains, which Is

probably C02O3. The reaction in this case is easily explained,
if we remark that the oxygen in the nitric acid is exactly suffi-

cient to form water with the hydrogen of the ammonia. The
simplest equation representing the reaction is

5NH3.C02O3, 8N05=Co203+8N"+15HO.
In point of fact, however, the decomposition is less simple, as

I'ed vapors are always evolved.
When a current of NO4 is passed through a solution of nitrate

of Roseocobalt a rapid absorption takes place, and after a short
time crystals of nitrate of Xanthocobalt are deposited.
A solution of sulphurous acid converts the nitrate of Eoseo-

cobalt, at first into an orange-colored compound containing SO3,
and afterward reduces this completely to nitrate and sixlphate of
co^lt and nitrate of ammonia.
Nitrate of Roseocobalt has the formula

5NH3.C0.O3, SI^Os,

as the following analyses show

:

0'23O8 grs. gave 01 081 grs. sulpbate of cobalt

0'|272 grs. ^ave 0599 grs. "
"

^•1448 grs. gave 0681 ers.- •^'«o gra. gave 1)681 grs.
0-9370 gr<i. gave 0391 5 grs. Trater
0-6632 grs. gave 2862 grs, "

17'82 per cent cobalt

17-93 "

1790 ' **

4 64 per cent hy^rogea.

4'79 " "

2-7812 grs ^„, ., 467 «

-"^"tgrs.laveieVrc^ nitrogen at 24^ C. and 766''^'^-3I (at 24*^-5)

c. c. at 0° and 760 ^'"^ = ;i3 98 per cent.

0^7400 gra. gave 2 1 3 c. c nitrogen atl3°6C. and 764'^»'-28 at (IS^'S)

c. c. at 0° and 760^"^ = 3403 per cent.

150-5*

200-55'
i

The formula above mentioned req[uires

Eqs. Calculated. Mean. Found.

Cobalt,

Jydrogen,
^Nitrogen,

2 59 17 87
15 150 455
8 1120 3393
18 144-0 4365

17-88 17'82 17-92 iT9(y

460 464 4-79 4 6T

3401 33-93 S4 03

43-51 —

—

-—

^

S30-0 100-00 100-00
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Wlien nitrate of Roseocobalt is dissolved in water containing

mncli nitrate of ammonia and a little ammonia, and the solution

is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, beautiful purple-red scaly

crystals separate. Tliese crystals cannot be purified by recrys-

tallization, as tbey are decomposed by solution in "\7ater. "When

boiled with chlornydric acid there is copious effervescence and a

purple-red solution is obtained, which appears to contain the

chlorid of Purpureocobalt. The empirical formula of the scaly

nitrate appears to be SKHa.Co^Oa, 2N05+7HO. From the

-effervescence with muriatic acid we are disposed to consider it

4NH3,Co203, ]Sr05+]^H40, NO5+6HO, but further investiga^

tion is required before w^e can pronounce wdth certainty on this

point.

HYDROUS NITRATE OF ROSEOCOBALT.

w
of cobalt and of ammonia and the solution is exposed to the air,

oxydation takes place with considerable rapidity, and as we have

already stated when speaking of the anhydrous nitrate, the so-

lution becomes dark purple-red, while yellow scales of the nitrate

of Luteocobalt are more or less abundantly deposited upon the

bottom of the vessel. When the red liquid is boiled with nitric

a<;id in excess, a dark crimson precipitate of nitrate of Eoseoco-

bait is formed, while a portion of the same salt remains in solu-

tion. It has hitherto been supposed from these facts that the

drous

If
,uid. This, however, is not the case

Roseocobalt.

very fine lar^

the hydrous

irystals

rhombic system, according to Prof. Dana's determination
observed forms are ^ 1% ii^ -It, i\ or in other symbols, o-

cc' CO, —^1- CO, 00- CO. Fig. 7. The angles are

7.

/ :/ =103° / Ji

It: it == U0° 30'

ir:li=: 96° 30' and 83^ 30'
•^1

The hydrous nitrate of Eoseocobalt is readily soluble even m
cold water ; the hot neutral solution is very easily decomposed
with evolution of ammonia and precipitation of a black powder.

The addition of a few drops of nitric acid prevents the decom-

position. An excess of nitric acid added to . a -cold solution oi

the nitrate produces a brick-red precipitate, which is readily sol-

1
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K —

uble The solu-
tion has a dark brick-red color, and exhibits'all the reactions of
the chlorid of Roseocobalt. When boiled with an excess of
nitric acid for some time, the brick-red color gradually becomes
Tiolet-redj and there remains at last a beautiful violet precipitate,
which is the anhydrous nitrate of Roseocobalt. From this it

appears that, in some cases at least, and particularly when ni-
trate of ammonia is present during the oxydation, the hydrous
nitrate of Eoseocobalt is the first product of the oxydation of an
amnaoniacal solution of nitrate of cobalt, and that it is the action
of nitric acid upon this salt which converts it into the anhydrous
nitrate. The nitrate of Eoseocobalt obtained by direct oxyda-
tion may be recrystallized by adding to its solution a few drops
of nitric acid and allowing it to stand a few days for spontaneous
evaporation. In this manner beautiful crystals are obtained, ad- .

nering to the bottom of the evaporating vessel, and mixed with
la dull-red matter in crystalline crusts, which exhibits the same .

reactions with the large and clear crystals, and appears to have
the same constitution, though upon this point we cannot speak
^'ith certainty at present.
We consider the formula of the hydrous nitrate of Eoseoco-

balt as most probably
r

,

SIsTas.CoaOa, 3N05+2HO
^ the following analyses indicate

:

0*8265 grs. gave O'S'JOS grs. sulphate of cobalt = 17'05 per cent cobalt
0-5215 grs. gave 0-2370 grs. « « = 17-09 "
0'S012 grs, gave 217-8 cc. nitrogen at lI°-5 C. and 761""»:48 (at 11°-4 C.)

206 05 c. c, at 0° and 760'«« = 32-30 per cent.

0-7667 grs. gave 207 c. c. of nitrogen at 14^ C. and 766''"^-66 (at 14°-2 C.)

194'91 c, c. at 0^ and 760'»'» = 31*92 per cent.

i

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, - • 2 16-95 17-05 17-09

Nitrogen, - - 8 32'18 ^ 32 30 31-92

It is true that the analyses here agree witli the formula as well

as can be reasonably expected. We have, however, found m
other crystals from the same mass 17-82, 17-86, 17-92, 18-06 per

cent cobalt, numbers which agree much better with the formula

of an anhydrous nitrate, having the same formula as the nitrate

of Roseocobalt already described, which contains 17-87 per cent.

In any event, the doubt appears to be simply with respect to

tlie quantity of water in the salt, the ratio of the equivalent ot

cobah and nitrogen being as 1 to 4, or 2 to 8. We shall return

*o this point at another time.
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OXALATE OF ROSEOCOBALT*

The oxalate is precipitated from the chlorid almost immedi-

ately by the addition of a solution of oxalate of ammonia. From
a solution of the nitrate it is deposited much more slowly, often

only after some hours, and sometimes in remarkably distinct and

well form.ed crystals. The oxalate as first thrown down may be

purified by solution in ammonia-water and recrystallization by
spontaneous evaporation. The salt then forms beautiful pris-

matic crystals, which are nearly insoluble in water, and which

have a fine cherry-red color, resembling the crystals of sulphate

of Roseocobalt. The crystals are dichrous, the ordinary image

being pale violet, while the extraordinary image is dark rose-red.

The precipitated oxalate has a dull brick-red color. According

to Prof Dana, the crystals of oxalate of Roseocobalt belong to

the right rhombic or trimetric system, the observed forms being a

rhombic prism of about 101° 43', with a brachydome of lOS"" 54'.

The constitution of the oxalate of RoseocolDalt is represented

by the formula

5NH3.C02O3, 3C203+6EIO

as the following analyses show

:

0-6504 grg. gave 02625 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 1815 per cent,
0*33*25 grs. gave 1585 grs. " " = 1814 **

1-5381 grs. gave 6170 grs, carbonic acid = 32*82 per cent oxalic acid

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated, KoHm!,

Cobalt, - - 2 n-87 1815 18*14:

Oxalic acid, - - 3 32-73

COBALTIDCYANID OF ROSEOCOBALT.

^
This beautiful salt is precipitated from a solution of the chlo-

rid or hydrous nitrate of Roseocobalt, bj a solution of cobaltid-

cyanid of potassium. It may be prepared with equal facihty

from a solution of the chlorid of Purpnreocobalt, which under

these circumstances, as we conceive, undergoes a direct change

into a salt of the triacid Roseocobalt. The cobaltidcyanid is

usually precipitated at once in the form of cherry-red prismatic

crystals, which, so far as it is possible to judge from their ap*

pearance under the microscope, belong to the oblique rhombic

or monoclinic system, much resembling some of the simpler

forms of augite. The salt is very insoluble in cold water; hot

water readily decomposes it. It forms an extremely character-

istic test for the salts of Roseocobalt in general, as well as for

the chlorid of Purpnreocobalt, but, as already remarked, it is

precipitated from the sulphate of Roseocobalt only after some

nours. The crystals are usually remarkably large w^hen com-
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pared with the mass of liquid from which thej are thrown down,
rhej are more distinct in form the more slowly the precipitation
takes place. The salt has the formula

5Nn3.Co2Cj3+Co2Cj3+3HO.
as the following analj^ses show:
01924 grs. (from chlori<i of Purpureocobalt) gave 01 540 grs. sulphate of cobalt

== 30-46 pt*r cent cobalt.
0-7150 grs, (from cLIoritI of Roseocobalt) gave Ollbb grs. sulphate of cobalt =

30*63 per cent cobalt.
» 0-8111 grs. (from chlorid of Roseocobalt) gave 212 c. c. of nitrogen at 10^ C. and

761^'»-99 (at 10° C.) = 25948 c c at 0^ and 760'"'" = 40*18 per cent.

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, . . 4 80 5t SO 63 SO 46
Nitrogen, . . H 89*89 4C18

The analyses of the ferridcyanid of Eoseocobalt ^ve addi-
tional evidence of the correctness of the formula adopted for
this salt.

FERRIDCYANID OF ROSEOCOBALT.

The ferridcyanid is formed like the cobaltidcyanid by adding
» solution of ferridcyanid of potassium to one of chlorid or ni-
trate of Roseocobalt or chlorid of Purpureocobalt. A very-
beautiful onmge-red precipitate is thrown down in distinct and
usually extremely welhdefiued crj-stals, which under the micro-
^^pe, exactly resemble those of the corresponding cobalt sd\t
ihe crystals exhibit a remarkable dichroism, the ordinary image
r^f^g of a fine purple rose color, while the extraordinary image

^ bright orange red The crystals are insoluble in cold water;

^* "vvater easily decomposes them, ammonia being evolved, while

\ "^ai^k^brown precipitate is thrown down. Heat decomposes the

determine accurately t!

It, bj first decomposing

We

carbon

Ji^xed oxyds of cobalt and iron in a current of hydrogen. The
io^mula of this salt IS

5NH3,Co2Cy3+Fe2Cy3+3EO
^ the following analyses show;

P
3613 grs

rfiooH
gave 0-1086 grs. metalhc iron and cobalt = 3005 per cent

burnt with oxyd of copper and oxygen, gave 1 0302 grs.

acid =: 18 69 per cent carbon.

The formula requires
Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt and iron * - 4 30 02 ' 3005
Carbon, - ' . . 12 18-7»

,

18-69
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There can be no reasonable doubt that tliis salt is isomorphoTis

.with the corresponding cobalt salt. Like the latter it is an ex-

salts of Purpureocobalt.

Roseocobalt

OXYD OF ROSEOCOBALT.

The oxyd of Roseocobalt exists only in solution. It is obtained

either bj decomposing the chlorid by oxyd of silver, or by add-

ing baryta-water to a cold solution of the sulphate ; the latter

method is the better one, because the chlorid of silver is soluble

in solutions of the chlorid of Eoseocobalt. The solution as thus

obtained is red, has an alkaline non-metallic taste and reaction,

and is very easily decomposed. By standing in the air it absorbs

carbonic acid and forms a carbonate.

l&rAaNETIC OXYD OF COBALT.

In connection with the salts of Eoseocobalt we may perhaps

with propriety describe the peculiar oxyd of cobalt, which is^ m
some cases at least, one of the products of their decomposition.

The hydrated oxyd which is precipitated by boiling the neutral

salts of Eoseocobalt with an alkaline solution is considered b^
Fremy as a hydrate of the sesquioxyd, and he attributes to it

the formula C02O3, HO. According to the same chemist, all

the other ammonia-cobalt bases give this hydrate by boihng

with solutions of the alkalies. It does not api)ear probable that

the oxyd obtained by boiling the neutral solution should have a

different constitution. We have however found that the dark-

brown oxyd obtained by boiling a solution of sulphate of Eoseo-

cobalt, and afterAvard washing and drying the precipitate in the

air, has the formula

C03O44-3HO
as the following analyses show

:

I 0-4430 grs. gave 0*6990 gra. sulphate of cobalt = 60-05 per cent of cobalt.

11. 0-9269 grs. gave 016^2 grs. water (ignited with chromate of lead) = IS'OS

per cent.

grs. ignited in hydroojen gas p^ave O'SOIO grs. water, which in ^o^^
oxygen in the oxyd of cobalt.tion with the 2nd analysis gives 21 '38 per cent oxygen

The formula requires

Cobalt,

Oxygen,
Water,

£qs.

4
3

88-5

820
210

147-5

Calculated

6000
21-69

18-30

10000

Found,

6006
21-3S

18-03

99-46

requires Claudet gives

also the formula C03O4 +3H0 as probable, but without analyses.

hand,

)
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ot Koseocobalt but of the other similar bases, may give differ-
ent oxjds by decomposition. We propose to examine this point
more fully hereafter.

The hydrate above mentioned and analyzed is a very dark-
brown powder, which dries to a black mass with a gummy lus-
tre. The powder is dark brown. Oxalic acid dissolves it to a
green solution, without evolution of gas, but this is decomposed
by heating. Chlorhj^dric acid also dissolves the oxyd, with evo-
lution of chlorine and formation of the protochlorid.
We have already mentioned that the anhydrous magnetic

oxja of cobalt is sometimes (obtained during the decomposition
of the chlorid of Eoseocobalt by heat. We are, however, not
able to state precisely under what circumstances this occurs

;

either water or the oxygen of the air must take part in the de-

composition, since the chlorid contains no oxygen. The anhy-
drous oxyd occurs in the form of small steel-gray octahedra,
which are very hard, and which can only be dissolved by long
neating with sulphuric acid, or by fusion with sulphate of potash.
-i'^itric, chlorhydric, and nitro-muriatic acids have no dec!
tion upon them.

J'^^25
gra. of this oxyd gave 1-2059 grs. of metallic cobalt =: 73'41 per cent

1"6425 grs. ignited in hydrogen gare 04879 grs. water = 2591 per cent osygea

The formula C03O4 requires

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, - , 3 88-5 73'44 '73-41

Oxygen, - - 4 320 26-56 25-01

120-5 100-00 99-32

This oxyd haa recently been described by ScliTi^arzenberg, who
obtained it by igniting chlorid of cobalt with free access of air,

l"itil the chlorine is expelled. It is, therefore very probable that

^ the decomposition of chlorid of Koseocobalt by heat, the chlo-

^a of cobalt is first produced, and then decomposed in the man-

°^^ observed by Schwarzenberg.
With respect to the blact sulphid which is thrown down from

solutions of the ammonia-cobalt bases by sulphid of ammonium,
" can scarcely be doubted that this is the bisulphid, as Claudet'a

analyses lead directly to the formula C0S2, corroborating the re-

^ts obtained by Dingier already alluded to.

PXJRPUEEOCOBALT.
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cobalt are also formed in great abundance by tlie action of acids

upon salts of Xanthocobalt, and we are disposed to think that

they may also occur, though rarely, among the products of the

decomposition of salts of Luteocobalt.

The salts of Purpureocobalt are distinguished by a fine violet-

red or purple color, which is common to nearly all of them, and

which is very different from the comparatively dull red of the

salts of Koseocobalt. They are in general somewhat less soluble

than the compounds of Roseocobalt, and crystallize, for the most

part, in well defined crystals. When neutral they have a purely

saline, non-metallic taste.

Heat readily decomp
same

ammonium

salts of Roseocobalt, but intermediate products are often formed.

The neutral solutions are readily decomposed by boiling, the

products of the decomposition being a black or dark-brown

free ammonia being

given off. In some cases, however, salts of Luteocobalt are in-

termediate products of this decomposition.

All the salts of Purpureocobalt by long boiling with an excess

of chlorhydric acid yield the chlorid.

CHLOEID OF PURPUBEOCOBALT.

The substance which we shall describe under the name of

chlorid of Purpureocobalt is the same as that to which Frdmy
gave the name of chlorid of Roseocobaltiaque. In the course

of our investigations it at length became clear that, under the

name of salts of Eoseocobalt, the compounds of two perfectly

distinct bases have hitherto been confounded. It became, there-

fore, necessary to devise a new name. The purple color of the

salts which correspond to the chlorid now to be described, led

us to adopt the name of Purpureocobalt for the radical of these

salts, as more appropriate than Eoseocobalt, which we have re-

tained for most of tne salts to which it was originally applied.

Such a change is to be regretted; it could not, however, have

been avoided, without an introduction of two entirely ne^

names.

We have already stated that the chlorid of Purpureocobalt is

often a product of the direct oxydation of an ammoniacal solu-

tion of the chlorid of cobalt exposed to the air. In these cases

it is sometimes mixed with chlorid of Koseocobalt, and some-

times forms the entire product of the oxydatiom "We beheve

that the temperature at which the process of oxydation goes on

is the condition which determines the character and the amount

of the chlorid which- is formed during the oxydation. The

chlorid of Eoseocobalt is, in our view, the first product of the

oxydation under all circumstances. At a moderately high tem-
m
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perature, however, the chlorid passes as fast as it is formed into
chlorid of Piirpureocobalt, which may thus be the only final
product of the oxjdation, or may be mixed with variable pro-
portions of the chlorid of Eoseocobalt

um:

o """ .^.dric

which chemicallj pure chlorid of cobalt and ammonia were em-
ployed, the process of oxydation went on very slowly, without
the precipitation of any trace of sesquioxyd of cobalt. The
hquid had a dull purple color, and gave with reagents no pre-
cipitates or reactions to indicate the presence of chlorid or oxyd
of Purpureocobalt or Eoseocobalt. On boilii
acid, however, the chlorid of Purpureocobalt was thrown down
in abundance,^ and no other substance could be detected in the
supernatant liquid. In this case the oxydized liquid gave no
precipitate with chlorhydric acid in the cold, but the cold solu-
tion, after some hours standing, deposited distinct crystals of
chlorid of Purpureocobalt. We believe that in this case a com-
mnation of the oxyd and chlorid existed in the solution, so
that, as we have already suggested in speaking of the chlorid of
Koseocobalt, the oxvdation itself would be expressed by the
equation

If

6CoCl-floNHa +30=5NH
we admit that the oxyd and chlorid of Purpureocobalt as

iJius formed are actually in combination so as to form a sort of
oxjchlorid, and are not merely mechanically mixed, we may
perhaps explain, why no precipitates of salts of Purpureocobalt
^e obtained in the oxydized liquid, since the reagents added
'^ght not be able to overcome the affinity between the oxyd
and chlorid. It is easy to see that by boiling with chlorhydric
^id, the combination of oxyd and chlorid will give the chlorid
^one, since we may have the equation

5NH 3 . C02O 3 +2 (SISTH 3 . Co2 CI 8)-t-3HCl=3(5]N'H3 . Co2 CI 3)

+8H0.
.
We have already mentioned that the chlorid of Eoseocobalt

IS readily converted into chlorid of Purpureocobalt, bj^ boiluig™ chlorhydric acid, or even by gently heating its solution.

C

soluti

f Purp
ammor

Purpureoco
"ait. It also enables us to understand why all writers upon the

«^monia-cobalt bases, up to the period of the present investiga-
^on, entirely overlooked the chlorid of Eoseocobalt, and conse-

quently described the salts of that base, as if they corresponded
to,

urpur
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amnro*
niacal solution of chiorid of cobalt, in preparing the chlorid of

Purpureocobalt. It is, however, advantageous to do so, because^

the oxyd of Purpureocobalt is converted by it as fast as formed
into tne cblorid, and the formation of the oxychlorid is pre-

vented. Purpureocobalt in

state from the oxydized liquid, it is only necessary to boil this

with an excess of chlorhydric acid. A crimson powder is

thrown down, while the supernatant liquid becomes nearly col-

orless, provided, at least, that a pure salt of cobalt was employed,

and that the oxydation was complete. The mother liquor is to

be poured oif and the precipitate dissolved in a large quantity

of boiling water, to which enough chlorhydric acid has been

added to render the solution distinctly acid. On cooling, the

solution gives small but beautiful crystals of the chiorid, almost

pure, A second crystallization usu
usetraces of impurity. , ^., ^™., .

chiorid of cobalt in preparing the chiorid of Purpureocobalt.

Any commercial oxyd will answer, even when arsenic, nickel,

iron, &c., are present. On the other hand, it is easy to prepare

a perfectly pure chiorid of cobalt, by heating the chiorid of

Purpureocobalt in a porcelain crucible until vapors of ammonia
and chiorid of ammonium cease to be given off. The pure chlo-

^

j^id of cobalt thus obtained, is remarkable for itsT^eauty of color, ^j

the anhydrous chiorid forming pale blue talcose scales, while the

solution and the crystals obtained from this have a -very fine

violet-red tint.

The chiorid of Purpureocobalt may be prepared by other

methods. One of the most interesting of these is, by the action

of strong chlorhydric acid upon a salt of Xanthocobalt, It is

almost a matter of indifference which salt of Xanthocobalt^ is

employed. As, however, the nitrate is, perhaps, most easily

obtained in a pure state, it is usually most advantageous to em-

ploy this. The nitrate has the formula i

]Sr02.5NH3.Co203, 2N05+HO. '

with .^erted

irom a brown-yellow to a lilac-purple powder, which is msoiuoie

in the supernatant acid liquid. After boiling strongly for a^

hour or two, almost all the original salt is decomposed, XO2 is

given off in abundance during the boiling, while a lilac colorea

uncrystaUized mass remains at the bottom of the flask. The

supernatant liquid is to be poured off, and boiling water added

to the insoluble portion. A brown-yellow or dark sherry wine

colored solution is usually formed, which is again to be poured

off, and the washing repeated till the liquid has a clear purple

color. The red mass is then to be dissolved in boiling water, to
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which a little cMorhjdric acid has been added, and filtered. On
coohng, the chlorid of Purpureocobalt crystallizes in small bril-
liant crystals, which must be repeatedly recrystallized to separate
all traces of impurity. The washings, on boiling with chlorhy-
dric acid, yield a fresh portion of the chlorid. The reaction
which takes place under these circumstances may be expressed
by the equation

NOa .5NH3 . C03O3. 2NO5 +SHC1=N03 +2^'0i, H0+
5NH3.Co2Ch+H0.

As already remarked, the chlorid or sulphate of Xanthocobalt
may be employed in a precisely similar manner, and also yield
the chlorid of Purpureocobalt. When the sulphate is used, how-
ever, the resulting clilorid is apt to retain sulphuric acid with
.much obstinacy, and can with difficulty be freed from it.

Another method of preparing the chlorid of Purpureocobalt,
consists in boiling the chlorid or nitrate of Eoseocobalt with
chlorhydric acid. This method is very convenient, and yields
a ''•erj pure chlorid.

.
The chlorid of Purpureocobalt may also be prepared by boil-

3Dg the acid sulphate of this base with chlorhydric acid. In
this case, however, as in all others in which sulphuric acid is

present in the solution, the chlorid should be boiled with a little

chlorid of barium, and repeatedly recrystallized, to separate
traces of the isomorphous sulphate of Eoseocobalt formed at the
same time.

.
-

The chlorid of Purpureocobalt has a beautiful violet-red or
P^ple color, and is dichrous, the ordinary ray being colorless,

^hile the extraordinary ray has a rich violet-red tint. Its solu-

tion is violet-red. The salt is nearly insoluble in cold water, but

^ soluble without decomposition in boiling water to which a few
drops of chlorhydric acid have been added. From this solution
It separates, on cooling, in very brilliant small crystals, which
are shnpler in form, the purer the solution from which they have

crystallized. The crystals belong to the square prismatic or

dimetric svstem nnp.nrrIi"r.o- to Prof Dana, and not to the regular

, , -^ .„„..^ .^ jt^.v. V .^^ memoirs. The observed forms are

toe octahedron and first and second prism. P .
oc P oc

.
P a

.

-'iie angles in Dana's notation are (see fig. 1)

:

1 : 1 over the base = 114° 8'; over the top= 65° 52'.

1 : 1 over the terminal edge= 107°-107° 20' (calculated 107° 120.

(> 1 (calculated)= 122°66'.
O : It (calculated)= 1 32° 30'.

1» : 1« over the base = 95° ; oyer the top = 85 ;

a= 10916.

The crystals are usually small but extremely well formed;
those which are obtained from solutions containing a little chlo-

"« of mercury most frequently exhibit the planes of the first

lOUS
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and second prism, and are larger than tliose which separate from

pure solutions. From these measurements, it appears that the

chlorid of Purpureocobalt is isomorphous with me sulphate of

Eoseocobalt This isomorphism is the more remarkable, inas-

much as a precisely similar case occurs with the chlorid and sul-

phate of Luteocobaltj between which there is a similar diflerence

of constitution. Thus we have

5NH3.Co2Cl3=5NH3.Co203,3S03+5HO
6NH3.Co3Cl3-6NH3.Co203,8S03+5HO.

From this it appears that in both cases we have the crjstallo-

graphic equallity

3C1-03, 3S03+5HO

it

grs

15

i he nitrogen m these as m all our
Hence we have

Eqs. Theory. Mean, Found.

Cobalt, 2 69 23*65 2356 2358 23-6'7 2355 23-65

Chlorine, 3 106*5 4250 4243 42'49 4231 42*52 42*40

Hydrogen, 15 15 5-98 611 6*04 619 6-10 611
Nitrogen, 5 70 27*97 28-01 28-05 27-93 28-12 28*11

260*5 100-00 10011

The agreement of these analyses leaves no reasonable doubt

that the true formula of the chlorid of Purpureocobalt is 5NH3

.

CoaCL, as first correctly determined by Eogoj ski, and subse-

f

The density of the crystals of chlorid of Purpureocobalt, as

taken in alcohol, is 1*802 at 23° C. ; the atomic volume of the

chlorid is consequently 139'0.

The chlorid of Purpureocobalt has the formula

5ITH3.C03CI3

as appears from the following analyses

:

0-5215 grs, gare 0'3230 grs. of sulphate of cobalt ^ 23-68 per cent cobalt.

0-4962 grs. gave 0'3073 gr«. " « " = 23*57 '*
"

0-8514 grs. gave 0-52'79 grs.
" « = 23*55 " "

1-4116 grs. gave 0'8732 gra.
" " — 28-55 " "

0*7650 grs. gave 0-4105 grs. water = 6*04 per cent hydrogen, '
|

0-6116 grs. gave 0'3412 grs.
** = 6'19

0-6124 grs. gave 0'3365 grs.
" = 6-10

1-4184 grs. gave 7800 grs. ** = 6-11 « «
.

1-6636 grs. gave 28540 grs. chlorid of silver = 42*40 per cent chlorine.

0-4*754 grs. gave 0'8200 grs, " « = 42*49 " **

0*1966 grs. gave 0'3365 grs. " h —^ 42-31 " "

0-4972 grs. gave 0-8553 grs. « « = 42-52 " "

0-5963 grs. gave 143 c. c. nitrogen at 18° C. and 772""«'4 (at 18=*-4 C.)= llS'l^

c. c at 0° and 1m^^ =r 28-05 per cent nitrogen.
0-5642 grs. gave 134 c. c. nitrogen at 19*=» C. and 766'»w56 (at 19°'4 C.) = 123'36

c, c. at 0^ and 760™"i= 2793 per cent nitrogen.
0-6036 grs. gave 168-16 c. c. nitrogen at 752m«-60 and 15^ G, h= 93'»""5, t

15°-6 C,= 135-08 c. c. at 0° and 760'^'"= 28'11 per cent nitrogen.
"

C, h= 112''»'«-7,t= ^3. gave 160-39 c. a nitrogen at 771"*'«-39 and 15° C, h= lU^'^^i, i — ^^
° C, = 12886 c. c. at 0° and 760^"*= 28-12 per cent nitrogen. I
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quently by Gregory. Fr^my gives in addition one equivalent
of water, \vliile Claudet makes 16 in place of 15 equivalents of
Hydrogen, That the salt, however, contains but 16 equivalents
is clear, from the fact that free nitrogen and hydrogen are found
among the products of its decomposition by heat in an atmos-
phere of carbonic acid gas, which could not be the case upon

view

Hi 6C02CI3-5NH3+2C0CI+ HCI,

while the presence of free nitrogen and hydrogen renders it

probable that the decomposition is in reality expressed by the
equation

of

We
5NH3.Co2Ch=2CoCl+NH4Cl+3NH3+N+2H.

\
gas actually given off during this decomposition, with the

^1ew of verifying the equation just given- In every case, how-
everj a portion of the chlorid of cobalt was reduced, either by
the free ammonia or bv the hvdroofen. so that much metallic

nd mixed with the chlorid. A
Purpureocobalt is readily deco:

drated

brown
yellow, and contains chlorid of ammonium and chlorid of Luteo-
cobalt, ammonia being at the same time given off. The quantity
of chlorid of Luteocobalt which is thus formed is always very
smallj being very much less than one equivalent for two equiva-
lents of the chlorid of Purpureocobalt.
On the other hand, a solution of chlorid of Purpureocobalt

^ay be boiled for a very long time with concentrated chlorhy-
^c acid without decomposition, and this stability in the presence
<^f acids is one of the most remarkable peculiarities of the whole
class of ammonia-cobalt bases.

Chlorhydric acid and the alkaline chlorids precipitate chlorid
?f Purpureocobalt from its solutions almost completely, slowly

^^ the cold, but instantly on boiling. Ignited in a current of

^'drogen, the salt yields metallic cobalt as a gi^ay spong}^ mass,
•treated in an open crucible, the salt fuses and swells up, giving
off abundant vapors of chlorid of ammonium and ammonia,
while pure chlorid of cobalt remains in lavender-blue scales. In
so^e cases, however, this is mixed with metallic cobalt, while in
^thers, in which the ignition takes place with free access of air,

brilli formed,

6

^rous magnetic oxjd of cobalt, G03O4. Tke red gas arising
^om the action of nitric acid upon starcTi or sawdust exerts a
'^erj remarkable influence upon the chlorid of Purpureocobalt,
converting it into the nitrate of a base, which wll be described
lurther on under the name of Xanthocobalt.
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Sulphurous acid solution throws down from solutions of the

chlorid a dull orange-brown precipitate, which appears to be a

;ulph

and there remains a solution of a protosalt of cobalt.

reduced,

'Ounds

Sulphuric acid, under certain conditions, converts chlorid of

Purpureocobalt into the acid sulphate of the same base.

Zinc may be boiled a long time with an acid solution of the

chlorid without producing decomposition or reduction- Formic
and oxalic acids have no reducing action, Protochlorid of tin

simply unites with the chlorid of Purpureocobalt so as to form a

chloro-salt.

The chlorid of Purpureocobalt exhibits a remarkable tendency

to unite with metallic chlorids to form chloro-salts. Such com-
Palladium,

Mercury, Tin, Zinc, and various other metals. The chlorid of

Purpureocobalt even dissolves chlorid of silver in large quantity,

doubtless forming with it a double chlorid. It is for this reason,

that it is not generally advantageous to prepare the salts of Pur-

pureocobalt by double decomposition between the chlorid and

salts of silver.

The reactions of a pure solution of the chlorid of Purpureo-

cobalt are as follows

:

Ferrocyanid of potassium gives a yellowish precipitate which

quickly becomes cnocolate-brown.
Ferridcj-anid of potassium gives a beautiful bright orange-red

crystalline precipitate.

^
Cobaltidcyanid of potassium gives a fine red crystalline pre-

cipitate.

- Oxalate of ammonia gives a beautiful purple-red precipitate of

fine needles.

Pyrophosphate of soda gives a lilac precipitate easily soluble

in an excess of the precipitant.

Neutral chromate of potash gives a brick-red precipitate.

Bichromate of potash gives orange-yellow scales. j
Picrate of ammonia gives a beautiful yellow precipitate.

Terchlorid of gold precipitates the chlorid unchanged.
Bichlorid of platinum gives a fine cinamon-brown precipitate

of crystalline scales.

Sulphid of ammonium gives a black precipitate.

Chlorid of mercury gives fine rose-red needles, easily decom-

posed.

pale

^
Molybdate of anmionia giyes a pale peachbloss*

cipitate.

Alkalies and their carbonates give no precipitate,

lodid and bromid of potassium give no precipitate
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Chlorhydric
"Chlorid ofPurpureocobalt from its solutions as a violet-red powder.
The reactions of the chlorid of Purpureocobalt with the ferrid-

cjanid and cobaltidcyanid of potassium and with oxalate of
ammonia are not sufficient to distinguish it from the chlorid of
Roseocobalt, which, when pure and freshly prepared, gives also
precipitates with these reagents. The character of the precipi-
tates with oxalate of ammonia, bichlorid of platinum, and bichro-
laate

_
of potash enable us, however, readily to distinguish the

chlorid of Purpureocobalt from chlorid of Eoseocobalt, with
confounded

{To be continued,)

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L CHEMISTRY AIS'D PHYSICS. V

1-^ On the alloys of Aliuninum.—MM. C. and A. Tissier have com-
^^inicated a short note on this subject which is of importance at the
pj'esent time when the interest in ahiminum which had somewhat fallen off
5s beginning to revive. The authors find that the valuable properties of
alummum are injured by the presence even of small quantities of other
Q^etals. One-twentieth of iron or copper make it almost impossible to

7, the alloy, while one-tenth part of copper renders aluminum as
^^ittle as glass. An alloy of 5 parts of silver with 100 of aluminum
^orks like silver but is harder and takes a finer polish. The one-thousandth

bismuth renders aluminum so brittle that it cracks under the hammer
^^ after being repeatedly annealed. The presence of aluminum in

otaer metals often communicates valuable properties when the quantity is

^Y*
^^^ ^arge. Thus ^\jth part of aluminum gives copper a beautiful gold

^olor and hardness enough to scratch the standard alloy of gold employed

^ coins, whilst at the same time injuring the malleability of the copper,
^e-tenth of aluminum gives with copper a pale gold-colored alloy of

g^eat hardness and malleability, and capable of taking a polish like that

^j
steel. Five parts of aluminum with 100 parts of pure silver give an

^^oy almost as hard as silver coin containing ^\yi\ of copper, and thus
Fmiits us to harden silver without introducing a poisonous metal.—
^omptes Rendus, xliii, 885, Nov, 3, 1856.
I'EBRAY has also communicated the results of experiments on the

th \
^^ aluminum, apparently more numerous and varied than those of

^ MM. Tissier. An alloy of aluminum and sodium easily decomposes

"l
'
a fact which was the occasion of much loss in the early experiments

nu "fi

"^^^^f'acture of aluminum. The aluminum is however easily
puribed from sodium as well as from iron by a simple fusion with saltpeter.
n alloy of 95 parts of iron with 5 of aluminum does not differ essen-

^^Uy m properties from iron. An alloy of 90 pails of copper with 10
^lummum may be forged by the aid of heat and is not acted on by

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 88.—MARCH, ISST.

o4

^^^
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Rulphydrafe of ammonia. It has a fine yellow color but is uifeHor in

lustre to the alloy of 95 copper to 5 of aluminum. An alloy of 97 parts

of aluminum and 3 of silver has a very beautiful color, and is not acted

on by sulphuretted hydrogen.— Comptes Rendus^ xhii, 925, Nov, 10, 1856,

2, On the preparation of Lithia,—Tkoost has given an easy and sim-

ple method of preparing this earth from its ores. When a mixture of

lepidolite, carbonate and sulphate of baryta is heated in a good Avind fur-

nace the matter fuses and gives at the bottom of the crucible a viscid

glass above "vvhich an extremely fluid liquid is found which may be poured

off while the crucible is hot If the crucible be allowed to cool, tAVo solid

masses are formed, which are easily separated. The upper mass is crys-

talline and white or slightly rose colored from the presence of manganese.

This mass is a combination of the sulphates of baryta, potash, and lithia;

by simple washing the alkaline sulphates may be separated from the sul-

phates of baryta. The same process succeeds with pctalite if we add to

it such a quantity of sulphate of potash as will make the total quantity

of alkali about the same as in lepidolite. By adding more potash to lepi-

dolite itself, the author succeeded in separating still more of the lithia,

about 3 per cent. Sulphate and carbonate of lime may be used in place

of the salts of barium.— Comptes Hendus^ xliii, 921.

3. On Glycol.—Wurtz has given the name of glycol to a new organic

body, obtained from the iodid of elayl, C4:Il4l2, and having the formula

C4H6O4. When the iodid is mixed with 2 equivalents of diy acetate of

silver a violent reaction ensues which yields among other products a neu-
^

tral fluid which is the acetate of glycol. The reaction is simply C4H4I2 ^ J

-f2C4H3Ag04=:C4H402, 2C4H303+2AgL The acetate is a limpid

liquid, neutral and M'ithout odor. It boils at 185^ C, and is heavier than

water. The acetate has the formula C4H4O2 \ S*S"2^, the base being
* C4H3O3'

biacid. When the acetate is digested with 2 equivalents of fused caustic

potash for several hours in an oil-bath at 180° and then distilled at 250"^,

ihe glycol passes over as a colorless liquid, w^hich boils at 195° and dis-

tills unchanged. Glycol is a limpid oily liquid which has a sweetish taste,

and is soluble in all proportions, in water and alcohol. Its formula is

C^HcOi, and it therefore diff^ers from alcohol in containing 2 eqs. more

of oxygen. The author considers it as a true biatomic alcohol, so that

we have

Alcohol C4H6O2 uniatomic,

Glycol CiHeOi biatomic,

Glycerin CsHsOe triatomic* '

While alcohol loses one equivalent of water in forming acetate of ethyl,

glycol loses two in forming its corresponding diacetate, and glycerin three

in forming its triacetate. In this way is shown, as the author states for

the first lime in organic chemistry, the principle of inorganic chemistry,

that the number of equivalents of an acid which saturates a base is in
'

simple ratio to the quantity of oxygen in the base.

.
All salts of silver are decomposed by the iodid of elayl, and in this

manner a great number of bodies are obtained which stand midway be-

tween the ethers and the fats. Bromid of propylene C6H6Br2, acts upon

acetate of silver and yields the acetate of propvl-glvcol CeHeOa, SC-iHaO,

^
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from whicli potast separates propyl-gljcoJ CeHsOa. Acetal is a mixed ether
of glycol, its formula being C4H4O2, 2C4H5O. The author has also

prepared the analogous bodies Q^mOi
| ^^^ and C4H4O2

| ggjg ;

they are etherial liquids which are not decomposed by potash.

—

Berichte
der Berliner Akad. der Wissen. quoted in Journal fur praJct. CJiemie,
Ixviii, 111.

4, Action of iodid of phosphorus upon glycerine.—Berthelot and de
LucA Lave published a memoir upon allyl and its ethers which adds
many interesting facts to those already observed by Hofmann and Cahours
{see this Journal, vol. xxi, p. 415), and by Zinin. The authors in the
first place give a sketch of the properties and formulas of the allyl com-

^
pounds already known and pass then to the description of the" radical
iteelf. Allyl may be prepared by the action of sodium upon iodid of
^llyl, CeHsI. The radical is a volatile liquid having a peculiar penetrat-
ing etherial odor analogous to that of horseradish. It boils at 89° C;
|ts density is 0*684 at 14^ C. The density of its vapor is 2*92 = 2 vols,
the action of the halogens upon allyl is peculiar. These bodies unite
uirectly Avith the radical to form compounds containing 2 equivalents of
the halogen to one of allyl Of these the chlorid is liquid while the bro-
^id and iodid are crystalline solids. The authors point out the distinc-
tion between iodated propylene, CeHsI, and iodid of allyl, C6H5I2, which
differ in constitution only by one equivalent of iodine and which would be
uaturally supposed to contain the same radical, being related to each
other apparently as a protiodid and deutiodid. This however is not the
case, Since it is not possible to conv^crt the one into the other. Hence the
carburet set free by sodium from iodated propylene does not bear the
same- relation to the iodid from which it is derived which a radical does
to Its own iodid. On the other hand sodium regenerates allyl from its

bi'otgid and iodid, CeHsBrs and CeHsIi?. The authors point out the
necessity of admitting the existence of three distinct radicals having the
formula CgHs, which exist in the compounds of propylene, allyl, and
glycerine respectively. In like manner allyl-alcohol has the same com-
position and the same equivalent as acetone and propionic aldehyd, while
Its chemical and physical properties are very ditferent.

—

Ann de Chimie
^^ ^e Physique, xlviii, 286, Nov., 1856.

^* Action of the chlorids and bromids of phosphorus upon glycerine.—
The same chemists have studied the action of the chlorids and bromids
of phosphorus upon glycerine. Tlie products in the case of the chlorids

Jf phosphorus have been described by Berthelot. They are iponochlor-

Jycirme CeHrClOi, dichlorhydrine CsHeCbOs, and epichlorhydrine

^eHoClOs. The bromine compounds are analogous, but in addition the

authors give various other substances as products of the reaction. Among
these ai-e hemibromhvdrine Ci2H9Br04, hexaglyceric bromhydrine

J^36H29BrOi4, acroleme CeH402, a phosphorus amid Ci2H9Br2P, tri-

*^roinhydrine CeHsBrs, an amid having the formula Ct2Hi2BrN04,
^nd glycerammine CeHaXO^. The new base glycerammine is liquid

^fl soluble in water and ether; its platinum salt has the formula CeHa
j^Oi, HCl4-ptC]2. Glycerammine forms the first instance of an alka-

^oid tormed bv a body belono-infr to the class of sugars.—^nn. dcr Chimie
'^ ^' ^hysigue, xUi]]^ SOi.

"

uA^,
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6. On theformation of urea hy the oxydaiion of albitminous matters,

Bechamp lias succceeded in stowing that urea is one of the products of

the oxydatiou of albuminous bodies. The author effects the decomposi-

tion by an alkaline solution of hypermanganate of potash. The fibrine

of the blood and gluten yield also urea by the same process. From these

experiments it is clear that the oxydation of albuminous matters under

an alkaline influence yields products, veiy different from those obtained at

a higher temperature by means of oxydizing mixtures of peroxyd of

manganese or bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid.

—

Ann.de Chimie

et de Physique^ xlviii, 348,

Y. On triphenylamin,—Gossmann finds that when oil of cassia is

shaken with a concentrated solution of acid sulphite of ammonia, a crys-

talline mass is produced which when washed with alcohol and distilled

with lime gives among other products an oily colorless base, which is tri-

phenylamin. The base changes easily in the air, as do its salts. The

latinum salt is a dark yellow flocky precipitate which is soluble in alco*

ol and crystallizes over sulphuric acid in large chestnut-brown crystals

belonging to the regular system. Its formula is OscHieXCl-^PtCb or

N(Ci2H5)3HCl+PtCl:j. lodid of ethyl when heated with the pure

base in closed tubes give the iodid of triphenyl-ethyl-ammonlum.

—

Ann.

der Ckemie und Pharmacie^ c, 57.

8. On some products of the oxydation of alcohol.—Debits has discov-

ered among the products of the oxydation of alcohol by nitric acid a new

acid which he terms glyoxylic acid, and which has the formula C4H4O&
or C4H3O74-HO. The acid does not crystallize but forms a thick yel-

lowish syrup. It is easily soluble in water, decomposes the carbonates and

saturates the strongest bases,

—

Ann, der Chemie tmd Pharm., c, 1-19.

9. On the quantitative determination of boric acid,—Stromever finds

that Berzelius's process for the determination of boric acid in the form of

fluoborate of potassium yields accurate results when the boric acjd is

combined with an alkali, particularly potash, at least one equivalent of

potash being present for one of acid. The boric acid is first united with

a sufficient quantity of potash, pure fluohydric acid added, and the whole

evaporated to dryness, an excess of fluohydric acid being present. The

fluoborate separates at first as a jelly which afterward forms small hard

crystals. The dry mass is to be stirred with a solution of acetate of pot-

ash of 20 per cent, and allowed to stand for some hours, when the super-

natant liquid is to be poured upon a w^eighed filter ; this is repeated sev-

eral times, when the fluoborate is also brought upon the filter and washed

with the acetate until the filtrate is no longer precipitated by chlorid of

calcium. The acetate is then to be washed out by alcohol of 84 per cent

and dried at 100° C. A solution of acetate of potash dissolves chlorid

of potassium, nitrate, phosphate, and even, though with difl&culty, sulphate

of potash. The presence of soda salts should be avoided as the fluond

of sodium is soluble with difficulty. The author obtained however, good

results with borax. Other bases must be previously separated. The

fluoborate takes up but little space ; the filtration must be performed on a

funnel of gutta-percha or india-rubber. The evaporation must be per-

formed in vessels of silver or platinum.
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10. On organic compounds containing metals,—Frakkland has dis-
covered two remarkable acids ivhicb result from the action of mtrk oxyd
upon zinc-ethyl and zinc-methyl. Zinc-ethyl slowly absorbs nitric oxyd,
forming a crystalline body which inflames in the air. This body is a
compound of dinitro-ethylate of zinc and zinc-ethyl. Water decomposes
this body, yielding oxyd of zinc, dinitro-ethylate of zinc, and ethyl-
hydrogen, the reaction being

N2CiH504Zn+ZnCiH5+HO=C4H5,H+]Sr2C4H504Zn+ZnO.
Dinitro-ethylic acid is monobasic and has the formula NaCiHeOi or
N2C4H5O3+HO. The acid exists only in solution and is easily decom-
posed

; its salts are soluble in water and alcohol and do not crystallize

<?asily. A salt of this acid, when heated with concentrated siilphuric

acid at 0*^, is decomposed, yielding nitrogen^ nitrous oxyd, nitric oxyd,
and olefiant gas. Zinc-methyl forms precisely analogous compounds.
Frankland considers it difficult in the present state of our knowledge to

give a satisfactory theory of the constitution of these bodies, but in the
tnean time refers them to the type of nitrous acid, in which one equiva-

lent of oxygen is replaced by one of an alcohol radical, so that we have
'CnHn + i,

^A NO2.
0, Ckemie

[I M'ill here throw out the suggestion that Frankland's new acids may
possibly be conjugates of protoxyd of nitrogen. Thus the dinitro-ethylic

acid may be 2NO,C4H60+HO. This view would satisfactorily explain

the decomposition of the salts by sulphuric acid as well as the formation
of the acid, which last would be represented by the equation

C4H5 .Zn+2N02=2Nd?C4H50+ZnO. w. g.J

of BUCKTOX
and HoFMANN have studied the action of sulphuric acid upon the amids
and nitriles, setting out from the known fact that strong sulphuric acid

converts cyanhydric acid into carbonic oxyd and bisulphate of ammo-
iium. As we have in this case the reaction

HC2^+H0+H2S208r=:2C0+^2^ JS2OS,

't might be expected that\Ye should also have the reaction expressed by
^te equation

C2H3C2N-f-2H0H-H2S208=:2C04-^jj^^(.^23) [
S2O8.

Experiment however did not confirm the expectation but led to the dis-

covery of a new series of sulpho-acids of remarkable character. By the

action of sulphuric acid upon acetonitril (cyanid of methyl) or acetamid
^^e authors obtained a new acid, the barium salt of which has the for-

mula C2H2Ba2S20i2+4aq, or C2H2S20io-{-2BaO-f4aq. Buckton
jfod Hofmann call the new acid disulphometholic acid ; it is bibasic and
forms numerous crystalline salts. The sulphacetic acid of Melsens is also

ioftaed during the action of sulphuric acid upon acetonitril and acetamid,
aid the authors regard the reaction as divided into two phases which
^^'^y be explained by the following equations
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C4H3X+2HO+2H2S208= C4H4S20io+^jj^ ISsOs,

C4H3X+3n2S208 =C2n4S40l2+^jj lS2O8+ 2C0z.

By precisely analogous processes tlie authors obtained disulphethoHc aci<3

C4H4H2SIO12, and sulphopropionic acid C6H4H2S2O10, disulphopro-

piolic acid CGH6H2S2O12, and sulphobutyric acid C8H6Ba2S20i0j di-

sulphobenzoHc acid C12H4H2S4O12, and sulpbobenzoic acid. The new

series of acids may empirically be regarded as compounds of one equiva-

lent of marsh cfas and its homoloorues with five of anhydrous sulphuric

acid. By the action of fusing sulphuric acid upon Gerhardt s sulphamlic

acid B. and H. obtained a new acid which they term disulphanilic acid,

the barium salt of which has the formula CioH^BaaNSiOi^ or Ci2H5JS'S4

Oio-l-2BaO- In conclusion the authors establish the identity of disul-

phometholic acid with Liebig's methionic acid obtained by the action of

anhydrous sulphuric acid upon ether at a low temperature. Strecker has

established the same fact in an independent investigation of methionic acid

and its salts.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Pharm,^ c, 129 and 199, Nov,^ 1856.

w\ G-

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY,

1

w

. Note on the occurrence of Telluret of Silver in California ; by AVii^

LiAM P. Blake, (Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci. California),—A specimen

obtained from Georgetown, Californiaj resemblino- a fragment of tar-

nished lead or silver glance, is found on examination to be chiefly com-

posed of silver and tellurium. The mass is about one inch in length and

breadth, and is entirely free from gangue, but incloses native gold, which

appears at several points on its surface. An aggreo^ation of cubical crys-

tals, resembling galena, is implanted on one side, and the other is deeply

indented with angular cavities probably the prints of quartz crystals.

The massive parts of the specimen are sectile and do not show any traces

of crystallization; they may be cut with a knife like lead, and give a

brilliant metallic surface. Hardness about 2 of Mohs' scale.

In the open tube, before the blowpipe flame, the mineral fuses quietly,

coloring the glass a bright yellow under the assay ; a white or gray subli-

mate is deposited at a short distance from, or immediately over it, which,

on being heated, fuses into transparent drops resembling oil.

On charcoal, it fuses readily to a leaden-colored globule, which, on

cooling, becomes covered with little points or dendrites. This globule

flattens under the hammer, but breaks on the edges. With the addition

of a little carbonate of soda a globule of silver is readily obtained. A
fragment heated to redness in a closed tube or matrass with carbonate of

soda and charcoal dust, gives on the addition of a few drops of boiling

water the beautiful violet-red or purple solution described by Bcrzeiius as

characteristic of tellurium. This solution loses its color after standing

for some time, and a dark colored powder is deposited. The mineral dis-

solved in hot nitric acid with the separation of tellurous acid in crystals.

It is probably the species JlessUe, but the decision upon this point w
reserved until further examinations arc made. Its color is darker than

the heasite of Savodinsky, Siberia, and it is not quite so hard.
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This very rare mineral has not hitherto been observed in America, and
its occurrence is therefore of peculiar interest. I nm indebted toP. C.
Currier, Esq., of Georgetown^ for the specimen. It was obtained in that
vicmity and probably taken from the auriferous drift, but it can not have
been transported far from the original source.
The crystals give reactions for lead and sulphur, and a trace of sele-

nium. They are probably galena but may contain telhirium.
A specimen seen in California in 1854, weighing about two ounces,

greatly resembled the massive part of the specimen above described. A
small fragment of it which was then obtained also gives the reactions for
tellurium and silver. Its precise locality is unknown.
'

it IS probable that tellurium combined with silver, lead, or bismuth
"Will be tound in tlie auriferous quartz of Grass Valley and other localities.

A tew specimens in my possession contain small brilliant grains resem-
bimg tetradymite, but their exact character is not yet determined.

2. jSfotices of Remains of Extinct Vertehrated Animals discovered by
Professor ^. Emmons; by Joseph Leidy, M. D., (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci
-tlnlad., viii, 255).

—

Cetacea. (1.) Qrycterocetus cornutidens^ Leidy
(0. quadratidens, Proc. A. N. S., vii, 378).—The genus was originally
proposed on several long horn-like teeth, together with fragments of jaws
iound in the miocene deposit of Virginia. Prof, Emmons has also dis-

covered a tooth, apparently of the same species, in the miocene deposit
^t North Carolina. The tooth bears a wonderful resemblance to the
fiorn of a young ox. It is nearly 5 inches long in the curve and over an
^ch in diameter at base, whieb is hollowed into a deep conical canty, as

^ the spermaceti whale,
(2.) Drepanodon impar, Leidy.—This species is founded on the crown

p
a tooth discovered by Prof. Emmons in the miocene deposit of Cape

^ear, North Carolina. The specimen, in form, bears a strong resemblance
to the crown of the inferior canine tooth of a bear, but it has only one
trenchant ridge, and this is situated postero-internally. The enamel is

^hm and smooth; the base of the crown is hollowed conlcally. Length
of specimen 10 lines: breadth at base antero-posteriorly 7 lines, trans-

versely 5 lines.

(3-) PUogonodon priscas, Leidy.—Founded on two much mutilated

^P-^cunens, consisting of the crowns of teeth, discovered by Prof. Emmons
in a miocene deposit of Cape Fear, in North Carolina. Teeth elongated

j^^nica], nearly straight or only slightlv curved inwardly, in section circu-

^^^ with a pair of opposed carinje on the inner side; surfaces divided into

^^nierous narrow planes, with a few vertical interrupted plicae, which are

J^ore numerous on the inner side. Enamel finely wrinkled ; and the den-
^i^e concentric. Base of crown hollowed. Probable length of crown

J^^en perfect 2 inches, breadth of the base | of an inch. The teetb differ

H<>m those oi Mosasaurus in their narrower proportion, straightness, cir-

^^lar section, and plicae of enamel ; from those of Fohjptychodon in the

possession of divisional planes and opposed carina© ; and from those of

•^i^tosaurtis in the former character and the circular section.

{4.) Palceosaurus? (Compsosaurus) priscus, Leidy, ante p. 165,—Half
^tlozen isolated teetb of this sam'ian are contained in the collection of

^ fof. Emmons.
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(5.) OmGsaurus perplexus^ Leidy.—An Enaliosaurian, based upon a
number of teeth of varied character, vertebrae, fragments of ribs and
other bones, and the impression of a dermal plate, obtained from the coal-

field [mesozoic] of Chatham Co., North Carolina, by Prof. Emmons and also

by Prof. M. Tuomey. Teeth elongated conical, pointed, nearly straight, or

more or less moderately curved inwardly, with opposed carinse on the

inner side, which are entire or denticulated; transverse section subcircu-

lar, flattened internally ; surfaces even, or more or less distinctly fluted

on the outer side or all around, and covered with minute interrupted

ridges, w^hich are vertical on the even surface, oblique on the fluted sur-

face, and divergent downward in the vicinity of the carinse. Crown solid,

enamel thin, dentine concentric; fang^ subcylindrical, hollowed at base.

Length from 5 lines to If inches, breadth from 2 lines to 4f lines. Bodies

of the vertebra bi-concave atid much constricted, as in Falceosaiirus ?

and Clepsi/saurus. Length of one of the posterior cervical bodies 16

lines, depth of its articular surfaces 17 lines, width 15 lines. Dermal
plate covered with radiating, bifurcating and anastomosing ridges. Allied

to Clepsysaurm and Centernodon^ Lea, and probably identical with them.

Labyrinthodonta. (6.) Dicti/ocephahis elegans^ Leidy.—Founded on
the upper portion of a cranium discovered by Prof. Emmons in the coal-

field of Chatham Co., N. C. Plates of the cranium covered with reticu-

lar ridges in a general radiant manner, Parietals comparatively short,

broader in front than behind
;
parietal foramen near the centre of the

bones, Occipitals quadrate, a little longer than broad. Posterior outline

of the cranium with a superficial transverse concavity on each side and
not a deep sinus as in Trematosauriis and Archegosaurits. Breadth of

occipital outline 28 lines; length of parietals 8-|- lines, breadth anteriorly

3f lines, posteriorly 3 lines. Probable length of head, considering it to

have had nearly the proportions of Trematosauriis, 4 inches, breadth 2^
inches.

Pisces. (7.) Ischyrhiza aniiqua^ Leidy.—The genus was originally

based on a tooth found in the Greensand of New Jersey, Two teeth ap-

parently of a second species have been obtained by Prof. Emmons on the

Neuse River, N, C. Crown of the teeth, when perfect, apparently, later-

ally compressed conical. Fang robust, quadrately pyramidal, curved;
with a rugged base w^hich is bifurcated antero-posteriorly and more deeply

before than behind. Pulp cavity entirely closed at bottom. Probable
length of specimens when entire 1-S-, and 2 inches; length of fang 10

lines, and 1 inch ; breadth of crown at base antero-posteriorly 5 lines, 6

lines
; laterally 3| ]., 4f 1. ; breadth of fang at bottom antero-posteriorly

8^

of the Geological Survey in Kentucky
years 1854 and I860; by David Dale Owen, Principal Geologist,

assisted by Robert Pkter, Chemical Assistant, Sidney S. Lyon, Topo-
graphical Assistant. 416 pp., large 8vo, with plates, maps and sections.

J^rankfort, Kentucky.—This fine and large volume is new evidence that

the people of the land appreciate the importance of searching into the

rocks for their mineral wealth, and studying the strata also for their sci-

entific developments. Geological surveys have been carried on in nearly
all the states of the Union, and although much remains to be done, we
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are beginning to know the country -we inhabit, and develop its abundant
resources. Kentucky is now adding her part to the rock-map of the con-
tinent, and we trust the work over that large state will be carried on until
its geology is thoroughly understood. Her coal and iron beds are in-

ducements enough for extended research, if these were the only results to
be looked for. Already the Breckinridge coal region is becoming the
seat of a new manufacture for the county, the distillation undertaken, on
a large scale, yielding benzole, lubricating oil, paraffine, and other valua-
ble products,

^
This volume presents the results of nearly two years exploration. It

gives a general sketch of the rocks as far as now explored, with details of
portions brought under special examination. The formations recognized
m the state are briefly mentioned as follows :—

•

"(l.) Superficial Deposits or Quaternary loam, mar!, clays, and gravel,

belonging to the age of the Mammoth, Mastodon, and Megalonyx, or

Pleistocene formation.
This includes all those fine deposits of comparatively recent date, which

appear to have settled in wide expansions of our great rivers, just previous
to the time when they contracted into their present channels, together
With the associated gravel beds.

(2.) The Coal Measures : embracing the sandstones, shales, ironstones,

inillstone grit, and conglomerate, together with the limestones associated
with the workable beds of coal,

(8.) Subcarboniferous Limestone, chert and fine grained sandstone^
being the strata on which the coal measures repose, and extending; down
to the

^

(4.) Black Lingula Shales : i. e., all the dark argillaceous beds on
which the Subcarboniferous sandstones and limestones of the Knobby
Regions rest, near the mouth of Salt river, the head of Green river, and
^hat part of the Cumberland situated between its Narrows and the Tur-
key ^'eck Bend, belonging to the Devonian Era.

(5.) Grey Coralline Falls Limestones, including the limestones under
ibe black shales which form the falls of the Ohio, down to the chain coral

^^ Catenipora limestone, and which are referable to the Devonian Epoch.

(6.) The Chain coral and Upper Magnesian Cliff Limestones, such as

occur on Beargrass and elsewhere in Jefierson county,

V') The Blue, Shell and Birdseye Limestones of Fayette and Franklin

^,^nties, and throughout most of the so-called Blue-grass counties of

^^iddle and Northern Kentucky.
As yet no formations of more ancient date than this latter have been

discovered
; hence, all its formations, so far as at present known, belong

^.the sedimentary and fossiliferous series, of purely aqueous origin, and,
With the exception of the Lacustrine loams, marls, and subordinate gravel
"^ds, all have been formed beneath the bed of an ocean."

Among the facts under the first of these divisions, a description is given

Ji
the bone deposit on Canoe Creek, a tributary of the Ohio, five to six miles

t>^low Henderson. The bones belong to the Megalonyx Jeffersonil They
^ere found TO feet below the ancient channel of Canoe Creek, and 5 or

^
feet above the ordinary low stage of water. With them occur, in the

kxT Mela
«2coNn SERIES, von. xxni, no. es.—^iakch, isai.

35
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Cyclas rivulariSj Physa keterosiropha^ Lymncea elongata^ Planorhh hica-

rinata^ P. lens^ Valvaia tricarinata (all of Say)^ along "with fragments of

Unios, and steins and limbs of trees* The specimens of Megalonyx bones

are described in the Smithsonian Contributions by Dn Leidy. Lignite or

broM^n coal is not uncommon in the Quaternary deposits.

The extent and general features of the Coal Measures are thus de-

scribed;—p. 29,
*' A very large area of Kentucky is occupied by this, the most important

of geological formations, in a practical point of view. There is, indeed,

large area of tivo coal fields.

¥

In southwestern Kentucky the whole of eight counties and a part

of four other counties are embraced in the Middle coal field of the Mis-

sissippi valley, or the coal field which lies partly in Illinois, partly in In-

diana, and partly in Kentucky. In Eastern Kentucky fifteen coun-

ties, and a large area of five more counties, are included in the great

Appalachian coal field, i, e., in the coal region occupying the western

intains and the Cumberland range, situated

partly in Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Tennessee, and these above men-

tioned eastern counties of Kentucky.
Of the hundred and three counties of this State, more than twenty-sis

counties may be considered as situated upon the Coal Measures—or over

one quarter of the whole area of the State.

* The geological formations of the southwestern coal field of Kentucky

are better understood, at present, than its eastern coal field, lying more

remote from the Ohio river. I have spent, however, several months last

summer in a reconnoissance of a considerable portion of the eastern coal

field, and am able now to furnish important information in regard to its

extent, resources, and the qualities of some of the principal beds.

The approximate boundaries of the southern coal field, situated in

Kentucky, are as fnllnw<* PATnm^-nr.inn- r\n +1-.0 C\'U\r. viV/^^ nf flifi mouth

of Tradewater
as follows : commencing on the Ohio river at the mo

, it runs up the valley of that stream, whose course v
,

nearly coincides with its southwestern limits. From near the sources of

Tradewater, in the northern part of Christian county, its southern boun-

dary runs by the head-waters of Pond river, near the lines dividing Muh-

lenberg, Todd, Logan, and Butler counties, crossing Muddy river near its

forks ; thence through the southern part of Butler county, crossing Bar-

ren river between the mouth of Gasper river and the junction of Barren

river and Green river ; thence east along the divide between those rivers,

through Warren and Edmonson counties, to near the mouth of Kolm
creek ; thence nearly north to the mouth of Dismal. Either an outlier

or tongue of the coal measures appears to stretch away to the east, to the

confines of Grayson and Hai-t counties, and even on to the waters of

Roundstone; but the main boundary takes from Dismal creek a north-

westerly course south of Grayson Springs, near the sources of Clay Lick

and Caney creeks, towards the Falls of Rough creek ; thence north by

Uie sources of Pantlier creek, nearly along the line dividing Hancock and

Breckinridge counties, untU it strikes the Ohio river again at the Great

South Bend, near the limits of the above counties.
Such are the general boundaries of this coal field, as far as at present

ascertained. All the territory included between this line and the Onio
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nver may be regarded as belonging to tbe coal formation, but tbe line
cannot be defined in all its meanders until the detailed survey shall have
be^en carried through Hopkins, Muhlenburg, Christian, Todd, Butler,
Warren, Edmonson, Grayson, Hart, Breckinridge, and Hancock, and
their topography plotted accurately, as has been accomplished of Union
and part of Crittenden counties.

The coal beds included in these counties naturally divide themselves
into Upper and Lo^er Coal Measures. These are. separated from each
other not only by a prominent sandstone formation, but they have been
cast off from continuity, immediately on the Ohio river,, by an extensive
uplift and dislocation of the geological formation which stretches from
Gold Hill, on the Illinois side of the Oliio river, across \a\^ bed of that
stream, at Sha\\:neetown, to Bald Hill, in Union county.
The Topographical Assistant, in his detailed survey of Union county,

has traced a continuation of this upheaval in a nearly east and west
course through the entire county. Beyond the Valley of Cypress this

disturbed belt has an increased width to the boundary of Henderson
oounty. Beyond this point it has not yet been systematically followed

;

but the occurrence of disturbances, with a reversal of dip, near the con-
fluence of Pond and Green rivers, render it probable that it can be traced
completely through the coal field..

In Kentucky there is no evidence whatever that this disturbance oc-
curred prior to the deposition of the coal measures ; on the contrary it

has implicated in its movements not only the Subcarboniferous limestone
and Millstone grit, but also the entire coal formation, which lies in con-
formable dip on either side of the axis. Iri the northeast edge of Union
<^i^nty, and in the bed of the Ohio river, the tilted strata, lying immedi-
ately in the line of greatest disturbance, are cast up on edge and He in
gJ'eat confusion—especially where the strata seem to have partially sunk
back into the chasm—and thus been much fractured, crushed, and thrown
'^^t of place, so as to convey, to limited observation, the appearance of

^nconfomiability; but it can be conclusively shown that the coal meas-
^ires north and south of tliis disturbance were deposited in one and the

'^atne basin. For a Ihnited space along the Ohio river, the Shawneetowu
feult has rent asunder the coal measures, and thrown oflF the upper coal

ineasures to the north, and the lower coal measures to the south ; but iu

the interior of Union county the upper coal measures occur on both sides

^f the disturbance, and, though their continuity is broken for a certain

both

^^sturbance is dearly apparent, North of tliis disturbance the upper coal

measures prevail as high up the river as its south bend, in Davies county

;

^outh of this disturbance, down to the mouth of Tradewater, the coal

J^c^ures extend even to the elevated ridges of Duffis' creek."

The upper coal measures comprise at least eight workable beds of

^';Jt
in a thickTiess of nearly 2000 feet

^ I
he rock separating the upper and lower coal measures has been

called thf^ An^y:i P^^zJ^^ ^^*..« ^-..i^JnofiTio- frnm thn nppirlontal form of
two

CO eea

contain ten work-
, -— vi nic iv/>Yci eiic uvci cu'^ i.^^x^ «*Ax* *.**v.^ ^^

«oie beds of coal, one of tliem about five feet thick and the others one
"^ ^'ii-ee feet. Average specific gravity of the coal 1-284, giving very
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nearly eighty Ibg. to the cubic foot. The coal of the five foot seam
gave for its specific gvhxiiy 1'308, and for the total volatile matter 39'&

per cent with five per cent of light gray ashes.

The Coal Measures afford numerous beds of iron ores. In the upper

400 feet of the strata of the southwestern coal field, there are "from four

to six different beds of limestone ; one, the Carthage limestone, cropping

out on the Ohio river, a mile below Uniontown, is eight feet thick, and

two others have about the same thickness. The lower 900 feet of the

coal measures aff'ord only two limestone beds worthy 6f note, immedi-

ately on the Ohio river'; one over the first coal under the Anvil Rock
(observed in Illinois but not yet in Kentucky), and one about four feet

thick, lying under the sixth bed of coal above the Anvil Rock called

the Curlew coal. The lower southern Coal Measures are richer in Hme-

stones than their southwestern equivalents. A seven-foot coal bed in

Hopkins and Muhlenberg counties has generally a heavy dark bitumin-

ous limestone two or three feet thick overlying it. At Greenville there

is a brecciated layer seven or. eight feet thick.

Almost all the beds of coal rest on a bed of fire-clav, and these under-

clays very generally afford remains of Stigmaria Jicoides.

The Black Lingnla shale which underlies the Subcarboniferous rock

is a little over 100 feet thick at the Falls of the Ohio, where it is in

sight. To the north it gradually thins out.

The Report, besides chapters also on the Devonian and Silurian rocks,

contains a long and valuable chemical report by Dr. Robert Peter,

giving the results of 169 analyses of iron ores, coals, limestones, soils,

etc., with important obser^^atjpns on these materials. It also treats of

some mineral waters. Tlie volume closes with a Topographical Geolog-

ical Report of that portion of Kentucky including Union and part of

Crittenden ^ counties, surveyed in 1854 and 1855 by Sidney S. Lyon,

Topographical Assistant, illustrated by a large mffp.

4. On a Shower of Ashes over the plains of Quito; by Rev, Gkorgk
Jones, U.S.Isr. (From a letter to Prof. Silliman, dated Quito, Ecfuador

Dec. 13, 1856.)

—

N'oyi cuivis homini contingit adire Corinthum—said Hor-

ace
;
and I suppose the same fact respecting Quito will help to give an in-

terest to a letter from an old friend at this place. The interest to you will

be increased when I tell you that I write in the midst of what looks like one

of our snow-storms at home, the important difference being that our skies

are ^dropping upon us ashes instead of snow. Yesterday morning ^e

noticed that at the south the sky had an unusual appearance, being of a

purple color for about 90^ along the horizon and so up to about 45^ in

height, the edge of this being mixed up with patches of white. About

12 o'clock ashes began to fall ; first in small quantities, but, by 8 o'clock,

the fall had got to be so considerable as to powder the clothes quickly, on

our going out; and people coming into a house would look as we do at

home when coming in from a snow-storm.
We all presumed that this must come from Cotopaxi, which is about

thirty miles from us in a South by East direction, and has been in a greater

or less state of activity for about a year. We had, here, a fall of asb^^

about a month ago, but that was so slight as scarcely to he perceptible.

The ashes then were black and coarser than in the present case : I send

you a specimen of these which ar« falling now. I have just taken a carc-

f
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fill measurement, and find that the depth, on a level, is one-qiiarter oi an
inch.

^
This may not appear to be a great deal ; hut ^vhen we consider

our distance from Cotopaxi, and that the whole country is covered over
to that depth, the aggregate will be seen to be considerable. The fall of
ashes is now^ not so great, but they are still coming down, looking in the
air like a thin mist or a light snow-storm. The country has a most sin-
gular and melancholy appearance. The ashes are hea\7 and the trees are
bowed under their loads, while eyerj where, in the streets and on the hill

sides, there is the same ashy color, to which the sun, scarcely seen, gives
only an additional sickly hue. Last night, although the moon was but
one day past being full, was the darkest night that I think I have ever
soen. [The ashes appear under a lens to be feldspar grains.]

There has been considerable uneasiness and anxiety in this place, prob-
ably through fear of convulsions in Cotopaxi that may reach to Quito

;

M'liilo indeed the sufferings to cattle must now be considerable, as all the
grass has on it this thick coating of ashes. The bells of the city have
been tolling through alarm almost constantly since 8 o'clock last evenings
services have been held in the churches ; and late in the night there was a
procession of citizens in double rank, with candles and lanterns ; the pro-
cession was more than a quarter of a mile in length, and made the round
of the churches, having a service in each, as it passed through. The
]>oople chanted as they passed along the streets ; they were enveloped in

f'mwls and ponchos to protect them from the falling ashes; and their^

<lim, ghostlike appearance, their sad chant, Ora pro nohis^ Ora pro nohis^

^^ith the haze about their candles, the ashy appearance of the sky so far
as illumined by the lights, the blackness above, and the solemn tolling of
the bells all over the city, had a most melancholy effect. They carried,

J^
the procession, three images of a peculiarly sacred character, brought

from Rome.
We have not yet heard from places nearer Cotopaxi, but are expecting

sad accounts both from the ashen shower and from the melting of the
stiows on that mountain and the consequent overflowings of the rivers in
3ts neighborhood* There is a city of some size, Latacunga—(where Cas-
fiola's college is situated) not far from Cotopaxi ; which city has in several

instances been a very severe sufferer in the convulsions originating in the

volcano.

1 o'clock. The fall ^^^^^^^^ ^""^c ^^r^rwnmf^napA ns thifk as ever and the

tells are toiling again.

tunes

Another procession has just passed tlie door. It

^as a very sad" and solemn spectacle. The people were seven deep on
each side of the street, the inmost line with candles and lanterns ; the

jyomen with rebosos and shawls over their heads, the men bare-headed,

Jfleir heads and garments all covered with ashes. They had several

J^^ages on platforms ; and bands of music playing mournful '"

"mes chanting.

1 p. M.—The ash-shower has ceased ; but Cotopaxi is thundering at a

prodigious rate.

Monday evening, 15th.—It is now pretty well ascertained that the ashes

^ere not from Cotopaxi, but from a volcano called Laraurco, in a wild
country to the eastward of this, a considerable distance. There was a
similar shower of ashes from that volcano in 1844, about as heavy as this,
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but on that occasion the air was more obscured than at this time, so much
so that people had to use lanterns along the streets in Quito, at midday.

"Wednesday.—Still doubts about the origin of the ashes ; more proba-

bly they are from Cotopaxi.

5. Palceotrochis of Emmons.—This supposed fossil coral, described by

Prof. Emmons in volume xxii, p. 389 of this Journal, is regarded by Prof.

James Hall, after an examination of many specimenSj as nothing but

concretions in quartz rock.

III. BOTAXY AXD ZOOLOGY.
J

1: Origin of the Embryo in Plants.—The Development of the Ovule of

Santahim album ; tvith some Remarks on the Phenomena of Inipregna-

iion in Plants generally ; by Arthur Henfrey, F.R.S., etc.—This is a

paper in the Linncean Transactions^ vol. xxii, and was read before the

Linnaean Society of London a year ago, before the publication of Dr.

Radlkofer's memoir, which we gave some account of in the November num-

ber of this Journal. The results of these two contributions to embryology

nearly correspond in their main features, although expressed in a some-

what different way; and they close a long and lively controversy, giving

coup de grace to the " theory of the pollinists," as we. have already stated.

In Santalum, Prof. Henfrey finds the germinal vesicle, or primordial cell

of the embryo, to exist antecedent to impregnation, i. e. before the arrival

of the pollen-tube ; that the latter, (contrary to what Griffith supposed)

does not penetrate the embryo-sac, but becomes firmly adherent to its sur-

face ; that the germinal vesicle within is at some distance from the wall of

the embryo-sac ; and that, between the two a pair of corpuscles or "coag-

ula" are interposed, placed side by sid^, with a narrow space between.

He thinks it probable that the walls at the point of adhesion of the pollen-

tube and the embryo-sac are absorbed, and that the pollen-tube thus

discharges its contents into the embryo-sac, which contents reach the em-

bryonal nucleus and determine its conversion into a cell ; he therefore looks

upon the process as analogous to conjugation in the lower Algse,—a p^o-

which, by the way, we have always wondered that Mohl should deny

to belong to sexual reproduction. Of this direct communication, however,

Prof. Henfrey has no proof to offer ; and in fact this is just the problem

for embryologists to resolve, viz, how does the pollen act, to deter-

mine the conversion of a protoplasmic micleus into the initial embryo

Prof Henfrey, in this paper, as he had announced in anticipation of its

publication, regards what has been called the embryonal vesicle as merely

a soft nucleus of protoplasm, which acquires a cellulose coat, and so

becomes a real cell, only as the result of impregnation, and after the

adhesion of the pollen-tube with the embryo-sac. The closing paragraph

of the memoir, which is dated Jan. 30, 1856, embodies the view to which

he had then arrived. "In my memoir on Orchis Morio, I described the

* A French translation of Radlkofer's memoir is given in Amu Set, Nat, torn, v,

TSo. 4, 1856. His results are essentially those of Tulasne, completed by a demon-

stration of the existence of the embryonal vesicle antecedent to impregnation or

rather of the existence of a pair of embryonal vesicles, adlierent to the summit ol

the embryo-sac, of which the one generally contiguous to the extremity ot tbe

poUen-tube without becomes abortive, while the other developes into the suspeuior

of the embryo.

?
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nascent germinal ve&icles as cells. Hofmeister aiul others in like manner
call them cells; but comparison of my older drawings and those of Hof-
meister with new observations, leads me to believe that, on careful exam-
ination, these bodies will be found to consist of nuclei or 'protoplasts'
before fertilization. I may note in reference to this, that I have ah-eaJy
some confirmation from another case besides Santalum, and I trust to
hrmg forward hereafter more complete evidence on the subject " a, g.

2. Botanical Nea^ology for 1856.—The more distinguished botanists
who have deceased during the past year, are the following

:

Br. Wikstrbm, Professor of Botany at Stockholm, author of several
botanical works of merit, and of a series of Annual Reports on the Pro-
gress of Botany, published by the Academy of Sciences of Stockholm.
He had reached the age of 67 years.

von
i^uown i\omenclator JBotamczis, and of the Synopsis Planfarurn Gliuna-
ceanim, noticed in a recent volume of this Journal.

George Don^ of London, a brother of the. more distinguished David
-Don, who died several years ago, and author of the Synopsis of Dichla-
^ydeous Plants published several years ago, in 4 heavy 4to volumes,
under the title of a General System of Gardening and Botany.
Prof Bojer of Mauritius, aged oQ. An interesting biographical notice

of him is published in Hooker's Journal of Botany for October last.

Dr. Dozy^ of Leyden, the distinguished Bryologist, has followed within
a year his associate, Dr. Molkenboer. The admirable muscological works
pubhshed conjointly by these two botanists have been noticed in this

Jonrnal. The Bryologia Javanica^ which Dr. Dozy was continuing un-
aided since the death of his lamented associate, was one of the most
elaborate and best works of the age in this department of science, after
the Bryologia Europoea. Although It will hardly be possible to supply
^^' Dozy's place in this work, yet we learn that endeavors will be made
to carry it on to a completion, making use of a good deal of unpublished
i»aterials left by Dr. Dozy.

-Or. LiebmanUf Professor of Botany and Director of the Botanic Gar-
^^n at Copenhagen, after a long illness, died on the 29th of October last,

at the early age of 43 years. This excellent botanist and most interesting

^^Q had travelled largely in Mexico, and made vast collections of plants,

^pon which he had published several memoirs. He had, we believe,

completed his splendid Monograph of Mexican Oaks, in folio, with 40

plates,—a work for which he had accumulated all the available materials

^ow ill Europe, and which will have a particular interest for us, on ac-

^^}^tit of our numerous related Oaks of Now Mexico and Califorjjia. Dr.

^^ebmann's death is a great loss to science, and will be sincerely mourned,
^^en in this country, by those to whom his amiable and excellent quali-

ties had greatly endeared him.

.
Prof Dunal^ of Montpelier, one of the earliest pupils and most attached

t^^^nd^ of the late DeCandolIe, the elaborator of the Solanacece for the

jPi"t>dromus, and author of several important monographs, is referred to

^y the French correspondent of this Journal (in the January number), as

recently deceased* We have not yet received any notice of this event

through the botanical journals or private correspondence. a. o.

t
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3. Gray^s First Lessons in Botany and Vegetable Physiology^ illustrated

by over 360 wood-engravings from original drawings by Isaac Sprague^

to which is added a copious Glossary or Dictionary of Botanical Terms^

a volume of about 250 pages,—intended for schools and classes generally,

and as an Introduction to tlxe Manual of the Botany of the Korthern

United States,—is just published by G. P. Putnam & Co. and Ivison &
Pliinney, New York.

The same publishers have issued a School and College edition of the

Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States^ with six plates, at

SL greatly reduced price.

4. On the Causes of the Opening arid Closing of Storaaies ; by Hugo
VON MouL, (Botanische Zeitung, 1856, No. 40, p. 69Y, et seqq.)—In this

memoir von Mohl corroborates by actual experiments the general impres-

sion, the truth of which had not been demonstrated, that stomates shut

when the guardian cells collapse, and open when they become turgid.

The opening of the stomate is guarded by two crescent-shaped cells,

the guardian-cells, which generally take the following form. On their

external s\irface each bears a cuticular projection which is usually formed

by a thin membrane ; in other cases however it consists of the cell-wall

considerably thickened, or the cell-wall is sometimes even thick enough

to form a salient protuberance. The edges of these projections unite at

both the ends of the stomate, so as to make an orifice above the true

opening of the stomate ; this orifice may be wider or narrower than the

true opening. It leads into a continuation of the true opening, filled with

-air and lying above the opening ; this von Mohl calls the anterior cavity,

-or ante-chamber, (Vorhof), and the opening, the orifice of the ante-cham-

.ber. It is bounded on both of its lower sides by the upper part of the

lateral surfaces of the guardian-cells, these surfaces being concave hori-

zontally and convex vertically. Turned towards the stomatic cavity, on

the lower side of the guardian-cells, there lies in most plants anoth

projection like that on the upper side, but generally smaller, by which a

posterior cavity corresponding to the anterior cavity, is separated from the

cavity of the stomate.

A transverse section usually shows that the thickness of the walls of

the guardian-cells is very unequal in ditFerent places; the part of the

wall contiguous to the epidermal cells is generally rather thin, so that

these cells must prevent the guardian-cells from swelling out at this part.

Having cut through the epidermal cells, so as to discharge their con-

tents and thus prevent them from exerting anyjateral pressure on the

guardian cells, it was found that when placed in loater (which they imbibe)

the guardian cells increased the space between them very perceptibly

;

but when placed in a solution of sugar, (into which they exude a portion

of their contents) they closed it completely. By changing from water to

a solution of sugar, the same opening might be alternately opened sfid

closed. Another series of experiments on intact leaves showed that this

action of the guardian cells is impeded by the pressure of the epidermal

cells in proportion as they come into contact with the former. This is

also shown by the fact that when this pressure is taken off by emptying

the epidermal cells of their contents (which may be done by immersing

the latter in a solution of sugar) the guardian-cells always open. As the

epidermal cells contain more sap than the guardian-cells the same result

is obtained by letting a leaf wither off. The orifices of intact leaves cut
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i5ff in the morning were found to be closed ; ^Iien exposed to the sun for
several hours they opened again, but closed with rapidity when immersed
m water; showing that the power of the guardian-cells is increased, in
comparison with that of the epidermal cells, by the influence of light and
heat quite independently of the humid state in which they may occur,
fms, the author thinks, can hardly be explained except by assuming that
^'hen the guardian-cells are exposed to the influence of these agents they
form such combinations as are able to induce a powerful endosmosis, and
^re more or less decomposed when light is withdrawn ; for, as is well
tnown, the guardian-cells, like the cells of the parenchyma, contain chlo-
rophyllaceous matter.

Direct comparative measurements show that the projecting part of
the guardian-cells, beyond the anterior cavity, contracts but slightly, so
that the process is effected chiefly by the change in the form of the
boundaries of the true opening.

Ine guardian cells expand most in a vertical direction, and thus change
tiieir transverse diameter from a circular to an elliptical form, so as to
rawm the thinner portion of the lateral surface which Res free in the

opening of the stomate. This explains why the opening is not '^closed
when these cells are distended by the water which fills them.

C. R Stone.

,5. On a boring Sponge; by J. Leidy, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad.,

^^"l
,^^')~^^^" Leidy also directed the attention of the members to sev-

^fal shells of the oyster and clam {^Ostrea virginiana and Venus 7n€rcena-

^) much perforated, which are common on the ocean shore, where they
are noticed by all visitors. Dr. L. had for a long time suspected that the
periorations were due to some other molluscous animal or a worm ; and
^ had frequently sought for them. The last summer, in dredging, in

g»mpany with Mr. Ashmea^ and Prof Baird, on an old oyster bed, at
reat Egg Harbor, N'ew Jersey, a large number of these perforated shells

^ere obtained, and all of them were obser\^ed to be occupied by a sulphur
J^ilow sponge of the genus CUona. This boring sponge forms an exten-
^^ve system of galleries between the outer and inner layer of the shells,

f^^
protrudes through the perforations of the latter tubular processes,

irom one to two Imp^ Intifr and nno^haU to three-fourths of a line wide.

the

ery

—3 wiure^ vemea witn more opaque lines, ana wiin luts miuat uMSbuij^
til sflicious spicule. The second kind of tubes are comparatively few,

l^^^
as one is to thirty of the other, and are shorter, wider, not ex-

Panded at the orifice, and the throat unobstructed with spiculae. Soma

^
^e second variety of tubes are constituted of a confluent pair, fh^

hliT\
^^ ^^^^^ bifurcates at hottom. Both kinds of the tubes are v..^

gWIy contractile, and under irritation may gradually assume the ap-

ifarance of superficial wartlike eminences within the perforations of the

htf
^^^^^^^^ by the sponge. Water obtains access to the interior of the

ter through the more numerous tubes, and is expelled in quite active

^^^^^nts from the wider tubes.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. 63.^MAKCH, 1857.

\

J
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In structure tlie sponge is composed of an intertexture of granular

matter and pin-like silicious spiculse. Several species of Cliona are indi-

cated by European naturalists, but are not characterized witb sufficient

detail to determine whether the one above indicated is distinct or not

from them.

Dr. L. further added, it might appear only of scientific interest to ob-

serve a structure so low as the sponge is classified in the organic kiug-

domj endowed with the power of penetrating such dense and hard bodies

as the shell of the clam and oyster, but he suspected that the agency of

the boring sponge was a highly important one in the sequence of natural

phenomena, as it is a means by which dead shells are rapidly decomposed

to be dissolved in the ocean water, where they may again serve as the

elements of construction of the habitations of the rising generations of

molluscous animals. In confirmation of this view Dr, L. stated, that an

extensive bed of oysters, which had been planted by Mr. Thomas Beasley,

at Great Egg Harbor, and which was in excellent condition three years

since, had been subsequently destroyed by an accumulation of mud. The

shells of the dead oysters, M^hich were of large size and in great number,

in the course of two years have been so completely riddled by the boring

Cliona that they may be crushed with the utmost ease, whereas without

the agency of this sponge the dead shells might have remained in their

soft, muddy bed, devoid of sand and pebbles, undecomposed perhaps even

for a century.

6, Appendix to a paper on Reptiles in the Collection of the Academy

of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia ; by E. Hallowell, (Proc.Acad.

N. S. Phil, viii, 236.)—The Reptiles of Jamaica appear for the most part

to be specifically distinct from those of Cuba. The following is a com-

parative list of those enumerated by Dumeril and Bibron, Mr. Gray, Mr.

Gosse, and others, including those described or mentioned in this paper.

To these I have added a list of the reptiles of Martinique, for the habitat

of which I am indebted to Dumeril and Bibron.

Cuba.

CHELONIA.
Cheloniad^.

Chelonia mydas.
Chelonia virgata.

Chelonia caouana.
Testudinid^.

Ecays decussata.
Emya rugosa.

SAURIA.
CROGODILIDiE.

Crocodilus acutus.
Crocodilu3 rhombifer.

GECKOTID.E-
Hemidactylus mabouia.
Sphffiriodactylus sputator.
Sphffiriodactylus cinereua.

Gyranodactylua albogularis

Jamaica.

CHELONIA
Cheloniad^.

Sphargis coriacea.

Martinique

CHELONIA.
Chelonid^.

Tkstudinid^.
[Testudo carbonaria ?

Emvdid^.
Emya decussata.

SAURIA.
CROCODILID.E.

Crocodilus acutus.

GECKOTIDiE.
JHemidactylus stenodactylus
Sphfleriodactylus gputator,

Sphaeriodactylus punctatisisi-

mus,
Spliffidodactylus Argus, G.
Sphseriodactylus oxyrhinuSjG
Platydactylus theconyx.

Testudinid-^.

EHyniD-E.

SAURIA.

GECKOTIDiB.
jHemidactylus mabouia.

Sphfleriodactylus sputator. ,

'SpheerioUactylus punctatissi-

mus.
Sphffiriodactylus fantasUnus.

Gymnodactylus albogulant.

(Platydactylus theconyx-

T

i

t

1
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Cuba.

Iguanid^.
Cyclura Harlani.
Anolis equestris.
Anolis Sagraei.

Anolis vermiculatus.
Anolis Carolinensis.
Anolis lucius.

Atiolis angnsticGps, H,
Anolis heterolepis, H.
Anolis ( Acantholis) Loysiana.
Anolis chamffileonides (Cha-

mffileolis Fernandina).
iJoiotmpis microlophus.
Holotropis viitatus.

Lacertid^e. .

Ameiva Auberi.

Jamaica,

Iguanid^.
Anolis Edwardsii.
Anolis punctatissimus, H.
Anolis Sagrsei.

Anolis iodurus, G.
Anolis opaJinus, G.
Placopsis ocellata, G.
Cyclura Collei.

Cyclura lophoraa.

Lacertidje.
Ameiva Sloanei.

Chalcidid.e.
Amphiabflena punctata.

wploglossus Sagraei.

OPHIDIA.
BoiD^.

Tropidunis melanurus.
Leionotus maculatus.
^icraies anguliferus.
«otophis bicarinatus.

Euraeces Sloanei.

Diploglossus Shawii.

OPHIDIA.
BoiDiB.

Chilabothrus inomatus.
Leinotus maculatus.

LEl'TOGNATHIDiB.
Ischognathus DeKayi.

^romicus Cursor.

™';"^'^^gu^fer (Coluber
canthengerus).

rlllr^^ lumbricalis.
^ yphlops Richardii.

DlACRANTERID^.
Dromicus AntiJlensis.

Natrix atra ? G.
Natrix callilsema? G.

Natrix capistrata ? G.
TyPHLOPID.E.

Typhlops lumbricalLs,

BATRACHTA.

i^yiodes Ricordii.T

BATRAGHIA.
HvLIDifi.

Litoria luteola, G.
Trachycephalus lichenatus^G
Hyla brunnea, G.

Martinique.

IctJANID-E.

Anolis Alligator.

Anolis marmoratus.
Anolis cristatellus,

Anolis vermiculatus.
Anolis lineatus.

Anolis pulchellus.

Anolis chloro-cyanus.
Basilicus niitratus.

Iguana tuberculatus.

Iguana nudicollis-

Holotropis Herminieri.
Tropidolepis (Sceloporus) un-

dulatus ?

LacertiDje.
Ameiva Pleii.

Cneraidophorus lemniscatus.
Cnemidophorus sexlineatus.

Chalcidid^
Amphistfisna cceca,

Eumeces mabouia.
Diploglossus Pleii.

Gyrnnopihalmus quadrilinea-

tus.

OPHIDIA.
'

BoiDiE.

Epicrates Cenchris.

OxYCEFHALIDiE.
Oxybelis aeneus.

DlACRANTERlD^.
Dromicus AntiJlensis.

Dromicus cursor.

Dromicus Pleii.

STErrOCEFHALID-E.
Homalocranion semicinctum.

DipsAPID^.
Dipsas annulata,

Ckotalid^,
Bothxops lanceolatus.

BATRAGHIA.
HVLID^.

Hylodes ^lartinicensia.

BufomdjE.
Bufo Agua.

that with the exception of Emys decussata,

Phv^tf^f^P^aJus marmoratus.
^^f^yliobates bicolor.

^'^f'>peltocephalu9.

ocoailus acutusy Sphseriodactylus sputator, Anoh's^ Sagrsei, Leioaotus

oA^]?
^*^^^' Dromicus Antillensis. and Typhlops lumhricalis, unless several

th ]

^^^^^ ^^^'^ ^6^11 incorrectly determined, the species belonging to

ah
^

f"^^ Jamaica and Cuba, although but ninety miles distant, are

^
'^gether different, and that several of the genera which exist in the one

^^ banting in the other. Besides the above we have in our collection a
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small serpent of the size of a Calamarian, witli a very sliort and broatl

frontal (vertical) plate, a large pre-ocular, no loral and broad gastrostega,

carinated scales and a double row of black spots along tlie back, from

Jamaica, included in the donation of Dr. Pennock, which is identical

"With Storeria DeKayi, B. & G. (Ischognathus Delvajn, Dum. et Bib.)*

With the exception of Anolis Carolinensis, the jeptiles of Cuba differ in

their species altogether from those of the United States, even the south-

ern portion of it ; and not only so, but with the exception of Emys,

Hylodes and Bufo, and perhaps Ischognathus, there does not appear to

he even a genus common to the two countries. Were the Herpetology

of each of the West India Islands fully known and very accurately deter-

mined, many highly interesting and important facts would be developed,

tending much to elucidate the laws which govern the geographical distri-

bution of species.

Y, On some young Gar Pikes from Lake Ontario; by L. Agassiz,

(Proc. Bost. Soc. N. H,, vi, 48.)—They were remarkable, he said, as

still preserving certain embryological characters. The most conspicuous

of these was the prolongation of the vertebral column in the form of a

fleshy filament, distinct from the caudal fin, which had at times a vibrat-

ing motion, involuntary, and quite distinct from the motions of the tail

itself, as is seen in some embryos. This singular formation shows that

the caudal fin is properly an appendage to the lower surface of the dor-

sal coltunn, a true second anal, and not tl\e proper termination of the

column. Tlie specimens exhibited showed their affinity to reptiles, by

their motions and attitudes ; the spine being more flexible than in ordi-

nary fishes, and their position, when at rest, being frequently more or

less bent, particularly towards the tail
;
peculiarities arising from the

ball and socket joints of the vertebrae,—a proper reptilian arrangement.

The manner of feeding also is unlike that of fishes, and resembles that

of reptiles. Other fishes take their food with open mouth, and swallow

it at once ; but this one approaches its prey slyly, sidewise, and suddenly

seizing it holds it in its jaws, until, by a series of movements, it succeeds

in getting it into a proper position for swallowing, as is the habit Avith

alligators and lizards. The ball of food in the body of this fish is seen

to move gradually, as it distends the body in its progress, from one end

to the other, as is seen in snakes. This fish is also remarkable for the

large quantity of air which escapes from its mouth. The source of this

Prof. Agassiz had not been able satisfactorily to determine. At certain

times it approaches the surface of the water, and seems to take in air,

^ but he could not think that so large a quantity as is seen adhering m
the form of bubbles to the sides of the gills could have been swallowed,

nor could he suppose that it could be secreted from the gills themselves.

Tliese difi'erent interesting facts were noticeable in the specimens exhib-

ited, %vhich were fed for the occasion on live minnows, the only food

they could be persuaded to take.

This Da-

menl and Bibron saj they have received a specimen from llexico.
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIEXTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. '

1. Observations on the Zodiacal Light; by Rev. Geoiige Jones, U.S.X,
(From the^Astronomical Journal, No. 100, a letter dated Quito, l^ow 18,
1856.)—You are, perhaps, aware tliat I am spending at this place the
time occasionally allotted to officers of the Navy, after a long cruise ;
and that I am continuing here a series of observations on the Zodiacal
Liglit, commenced in the seas of China and Japan.
The advantages of this place are very great. 1st. I have the ecliptic

vertical to me, at some one hour, every night in the year. 2dly. The
ecliptic can never, at the fartliest, make an angle of less than 66° ivitJ

luy horizon
; and therefore the Zodiacal Light must always present itself

favorably for observation. 3dly. Tlie transparent atmosphere of this
elevated plateau allows me to see objects in the sky with a wonderful
degree of distinctness. Hence the distinctive features in every change
Or the Zodiacal Light can be marked, here, with an exactness that I
never witnessed before.
My observations are made on the summit of the hill Ychinbia, imme-

diately adjoining Quito on the east, a place Avhere I have horizons suflfi-

ciently open and clear.
It is not my present object to give details of observations, but simply

to notice one result, and to offer some queries to which it seems to lead^
in hope of now drawing attention to the subject, and perhaps of inducing
other observers to give it their particular notice. I see here every night,
<ind all through the nighty a luminous archyfrom east to west, quite across
the skg. This arch, 20^ wide, is visible at all hours,- when the sky is

elear, but is brightest and most striking when the ecliptic is vertical ; at
^tnich times it looks almost like another Milky Way. It is very e\n-

dently the Zodiacal Light. This luminous arch, I know, is not a new
discovery, for Baron Hiunboldt saw it in the seas off Mexico, and Pro-
f^sor Brorsen has noticed it more fully in Germany. I also had glimpses
of it in my late cruise in the Eastern seas. Here, however, it is devel-

^^ped with a remarkable degree of distinctness, and I am ginng it par-
ticular attention, I am the more interested in it, from a suspicion which
has arisen in my mind, that it is an independent light ; that is, that the

'nebulous substance from which it comes is self-luminous, though also

capable of giving us reflected light. This is only yet a surmise, for my
observations, of only eleven weeks' continuance, (I have forty-four degrees
of this arch recorded,) are yet too few to warrant more than this ; and

y^ must have numerous data before we can decide affinnatively on so

important a subject- My chief grounds for this surmise now are,— 1st,

that while the Zodiacal Light, near the horizon (where it obviously is

chiefly a reflected light), changes decidedly according to my change of

Ijace, as regards the ecliptic, and has a strong reference to my position,

J?e light of the Luminous Arch has not so much reference to this posi-

"on
; 2dly, that while the Zodiacal Light near the horizon has a warm,

«^"my tinge, the Imht in the Liuninous Arch is a cold, white light, re-

^mbling that of
" " ^ ''

gnt over the

f the Milky Way ; and 3dly, that, while the Zodiacal

, r- -. ^^^ horizon tapers off in intensity as it ascends upwardly,
^^is of tlie Luminous Arch, after this other ceases, is uniform quite

across the skv.

]
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All this, liowever, as you will perceive, is ground only for surmise, and

can now only sharpen observation ; and it is a subject in which it will

not do to hasten to conclusions.

Allow nie^ in this connection, to tlirow out some queries silgcfested in

part by this, and in part by other things which I have seen at this place.

The thinness of the air on this plateau, by which, during the day,

objects a great way off" are seen with remarkable distinctness, and seem

to be near b}*, niiglit be expected to assist in atmospheric developments

of several kinds unusual at other places ; and such is also the fact. A
phenomenon, which has sometimes drawn the attention of pliilosophers

naniely, a general briglitness in the air, at night, without any apparent

cause for it, is, in some nights, very remarkable here. I find it has been

noticed by others as well as myself. The brightness, without moon, or

any assignable reason, has been so great, at times, that I have taken out

printed papers or books, to ascertain whether I could not see to read by it.

Now, the queries that all this subject appears to suggest to us are

these :—1st, May not self-luminosity be an inherent principle of nebu-

lous matter ? 2dly. May not all space be occupied by nebulous matter,

diffused around in various degrees of tenuity, but mostly so thin as to be

imperceptible, except in its occasional retardation of heavenly bodies

;

and, as a part of that query, is it not the cause of this well-ascertained

retardation ? 3dly, May not the light of what we call nebula3 be from

such self-luminous nebulous matter, with stars or suns, its product, but

not having absorbed it all, shining in its midst ? 4thly. May not the

light of our Milky Way itself be, in part-, from such self-luminous nebu- >
^

lous matter, there collected in greater quantities than in other portions

of our sky ? In this case, the changes known in the Galaxy, and some-

times called by astronomers " the breaking up of the Milky Way,^' will

not be a'cliange in stars, but in the less stable substance from which

stars and systems of worlds are made.
I offer all this as merely a subject for query ; and perhaps even such

queries are too bold for the data which we now possess.

In connection with niy observations at this place, E. C. Herrick,^ Esq.,

at New Haven, Connecticut, Dr. Drayton, U. S. Navy, for a while on

board the St. Mary's, at Panama, and Professor Moesta, of the National

Obser\'atoi-y at Santiago, Chili, are making simultaneous observations

on the Zodiacal Light, on the 1st, 10th, and 15th of each month, each

being furnished wnth star-charts ; and we may thus hope for a tolerably

full set of results.

In conclusion, allow me to express my regret that there is not an astro-

nomical observatory at or near this place. It seems to me that the

whole world should bestir itself, at once, to have one here. It is worthy

of a world's union. Or if that cannot be done, why will not some

wealthy individual or individuals see it accomplished? There is much,

cloudy weather here ; but when the nights are clear, they have a most

surprising brilliancy, the smaller stars coming out so as to fairly cro^vd

the firmament, and the Milky Way appearing \^^th a brightness, ana

apparently a nearness, that is wonderful to behold. I have no douW

that an observatory here, even if the instruments were not of very extra-

ordinary- power, would make very interesting re> elations in this ^c^^*^^^?^"

The climate here is agreeable and healthy ; living is ver}* cheap ;
tne
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government of Ecuador, to my knowledge, -would be very glad to coop-
erate in such a matter, though they have themselves not the means.
Why cannot it be done ?

2, On the Meteor of July, 1856 ; by Thomas M. Peters.—On Tues-
day, the 8th day of July, 1856, 1 was on the road leading from Moultan,
{Ah.) to Columbus^ (Miss.), about six miles south of Thorn-hill m Han-
cock County, Alabama. At about six o'clock in the evening, my friend,
B. R. Delgraffenreid, Esq., who was with me, called my attention to a
remarkable meteor, then falling. When I turned my eyes upon it, it w\as
just too late to get a distinct view of it ; but my friend, who saw it

clearly described it, as very brilliant and startling, and six or eight inches
iii apparent diameter. It made its appearance or rather seemed to
ourst through the concave of the heavens, at a point near midway
between the zenith and the horizon, and some thirty or thirty-five degrees
>^est of south from our place of observation. It seemed to fall almost
perpendicularly downwards, with a slight .curving to the eastward. From
the points of first appearance, it descended with great swiftness, until it

reached a stratum of reddish-dun colored cloud, at about ten degrees
aoove the horizon. In this cloud it seemed to disapper. Above the
cioud, into which it seemed to fall, it left a long train of whitish smoky
color, which gradually tapered, from the base upwards, in a well defined
slender cone, regularly rounded at the apex, with ventricosely-waved mar-

^^^—^^' perfectly distinct throughout. The color of the train was
^oout that of thick steam^ at low working temperature, and very much
jesembled it, except it w^as much more permanent. The singular pecul-
iarity of the margins of the train suggest, that it may have been occa-
sioned by some gaseous substance projected forward from the body of

J^. meteor with considerable velocity, against the opposing atmosphere,
^vhich curved it backwards, (upwards in this instance), and outwards, in
rolls

; as happens to the smoke from the mouth of a cannon. These
iiioications of violent projection were frequently, and somewhat regularly,
repeated from the top to the bottom of the train. The breadth of this
train was, apparently, about four inches at the top, and about eight or nine
^Dches at the bottom. In color it was somewhat darker at the upper
^ndj than it was below ; and seemed to grow paler and thinner, from tho

*0Pj <iownwards. It continued stationary throughout, and remained with-
^^t apparent change for about ten or twelve minutes. Then it began to

^<^w paler, and shortly afterwards became in\nsible. The whole train
^^s vividly distinct in all its outlines, and remained visible about fifteen

^inutes, by my watch. At last, it began to disappear from the top,

downwards, and seemed to fade away without dispersing, as if it had been
absorbed as it stood.

Ihere was no appearance of the meteor or its singular train below the
^^oi^a, into which it seemed to fall. There was no noise of explosion
^^"^^^ though we listened attentively. At our place of observation it

^^ calm and fair, though in the direction of the meteor it was cloudy;

^ as I learned afterwards, it rained heavily in the afternoon of that day,
^^e position of this meteor from our point of observation, indicated that

^

^«st have fallen in the direction of Columbus, (Miss.) : therefore it

at rw^^^
have been Prof, Harper's meteor, which was seen farther north,

at Urford in that State, on the same day.
MouUon,AliL, Nov. 25th, 1856.

'm
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3, On Dellman^s Method of Observing Atmospheric Electricity; by
Prof. W- ThomsoXj (Proc. Brit. Assoc, August, 185G ; Ath., N'o. 1505.)

The author said

:

"During my recent visit to Creuzuach I becarhe acquainted with Mr,

Dellman of that place, who makes meteorological, chiefly electrical, ob-

servations for the Prussian Government, and I had opportunities of wit-

nessing his method of electrical observation. It consists in using a cop*

per ball about six inches diameter, to carry away an electrical effect from

a position about two yards above the roof of his house, depending simply

on the atmospheric ' potential ' at the point to which the center of the

ball is sent ; and it is exactly the method of the 'carrier ball' by which

Faraday investigated the atmospheric potential in the neighborhood of a

rubbed stick of shell lac, and other electrified bodies (* Experimental Re-

searches,' Series ix, 1839.) The whole process only differs from Fara-

day's in not employing the carrier ball directly, as the repeller in a cou-

lomb-electrometer, but putting it into communication with the conductors

of a separate electrometer of peculiar construction. The collecting part

of the apparatus ia so simple and easily managed that an amateur could,

for a few shillings, set one up on his own house, if at all suitable as re-

gards roof and windows ; and, if provided with a suitable electrometer,

could make observations in atmospheric electricity with as much ease as

thermometric or barometric observations. The electrometer used by Mr.

Dellman is of his own construction (described in Poggendorff's ' Annalen,

1853, vol. 89, also vol. 85), and appears to be very satisfactory in its

operation. It is, I believe, essentially more accurate and sensitive than ^

Peltier's, and it has a great advantage in aff*ording a very easy and exact

method for reducing its indications to absolute measure. I was much
struck with the simplicity and excellence of Mr. Bellman's whole system

of observation on atmospheric electricity ; and it has occurred to me that

the Kew Committee might be disposed to adopt it, if determined to carry

out electrical observations. When I told Mr. Dellman that I intended to

make a suggestion to this effect, he at once offered to have an electrome-

ter, if desired, made under his own care. I wish also to suggest two

other modes of observing atmospheric electricity which have occurred to

me, as possessing each of them some advantages over any of the systems

hitherto followed. In one of these I propose to have an uninsulated cyl-

indrical iron funnel, about seven inches diameter, fixed to a height of two

or three yards above the highest part of the building, and a light move-

able continuation (like the telescope funnel of a steamer) of a yard and

a half or two yards more, which can be let down or pushed up at pleas-

ure. Insulated by supports at the top of the fixed part of the funnel, I

w^ould have a metal stem carrying a ball like Dellman's, standing to such

a height that it can be covered by a hinged lid on the top of the move-

able joint of the funnel, when the latter is pushed up ; and a fine wire

fixed to the lower end of the insulated stem, and hanging dovyn, in the

axis of the funnel to the electrometer. "When the apparatus is not m
use, the moveable joint would be kept at the highest, and its hd down^

touching the ball so as to keep it uninsulated. To make an observation,

the lid would be turned up rapidly, and the moveable joint carrying it

let down, an operation which could be effected in a few seconds by a

suitable mechanism. The electrometer would immediately indicate an
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mductive electrification simply proportional to tlie atmospheric potential
at the position occupied by the centre of the ball, and would continue to
mclieate at each instant the actual atmospheric potential, however vari-

able, as long as no sensible electrification or diselectrification has taken
place through imperfect insulation or convection by particles of dust or
currents of air (probably for a quarter or a half of an hour, when caro
is taken to keep the insulation in good order). This might be the best
form of apparatus for making observations in the presence of thunder-
clouds. But I think the best possible plan in most respects, if it turns
out to be practicable, of which I can have little doubt, will be to use, in-

stead of the ordinary fixed insulated conductor with a point, a fixed con-
ductor of similar form, but hollow, and containing witliin- itself an ap-
paratus for making hydrogen, and blowing small soap-bubbles of that
gas from a fine tube terminating as nearly as may be in a point, at a
height of a few yards in the air. With this arrangement the insulation
^ould only need to be good enough to make the loss of a charge by con-
duction very slow in comparison with convective loss by the bubbles, and
|t would be easy to secure against any sensible error from defective insu-
iation. If 100 or 200 bubbles, each j\j- inch in diameter, are blown from
the top of the conductor per minute, the electrical potential in its interior

^'lU very rapidly follow variations of the atmospheric potential, and would
be at any instant the same as the mean for the atmospheric during some
period of a few minutes precediiTg. The action of a simple point is, (as

suppose, is generally admitted) essentially unsatisfactory, and as nearly
*s possible nugatory in its results. I am not aware how flame has been
toimd to succeed, but I should think not well in the circumstances of at-

mospheric observations, in which it is essentially closed in a lantern ; and
cannot see on any theoretical ground how its action in these circum-

stances can be perfect, like that of the soap-bubbles. I intend to make
f

trial of the practicability of blowing the bubbles ; and if it proves sat-

Mactory, there cannot be a doubt of the availability of the system for at-

mospheric observations.
4. On the Tides of Nova Scotia; by Prof. Chevallier, (Proc. Brit,

-^^oa, August, 1856 ; Atli. No. 1505.)—The observations to which refer-

^'^ce IS made were taken by a tide-guage fixed upon a wharf at the north
^M of the naval yard at Halifax, The tides there are small in amount,

jy ®P"ng tides rising from 6-^ to 9 feet at Halifax, and 8 feet at Sambro
^^% 12 miles south of that place. The tides themselves appear to be
<iuite regular

; but in addition to the ordinary tide-wave there occurs a
^^fies of undulations succeeding each other at intervals of twenty min-
^^s or half an hour, the difference of elevation and depression rarely
^xceeding six inches, and being usually much less. They are more per-

.^Ptible near low water ; but occur at all times of tide, and are very dis-

J^ctly marked upon the curve traced by the self-acting tide-gauge. The
l^stion to be considered is, what is the cause of these small waves? 1.

^^J do not arise from any influence which the casual sw^ell of the sea
'ght exercise upon tbe tide-guage,—for the rise and fall of one of these

^^aves very seldom takes less time than a quarter of an hour, and often.

nol^^^^^
^^^ ^^ ^^^h or even three-quarters of an hour. 2. They do

arise from undulatory motion in the whole waters of the harbor. In

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIH, NO. 6.^.—MARCH, 1857.
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order to examine this question, Mr. Edgcombe Cherallier, the storeTjeeper

in Halifax Dockyard, Tveut to Sambro, ten or twelve miles south of Hali-

fax, and entirely clear of the harbor, and erected upon Power Island a

temporary guage, with which he took the height of the water every five

minutes for the whole day. Having laid off the results in a form similar

to that employed with the fixed tide-guage at Halifax, it was found that

every irregularity at Halifax w^as preceded ten or fifteen minutes by a

larger irregularity at Sambro. These observations show that the irregu-

lar waves do not arise from the peculiar form of the harbor at Halifax.

3. At about sixty miles eastward from Halifax, outside Sable Island, the

gulf-stream runs in nearly a northeastern direction with considerable

velocity; and, between Sable Island and the land, a counter-current runs

in nearly a south-western direction. 'One of these currents would elevate

the surface of the sea near the middle of the currents ; and such an ele-

vation of the surface over which the tide-wave is propagated might give

rise to undulations similar to those observed. I am informed, however,

that the undulations in question are observed on the western side of Nova

Scotia, to which any effect of those two currents could not extend. 4,

Although the tides at Halifax and on the neighboring coast are small,

that part of the ocean is near the indraught of the Bay of Fundy, where

the pecuHar form of the coast and its position with reference to the great

tide-wave of the Atlantic give rise to a local forced tide of excessive mag-

nitude. Such a tide, especially when reverberated from coast to coast

in a comparatively narrow inlet, might not improbably give rise to per-

ceptible undulations in a neighboring part of the sea. If this be the

cause, it might be expected that a similar effect should be noticed where

a forced tide of the like nature takes place. The Bay of Avranches is a

locality of this kind, and the island of Jersey appeared to be a place

where any undulations of the tide might probably be noticed. The ex-

treme difference between high and low water at St. Heller's is forty-two

feet, and the difference of height of the mean high and low water is

thirty-six feet. On inquiry, I find that about ten years since a tide-guage

was fixed at St. Helier's, but observed only at high water, when irregu-

larities were observed of the same kind as those noticed at Halifax. This

seems to give probability to the opinion that the irregularities observed

in the tide at Halifax may be connected with the unusual tides in the

Bay of Fundy. But whether they rise from this source, or are to be

traced to some great reciprocating motion to which the waters of the At-

lantic may be subject, the phenomenon deserves to be studied, as likely

to lead to a more extended knowledge of the hydrodynamical conditions

of our globe.

5, Sotice of a visit to the Bead Sea; by H. Poole, Esq. (Proceed-

ings Quar. Joun Geol Soc, xii, 203. Forwarded from the Foreign Oftce

by order of Lord Clarendon. Abstract)—Mr. Poole went to this clisj

trict to look for nitre, which was reported to occur there ; but he met

with none, and found reason to suppose that the report was unfounded-

Thc same word in Arabic means " bitter or rock salt,'' as well as "^^^^^^\

hence possibly the erroneous information. Further, the cave (at ^sdi^/

in which the nitre was said to have occurred is called "the cave of the

Gun-men," not from the Arabs getting their nitre there for gunpowder,
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but as the spot from which they watch for the crossing of the hostile
tribes across the plain,

Mr, Poole and Mr. E. Mashallara spent nearly two days at Usdum,
going to several caves (in which fine stalactites of salt occur), climbing
nearly to the top of the mountain, and walking about the shore, but in
no instance could they find a deposit or even a sample of nitre. Mr.
Finn, IT. M, Consul at Jerusalem, also informed Mr. Poole that he had
never seen any ; nor had the Sheik Aboo Daook and his men. The
Arabs generally make their own nitre by boilhig the dung of goats

;

others scrape it off old walls or limestone-caves, but never in any large
quantity,

' The Arabs charge 60 piastres or 10 shillings for a camel-load of salt,

about 500 lbs., delivered in Jerusalem, and the purchaser pays the Turk-
ish government 15 piastres more for duty. Each camel will make about
twenty-four trips in a year, thus carrying altogether 12,000 lbs. a year.
From Usdum Mr. Poole proceedecl to El Lisan (the Peninsula), and

travelled all around it. The ridge of high land is highly impregnated
"W'lth sulphur ; but the nodules of native sulphur are very rare.

At the present time it would be almost impossible to do anything on

^^ Lisan, for the road between it and Usdum is open to the attacks of
four independent tribes of Bedouins, including the Sultan of Kerak,
over whom the Turkish government has no control.

Previously to visiting Usdum, Mr. Poole made a trip to the northern

^^ of the Dead Sea, At Nebi ISIousa (half-way from Jerusalem to the
-^ead Sea), there is a quantity of bituminous shale or "blind coal," from
men ornaments are cut ; and a thick bed of soil highly impregnated

"^ith sulphur occurs there. Nothing but saline incrustations were found
on the north shore of the Dead Sea.

6. Modijication of the Barometer^—M. Secchi proposes to substitute

^
niethod of measuring the changes in a barometer by weighty instead of

De ordinary method by volume. The barometer is made with a large
ube to make the amount of mercury greater, and is moveable up and
own m the cup below ; then, since the power to raise it will be equivalent

to the weight of the atmosphere, the weight ascertained by a balance, or
^^ index with a graduated scale, gives the atmospheric pressure with far
^ore nicety than by the ordinary mode of sighting. If the tube has a
section 10 centimeters square, and the pressure vary 1 centimeter in

'^^^ght, the total addition of weight will be 10 cubic centimeters of mer-
•^^ry, equal to 135 grammes, while if the tube were but 1 centimeter
f^^are, it would be but 13| grammes. This shows the advantage of a
^ge tube, M. Secchi has "'constructed such a barometer for the College

Kome, which has the tube 15 millimeters in diameter. The variation

^tenth of a line in the mercury is marked by an index moving 6 lines,

jg

"^"^ author observes also that with a large tube, the amount of mercury

^^? g^^^t that the movement may be used for moving a pencil for self-

^g^stration. Moreover the method is independent of the purity of the

latTT^'
^^ temperature, and of the diflference of gravity in different

Hot
^ ^^' In addition, the tube may be made of iron, or of any metal

anv r*^i
^^ ^^ mercury, instead of brittle glass, and there will not be

> trouble from the adhesion of the mercury or from humidity, and

f
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tlie mercury may be boiled easily without danger of breaking. Barom-
eters may couseq^uently be made of water or other liquids in the same
way, since metal tubes may be made of any length.

7. On the Telescopic Stereoscope; by James Elliot, (Philosophical

Magazine and Journal, Jan., 1857.)—I have recently succeeded in con-

structing what I believe to be a new form of the stereoscope. Its object

is to unite large binocular photographic pictures in a diiferent way from

any that has hitherto been followed.

The pictures are placed side by side, and viewed through two small

telescopesj like those of opera-glasses, with the directions of their axes

crossing each other ; the left-hand picture being viewed with the right

eye, and the right-hand picture with the left eye. The two telescopes

are connected together, the connecting apparatus being capable of two

adjustments; one to suit the width of the eyes, and the other to give

the obliquity required. When the instrument is placed on a stand, as I

have it, two other adjustments are required ; the first to bring the tele-

scopes to the proper elevation, and the second to bring the plane of their

axes into parallelism with the upper or lower margins of the pictures.

The instrument is constructed in such a way that these adjustments

great

effect is excellent.

MolliisJcs and Shells of

Colombi

States:'—Mr, W. G. Binney, (son of the late Dr. Amos Binney, who
died after having published two volumes of his admirable work on the

United States land MoUusks,) annoimccs that he is engaged in preparing

a continuation of the work of his father, and solicits assistance by way
of land shells and information relating to the subject, with any addenda

or corrigenda to the volumes published. We trust that Mr. Binney

may be liberally aided in his undertaking. He resides at GermantoTni,

near I*hiladelphia.

9. Mastodon.—A portion of a jaw has been found neai

Califo]'iiia,

—

Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci.j i, 27,

10, OmirxRY.-^Death of Wm. C. Bedfeld.—As the last sheets of this

number are passing through the press we hear the sad tidings of the

death of William C. Redfield, of New York. After an illness of about

two weeks he died at his residence in that city, Feb, 12, 1857, aged 68.

We make this record with emotions of more than common sorrow, for

Mr. Redfield was a man whom, through a long course of years, we had

honored as a philosopher, and loved as a friend. He was born at Mid-

dietown in this State, and with very limited advantages of early educa-

tion, he rose from a humble position, and earned for himself a high rank

men of science. In early manhood he removed to New York City,

where he thenceforward continued to reside, engaged in business con-

nected with steamboat navigation and transportation on the Hudsom
In the midst of active business he found time for self-improvement and

for scientific inquiry and study. Although he took great interest and

pleasure in many departments of science, he gave special attention to

Geology, Physical Geogi'aphy and Meteorology. In these fields of learn-

ing he did not content himself with becoming acquainted with the re-

^
f

;!;

^4
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suits of others, but was himself a diligent laborer. Mr. Redfield was one
of the original members of the "Association of American Geologists and
Naturalists;' and when in 1847 that body agreed to resolve itself into the
I'
American Association for the Advancement of Science/' he was chosen

its first president. At an earlj^ day he foresaw the great value of rail-
roads in developing the resources of our country, and in 1828 he pub-
nshed a pamphlet indicating the most feasible route for a road to con-
nect the Atlantic and the Mississippi, a route which was substantially
adopted, and the last link of which Avas completed in 1854. But hia
most important kbors were devoted to Meteorology, and his researches
and discoveries in this science have rendered his name familiar through-
out the nautical and scientific world. In the year 1821 his attention
"vyas directed to the investigation of a violent storm which had a short
time pre^uous passed through New England, and on collecting and sift-
ing all the observations he could obtain, he came to the conclusion that
tnis storm was a travelling whirlwind. This important discovery he
loilowed up by collecting and studying observations and reports on the
gales of the Atlantic and the hurricanes of the West Indies. He found
mat these storms were of the same general character, revolving in the
fiame direction and pursuing paths essentially similar. Restrained by his
characteristic modesty, Mr. Redfield did not publish his discoveries until
at the urgent solicitation of Professor Olmsted he brought them out in
tte 20th volume (1831) of the first series of this Journal. From that
time up to the close of life, his labors in this field of research have been
^ost industriously continued, and the results have been made public
pnncipally through the medium of our Journal. Extending his in-
q^mes to the gales and hurricanes of all parts of the Avorld, he found

ose of the Northern hemisphere alike in direction of rotation and in
course of travel, while those of the Southern hemisphere were found to
volve m the opposite direction and to pursue a reverse line of traveL

^ 1838, Lt. Col. Reid, of the British Royal Engineers, published at Lon-
don a large volume entitled '' An Attempt to develop the Law of Storms,"

1^ which work he adopted Mr. Redfield's views, ably supporting and ex-
ending them by new observations. Since that time the same doctrines
iwniie they have not been universally accepted at home) have been
^braced by several forei^fu authors, and have been reproduced in various

pubhcations.

Mr. Redfield's discoveries are valuable not merely to theoretical science

;

^y are of great practical importance to the navigator. As early as the
par 1834, (in Blunt's Amer. Coast Pilot, and vol. xxv, 1st ser. of this
^ur.) IxQ published some brief instructions to seamen, showing them
^"^ to avoid the fury of a gale in which they might be overtaken.
any mtelligent navigators and naval officers have borne testimony to
e great value of the directions, based on his theory, which have from
^e to time been published, for escaping storms at sea.

" ^^Redfield was a sagacious observer, an industrious collector of facts,

^^^^"^'^ and original thinker. In all the various relations of life the
ceUency of his character was conspicuous, and he approached the clos-

g scene sustained by a humble trust in his God and Saviour.

sinAiv^^ to present in some future number a fuller account of the life

^"^ labors of our departed friend.

.^-^
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11. Hugh Miller.—Hugh Miller, one of tlie best known and most

honored of Scotland's sons, died at Portobello, near Edinburgh, his place

of residence, on Wednesday the 24th of December. In consequence of

excessive mental labor his mind had become disordered, and under de-

rangement, he died by his o"Wn hand. He had just finished a new work,

one of a series that has done more than all else published in the world to

popularize and christianize science ; and he leaves this " Testimony of the

Rocks" as a testimony to his own greatness and goodness of soul, as

well as to the treasures of wisdom in the volume of creation which he so

delightingly read.—We cite the folloAviug from accounts abroad of this

sad occurrence,

"Most people know that Hugh Miller has been a hard w^orker. He has

not wrought out his way from the stone-mason's quarry to so distinguished

a position in science and literature without living a life of incessant and

wearing mental toil. In fact, he had worked much too hard and con-

stantly. And, although a man of Btnrdj phj/siquCy his brain was unable

to stand the stress of his will and the strain of his perseverance. Lat^

terly, in addition to fulfilling the duties of editor of a newspaper, pub-

lished twice a-week, he had been working very determinedly at his new

geological work, to be called * The Testimony of the Rocks.' His brain

had become over-wrought; he was restless at night, and could obtain no

refreshing sleep. This had most probably increased a latent tendency to

walk in his sleep, which he had often mentioned to friends. His children

have at times awoke during the night, and seen him pacing their bed-

room in the somnambulistic condition. Indeed, on Monday last, he told

a friend that he suspected having been out in the garden in the night,

and in this abnormal state. Another cause of his over-excitement and

derangement—for such a medical examination finds to have existed

may be found in the fact that he has suffered greatly of late from terror

at the depredations of the * ticket-ofleave^ men, dreading lest they might

break in and rob his museum of some of its cherished rarities. So much

had this fear afiected him, that he has asserted attempts to have been

made upon that part of his house, although this was most probably an

illusion. Mr. Miller has been accustomed to keep fire-arms for years past

and has been known to seriously present a pistol in his own defence when

suddenly accosted in a street at night. He slept with a loaded pistol at

the side of his bed. In consequence of his wife's long illness and his

keeping late hours in his study, he had lately slept in a bed adjoining the

study, which was at some distance from the sleeping apartments ot the

family. After seeing his medical advisers on Tuesday, and having been

told that cessation from work was necessary, he went to bed somewhat

^arly on Tuesday night, after using a sponge bath that had been pre-

scribed. What caused him to get up in the night can never be known.

The horrible trance, more horrible than ever, must have returned. All

that can now be known of what follow-ed is to be gathered from the fact

that next morning, his body, half dressed, was found lying lifeless on the

floor, the fe«t upon the study rug, the chest pierced with the ball of the

revolving pistol which was found lying in the bath that stood close by.

The body was lifted and laid on the bed. We saw it there a few hours

afterwards. There was the massive brow, the firm-set^ manly features,
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we tad so often looked on admiringly, just as we had lately seen them,
nothing but that overspread pallor of death to distinguish them from
what they had been. "We could not help thinking as it lay there in un-
ruffled majestic repose, that the spirit had passed through a terrible tor-
nado, in which reason had been broken down, but that it had made the
great passage in safety, and stood looking back to ns in humble grateful
triumph from the other side.

"The announcement of the death of Hugh Miller will be heard with a
tliriJi of genuine sorrow throughout the church in which he was a stand-
ard-bearer,—throughout Scotland, of which he was one of the most con-
spicuous ornaments,—throughout the world of science, which associates
his honored name with those of the men most distinguished in our day,

^ fellow-workers in building up the stately fabric of the modern geology.

To Mr. Miller, more than any other geologist, undoubtedly belongs
the honor of having demonstrated, what previous observers had begun to
suspect, that the Old Red Sandstone was entitled to rank as an independ-
ent formation, by its distinctive fossils, many of which he was the first to

discover and describe, Mr, Miller had projected, and had advanced far
in the preparation of a work on the general geology of Scotland ; but it

IS with the Old Red Sandstone that his name as a geologist will be per-
Eianently connected. The work in which he traces the progress of his

observations, has been probably perused more for its moral interest and
its literary excellences than even for its geological descriptions. It is such
a book as Oliver Goldsmith might have written, had he been a naturalist,

^hich he was not. * ^ * To Mr. Miller's versatile talents, and the
yaned contributions of his pen to criticism, art, philosophy, and science,
^s applicable, also, more than to any other writer of the day, the pane-
gyric pronounced upon Goldsmith, that there was no branch of knowl-
^ge which he did not touch, and which, touching, he did not adorn,
liis most profound work, the " Footprints of the Creator, or the Astero-
lepis of Stromness," is a contribution to natural theology of inestimable

^°3portance. It has been adopted as a text book by some of the most
^niment teachers of geology in the Universities; and it has done more to

expose the atheistical fallacies and sophistries of the " Vestiges of the
Natural History of Creation" than even the elaborate essays of Sedgwick
aud Brewster. We rejoice that Mr. Miller has written his own biogra-

Fy. '^My Schools and Schoolmasters" is a work already familiarly

SQown.

"Thousands here and in other lands will join with us in the tribute of

^J
honest tear to the memory of a man of true heart and noble powers

<>f intellect, devoted to the loftiqst purposes. Little did we think, when
^e met Mr. Miller last year, in the genial and kindly intercourse of the
l^ntish Association, that we were to see his face no more;

Jhe early age of fifty-four, he would be lost to the Church which he
^o^^ed, and to the cause of Christian science, which owes so much to his

example and labors. Death has made sad inroads of late years upon the
ranks of the cultivators of natural science. Dr. Landsborough, Professor

^ward Forbes, Dr. Johnston of Berwick, Mr. Yarrell, and now Mr. Hugh
J^^^ller, have passed away in rapid succession,—and Forb^ and Miller
"ave left behind them no equals."

and that at

#
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12, Gregory s HandhooJcs of Chemistri/^ Inorganic and Organic^*'—A'

careful reprint of tlie latest English edition of Dr. Gregory's 'Handbooks

(the English editions of ^vhich are marred by numerous typographical

errors) "vvould bo a valuable addition to our chemical literature. The

volumes before us purport upon their titles to be such reprints, the one

from the third, the other from the fourth English editions. But after a

careful comparison of their several pages Avith the original we are

sorry to say that they belie their titles. They are in fact printed almost

wholly from the old stereotype plates of an American edition by the

same editor, issued at Cincinnati in 1851 (July), and copied from the

English edition of 1846 (Inorganic) and 1847 (Organic). So entirely is

this edition reproduced from the old plates, that the erroneous references

copied from the English original stand unchanged in this and refer to

nothing I (e. g. on p. 15 (organic) we are referred to cyanogen and mellone

in part i, p. 140—i. e. in the Am. reprint to galvanic decom-position-

while the reference is unaltered from the orimnal Enirlif^h edition of& o
1847 now before us.) Even the trivial typographical inaccuracies which

any careful proof-reader should have corrected remain unchanged. In

fact the old plates have been used by the new publishers, who are re-

sponsible with their editor for this bold attempt to deceive the public

by passing off' old wares with new labels. We have found it difficult to

avoid in this connection the use of language which, however it might be

justified by the aggravation of the case, is not appropriate here.

But it will be said, the American editor of these volumes has under-

taken to supply to the inorganic chemistry the Physics of Chemistry,

and to add to the organic part a "supplement," which is said to bring

the science down to the last moment. The manner in which he has

discharged these editorial labors it is our duty briefly to point out. In

the "Preface" we are informed that "the original work of Dr. Gregory

does not contain the imponderables, a very important department of

modern chemistry. The first American edition was therefore devoid of

light, heat, and electricity, an oversight which was felt by those many

[the italics are ours] American professors who have adopted this work

in their colleges as one which was almost inexcusable." Dr. Sanders

has undertaken to supply this assumed deficiency in Dr. Gregorys

handbook, and in contemplating the results of his labors to this end

discourses as follows, in the preface. "Whilst the matter prefixed to

this invaluable worl^ of Dr. Gregory cannot be designated a compila-

tion, the greater portion of it being written in the language of the

editor" [no one, we feel quite sure, will dispute this modest claim to

authorship], " it still cannot aspire to the dignity of an original com-

position." "The entire subject of the Imponderables is condensed as

* Handbook of hiorganic Chemistry, for the use of students, by William ^^'^^'

OBY, M.D.. F.R.S,E., Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh, ^m
Amerlcaa from the 3d English edition, to which is added The Physics of Cn^^'

istry, by J. Milto>' Sanders, M.D, LL.D., Professor of Chemistry in the Eclectic

Medical Institute of Cincinnati, Member of the American Association for ^"f^^°"
vancement of Science, etc. New York: A. S, Barnes & Co., 51 and 53 John su

1857. 8vo, pp. 426.
Handbook of Organic Chemistry, by the same.

don edition, with a Supplement, 8vo, pp. 480.

Lon
4
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much as possible, therefore the M'riter has not thought it expedient to
insert the many long and prolix tables upon the subject of heat which
the larger works upon Physics contain " "At the same time we ventnre
tJle assertion, that in the condensed matter contained in this volume the
student will not fail to find the laws of these sciences, and the principal
facts associated Avith tlieir revelation clearly explained."

Dr. Gregory is an able chemist, and has the merit of being the chief
expounder in our language of the chemical school of Liebig, We can
readily imagine the vexation he must feel, and wdth it the unavoidable
contempt for American science, at the manner in which his liandbooks
are here presented. It has never been our misfortune to see any good
book more sadly spoiled by the bungling of an editor. His ignorance
of his subject is equalled only by his audacity, and his short-comings in
syntax. These broad assertions find ample illustration and support on
^very page which is not a literal reprint from Dr. Gregory. His bad
-English is seen in Avhat we have already cited- Under Light w^e are told

,
ihat great philosopher (Xewton) proved that light does not present^

—

^ the language of one who lived before him— ' an instance of homoge-
neity —but that it is really of a composite nature, and constituted of
even more energies than he supposed." That is, Newton proved more*
than he was aware of. The student is informed (p. 39) that "the hy-
pothesis of the undulations or waves in an attenuated ether, may per-
haps, for the present answer for the luminous rays, but it will not stand
tae test in regard to those more refranijible ones which produce chemi-
*^al action."

Ahe following felicitous sentences introduce the student to chi'omatic

polarization. "The following diagram (copied from Woodward) will

juustrate the production of color by polarized light- It supposes that
^Wit is manifested by the vibrations of an attenuated medium termed
tne luminiferous. We have in another place given our reasons wherefore
^e regard the sun's light as a compound consisting of several activities.

«rhaps,/o?- the present, the calorific rays may be regarded as vibrations
.

^ the luminiferous medium, although this is not proved, and therefore

^ould not be accepted as an ascertained truth.*^ That the diagram
f^ay ^^ rendered as intelligible as its inventor, Mr. Woodward, has done
^^ bis able work upon polarized light, &c." With no adequate state-

*^^iit of the general phenomena of light, the chemical student is at once
pnged into the iiTelevant subjects of the « refraction of light through
Jenses/' "spherical abeiration of lenses," "chromatic aberration," and
polarization." Ninety pages (out of 191 devoted to the Physics of

];^em!strj-) are given to Light, and of these over 50 are occupied by

/^^^^io-Chemistry," giving numerous minute and technical details for

y*^e various processes of photography, which, granting th^ir importance
^^ their proper place, are completely out of place in a handbook of ele-

^emarj' chemistry.

,
Dr. Sauders seems to laU)r under a deep convictiou that the whole theory of

•ta fl^^'
optics stands upon a basi^ of such unstable equilibrium, that unless he con-

his .

confidence in it.

«BCOND SERIES, VOL. XXIU, NO. ^.
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This introduction upon chemical physics is also open to criticism, not

only for errors in statement hut tor tlie omission of important subjects

T\'hich helong peculiarly to chemical physics—the molecular condition

of matter—the simple laws of crystallography—the mechanical proper-

ties of gases—the methods of volumetric analyses are not mentioned

—

while the student is entertahied by an account of the editor's physiologi-

cal experiments in removing mercury from the human system by the

voltaic current and by examples illustrating the use of this force in med-

ical practice.

Passing now to the organic chemistry, Ave find on the title page that

it is reproduced from the text of \\\^ fourth English edition. The/owr^A ?

We have most carefully compared this reprint with the various editions

page by page, and it is nothing but tJie old stereotyiye pZa^es of the Cin-

cinnati edition {1%51) without the least change until the close of the

S46th page, and is copied from the English edition of 1847. From the

346th page under the head "Nutrition of plants and animals," it is

copied from the third English edition, also without change. But the

"supplement," does not that lessen the force of this grave charge? The

prefatory note of the American editor is perfectly in keeping in style with

Vhat we have already quoted. The editor is painfully impressed with the

impossibility of evolving order out of the confusion of his subject. "The

indefatigable industry of chemists has resulted in the accumulation of

such a vast mass of knowledge, such a formidable array of isolated facts,

that the author of an elementary work like this, is indeed greatly per-

plexed to select that which is most appropriate. The editor^ even in the

preparation of the supplement to this work has encountered this difficulty

in all its significance.'' * * "if ^^ ^re not yet cognizant of the ra-

tional formula of a compound then we are not prepared to place it in

its undeviating position in a scientific arrangement of organic compounds.

With these considerations uppermost in our mind^ we have discarded the

idea ive at first conceived^ of attempting a scientific arrangement of the

substances we have presented in the Supplement^ * * "Prof. Gregory

has attempted a methodical and scientific arrangement of the products

and theories of organic chemistry in the work we present to the student,

and perhaps his arrangement is as scientific an exposition of the doctrines

of the science as it is possible to adduce in its present state."

What does all this mean ? Plainly, tliat the American editor has ac-

complished .some great results, and' that the supplement is where we

' must look for them. We have taken the pains to compare it carefully

with the English editions of Dr. Gregory and have found that it is made

up entirely (with trifling exceptions only), of extracts from the third

edition of Gregory, and virtually without any acknowledgement what-

ever. Tliese extracts are almost wholly on those topics which are not

found in the edition of 1847, but they are printed in this supplement

with no^ reference to th^ parts of the text which they illustrate, and not

always in consecutive order. As the chemical reader turns over the

pages of this part of the book he is startled at seeing among the novemes

of the science, Dr. Gregory's chapter on chemical homologues entij;e

then one and another such old novelty. The most ludicrous anachro-

nisms grow out of this mode of proceeding- Thus on page 431 he re-
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produces among the novel records of the science the same paragraph on
Kakodyle which appears in its proper place in the text of his own edi-
tion on p. 160.

On p. 433 we are told "There are several combinations of ethyle with
the metals, phosphorus, &c^ which have been discovered, quite lately^

and which it is important the student should be acquainted with. For
instance," and tlien borrowing verbatim from Dr. Gregory's 3d edition,

p. 223, <kc., he gives us Zyncethyle, Stibethyle, &c., of refreshing novelty

!

But enough of this! It is painful to see the evidence of such char-
latanry, and more painful to be compelled to expose it. It w^ould seem
perhaps improbable that any chemical teacher would be misled into the
adoption of this edition of Gregory in his classes

;
yet it is unfortunately

too true that it is the habit of many school committees and boards of
trustees arbitrarily to adopt text books without consulting teachers, and
t>y an exercise of the same arbitrary power to select persons w ho know
nothing of a subject as teachers.
The matter is made worse by the fact that the w^ork is published by

a most respectable house, who certainly did themselves and the public
an injustice that they did not take counsel of their numerous scientific

friends, before committing themselves to this unfortunate enterprize.
'^^^ Proceedings of the Geological Society of London^ No. 4Y.—The

niore important papers are :—On the raised beaches of the Western Isl-

ands, by Capt J. Bedford. They arc 40 feet above mean tide level

—

p ^.* ?• H-^^'GHTox on the Granites of Ireland.—Prof. Ow^en on Gastornis

Parisiensis
; the specimen a tibia 11^ inches long, or within !§• inches of

^e length in an ostrich ; found in the Lower Eocene conglomerate at

Meudon, near Paris, lying between the Plastic clay and the chalk.—Prof.
OwEx on Mammalian Remains of the Red Crag of Suffolk (Rhinoceros,
*c.).—J^ W. Salter on the fossils of the Longmynd Rocks; a new
sea weed or zoophyte, traces of marine worms and a Trilobite referred
|o a new genus and called Pala^opvge Ramsayi.—Prof. R. Harkness on
tne lowest Sedimentary Rocks of the South of Scotland.
No, 48.—T. Wright on the Palaeontological and Stratigraphical Re-

lations of the so-called " Sands of the Inferior Oolite,"—G. Poulett

JcRopE, on the formation of Craters and the nature of the liquidity of

^^as,—J, C, MooRE, on the Silurian Rocks of Wigtownshire.—S. P.

ji^ooDWARD, on an Orthoceras from China.—J. Prestwich, on the

J^rrelation of the Middle Eocene Tertiaries of England, France and
Belgium.

1*. Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences.—These pro-

ceedings were commenced in Sept. 1854, and the last number received
^s dated May 12, 1856. They contain many valuable scientific papers,

^Pecially on the Fishes of that country by Dr. Wm, 0. Ayres and Dr.

y^' p. GiBBoxs. There are also geological articles by Dr. J. B. Trask,
ytanical papers by Dr. A. KELLOca and Dr. Behr. Page 40, Dr.
Irask describes an Ammonite (Ammonites Batesii) from Arbuckle's

J^^^ggings, Shasta Co., California; p. 41, Tertiary Fossils of Santa Bar-
^ara and San Pedro ; also new species of Ammonite (A. Chicoensis) and
^^cuhte (B. Chicoensis) from the rocks of Chico Creek, referred by the
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author to the Tertiary ; description of three species of Plagistoiua from

the Cretaceous Rocts of Los Angeles^ with a plate. Also a paper by

Mr. Wm- Siimpsox on some Califoi'iiian Crustacea.

ton, D. C*
yf Works published hy the Smithsonian Institution^ Wa

Quarto volumes,—Smithsonian Contributious to Knowledge, 1848.

Vol. I, 4^^, pp. 346, with 48 plates and 207 woodcuts. Contains No. 1.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1861. Vol. II, 4^, pp.

464, and 24 plates. Price $5,50, cloth ; $5, paper. Containiug num-

bers 3, 12, 20, 13, 14, 16, 17, 23, 15, 4, 6, 7, 11.

Smithsonian Contributions, to Knowledge, 1852. Vol. Ill, 4°, pp.

564, and 35 plates. Price f7, cloth; $6,50, paper. Containing num-
bers 35, 36, 30, 32, 22, 33, 34, 29, 24.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1852. Vol. IV, 4", pp.

426, Price $5, cloth. Containing number 40,

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1853. Vol. V, 4**, pp.

538, and 45 plates. Price $7,50, cloth, colored plates; $6, uncolored, in

paper. Containing numbers 44, 41, 45, 43, 42.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1854. Vol. VI, 4*', pp.

476, and 53 plates. Price $6, cloth. Containing numbers 46, 60, 61,

60, 52, 58, 54.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1855, Vol, VII, 4^, pp.

252, 70 woodcuts and 74 plates. Price $6. Containing numbers 59,

63, 70, 72, 73,

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 1856. Vol. VIII, 4°, pp.

556, 9 plates and 27 woodcuts. Price $6 cloth; $5 paper. Containing

numbers 71, 81, 80, 82, 84, 85.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. IX. (In press.)

Mathemotks and Physics.—(33) The law of deposit of the flood tide

:

its dynamical action and office. By Charles Henrv Davis, Lieut. V. S.

Navy. 1352. 4°, pp. 14. Price 10 cents.

(35) Observations on terrestrial magnetism. By John Locke, M.D.,

M.A.P.S. April, 1852. 4^ pp. 30. Price 25 cents.

(36) Researches on Electrical Rheometry, By A. Secchi. May, 1852.

4^, pp. GO, and 3 plates. Price 60 cents.

(80) The Tangencies of circles and of spheres. By Benjamin Alvord,

Major U. S. Army. January, 1856. 4°, pp.16, and 9 plates. Pnce

50 cents,

Astro7iom7/.'—{S) Occultations visible in the United States during the

year 1848. Computed under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution.

By John Downes. 1848. 4^, pp. 12,

(9) Occultations visible in the United States during the year 18|9»

Computed under the direction and at the expense of the Smithsonian In-

stitution. By John Downes. 1848. 4°, pp. 24.

(10) Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1850.

Computed by John Downes, at the expense of the fund appropriated by

Congress for a Nautical -tUmanac, and published bv the Smithsonian In-

Btitutiun. 1849. 4°, pp. 26.

* For sale by Geo. P. Putnam & Co., New York, and other Booksellers
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(11) Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1851.
Computed by John Downes, at the expense of the fund appropriated bv
Congress for the establishment of a nautical almanac, and published bV
the Smithsonian Institution. Oct., 1850. 4°, pp. 26. Price 50 cents.

'

^
(29) Occultations visible iu the United States during the year 1852.

Computed by John Downes, at the expense of the fund appropriated by
Congress for the establishment of a nautical almanac, and published by
the Smithsonian Institution. 1852. 4°, pp. 34. Price 20 cents.

(54) Occultations of Planets and Stars by the Moon during the j
]8o3. Computed hy John Downes, at the expense of the fund appro-
pnated by Congress for the establishment of a nautical almanac, and pub-
lished by the Smithsonian Institution. 1853. 4', pp. 36. Price 20 cents,

(3) liesearches relative to the Planet l!^eptune. By Sears C. Walker,
Esq. 1850. 4^, pp. 60. Price 30 cents.

(4) Ephemeris of Neptune for the opposition of 1848, By Sears C.
Walker, Esq. 1849. 4", pp. 8.

(4*) Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the date of the Lalande ob-
servations of May 8 and 10, lY95, and for the oppositions of 1846, '47,

'^8 and '49. By Sears C, Walker, Esq. April, 1849. 4°, pp. 32. Price
20 cents.

(6) Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the year 1850. By Sears
C. Walker, Esq. April, 1850. 4°, pp. 10. Price"' 10 cents.

C^) Ephemeris of the Planet Keptune for the year 1851. By Sears
C. Walker, Esq. Dec, 1850. 4°, pp. 10, Price 10 cents.

(24) Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the year 1852. By Sears
C. Walker, Esq. 1853. 4*, pp. 10. Price 10 cents.

('9) New tables for determining the values of the coefficients in the

perturbative functions of planetary motion, which depend upon the ratio

of the mean distances. By John D. Runlde, Assistant in the office of
"»e American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. November, 1856. 4°,

pp. 64. Price 50 cents.

(18) On the history of the discovery of the Planet Neptune. By
S- A. Gould, Jr. 1850. 8°, pp. 56. Price 25 cts.

Meteoroloff if.—(52) On the winds of the northern hemisphere. By
ftof. J. H. Coffin. Nov., 1853. 4°, pp. 200, and 13 plates. Price |2.

(59) Account of a tornado near New Harmony, Indiana, April 30,

j8o2, with a map of the track, diagrams and illustrative sketches. By
Jolin Ghappelsmlth. April, 1855. 4°, pp. 12, one map and one plate,

i'nce 3 cents.

(81) On the recent secular period of the Aurora Borealis. By Deni-
•on Olmsted, LL.D., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in

Jtale College. May, 1856. 4°, pp. 52. Price 50 cents.

(84) Record of Auroral Phenomena observed in the higher northern

Jftitudes. Compiled by Peter Force. July, 1856. 4°, pp. 122. Price

'Scents.

. (83) On the relative intensitv of the heat and light of the sun upon
*^»ferent latitudes of the earth' By L, W. Meech. November, 1856.

'Pp. 58, and 6 plates. Price 15 cents. -
- , ^

(19) Directions for meteorological observations, intended for tne first

<^lass of observers. Bv Arnold Guvot. 1850, ^ 8°, pp. 40.

i
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(31) A collection of meteorological tables, with other tables useful in

practical meteorology. Prepared by order of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, by Arnold Guyot/ 1852. 8% pp.212. Price $1,25. (A new
edition in press.)

(87) Psychrometrical table for determining the force of aqueous vapor,

and the relative humidity of the atmosphere from indications of the wet

and the drv bulb thermometer Fahrenheit. "

1856. 8^ pp. ^0. Price 10 cents.

By James H. Coffin, A.M-

(93) Smithsonian meteorological observations for 1855. (In press.)

Chemistry and Technology.—(17) Memoir on the exploslveness of

nitre, with a view to elucidate its agency in the tremendous explosion of

July, 1845, in New York. By Robert Hare, M.D. 1850. 4°, pp. 20-

Price 6^ cents.

(27) On recent improvements in the chemical art. By Prof. James

C. Booth and Campbell Morfitt. 1852. 8^ pp. 216. Price 75 cents.

(88) Researches ou the Ammonia-cobalt Bases. By Wolcott Gibbs

and Frederick Aug. Genth. (In press.)

Geography^ Ethnology mid Philology^ (13)
Part

Contributions to the

I,—On the Physicalphysical geography of the United States.

Geography of the Mississippi valley, with suggestions for the Improve-

ment of the navigation of the Ohio and other rivers. By Charles Elletj

Jr., Civil Engineer. 1850. 4^, pp. 64, and one plate. Price 25 cents-

(1) Ancient monuments of the Mississippi valley, comprising there-

suits of extensive original surveys and explorations. By E, G. Squier,

A.M., and R H. Davis, M.D. 1848. 4^, pp. 346, 48 plates and 207

woodcuts. This volume is not on sale by the Smithsonian Institution.

It can be had of Geo. P. Putnam & Cd., on account of the authors,

(15) Aboriginal monuments of the State of New York, comprising

the results of original surveys and explorations ; with an illustrative ap

pendix. By E. G, Squier, A.M.
woodcuts. Price $1,75.

1850. 4°, pp. 188, 14 plates and 72

Whittle(34) Description of ancient works in Ohio. By Charles

185L 4^, pp. 20, and 7 plates. Price 40 cents,

(70) The antiquities of Wisconsin, as sutTeyed and described by LA.
Lapham, Civil Engineer, <fec,, on behalf of the American Antiquarian

Society. May, 1855. 4°, pp, 108, and 50 plates. Price $4.

(71) Archaeology of the United States, or sketches historical and bib-

liographical of the progress of information and opinion respecting vesti-

ges of antiquity in the United States. By Samuel F. Haven. Ju'/tges

1856.

ntiquity

4=^, pp. 172. Price $1,50.
cial

(86) Observations on Mexican history and archaeology, ^vith a spe

notice of Zapotec remains as delineated in Mr. J. G. Sawkins' drawi
- - - -

4^ pp. 36, Avood-

ings

of Mitla, Arc. By Brantz Mayer.

Price 50 cents.

November, 1856.
cuts, and four plates. ^ .^^^ t^v .,^ixvc,

(12) On the vocal sounds of Laura Brid^^eman, the blind deaf niute
'- - o >. ByFran-at Boston

; compared with the elements of phonetic language
cis Lieber. 1850. 4°, pp. 32, and one plate. Price 20 cents.

(40) A grammar and dictionary of the Dakota language. Collectea

by the members of the Dakota Mission, edited by Rev. S. R. Riggs, A.^^.,

Collected

"-
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Missionary of the Am. Board Com, for Foreign Missions, 1852. 4to
pp. 414. Price $5.

(68) Vocabulary of the Jargon or Trade Language of Oregon. By
Dr. £. Paish Mitchell, U, S. Navy, with additions by Prof. W. W. Tur-
ner.^ 1853. 8°, pp. 22. Price 10 cents.

(53) Catalogue of portraits of North American Indians, with sketches
of scenery, etc. Painted by J. M. Stanley. Deposited with the Smith-
sonian Institution. December, 1852. 8°, pp. 1Q. Price 25 cents.

Microscopical Science.—(20) Microscopical examination of soundings
made by the Coast Survey, ofi" the Atlantic coast of the United States.
By Prof. J. W. Bailey. Jan., 1851. 4=, pp. 16, and one plate. Price
15 cents.

(23) Microscopical observations made in South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida. By Prof. J. W. Bailey. 1851. 4°, pp. 48, and 3 plates.

I'rice 38 cents.

(63) Notes on new species and localities of microscropical organisms.
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(72) A memoir on the extinct sloth tribe of North America.
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'^' aXXL—Remarhs on the Huronian and Laurentian Systems
of the Canada Geological Survey ; by J. D. Whitney.

From some of tlie most recent publications of the Canada
woiogical Survey it appears that Mr. Logan, the able director of
nat survey, holds certain views in regard to the position of the
jowest rocks in the northwest, which differ from those which
^ave been maintained by Mr. Foster and myself as the result of
iir examinations in that region, made under the authority of
^ United States government. Having enjoyed opportunities

^ part of two additional seasons of exploration in the vicinity
-uake Superior since the completion of our geological survey,

1 seems proper to endeavor to throw some additional light on

aW
P^^^^^,^^ dispute, especially as the matter is one of consider-

^ P^^ctical importance to the mining interests of that region.

m tl
^^^ g^^logists who have made any extended examinations

tile northwest are agTced in opinion i^ regard to the age of
/^^ great sandstone jformation which covers so much of the terri-

^^y ajound Lake Superior, and spreads out over so large a por-

of tl?
"^^^^^si^ and Minnesota. It undoubtedly forms the base

r f^
f^^ssiliferous series, and is the equivalent, or continuation

^^aer, of the Potsdam sandstone of the JSTew York geologists,

ir^^^^
tliis sandstone, and unconformable with it, we find an

Av
^^^^^-^^"^^^^^l^P^d series of slates, quartz-rock, ka., to which

^^
nave given the name of the Azoic System. This system em-

^^^s all the rocks Ipng beneath the lowest fossiliferous beds in
a^COND SEKIES, VOL. XXIII, NO, 69.—MAY, 1S57.
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306 /. 2>. Whitney on the Hui^onian and Laurentian

the northwestj from -wliich the azoic rocks are easily distinguished

by marked differences of lithological character, and by uncon-

formability of position.

Mr, Logan, however, recognizes two distinct systems below

the Potsdam sandstone, and to which he has given the names of

Huronian and Laurentian, thus differing from Mr. Foster and

myself, W'ho have admitted the existence of only one. If we ex-

amine the published reports and maps of the Canada Survey, we
find this discrepancy of opinion to be due entirely to a different

understanding of the origin and relations of the cupriferous

formation of Lake Superior, and especially of that portion of it

w^hich belongs to the southern shore of the lake, within the lim-

its of the State of Michigan. If we follow Mr. Logan, we admit

that the series of sandstones, conglomerates and bedded traps

forming the cupriferous belt, which extends from the extremity

of Kew^eenaw Point to the w^est beyond the Montreal Eiver, lies

unconformably beneath the sandstone which shows itself along

the south shore of the lake, almost uninterruptedly from its out-

let to its w^estern extremity. We must also admit that these

cupriferous rocks are identical in age with the series of quartz,

beds, and jaspery conglomerates displayed on the north shore of

Lake Huron, and hence called ^'Huronian." Therefore, according

to Mr. Logan's view^s, sinc6 the cupriferous series of Lake Supe-

rior rests unconformably on a still lower formation of slates,

quartz-rock, &;c., the rocks of Lake Huron must also do the same,

although no such fact has been observed. Hence w^e must recog-

nize two systems beneath the Potsdam sandstone ; one, the Huro-

nian, comprising the cupriferous rocks of Lake Superior and the

formations of the north shore of Lake Huron, the other, the

Laurentian, including all the rocks of Canada and the northwest

which we should designate by the term " Azoic,'' with the excep-

tion of those of Lake Huron as before indicated.

The principal question to be settled, then, is this ; what are

the relations of the cupriferous rocks of Lake Superior?—do

they constitute a distinct system by themselves, or are they part

and parcel of the Potsdam sandstone itself? If they are only a

local modification of the Low^er Silurian sandstone, then they

ought not to be removed from the place to which they belong,

and they certainly cannot be made the basis of a new system.

And if this is not done, then there is no proof of the existence

of two unconformable system^s beneath the Potsdam sandstone,

since there is no evidence, either lithological or stratigraphicaJ,

for separating the rocks of Lake Huron from those which occur

farther east, and which are classed by Mr. Logan as Laurentian.

The sandstone of the northwest, the base of the fossdiferous

fieries, which is, as usually seen, three to four hundred feet m
thickness, is made up of a coarse grained and rather friable gnt,
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consisting of fine grains of quartz, witli but little cement be-
tween the particles, and sliglitlj colored by oxjd of iron. It is
distinctly stratified, tbe layers varying in tliickness from a few
inches up to two feet, and having a very slight dip, which is in
general to the^south, with many minor undulations. From the
extremity of Keweenaw Point, however, extending to the west
for a distance of over 150 miles, we find a belt of rocks inclined
at a considerable angle to the horizon and made up of alterna-
tions of trap, sandstone and conglomerate, which together have
a thicknes of several thousand feet. The culminating portion of
tms belt consists of one or more ridges of trappean rock which
nse m some places to a height of nearly a thousand feet above
the level of the lake. The south side of the ridge usually pre-
sents a mural escarpment, sometimes 300 or 4S)Q feet in perpen-
dicular height.

_
On this side of the cupriferous belt we find the

sandstone dipping at a considerable angle in close proximity to
tlie trap, bat at a little distance from it acquiring its normal posi-
tion and appearance. The deep adit-level, at the Norwich Mine,
driven for 439 feet at the base of the trap range on its south
^age, displays a most instructive section of this portion of the
^ormation and shows conclusively that there has been an up-
heaval of the rocks to the north, along a line of fracture extend-
ing nearly east and west, while the region to the south was only
Slightly affected. The adit-level commences in the conglomerate
]^Qich flanks the trap-range on the south. For twenty-four feet
"Om its mouth, the rock excavated is conglomerate, without any
I'ecognizable bedding ; then follows sandstone for fifty-five feet,

^oich shows in the most marked manner the mechanical action
by which the trap was uplifted. It is broken and crushed into
tragments, which afibrd the most evident proofs of having been
i"ubbed against each other with immense force, at the time the
^Pheaval took place. Tbe next 52^ feet are occupied by trap,
the southern portion of which is distinctly observed to dip to the
?outh, although evidently much crushed and dislocated during
"s uplift, whde the northern half has a steep inclination to the
liorth. Kothing can be clearer than the evidence which is here
anorded of a fracturing of the strata, and an immense mechan-

Y ^^^^^ exerted in the upheaval of their northern portion. At
about 130 feet from the entrance of the adit, is another belt of
sandstone, which is about thirteen feet thick and has apparently
tae regular dip of. the beds oi rock in which the mine is

"brought, about 4A°. From this section, as well as from numer-
ous other observations made along the southern line of junction
01 the cupriferous belt and the sandstone, it is evident that the
jitter participated in the uplifting movement of the trappean
belt, and that it was not subsequently and unconformably depos-
ited at its base. ^ V

ja
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In regard to the sandstone on the north side of the trap range,

the evidence is equally clear that it cannot be separated from it,

either lithologically or stratigraphicallj. Towards the eastern

extremity of Point Keweenaw the sandstone is not exposed on
the shore of the lake, having been washed away, but conglomer-

ate and trap make their appearance and occupy the coast on the

north side of the Point, to the distance of five miles west of the

mouth of Eagle River. Prom this point onward, the sandstone

appears in strata dipping at a low angle to the north and resem-

bling in lithological character that which forms the shore of the

lake from Saut Ste. Marie to the Pictured Rocks. Near the Por-

cupine Mountains and at the Montreal River, however, it has a

higher dip owing to the proximity of the igneous rocks to the

coast. On starting from the lake shore, at any point where the

sandstone shows itself in horizontal beds, and going south to-

wards the trap range, we find ourselves gradually rising, and the

dip of the sandstone gradually increasing, so that the observer

may form a pretty correct idea of his distance from the trap

range by the amount of dip of the sandstone over which he is

passing. The cupriferous belt itself is made up of a varyin""

number of alternating beds of trap, conglomerate and sandstone,

which latter differs from the sandstone at a distance from the

trap only in being somewhat darker colored and having the

quartzose grains more firmly cemented together. The number
of alternations of sedimentary and igneous layers is very varia-

ble. In the Keweenaw Point district, where the igneous action

seems to have been most intense, the sections across the cuprifer-

ous range show numerous beds of conglomerate and sandstone

intercalated between masses of trappean rock of variable thick-

ness."^ In the Ontonagon district the number of alternations

seems to be considerably less, while there is less regularity in the

trappean ranges as well as in the sedimentary beds associated

with them.
•

_
The beds of conglomerate are invariably found in juxtaposi-

tion witb tlie trap, dividing tliis rock from the sandstone, or else

separating two layers of trappean rock of different lithological

character. Hence, the inference is not unreasonable that the

formation of the ore is closely allied with the appearance of the

other. On the north the range is usually flanked by a^ heavy

deposit of conglomerate, while, to the south, the rock is only

occasionally seen, and rarely attains any considerable thickness.

The lithological character of the conglomerate indicates alsothe

combined agency of igneous and aqueous causes in its formation-

Much of it is made up of a coarse detritus or aggregate of bro-

ken and half-rounded fragments of trappean rock, showing tne

For detailed sections across the cupriferous range, see Foster and Whitney 3

Report, Part I.

*^ ^
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action of sudden and violent forces, ratlier than of slow and
long-continued ones.

The conglomerate appears to thin out rapidlj as -we recede
from the igneous rocksj forming wedge-shape masses which grad-
ually pass into sandstone. This fact has been actually observed
in some instances, although, usually, the natural sections are not
sufficiently favorable to allow the exact relation of the sediment-
ary to the igneous rocks to be made out. There are also patches
of pebbly materials, formed exclusively by the agency of water,
which occur among the sandstones, at a distance from the trap.

These are of very limited extent, and are not at all comparable
with the great conglomerate masses associated with the igneous
rocks.^ They are evidently the result of local currents and the
material of which they are composed is the same as that of the
sandstone itself

The dip of the series of bedded trap^ conglomerate and sand-
stone is usually very regular, and varies from 40^ to 50° along
the culminating portion of the range, where it is highest. In
only one locality, so far as observed, does it exceed 50"", and that
IS at the mouth of the Montreal River where it amounts to 80"".

At this point there is a remarkable development of the conglom-
erate, which attain a thickness of about 1800 feet, and is overlaid
by a still greater mass of dark shales and sandstones. The con-
glomerate rapidly thins out, both to the east and to the west,
t'^ing apparently the result of the more intense action of igneous
causes which took place in this portion of the range, tilting up
the whole system at a higher angle than at any point on the

lake
careful

iiumerous sections on the south shore of the lake, to see any
J'eason for separating the cupriferous range from the sandstone
^iiich flanks it on both sides. It appears evident to us that it

"hould be regarded as a local modification of the normal sand-
stone gneous
tailed along several parallel lines of fissure extendii ^
northeast and southwest direction through the Lake Superior

J"^gion. It is certain that a portion, at least, of the sandstone had
been deposited before the trap range assumed its present position,
Since there is abundant proof that the former was raised from its

ongmal position by the upheaval of the latter.

l^ut if we were to admit that the cupriferous beds of the south
^tiore of Lake Superior were to be classed as a system independ-

ent of the Potsdam sandstone, we can see no reason for parallel-
jsiQg them with those of the north shore of Lake Huron. These
latter exactly resemble in lithological character the Azoic rocks
01 the Lake Superior survey, and are quite distinct from those of

^ native copper-bearing series.

I
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The Huronian beds are cliieiiy made up of a compact and
almost vitreous quartz-rock, in no respect resembling the sand-

stone of the south shore of Lake Superior, even where the latter

is most hardened and metamorphosed by immediate contact with

the trap. The beds of conglomerate in the Huronian series are

of very subordinate importance and entirely differing in charac-

ter from the great conglomerate bands associated with the igae-

ous rocks of the south shore of Lake Superior, In the former

case the base of the conglomerate is almost invariably quartz in

a high state of vitrification^ while the pebbles are made up of

variously colored jaspers or hornstonCj often blood-redj which

contrast beautifully with the white quartz-rock in which they

are imbedded and to which they are so firmly soldered that it is

difficult to say that they may not^ in some cases, be rather the

result of segregating agencies within the rock, than actual peb-

bles imbedded in a matrix. The whole aspect of the rock is

that of one having undergone a much higher degree of nieta-

morphism than the Low^er Silurian conglomerates have been

subjected to.

Mr. Logan thus states the reasons for considering these forma-

tions to be of the same age, "The chief difference in the

copper-bearing rocks of Lakes Huron and Superior, seem to he

in the great amount of amygdaloidal trap present among the

latter, and of white quartz-rock or sandstone among the former.

But on the Canadian side of Lake Superior there are some con-

siderable areas in which important masses of interstratified green-

stone exist without amygdaloid, while white sandstones are pres-

ent in others as on the south side of Thunder Bay, though not

in the same state of vitrification as those of Huron. But not-

witlistanding these differences, there are such strong points of

resemblance in the interstratification of the igneous rocks, and

the general mineralized condition of the whole, as fo render their

positive or proximate equivalence liighly probable, if not almost

certain; and the conclusive evidence given of the age of the

Huron would thus appear to settle that of the Lake Superior

rocks in the position give to them by Dr. Houghton, the late

State Geologist of Michigan, as beneath the lowest fossiliferous

deposits, a position which, as will be seen by a reference to the

Report of Progress I had the honor to submit to your Excellency

in 1846, appeared to me to derive some support firom evidences

on the Canadian side of Lake Superior itself"*
In order to arrive at a better understanding of the matter m

question, we will briefly notice some of the most important facts

in the geology of the north shore of Lake Superior, where the

phenomena are much more complicated and difficult to decipher

* GeoL Survej of Canada, Report on the North Shore of Lake Huron; 1849,

p. 20.
^
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than on the soutli side. On Isle Eoyale we Lave tlie exact
counterpart of the principal mineral range of Keweenaw Point
with the exception that the dips are in the opposite direction,
being in each case towards the lake. Crossing over the channel
which separates the island irom the north shore of the lake, and
which is from 15 to 20 miles in width, we find a great belt of
trappean rock extending along the shore from Pigeon Eiver to
Fort William and rising in high cliffs. This portion of the trap
is ^ characterized by its nnbedded character, is hard and crjstal-
Hne, destitute of amygdules, and may be considered as the coun-
terpart of the South or Bohemian Kange of Keweenaw Point.
From the west side of Thunder Bay to the east of Neepigon, the
beaded trap and interstratified sandstones and conglomerates
predominate. The peninsulas separating Black, from Thunder
and jSTeepigoa bays, as well as the larger islands which lie in
iront of these very considerable indentations in the north shore
of the lake, must be referred to the same age as the rocks of Isle
Koyale and Keweenaw Point. There is no perceptible difference
between the rocks of this portion of the north shore and those
pf the south side of the lake, either in lithological character or
in the phenomena of the mineral veins associated with them,

• ®^cept that the beds of rock on the north shore being more bro-
pn up by short lines of fracture and thinner, the veins which
intersect them are smaller and more irregular. The black slates
01 Thunder Cape are a local variation in composition of the
sandstone like the dark and highly fissile beds of Montreal,
^fesqu' Isle, and Iron Rivers on the other side of the lake,
which pass gradually into the usual red sandstone upwards and
tiowuwards. All the facts collected on the northern shore indi-
cate a somewhat gTeater thickness of the interstratified igneous
3nd detrital rocks, and a more powerful and irregidar denudation
*ban that which took place on the other side of the lake.

Underlying and uncomformable with all this great series of
jyaps, conglomerate and sandstone, we have, as on the south shore,
tne azoic series, made up of talcose and hornblende slates and *>

gneissoidal quartz-rock resting on a granitic and syenitic nu- "i

cleus, which forms the high ridges to the northwest of Thun-
der and Black Bavs, and extends into the interior to an un-
known distance. The same series forms the principal portion of

Jhe eastern side of Lake Superior from the northeastern angle of
^eepigon Bay down to the immediate vicinity of the St. Mary's
^iver, the outlet of the lake. The small islands lying in front of
the shore in the southeastern corner of the lake are made up of
tne sandstone of the lower Silurian series, a few isolated patches
w this rock occurring: at intervals along the shore down as far
as Lake Huron.
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The study of tlie vein plienomena of the various formations

around the shores of Lake Superior seems to confirm the correct-

ness of the vie^ys maintained above. The native copper-bearing

veins are exclusively confined to the bedded trap of Lower Silu-

rian age, and are not found in the azoic series at all. These

veins are marked by peculiar gangues, in which one or more of

the zeolitic minerals are rarely wanting, Prehnite and Laumonite

being the most common. These minerals, however, do not form

the main bulk of the vein-stone, but are mixed with a larger

proportion of quartz and calc-spar. This is the case where the

^ trap forms the wall-rock ; but when the vein passes into the con-

glomerate, the predominating A^ein-stone is calc-spar. All the

productive veins thus far, however, have been profitably worked

m the trap alone, although large masses of copper have been

occasionally met with in the conglomerate. In a few cases veins

have been worked within the trap itself, which were made up

almost entirely of calcareous spar ; but in no instance has this

been found to be a productive gangue, there being rarely more

than a trace of copper mixed with it. In the unbedded trap,

calc-spar and heavy spar are the predominating vein-stones,^m
some instances associated with crystallized quartz, but native

copper does not occur in this association, the sulphuret of this

metal, as also of zinc and iron, being the usual metalliferous in-

gredients of veins in this position. Copper pyrites is rarely

found occurring in any considerable quantity in the veins of the

unbedded or bedded traps associated with rocks of Silurian age.

f A few of the native copper veins exhibit occasional minute tra-

ces of this ore, while in the veins of the unbedded trap it is con-

siderably more common, although never, as far as has yet been

observed, predominating in quantity over the other ores, and

usually falling far below them. ' It may be remarked, however,

that the veins in this position, although frequently wide, regular

and well-developed, have in no instance proved, on being worked,

to contain ore p.nou.o'h to nfPorrl nnv rahson to hone for their

rumaoie expioiiaiion ; many oi ine oest-aeveiopea ones cuixtcii"

ardly a trace of ore. Passmg from the Lower Silurian to the

Azoic System, w^e find an entire change in the character of the

veins, both as regards tlieir gangues and the associated ores. In

every case in which mines have been wrought in roclcs, which

according to the views presented above, should be classed with

the Azoic, quartz constitutes almost the exclusive vein-stone,

while the only valuable ore occurring in suflicicnt quantity^ to

be worthy of notice is copper pyrites, the native metal being

never present in this association. Many of the veins in the

Azoic are barren of copper ore but, contain, on the other hand,

an abundance of iron pyrites ; indeed the number of workable

deposits of copper in tms position appears to be small. Those

i

i
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whicli afford the greatest promise of success are included in the
trap which accompanies the slates and quartz-rock. The granitio
and gneissoidal rocks of this period are frequently traversed by
heavy vein-like masses of quartz ; but their mineral contents are
usually confined to iron pyrites. In the Huron Mts., however,
on the south shore of the lake, near Keweenaw Bay, there are
some veins which carry considerable copper pyrites and which
2aay, eventually, be found worthy of exploration.
The number of metalliferous deposits in rocks equivalent to

the native copper-bearing range of the south shore, which are
known to exist upon the north shore of Lake Superior, is very
great They are especially abundant upon Isle Royale and on
the numerous points and islands which lie between Thunder and
^eepigon Bays. Considerable money has been expended in
exploring in this region, and in attempts at mining for copper.
Abundant as are the localities in this portion of the lake in which
this metal has been found, it may be doubted whether there ex-
ists a single vein which can be w^orked with profit, and it is cer-
tain that none of those on which, up to a recent period, mining
operations have been commenced, show any very encouraging
indications. Valuable deposits may perhaps yet be discovered

;

^^t it appears that the thinness and irregularity of the igneous
beds and the frequent changes of lithological character have pre-
vented the metalliferous veins from assuming that development
which they have in the cupriferous range of the south shore.
The character of the metalliferous deposits which occur in the

Azoic rocks still farther east than Lake Huron, is similar to that
^hich they present in the region of tliis lake and Lake Superior,
ihe sulphurets of copper, le^d and zinc are the chief ores, and
^owhere do we find any veins resembling in character those of
ye native copper-bearing rocks of the bedded trap series, neither

^ we find in the reports of the Canada Survey any indication
of the Huronian System having been recognized to the east of

J^ake Huron, the Laurentian, or Azoic, being everywhere in that

Jirection succeeded by the Potsdam sandstone, just as it is on
^ake Superior in point of fact ^ _

^^ovci these considerations, it appears to us that the native

^Pper^bearing series of the north and south shores of Lake Su-

P^nor cannot be separated from the Potsdam sandstone with

J^^ict it is associated, and neither is there any reason whatever

^^i^
placing i't in the same line with the rocks of the north shore

^t Lake Huron. These latter, as well as the great mass of crys-

^aUine rocks to the north and east in Canada, are identical m
position and lithological character with the series described by
-^. Foster and myself under the name of the Azoic System

82C0.\D SERIES, VOL. IIIII, NO. 69.—MAY, 1857,
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and whicli cover so large an extent of coimtrj in Michigan,

"Wisconsin, and Minnesota. These Azoic rocks were described

by Mr, Logan in his various reports, previous to the one for

1852-3, under the name metamorphic. The term '^ Laurentian,"

proposed in that report for this series, had been previously adopt-

ed by Mr. Desor and the Geologists of the Lake Superior

survey for the post-tertiary deposits, containing marine fossils,

which are found in the valley of the St. Lawrence and elsewhere,

and which had been called ^'second drift" by some geologists.^

The use of the same term to designate a group or system at the

other extremity of the geological scale seems likely to lead to

confusion, and we hope that it will be dropped for the lower

system, and retained for the deposits to which it was first applied.

Strong objections may also be made to the use of the term
** Cambrian," which has been applied by Messrs. Logan and Hunt,

as synonymous with '* Huronian," in the ''Esquisse geologique

du Canada," published at Paris in 1855, and which has also been

used by other geologists in the United States to designate vari-

ous groups low down in the series, and of doubtful age and posi-

tion. The claims of the Cambrian to recognition as a distinct

system, and the question how much of the Silurian it should be

allowed to swallow up, have already been the cause of sufficient

discussion in England and we trust that the controversy may not

be" imported into this country. By far the larger number of

eologists have agreed in embracing all the fossiliferous rocks,

own to the bottom of the series, within the Silurian series, and

Prof Sedg^vick himself would agree, that to restrict the term

Cambrian to the unfossiliferous portion of the groups to which

he gives that name, would be not at all in accordance with his

views, and more objectionable than to do away with it altogether.

If we find in this country a series of fossiliferous beds below

those at present recognized, and whose organic contents cannot

be considered as being of Lower Silurian type, let us give them

a new name, which shall not involve us in any Cambrian contro-

versies; but, if, as appears from the evidence thus far collected,

we have reached in the lower sandstones of the northwest the

downward limit of organized existence, we are justified, for the

present at least, in the use of the term Azoic to designate the

rocks upon which these sandstones rest unconformably*

» See Bull G«oI. Soc [2], riii, 422.
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Art. XXXIL Notice of a Photometer and of some experiments

\

l\i

therewith upon the comparative power of several artificial means
of Illumination; by B. Silliman, Jr., and Chas. H. Poeter.

^
The photometers in general use for determining the compara-

tive illuminating power of various sources of light, depend upon
a comparison either of shadows or of illuminated discs. Rum-
ford's well known instrument is of the former description, and
Ritchie's is an example of the latter. Having found much diffi-

culty in the adaptation of any of the instrmnents commonly in

^e to the accurate admeasurement of the illuminating power of

various forms of gas jets, Prof B. Silliman, Jr. was led to con-

sult Messrs. J, & W. Grunow of New Haven, opticians of emi-

nent merit, and requested
them to give form to our
inutual conclusions by con-
structing the instrument here
described.

'

Description of the insfrumenL
-In this instrument the pen-

cils of light are received
through diaphragms of
^tly equal magnitude, fig. 1,

upon two equal triangu-aa
Jar prisms of flint glass placed
at the angle of total reflection.
The opening is situated at
the bottom of the draw tube,
and may be varied in form
or position at pleasure. The
position of one of these prisms
^^y be seen at 5, showing I

?ne-half of the instrument"'

JJj
vertical section. The two

lilummated discs are received
^Pon a diaphragm of ground
pss placed in a dark cham-

JH^
c, SOm.m. in diameter*

figure 2 shows the diaphragm
]^ plan with the two discs d d
^.

relative position. Abo\

f^^
IS the eye-piece o, and

^j^^w tube fitted with dia-
Pt^jagms of various apertures
^<^ of differently tinted glass.

1.

whole instrument is [Scale i]
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o

mounted upon a sliding stand to allow of adjustment at dif-

ferent elevations. For convenient adjustment of tlie prisms at

the angle of total reflection a slight motion of

rotation is provided bj the knerled heads e, fig. 1,

The edges of the illuminated discs are brought

near to each other, but should not overlap.

The carriage upon which the instrument stands

slides upon a graduated bar 150 inches long,

and the readings are made with a vernier from

a zero mark. The two lights to be compared are of course at

the two extremities of the graduated bar and remain fixed at

the same elevation. The photometer is then moved until an

equality of illumination is seen in the two discs in the dark

chamber. A yellowish green eye-glass has been found to he

the most perfect compensation for differences of color produced

by different lights. The facility of use and the accuracy of this

instrument exceeded our best expectations. Persons wholly un-

acquainted with such observations readily appreciated very

slight differences of illumination in the two discs, and where the

instrument was purposely placed out of its proper position, such

persons succeeded in the first attempt in bringing it surprisingly

near its accurate adjustment. The eye readily detected a differ-

ence of one-fonrth of an inch in the position of the instrument

by the change in the brilliancy of the two discs. This quantity

is equivalent to xVoths of one per cent of the whole quantity.

Some scientific uses may demand a greater degree of accuracy

than this, but it is quite equal to the demands of the arts. The

use of a colored eye-glass of the proper tint to compensate the

red rays of the more feeble source of illumination and to allow

the passage of the yellow rays is quite indispensable to accuracy.

The photometer most resembling this is Ritchie's, but the supe-

rior accuracy and neatness of the instrument here described is

yery obvious. The dark chamber and compensating eye-piece

give to the discs of light upon the ground glass diaphragm, a

facility of compensation and of adjustment hardly inferior to the

accuracy attainable by Babinet's polarizing photometer, to which

there are some objections needless to be dwelt on here._

Experiments with the instrument,—The following trials were

made in the city of New Haven on the last evenings of January

1856, during very severe weather, upon two samples of coal gas.

On the 1st and 5th evenings the coals used in charging the re-

torts consisted of a mixture of

Fairraount (Maryland),
Newcastle (English),

Hillsboro' (New Brunswick),

Ist. # 5tli.

5,725 lbs. 5,642 lbs

5,725
750 u

5,641
750 u

12,200 " +12,033 U 24,233 Iba.
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There were produced from tMs mixture 102,724 cubic feet of
gas or 4-24 cubic ft. to the pound of coal, and 40 bush, coke^
weighing 39 lbs. to the bush. =1540 lbs. from 2000 lbs. coal.
On the 2nd, 8rd and 4th nights the '' Ohio Diamond Coal"

(Big Yellow Creek, O.), was used to the amount of 38,500 lbs.
In the three days, there were produced 185,110 cubic feet of gas
or 3-50 cubic feet to the pound of coal, and 30 bushels of coke
weighing 41-5 lbs. per bush. =1245 lbs. from 2000 lbs, coal.
In order to avoid as far as practicable the errors likely to

arise from the condensation of the more highly illuminating
portions of the gas by the cold, and from other sources, the trials

were made on the three first evenings at the gas-house, where
the gas was obtained directly from the mains, before it had been
refrigerated by distribution. On the fourth and fifth evenings
the trials were made in the city, nearly three-fourths of a mile
from the works. The contrast between the two sets of experi-
i^ents is most striking, particularly on the last evening, as com-
pared with the first, as on both these occasions it was the gas of
ordinary supply which was used.

^^

The standard of comparison or unit in these trials was a
Judd's patent sperm candle, No. 6," burning 127 grains in the

hour. This was burned in a sheathed candlestick and by aid of
a spring, (like a coach candle lamp,) was kept always at the same
elevation. Observations were also made with the Carcel's me-
chanical lamp as a unit. The size of lamp employed was one
inch diameter of wick, burning 796 grains per hour of the first

quality winter*strained sperm oil, such as. is used by the gov-
ernment light-houses in lamps of similar construction. This
form, of lamp is regarded as furnishing the most uniform li^ht
of any artificial source for a series of hours. In the followm
tables (see next page) the results are presented in as simple an
condensed a form as practicable. The several burners compared
^re those most commonly used in the United States ; the same
^t of burners was used in all the trials. The gas consumed was
registered hy a small registration meter, on the dial of which

^^ index notes the cubic feet and fractions consumed per hour,
-^s the same instrument was used throughout, no errors of im-
portance can have arisen as between the several sets of observa-
tions. The meter was not compared with any absolute standard^
^or was the density of the gas determined.

/
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Art. XXXIII.

—

JResearches on the Ammonia'Colalt Bases; by
WoLCOTT GiBBS and F. A. Genth. Part L

Continued from page 265.

CHLORPLATINATE OF PURPUREOCOBALT,

'W^HEN a solution of biclilorid of platinum is added to one of
ttie chlorid of Purpureocobaltj a brown-red Diecipitate is tlirown
downj wLicIi is a combination of the two chlorids. When dried
It has a fine rich, brown-red color and high lustre. The crystals
seen under the microscope are usually aggregations of flat pale
reddish-brown needles. They are very distinctly dichrouSj the
ordinary image being pale violet-rose, while the extraordinary
image is rich orange-red.
The chlorplatinate is nearly insoluble in cold, and w^ith great

difficulty soluble in hot water. It resists the action of reducing
agents much more powerfully than the chlorplatinates of the
alkaline metals. Thus it must be boiled for a very long time
With zinc and chlorbydric acid before a complete reduction of
the platinum is effected. If the process be mterrupted before

,
the reduction is complete, brilliant yellow granular crystals are

(
often formed in the liquid. We have not determined the consti-
tution of these crystals, but they are not chlorplatinate of am-

\

^onmm. Sulphurous acid reduces this double chlorid readily,

yields rotochlorids of plati-

^^ and of cobalt. We may here remark, that so far as our
observation has hitherto extended, the action of a reducing
^gent upon any constituent of a compound containing an ammo-

., ,
--- extends

Itself

Purpureocobalt

6NH
^ the following analyses show

:

0'6766 grs. (reduced by boilin^ with SO2 and the platinum precipitated as sulphid

l>yNaO.S£02 after adding HCI) gave 0*2267 gra. of platinum = 33 51

per cent.
<^*9521 grs. gave 0-3169 grs. of platinum and 0'2483 grs, sulphate of cobalt =

9*93 per cent cobalt,
, , .

grs. gave grs. of chlorid of silver = 41-80 ^er cent chlonne.

The formula requires

Eqg. CalculatetL Found,

Cobalt, - - 2 1010 9'S3

Platinum, - - 2 83-50 S3'6l

Chlorine,. - 7 42-01
,

41-80

This salt is idftnt.inal with the chlorplatinate described

am
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formula, -^dth tlie exception of the hydrogen, whicli he makes
16 in place of 15 equivalents. We have also obtained it from

a chlorid which gave the reactions of chlorid of Roseocobalt,

but we must leave it for the present undecided whether in this

case there was a conversion of Roseocobalt into the isomeric

Purpureocobalt, by the action of the chlorid of platinum, or

whether the chlorid of Roseocobalt had already undergone the

change. 'We consider it certain that the salt in question is a

salt of Purpureocobalt, because it contains two in place of three

equivalents of bichlorid of platinum. We shall show further

on, that the oxygen salts of this base contain either two orfour

equivalents of acid, and it is well known that in the chlorpla-

tinates there is—we believe invariably—^but one equivalent of

bichlorid of platinum for each equivalent of chlorine in the

chlorid with which it is united. Since there are three equiva-

lents of chlorine in this chlorid of Purpureocobalt^ we infer that

two of them are ' differently combined from the other two, so

that the rational formula of the chlorplatinate is

6NH3.Co2CLCl2+2PtCl2.

W
oxygen salts of Purpureocobalt.

speaking of the

OXALATE

This most beautiful salt is readily prepared by adding a solu-

tion of oxalate of ammonia to one of chlorid of Purpureocobalt.

After a short time violet-red needles are thrown down, which

may be washed with cold water. As thus prepared,

pure Purp
cobalt is the violet y% of the first circle of ChevreuPs scale; the

crystals are not sensibly dichrous. We have not, as yet, obtained

measurable crystals of this salt. Under the microscope four-

and six-sided acicular prisms are distinguishable, but without

characterizing terminal planes.

The oxalate of Purpureocobalt has the formula

5NH3.C02O3, 2C3O3+3HO
as the following analyses show

:

0-2t23 gra- gave 0'15Y*i grs. sulphate of cobalt =r 22-00 per cent of cobalt-

0-3545 grs. gave 0*2045 grs, « * = 21-95 *"
*

O-8970 grs. burnt with oxyd of copper gave 02973 grs. carbonic add = 2T11 per

cent of oxalic acid-

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated, Found.

Cobalt, - - 2 2209 22*00 *1'95

Oxalic acid, - - S 26'96 2711

kf
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The oxalate is nearly insoluble in cold water, and not verv

O after

the

The salt does not crystallize well from its solutions, and we have
always obtained it in the most beautiful form by direct precipi-
tation from the chlorid. The salt is neutral to test pape]-, and is
the only neutral oxysalt of Purpureocobalt which we have yet
obtained. It will appear from what follows, extremely probable
that there is an acid oxalate of Purpureocobalt containing four
equivalents of oxalic acid. We have not obtained such a salt
iiowever, in one or two experiments made for the purpose.

AGID SULPHATE OF PUKPUREOCOBALT. •

Our efforts to obtain a neutral sulpliate of Purpureocobalt
containing two equivalents only of sulphuric acid have hitherto,
been fruitless. When a solution of clilorid of Purpureocobalt
IS treated with sulphate of silver, chlorid of silver is formed, and
the red supernatant liquid yields, on evaporation, crystals of sul-
phate of Roseocobalt. Precisely the same resvilt is obtained
With the chlorid and nitrate of silver ; the red solution yielding
crystals of nitrate of Eoseocobalt. We consider it probable that
"I these cases the sulphate and nitrate of Purpureocobalt, SNHa

.

^0203,2803, and 5NH3.C0SO3, 2NO5, are really formed by
Rouble decomposition, but that during evaporation the equiva-
lent of free sulphuric or nitric acid formed at the same time with

sulphate or nitrate, reacts upon this so as to convert it into
a salt of Eoseocobalt with three equivalents of acid. In equa-
Hons we should have for the sulphate

5^H3.Co2Cl3-j-3AgO,S03-f-HO=5NH3.C0203, 2SO3+HO, SOs-f-

3AgCI.

5IS^H3 . C02O3, 2SO34-HO, S03=5NH3.Co203, 3S0j-{-H0.

.
When oil of vitriol is poured upon chlorid of Purpureocobalt

J?
quantity sufficient to make a thick paste, the mass assumes a

ane purple color, and swells up very much at first, so that a
^^rge vessel is necessary. If the solution, after the evolution of
chlorhydric acid has ceased, be diluted with about twice its vol-
ume of water, and allowed to stand for a few hours, a large mass
ot beautiful violet-red needles is deposited. The mother liquor,

^i^er standing for a longer time, deposits more crystals. These
crystals are to be quickly washed with a little cold water, drained
*iid dried by pressure between folds of bibulous paper. They
^^e usually free from chlorine, and are very nearly pure acid

syphate of Purpureocobalt. The mother liquor contams more
01 the acid sulphate together with small quantities of another
sulphate which we shall describe more fully hereafter, and fre-

<luently a little undecomposed chlorid. By boiling this mixture

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIII, KO. «.—MAY, lUT.
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witli clilorliydric acid clilorid of Purpureocol)alt is formedj

whicli may be employed in prepariog a fresli portion of tlie acid

sulpliate.

The acid sulphate of Purpureocobalt may also be prepared by
the action of strong snlphnric acid upon the sulphate of Koseo-

cobalt. For this purpose oil of vitriol is to be poured upon the

sulphate in quantity sufficient to produce an oily liquid on heat-

ing in a water bath< The digestion is to be continued for one

or two hours, according to the quantity of salt employed, care

being taken that no oxygen is evolved. The dark purple liquid

is to be suffered to cool, diluted with an equal bulk of water,

and allowed to crystallize.

The acid sulphate as thus obtained is difficult to purify. By
dissolving it in a small quantity of hot water, and evaporating

it quickly, fine crystals may sometimes be obtained. When,

however, the solution is evaporated slowly in the air, crystals of

sulphate of Koseocobalt are formed in abundance, while the

mother liquor contains free sulphuric acid. When a solution of

the acid sulphate is neutralized with ammonia, and allowed to

crystallize by slow evaporation, the sulphate of Roseocobalt i3

also obtained, but bv rapid evaporation dark-red, prismatic crys-

tals are sometimes formed, which we have not yet obtained in

sufficient quantity for a complete analysis. They may prove to

be the neutral sulphate of Purpureocobalt.
The acid sulphate of Purpureocobalt crystallizes in fine, red,

prismatic crystals, which, according to Prof Dana, belong to the

trimetric system, and are hemihedral. The observed forms are

^ ^% is 'zS 2^'^ (?) or in other symbols x, oc-x^
,
^-oc

,
^^^ Qc-2 (?)"•

8.

/:/=10G^

l2 : l2

a:b:c

127^ (126^60'—127^100

122° 42'.

1-0927:1 :l-327l.

Fig, 8 represents an end view of a crystal of this salt
;
12

^
mihedral and 1 2 usually so ; the symbol t2 is probably correct,

ough the observed anerle varies much. .. . .

,d has a distinct

oh not strongly acid taste.

carbonic acid from the carbonates.

litmus,

formula

5NH3.C02O3, 4S03+5HO
as the following analyses show

:
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0'820 grs. gave 0*2577 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 15*82 per cent cobalt.
M402 grs. gave 04756 grs. " « =15-86 « «
1-5317 grs. gave 1*9270 grs. sulphate of baryta = 4S'19 « sulphuric acid,
1-0 843 gr.^. gave 07570 grs. water = 5-31 per cent hydrogen.
M869 grs. gave 189-5 c. c. nitrogen at 15^ C. and 775'"'"'2 (at 15^-3) = 179-6

c. a at 0° and 760""« = 19 00 per cent nitrogen.

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, - . 2 15-81 15-82 15-86
Sulphuric add, - 2 4289 43-19
Hydrogen, - 20 6 36 6-31
Nitrogen, - - 5 18-76 19 00

The acid sulphate gives no precipitate -n^itli 3KCj, CoaCjs,
but only a_ fine red liquid, which, on evaporation, yields a red
iuass._ Boiled with chlorhydric acid the sulphate yields the
chlorid of Purpureocobalt, easily recognized by oxalate of am-
nionia, with which, however, the acid sulphate itself gives no
precipitate. When precipitated with nitrate of baryta the acid
sulphate yields a red liquid which probably contains a nitrate of
i^urpureocobalt, but which on evaporation gives crystals of ni-
trate of Roseocobalt. It is well worthy of notice, that this red

h-^t
9^Qtains a large quantity of sulphate of baryta in solution,

mr' ^^ *^6posits during evaporation.

. .^^ products of the decomposition of the acid sulphate are
similar to those of the other salts of Purpureocobalt. A rapid
current of NOx passed into the solution gives, after a short time,

^^J^^ndant_ precipitate of the nitrate of Xanthocobalt.
J- he constitution of the acid sulphate might be represented by

eitlier of the following formulae, besides that already given

:

6NH 3 . Co2 3, 8S0 3 +H0, SO 3 +4H0.
5NH3.Co.03, 2S03+2HO, S03+3IIO.

^. ^6ject the first of these formulae because Pur2:>nreocobaIt
js a biacid and not a triacid base. The second formula appears

'<J

us less probable than that which we have adopted, in the first

pace, because a salt so constituted ought to be strongly acid,

^^^ in the second place, because we shall presently show that
^•lere exists an oxalo-sulphate of Purpureocobalt, in which two
^'luivalents of sulphuric are replaced by two of oxalic acid, and
^^other and neutral oxalo-sulphate in which one equivalent of
^'^aiic acid replaces one equivalent of sulphuric acid.

Wh
ACID OXALO-SULPHATE OF PUEPUEEOCOBALT.

^^ excess of a solution of oxalic acid, a clear red solution is

OfQied, which on evaporation deposits an abundance of cirstals

^
^ bright brick-red color, and indistinct acicular form. These

'ystals are soluble in hot water without decomposition, and may
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Theirbe purified, thoii ^
constitution is represented by the formula

5NH3.C02O3, 2SO3, 2C2O3+3HO
as appears from tlie foUo^ang analyses

:

0-7433 grs. gave 0-3316 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 1697 per cent cobalt,

1-3912 grs. gave 09535 grs. sulphate of baryta = 23*60 " sulphuric acid,

1-6895 grs. gave 1'1664 grs. " " = 23*49 " sulphuric acid.

2-7702 grs. gave 0-7070 grs. carbonic acid = 20-88 " oxalic acid

2-0198 grs. gave 340 c. c. of nitrogen at 14^-5 C. and 763"»'''-01 (at 15° C.)=318i

c c. at 0*^ and 760'"»» = 19-78 per cent nitrogen.

The formula requires

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, - - 2
Sulphuric acid, • 2 23-05 23*49 23*50

Oxalic acid, - 2
Nitrogen, - - 5

The reactions of this remarkable salt resemble closely those of

the acid sulphate. It has an acid taste and reaction, gives no

precipitate with oxalate of ammonia, or cobaltidcyanid of potas-

sium, and 3delds chlorid of Purpureocobalt by boiling with an

excess of chlorhydric acid. The formula of this salt may be

written in various ways. In the first place, we may consider it

Calculated. F.

17-00 16-97

23-05 23*49

20-74 20-88

20-17 19-78

as

5NH3.C0.O3, 4S03+6NH3.Cor.O3, 4C2O3+6HO.
The advantage of simplicity is evidently in favor of the for-

mula we have adopted. We may also consider it as represented

by
6NH

it has not. On tlie whole the formula
acid

6NH3.C0.O3
|2C?63"^^^^

appears to deserve the preference.

NEUTEAL OXALO-SULPHATE OF PURPUKEOCOBALT.

When ammonia is added to a solution of the acid oxalo-sol-

phate just described, a fine violet-red color is produced, and ii

no more ammonia he added than is sufficient to completely neu-

tralize the acid reaction, the Hquid yields, on evaporation, beau-

tiful red prismatic crystals of a neutral salt. The neutral oxalo-

sulphate is much less soluble in water than the acid salt, and^as

a purely saline taste : it is easily decomposed by boiling,

formation of this salt is represented by the equation

^NHa.CoaOa, 2S03, 2Ca03+2NH40=5XH3.Co203, SO3, C30«+

NHiO, SO»-fNH4O, CaOs.

The

jUgj
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The fact tliat the ammonia unites witli both .sulphuric and
oxahc acid, and not simply with two equivalents of oxalic acid
throws much light on the constitution of the acid*oxalo-su]phate,
and shows, we think, clearly that the formula of this salt can-
not ha

5NH
The

by the formula

5NH3.C0.O3, ]q^q^+7U0
as appears from the following analyses

:

0-6367 grs. gave 0*3217 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 19'23 per cent cobalt.
U'6721 grs. gave 0*2569 grs, sulphate of baryta = 13*12 « sulphuric acid.
« 9760 grs. gave 191 cc. nitrogen at 17^-26 C, and 767«'"'58 (at 11°'B) =

177*43 c. c. at 0° and 760'«^ = 22*83 per cent.

The formula requires
Eqa. Calculated. Found.

Cobalt, - . . 2 19-21 1923
Sulphuric acid, -. - 1 1302 13*12

Oxa.lic acid, - - 1 11-72

Nitrogen, - . . 5 22*80 22-83

We may further remark that the character of the action of
s^monia upon the acid oxalo-sulphate leads us to hope that the
tieutral sulphate of Purpureocobalt may be obtained by the ac-
tion of this agent upon the acid sulphate, and that in fact, this

^
tne salt already mentioned as so obtained, but not yet analyzed.

j^Q two oxalo-sulphates described constitute, we believe, the

1 ^u
^"^ ^^^ entirely new class of salts, and lead to the idea that

sulphuric and oxalic acids may possibly be capable of replacing
^ach other in combinations.

Th
OXYD OF PUEPUEEOCOBALT.

«> exist onlj in solution. It may be prepared, either bj decom-
posing the acid sulphate bj baryta water, or bj digesting a sola-
won of the chlorid with oxjd of silver in the cold. The solution
IS not pure in either case, containing either sulphate of baryta
or chlorid of silver in solution. • The oxyd, as thus prepared, in
solution, forms a violet-red liquid, which absorbs carbonic acid
readily from the air, and which is decomposed by concentration.

The constitution of the oxygen salts of Purpureocobalt, which
^e have described, as well as that of the chlorplatinate of this

faoical, appears to 'us to leave no reasonable doubt that the oxyd
^« essentially biacul According to the rule that the number of

l^uivalents of acid in a salt is equal to the number of equiva-
ienta of oxygen in the base, the rational constitution of the oxyd
^i

"urpureocobalt will be expressed by the formula

5XH3.C02O.O2.
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We stall develop this view more fully when occupied witb
the purely theoretical portion of the subject, and in the second

part of our memoir we shall endeavor^ by the analysis and de-

scription of other salts of Purpureocobalt, to throw more light

upon the nature of this remarkable radical. The chromates,

yrophosphates, and picrate of Purpureocobalt have, in particu-

ar, occupied our attention.

We have mentioned, in speaking of the reactions of chlorid

of Purpureocobalt, that both the cobaltidcyanid and the ferrid-

cyanid of potassium give precipitates in its solution. The con-

stitution, crystalline form and physical appearance of these two

precipitates exactly agree with those of the cobaltidcyanid and

ferridcyanid of Roseocobalt, and we have, therefore, not hesitated

to identify them with these last. We believe that in this case

there is a conversion of Purpureocobalt into Roseocobalt, siace

in the salts in question there are three equivalents of cyanogen

in the electropositive for three in the electronegative cyanid, the

formulae being as mentioned above

5NH3.Co2Cy3+Co2Cy3-fl3HO, and SNHs .CosCja+FeaCys-f3H0.

As Purpureocobalt is certainly biacid, its cobaltidcyanid and

ferridcyanid should have the formulae

S(oNH3.Co2Cy3)-f 2Co3Cy3, and 3(5NH3.Co2Cy3)+2Fe2Cy3,

although the frequent occurrence of basic double cyanids may
render this point less clear than the others which also involve

the biacid character of the radical

LUTEOCOBALT.

The salts of Luteocobalt have a yellow or brown-yellow color,

and are almost always well crystallized. They are in general

more soluble in water than the corresponding salts of Eoseoco-

bait; the solutions have a brown-yellow color. The salts of

Luteocobalt are very stable in the presence of acids in general,

but are decomposed by long heating with sulj^huric acid.
_

The

neutral and alkaline solutions are readily decomposed by boilmgr

like the salts of the other cobalt bases. Nearly all of them have

a purely saline taste. When hydrated, these salts generally

effloresce in dry air or in vacuo, and become opaque, with a pe-

culiar porcelain-like lustre and reddish-buif color. The salts ot

Luteocobalt may be formed, like those of the other bases de-

scribed, by direct oxydation : it is well worthy of notice, how-

ever, that they are often found among' the products of the de-

composition of the salts of Eoseocobalt and Purpureocobalt.

This is especially remarkable, because the constitution of Eoseo-

cobalt is simpler than that of Luteocobalt, the former base bemg

6NH3 .C02O3, while the latter is 6NH3 . C02O3. We have here

a singular inversion of the usual law, that the products ot tne
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decomposition of a complex molecule are more simple
tution than the body decomposed.

in consti-

It,

CHLOEID OF LUTEOCOEALT.

"When an ammoniacal solution of clilorid of cobaltj to wliich
a large quantity of coarsely powdered clilorid of ammonium has
been added, is exposed to tlie air for some days, it often happens
that no traces of chlorid of Eoseocobalt or Purpureocobalt are
found, but the bottom of the vessel becomes covered with orange-
yellow crystals, which are the chlorid of Luteocobalt. Chlor-
hydric acid precipitates an additional quantity of the salt from
the supernatant liquid. The raw chlorid, as thus obtained, is

easily purified by solution in hot water, filtration, and repeated
crystallization. This method of preparing the salt is by no
^eans always successful, and very frequently results only in the
formation of chlorid of Eoseocobalt and Purpureocobalt, with
scarcely a trace of the chlorid of Luteocobalt. We have, how-
ever, almost invariably succeeded in preparing, by this process,
a mixture of the sulphate and chlorid of Luteocobalt, by
ploying a solution containing both the chlorid and sulphat
cobalt. The sulphato-chlorid resulting, by boiling with chlor-

ydric acid and chlorid of barium, yields a solution from which
^e pure chlorid may be obtained by repeated crystallization.
A he chlorid of Luteocobalt crystallizes by slow evaporation, in
remarkably beautiful brownish-orange colored crystals, which
belong tx) the trimetric or right rhombic system, and which are
isomorphous with the sulphate of Luteocobalt.
•t^rof Dana, the usual forms are, in his modification of Naumann's

notation,
(9, oc, |, _^-3, 1-ob, 3-cr, with the angle /: I

16'. Fig, 9 represents a crystal of this salt with Dana's notation
^or the faces

:

em-
e of

According to

113

9.

St: SI

0:a

113^ 16'.

145° 56'.

116° 13'.

112° 2' (over 0)
52° 26' (over 0)

127° 34' (adjacent)
118° 35' (by observation)

.
Premy states that this salt crystallizes in regular octahedrons

;

^^ this case it must be dimorphous, but we have never observed
^^y forms belonging to the regular system.
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The chlorid of Luteocobalt is readily soluble in boiling water,

and crystallizes in a great measure from the solution on cooling.

Chlorhydric acid and alkaline chlorids precipitate it unchanged.

When boiled with sulphuric acid, the salt gives off abundance

of chlorhydric acid gas, but it is difficult to drive off all the acid

without decomposing a portion of the resulting sulphate. The
salt is slowly decomposed by boiling ammonia, chlorid of am-

moniumj and a dark-brown oxyd of cobalt being the only pro-

ducts of the decomposition which we have been able to aetect.

Reducing agents in general act upon this salt as upon chlorid of

Roseocobalt and Purpureocobalt. We have not yet, however,

been able to obtain with the chlorid of Luteocobalt compounds

analogous to those which are produced by the action of sulphur-

ous acid and deutoxyd of nitrogen upon the chlorids of Koseo-

cobalt and Purpureocobalt, although we have repeatedly made
the attempt.

The chlorid of Luteocobalt is dichrous. In the dichroscopic

lens the ordinary image is pale violet, while the extraordinary

image is orange-violet. The color of the salt; in coarse powder

approaches the orange-yellow of the first circle, but the color of

the mass of crystals could not be defined by the chromatic scale,

which we employed, Chlorid of Luteocobalt exhibits a remark-

able tendency to form chloro-salts with metallic chlorids. These

salts are formed with great ease, by the direct union of the two

chlorids, and are worthy of notice for their stability and capacity

of crystallization. Of these salts, which are very numerous, we

have examined only the compounds with gold and platinum.

The analyses of chlorid of Luteocobalt lead to the formula

6NH3.C02CI3,

0-2036 grs. gave 0*1180 gra. of Bulphate of cobalt = 22'05 per cent cobalt.

0-3350 grs. gave 0-1938 grs.
« « = 22-01 "

O-5110 grs. gave 02970 grs, « « = 22-11 "

0-3335 grs. gave 01 930 grs, « « = 2202 " *
.

0-2942 gra. gave 04723 grs. chlorid of silver = S9'67 per cent chlorine.

0-4886 grs. gave 0-7846 grs.
" « =: 89-78 "

•*

0-3902 grs. gave 0*2346 grs. water = 6-68 per cent hydrogen.

0-4617 grs. gave 0-2800 grs.
« = 6-73 "

*'

oon\
0-7305 grs. gave 200*5 c. c, of nitrogen at 21^-6 C. and 765«»-80 (t =22 '2 W

= 182-3 c. c. at 0° and 760'n«»= 31'34 per cent nitrogen. qa r^
0*7773 grs. gave 212 c. c. of nitrogen at 18° C. and 762'""'-75 (t == 18 'O ^-J

194-94 c. c. at 0° and 760'n"*= 31-49 per cent nitrogen.

Comparing these with the calculated results, we have

Eqs. Theory. Mean. Found.

f^

i

Cobalt. 2 59 22-06 2205 2205 22'01 22-11 SS'^^

Chlorine, 3 1065 89-79 S9-7S S9-68 8978 '^
|

Hydrogen, 18 »18-0 6.73 6-70 6-68 673
Ifitrogen, 6 840 81-42 31-41 81-49 31-34

267-6 10000 S989
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The formula 6XH3 . Co 2 CI 3 is given, bj both Fr«^mj and Eo-
gojski, and no reasonable doubt can be entertained ol" its accu-
racy. The density of the chlorid of Luteocobalt, as taken in
alcoho], IS 1-7016 at 20° C, its atomic volume is consequently

The reactions of the chlorid of Luteocobalt are as follows

:

lodid of potassium gives a bright yellow precipitate.
;Dromid of potassium gives a less brilliant yellow precipitate.
xerrocyanid of potassium gives a chamois colored precipitate,

Winch becomes black on boiling.
i:erridcyanid of potassium gives beautiful yellow needles,

winch are nearly insoluble.
^^obaltidcyanid of potassium gives a pale fawn colored precip-

itate of fine needles.

chloraurate.
granular

Dichlorid of platinum gives yellow or orange-yellow needles
of the chlorplatinate.

thromate of potash gives a bright yellow precipitate of the
cnromate.

'^^alate of ammonia gives a buff yellow precipitate, soluble
^n oxalicacid.
ffibasic phosphate of soda gives, afler a short time, a yellow

precipitate.
^

buff
-ricrate of ammonia gives a beautiful yellow precipitate of

^^^,.^^6 silky needles,

tj"
^^^^^ ^^^ their carbonates produce no precipitate in the

t>^phid of ammonium gives a black precipitate.

CHLORPLATINATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

fChlorid of platinum produces, immediately, in a solution ol

the chlorid of Luteocobalt, a beautiful orange or yellow precipi-

tate of the chlorplatinate. When the solutions emploved are

cpncentrated. the precipitate is orange colored ; when the solu-

tions are dilute, yellow needles are thrown down. The differ-

J^ce is here only in the quantity of water of crystallization, and
tbe orange granular crystals may be converted into the pale
yellow needles by solution in a large quantity of hot water and
^^crystallization.

According to Prof. Dana's measurements, the acicular crystals

^6/ong to the monoclinic system, so far as it is possible to deter- i
ttime. The crystals are usually hollow and much striated longi-

tudmally. The observed forms are /, «, and 0, and the angles

SECO^fD SERIES, VOL. XIIII, NO. 60.—-MAV, IS57.
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10.

1:1 101° 10'.

/ : ii 143" 50',

0:u = ni°W
I

f"^'

i

I

r

Twin crystals are frequent, the composition being parallel to

the plane U. The salt is very slightly soluble in cold water, but

dissolves in ranch boiling water, from which it separates on cool-

ing. When gently heated in a porcelain crucible it gives off

ammonia and chlorid of ammonium, and becomes green. The

green mass, on solution in water, gives globular aggregations of

minute crystals of a buff color, which may be a new salt, but

^hich we have not specially examined. Zinc decomposes the

chlorplatinate of Luteocobalt only by very long boihng in an

acid solution, metallic platinum being separated as a black pow-

der, while chlorids of cobalt and ammonium are formed
The formula of the orange salt is

6NH3.Co.Cl3+3PtCl3+6HO
as the following analyses show

:

1*220 grs.gave 0-4321 grs. metallic platinum
'

1-220 grs. gave 2261 grs, sulphate of cobalt

35'41 per cent,

7*05 per cent cobalt

Cobalt, •

Platinum,

Eqs. Calculated. Found.

2 7-10 705
2 85-64 S5-41

The formula of the yellow salt is

6NH3.Co2Cl3+3PtCl3+21HO
as appears from the analyses

:

0-2638 grs. gave 0-0822 grs. metallic platinum
0-4449 grs. gave 06037 grs. chlorid of silver

31*16 per cent.

33-54 per cent chlorine,

r

Eqs. Calculated. Fount!.

Platinum, 3 30-99 8116
Chlorine, '. 9 33-42 33-54

Eogojski found in this salt but one and a half equivalents of

water, but his analyses are not very satisfactory, giving a large

excess of platinum, hydrogen, and cobalt.

CHLORAURATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

A SO

lutions

^..
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tat6 of small granular crystals. These crj-stals are very insoluble
'in cold water, but more readily soluble in boiling water acidu*
lated with chlorhydric acid. Reducing agents separate gold
with full metallic lustre. The formula of this salt is

6^H3.Co2 0l3-f-AuCl3
r

as the analyses satisfactorily sliow

:

0'Y308 grs. gave 0'1025 grs. Co50: = 10'53 per cent cobalt,

n I?^^
g^3' E^^^ 0-2530 grs. gold = 34-62 per cent,

0-64o7 grs, gave 0-9714 grs. chlorid of silver= 37'36 per cent of chlorine.

Found.

10-53

34-62

37-36

£qs. Calculated,

CobaltL "

^^^

2 10-33
Gold, . - 1 34o0
Chlorine, - 6 37-30

lODID OF LUTEOCOBALT.

lodid of potassium produces immediately in solutions of tlie
chlorid, sulphate, or nitrate of Luteocobaltj a remarkably beauti-
ful bright jrellow precipitate of the iodid of Luteocobalt, This
precipitate is rather insoluble in cold water, but readily soluble
in hot water. The solution yields by spontaneous evaporation
orown-jeliow crystals, which appear to have the same form as
the chlorid.

0'-224 grs. of this salt gave 0-06308 grs. sulphate of cobalt, correspondiDg to
10-79 per cent cobalt.

The formula eiSTHs.CosIa requires 10-88 per cent cobalt.

. ^f color of the precipitated and dried iodid is very fine, and
"S brilliancy led us to hope that it might be advantageously em-
ployed as a pigment. On trial, however, the color was found
^vanting in body ; the yellow, moreover, changes to a brown-
yellow whetL the powder is ground in oil or water,

BKOMID OF LUTEOCOBALT.

Sromid of potassium gives a rather dull yellow precipitate in
solutions of Luteocobalt. The precipitate, re-dissolved in hot
^ater, gives, on slow evaporation, wine-yellow crystals of the

f^^iti- These crystals have the same form as those of the
cblorid, and their formula is therefore

6NH3.Co3Br3.

COBALTIDCYANID OF LUTEOCOBALT.

Cobaltidcyanid of potassium produces in solutions of Luteo-
<^obalt a pale yellowish flesh-colored precipitate of the double
^yanid of cobalt and Luteocobalt. The salt is insoluble in cold

^Jf^ter, and easily decomposed by boiling water. It cannot,
erefore, be re-crystallized for analysis. Under the microscope

obliq

i

I

1

I
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they are too small to admit of accurate measurement. Tho
formula of this salt is

6NH3,Co3Cj3+CoaCy3+HO,
0*4885 grs. gave 0*3923 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 30*88 per cent cobalt,

0*7652 gra. gave 3580 grs. Tfater = 5*19 " hydrogen-

J'1846 grs. gave 06800 gra. carbonic acid = 18*83 " carbon.

Eq3. Calculated. Found

Cobalt, - 4 SO-57 80-88

Carbon, - 12 18-70 18"82

Hydrogen, r 19 4-93 5*19

A
tiful precipitate of orange-yellow needles in solutions of Luteo-

cobalt These, under the microscope, have the same form as

the corresponding cobalt salt, and their formula is therefore

6NH3.Co2Cv3+Fe3Cy3+HO.

SULPHATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

The sulphate of Luteocobalt is easily procured mixed with

the chlorid, when solutions of both chlorid and sulphate of co-

balt are rendered ammoniacal and exposed to the air after the

addition of coarsely powdered chlorid of ammonium in krge

excess. The mass of yellow crystals formed upon the bottom

of the vessel, after a few days^ is a mixture of the two salts.

To obtain the sulphate from this mass, the solution in hot water

is to be filtered and digested with sulphate of silver, after addi-

tion of a few drops of sulphuric acid. In this manner the^whole

of the chlorid may be decomposed, and the filtered solution on

evaporation will yield fine crystals of the sulphate. We have

frequently prepared large quantities of the sulphate by this

method. Another mode of preparing the sulphate of Luteoco-

balt, which is often very convenient, consists in pouring ammo-

nia upon the sulphate of Roseocobalt, thrown down by cautious

addition of sulphuric acid to perfectly oxydized solutions of the

ammoniacal sulphate of cobalt. When this sulphate is pow-

dered, and strong ammonia poured upon it^ its color frequently

changes from red to a dull buff*, while the supernatant liquid

takes a fine red colon The buff powder on solution in hot

"u-ater and evaporation yields crystals of sulphate of Luteocobalt,

The red liquid is merely a solution of sulphate of Eoseocobalt m
ammonia. The reaction which takes place in this case may be

represented by the equation

5NH3.C2O3, SS03+NH3=6NH3.Co203, SSO^,

the sulphate of Eoseocobalt simply absorbing one equivalent of

ammonia. The quantity of sulphate of Eoseocobalt dissolved

ia the ammonia is very variable, being sometimes eztremel^

BmalL In other cases, however, no sulphate of Luteocobalt is
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am-fornied, but only a solution of sulphate of Roseocobalt in
ffioaia, from which, by evaporation, the sulphate crystallizes un-
changed m large dark-red «rystals, freq^uentlj of the form rep-

-^Yg ^^^ unable to assign a satisfactory reasonresented in fig. 3.

for the capriciousness of the behavior of the red sulphate towards
ammonia.
Fremj asserts that sulphuric acid, cautiously added to a

completely oxydized ammoniacal solution of sulphate of cobalt,
throws down an acid sulphate of Eoseocobalt to which he assigns
the formula 5NH3 .C02O3, 5S03-1-5HO. When this acid sul-
phate is boiled for a few minutes with ammoniaj a yellow precip-
itate of sulphate of Luteocobalt is thrown down. The author
does not attempt to explain the reaction which takes place in
this case, but states that the red mother liquor from which the
sulphate of Luteocobalt has separated, yields on evaporation
crystals of the neutral sulphate of Roseocobalt. We have never
succeeded in preparing an acid sulphate of Eoseocobalt by the
process above raentioned, nor by any other. On the contrary,

,

we have uniformly found that sulphuric acid precipitates from
the oxydized solution only the neutral sulphate of Roseocobalt

. ^ small bright-red crystals, easily recognized by their form.
f^remy's salt must have contained free sulphuric acid, in conse-

l^^^ce of imperfect washing.
When a pure solution of the sulphate of Roseocobalt is boiled,

ammonia is evolved, while sulphate of ammonia and sulphate of
liUteocobalt remain in solution, and a dark-colored oxyd of co-
balt is precipitated. From the solution the sulphate of Luteo-
cobalt may be obtained by evaporation and crystallization. This
Method yields but little, and is not to be recommended,

_

Sulphate of Luteocobalt is also sometimes obtained, with other

Products, by digesting sulphate of Eoseocobalt with sulphuric
^cid, before the period of complete decomposition sets in,

A very simple and easy method of preparing the sulphate of

^^teocobalt consists in decomposing the dry sulphate of Roseo-
cobalt by heat. When the latter salt is gently heated in a por-

pelam crucible over a spirit lamp, or better still, in a glass flask
,

1^ a bath of rosin oil to about tlae temperature of melting lead,

^monia is given off in abundance, and the mass, which should
be constantly stirred, assumes a fine purple-lilac hue. The heat,

^hen the lamp alone is used, must never arise to low redness,

^^'^d no vapors of sulphate of ammonia should be given off. The
J'esulting mass is then to be dissolved in hot water, which gives
a fine purple-red solution, and chlorhydric acid added in excess.

An orange precipitate of sulphato-chlorid of Luteocobalt ]s im-

mediately thrown down, which is easily purified, as above, by
sulphate of silver and recrystallization. The acid mother liquor

sometimes deposits more sulphate on cooling. The supernatant

#

^
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liquid contains chlorid of Luteocobalt, chlorid of Purpnreoco
baltj and a leek-green crystalline body, which we have called

provisionally Praseocobalt, but which we have not yet carefully

studied.

The sulphate of Luteocobaltj like the chlorid, has a fine wine-

yellow color, and crystallizes readily. The crystals belong to

the right rhombic or trimetric system ; they are hemihedral and

isomorphous with the chlorid of Luteocobalt. According to

Prof. Dana's determinations, the more usual forms are repre-

sented in figs. 11, 12, 13, 14. In figs. 13 and 14 the sulphate is

mixed witli the cMorid.

/:/ 113° 38'

0:11 = 146° 4'

n:n 112° 8' (over 0)
127° 18' (adjacent)

0:f

0:31

0:11

131° 19 tA : z4 88° 44' and 91° 16'

118° 28' ll:ll= (over 0) = 88° 22

107° 57'

134° 11'

/

¥i

symbols are l|l-^.(%

1-00, oc-f, 3-^, 1-00 (fig. 14).

i 1- a>, 3- & (fig. 12) 1- 55, 00-1, 3-00 (fig. 13)

a:6:c= 1-039:1 : 1-639.

J

11. 12.

13. 14.

Figs. 15j 16, 17, are different in habit from the preceding, and

do not agree precisely in angles. The forms as lettered are^ re-

ferred to a different fundamental form. Adopting

follow
gures, tlie lettering would be

rs:
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fisrnres,

Nev lettering,

i2 l2 ^ ll I iX il i f.

I § M Zt » 2 it F t^l-
,
Angles obtained and calculated for fig. 13 (putting the letter-

ing on the figure in brackets)

:

I I{12 : i2) = 64° 2S' and 115° 32

Angles obtained and calculated for figs. 14, 15

:

m :t 2 (/:/)= 103° SO' : f 2" (0 : i)= 150° 1 6'.

: a. (0 : 12')=120° 40' 0:g^ (0-A) = 120° 16'.

^2 : f
2", (i : f)= 124° 3' (adjacent).

0:Sr (0:11) = 119°.

1 2 : 12= 103° 10' (by calculation).

0:ii(0:|i) = 138°6'.

0:12- (0:f)

Fig. 18 has still a different habit. The occurring vertical
pnsm, lettered I, gave the angle (approximately) 101° 30', and
the dome 11 has the angle 109° 36', giving 0:li
Qear the angle in figs. 11, 12.

144*' 48',

16. 16. 11.

\

18.. Jhe sulphate is rather insoluble in cold but
IS freely soluble in hot water ; the dilute solu-
^on is yellow, the concentrated solution dark
Sfierry wine colored. By double decomposi-
tion with salts of barium it yields the other
salts of Luteocobalt. The sulphate like the
^tijorid is dichrous, the ordinary image being
ale rose-red while the extraordinary image is

'ight orange. The color of the salt in coarse
powder approaches the orange No. 5 of the
^rst circle.

Sulphuric acid does not precipitate this salt

^9"^ its solution, but chlorhydric and nitric
^las throw down in the cold mixtures of the chlorid with the
^^iphate and nitrate. The salt is decomposed with very great
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I

difficulty by long boiling, even after tlie addition of a little am-
monia. No new base is formed during the decomposition.

When, however, the dry salt is gently heated in a porcelain cru-

cible, ammonia is evolved, and if the heat be regulated so that

no sulphate of ammonia is given off, while the mass is constantly

stirred, there remains after a few minutes a red mass, which on
solution in water gives a fine red liquid containing a sulphate of

a red base, which is probably Purpureocobalt. The reaction is,

but once. W
our

scribed only a mixture of sulphate of Luteocobalt, sulphate of

readily

cobalt, and sulphate of ammonia. We
more fully hereafter. Sulphuric acid,

decomposes the sulphate of Luteocobalt when the solution Is

heated. It appears probable that there exists an acid sulphate

of this base, as there is an acid carbonate, but we have not been

able to obtain it as yet.

Sulphate of Luteocobalt has the formula

6NH3.C03O3, 8SO3+5HO
as the following analyses satisfactorily show. The salt analyzed

was dried by pressure between folds of bibulous paper only.

0-3618 grs. gave 0-1600 grs, sulphate of cobalt = 1683 per cent cobalt.

0-4993 grs< " 0*2205 grs, " « s=: 1080 « "

0-4790 grs. " 2122 grs. *' « = 16-85 *'
"

1-2023 gr^ « 1-2020 grs. sulphate of baryta= 3432 per cent sulphuric acii

8203 grs, " 0-8250 grs. " « = 34-52 « " '*

0-9355 grs. « 5650 grs. crater = 671 per cent hydrogen.
11194 grs. " 6722 grs. " — 6*67 "

1-0005 grs, gave 205 c.c, nitrogen at 12°-5 C. and 753'««'61 (at 12°-7)= l^^'l^

a c. at 0^ and 760^"» = 24*00 per cent nitrogen.
0-9018 grs. gave 1855 c.c. nitrogen at 19^ 0. and 76S''»«-36 (at 19^*5) =1T1'2b

' c. c. at 0° and 760'"^^ = 23*85 per cent nitrogen.

Our formula reauirr.a

n

Eqs. Calculated. Mean, Found.

Cobalt, 2 59-0 16-85 16-83 16-80 16-85 1

Sulph. acid, 3 120-0 34-28 S4-42 34-62 34-32

Hydrogen, 23 230 6-57 6-69 6-71 6-67

Nitrogen, 6 84-0 24-00 23-97 24*00 23-85

Oxygen, 8 64 18-28 18*09
r

"-

16 83

350-0 100*00
*

According to Fremy, tte sulphate contains "but four ec[uiva-

lents of water of crystallization. In vacuo or in dry ^^^Jr^
sulphate of Luteocobalt effloresces, becomes opaque and reddisn

buff colored, and loses 4 eqs. or 1013 per cent of water.

Eogojski did not succeed in obtaining the sulphate of Luteo-

cobajt by decomposing the chlorid with sulphate of silver Ac-

cording to this chemist, there is produced tinder these circum-

stances
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6NH
W

that the chlorid and
sulphate of Luteocobalt are isomorphous, and we have accord-
ingly found, as might be expected, that these two salts are capa-
ble of crystallizing together in all proportions, and cannot be
separated bj crystallization alone. To show the variation in the
constitution of the mixed chlorid and sulphate, it will be suffi-
cient to giYQ a few cobalt determinations made with the salt as
prepared at different times.

0-1520 grs, gave 0-06V3 grs. sulphate of cobalt= imQ per cen6 cobalt.
0w075gr3. « 0-3210 grs. " ** =17-26 "

0-1205 gr3. " 00680 grs.- « « =21-47

The parallel whicli Rogojski draws between tlie salt which he
analyzed and the sulphate of Gros's base, which Gerhardt con-
siders as a sulphato-chlorid of Diplatinami
considered as iiiusoiy.

it

u

must

CHROMATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

A solution of the neutral chromate of potash gives a fine yel-
low precipitate in solutions of the chlorid, nitrate, and sulphate
of Luteocobalt The precipitate is soluble in hot water, and
crystallizes readily from the solution in brown-yellow crystals,

^nich resemble those of the sulphate. We have not analyzed
this salt, but it is almost certain that its true formula is

6NH3,Co203, 8Cr03+5HO,
Since it forms with chlorid of Luteocobalt crjstallizable mixtures
iQ various proportions, which exhibit in the greatest beautj and
distinctness the characteristic forms of the crystals of the sul-

pliato-chlorids above alluded to. The pure chromate can onlj
be obtained bj precipitating the nitrate of Luteocobalt by chro-
«iate of potash, as the precipitate from the chlorid always con-
tains chlorine, and that from the sulphate, sulphuric acid.

NITRATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

This beautiful salt is almost invariably obtained during the

pxydation of an ammoniacal solution of nitrate of cobalt, and
IS deposited upon the bottom of the vessel in bright orange crys-

talhne scales. The supernatant liquid is usually red, and contains
nitrate of Eoseocobalt. The orange-yellow salt is easily purified
oy

re-crystallization. The salt may also be easily prepared from
*he chlorid or sulphate by double decomposition with nitrate of
silver or of baryta. The nitrate ofLuteocobalt crystallizes readily
ij forms which belong to the square prismatic or dimetric system.

According to Profes5)r Dana, the dimensions and angles of the

crystals are as follows

:

SECOND SERIES, VOL. XIIII, NO. 69.—MAY, 1847..
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19

1 : 1 (over the base)

0:1= 124^ 60'

0:3 = 103^ 4'

3 : 3 (over the base)

a =10161
: i (not observed)

110° 20

136° 52'

134° 33'

The crystals are usually small and often very brilliant. The

salt is readily soluble in hot water, and separates in small crys-

tals on cooling. Chlorhydric acid throws it down from its solu-

tion as a yellow crystalline powder; nitric acid also precipitates

it, but sulphuric acid converts it into sulphate with more or less

complete decomposition. The nitrate of Luteocobalt is anhy-

drous, and has the formula

6NH3.C02O3, 3N05
as the following analyses show

:

0'1972 grs. gave 00880 grs. sulphate of cobalt ==

0-2090 grs. « 00928 grs. " " =
1*0859 grs. " 0'5151 grs. -water =
0-9126 gra. « 0-4337 grs. « =
0-6242 grs. gave 188 c. c. at ll°-5 C. and Vi2^^A^ at ll°-94

and 760"^'" = 36*33 per cent nitrogen.

0-7394 grs. gave 226 c. c. at 13°-5 C. and 766'«'«'05 at 14° = 213-29 c. c. at 0°

and 760'^"' = 36*23 per cent nitrogen.

16'98 per cent cobalt.

16-87 "

5*27 per cent hydrogen.

5*28 " .

"

= 180-56 c. cat Q^

formula

Cobalt

Hydrogen
Nitrogen

feqs

2
18

9

Calculated

17-00

618
36-31

Mean.

16-93

6-27

37-28

Found.

26'98

6'27

36-23

16*89

6-28

3633

Fremy and Rogojski deduce the same formula from very

imperfect analyses. Heat decomposes the dry nitrate of Luteo-

cobalt with a slight explosion, a black powder of an oxyd of

cobalt remaining. It may be remarked that the oxygen and

m
OXALATE OF LUTEOCOBALT.

When a solution of oxalate of ammonia is added to one of a

soluble salt of Luteocobolt, a buff colored precipitate of fine

needles is thrown down, which is insoluble both in hot and cold

water, but which readily dissolves in a solution of oxalic acid-

From this solution the neutral oxalate crystallizes in beautiful

rismatic crystals, having the color of the sulphate and chlond.

n dry air the crystals lose water like those of the other hydra-

ted salts of Luteocobalt. The oxalate has the formula

^eNHa.COaOs, 8C.03+4HO
a3 the following analyses show

:

^m
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0-4330 grs. gave 02040 grs, sulphate of cobalt
0-4228 grs. gave 0-20b0 grs.
0-5345 grs. gave 0-2529 grs.

20805 grs, gave 0-8380 grs. carbonic acid

«

U

K

U

17'99 per cent cobalt
1800
18-01

ft

(t

32-95 per cent oxalic acid,

The formula requires

Cobalt .

Oxalic acid

£q3.

2
3

Calculated

lY-93

32-82

Found,

32-95

1800 1801

It would d priori appear probable that there exists an acid
oxalate of Luteocobalt corresponding to the acid carbonate, but
we have not yet been able to obtain such a salt. The oxalic
acid in this compound cannot be easily reduced by a solution of
terchlorid of gold, nor can it be completely separated from the
base by means of a solution of chlorid of calcium.

CARBOXATES OF LUTEOCOBALT.

The neutral carbonate of Luteocobalt is readily formed by
Qecomposing a solution of chlorid of Luteocobalt by carbonate
of silver. The yellow solution, by evaporation, yields sherry-
"W'ine colored crystals of the carbonate. The salt closely re-

sembles the other soluble salts of Luteocobalt ; is easily soluble
in hot water, and crystallizes well by slow evaporation. During
evaporation, however, the solution absorbs carbonic acid from
the air, and crystals of the acid carbonate are found mixed with
those of the neutral salt According to Prof. Dana's measure-
ment, the crystals of the neutral carbonate belong to the trimet-
^ic system, and approacb aragonite in form. Fig. 20 represents
a crystal of this salt :

20.

/ :/ 116° 60'

/ lit 121® S5'

U:H(top) = 114° 16'

n : n (over) iX = 66*^ 44'

a : 6: 1-0509:1: 1-6265

The constitution of the neutral carbonate appears
sented by the formula

to be repre-

6NH3.C03O3, 3C03+7HO,
^'2495 firs o-n^^ n-ioon — ^^

caro'grs,

18 '61 per cent cobalt.

22 34 per cent.
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The formula requires

t

X Eqa.
L

Found

Cobalt, 2 18-79 18-61

Carbonic acid - - 3 2101 22-34

The excess of carbonic acid and the deficiency in cobalt, are

doubtless due to the presence of a portion of the acid carbonate.

The neutral carbonate loses its water of crystallization in dry

air, and becomes opaque, with the lustre of porcelain, like many
other hvdrated salts of this base.

The acid carbonate of Luteocobalt is most readily prepared

by passing a current of carbonic acid gas into a solution of the

neutral salt. The acid carbonate usually separates^ after a ver

short time, in the form of large brown-red or sherry-wine co

ored crystals, which are less soluble than those of the neutral

carbonate. According to Prof Dana, the crystals of this salt

belong to the monoclinic system, and closely approach Baryto-

calcite in form. Fig, 21 represent-s a crystal of this salt.

21.

: n =: 108° W
0: /=:77° 40^ and 102° 20'

I: J=:: 85° 54'

0:1 =: 139° 60'

/: 1 =: 142*=* 30'

: -2i == 111° 46'

a \b:c = 0'7219:1: 0*8398.

C:- Tl° 44'.

In Barytocalcite the angle corresponding to : ii = 106^ 54'

and that corresponding to /: /= 84° 52'.

The acid carbonate of Luteocobalt retains its water of crys-

tallization in the air, but loses it under the air-pump. The salt

is particularly interesting as being the only acid salt of Luteoco-

balt which we have as yet been able to obtain. The formula of

this salt is

6NH3.C0.O3, SCO^+HO, C0a+5H0
as the following analyses show;

0*4715 gi'3. gave 0*2246 grs. sulphate of cobalt = 18*12 per cent cobalt.

1*0506 grs, gave 2830 grs. carbonic acid = 26*93 per cent.

The formula requires

Cobalt, -

Carbonic acid,

Eqs.

2
- 4

1804
26-91

Found.
18'12

2693

The very distinctly marked triacid character of Luteocobalt,

"Considered as a base, rendei^s it, to say the least, improbable that

the ibnnula of this salt should be written

6NH3.Co.Oj.4CO^-f6HO.
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OXYD OF LUTEOCOBALT.

The oxyd of LuteocolDalt may be obtained bj decomposing a
solution of tlie sulphate with baryta water. The solution is

brOWn-vellow. finrl hn?^ nn fillrnlinp fn«f^ nnr? rpnpfrnn Tf ^^rir^n^^fIt cannot
be evaporated without decomposition, ammonia being evolved
and a black powder separated. The solution absorbs carbonic
acid from the air, and on evaporation, yields crystals of the car-
bonates; with acids it yields the salts of the base. The oxyd of
Luteocobalt appears to form compounds with salts of copper,
which may be analogous to the ammonia-salts of that metalj or
which again may be only double salts of copper and Luteocobalt.
A solution of the oxyd added to one of sulphate of copper
gives, after standing, beautiful chrome-green crystals of a new
saltj which we have not yet had an opportunity of examining.

{To be concluded)

^

Art, XXXIV.

—

Earthquakes in California during the year 1856;

by Dr. J. B. Tkask *

At the close of 1855, I presented to the Association a state-

cient of the occurrence of earthquakes in this state for that year

^°^ ^ !'®^^^ o^ years preceding.
Daring the year just passed, I have kept a careful record of

these plienomeua, that have been noticed in this city, and other
parts of the State, which will be found below, with their dates,
^id the hour of the day on which they took place. They
comprise all that have occurred, with perhaps two exceptions,
tbe dates for which were so obscure as to render it impossi-
We to determine with accuracy the precise period of their occur-
ence. So far as I am informed, those shocics which have taken
P'ace in this State during the past year have not been marked
With more severity than has been usual in years preceding. Tliey

"equently amounted to a slight tremor, and at other times to

J^ore distinct movements; three only possessed sufficient intensity

to command general attention during the busy hours of day.

^ery few have been noticed by persons who were standmg
^Poa the earth at the period of their occurrence. By far the

greater proportion were observed in high situations from the

Sfound, and in the more retired parts of the city, or on the allu-

^lal covering of the country to the west and south.

The total number for the past year is sixteen, and of this num-
ber thirteen were observed between sunset and sunrise, a flict

J

j

J

California
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sufficient in itself to shoAV tlie liglitness of their character; for,

did they possess that severity so often attributed to -them, the

attention of the people would much more often be directed to

them. Yet we find that their first knowledge of such an occur-

rence is usually its announcement by the daily press.

By reference to the statistics below, it will be seen that even

in the mountain districts, where during the day there is much
less of turmoil and noise arising from business than in Ae
populous city, of all these noticed, none have been of sufficient

intensity to attract the attention of the inhabitants during the

hours of daylight These facts, though few in themselves, are

of importance, to disabuse the public mind in relation to the

danger to be apprehended from the occurrence of these phenom-

ena. The reputation which we sustain both at home and abroad,

of being in constant danger of being swallowed up by these

occurences, and the idea that our country is but a bed of latent

volcanoes, ready to burst forth at any moment, spreading devas-

tation over the land, is a very needless source of alarm.

We should remember that when speaking of California as a

state, that we include a line of territory equalling that of the

seaboard lying between Cape Hatteras on the south and the

British Possessions on the north, and including eleven of the

seaboard States of the Union ; and when we place our compara-

tive estimates on this basis, in matters of this character, it wiU

become at once evident that the danger of annihilation from the

causes under consideration, are not of that magnitude that at

first sight would appear. .

Along the coast of Mexico and Central America, to the south

of California, from all the records that are obtainable here, there

appears to have been a much greater exemption from those phe-

nomena than has been usual in former years ; this seems to have

been the fact, also,' throughout the Pacific, Oceanic and most of

the continental islands along the coast of China, while to the

north and northwest, beyond the fifty-fifth parallel, both volcanic

and earthquake phenomena appear to have been more violent

than usual. This has been observable, for the most part, in the

neighborhood of the Aleutian Archipelago, along the northeast

coast of Japan, and in the British and Eussian Possessions oi

North America on the Pacific, and islands of the Ochotsk Sea.

It would be interesting to know more about these phenomena

in those regions, and such information could be easily obtamed

from the commanders of the whaling fleet, if the proper meas-

ures were adopted to secure it.

Below will be found some interesting facts upon this subject,

observed during the past year near the Straits of Ourinach.

The earthquakes which have occurred in this State during

1856, and the period of their occurrence, are as follows:
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Jan. 2.—At a quarter before ten tliis morning, a smart shock
of an earthquake was felt in San Francisco. The motion of the
earth was undulatorj, and came apparently from the northward.
A pendulum indicated a motion of about five and a half inches.

Jan. 28.—^At the town of Petaluma, Sonoma Countj, a shock
of an earthquake occurred at a few minutes past three o'clock
jn the morning. It was sufficiently heavy to awake persona
from their sleep.

Jan. 29.—-At a quarter before one o'clock this morning, a
sJigHt shock was felt in San Francisco.—It was observed also at
tne Mission Dolores. There were three distinct tremors, with
snort intervals elaj)sing between. The motion was apparently
irom the westward.
Jan. dl.—Quite a smart shock occurred at four o'clock this

evenmg
^ it was quite sharp in the southwest part of the city.

J^eb. 15.—At five o'clock twenty-five minutes a severe shock
of an earthquake was felt in San Francisco, the duration of which
was about eight seconds. Persons sleeping were aroused, and
many persons left their beds and sought the street. There were
wo distinct shocks, the second very light and scarcely percepti-
ve. The motion was undulatory and vortical^ and at the end
01 the first shock a very strong, profound jar, with which it

The upper part of a building on Battery street, for seventy
leet in length, was thrown down, the whole that was above the
cornice

; but the mortar with which it was constructed had not
oecome hardened, being easily removed by the fingers ; it more
^^^fi^led wet sand than a firm mortar.

I here appears to have been but little difference in the sensa-
tions of persons situated either in upper or basement stories. It
"^as preceded by a deep, heavy rumbling, and the motion ap-
parently came from the northwest. A distinct shock was felt at

®ight minutes past two o'clock the same morning, by persons
Who were awake and up at the time.

J. lie vortical movement was shown in the fact that small
square bottles and boxes that stood upon a line, were moved from
^Qeir position horizontally, describing an arc of thirty degrees
cma upwards, as shown by the dust upon the shelves on which
%' stood.

_The first wave came with a force sufficient to project small
articles three or four feet on the floor, fi'om shelves on which they
^ere placed ; they were apparently all thrown in the same direc-

Jon. Several clocks were stopped at precisely five hours twenty-
^^'e minutes.

-^11 the cracks in walls and ceilings had a direction nearly
northwest and southeast, and most of them had the appearance

"avmg been produced at the moment of ele^mtion.

i

-V
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The earthquake was felt lieavilj at Monterey, at 5 hours 20
minutes- it was also felt at Bodega, but no time is given.

The vessels ou the coast, and ranging from San Pedro on the

south to Southern Oregon, and at distances varying from eight

to one hundred miles from land^ did not experience any shock.

They were twenty-two in number.
Up to the present date the most northern point of which we

have any record of its having been felt, is at Santa Rosa, which

is fifty-three miles north of San Francisco, and at Monterey,

ninety miles south of the latter place ; to the east of this city

we have no record beyond Stockton. This would give for its

length one hundred and forty -three miles, and its breadth sixty-

six miles.

Inquiry wg^s made through the State line Telegraph at El

Dorado, Nevada, Downieville, Placerville, Marysville, Sacra-

mento, Stockton, and San Jose ; it was not felt in any of the

localities named, excepting the two last, and at Stockton it was

quite light

If the time as given at Monterey was the same as at this city,

(San Francisco) the velocity of the earth-wave must have been

much slower than that of the great earthquake at Simoda.
March 24,—A slight shock was felt at Cai^al Gulch, Siskiyou

county, also at Yreka, at 20 minutes before 10 o'clock, P.M.

The motion is described as being horizontal.
March 31.—A light shock was felt in San Francisco at 25 min-

utes past 1 o'clock, A. M. It consisted of three light but distinct

iTemors.

April 6.-11^ p. M, A smart shock was felt at Los Angeles

and the Monte. People were aroused from their beds.

Mmj 10.—A light shock was felt in San Francisco at 10 mm-
utes after 9 o'clock, p. m. The shock was accompanied by a loud

report, like the discharge of a cannon
;
people mistook it for the

signal gun of the mail steamer. This was felt at Monterey, Con-

tra Costa county.

May %—A severe shock was felt at Los Angeles a few imn-

utcs past 12 o'clock p. M. It caused much trembling among the

buildings, and considerable alarm among the people, many leay-

mg their bedseds. The shock was preceded by two loud reports

asting of rock ; it apparently came from the norta-like the bl

west; no damage was done.
Augmt 2.—A light shock was felt in San Francisco at 20 mm-

utes after 5 o'clock A. if. It was sufficiently strong to awaken

persons in bed ; it was evidently more severe in Stockton.

Avgxist 27.—An earthquake was felt at Mission San Juan,

Monterey County, at 15 minutes before 9 o'clock F. H. iher|

^ere two distinct shocks with short intervals elapsing, the secona

[
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being the heaviest. The motion is described as nndulatory and
coming from the west. It was felt at Monterey and at Santa
Cruz. »

Sept. 6.—A smart shock felt at Santa Cruz, at 3 o'clock a. m.
it created considerable consternation and many persons left
tneirbeds.

oept. 20.^—^A verj severe shock was felt in different parts of
ban Diego county, and at that town at 11^ o'clock, P. M, At
i^anta Isabel the ceilings of the dwellings was shaken down; the
cattle stamped and ran bellowing in all directions, and the In-
dians seemed equally terrified. The walls of the adobe build-
ings were many of them cracked. The motion is described as
oscillatory. A light shock occurred on the following Monday
evening.

,

^'^'^'- 12.—A smart shock occurred at Humboldt Bay at 4
clock, A. M. Another shock was reported, but no date given,
rrom the records before us it will be seen that fourteen, being

tne total number of earthquakes recorded during 1856, seven
oave been felt in San Francisco in common with other parts of
we state

; seven have occurred south of this locality that were
iiot_ observed here, and four north of it. Of the seven shocks
noticed here, five only were not observed in any adjacent district,
and may ^e considered as strictly local. Tiie periods of the
jear at which the shocks have occurred, is as follows : During
tne winter months, five; during the autumn, three; during the
spring and summer, six. Nine have taken place during the ver-

\v^^^
autumnal equinoxes.

vv e have recorcls of considerable and violent volcanic phenom-
ena throughout the northern seas, and islands both to the east
and west of Alaska. The Eussian frigate Dwina, while lying at
^nuarn Shu, brings intelligence of the outburst of a volcano in
tnat city about the 22nd of June, and on the 2oth of the same
naonth passed through fields of floating pumice ; the latitude by
Observation being 50° 53' and longitude 158° 32' east per chro-
nometer.

,
An interesting account of a submarine volcano was reported

^7 the Captain of the bark Alice Frazer, in latitude 54° 36' ; lon-

gitude 135° west, which is as follows: A portion of the whaling
^eet, four in number, were running through the Straits of Ouri-

^^^K on the 26th of July last; while passing the straits a sub-
jnarine volcano burst out, sending a column of water several
nundred feet upward; immediately following this, immense
m^ses of lava were projected into the air, and the sea for miles
and for days afterward, was covered with floating fragments of ^
Pimice. The ships Scotland and Enterprise were nearer the vol-
cano than the ships Frazer and Wm. Thomson ; on the decks of

'ECO^'D SERIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. fi9.—MAT, J857.
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tlie two former considerable pumice, lava, and aslies fell. There
were sevea vessels in the straits at the time of the occurrence,

the names of three of which I could not learn.
" The outburst wa3 accompanied with violent shocks of earth-

quake. It is the opinion of Captain Newel], of the Alice Frazer,

that considerable shoaling has been the result of this submarine

action.

c
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Introduction.

L Formation of Co^es and Craters.

Hypotheses of crater-formation by " Elevation " " Denudation " and "Engulf-

ment."
• Circttlar form of Craters,

§ History of Vesuvius.
11. Nature of the Liquidity of Lavas.

Plutonic rocks. .
•

Lamination, cleavage, and foldings of rocks.

Introd^iction.—It is now some thirty years since I puhlished

two worksf npon the phenomena of Volcanos, Active and Ex-

tinct. I described in them as accurately as I conld, l»y pen and

pencil, what I had observed during a residence of some daration

among the volcanic districts of France and Italy ; and explained,

in considerable detail, the laws which, from those observations,

I believed to regulate the remarkable developi^ents of subterra-

nean energies usually called volcanic, which have played so im-

planet.
[perficial

The general principle on whicli I proceeded in the tlieoretical

portion of tbese works was the same which had been previously

employed bj Hutton and P]ayfair, and was subsequently adopted,

with signal success, by Sir Charles Lyell,—namely, to refer, so

far as is possible, appearances, the origin of which has not been

witnessed, to such causes as are seen or known to produce anal-

ogous appearances in the present day,'—instead of resorting for

the purpose to imaginary hypotheses.
In the earlier volume of the two (the Considerations on "V ol-

canos), however, I certainly overstepped this wholesome rule, by

conclus •ather

crude speculations on a general theory of the globe; and this,

together with defects of style and arrangement, and likewise ot

illustration, of which I became sensible only when it was too

* Cited from Journ. Geo!. Soc, xii, S26. ^ .,„i

t "Considerations on Volcanos" ic, 1825-6. "On the Geologf of tentr^

France "<fec« 1826-Y. -}
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late to amend them, sufficientlj accounts for the different recep-
tion these two works met witli from geologists at the time.
Neither, however, I presume to hope, were wholly without some
beneficial result. At the period of their publication, the Wer-
nerian theorj of the precipitation from some aqueous menstruum,
not merely of granite, and what were then called the primitive
formations, but even of all the trap-rocks, still prevailed, and
had the support of a large school of geologists in this countrj.
I venture to think that the flicts reported in mj Uyo volumes
(especially those represented to the eye in the atlas illustrative of
the volcanic remains of Central France) had some share in the
npal extinction of that German romance,—which some geolo-
gists as old as myself may remember to have been regarded
almost in the light of a gospel-truth, and defended with great
acrimony.

ome of the opinions, however, expressed in these works with
respect to the laws that govern volcanic action, were severely
criticised at the time. Others have been since opposed by rival
theories. And, as these disputed questions have an important
bearing on some of the most interesting problems of geology, I
trust it may not be unprofitable to call the attention of our Soci-
ety to the more prominent among them.
f will advert on this occasion to two subjects especially, viz

:

I. The origin, or mode of formation, of volcanic cones and
craters.

II. The nature of the liquidity of lava at the time of its pro-

trusion from a volcanic aperture.

I. Formation of Cones and Craters.—In both , of the works to
^hich I have alluded, I referred the formation of those remark-
able circular hollows, usually called craters, which are of so
frequent occurrence in volcanic districts, to explosive aeriform

eruptions, breaking their way through the superficial rocks; and
that of the external more or less conical hill or mountain which
generally, but not always, environs a crater, and which, indeed,

<^nen occurs witliout a crater, but always characterized by the

qua-qua-versal dip of its constituent beds of lava and conglom-
erates,—to the accumulation round and above an eruptive vent,
of its_ fragmentary ejections and the lava streams poured out

I considered this law to be without exception; attributing the

Jiifferences in figure and structure apparent among volcanic cones
to the greater or less number and violence of the eruptions to

^"ich they were owing,—some being the product of a single

eruption, other.s of a vasl number, often repeated through a series

7 ages,—to differences in the position of the orifices of dis-

charge, whether from the summit of the cone, or its base, or any

I

]
I
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intermediate points,—and whether from under "vvater, or in the

air,—to the varying mineral character of the products,—and to

the influences of subsequent degradation.

At the same time I remarked that the earthquakes which

always more or less accompany volcanic eruptions render proba-

ble a certain amount of elevation in mass of the pre-existing

superficial rocks; and moreover that the rents they cause in the

solid substance of the cone of a volcano in repeated eruption,

into many of which rents liquid lava will be injected from the

column rising in the central chimney, and cool down afterwards

into more or less vertical dykes of solid rock, must have added

considerably to the bulk and elevation of such a mountain, by a

sort of inward distension.

This was no closet-theory,—because as respects the cone and

crater of Vesuvius at least, I had the advantage, in the years

1818, 1819, and 1820, of watching wdth my own eyes the out-

ward growth of that cone, through a series of almost continual

eruptions of a comparatively tranquil character, which during

those years added considerably to its height and bulk by exter-

nal accretions of ejected scoria and lava-currents* These last,

the lava-streams, issued from small cones and craters formed

upon the solid platform which then composed the summit of the

great cone, and dribbled slowly down its slopes, consolidating so

rapidl}^ there as in few^ instances to reach the base of the cone at

all ; although night after night they were to be seen flowing from

the summit in streams of considerable breadth and bidk, and

glowing with a bright light on its steep sides.

Afterwards, in the latter part of the year 1822, I had seen the

upper portion of this solid cone blown into the air (by which

it lost a full third of its height), and a crater of vast dimensions

drilled through its axis by continuous eruptive explosions

twenty days^ duration.

I had previously made a close examination of the cones and

craters of Etna, the Phlegraean Fields, the Lipari Isles, Central

France, and the Rhine district ; and their appearances accorded

so completely with the supposition of an analogous mode of

formation in these instances, that, upon the principle of explam-

ing the unknown by the known, it seemed impossible, or at least

unnecessary, to imagine any other origin for them.
''Elevation,^' " Denudation;' and '' Engulfmenf Theories of

CraUrformation.—It was, therefore, with no small surprise that

I have since found this simple and natural mode of production

denied to all cones and craters^—including those of Vesuvius

itself; and an hypothesis substituted of their originating in some

sudden elevation of previously horizontal beds around a centre,

—not (it would seem) of eruption, but of maximum elevation.

I allude, of course, to the '' Elevation-crater theory" of Mil. v on

Bach and Elie De Beaumont

of
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Sir Charles Lyell, M. Constant Prevost, and others have amply-
refuted this unjjhilosophical theory; which, however, still ap-

extent

usele
may.

•
ot Its unwarrantable character. But I must first be permitted to-
remark, that even Sir Charles Lyell while supporting the view
indicated above, of the generally eruptive origin of volcanic
cones, has had recourse, in the case of some craters, to another
agency, the influence of which I am induced to think he over-
rates;—I mean the excavating power of the sea in forming what
he calls "craters of denudation." This phrase, I think, he first

employed in a paper on the subject read before this Society in
Jecember, 1849. It is not repeated in the latest edition of his
Principles," and I imagine, therefore, that he is no longer desi-

rous of maintaining its propriety.
I hy no means doubt, that in the case of craters formed be-

neath the sea, or in such close vicinity to it as to allow its waves
and currents to enter and sweep round their interiors, these cir-

cumstances must have considerably modified the result. In the
former case, that of subaqueous eruption, the resistance of the
^ater above the vent would probably tend to throw off the
Ejected materials over a wider area. And thus, perhaps, we ma^
account for the vast horizontal dimensions of the great craten-
form basins of Italy,—Bolsena, Bracciano, Albano, and others,

evidently of submarine origin. In the latter case, that of sub-
aerial craters to which the sea has had access t^irough some lat-

eral opening, no doubt great degradation of their internal slopes
jud cliffs, as well as of the outside, will have often taken place.

Many, indeed, will have had their enclosures reduced to a mere
skeleton, like Santorin. Some, like Grraham's Isle, have been
entirely swept away. But the question being as to the origin of
these crateriform hollows, not as to the cause of any subsequent
alteration of figure, this, I believe, may in every instance, with-

-^i. exception, be most
eniptions. And, there
craters

phrase

^lOD, can only lead to a wrong conception of the ongmatmg
forces.

"^

^iiere, indeed, is to be found a crater, the formation of which
caffnot be accounted for (making allowance for the subsequent

Modifications already referred to) by eruptive phenomena of the
same character as those which have, before the eyes of trust-

worthy observers, repeatedly drilled enormous craters through
the flvia ^4- +T :. - _-r Tr ,,^-„«';axis of the cone of Vesuvius ?

^ it the vast size of some craters which should render s

^ oricrin inr.T-ori,T.i^ ,'« tVion'r in<!taneps? For examnle.-—of
-h

1

4

'1^
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Yal di Bue on the flank of Etna, the Caldera of Teneriffe, that

of Pahna, Santorinij or the external crater of Barren Island

;

which measure some three, five, or even six miles in diameter?

»But the crater of Vesuvius, formed in 1822, before my eyes, by
explosions lasting twenty days, measured a mile in diameter, and

was more than a thousand feet deep. The old crater of Somma,
which half encircles the cone of Yesuyius, is about three times

as wide as the crater of 1822. Are we, then, on that account

alone^ to believe that it could not have been produced by an

eruption of proportionately greater violence,—when, too, such

an eruption is known to have occurred about the time this crater

must have been formed, namely in the year 79, and to have

overwhelmed three cities at the base of the mountain beneath

its enormous fragmentary ejections? Is it not, on the contrary,

much more in accordance Avith sound philosophy to ascribe the

excavation of the old concentric crater of Somma to the same

cause which but the other day was seen to excavate the new cra-

ter of Vesuvius, through the heart of the same mountain, than

to invent for the former a different and fanciful process? But if

Somma be admitted, notwithstanding its extent, to be a true

crater of eruption, the same origin cannot be denied to that of

Palma, Santorini, or others, on the ground of their size, which

scarcely, if at all, exceeds that of Somma.
Sir Charles Lyell seems to doubt the Val di Bue being a true

crater of eruption upon two grounds. First, because the beds

composing the surrounding cliffs do not show the usual qua-qua*

versal dip, but generally slope towards the sea. This, however,

is merely the result of the eruption, having broken out on one

side of the central axis of the mountain,—a circumstance of fre-

quent occurrence; and naturally so, because the old central vent

is apt to be sealed up by the consolidated products of former

eruptions, and the point of least resistance to the subterranean

eruptive force will oflen, therefore, be a little on one ^^^^'"T

probably on a fresh point of a fissure broken through the flank

of the mountain. •

^
In fact, there must be a contest between the resisting powers ol

the sides of the mountain and of its upper part; and the weak-

est part, whichever it is, will give w^ay, and be blown up.

Sir Charles's second reason is, that a sufficient amount ^^J^^^'

glomerates is not to be seen on the mountain-slopes around tne

Val di Bu^, to account for the vacuity. But, besides that tie

himself speaks of "enormous masses of scoria on the flanks o

Etna," it should be remembered that the aeriform explosions,

when long continued, triturate the ejected matters, owing t^

their repeated fall into and rejection from the crater, to s^cb a

degree as to reduce the greater part at length to an impalpable

powder, which is carried by the winds to a distance, sometimes
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of hundreds of miles, and spread in a tliin laj^er oyer an enor-
mous area of sea or land. And, moreover, the larger the dimen-
sions of any crater, the more powerfal and enduring will have
been, in all probability, the explosions, and the more thoroughly
triturated, during the process of its gradual enlargement, would
be the fragments thrown up by them.
I remember being exceedingly surprised, after the termination

of the Vesuviau eruption of 1822, forming a continual fountain
of stones and ashes some miles in height, lasting through twenty
days, and in the end completely gutting the mountain, to find
tiiat the prodigious amount of fragmentary matter thrown out
from the crater had coated the outer slopes of the mountain only
to an average thickness of a foot or two at most. But then the
ashes which day by daj^ were reduced to a finer and at length to
an mipalpable powder, so fine as to penetrate the closest rooms
in the houses of ISTaples, were borne- to vast distances by the
^inds. Much, too, was carried down into the plain, or the sea
below the mountain, by the torrents of rain (producing lave di
fango, or mud-lavas), such as overwhelmed Herculaneum, and
which accompanied, as usual, the paroxysmal eruption of 1822.

,
Indeed, if we consider the statements adduced on good author-

ity, oi the prodigious distances to which ashes, and even large
TOgments of lapillo and of pumice, have been occasionally borne
away from some of the volcanoes of South America and the
-raciflc (-as, for example, in the eruption of Coseguina in 1835,
and of Galongoon in 1822),—distances of more than a thousand
lilies (a large segment of the circumference of the globe), the
"W'hole of which intermediate space must ha\^e been strewn with
tnem (and, in the first of these instances, it is said, to the depth
of ten feet, at the distance of twenty-four miles from the volca- |
^o), we may well conceive that eruptions productive of such an
enormous amount of ejected matters may (nay, must) have blown
loto the air entire mountains of a magnitude far exceeding that m
of Vesuvius and Somma itself, or the bulk of matter wanting in
the Val di Bud, and left in their place craters of corresponding

dimensions.

.
Sh- Charles Lyell suggests (as others have done before him),

mregard to some of the^'largest known craters, another possible

•^^igin, which he calls Enguy'ment—i'h.QX is, the subsidence of the
Upper part, or a large area, of a volcanic mountain into some
%ss suddenly opened beneath. With respect to this supposi-
tion, without attempting to dispute its possibility, I must say
tbat I am not aware of any such process having been ever wit-

•^essed by any credible observer so placed as to be able to distin-

^ish betureen engulfment and ejection ; and consequently that
It were well to be'cautious in admitting the occurrence of such a

Pbenomenon, if the ordinary mode of action be sufficient to ex-
PJam the facts :^ally observed. We possess reports, it is true, of
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eruptions and earthquakes in Java, Sumatra, the Andes, and

elsewhere, having caused the disappearance of the entire summit

of a mountain, leaving a vast cavity in its place. But this is

precisely the result that was observable after the eruption of

Vesuvius in 1822. And in that instance we know there was no

subsidence. The leading example usually adduced of such im-

mense (supposed) engulfments is the truncation of the lofty cone

of Papandayang, in Java, by an eruption, in the year 1772.

There, it is ahvays said, a great area of the volcano " fell in and

disappeared," swallowed up in the bowels of the earth, together

with forty villages and their inhabitants. Such are the phrases

usually made use of on these occasions, and very naturally so, by

alarmed and unscientific observers. But recent explorers, espe-

cially Professor Junghuhn, have stated that these towns and

villages of Papandayang were not swallowed up at all, but

buried, like Pompeii, under the ejectamenta of the volcano; and

Dr. Junghuhn, therefore, very properly refers the truncation of

the mountain to eruptive explosions, rather than to subsidence.

It is, no doubt, q^uite conceivable, that within a volcanic moun-

tain some internal reservoir, or subterranean lake of liquified

lava, coated over by a crust of hardened rock or the accumula-

tion of fragmentary matter, may be tapped^ as it w^ere, by an

earthquake, and empty itself out of an aperture in the side of

the mountain at a low level, leaving a cavity, which another

earthquake, or the explosion of vapor and gases accumulated

within it and increasing in temperature, may cause to burst like

a vast bubble,—the overlying crust of rocks falling inwards.

But such a supposition is in the present state of our knowledge,

purely conjectural, and unwarranted, if, as I have endeavored to

show, the ordinary phenomena of eruption suffice to account for

the formation of the largest known craters. If it is to be re-

sorted to, in any case, it would be, perhaps, in that of tbe very

small pit-craters, occasionally met with in volcanic districts, such

as the Gour de Tazana, and the lakes Pavin du Bouchet, and

Servi^res in Central France. But even these show marks of

explosive eruption in the scoria sprinkled around their banks.

And the occurrence of even a single bed of scoria is certain proot

of some explosions having taken place from a body of liquid lava

beneath ; though, as I have said, this may have been accompa-

nied or followed by engulfment Perhaps the singular character

of the crater of Kilauea, in Owyhee, may be thought to claim

for it an origin in subsidence rather than eruption. It is de-

scribed as a vast sudden depression in what would otherwise oe

almost a level plain, on the side of the gently sloping volcanic

mountain of Mauna Loa. It has an irregularly oval form, vcom

three to five miles in diameter, and is usually encircled by verti-

cal cliffs some hundred feet high. Its bottom consists of a laiiie

of lava, on some points (whicli occasionally change their situa-
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tion) in continual ebullition, and at a white lieat ; but coated
over for the most part by an indurated crust upon which it is
often possible to walk. Sometimes, however, the incrusted por-
tion is in the centre of the lake, forming a rough platform, sur-
rounded by a circle of incandescent and seemingly fused lava,
sometimes the outer circle forms a solid shelf, within which an
inner basin of lava boils at a greater or less depth below its
edge. It is evident, from the account of this crater given by
rrofessor Dana, in the "American Journal of Science," as gath-
ered from the relations of various observers during nearly a
century past, that the surface of a vast boiling lake of subterra-
nean lava existing here, rises and sinks at irregular intervals of
several years in duration ; sometimes filling the entire cavity,
and even pouring over its outer margin sheets of a very liquid
lava,—sometimes sinking to a depth of a thousand feet or more,
"-^specially when some outburst from a lower vent, or chain of
yents, has tapped the internal reservoir- But, however, interest-

ing
the characteristic features of this crater, both from the facili-

'

^es it affords for observation, and the great scale on which they
are developed, they do not seem to me to prove the origin of the
cavity other than that of ordinary craters. "The phenomena of
^ilaiiea are not so exceotional as, at first view, might be sup-
.posed. Visitors who looked down into the great Vesuvian cra-
ter for a few years after its formation in 1822, saw pools of liquid
^nd mcandescent lava at its bottom, and small cones of scoria
Jnrown up by an almost constant ebullition. The difference in
tne violence of the explosions, and in the amount of ejected
^^na, arises, no doubt, as Professor Dana very justly observes,
from the difference in the relative liquidity of the lavas,—those

^f Kilauea being very liquid, those of Vesuvius much more
^cid and unyielding.^ So also during the Vesuvian eruption

* Dana, "American Journal," 1850, vol. ix, p. 383,

xj j!^"; fiv J. D. Dana.—I do not regard the origin of the crater of KiJauea essen-

l^iiy different from that of other craters. But there is thl3 peculiarity, that the
yaa have not in modern times, at least, overflowed the pit ; and moreover the

J^untry around^ neither in its hcWht or slopes or scoria bears evidence of long con-

^^^ ^^erflows. There is no cone about the crater. It is a pit, which certainly
^ertiowed at first, but for a long period has disch^ged itself by lateral fissures.
Here are several other large pit craters in the vicinity of Kilauea which are without
»y cones or slopes around thera, being literally pits ; they once contained boiling

^^as to their top like the small active pools in the bottom of Kilauea, but a sub-
franean opening discharged them and left a deep pit with vertical walls like

Btrat^fl
^j The sides of the walls in such a case are as clear from scoria as a cliff of

(^^^^Y™^^'^^^^ because the undermining, owing to the drawing off of the lavas,

g^T^ the sides to a certain distance around to fall from Wiuit of support, and

of
}?^^*^ ^^^^ fractures. I have attributed the origin of the Val di Bue (Bov6)

jj rJ"^^o the same cause that has produced Kilauea, and I still believe the view

of V ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ certain sense an " engulfraent ;" and so there is in the eruptions

era r^^^"^'
Mr. Scrope writes as if I had described from the observations of oth-

P^Jt^^®* and does not appear to have seen my Report on the Volcanoes of the
**^**^ in my Geological volume connected with the Exploring Expedition.

SHCOJiB SERIES, VOL. XXZII, KO. W.—MAY, 1857.
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of 1753, persons viho ventured to tKe summit of the cone ob-

served jets of liquid lava tlirown up from the surface of a mass

which occupied the bottom of the crater, and conducted itself

exactly in the manner of a liquid in ebullition. Spallanzani

remarked a similar appearance within the great crater of Etna

in 1788. In the volcano of the Isle of Bourbon, Bory de St.

Vincent describes a source of very liquid and glassy lava cease-

lessly and somewhat tranqtiilly boiling over in concentric waves

from the summit of a dome-shaped hillock composed of its over-

^Sowings.

Circularform of Craters,—A consideration which has not, per-

haps, been sufficiently adverted to by geologists speculating on

the origin of volcanic craters, is the cause of their invariably

circular or nearly circular figure. If I am right in attributing

their formation exclusively to aeriform explosions, it follows that

each is in fact simply the external orifice of a more or less cylin-

drical bore drilled through the preexistent rocks by repeated

discharges of highly expansive aeriform fluids (probably for the

most part steam) forcing their way upwards at some weak point

;

and that it is to the equal pressure in all directions of the ex-

panding fluid that the circular form of the section of this orifice

IS due,—the same cause, in fact, which gives a spherical form

to a bubble of air or ms rising through water. Indeed the erup-

tive explosions must be considered as occasioned by the rise of a

succession of enormous bubbles from a great depth in the fluid

lava below. Each single explosion attests the bursting of such

a bubble from the surface of the liquid mass of lava in the vent.

In moderately tranquil eruptions these succeed each other at

considerable intervals.^ In the case of Stromboli, I noted that

about five minutes usually occurred betw^een every two explo-

sions. When the eruption assumes a violent character, as in

the Yesuvian one of 1822, the eructations, for such they are

succeed each other so rapidly as to produce an almost continuous

roar, like the blowing off of a thousand steam-boilers. And
each explosion gives birth to one of those great globular vol-

umes of white vapor, which, rolling over and over each other as

they rise in the air in a vast column, occasion one of the most

remarkable and magnificent appearances of a paroxysmal vol-

canic eruption. In the midst of these clouds of snowy vapor,

a black column of stones, scoria, and ashes may be seen to shoot

up to a vast height, generally attended with copious discharges

of electricity generated by the friction of the ejected fragments,

and forming a singular contrast to the jet of aeriform matters.

In some rare cases it is possible to witness the actual rise and

bursting of these great bubbles of vapor, Spallanzani on ms
v^it to Stromboli in 1780 saw the liquid surface of lava at a

white heat within the orifice of the volcano surge alternately

)
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upwards, and after bui-sting like a gi'eat babble, fall back again
out of siglit. In 1819 I was myself able to witness the same
interesting phenomenon probably from the same position, a high
point of the external crater-rim which overlooks the vent. At
^ch belch, a shower of tattered fragments of lava, torn from
the surface of the bubble as it broke, rose into the air with a
cloud of vapor and a fierce roar ; while steam seemed to be at
intervals blowing off from another neighboring vent. Hoffman,
who visited the same volcano a few years later, describes in mi-
nute detail precisely the same phenomena.
The vast size of some cratersj already noticed, may afford a

notion of the enormous volumes of gaseiform matter that must
nave been discharged through them at the time of their forma-
tion by continuous explosions lasting for weeks and even months

;

since each individual bubble of vapor must have been of a mag-
nitude to fill the entire horizontal section of the crater ; and
even for some time to aid in enlarging the area of this aperture
by violent pressure against its rocky sides. The prodigious
force with which they ascend, and therefore the great depth at
^mch they ai'e generated, may be judged from the vast vertical
neight, measured in miles, to which they have been seen to
snoot up a continuous columnar fountain of ejectionSj consisting
not merely of scoria and ashes, but often of rocky fragments of
great size.

These, by their mutual friction, as they alternately fall back
thrown up again, become, as has already been said,

comminuted; and the source of the explosive vapors
^vmg sooner or later exhausted its energies, the accumulation

of these ashes in the vent at length appears to stifle their fur-
iner development, and quiescence for a time ensues. [I am
speaking here, of course

1

-. ^avc saia xnat every crater is more or iesa mrcumi lu. li^uiu

,

•^ut, since the orifice of discharge will almost necessarily be
opened oa the least resisting point of some fissure broken
Jiirough the solid preexisting rocks, we might expect its section

^ be often len^hened in the direction of this fissure, and con-

And^^uently to be rather oval than strictly circular,

^ectation is justified by observation. Sometimes two orifices

ave been opened upon the same fissure so near together that
'beir craters or cones intersect each other. In the range of Puys
?t Auvergne and the Velay such examples are frequent. And

J^
the eruption of 1850 of Vesuvius two craters were formed on

the
^i-uiuii or tne cone aiviaea oui_y uy » uujiuv> ^^^^j ""^-^

3u horizontal axis coinciding with the line of tbe great

., -, which in the preceding year had been visibly broken

"^^gh the side of tHe cone towards the northeast. Sometimes

fissUTi

-;.«
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aeriform explosions take place from openings upon lateral fissures,

and produce those minor, or (as they are often called) parasitic

cones, of which seyeral examples occur on tha flanks both of

Vesuvius and Etna. At other times, the explosions are confin^^d

to the central vent of the volcano, the lava alone welling out,

perhaps, at some lateral orifice. This, indeed, is the normal

character of these phenomena. And it is this habitual predi-

lection (as it may be called) of volcanic eruptions for the same
identical vent, that occasions in so many instances the heap-

ing up of some vast mountain mass above and around it, suo-

ject to the occasional blowing up of the central portion, to be

re-formed again and again by subsequent eruj^tions: The re-

sult of the irregular alternation of these paroxysmal explosions

and subsequent gradual expulsions of new matter is the appear-

ance, so common in volcanic mountains, of a minor and central

cone with its crater, rising within the circumference of some

larger crater of earlier date, or in its immediate vicinity. The
walls of the latter crater are of course often broken down on

one or more sides (generally on the line of the original fissure);

perhaps reduced to a mere segment of its original circuit, by

the combined operations of volcanic convulsions and aqueous

erosions. Whoever will take the trouble to examine carefully

an accurate map, on a sufficiently large scale, of almost any vol-

canic district (such, for example, as Vesuvius and the Phlegra^an

Fields, Etna and the Lipari Isles, the Roman Territory, the Gre-

cian Archipelago, Madeira, Teneriffe, the Azores, Bourbon, St

Helena, Barren Island, the Leeward Isles, &c.), will see numer-

ous unquestionable examples of this law by which crater is

formed within crater, and new cones upon the ruins of old ones.

History of Vesuvius.—At the risk of repetition, I must be per-

mitted to illustrate this law by the trite, but instructive, exam-

ple of Vesuvius,—which only comes so often before us because

fi:om its proximity to Naples it has been open to more constant

and accurate observations than any other knoAvn volcanic^moun-

tain. What, in brief, is the history of this volcano during the

last century? Precisely one hundred years ago, in the year

1756, Vesuvius possessed no less than three cones and cratei^

one within the other, like a nest of boxes, besides the great en

circling crater and cone of Somma (fig- 1). Sir W. Hamilton

gives us a drawing of its appearance in this state. ,
|By the beginning of the year 1767, the continuance of vao^

erate eruptions had obliterated the inmost cone and increasea

the intermediate one, until it very nearly filled the principal

crater (fig. 2, A, b). An eruption in October of that year, I7b7,

completed the process, and re-formed the single cone into one

continuous slope all round from the apex downwards (fig. ", w-

The dotted lines in fig. 2 (after Hamilton) represent the shape Qt
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^%- h— Outline-sJcetch of Vesuvius as it existed in 1756.

a. Somma.

the outer and inner cones before ttis eruption, and the space be-
tween them and the firm oatline represents the amount by which
the cone was m the intervening ten years augmented in bulk
and height by the ejectamenta of that eruption. An interval of
comparative tranquillity followed, until, in 1794, the paroxysmal

%• ^'-^Outline-slcetch of Vesuviua as it appeared in October, 1^6*7 ; with dotted out-

lines of itsform in Jultf and t« May of the sa^ne year>

\

t K?^ occurred, described bj Breislak, wbicb completelj gut-
^d this_ cone, then solid, lowered its beiglit, and left a crater of
^eat size bored through its axis. Later eruptions, esoeciallj
taat of 1813, not merely filled up this vast cavity with their
Proaucts, but once more raised the height of the cone by some
snared feet. — " ^ .. .

-^,^ .1 .
p

When
j^uaeiy convex platform, rising towards the south, where was its

?igQest point. Several small cones and craters of eruption were

Jj
<iniet activity upon this plain, and streams of lava trickled

^ODi them down the outer slopes of the cone. So things went
°^ Until October, 1822, when the entire heart of the cone was
*S^m thrnwn /-.n<. 'k^r Virv ^rtTTnirl'i'h'Ip. p-jrnlosinns T have SO often

Tvas found ta have lost several hundred feet from

1
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top. In faet, nothing but an outer shell of it was left (fig, 3)*

Eruptions, however, soon recommenced. In 1826-7 a small

cone was formed at the bottom of the crater, and, continuing in

activity, had reached a height" which rendered it visible from

Fig. 3.— Crater of Vesuvius after the Eruption of October^ 1822.

Naples in 1829, when of course it must have nearly filled up the

crater. . In 1830 it was 200 feet higher than the crater^s rim

;

and in 1831 this cavity was completely filled, and the lava-

streams began to flow over it down the outer cone- In the win-

ter of that year a violent eruption once more emptied the bowels

of the mountain, and left a new crater, w^hich soon began to fill

again from ejections upon its floor; and by the month of August

1834, this crater had been in its turn obliterated, and lava over-

flowed its edge towards Ottaiano. In 1839 the cone was again

cleared out, and a new crater appeared in the shape of a vast

funnel, accessible to its bottom, which for a fcAV years then re-

mained in a tranquil state. In 1841, however, a small cone be-

gan to form within it, and increased so rapidly, that in 184o it

im
after And
on increasing in bulk and height from the effect of minor erap-

+i*AT.e ^ntil in 1850 one of a violently explosive character opened

TO deep craters on its summit, of which I have already
tidns

iefly prodigi

mt eruption of May
efflux of lava from t

cone, unaccompanied by any extraordinary explosive bursty

from the summit, has not altered materially the form impressed

upon it in 1850.

It is thus seen that within the last 100 years the cot

suvius has been five several times gutted by explosive <

of a paroxysmal character, viz., in 1794, 1822, 1831, 1

1850 ; and its central craters formed in this manner
gradually refilled with matter, to be again in due tin

of Te-

/
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into the air. Meanwhile the old external crater of Somma is
itself becoming choked up bj the accumulation of all the lava-
streams and fragmentary matter that are expelled towards the
northern and outer side of the cone. It would be, therefore, in
exact accordance with the habit of this volcano (as of volcanic
mountains in general), if, after some farther period either of qui-
escence or of moderate activity, the entire cone of Yesuvius
Bnould be blown up bj a more than ordinarily violent paroxysm
and the crater of Somma itself reformed.
With this well-authenticated history of the mountain within

our knowledge, would it not be wholly unphilosophical to deny
(except upon such grounds of impossibility as have never been
adduced) that the larger containing crater in the case of Vesu-
vius (and the argument applies to other similar volcanic moun-
lams) had the same origin as tlm smaller contained ones ; and
that the external cones were produced in the same manner as
the internal, and shnilarly constituted ones? And therefore
those who refuse to believe the former to be of eruptive origin
must be prepared to extend their incredulity to the latter. In-
<leed the elevation-crater theorists usually do not shrink from
this consequence. With them the cone of Yesuvius, and that
of Monte Nuovo itself, were not the products of eruption, but
of elevatory expansion by a single shock. Obviously, it ought
to lollow, that no volcanic mountain was ever in eruption at all,

that the whole is an ocular illusion; at least, that the lava-
streams we see pouring for weeks and months from the summit

y a cone and hardening there, and the enormous showers of
^j^agmentary matter which, during equally long periods, we see
thrown up from the crater and falling on the surl^ce of the cone,
do not, even in the lapse of ages, add to its bulk or tend by
their frequentjepetition to compose the substance of a volcanic
fountain, but, by some unaccountable process, disappear with-
out leaving a trace behind. I own that, to my mind, such an
%pothesis is wholly unintelligible. I see in the ordinary phe-

nomena of a volcanic mountain, such as I have described them

JJ
the brief recorci of the principal eruptions of Vesuvius during

the la^t century, a simple and natural process by which such a

fountain is gradually built up ; and, having observed this mode
?f formation going on in some instances before my eyes, I think

"reasonable to apply it to explain the mode of formation of
other mountains of the same class, with their cones and craters,

J^'d and n^vr^ central and lateral, or parasitic ; and making al-

jpwance, as I said at first, for a certain amount of internal accre-

tion and elevation, by means of intrusive dykes and earthquake
shocks, I know nothing in the appearance, figure, or structure of
^^y volcanic mountain yet discovered, which such an ordinary
*Qd observed mode of formation will not account for,

{To b€ concluded.)
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Art. XXXYL—On the Climate of Iowa: embracing the result of
Meteorological Records of the year 1856, at Muscatine^ lowa^ xvith

a Synopsis of the records of the seven years from 1850 to 1856^

inclusive; hj T. S. PARYix, of Muscatine.

Meteorological Journal^ f *

1856.
Barometer. .r^ • ^i. -

H't reduced to fte^z'g p^^tF^^^^^^^^^ '" '^^ ^P*'" ^'^•

MOSJXHS-

January, ^

February,'^
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August,
September,
October,
November,
December,

s»ums,

Means,

Inch,
29-62
29-42
29-53
29-35
29-39
29-38
29 -4

1

29-45

2945
29-54
29-29
29-53

CM

Inch
29-59
29-41
29 '5

1

29 34
29-38
29-33
29-40
29-42;

29-44
29-50
39-31
29-50

Inch.
29-59
29-44
29-53
29-35
29-38
29-36
29-41
29-42
29-43
29-49
29-32
29-53

« re

Inch.
29-60
29-42
29 -5:

29-34
29-38
29-35

29 43
29-43
29-451

29-51
29*34
29-52

b
w

353-36 '353-i3 353 25 35329

29-44! 29-43 ~29-43i 29-44

2-1

lO-l
19-8

43-9
54-5

651
67-7
57-3

501
44-4

281
11-5

14-8

222
34-2
59-8

70-2

79-8

811
77-9

71-1

61-5
38-8
20-0

>-.

450-6 631-6

5-S
12-8

24-2
48-6

59-1
66-4

69-9

60-9

56 5
51-7

321
214

7-52

15-03
25-80
49-37
61-38
71-79
73-51
65-40
59-00

52 85
32-79

1563

•1
S E
s
s

502-9 530-01

3751 52-61 41-9! 4417

•5

26
42
56

77
90
97
93
91
91

82
54
42

B4T

c

i_

-26
-29
-17

27
40
50
55
40
28
25
4

-13

184

Force ot Vapor,! ilelative

in inches, IHumidiiT

Incli.

•049

072
'085

241
334
565
*630

-469

•362

•294

-139

-077

04

Inch
OtO
•126

164
•426

•487

-712

•941

67

1

-492
-40:-

I8i
•107

^ ^ »

3 317 4830

70 J5i -276! *402

Inch.
057
079
•101

275
-386

5931

m7
•503

•430

'347

•153

08J
3^71

^m

84
76
69
75

IS

81

90
90
m
64

79

82

04

84
82
77

78
63
58

69

63

55
67

SL

S3
80

72]

76

77

81

90
8:

S2
81

7^ S3

a^ 81

956;657.973j

Tyi 71 81

« The Barometrical record for January and February is tlie "Observed Height.'^

2. Clouds^ Rains^ Winds^ <&c.

1856.
Clouds; Amount
Amount from 10 to

, Course and Velocity.
0: velocity fromO to 10

'Weather—Rain and Snow
Days and amount.

January,
February,
March,
April,

May,
June,
July,
August,
September,
Ociober,
November,
December,

Means,

C4 tn

I0S64 23-8

5 1-91 1-9

®

^4*.

9 6

197

*- § 2
1

B c
^: <—

i

1 4-34

1 •25

Qj

4i 12-2

7J 120

6f
3-6

WlSDS.
Direction.

DQ

5 19-0

5i 3 06 a iO-t

60 36-74 24 52-0 47 83 Ul

9 10

Force of Winds at 1 k.yi.^ 2 v.u. and Q v. m.—Forcefrom fo 10.

^^^

Jan. Feb.

15
19
1-4

Mar.

7 A. M.
2 P. M.

9 p. M.

lb
1-8

1-6

1-7

2 2
1-7

Apr.
;
May.

21
23
1-7

17
2-0

1-7

June. July.

1-5

21
1-4

1-4

1-5

11

Aug.

1-9

11

Sept.

2-5

1-5

Oct.
I

Nov.

TT 1-5

1-8 1-8

1-5 1-7

^ec. Sum*.

1901-8

1-9

1-9

23-7

18-3

ftini

T7
1-9

1-5

* Latitude of Muscatine 41^ 25^ North; Longitutie 92® 2' West, (pro^^mate).

Barometer 72 21 feet above low water in (and 686-21 feet above the mouth of) i^"*

raff ieo?r+-^ifc^-».* T^ tMississippi Eiren

I
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3. MisceUaneou
Lowest temperature, February 4, - 29^
Highest " June 24, 9V°
Range of « - . • 1 26*^

lowest height baromV, 'Nov. 21, 2880
inch: therm, attached, - - 57°

Greatest height barom., Jan. 25, 3000
inch: therm, attached, - - 16^

Mean temperature, - - • 44°-l
Average mean for IS years, - 47°'12
[Range 43°-21, 1849 ; bO"^, 1846.1

f
Range of barometer,

Mean height " .-

Frost last in the Spring,
Frost first in the Fall,

1-20 inch.

29-44 "

April 19

-,. -, - Sept. 24
iJisappearance of frost from grnd, May 1

Depth of ground frozen, - 2 ft. 6 m.
Thickness of ice on the river, 2 ft. 3 in.

i^/owwn^ro/i^Vwf^TVee^.—Apple, May 12; Cherry,May9: Peach;* Plum, May
12; Pear, May 15; Quince*

^

Total quantity of rain in inches, 36-74 in, ; in 1855, 24-55 in.; least 1854, 21-1 in.

;

greatest 1851, 72-4 ; mean, 4190 in.

•^riuary and February.—lv\iQx\'ie\y cold.) began to moderate about the 20th of
^ebruary. March a7id April—River high; Spring very backward; Peach and
V^uince trees all killed, and Pear, Cherry and Plum trees badly injured ; the Apple
a/so considerably injured. August, September and October,—RWex extremely low;
weather dry until the middle of October. November,—Yery wet ; River good stage.
dJecember,—Very rainy and changeable ; move snow than for many winters.

River Statistics,

Mississippi closed, Dec. 6. In 1855, Dec. 25
" opened, March 29.

^0. of days closed, 94, double that of 1855.

^liest closing (in 20 years), Nov. 26, 1842.

Average "
Jan. 29. 1850.

December 31.1 Average "

Shortest period Mississippi closed, 22 days,
m 1850-'51.

^

Average period Mississippi closed, 60 days.

The greatest rise, May, - IS ft. 3 in.

'' ' fall, September, 8 ft. 10 in.

Extreme rise and fall, - 4 ft. 5 in.

Jan. 29, 1846.

April 8» 1843.

March 1.

Earliest time of closing.

Latest " "

Longest period Mississippi closed, 133
days, in 1842-43.

«an Temperature of each of the Months and the Seasons for the years IBbO-l 856
;

w«o of each for seven years, with the difference between the means of the year 1866
o.nd those of the whole period of seven years,

MoxTHs AN» Seasons.

pecember;i849, ....,
January

-cebruarv

"mtermean,

March,
.

«ay,
Spring mean, ]\\\\\\\

Juiy;^;;;;

Siimm

Years—Temperature. Meana. DJif. 1856

1850 185111852 1853,1854 1855 1856 7 years, and mean.

21-3
î

O O
18-34 19-77

24-40 23-97

26-So|27-73 290Oj23-36;28-50

23-19 23-82 23-32l24-19,23 77

2218J26 67

19-60 27-05^16-16

26-76 22-40

24-46 7'52

1564 15-03

22-28 14-96

32 60 38-22;36-15,33'24

4122'43 52|42-7447'81

53-30!5S19,59-96'55-65'60 03

42-56 46*64
46-28J45

56'5000

70-l7j64-64!66-80i7P22|68-96

74-22 71-62,72-36'68-82!76'16

72-22 69-09 !6S-98:71'08|7S*00

39'8630-51 25-80

5l-l3l53-93 49-37

61-38

45-51

o3-

6042
48-28

er mean, 72'20'68-45^69-3S:70-37 723 i

6702 71-79

73-01

70-35

September, ..
^ctober,

November,
. . [

^^tuma mean*
^^ual mean.

59-83j68-34 59-76,62-21 68-23

44-l5;50 35'53-I8:45-46'54-36

S7-55!S4 50'30'00 39-73i36-83

i

73-51

65-4al

0*16!70'23

22-49

20-45

23-73

2222

33-77

47-10

58-42

46-40

68-65

7281
7001
70-44

47-17I47-73 47-64 49-18^5313

46-28'46 66i46-65i47-3li49-81

67-92

47-14

37-8;^

50-96148-21

47-92i44-73

59 00 6361
52-85 4967
3279 35-60

49-14

4705

o

-12-93
- 8-70

- 7'24

- 7-97

+ 2-27

4- 2-96

- -81

-f 3-04

4- -70

- 5-61

- -21

- 4-61

+ 3-18

- 2-81

- -92

- 2-32

* All killed in thia region by the severe cold of last irinter,
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Months and Sca&ons for the years

total of the year 1856 a«d the mean of the septennial period.

difference between iht

Months and Seasons,
Years—Rain.

December, .

.

January, ....

February, . .

.

Winter total,

" mean,

March,
April,

May,
Spring total,

.

** mean,

,

June,

July,

August, ,

Summer total
4i mean,

September, - -

,

October,

November, * .

.

Autumn total,
•* mean

Annual total,

K,

1850.11851:1852. I853, 1854.

laclj.

•40

4-40

•80

6-60

1*87

30
3-^

2-00

YO
9-00

3-00

3-50

500
13-00

21-60

7-16

3-90

2-70

3-50

10-10

3*36

Inch.

2-50

1-50

4-50

8-50

2-83

300
3 60

12-60

19-20

6-40

14-30

8-60

1400
36-90

12-30

3-50

1-40

3-50

Inch.

1-90

2*20

100
510
1-70

Inch.

5-00

•30

'70

6-00

2-00

;

8 60 -70

5-30. 11-80

6-50 1
4-60

20-40 1710
6-80

2-20

3-70

2-80

1

I

5-37

6-40

660
1-70

8-70,U-TO
2-90

8-30

7-60

5-50

46*20 7300

8-40:21'40 10-50

4-90

6-20

•20

4-10

280

mean,.; 3-93
f 608

7-13

55-60

463

3-50

Inch.

125
1*25

"42

1-12

1-76

6-21

909
303

•66

2-22

3*33

6-21

207

1*13

4*29

•09

6'51

rsi

48-30 22-06

4-02 1-84

1855.1856.

lucli.

•41

1-50

Inch.

202

• •

1-91

'63

1-22

2-55

1-94

5-71

1-87

4-75

2-35

3-51

10-61

3-53

4-34

6-36

212

•25

3-44

4-39

808
2-69

2-63

2-74

1-36

6-78

2-26

1-84 2-45

2-81 5-21

2-08 3 83

6-73 11-49

2-24 3-83

MeansJDiff. IS56

7ye'rs. andme'n.

Inch.

1-75

1-41

1-79

4*96

1-65

2-41

4-54

5-70

12-65

416

4-92

445
566

17-05

5-01

3-90

3-45

3*23

10-59

3-52

Inch.

+ 4-30

-1-41

+ 2 55

+ r40
+ -47

-2*16

- 1-31

-4-57

-1-47

-2-24

-1-71

-4-30

- 10-27

-2-75

-145
+ 1-76

+ -60

+ -90

+ -31

24-96 32*71 43-26J
- 1055

2*08' 2-72 3-441 - '72

<

^tal quantity of Snow (in inches) of the Months and Seasons ofSnoiOjfor the yean

1850-56 ; also the means of each for seven years^ with tlie difference between the

total of '56 and the means of the septennial period.

Months and Seasons,

Decemb^ ('49),

January,

February,

Winter total
u

March
April,

Ifovember,

Anuual total
u

Ykars—Snow.

1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854. 1855. 1856. 7 y'rs. and mean.
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Time of first and last Frosts and formation of Ice, for the years 1850-1856, with
the average period of each.

Frost a:«d let
I V EAas.

1850.

Frost first Sept. n
laat,..JApril23

1851,

Sept. 28
May 6

Ice jSrst, . .

.

" last. . .

.

1855. 1856.
Mean
Time.

Oct 16 Sept. 27 Sept. 24 Sep. 24
May 2,May 6Aprai9jMay 6

Sept. 26 Oct. 2 Oct. IS^Oct. 25 Sept. 24 Oct. 7Sept. 29|Oct. ]6
April 23

1 May l| April 22 May 13 May 2.May 6|Aprill9|Apr.2»

Period of the Flowering of Fruit Trees, for the years 1850-56, mth the average
period of eacK

Varieties.

Apple,

Pes^ch. . . . .

.

S^'. ; :

•

Pear,

Quince. . . .

.

Years. ^
| Mean

1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854 1855.
1
1856.

j

Time-

May 3
" 1
" 1

May 3
" 1

« 1

Apr. 29

1

1

\

1

May 10
" 10
« 5
« 1

« 5

May 4,

Apr. 30'

May 1!

« 6

Apr. 24
" 20
" 22
« 21
« 20
« 24

Apr. 29
May 1

« 1

« 10
« 1

« 10

May 12

May 9
** 12
" 15

May 3
« 1
« 1
« 8

" is;

f h

Additional Remarks.

temperatureI EAR. Temperature.
"lis point for seven years past is 47-05 de'gr^.-, —

^

past year is only 44-73, or 2*82 less than the septennial average,
aad is the coldest year of the seven j the range being from 46-28°,
itt 1850, to 49-81°, in 1854. The winter was intensely cold, all

the months ranging below the corresponding means, while the
first spring month, the last summer month, and the first and last

autumn months, were also below the corresponding means of
those months.
The river did not open until the 29th of March, four weeks

after the average period of its opening, and the spring was very
^te. The severe winter had killed all the peach, plum, and
<luince trees in this region, and about three-fourths oi the pear,

and nearly one-fourth of the apple trees were seriously injured
or entirely killed by the low temperature.

rain and melted

legal

screpancy between this number and

arises from the fact that in that the

sai year is accounted, and in this the astronomical year is re-

rded, and throughout the table of " Eain" and " Snow" Decem-
ber of '49 is counted and December of 'b% omitted), being 1055
^^ches less than the septennial mean of 43'26 inches. The annual

jange in quantity has been very great, from 22-06 inches m
i?H to 73 00 inches in 1851. It was in this latter year that the

1 its tributaries—the
" the oldest inhabit*

f^!SQ water occurred in the Mississippi ar

^f^^hest known to that mysterious person
)
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ant." In 1854 occurred the " great drought'^ in this and the

Western States generally, but owing to the porous nature of our

soilj the crops with us turned out much hetter than in States east

of the Mississippi.

Snow.—The total quantity of snow for the year ('56) is 46

inches, or 23'86 more than the mean. The smallest amount was

in 18523 only 7'30 inches, while for the past two years the

amount has greatly increased, and it is owing to the item of

melted snow (ten inches of snow when melted making one inch

of water) of the past and previous year that the amount of rain

has been as large as it is, for the summer was very dry.

Winter. Temperature.—1^]iq mean temperature of the winter

is 7'24*^ below the average, the former being 14'98°, that of the

latter 22-22^. The warmest winter was that of 1853, 24-19'.

The coldest of twenty was that of 1855-56, when for days to-

gether the thermometer ranged below zero, sinking as low as -29"

Each of the winter' months are below the mean. The prevailing

winds are west and northwest.

Eain.—The quantity of rain including melted snow, is for '56

greater than the mean, but without it, less. In the winter of '54

there was no rain in December or January, in that of ^ob none

jn February, and none in January of the past winter ('56).

Total of ram and melted snow is 6'36 inches; the mean is 4-96

inches.

Snow.—The average depth of snow is 16-3'6 inches, while in

the winter of 1855-56 we had 37'20 inches, exceeding the mean
bj 20-84 inches. In 1851-52 there were but 4*70 inches, which
had steadily increased in the succeeding four years.

Spring. Temperaturc—TlnQ mean temperature is ^S-ol", being

only •81'* below the mean, which is 46'40''. The coldest spring

was in 1850, the mean being 42-56°; the warmest was 1854,

50-00°, The temperature of the spring months of the past year

distributed, ^larch
May were abo-v

>

Rain.—Each of the months -ttas below the mean in quantity

of rain, the total being 8-08 inches, and the mean 12'65 inches.

Snow. March of each
that of 1852, and in 1850 and '51 there was snow in April-

The total for March '56 was Z'QO inches, and the mean 2-04

incbes.

The prevailing winds of the spring months are for March west

and northwest ; April south and southwest, and May east and

southeast.

Summer. Temperature.—-There was less than a degree differ-

ence between the temperature of this summer and the mean oi

the last seven years, the former being 7023°, and the latter

70-44°. July is the warmest month. The summer tempcratiiro
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ranges from 68'45 in 1851, to 72-87^ in 1854. From this com-
parison the past summer was neither too hot nor too cold.

Main.—This season was very dry. The total quantity of rain
was only 678 inches, while the mean reaches 17-05 inches, an
excess over the last season of 10'27 inches.
The cropSj were, notwithstanding the summer drought, more

than an average yield both of corn and small grain, and the three
or four dry seasons we have had has abundantly proved that the
soil and climate of Iowa are unsurpassed on the continent for
farming purposes.

are
AuTiTMN. Temperature.'—The temperature of this season, toOj

^as quite uniform, being less than a degree beloAv the mean.
September was colder than the mean by 4 , and there were sev-
eral frosts this month which shortened the corn crop somewhat.

i?m?^.—September and the first half of October were yerj dry,
hut in the middle of the latter month the rains set in, and the
latter half of October and the whole of N'ovember were unusu-
ally wet, exceeding the mean by near an inch. The total is

11'49 inches, and the mean 10'59 inches.
Snoia.—In every year we have had snow in November ; in

1856, 6'20 inches^ mean 2-93 inches, an excess therefore of 2 "27
laches.

In tHs and for several years past we have Lad no " January
t^aw," and during this year as well as the prerious onSj we had
DO "June rise." Notwithstanding the deep snows here and far-
ther north, the river had only a moderate stage of water in the
^nng, and during the summer and autumn it was very lo w,

months.
Eapids

The prevailing winds are south and southwest.

'j'anuary.—l^h.e mean' temperature of this month for the past
year was 7-52° ; that of the seven years past, 2045°. The cold-
est January was the past

;
(the lowest range of the thermometer

^ seven years was -29°, Feb. 4, '56;) the warmest in 1853, 27'05°.

^tis is the coldest month of sixteen years. In '54 and '56 there
yas no rain, in 1850 there was 4'40 inches, the mean being 1-41

inches.

In
Were

th

River low and closed all the month.
-FebruarT/.—'The mean temperature for the year is 15-03, for
e seven years, 23-73 ; that of 1856 being 8-70 below the mean,

*nd the coldest February for seven years past ; the warmest

^^ that of 1852, the mean being 29-00.
_

.
The amount of rain for this month, including melted snow,

^4-34 inches; in 1851 it reached to 4-50 inches, and in 1855
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there was none ; t"he mean is 1'79, showing an excess for the last

February of 2 '55 inches.

In 1850 and 1852 there was no snow in February, while in

1856 there fell 12'00 incheSj the mean being only 5'06 inches.

The River low and closed.

Prevailing winds in January and February, northwest and

west.

March.—The most unpleasant month of the year, character-

ized in this region, by high, chilly winds, from a western direc-

tion. The frost which usually penetrates to a depth of from 20

to 25 inches, as it escapes, leaves the earth soft and wet, and the

roads are soon cut up by the travel and rendered almost im-

passable.

The mean temperature of this month in 1856, is 25*80° or

7-97 less than the mean, which is 33-77''. This month of the

past year, like the two preceding, is the coldest of the past seven

years. In 1854 the mean temperature was 39 '86^^.

There was but little rain in March, only "25 inch, the mean-

being 2 '61 inches, and maximum 8'60, in 1852.

Snow has fallen every year in March, except 1852, the maxi-

mum being in 1855, 6*50 inches; the mean is 2 '04 inches, while

in the last March, there were 3 "60 inches.

The Mississippi Eiver opened on the 29th, having been closed

ninety-four days ; the average period of its opening for twenty

years past is the first of March, and the average length of time

closed is sixty days. Eiver still low.
April—This is practically in this climate the first spring month,

as the winter '^ drags its slow length alonff" so far into its prede-
CJ o— o — * P

cessor that but little out-door work can be done. The range^oi

its mean temperature is from 41'22°, in 1850, to 53-93°, in 1855,

that of 1856 being 49*37°, or 2-27 above the mean of 47-10°.

In this month the fruit trees generally put forth their blossoms,

and the birds of song make their welcome return.

In April 1850-51 there fell snow, in the latter year to the

depth of 6-00 inches. The mean total of rain is 4*54 inches f

that of '56 being S'44 inches, or 1-10 less than the mean. The

range Ls from 1-76, in 1854, the dry season, to 11"80, in 1853.

The melting snow did not materially raise the river, which

continued at a low stage.

It was now that an inspection of the fruit trees showed how

severe was the injury inflicted upon them by the past wmtpr.

The wood, which
_

^ ' "^ - ^ . - j i,^ *i,o m-

cision of the pruning
even the forest trees were spUt open in many cases by the action

of the frost.
• v, f 1

i/ay.—This and October are the most pleasant and delighttui

months of the year.

preserved its natural color, revealed bythe in-

ing knife an entire absence of sap and vitality;

-#
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All the previous montlis of tlie year have revealed a teriipera-
ture below the mean, that of this month is aBove by 2*96°, the
mean being 61-38°, the highest in seven years, while that of the
seven is but 58 42°

; the lowest was in 1850, being 53-30°.
The total of rain is 4-39 inches ; the mean of seven years

5w0, the maximum, in 1851, the year of highest water, 12-60
mches; the minimum, in 1855, 1-94 inches.
A gradual rise in the river, and a goo4 stage of water.
June.—This month too-shows a mean temperature (of 3-04®)

above the average, the first being 71-79°, and the latter 68-65°,
and was the wai'mest June in seven years ; the coldest was in
1851,64-64°. . ^ '

The quantity of rain in this month is 2-68 inches, the mean
4-02. The greatest was 14-20 inches, in 1851, and the least in
1856, only -66 inch.
The river at a good stage, but without the June rise ; there

Was none in 1854 or '55, while in 1853 it came nearly up to the
iigh water mark of '6 1

.

July.-—This is the hottest month of the j^ear, the mean tem-
perature being 72-81°; that of the coldest month (January) is

20-45°. The annual mean is 47-05°. The warmest month then
exceeds the annual mean by 25-76°, and the coldest falls short
26-60^ ^ '

The mean for the last year is 73-51°, an excess of "70 above
the mean, the greatest of which is for 1855, 76'16°, and the least
the year preceding, 68-82°. The highest range of the thermom-
eter in seven years is 99°, August 31 ; range 128°.
The mean amount of rain for this month is 4-45 inches, the

total for July 1856, 2-74 inches, and the range from 2*22 inches
to 8-60 inches in the years 1854 and 1851, the dry and wet years
of the seven, and indeed of the last nineteen (of our record.)

The river fell several inches during the month, and continued
^t a low stage, almost suspending navigation for this and the two
succeeding months.

4i!^tt5i.—This month for the past year was colder than in any
or the preceding seven, its mean temperature being 66-40°, while
the average mean is 70-01, and the greatest was in 1854, when it

Was 73-00°. It was very dry, notwithstanding its low tempera-
*tire, the total of rain being only 1-36 inches, the least of the

^jven, the greatest (as before) being in 1851, 14-00 inches, and
wie mean 5-06 inches.

Ihe health of the summer was good; m fact, a more healthy
^e^on or climate is scarcely to be found.

^ptemher.—This month, too, is below the average mean in its

temperature, 4-61°, and like last August is the coldest of the
seven years. Its m'ean temperature is 59-00°, the average 03-61°,

and the maximum mean that of 1851, 68-34°. Occasionally

'.

#

I
I
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frosts occur in the early part of this month, to the injury of the

corn crop, which was the case partially last year.

The average amount of rain is 3'90 incheSj and the total in

September last, 2 '45 inches, which amount was increased in 1852

to 8*30 inches, and diminished to 1'13 inches in 1853.

October.—The Autumns are always delightful in the region

round about Iowa, and this is the pleasantest of its months. The

mean temperature oi this month differs from that of the season

by being only '53° greater, and exceeds that of the year 1'99°

only ; while April approximates to within "05° of it.

The mean temperature is 49'67^, while the range is from 44'15

to 54'36°, in the years 1850 and '54 respectively.

The amount of rain in this month is 5"21 inches; the mean

345 inches. In 1850 there was only '20 inch, and the greatest

was the last year, when the Jatter part was very wet
The river rose several inches in the latter part of this month.

November.—^This is the last month of the physical year, and

closes the autumn or fall season. The mean temperature for

1856 is 32-79^, and the average mean 35'60''. The consecutive

years of 1852-53 furnish the extremes of means, the first being

30-00 and the last 3973^
This month was very wet, and more disagreeable than any for

several years past, showing an entire absence of our usual '* In-

dian Summers." The mean amount of rain is for November
3-23 inches, the total for 1856, 3-83 inches, an excess of '60 inch.

In 1854 the amount was only '09 inch, and in 1852 it was 5'50

inches.

Decemher.—In our tables, extending over the period of seven

years, we have included December 1849 and excluded it for 1856.

The mean temperature, however, of this month for this latter

vear is less than any of the preceding, being only 15*63, Opo

less than the mean, which is 2249'', the maximum being in 18o4,

26-76^

In December, 1853, there was no rain ; in the preceding ye^

the amount was 5'00 inches; in the last December it reacned

% 6'05 inches, while the mean is only 1'75 inches, showing an ex-

cess of 4*30 inches. . -

The average period of the closing of the Eiver (Mississippi) i^

the 31st of this month ; this year it closed suddenly on the nigM

of the 6th, with a low stage of water.
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Art. XKXNll.—Statistics of the Flora of the Northern United
States; by Asa Gray.

[Continued from p. 84.]

Although such details as I have to present are far from in-

\ntiiig to general readers,- it is desirable to put them upon record,
inasmuch as the facts they bring to view are useful to those phi-
losophical naturalists who are discussing important problems re-

specting the present distribution of plants and animals over the
^orld, and the causes which have determined the present state

of things. This must be .my excuse for continuing at such a
length the present series of articles.

Having compared our flora with that of Europe in respect to
^

closely allied specieSj it may be interesting to institute a similar

'

comparison with that of Oregon and Northern California. The
comparison might also be extended to Northwestern Asia, and es-

pecially to Japan, with which we have peculiarly interesting re-

lations as to species ; but this is better deferred until some recent

collections from the northern part of Japan have been completely
exammed

f the Flora of the No
of the Pacific coast of North America {Oregon and North
California) between laL 46° and lat. 36°.

\. As to Geographical Varieties.

The following have been distinguished as species by excellent

Dotanists, but in most cases, perhaps in all, they should rather
he considered geographical varieties.

A^aiives of Eastern K XT. S.

Trautvetteria palmata,
Aquilegia Canadensis,
Aetata spicata,

Erysimum Arkansanum,
Honkenya peploides,
Stellaria borealis,

Euonymos atropurpureus,
^egundo aceroides,

Astragalus Canadensis,
Spr^ea opulifolia,

Aruncus,

I'otentilla Pennsylvanica,

R^bus Nutkanus (parviflorus,

2^utt.l
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Natives of Oregon and California,

T. graiidis, Nutt.

A. fonnosa, Fisch.

A. arguta, Miit.

E. asperura and elatum, Nutt.

H. oblongifolia, Torr, & Gr.

S. crispa, Cham,

E. occidentalis, Nutt.

N. Californicum, Torr.& Or.

Y. Oregana, Nutt.

A. orthocarpus, DongL

S, capitata, Pursh, S. pauciflora, Nutt.

S. acuminata, DougL
P. Hippiana, puicherrima, bipinnati-

fida, &c.

R. Nutkanus,
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Rubus occidentalis,

Rosa blanda,

Amelancliier Canadensis,

Heracleum lanatum,

Osmorrhiza brevistylis,

Sambucus Canadensis,

Galium boreale,

Chiysopsis villosa,

Menziesia ferruginea, var. glob- ) ^ ferruginea, Smith.

R. lencodermis, DoiigL

R. fraxiniiolia, LindL

A. alnifoliaj NidL
H. Douglasii, i>a
O. divaricata, NutL^ dec.

"S. glauca, Ntttt.

G. rubioidesj Linn.

C. ecliioides, Benth.

\

nlaris,

Pyrola rotundifolia,

Plantago maritima, juncoides,

P. bracteata, &c., Hook
P. maritima.

Taxus baccata, var. Canadensis, T. occidentalis, Nutt.

Xerophyllura setifolium,

Luzula campestris, .

X, teriax, Pitrsh.

L. comosa, Meyer.
1

2. Strictly Representative Species.

The following are cases of species of our Flora of the Northern

United States represented on the weste^^a side of the continent

hy strictly representative species, (including very close representative

species^) many of which, although still admitted as distinct, are

not unlikely to be regarded hereafter as geographical varieties.

•The very close representative species are printed in italics.

Natives of Eastern If, IT. S*

Clematis Virgiitiana,

Ranuncuhis recurvatus,
" fascicularis,

Myosurus minimus,

Isopynmi biternatum,

X)elpliinium exaltatum,
** tricorne,

Aconitum uncinatum,

Cimicifaga Americana^

Dicentra eximia,

Nasturtium ohtusunij
" sinuatura,

Dentaria heterophylla,

Cardamine rhomboidea,

rotundifolia,

Viola rotundifolia,

((

a

u

u

Mahlenhergiij

Canadensis^

puhescenSj

Parnassia asarifoUa^

Hypericum mtitilumj

Silene Virginica,

Alsine Michauxii,

Moehringia lateriflora,

Claytonia Caroliniana^

Natives of Oregon and California.

C, ligiisticifolia.

R. occidentalis.

R. ortliorhynchus.

M, aristatus.

I. occiden tale.

D. Californicum.

D. Menziesii.

A. Napellus.

Cfoetida.

D.formosa.
iV". polymorphum.
N. curvisiliqua.

D. tenella.

C. purpurea.

C. angulata.

V. sarmentosa.

V. adunca.

V. ocellata.

V. glabella.

P. Jimbriata.

H. anagalloides.

S. pulchra.

A. tenella.

M. umbrosa. -^^

C. lanceolata.

f

K
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Oxalis Acetosella^

Geranmm macnlatum^

Rhus Toxicodendron^

Ekamnus alnifoUus^

Frangula Caroliniana,

Ceanotlius Americanus,

Lupinus perennis,

Amorpka fntticosaj

Cercis Canadensis,

Prumis Virginiana^

Spircea corymhosa^

0. Oregana & trilliifolia.

G. einanthum t& Richardsoniu

R. diversiloba,

R, Piirshiana,

F. Californica.

C. Oroganns,

L. laxitiorua, <fec.

A. Californica.

C, occidentalis,

P, demissa.

S, betulcefolia.

u
S, MenziesiL

S, Douglasii,

G. calthifolium.

P, glandulosa.

F. Chilensis,

R. macropetalus.

0. rivularis?

C- sanguinea?

P. rivularis.

Americana, P- sanibucifolia.

Calycanthits glaucus & Icevigatus^ C. occidentalism

salicifolia,

tomentosay

Geum radiatum^

Potentilla argula^

Fragaria Virginiana,

Rubus trivialis,

Crataegus Crus-galli,

" tomentosa,

Pyrus coronaria,

Myriopliyllum scabratum,

Rihes rotundifoliumj
u prostratum^

Tillsea simplex,

Sedum pulchellum,

Saxifraga Vii-ginieusis,

Bo}'kiaia aconitifolia,

Heucliera Americana,
" villosa,

Tiarella cordifolia,

Chrysosplenium Americanumy
Philadelphus inodoruSy

Cornus fiorida^
u

a
sericea

J

stncta,

Lonicera sempervirens,

Valeriana pauciforay
Baccharis gloraeruliflora,

Gnaphaliu77i decurrenSj

Eieraciiim longipilura,

Gaultheria procumbens,
Azalea viscosa <k calendiilacecty

Rhododendron maximum,
Chimapbila maculata,
Styrax grandifolia,

Colllnsia verna,

Chelone glabra,

Mimulus glabratus (Jamesii, T'orr.) M. luteus.

M. hippuroides*

i?. divaricatum & irriguum.

R, laxifiorum.

T. angustifolia.

S. stenopetalum.

S, integrifolia,

B, occidentalis.

H. glabra.

H. inicrantlia.

T. trifoliata.

(7. glechom cefolium.

P. Lewisii d: Gordonianus.

(7. NuttalUL

(7. JjirummondiL

C. glabrata.

L. ciliosa, &c.

V. capitata.
. ., t •

B. consangiiinea & pilularw.

G. Californicum.

H. Scouleri.

G. Myrsinites.

A. occidentalis.

R, Californicum.

C. Menziesii,

S. Californica.

C. bicolor, 4&c.

C. nemorosa.
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Gratiola Virginiana^

Castilleia coccinea^

G. ehracteata,

C. Doufflasii,

ffydrophyllum macrophyllurriy H, capitatum.

Nemopliila microcalyx,

EUisia Nyctelea,

Frasera Caroliiiensis,

Gentiana Saponaria, kc,
Fraxinus sarabucifolia,

Asarum Canadensej

Aristolochia Sipho,

Platanus occidentalism

Quercus alba,

Myrica cerifera^

Betula nigrUy

Alnus serrulata^

Pinus inops,

• " resinosa,

" Strobus,

Abies balsaraea,

Larix Americana^

Thuja occidentalis,

Cupressii3 tliyoides,

Symplocarpus foetidus,

Platanthera dilatata,

Goodyera pubescens,

Corallorhiza multiflora,

"
" Macrceif

Trillium sessile,

u

u
erectum.

grandijlorumm

Clintonia borealis,

Scilla Fraseri,

Erythronium Amencanum,
Promrlcs langumom^
CypeniH injlexus^

Yilfa vaginceflora,

Brizopyrum spicatum^

N. parviflora.

E, membranacea.
F, speciosa.

G, Menziesii, Sceptrum, &c.

F. Oregana.

A, Hookeri.

A. Californica, Torr,

P, Mexicanus,

Q. Garryana & Douglasii.

M. Californica,

B. occidentalis.

A. rubra.

P. distorta.

P. insignis.

P. Lambertiana.

A. grandis.

X. Mertensiana^ &c.

T. gigantea.

C. Nutkatensis.

S. Kamtscbaticus.

P. leucostacbys.

G. decipiens.

C. Mertensiana.

CI striata.

T. petiolatum.

T, ovatum.

T, ohovatum.

C. uniflora,

S. esculenta,

E. grandiflorurn.

jP. HooJceri & Smitbii.

C, occidentalis.

V. cuspidata.

B. horeale?

'{

4

About 114 of our pliaeiiogamous species are tberefore repre*

sented hy strict analogues on the western side of the continent,

to which might be added several from the foregoing list, which

are generally deemed to be distinct species ;—and the number

might be considerably augmented, no doubt, by further exam-

ination.

An interesting list might also be drawn up of species which

axe represented on the western coast by congeners not so closely

related, but yet characteristic : as our

Coptis trifolia, by C. asplenifolia.

Berberis Canadensis, by B. (Mahonia) Aquifolium.
Corydalifi aurea and glauca, by C. ScoulerL
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Claytoriia Virginica and Caroliniana, hj C. alsinoides, perfoliata^ fla-

gellaris, <fec.

-fisculus Pavia and flava, by JE, Californica.

Acer Pennsylvanicum and spicatum, by A. circinatum and macropbyl-
lum.

(Enothera, by a much larger number of species of different sections

of the genus.

Mitella diphyJla and nnda, by M. caulescens and pentandra.

Sanicuk Marilandica and Canadensis, by a different set of species.

Our few Pentstemons, by a large number of various kinds.

Our numerous Pycnanthemums by a peculiar Californian one.

Our Trichostema dichotomura by T. lanceolatum, oblongum, &c.
Our few Phacelias by a large number of Pbacelias and Eutocas.

Our Chestnut by Castanea chrysophylla, of a Westei-n Asian type, &c.
r

A list of remarkable representative genera of tlie two sides

of the continent miglit also be drawn up : the following are some
of the more strilving.

Our Sarracenia represented on the western side by the equally curious

Darlingtoniaj Torr,

Stylophoruuij by Meconopsis.
Callirhoe, by Sidalcea, Graf/,

Flcerkea, by Limnanlhes.
Lobelia, by Clintonia JDoiiffl (not ol

Leucothoe, by Gaultberia Shallon.

Baf.)

an
tomes.

Boschniak
Monarda, by Monardella.
Tetranthera, by Oreodaphne.

Taxodi

m
Wellln

t

Najas, by Lilea (Heterostylus, Hook.).

Zostera, by Phyllospadix.

A proper discussion of the relations existing between tlie

vegetation of tbie eastern and western sides of the continent

^ould demand a notice of the remarkable absence west of the

I^ocky Mountains of a great variety of genera, tnbes, and even

orders, which are eminently characteristic of the flora of the

Eastern States. For example, Oregon and California have no

^agnoUacece, Aywnacece, MenispermacecB, nor Cabombacece, no J^ym-

P^icea, althouD-h a Nuphar is plentiful, no Tiha or Bass-wooil, no

GarneUiacece, no indicrenous Grape-vines, except one m California,

only one Polygala, °no Locust or other Leguminous trees, no

-Passion-flowers no Hydrangea, no ffamamelacece, few Buhtacea,

lio Vernomacec^, and very few Eupatoriacecs, verj few Asters

^deniecB and are mos

Compositce

i
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Nortli American nor European in type), no Lobelia^ no true

Huckleberries
(
Gaylussacia) nor Yacciiiia of tlie Blueberry type,

(the section Cyanococcus)^ no Gkthra^ and few Andivmedea^^ no

Aquifoliacece^ Ebenacece^ rxoT JSapoiacece ; no true Big72omacece^ no

Acanihacece^ nor GerarcliaSj no Sahhatia^ no Dlrca nor Podoste-

mon^ solitary representatives liere of their respective orders ; no

EmpetracecE^ no Elms (although there is a Celtis)^ no Mulberry^

no Walnuts, Hickories, or other Juglandace(s ^ nor a Beech, Horn-

beam nor Ironwoodj no true Aracece, HydrocharidacecB^ Hcemodo-

racecB^ Burmanniacece ^ Dioscoreacctx^ Poniederiacece^ CommelynacecB^

XyridacecB^ or Eriocaxdonaceoi^ few Orchidacec^^ and still fewer

Cyperacece^ none of the latter either RhynchosporecB or Scleriece^

and Paniceous and x4.ndropogineous Grasses are altogether absent

How these failures are made up by a large increase of peculiar

_eneric and specific forms in a few families, I will not stop to

rilustrate. But it is worth noticing that, while our eastern flora

possess so many orders which are not represented in the western,

no order represented in Oregon or California is wanting in the

flora of our Northern States, unless EydroleacecB and Garryace(B

be counted as independent orders ; and both of these occur m
the Atlantic states south of our geographical limits.

021gh degrees of latitude of t

f the Flora of the Northern

Hav
investigation of this subject as respects about 15 per cent of our

species,—namely those common to this country and to Europe,

I shall not be expected to elaborate the range of our whole

same
/ I have investigated, in this regard, the shrubs and trees sepa-

rately from the herbaceous plants ; the former being moderate m
number, and those which extend into British America affordmg

us the advantage of having had their northern limits laid down

by Sir John Eichardson, in the invaluable appendix to his Arctic

Searching Expedition, Of our Phsenogamous species about

1745, or 83'5 per cent, are herbaceous plants.
^

218, or 10-3 per cent, are shrubs or woody vines.

130, or 6*2 per cent, are trees.

Northward and Southward Haiige in this coiintry of our Shruhs

* and Trees.

The average range in America of our 848 woody plants is

througli about 13|- degrees of latitude.
'

•,

The 15 following species are those which appear to have tn

greatest range nortli and south, namely, through fi-om 30 to

degrees of latitude.

4
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*

Primus serotina,
** yirginiana,

Rosa blanda,*

Amelancliier Canadensis,^
Cornus stolonifera,

Viburnum acerifoliura,^

ArctostapLylos Uva-ursi,^
Cassandra calyculata,

Alaus viridis,^ -

Salix discolor,

" longifolia,*

Populus tremuloides, -

Abies nigra,

Juniperus Virginiana, -

Nortliern limit. Soutliern liipit. Range.
61° 29° 32°
66 31 36
69 . 39 30
66 30 36
69 38 31
62 31 31
70 36 34
67 34 33
68 35 33
67 36 31
67 37 30
68 35 33
69 37 32
68 34 34
67 26 41

All of these species, with, four or five exceptions, extend into
the Southern United States onlj along the Alleghany Mountains;
consequently their climatic range is not so gi'eat as ^YOuld at first

appear. Those which have an extraordinary climatic range,
being natives both of the Arctic and Subarctic regions and of

lYoIl

Mexico are the following.

In the Southern States this is not met

n ^^^' ^^^^ ^^^ Alleghany Mountains, and the few specimens
A have seen from Middle Florida are of doubtful character.
Amelanchier Canadensis, The Shad-flower or Service-berry

Prefers the mountains or their vicinity, but is not unknown in
some parts of the low country as far south as Florida.
Prumis serotina. The Wild Black Cherry ranges from near

y'^eat Slave Lake, at the north, well into Florida and Texas, and
into the adjacent parts of Mexico. Although it varies from a
^oderate-si^ed shrub io a large tree, I have no idea that more
tlian one species is covered by this name.
Prunus Virgmiana. The Choke Cherry extends from the

borders of the Arctic Circle to Louisiana, &c. ; but in the South-
^i"n States it is chiefly restricted to elevated districts.

^unij^eriis Virginiana. The Eed Cedar, with its immense
^^^ge, in the United States inhabits the warmer rather than the
p^Mer districts of the country, and extends on the Gulf of Mex-
ico quite to the mouth of the Rio Grande. As a tree it does not
occur north of about lat. 54^ but the low and spreading or pros-

trate form, which, with Sir William Hooker I have not been
able to distinguisli specifically from J. Virginiana, advances a
^'lort distance within the Arctic Circle, where, according to Sir

Wii
Ced
this

bears

Juniperus Sabina of Europe, which in

c

am prep
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If the liigli northern prostrate Savin is rightly referred to

Junipenis Virginia

n

a, this species

Arctic Circle to the Gulf of Mexico.
extends from within the

It is the only woody plant

which does so, except perhaps Amelanchier^ which has been traced

P.
Alniis viridis occurs southward only on the highest Alleghanies.

We naturally enquire whether these fifteen species range wide-

ly east and west. Seven of them, those to which an asterisk ia

annexed, extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific, or very nearly,
' "'^

; and of these only two {Arctostaphylos Uva- TJrsi

and Alnus viridis) are indigenous to the Old World. Cornus

stohnifera. Primus serotina and P. Virginiana. and probably Salix

south of lat. 46

American
tain L Cassandra (of which I have some doubt about its reputed

southern range to Georgia) is wholly eastern, and is also Euro-

ean. P
astern North American in habitation.

The following 68 species of woody plants, range with us

throuo;h between 20 and 29 de2:rees of latitude.

* Tilia Americana.

f Rhus glabra.

f " aroraatica.

# Vitis cordifolia.

f Ampelopsis quinquefolia.

f Acer rubrura.

f Negundo aceroides.

# Araorpha fruticosa.

# Prunus Americana.

t

Spiraea opulifolia.

u
salicifolia.

f Rubus occidentalis.

f " villosus.

J Potentilla fruticosa

* Pyrus arbutifolia.

f Eibes Cynosbati.

t

X

u

a

u

hirtellum.

lacustre.

rubrum.

J Lonicera cserulea.

f Sambucus puhens.

t
u

CanadeDsis

t^.

J Viburnum Opulus.

f Gaylussacia resinosa.

1 Vaccinium Vitis Idoea

t
ti Oxvcoccus.

a

ti

Vaccinum uh'ginosum.

Canadense.

Arctostaphylos alpina.

Epigsea repens.

? Cassiope hypnoides.

Andromeda polifolia.

ligustriaa.

Phyllodoce taxifolia.

Kaltnia glauca.

Menziesia ferruginea.

Rhododendron Lapponicum

Loiseleuria procumbens.

Fraxinus Americana.

Shepherdia Canadensis.

Erapetrum nigrum-

Ulmus fulva.

" Americana.

Quercus obtusiloba.

u

u

alba.

rubra.

Fagus ferruginea.

Corylus Americana.

Ostrva Virginica.

Myrica Gale.

Comptonia asplenifoHa.

Betula pumila.

J
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X Betula nana.

papyracea

X Aluus incana.

J Salix cordata.

J Salix repens.

I

t

t

u

u

it

rostrata.

pliylicifolia.

pedicillaris.

XJva-Ursi,

Lerbacea.

J Pinus Banksiana.

f Abies balsamea.

I
" alba.

I Larix Americana,

f Cupressus tliyoides.

I Juniperus communis.

The mark
southward

prefixed to the name indicates that the species

The

t
the basin of the Saskatchavvan: J to the Arctic Circle, or at
least to lat. 67^.

It appears then that 34 species, or one half of this hst, are of
boreal or alpine character, ranging northward to or within the
Arctic Circle. Fifteen of these are exclusively alpine or subal-
pine plants, and occur onlj on our higher mountains as far south

^ lat. 44°. Of the rest, those of greatest climatic range are,

^hus incana, ranging from about lat. 68° to ^d"" ;
Salix cordata,

^ith an equally wide range and probably reaching further south

;

Larix Americana^ with about the same southern limit, but in an
^ievated region only ; Junipents communis^ not found south of

^'^^^1 Myrica Oale^ and Rihes Cynoshati^ Potentilla frutkosa^
^f^lmia glauca^ Betula pumila^ and iperhaps J^ibes lacustre^ each
^^ve a range of 28 or 29 degrees, but none of them are found
sonth of lat 40°.

. Twenty-two species of the foregoing list extend northward
into the Saskatchawan basin, and all but three of them (which
cross the 60th parallel and occur in the basin of the Great Slave
-L-ake) find their northern limit there.
On the other hand, 24 species extend southward to the borders

J>f the Gulf of Mexico. Fourteen of these have their boreal

lake
district

(JThe followin
19 degrees o

t Hudsonia tomentosa.

number

Rlius typhina.
u

u
venenata.

Toxicodendron.

f Acer Pennsylvanicum.

f

#
* Ptelea trifoliata.

Vitis Labrusca.

f Rhamnus alnifoll

" spicatum.

Acer saccharinum.

dasycarpura.

ius»

* Ceanothus Americanus.

# Amorpha canescens.

I
Prunus Pennsylvanica,

f
Spiraea toraentosa.

f
Eubus odoratus.

SBCOND SERIES, VOL. XXlll, XO. «9.—MAY, 1857, /

48
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!*

I
" strigosus.

^ Ro?a setiijera.

* ^' lucida.

« CrntrEOTs coccinea.

* Cmtieufus tomontosa.

f liibes prostratmn,

t

^ Kalmia latifolia.

^ '' aRgustifolia.

ii^ Azalea viscosa.

^ a luuliflora.

f NcmopantlieA Canadensis.

^* Fraxinus pubescens.

'* florid urn. « t&
viridis.

•S5

*
Ilaninmelis Virginica.

Corniis f^ericea.

* Benzoin oduritemm.

Platanus occidentalia*^

I Symphoriearpus occidentals,

t racemosus.

f Lonicera parviflora.

f
** ciliata.

f Dlervilla trifida.

j* Cor3lus rostrata.

^ Caipinus Amencana.

* Myilca cerifera.

4^ Salix erioccpliala.

t "

t

t

t

Viburnum nudum.
a

^

u

a

LcMltllgO.

pubescens,

lantanoide:

t

" petiolaris.

" nngustata.

Populus angulata.

ti Lalsamifera-

Vacdnlum macrocarpon.
" corvmbosum,

Gaultheria procumbens.

f Piuus resinosa.

f Thuja occidcntalis.

^- Sinilax rotunditblia.

Ths marks prefixed to tlie names liavc tLe same signification

as in the preceding list.

Not one of these species are alpine, or even subalpinCj nor

found within several degrees of the Arctic Circle. Only two of

them (viz., Sfjmpliorimrpus occideu talis and iil raremosns) reach

the 60th parallel, or tiie great northern basin. Twenty-four of

them have their boreal limit in the Saskatchawan or Hudson's

Bay region
; and all ot them extend as far north at least as to

the Great Lakes, althougli a few (/'
d

Populus anrjulata) barely touch their most southern borders, vi2.,

the south shore of lakes Erie and Michigan.
Twentj-tliree species range southward to the borders of the

Gulf of Mexico or very nearly, while their boreal limit is on or

near the Great Lakes, between 41° and 49^
Witho;;t carrying this analysis any farther, let us turn to the

shrubs and trees of narrowest northern and southern rauge.

Those whose range is not known to exceed six degrees of lati-

tude are 83 in number, viz;

Ma^jnolia mncronhvlla.

Umbreila.
Berberis Canjidensis.

llypmeum Kahniauum.
jilsculus o'labra.

liobinia Pseudacacia,
" viscosa.

Cladrastis tinctoria.

Spiraea corymbosa,

Crata^iTu^ cordata.

Calycanthus glaucus.

FothernrillH ahiifalia,

Lonicera Inrsuta.

^ oblongifolia.

Baccharis gloniernliflora

Gaylussacia bracbycera.
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Vaccinium erytliroearpon. Jiiglans niora.
Leucothoe CatesUei. Carya microcarpa

"
recurva. .

" sulcafa.
Androraada floribuuda. Q
Clethra acLirniiiata. Pinus pungens.
Azalea arborescons. Abies Fraseri.

Rhododendron Catawbiense. Smilax Waken.
Stjrax Americana. « hispida.
UJmiis racemosa.

Fifteen, or 45|- per cent of these are trees; and out of 14
ivnose range is under four degrees of latitude, six are trees.

On the other hand, out of 140 species of wide or considerably
niorethan average range, enumerated in tlie preceding lists, 42
(i. e. 30 per cent) may be counted as trees, Kow, as almost 60
per cent of our woody plants attain under favoring circumstances
tile stature of trees, the general impression, that trees are moro
limited in range than shrubs, is not confirmed by the Jist last
given, m which the perce]:itage of trees is diminished instead of
enlarged

; but seems decidedly to bo so by the list of wide-rang-
ing species, even after the exclusion of the alpine ])lants5 which
<>f necessity are not trees. That is, local species are about as
likely to be shrubs as trees, but shrubs are in general more
Widely distributed than trees.
A very few of our shrubs and trees, if rightly determined,

^^tend southward much beyond the southern boundaries of the
L'nited States, Those which do so, principally, A'^cyrum slews
^nd perhaps Zanihoxijhim Carolinianam ^ in the West Indies; and
-^pjundo aceroiihs^ &mbu€u.s Canadensis^ Cephalanthus occidenlalu'^

yacnnlum stamineitm, Salix anauslata, and Taxodtum dtsikhum,
Jn Mexico,

^^^'ihward and Southward rrrnge in this counirr/ of Herbaceous

Plants.

Upon this subject my statements must be brief and general,
Of the 1745 phyenogamoas herbaceous points of the Flora of
tl^e Northern United States, diminished to about 1690 by tlie

exclusion of the alpine and subalpine species, here left out of

84S species, or 50 per cent, range southward to the bordei^ of

the Gulf of Mexico.
538, or not quite 32 per cent, extend northward into the Sas-

katchawan basin or to Labrador.
107 of these reach or cross tlie Arctic circle.

24 species, or less tlian H per cent, range from the Gulf of

Mexico to the Arctic circle.

180, or 10^ per cent, range from the Gulf of Mexico to the

Saskatchawan or Labrador.
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248 species, or over 14^ per cent, range from tTie Gulf of

Mexico to the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence.

The twentv-four herbaceous slants of widest climatic range are

Ranunculus aquatilis.
((

{(

a

Cymbalaria.

Purshii.

sceleratus (a doubtful

Lupinus perennis (if the plant

the Arcticon sea-growing

coast is correctly referred to

this species).

Galium trifidum.

triflorum.

native southward).

Sarracenia purpurea.

Nasturtium palustre,

Cardamine hirsuta,

Barbarea vulgaris (not indigenous troduced southward).

Erirferon Philadelphicunt.

^Lchillea Millefolium (probably in-

at the south?).

Sisymbrium canescens.

Viola cucullata,

Drosera rotundifolia.

Spergularia rubra.

Senecio aureus.

Taraxacum Dens-leonis.

Dodeca theon Jlfeadia.
Chenopodina maritima?

Potamogeton pectinatus

Luzula campestris.

Carex Novce-AnolicE,

All except three or four of these species range westw^ard to

the Pacific; but one, Sarracenia purpurea^ is remarkably re-

stricted to the vicinity of the Atlantic. Only the seven printed in

italics are indigenous to North America exclusively,

The Range of our Species compared with the size of the Genera

they belong to.

The data before us may be used to test Mr. Darwin's surmise,

that the species of large genera on the Avhole occupy a greater

geographical area than those of small genera. Certainly almost

Half of the herbs of the last preceding list belong to very large

genera ; and all but four of them to genera of more than average

size, that is, of more than ten or twelve species. I find, also,

that 126 out of the 180 herbaceous species which range from

the Gulf of Mexico to the Saskatchawan or Labrador, viz. 70

per cent, belong to genera containing above the average amount

of species each, and about 112 of them belong to genera which

are represented in the Flora of the Northern United States by

above the average of indigenous species to genus.

And our woody plants of wide range tend more strongly to

confirm this view, as the following table shows.

Woody plants ranging through
Whole No.
of species.

30°-40^ of latitude.

1
5° «< «

15

68
5Y

Of great

Belonging to Genera,

iOf more than average;Of a "'"g^^^f^T
*stze, i.e. of over lOciea or nearly

(species.

140 1

3

20

30

13

48
44

105

0O.

1

6

1

8

6
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That is, m the first list, or in the species of widest rani^e 86ir
per cent

;
in the second, 70i per cent; in the third, 76 pe°r cent!

or m all three together 75 per cent of the species belong to
genera of above the average size.

The converse does not tell in the same waj, so far as our list
01 33 species of narrowest range shows; for at least 21 of them
beiong to genera of above the average size, and only two are
monotjpic. But here the particulars are too few to draw any
osefiil induction from.

Species of the Northern United States ivhich have some other and

n
widely sundered habitation.

J-he plants which I here have in view belong to DeGandoIle's
category of Disjoined Species (Especes Disjointes),* or those of
^'hich. the individuals exist in two or more separated countries,
and which cannot reasonablv be regarded as havincr been conQV,^ V..-^. „„ , ^^Q
"vyred from one to the other by any existing means of transport,
whether on account of their mode of life, the character of their
seeds, the extreme distance of their habitations, or any other
I'eason. I restrict myself, however, to only one, and that a small,
portion of the numerous species which DeCandolle treats of
pnaer this head. For in this view almost all the undoubtedly
J°cligenous phaenoganous plants common to this country and to
we Old "World are disjoined species. I exclude both those spe-
cies which are rather widely distributed in Northern Europe or
-^sia as well as in this country, and those which are dispensed
over a very considerable portion of the terrestrial, surface of the
globe, f and consider only those of remarkably isolated as well
^distant habitats. .

The following are the principal cases of the kind with which
^e have to do.

Anemone muliifida. North America, from lat. 42° northward.
South America from Chili, and perhaps Peru, southward.

J-^'mvetteria palmata. Illinois to Tennessee. Oregon on the
Pacific

: no intermediate station known.
^yosurus minimus. Florida and Georgia io Illinois, and west

*o Oregon and California. Europe, north to Finland.—It is

remarkable that along with the common Mousetail in Oregon
^ows the only other species of the genus, M. aristatus^ Benth. ;

O.^eographie Botanique, 2, p. 9&u.
, , ^ ^t

T DeCanclolIe (GeW. j5o^., 1, p. 564) gives a catalogue of 117 Phicnogamous
pecies which are now dispersed (whether bj naturalization or otherrrise) ojer at

^l one-third of the terrestrial surface of the globe,—a number which he suppose!
^%^i be raised to 200 Some botanists, uniting nominal species, would add con-
swerably to the number. Our Flora of the Northern United States comprises 103

^ tfaese, and perhaps should hare comprised two or three more. Of this number

^ are reckoned as indigenous pl^ta, and 45 as introduced specie?. A f«w species

p probably to be transferred from the indigenous to the naturalized hst, T12., Ga-
'^ Aparine, Gnaphalium uliginosum, Juncm bu/oniui, and perhaps Poa annua.
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which elsewhere occurs only in Chili, where it is the. 31. ape^

talus of Gay.
Braseiiia pdtata. Canada to Florida and Eastern Texas. East-

ern HimalajaSj Japan {fide Planchon), Eastern Australia. The
only known species of the genus. The other genus of this

group, CabomUt^ was once thought to furnish another case of

great disjunction ; the original species inhabiting Cayenne and

Brazil being long supposed to be identical with trie species of

the Southern United States, The latter I distinguished twenty

years ago, chiefly by the form of the floating leaves, under the

name of C. Carolimana ; but I should not be surprised if it

were eventually reunited to Q. aquattca.

Suhularia aquatica. As already stated in a former article (vol.

23, p. 65), the only known stations of this plant in the New
World are at most two, one in Maine, the other in New
Hampshire, But it is a plant very likely to be overlooked.

Northern Europe to lat. 70°, and Siberia.

Sileyie Antirrhina. United States, south to the borders of Mexico,

and perhaps farther. South Brazil and Northern Patagonia.

Cera^tium ai'vense. Northern parts of N. America and in the

Old World. South Brazil and Chili to the Falkland Islands,

according to Dr. Hooker.
Sagina procumhens. Northeastern States, rare. Falkland Islands.

Perhaps not indigenous in the New World. Europe.
? Elatine Americana, New Hampshire to Kentucky. New Zea-

land I according to Dr. Hooker. But a further comparison is

desirable.

? Laihijrus maritimics. Coasts of N. America north of lat. 40°, and

in corresponding parts of the Old World. Southern border

of Chili, lat. 47"^ S. Needs fuller confirmation.
Potentilla anserina. Pennsylvania to California and northward,

and northern part of the Old World. Chili. New Zealand.

Potentilla frigida. Alpine region of the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. Greenland. Swiss Alps.
? Potentilla iridentata. Alleghany Mountains to Arctic America,

lat. 64""
;
generally subalpine, but found on the Coast of Massa-

chusetts (Cape Cod, H. J. Clark,) and Maine; Labrador and

Greenland. Clova Mountains, Scotland; found many years since

by G. Don but by no one else. I had omitted to mention this

as a European species, having the impression that it was sup-

osed to have been wrongly introduced into the Flora of Great

ritain. ^Hooker and Arnott, however, still retain it, although

marking it as extinct If it was really found indigenous in Scut-

land, then it is (as Prof. Tuckerman has aptly remarked to me) an

exact counterpart to Carex falva, which was first detected in this

country, and once gathered in Massachusetts, but never found

again in Americaj although it has proved to be not uncommon m
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Western Europe. TLese indications of the extinction of a spe-
cies on one side of the Atlantic, while it flourishes on the other
are very significant.

'

Circaa Lutttiana. This is not recorded from any station north
of lat. 46°, nor west of the Mississippi. In Europe it ranges
north to Scotland and Finland and east to Altai. Hence De
Candolle includes it in his list of remarkably disjoined species,

Eippuris vuhjaris. Rare in this country, but extending from far
north to lat. 8d° along the Eocky Mountains, and reappearing
in Patagonia.

Stum lineare. Florida to the Saskatchawan and northern Oregon.
Siberia.

Criuuotcsnia Cnnacknsis. Eastern United States and Canada.
Japan, /fl^eZuccarini.

neyucleum lanaium. Northern United States to Kewfoundland

;

Oregon and Sitcha. Japan.
I^ydrocotyle Americana. Eastern United States. Brazil. New
Zealand, {fide Dr. Hooker.) .

Crmdzia liiieala. Massachusetts to Texas. Buenos Ayres to the
^Falkland Islands. New Zealand.
Osmorrhiza hngistylis. Northern United States and Canada to
Oregon. Japan! (0. JajDomca, Zucc.)

^ralui quiuqiiefolia {Panax quinqiiefolium, Linn.). Canada to Geor-
gia along the mountains. China ? and Himalayas, {P. Pseudo-
Ginsey.g, Wall.)

Viournum lanlanoides. Northern States, not crossing the Alle-
gbanies, and Canada. Japan ! ( V. plicalum, Thunberg.)

Ai'J-tncaria discoidea. St. Louis, Missouri. Probably a recent

immigrant from Oregon, although thoroughly established. Cal-

ifornia to Unalaschka and adjacent parts of Asia. S^veden I

Doubtless of recent introduction, but how introduced is un-
known.

^onotropa umjlora. Canada to Louisiana; Oregon. Falls of

J-.equendama, New Granada, Prof. Holion! Sikkim and Kha-
sian Himrnalayas, Dr. Hooker! This isolated occurrence of
a plant so peculiar in appearance and mode of life, in these dis-

tricts so widely separated from each other, furnishes far the

most remarkable case of anomalous distribution I know. The
species is unknown north o^ Canada, and must be rare west of
^e Mississippi, as Nuttall alone mentions it from Oregon.
Slit I should not be surprised to hear of it from Japan on the

p one hand, and the Mexican Andes on the other.

^'^^tarp marilhna, van, juncoides, &c. Northern hemisphere;
on the Athmtic coast of North America south to lat. 40°; on
t.lie Pacific coast to lat. 36°. Straits of Mag^lan.^

_

^ ^^'^uJa farinosa. Northern hemisphere; in the United States

|outh to lat. 42°, and in the Eocky Mountains to lat. 89
Straits of Magellan and Falkland Islands I

O
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Centunculus minimus. Florida to Illinois and Oregon, Soutliern

Brazil ! EuropCj north to Norway. Perhaps introduced into

Brazil ?

Phryma Leptostachya. Canada to Florida ; not found west of

the Eocky Mountains. Nepal!
Veronica Anagallis, Around the northern hemisphere, in the

temperate zone. New Zealand, fide Dr. Hooker.

Yeronica serpyllifolia. Around the northern hemisphere. Quito

and Falkland Islands, &c. Cape of Good Hope. Perhaps intro-

duced in the southern hemisphere.

Dichondra repens. Virginia to Chili. New Zealand. Tasmania

to Eastern Africa, Cape of Good Hope.
? Salicornia mucronaia. Coast of New England ; also on the coast

of Spain, if the plant of Lagasca under this name is the same

as our^. The two have never been compared ; and the main

object in the present mention of them is to ask that this maj
be done.

? Castanea vesca. Eastern United States, north to lat. 44 .

Southern and Eastern Europe. (Vide vol. 23, p. 65.)

Belula alha. Northeastern United States, from lat. 40"^ to 46 .

Northern Europe to the Arctic regions, and Siberia.

ConvaJlaria majalis. Mountains of Virginia and Carolina. Eu-

rope and Northern and Eastern Asia. Japan.
? Polygonatum htifolium. Pennsylvania. Central and Southern

Europe.
Smilacina stellata. Northern States to California, Oregon and

Labrador. Norway.
Smilacina trifolia. Northern States, and from Labrador to Bear

Lake, and the Eocky Mountains. Siberia.

Trillium erectum var. album. Northern States and Canada.

Japan I

Yallisneria spiralis. United States east of the Mississippi, and

Canada to lat, 46^ France to Italy ; near St Petersburgh

also on the Wolga. India ?

?

I

Anacharis Canadensis. Eastern part of Canada and the United

States. New Granada to Chili. Probably in intermediate sta-

tions,

Zannichellia pahxsiris. Northern hemisphere, only in temperate

regions ; neither arctic nor tropical. New Zealand.

? Spiranthes cernua. United States, Canada, and Oregon. West-

ern coast of Ireland.

Xerophyllum asphodelioides. New Jersey to Carolina ; *^^p^i?'

where west of the Alleghames, except in Oregon and Call-

lomia. ,

Juncm stygius. Northern ISQW York at one station, Newfound-

land. Scandinavia ; Bavaria and Switzerland. -

? Juncus maritimus. Coast of the Atlantic United States soutti oi

lat. 40°. Europe, &c.

'«.
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Enocauhn septangulare. Eastern United States, nortli of Tat.
40°, to the Saskatchawan and Newfoundland. Western Coast
of Ireland, Isle of Skye, and the Hebrides.

EerakarpJia subsquarrosa. United States from
Brazil.

Maine

fusca. Northeastern
to 44|-°. Europe south of Sweden.

Garexfacca. New Jersey, lat. 40°. Europ
ward.

Carex IcBvigafa. Massachusetts ? Endand to Portugal.
Carexfulva. Massachusetts ; found onlj once. Newfoundland

;

where it was first detected, but has not been found again. "W.
Europe from Finland southward.

Carex canescens, Linn., (C, ciirta, Good.) Colder parts of the
Korthern hemisphere, south to lat. 40° in this country. Ant-
arctic America.

Carex stellulata. Same general northern range as the last. New
Zealand, yic?e Dr. Boott.

(Mrex teretiuscula. Same general range as the last. New Zea-
land, fde Dr. Boott.

^fueum alpinum. Alpine and Arctic regions in the northern
hemisphere. Antarctic America, fide Hooker.

Agrostis canina. Only subalpine in the United States. Falkland
Islands, fide Hooker.

l^partina j'lmcea. Atlantic coa;

coast of the Mediterranean, a

„ A chance introduction ?

French

^_. _^.... nd S. alternijlorci). Atlantic coast oi
the United States to Guadeloupe and Cayenne. Coast of Eng- ^

land to the Adriatic ; at few stations. A case of accidental
or oceanic transport?

i^WAna cristata. Temperate and colder regions of the northern

temispl ~" - - - ^ ^ . . ,
nr^ r

lere. fidi

- jiuitans. Same general range as the last. Australia,
^oa nemorall's. Northern and colder parts of North America

;

more common in Europe. Antarctic America, fide Hooker.
^oa praiensis. Same e:eneral distribution as the last Antarctic

America,/& Hooker. ^. ^^ ^^'Muca ovina. Same distribution as the precedmg. New Zea-

land, _^J, Hooker.
., -u ..

J-nhcum repens. Same distribution generally as the precedmg.

Antarctic America, fiAe Hooker.
^ordewn jubatum. Atlantic and Pacific coasts of North Amer-

ica, chiefly northward on this side, and south to California on
the other; also along the Great Lakes. Chili? Straits of

Magellan, fide Hooker.
SECOND SERIES, VOL. XXIIl, NO. 69.—MAY, 1857.
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Airajlexuosa, jSTorthern hemisphere, throughout the cooler parts.

Patagonia and Falkland Islands.

Aira ccespitosa. Colder parts of the northern hemisphere. Ant-

arctic America and New Zealand, fide Hooker.
Trisetum siihspicatum. Alpine and arctic exclusively in Europe,

Asia and N. America (except the var, molle^ Avhich is rarely

ever subalpine in the Northern States) ; advancing south along

the Eock}^ Mountains to about lat. 40°. Andes of Mexico,
' Colombia, and Peru, fide Ilooker. Antarctic America and

Campbell Islands: also Tasmania, j^cZe Hooker.
Hicrochloa horealis. Around the colder parts of the northern

hemisphere. New Zealand, and Tasmania, fide Hooker.

To this list of 69 pha?nogamous species of our flora inhabiting

very widely sundered stations, the following Ferns should be

appended, namelj

Scolop^ndrium offidnariim. Banks of a deep ravine in Madison

County, New York, where it abounds ; the only American

habitat known. Europe and Northern Asia.

? CarnptosGTus rhizophylliis. Atlantic United States, chiefly alon^

the Alleghanies, and north to the Saskatchawan. Siberia an

Kamtschalka?
Adiantum pedatum. Eastern United States and Canada to Ore-

gon and Unalaschka. Kamtschatka, Japan, Nepal.
Asmdnmi Lonchitis. Lake Superior, Rocky Mountains, Una-

laschka, Northern Europe and Asia from Lapland to Altai.

Schizcjea pvsilJa. Pine barrens of New^ Jersey, lat. 89^^-40
,

T

very local, but abundant. Newfoundland; lat 49°
;
and not

elsewhere.

I do not include in this enumeration Saururus cermius and

Stachys aspera^ adduced by DeCandolle as species extraordinarily

disjoined and isolated. The latter I have considered as merely

a variety of the polymorphous and widely diffused S. palustns.

The second DeCandolle mentions on the authority of Hooker

and Arnott, who were unable to distinguish Chinese specmiens

from our Saururus cermius. But Japanese specimens of wnat 1

take to be S, Loureiri^ Decaisne, seem to be marked by good spe-

cific characters. An analogous case, still needing examination

is that of Peiithorum Chinense^ which the elder DeCandolle, how-

ever, distinguishes from our P. sedoides by its seeds.

These species of widely sundered habitation arrange them-

selves, for the most part, under three heads, viz

:

.

1. Those which re-appear in high southern or antarctic lati-

tudes. These, the most remarkable of all, are about 34 in num-

ber, or nearly half of our list. And to this number might be

added several other species, common to our northern and ^^^^^^

southern regions, but not occurring in our Flora ; such as Draba

i

Ht.

%
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tncana, Montiafontana ^ Saxifraga exarata^ Erigeron alpinum^ Sta-
lice Armeria^ Carex festiva, and Alopecurus alpiniis, enumerated
in Hooker's Flora Antarctica, as both Arctic and Antarctic
American as -well as European species.

2. Those which re-appear in Japan, the Himalaya, or some
Dart of Northern Asia, but are not European; of which the fol^
lowing are the principal : viz, Brasenia jjeliata, Sium lineare^

Gryptotoinia Canadensis^ Ileracleum lanatum^ Osmorhtza longistyliSj

Aralia quinquefolia^ Viburmim lantanoides^ Monoiropa unijiora^
Phryma leptostachya^ Smilacina irifolia^ Trillium erectum^ var.,

Camptosonts rldzophyllus^ and Adiantum pedatura, A goodlj
number of species common to Northwestern America and Japan,
and of others common to the Himalajas, Europe, and North
America, although as j^et known from but few stations through-
out large parts of this belt (such as Spivf^a Aninciis^ Pyrola to-

tundifolia^ &c.,) and whose dispersion is scarcely more explicable
than that of the foregoing by any existing agencies, serve nearly
to bridge over the w^ide gap which, at first view, appears so
inarkedlj to separate these extraordinarily sundered plants fi'om
the generality of species.^

3. Species of AV'estern Europe and (chiefly) Eastern North
America, not reaching here to high latitudes, and mostly of lim-
ited range on one or the other side of the Atlantic. Of this sort
are Myosurus minimus (in this country remarkably southern, but
^so far western in range), Suhulaj^ia aqiiatica^ CirccBa Lideiiana^

^^ulaoXha^ var,, Convallaria majalis^ Juncus Stygins
^
Carexflacca^

^^vigata^ and fulva^ Scolopendriiim officinarum^ and Aspidium
-^onchitis^ all much more local in this country than in Europe;
^^d on the other baud, FotentiUa tridentata^ Smilacina stellata^

^dllisneria spiralis^ Spiranthes cernua, Spariina stricta^ and Erio-
<^^idon septangidare^ all common and for the most part rather
Widely distributed plants in this country, but yqtj local in

* " but four species on this list belong exclusively to

»order of North America. Cases of this kind are

naturally regarded by some as indications of a former terrestrial

<^onnection between North America and Europe.
Only three or four of these species of widely sundered stations

^^e maritime, and of these only /SJ^^ar^^'^^^ and the Salicomia {\f

Y^^ latter be the same on both sides of the Atlantic, which there
IS no evidence of) could ow^e their present dispersion to oceanic

J^n-ents. The li^Tht fruits of Girccea are provided with minute
^ooks

; those of Heracleum and Betula are winged ; the spike o^

.
* Out of 40 specie3 beloo'^in"^ to these first and second heads, as mmj as 10 be-

J^^g
to monotynic genera and°2l to ^^euera of less than ten good species;—six of

J^e fpocies beloncr to the 'vast eenus Carex ;—on the whole rather mihtating agamat

J?6
»dea that the geographical extension of species bears some proportion to the

^^e of the genua thcylbelong to.

All
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Hordeumjuhatum breaks up into short joints, and tlie persistent

glumes and tlie paleas enclosing tlie seed are long-awned. But
no others of the 69 phsenogamous species above enumerated

enjoy peculiar facilities for, or are endo^vved with any appliances

favorable to adventitious transport.

Such cases, accordingly are much relied upon by its advocates

in proof of the doctrine of the double or multiple origin of spe-

cies. Even DeCandolle, who formerly maintained that doc-

trine, but whose matured opinion favors the idea that species of

plants generally originated each in a single birth-place, is still

inclined to view such cases as exceptions to the general rule. A
fuller investigation will probably do away with this intermediate

hypothesis. If the dispersion of other plants generally could

be accounted for by existing agencies acting under the present

state of things, and if there were really any marked line of dif-

ference to be drawn between these and other widely dispersed

but less isolated species, the supposition of a double birth-place

for the exceptional species would be the most natural ; although

one would then be inclined to regard them as mostly cases of

closely related species whose points of difference are still unascer-

tained or undervalued. For we no more know how nearly alike

two species may appear and yet be specifically distinct, than we
know how widely they may d.iffer and yet own a common origin-

The botanist's best conclusions regarding the limitation of spe-

cies are seldom more than judgments on imperfect data^ con-

stantly liable to be questioned and revised.
But both these most striking cases, and the transitional ones

between them and those of ordinary distribution, are becom-

ing too numerous to bear this exceptional mode of explanation.

DeCandolle lays much stress upon the isolated occurrence of a

single peculiarly United States species, Phryma leptostachya, m
Nepal. Now the foregoing catalogue includes three or four addi-,

tional cases of the same kind, which Drs. Hooker and Thomson s

Himalayan collections may probably double ; and the consider-

able number of North American species which meet Himalayan

ones in Japan already indicates the line of connection between

these two distant floras. We should therefore look in one and

the same direction for the
no less than of the more ordinary
adopting the conclusion to which" DeCandolle himself arrives,

and maintains on various and convincing grounds,— viz., that

plants must have been created at different epochs, and that the

greater part of the existing species are older than the present

configuration of our continents,—should refer such anomalous

distribution to very ancient dispersion; and all the more confi-

dently as the known examples of the kind increase in number.

1

explanation of these extraordinan^

rdinarv cases of distribution, and,
4
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As the discussion of this most difficult problem proceeds, the
two antagonistic positions onlj seem likelj to be tenable; the
one attributing much to changes of station, etc., occurring dur-
ing a long lapse of time, and the other looking upon the whole
actual area of each species as its original home. The supporters
of the first view regard each species as having spread from a
single and local birth-place, or even, as the more thorough-going
Gike Dr. Hooker) maintain, from a sinde individual or pair.
The opposing view finds its hardiest and most consistent advo-
cate in Agassiz, who contends, if I rightly apprehend him, that
each species probably originated in as many individuals, and cov-
ermg from the first as large an area as it subsequently possessed.
Of the first-named theory, the only question is whether it will

sufficiently explain all the facts of distribution ; the second su-
persedes the necessity of such explanation, by assuming the
actual distribution to be essentially the original state. The first

theory is based upon the natural idea of species as consisting of
kindred individuals descended from a common stock, which,
whether demonstrable or not as a fact, gives us a clear and dis-

tinct conception of species^ and the only one we possess. The
second theory, being incompatible with this conception, leaves
species no objective basis in nature, and seems to make even the
ground of their limitation a matter of individual opinion.

i he Distribution of 02tr Phamogamous Species, and of the Indi-

viduals which represent them, within the limits of our Flora.

,
The distribution of the materials of our flora over the surface

included within its limits, is a subject which I have not room
nor time left for discussing with anything of the fullness it de-

serves. Properly to discuss this and kindred topics would re-

quire a great amount of detailed investigation, and would expand
these articles into a treatise.

Viewed as to its amount or prominence, the importance of

^^<^h species as a constituent of our flora depends upon the ex-

tent of country it ranges over, and the relative abundance of its

individuals. To get "some general idea of both points, I have
gone over the pages of the Flora of the Northern United States,

and indicated by peculiar marks, 1, those species which are very
^^cal, either absolutely so, or because they barely enter withm
o^r borders, however widely they may range beyond them on

f^y
side ; 2, those of narrow or restricted range within our

-^iniits, not extending over more than a tenth or an eighth

part of our territorv^ and 3, wide-spread species, which have

Bily-^-_- xvjyxinx over iiean_y mc w u^av. ^v^^gw. ^..^ ^..— .- ------

territory. Then, by a different set of marks I haye indicated, 1,

Jtose species which are very scarce in individuals in their proper

^hitat ; 2, those which are not abundant in individuals ;
and 8,

\
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tliose wliicli orclinarilj are very abundant in individuals wher-

ever theJ occur. The latter includes out social plants, as well

as a larger number which could not properly be so called, I

should have distinguished the really social plants from the others

if I knew how to draw any line between the two. It would be

very difficult to fix upon any precise standard of scarcity or

abundance : another botanist might give a considerably different

estimate ; and the same species must vary in abundance in differ-

ent parts of so large an area. No great accuracy is therefore to

be expected in the numbers. The introduced plants are of course

left out of view: and the whole following statement maybe
taken to refer rather to the country in its wild state, than as now
gravely modified in its botanical features by the agency of civil-

ized man.
1. As to the area occupied^ I compute that there are of

1. Very local species, -

2. Species of small or narrow
range, compared with the

extent of country embraced
in the Flora, - - - -

3. Species rangino- over an
area equal to between -^-th

and -Iths of our

all not included

Exogense

228

EndogenEEexcl. Cypt^raoeae and
Gluinaceae.

542

terri-

tory,

4.

4
i. e.

in No. 1, 2 and 4. - -

Species of \videst range
over our territory, - -

26

Grainine3e.

44

Total.

92

397

323

49

144

92

69 95

298

778

538

477

/

1. Very scarce, - - - .

2. Not abundant,

3. Moderately abundant (as

far as known), - - - - -

1 4. Very abundant,

Endnvense Tola 1

10

20

47
624

I

21

86

540
1444

To exhibit tbe distribution according to the genera, or even

the natural orders, would require too much room.
In the last table I have not distinfrnished the Glumaceous

E ^----, because, in fact, all our

GraminecB and Cyperacece are abundant in individuals wherever

thej occur, so that I have thrown in the whole 375 under the

fourth head ; although probably one quarter of them might be

bett m
not abundant in their habitats, but yet not very scarce, all but

four The 21 scarcest species are
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i

i

1

JExogencB,

Sibhaldia procumhens,
Saxifraga rivularis.

^ardosmia palmata.
Coreopsis bidentoides (a very ob-

scure plant).

GnaphaUiim snpinnm.
JUabalus BootiL
Arctostaphylos alpina.

Pterospora Andromedea.
Scbweinitzia odorata.

Hemianthiis micranthemoides (?)
Obolaria Virginica *

Endogenm,

LimDobium Spongia.

Platanthera rotundifolia,

Listera cordata.^'

" australis,

convallarloides.

Calypso boreab's,

Tipularia discolor.

Liparls b'liifolia.*

" Loeselii.*

Aplectrum hyeniale.

((

Five of the plants in tlie first column (printed in italics) are
^-ipjne, and with us peculiarly local, species ; and four of the re-

mainder are yerj local, the two of considerable range being
-rterospora Andromedea and Ohohria Virgimca. Of the ten spe-
cies m the second column all but one are Orchidacece, and all but
one {Aplectrum) either verj local species or of narrow range.
J^one of the 21 species are known at many stations within our
hmits

; only five of them (marked with an asterisk) have proba-
bly been collected at more than half a dozen places ; and most
of the rest are known at only two or three stations.

And generally, that our species of widest range are most abun-
dant in individuals is shown bj^ the fact, that, of our 477 most
^idely spread species, 420 (or 96 per cent) are marked as be-
longing to this category. These are distributed among the nat-
^^al orders as follows.

-dumber of Species of each Natural Order which are both of widest Ge-

^graphical Range in the Northern United States^ and most ahundant
tn Individuals where they occur.

Kanunculaceaj,

Berberidacese,

Cabombacese,

^^yniphseacese,

-Papaveraceae,

f'umariacese,

Crucifer^,

^iolaceae,

Cistacese,

I>roserace3e,

Hypericacese,

CaryophyllacesB,

iiliaceae,

Qxalidacece,

Creraniace^,

Balsaminaceje,

"*

12

1

1

2

1

1

6

2

1

5

4
1

1

2

2

Anacarcli'aeeae,

Vitaceje,

Rhamnaceie,

Celastrace«,

Aceracese,

Polygalacese,

Leguminosae,

Rosacese,

Ljthraceje,

Onagraceae,

Cucurbitacese,

Crassnlacere,

Saxifragacese,

Umbelliferge,

Coruacese,

Caprlfoliacese,

5
4
1

1

2

2

14
20
1

1

1

1

6

2

4
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Rubllacere
Compositae,

Lobeliacese,

Ericaceae,

Aquifoliucese,

Primulaceae,

Lentibulaceae,

Orobanchaceae,

Scropbulariacese,

Verbenaceae,

Labiatse,

Borraginacese,

Hyclrophjllacese,

Convolvulacese,

Solanacese,

Gentianacese,

Apocynacese,

Asclepiadaceae,

Oleaeese,

Phytolaccacese,

Polygonacese,

Lauracese,

Saururaceje,

Ceratophyllaceoe,

Callltrichaceae,

Eupliorbiaceae,

1

57
3

6
1

2

1

1

15

1

11

2

1

2

1

1

2

6

2

1

10

1

1

1

1

3
Exogenje, 2 Y 9,

Urti'cacese,

Plantanaceae,

Juglandacese,

Cupuliferse,

Betulacese,

Salicacese,

Coniferae,

Aracese,

Typliaceae,

Lemnacepe,

Naiadacese,

Alismaceae,

Hydrocharidaceee,

Orchidacese,

AmarylHdacese,

Iridaceje,

Dioscoreacese,

Smilacese,

Liliacae,

Melanthacese,

Juncaccse,

PoDtederiaceae,

Cyperaceae,

Gramme*,

Eodogenae, 141

6

1

3

1

2

11

2
I

2

3

3

6

3

2

7

1

2

1

8

4

2

8

2

53

39

420

These 420 species must form the most conspicuous elements

of our flora taken as a ^yhole ; and if there were room to spare, it

would be worth while to enumerate them. If we arrange the

families thej belong to in the order of the number of these com-

mon species thej respectivelj contain, the largest ten will stand

as follows :

—

Compositic

,

Cyperacese,

Gramineae,

Eosacese,

Scrophulariacese,

On

57
53
39
20
15

Leguminosfe,

Ranuuculaceae,

Labiatae,

Salicacese,

Polygonacese,

14

12

11

11

10

^
comparing this with the table on p. 213 of vol. 22, we

perceive that the orders hold nearly the same relative rank, ex-

cept that the Bosacece and Leguminosm have interchanged places

(the former having a mucli larger number both of wide-spread

and of social plants than the latter) ; that the Ericacc(B and C/r-

chidacecE. fall to a low position, and that in their stead the &«-
cacecB^ and the Polygonacece are among the largest orders. This

is owing to the general absence of Ericacea in our open or prai-

rie country west of the Alleghanies, and to the small number
of Orchidacem which endure much diversity of climate.
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^
Moreover, seven orders comprise half of these plants; whereas

It takes between nine and ten orders to embrace a moietj of all
our indigenous species.

The species which 1 have counted as those of widest range
are simply those which are known to occur along or not far dis-
tant from our frontiers on the four sides, without reference to
tiie frequency of their occurrence within the area. And the
species designated as very abundant in individuals are merely
those which occur copiously wherever the species occurs at alJ,

in a congenial station, even if only a single station be known, as

^ the case with SidUvantia Ohioensis^ Calamagrosfis Pickeringn\
&c. It might well happen, therefore, that some of the foregoing

^^ ^P^^i^s of widest range within our territory, and of greatest
abundance in their localities, should after all be uncommon plants,
on account of the sparseness of the habitats. And on turning
over the lists, indeed, I find that they contain species of very
various degrees of abundance, above a certain point (which I
am unable to express numerically), and of quite various degrees
of frequency of occurrence, i. e. of the number and extent of
the stations, throughout the country. But so true is it as a gen-
eral rule, that species of wide range in our country are species
^f frequent occurrence, that I have not noticed any strongly
niarked exceptions to it in the lists from which the foregoing
statements w^ere deduced, viz,, those which are also abundant in

^dividuals,—meaning, of course, of frequent occurrence at the
"I'oper stations for each species ; for very hv^^ plants are sown
I'oad-cast over the land, and few occur un^er any wide diversity

of physical circumstances. I was inclined to draw up a cata-

logue of those widely-ranging species which are most abundant
generally throughout Qur district, and another of the least abund-
ant. But I find, on trial, that this demands a critical considera-
tion which I have not time to give, as well as a particular knov*!-

^age of the details of the vegetation of the different parts of so

^'ide a country, which I am far from possessing. The area is

^uch too large, and the climate, soil, &c., too diversified for the

Proper elaboration of such a mass of details. I conjecture that

^hout twn.tTn'rrqci r^f tl-.^ fnrpcrnhio' 420 sDCcies would find a place

.-.*

in each
States within our limits. , , ^ , .,

« may be mentioned that about doO of these both wide-

spread and abundant species are herbs, 42 are shrubs or woodj
^nes, and 28 may be reckoned as trees. The latter, forming as

*\ey do an important feature in the vegetation of a country

^mch was natnmlW for the most part forest-clad, are here enu-

merated
:
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Tilia Americana,

Acer rubrnm.
" dasycarpum.

Prunus Americana.

Virginiana.

serotlna.

tesfus cocciuea.

Platanus occidentalis.

Carya alba.
ii

u
glabra.

u

it

amara.

Querelas obtusiloba.

Crat
(& tomentosa,

a

M

alba.

coccinea.

rubra.

Amelancliier Canadensis.

Fraxinus Americana.
" viridis.

Sassafras officinale.

XJlmus Americana.

Celtis occidentalis.

Carpinus Americana.

Ostrya Virginica.

Salix nigra.

Populus tremuloides.

Pinus mitis.

Juniperus Virginiana,

The foregoing list, after all, includes none of our most social

forest trees. The latter I should rank in the following order as

to sociability

:

Abies nigra and alba.

Abies balsamda and Fraseri.

Thuja occidentalis.

Larix Americana.
Abies Canadensis.

. Pinus Strobus.

Pinus Tgeda, rigid a, and the rest.

Taxodium distichum.

Cupressus tbyoides.

Salix nigra.

Populus monilifera and angulata.

Fagus ferruginea.

Fraxinus sambucifolia.

Betula alba.

" papyracea.

Acer saccharinum.

Quercus nigra, obtusiloba, aquati-

ca, &c.

The most social of the larger shrubs, rising occasionally to

small trees, are

:

Rhododendron maximum.
Kalmia latifolia.

Salix, various species.

Alnus incana and serrulata.

Myrica cerifera.

Quercus ilicifolia.

Amorpha fruticosa.

Zanthoxylum Americanura.

Pyrus Americana.

Cepbalanthus occidentalis.

Vaccinium corymbosum.

Clethra alnifolia.

Rhus typhina, glabra, and vene- Azalea viscosa, &c.

nata.

Characteristics of the Vegetation of the principal Districts

comprised in our Floi^a.

The main botanical districts, into which the territory embraced

in our Flora is naturally divided, are three, with two subordinate

ones. These are unmistakably defined by the general features

of the country, and pretty ^Xxon^^ marked by their vegetation.

They are,

1. The Southeastern low border (naturally wooded).
2. The great Middle and Northern Wooded Region.

y
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3. The Western Unwooded or Sparsely wooded Region, char-
acterized by prairies, oak-openings, &c. To which are appended,
4 The Alpine and SiibaJpine Eegion, forming a few isolated

patches in the second district.

6, The line of Sea-coast, or Maritime District,

L The &utheastern District—If, from the intersection of the
80th parallel of longitude with the southern boundary of Vir-
ginia a line be drawn northeast to Washington and the city of
ISTew^ York, it will very nearly mark the inland limits of this
district, except that a narrow prolongation of it, somcAvhat modi-
fied^ in character, skirts the coast as far as to Cape Ann, and
vanishes at the southern point of Maine, The Pine-Barrens of
New Jersey represent tliis district fully. Its prevalent forest-

growth consists of Pitch Pines and Oaks, especially of the Span-
ish Oak, Post Oak, and Black Jack, and in low grounds of Red
and White Maples and Birch. Few of the forest trees proba-
bly were ever large and stately, at least at the north. The char-

acteristic trees and largest shrubs are Piiiiis rigida and P. inops^

and at the south P. Trnda and Taxodium distichum^ Cupressus

Ilex

Quercus/i

ifl

thus yirginiea^ Ilea Yirgin'ica^ Ckthra alnifolia, Azalea viscosa^

OratcBgvs parvifolia^ Acer dasycarpum^ Magnolia glauca, and at

the south Persea CaroIine?'isiSy with several southern trees (such

^ Quercus virens^ Oka Americana^ &c.) which however occur
only on the coast of Virginia. Other most characteristic shrubs
ai'e Gaylussaciadumosaimdfrondosa^ Leucothoe racemosa^ and at

the south L. axillaris^ Andromeda Mariana^^ Ikx {Prims) glabra^

Corema Conradi and Comptoma asphnifoUa at the north, and
Myrica cevift The two species

il

.As to lierbs, out of about 120 either wholly peculiiir or oth^r-

yise characteristic species,
'

'
.

-n
..

fo-rmis, Polygala lutea and n
fih

Ervnaium Virqinianum^ Eupat

^ucokpis, resvnosum, album and aromaticum, Aster Badula, svrcu

hsus. .snp^/^,7»7.o n>./J ^c,r^o^,•a^^Tr 4 mnmlnr. with SoUdaao viraaia

sperma, Kcbalus virgatus, Utricidaria inflata, dandestina, striata,

purpurea and resupinata, Schicalbea Americana, PyxidanOiera bar-

iukta, Stylisma Pickeringii, four species of Sahbaiia, Euphorbia

fyecacuanha, Gymnadenia fiava and Flaianthera crisfata, Lach-

nanthes, Lophiola, Yucca fHameniosa, Xerophyllum and Ilelomas

^dlata, To/ieldia piibens, ^arthecium Americanum, and Amphicar-

^^-^'^, the last two peculiar to the Pine-barrens of New Jersey.
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II. Wooded D
breadtli of our territory along its northern boundary, but nar-

rows ra])idly towards the south into a wedge-hke shape. A line

drawn from Fond du. Lac to the western end of Lake Erie, and
thence south to the Tennessee line, would serve tolerably well

for its western boundary. This vast tract naturally divides into

three provinces, yiz: the Southern^ comprising all south of Penn-

sylvania and the Ohio Eiver; the Northeasteim^ comprising all

north and east of Pennsylvania, and all except the southwestern

corner of that state; and the NortJiwestern^ including all west of

Pennsylvania. "With some local and inconsiderable exceptions,

this tract was originally covered with dense forest, composed in

the higher and cooler or moister portions partly of Spruces, and
in the valleys of White Pines, and partly of Beech, Maples and
other deciduous trees, or in sandy tracts of Pitch Pines, Post

Oaks, &c., and in the lower portions with stronger and deeper

soil, of several kinds of Oak, of Hickories, Chestnut, &c.

The most characteristic and important tree of the Avhole re-

gion doubtless is, or rather was, Pinus Strohits^ the White Pine,

which everywhere at the north once filled the principal intervales

with a most stalely growth. Other prominent forest-trees of the

whole district are the White, Eed, Scarlet and Chestnut Oaks,

Hickories

Ash, the Sugar Mapl
White

spread Eed Maple, as well as the common Lime-tree or Bass-

wood
; also, as we verge southward or westward, the Tulip-tree

and the Cucumber-tree. Trees which belong wholly or charac-

7^5

B
the Sweet Buckeye, the Common and the Clammy Locust-trees

/ ^ — '

Kalmia latifolia

Rhododendron maximiim

ces, form almost impassable thickets along the steep sides of

Alle

Hon
(^.

W
the western province. P,

Be

tula papyracea^ excelsa and lejiia, Querciis palustns^ the Black

Ash, and among small trees, Pyrus Americana^ Pruniis Pennsyl-

yamca, Acer Permsylvamcum, and Phits typhma^ are character-

istic northern species, I must not stop to enumerate the charac-

teristic shrubby and herbaceous plants.

IIL The Western District^ comprised between the boundary
last mentioned and the Mississippi Eiver, consists of glades,

'Oak-openings,' * barrens,' and at length of prairies or open



r
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plains. Its trees, wliere these occur, are principally some of
those of the foregolDg districts, especiallj Qitercus nigra^ imbrica-
n\ rubra and obtusiloha with Q. macrocarpa^ Carya olivceformis,
and along rivers the Cotton-wood, Blue Ash^ &c, I can hardlj
enumerate any peculiar shrubs of the district, excepting Amor-
pha canescens^ which is local this side of the Mississippi. The
characteristic herbs of the prairies, &c.j w^ould seem to be Covi-
posUcB^ especially Helianthoid Composite, such as Helianthits
rigidus^ Imlijiorus^ occidentalism mollis^ hirsidiis^ and in the rirer
bottoms H. doronicoideSj Actinomeris helianihoides, Coreopsis arts-

tosa End palmata, Echinacea purpurea iind angustifolia, and espe-
cially Silphiuin laciniatum (the Compass plant), terehinthinaceum^

integrifolium^ &c. ; to which may be added Cacalia tuherosa^ Ka-
oalus racemosa^ asper and crepidineus^ Ambrosia bideniata ^cadpsi-
mtachya^ Veronica fascicidata^ Liatris pycnostachya^ .Ei(patoriurrb

serotinum^ Solidago Ohioerisis^ Biddellii^ and Missouriensis^ Aster
oblongifolius^ aziireiis^ turhinellus^ and sericeits. As herbs peculiar
to this district and its immediate borders, I may mention Isopy-
Turn biternatiim^ Delphinium iricorne^ Stylophorum diphyUum, Hy-
pericum sphcBrocarpum and dolabriforme^ Psoralea Onobrychis and
stipidata^ GUhnia stipulacea, Geum vernum^ Oaiira Jilipes, Lud-
'^^^igia polycarpa, Erigenia bulbosa^ Solidago Shoriii and rvpestris^

Monarda Bradbitriana^ Seymerid macrophylla^ Lithospermum lati-

Jolium, Phlox bifida^ Gentiana piiberida^ Platanthera leucophaa^

Cypripedium candidum^ Trillium recurvatum and nivale. The
only Grasses I know which are peculiar to the district, and not
found east of the Alleghanies, are Poa sylvestris^ Diarrhena Amer-
icana^—neither of them prairie-grasses,—and Leptxirus panicula-
<W5, which mainly belongs to salt-licks and to the dry plains far-

ther west.

In fact,—looking at North American botany comprehensively,

this district cannot claim to be distinguished as a separate one.

It is only a broad border along which the great naked plains of
the west and the eastern forest region meet and blend through
the most diversified gradations. And so, likewise our south*

eastern district is only a narrow extension of the botany of the

^arm-temperate region of the Southern United States, prolonged

iiorthward upon the low coast, just as the botany of o\ir cool-

tempei-ate region is prolonged southward along the Alleghanies.

f

.
IV. The Alpine and Suhalpine Bistrict has been sufficiently

lUustrated already (vol. 22, pp. 207, 2^0, vol. 23, p. 62).

'^' The Maritime District is inhabited by the following 60
species.

Kanimculua Cjrabalaria. Hontenya peploldes.

Calji'Ie Americana. *Spergularia rubra.

Hudsonia tomentosa. Sesuvium Portulacastrum.

Lechea thymifoKa. #Hibiscus Moscheutos.
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Lattyrus maritimus.

*Prunus maritima.

Crantzia llneata.

Ligusticum Scoticum,

Archangelica peregrina

*Aster flexuosus.

# ** linlfolius.

*Solidago sempervirens.

Plucbea caraphorata.

Baccliam halimifolia.

»Iva frutescens.

Borrichia frutescens.

Plantago raaritiina.

Statice Limonium.
Glaux maritima.

Limosella aquatica.

Gerardia maritima*

Mertensia maritima,

Sabbatia calycosa.

" stellaris.

gracilis,

chloroides.

Blitum maritimum.
#Atriplex hastata.

*Obione arenaria.

*Salicornia berbacea.

Salicornia mucronata-
" ambigua.

*Chenopodina maritima,

*SaIsola Kali.

Euxolus pumilus.

#Acnida cannabina.

*Rumex maritimus,

i^Euphorbia polygonifob'ar

*Zostera marina,

*Riippia maritima.

Triglocbin palustre.
" maritimum.

Juncus maritimus.
" bulbosus,

Scirpus Olneyi.

# t( maritimus.

Vilfa Virginica.

Calamagrostis arenaria,

Spartina polystacbya.

<(

Li.

U

U
juncea.

stricta.

Glyceria maritima.
u

distans.

*Brizopyrura spicatum.

Uniola paniculata.

^Hordeum jubatum.

A

JS'ortheru

't found in Europe {Ranunculus Cymhalana)

Asia. Four of them are exclusively south-

ern, not extending northward to the Delaware Bay; viz. Born-

chiafrutescens^ Sabbatia calycosa^ Vilfa Virginica^ and Uniola jpan-

tculata^ and nine others (including Juncus maritimus) are prevail-

ingly southern, and find their boreal limit south of Massachusetts

Bay. Scot

Mertensia %

th of New
Maine

Virginia, or nearly so. Several maritime species still linger on

the shores of our Great Lakes, mementoes of their former salt-

ness, viz. Hudsonia tomeniosa, CaJcile Americana^ Lathyrus mariii'

7nus, Calamagrostis arenaria^ and JTordcum fuhatum ; while -/i^^"

nunculus Cymbalaria^ Glatix maritima^ &g. occur in saline soil far

beyond the Mississippi, and the former, with Hibiscus Uoscheutos,

Sciliconiia herbacea^ Scirptis maritimus^ and the two species of

-^ -^ — -""'^ —J-Qors in the interior

Singularly enough.
our

of the country, as' at Salina, New York
what seems to be truly Tnghchin maritimum (the T. elatum oi

G "Western

/
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York, Ohio, Wisconsin, &c., i:

not the least trace of saltness.

e

our maritime i3lants is a true
hdimifolia, Ivafrutescens
tommtosa is a heatli-like under-shrub : the rest are herbs.
On the whole, I should say that the range of our maritime

our herbaceous species generallj.

erreater

United States,
f the Flora of the North

To answer tlie question as to what are the leading character-

Northern

s

a whole, "we should have to consider, first: What are the more
remarkable peculiarities of our flora, as discovered by the in-

structed botanist with the "whole field systematically displayed
to his mental view ; and secondly, what are the plants or the
forms of vegetation which, by their abundance or their promi-
^ence^ impart to our flora its dominant features. The first is a
niatter of deduction from a variety of facts, many of which
would never arrest the attention of the casual observer : the
econd relates to points which would most attract the notice of
the passing botanical traveller or the ordinary observer. The
answer to the former no less than to the latter enquiry, would
depend upon the point of view. To the traveller from our
Southern States, or from the great plains of the West, the novel
features of our vegetation are those which it has in common
^ith Europe. To the European visitor the striking peculiarities

are those which we share with the southern part of the country,
and these would increase in prominence as he proceeded south-

J'ard and westward. And, in forming his idea of a flora, the

Dotanist naturally, if not inevitably, takes that of Europe as his

standard of comparison.
In comparing, as the botanist naturally would, our flora with

that of Northern and Western Europe, the following would ap-

pear to be leading characteristices,

,
1. Our comparative richness in ordinal types;—our flora hav-

^^g, as already remarked (vol. xxii, p. 216), 26 orders which are

absent from that of Europe, while the latter (exclusive of tlie

•^lediterrnnPftTi >iQ«m^ T^qq r>nlv seven orders which are wanting
here.

2. Tbe prevalent subtropical character of our extra-European

orders ;—which has been already referred to, and which will be

?3anifest to the botanist inspecting the list of such orders given

^ a former article (vol. xxii, p. 215). n ^
3. Our richness in species of woody plants, and especially of

^ees
; as already alluded to (p. 84). This wiU strikingly appear

!^
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from a comparison of our flora witli an equivalent European
one,—witli the German flora, for example. In Kocli's Flora

Germanica (excluding the Adriatic region), I count 60 indigenous

species of trees, belonging to 27 genera, and comprised in 14 or-

ders. In our own Flora of the Northern United States , adopting

the same estimate as to "vvhat constitutes a tree, I count 132 trees,

in 56 genera, and belonging to 25 orders ; as follows

:

6 species of trees.Magnoliacese,

Anonacese,

2

1

genera,
u

and

Tiliacepe, 1 a u

Camelliacese, 1 u u

Anacardiacese, 1 u ((

Sapindaceas,

Leguminosse,

3

6

u u

Rosaceae, 4 ii u

Hamamelacese, 1 u ii

Araliacese, 1 u ii

Cornaceae, 2 a u

Caprifoliaceae,

Ericaceae,

1

2 u ii

Aquifoliaceae, 1 u a

1

2

1

1

8

1

15
1

1

4
1

2

I

Ebenacese, 1 " " 1

Sapotacea?, 1 *^ "2
Oleacese, 3 " ** 8

Lauraceae, 2 " ** 2

Urticacese, 4 " "8
Platanacese, 1 " " 1

Juglandacese, 2 " "9
Cupuliferse, 5 " "21
Betulaceae, 1 « "6
Salicaces, 2 " "7
Coniferae, 7 " "18

a (I

a u

u ii

ii ii

u ii

u a

ii a

U ii

ii u

U ii

U U

U U

+

ii u

(( U

ii ii

ii ii

a u

a (i

ii ii

1

LL ii

a ii

The only natural order containing trees in the German flora

and not in ours is the Rharanacem ; the only order in which the

German flora exceeds ours in arboreous genera is that of JBetidacecB

(which comes from our not counting any of our Alders as trees);

the only order in which the German ilora ha^ more species of

trees than ours is that of the Salicacem (10 to 7), we counting

but one truly arboreous indigenous WiUow, On the other hand,

our flora surpasses the German not only in the twelve additional

orders (one of which is represented by nine species and another

by six), but also having a greater number of species in ten out

of the thirteen orders common to the two countrieSj and of gen-

era likewise in all but three of them. That is, we possess of

Sapindaceae (including

HippocastanacejE and >- 2 more genera and 3 more species of trees.

Acerace©),

Leguminosw, ' 5 ** ** ** 6 "

Rosacese, q u « « 2 "

1

V
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Cornacese, 1 more genus and 3 more species of trees.
Ericacece, 1 " '* " 1 " " «
Oleaceae, 2 " '^ " 6 ** " ' ^

Urticacec'B, 2 " <t « 5 « « w

Cupuliferae, " ** " 11 " " «
U ti tiBetulacese, (—1) " " 3

Coniferae, 3 « " 10 " " "

4.^ Our floray it may be seen^ accordingly predominates in its

species of Pinej Fir, Oak, Birch, Elm, Ash, arboreous as well as
shrubby Cornaceca^ CraJcBji] and of arboreous LeguraxnoscB ; and
its characteristic trees are the Taxodium, the Overcup, Willow
and Chestnut-Oaks, the Hickories and Walnuts, the Planer-tree
and two SapotacecB, wbich barely reach us from the South, the
Persimmon, the Gum-trees (both Nyssa and Liquidambar), the
Common and Honey Locusts, Cladrastis^ and the Kentucky Coffee-
tree, the Negundo and three species of Buckeye, the Sumac, the
Loblolly Bay of our southeastern border, the Papaw-tree, the
Tulip-tree, and our five species of Magnolia. We might ha^
a.dded Zanthoxylum^ but no Prickly Ash fairly forms a tree AV'ithm
our geographical limits.

5. Our flora is equally rich in shrubs, of a great variety of
families, especially in those which make an undergrowth in for-

ests; and, among them, in Vaccinece^ Androviedece and Ehodorece^
while it has no Arhuiece rising above the surface of the gTOund,

Heaths

Eupal
Helianthoid

iiumbering any other region; but is poor m AniJiemidece^ true

Senecioneca, and in Cyjiarecs^ and eepecially so in GichoracecB.

7. It has an unusual number of Cyperacece^ which is owing
P^'irtly to the remarkable number of extra-European genera, and
partly to the number of species of Cyperus^ WiyncJiGspora^ and
Carex,

8. From the position of JRosacets on the list of the larger orders,
our flora would be supposed to be unusually rich in that order
^fso; but this result happens in consequence of our remarkable
^comparative poverty in CntdfeT<B, UmbelliferaSj Lahialm, and Ca-

'^yophylhcecB. Other orders in which our flora is much deficient,

^ wrnpared with Europe, are BorraginacecB^ Carapanulace<s,LiU-
c^ in the laro*er sense, and Iridacem, Grassulacf<B, ChenopodiacctB,

^imulacecB, and QeraniacecB, Those in which we are corres-

pondingly rich are Asclepiadace(B, Polemoniacece^ Smtlace<e^ Me-

^nthacece, AraliacecB, and Onagracece.

9- To present the elements of the 26 orders represented m
?ur flora but wanting in that of Europe, and in which charaoter-

^tic features are necessarily comprised, would still further extend

SECOND SEKIES, VOL. XXUI, NO. 09.—ilAY, 1857.
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an article already inconveniently protracted. The botanist can

readily gather the needful details respecting them, and respecting

our extra-European genera generally, from the data given in a

former article.

As regards the plants most striking and important in the

hysiognomy of our vegetation, the first rank is undoubtedly

eld by the trees of social growth ; and of these the principal

are Com/erce. The characteristic tree of the proper Northern

States is, therefore, Pinus Strobus. This, the tallest and once the

most plentiful of our trees, ivhen the country lay in all the "wild-

ness of nature, must have given the dominant feature to a great

part of the landscape. White Pines may probably be distin-

guished by their port and aspect from a greater distance than any

other of our forest- trees,^ except perhaps the Taxodium of our

Southern '' Cypress" swamps, and the long-leaved Pine which so

strikingly marks a belt of low and barren country stretching

from the southeastern borders of Virginia to the Gulf of Mexico

and the Mississippi
• Pinus Tmda near our southern limits, and, more northward,

P. rigida and the other Pitch Pines, give a predominant feature

to the ^'pine-barrens" of the Northern States.

Our Arbor Yitas {Thuja occidenialis) of intensely social growth,

is the physiognomic tree of our cold, swamps at the North, and

of Canada. Large tracts of cold and poor marshy land at the

north, and on the mountains, are occupied with the well-marked

Balsam Fir, or, where less damp, with the more sombre and stiff

Black Spruce, or, with the closely related White Spruce ;
the

latter, however, only along our northern frontier. Abks Fraseri

replaces the common Balsam Fir in the Alleghanies south of

Pennsylvania, and has just the same aspect. Hemlock Spruce

woods {Abies Canadensis) cover hill-sides and sharp ridges of a

light and thin soil, where water never stands, throughout the

northern part of the country, witli a truly characteristic forest-

growth. Larch or "Tamarack" swamps are strongly marked

in aspect, but are never large.

No other species of forest trees that I know monopolize the

ground in so marked a manner, and impress their single features

upon a tract of country. The Beech woods of elevated tracts

and the Sugar Maple in richer and lower ground, make the near-

est approach, to it: but ordinarily our woods of deciduous tre^s

consist of a mixture of several species, in which different kinds

predominate according to the situation. In enumerating, as 1

)

have done farther back, the trees most characteristic of our three

principal districts, I have mentioned those which more than any

other give character to our arboreous vegetation. As trees

which possess marked individuality, and wlaich may be known
from far, I barely mention the common American Elm of our

All
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intervales, tlie Button-wood or Platanus on the banks of rivers
and streams, tlie Sugar Maple, the various Hickories, the Black
Walnut, and several Oaks, the White and the Paper Birch, con-
spicuous from the ghastly white bark of their trunks, as well asm their hght and handsome foliage, the Sassafras, the Cucum-
ber-tree, the Tulip-tree, the Honey Locust with its remarkably
hgnt and feathery foliage, and the Gymnodadus or Kentucky
Coffee-tree, with its thick and stout branchlets, and its remarka-
bly decompound foliage, rendered the more striking in aspect
hy the oblique or almost vertical position which the leaflets gen-
erally assume.
Of trees conspicuous in blossom, Camus Florida, the two Urn-

Magnol
and the Crab-Apple hold the first place, and the Umbrella-trees
^ith their rose-colored cones are equally conspicuous in fruit
J-iie LobloUj-Bajj Rhododendron maximum^ and the Ckionanihus

equally shoAvy, but they are generally shrubs
than trees.

shrub
^niarkable absence of broad-leaved evergreens. The American

our

^ not a common one. Of large shrubs or small trees, Rhododen-
^^on maximum and Kalmia latifolia—our "Laurels,"—are our
prmcipal and truly characteristic evergreens, as they are among
the most social of our woody slants.
The herbaceous plants whic course

the Compositce^ especially toward the close of summer, when
golden Solidagoes and purple, blue, and white Asters are every-
^^here conspicuous. Of vernal flowers,—peculiarly delightful
t^ us after a winter which destroys all herbaceous vegetation,

—

.
the most common species which strike the eye over the whole
countiy (in tlieir appropriate stations) are Caltha palustris, Aqui-

1

4

^^ittaia or one or two other steraless Violets, Claytonia, one or
the other species, Oldenlandia (Housionia) ccerulea, Senecio aurens,

^fiilacina bifoUa, Frr/lhronium Americanum, Uvuhria sessilifoUa,

^°d, a Little later, Geranium maculatum.
The part which introduced plants take in our flora, with some

^dred tonir>* mnsf V*P rnnsiVlpred in a future article.
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Art, XXXVIII.

—

On the Meridian Instnivients of the Dudley

Observatory ; bj Dr. B. A. Gould, of Cambridge,

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Albany,

July, 1856.

Mr. Gould described the meridian-circle and transit-instru-

mentj now nearly completed for the Dudley Observatory, and

gave some account of the principles adopted in their construction.

The meridian instruments now in use in the several observa-

tories of the world may be classified in two divisions,—which

may be designated as the German and the English styles,—and

perhaps be justly described, the one as the instrument of the en-

gineer, the other as that of the artist. For the former the circles

are large and massive, frequently having a diameter equal to the

entire focal length of the attached telescope ; in the latter they

are smaller and slighter. The new transit-circle of Professor

Airy, at Greenwich, typifies the English style, and this instru-

ment, with its counterpart at the Cape of Good Hope, presents

the merits in the most conspicuous and impressive form. It is

of iron, cast in a single piece; incapable of reversal, for which

the observation of collimators is substituted; without a striding

or hanging level, this apparatus being superseded by observa-

tions of the meridian thread as reflected from the surface of mer-

cury
; the circle is eight feet in diameter, and read by diverging

microscopes firmly imbedded in a massive pier; and the pivot-

forms are investigated by means of a collimating apparatus, of

which the axis of rotation itself forms a part.

The instruments of the German school are of an entirely dif-

ferent order,—lighter and more mobile^ Their circles are sn^all

in comparison with the length of the tube; the microscopes are

supported upon a frame concentric with the azis, and form one

system, the position of which is known by means of an attached

level, whose indications furnish a correction to be applied to the

mean of their several readings. The level is used, indeed, when-

ever its use is possible, and a great part of the precision ot the

results of observation is dependent upon the delicacy with which

this highly trusted instrument may be constructed and used.

Frequent reversals of the instrument are deemed indispensable;

and in general the structure is devised with a view to easy,

rapid and frequent changes in the relative, position of all those

parts which may be rendered movable. To sum up,—;the one

class of instruments is designed for securing absolute uniformity

of circumstances in all observations ; the other, for attaining_ as

great diversity of circumstance as is consistent with the retainmg

of the same degree of accuracy.

i

%.
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The meridian-circle for the Dudley Observatorv has been or-
dered of Messrs. Pistor and Martins, of Berlin, and in its form
arid the fundamental principles adopted^ mj aim has been to avoid
the prejudices of education and the prepossessions of taste, and
if possible to exercise an eclectic judgment^ using however the
greatest care to shun such a composite form as would impair the
unity of idea, and fail of the preponderant merit which both the
English and the German forms may claim, in being consistent
developments of their fundamental i'dea.

All this seemed not impossible; nor indeed did it appear beyond
attamment to combinej with such an eclectic form, sundry new
and by no means um'mportant additions. This has been the en-
dcavorj and it remains to be seen how sound may have been the
foundation for these hopes and expectations.

_ The object-glass is from material furnished by Messrs. Chance
Brothers, of Birmingham, and made under the supervision of
Mr. Masselin. It was my earnest desire that it might be ground
and worked into form by some one of our own accomplished
^rtJsts, but the Berlin mechanicians were unwillino: to entertain
any proposition of the kind,—desiring to take the whole respon-
sibilityj if any,—and were so strenuous that I refrained from
pressing the matter. The clear aperture is ninety French lines;
the focal lengtli, ten English feet.

I
Both circles are divided, and capable of rotation round the

^xis, and they are read by means of four microscopes firmly set
in each pier,—liorizontal, not converging, although the divided
silver limb is slightly oblique' to prevent the dazzling image of
tue lamp from blinding the observer's eye. The piers beihg two
fcet in thickness^ and the microscopes read from the outer side,

these microscopes are nor far from twenty-five inches in length,

^a circumstance which gives rise to various not unimportant
disadvantages; but the ingenuity and skill of Mr. Martins have
surmounted the chief of these, the large amount of expansion
^i]d contraction of the metal due to changes of temperature^
with great succes, by leaving the n:ietal tubes free to extend or

^cede without hindrance, and without affecting either the dis-

tance of the lenses or their fixity in the stone.

To obviate the chief disadvantages of attaching the micro-

scopes to the piers, namely, those arising from the unequal

<^^^anges in the piers themselves, these will be coated with oil, or

SOQie other preparation for excluding moisture, wound around

^ithlist or baize, and then encased in wood. With these j)re-

jautions, I am verv confident that w^e are justified in awaiting

from this more massive construction greater advantages than

^ould be derived from the metalhc connection of the micro-

^3^es, although continually subjected to scrutiny by means of

tie attached ether-leveh

i

^
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The circles are three feet in diameter, and entirely protected

on the outer side by the piers. They are of the form which long

experience has recommended to Messrs. Pistor and Martins as

the best,—not too heavy at the rim, and with radial arms thick-

ening in both dimensions towards the centre. The screen-tubes

for the microscopes draw back automatically as soon as the coun-

terpoises are relieved of a portion of their burden, and it is thus

possible to have them very close to the circles, when in use,

without incurring any danger of injuring the "graduation when
the instrument is lifted for reversal.

The eye-piece has a vertical as well as a horizontal motion

;

and the diaphragm, which is of course adapted for chronographic

observation, is provided with both a horizontal and a vertical

micrometer,—the former being especially intended for the obser-

vation of polar stars, according to the method recently adopted

in tfee Paris Observatory, and which Professor Bache had inves-

tigated in 1849.

The method of Hansen for measming and eliminating the

effect of flexure comes from authority too high, and commends
itself too strongly, to justify us in lightly setting it aside. But

advantages entirely incompatible with its employment presented

themselves in such number as to induce me to accede to the

earnest recommendation of the artist, and abandon the original

plan of interchangeable eye-piece and object-glass. Some of the

decisive arguments, briefly expressed, are the following. It is

only when the most absolute symmetry has been attained in

every part of the tube and its accessory parts, that the flexure

is absolutely determined in this manner ; otherwise, we obtain

the measure of an ideal, not a real, flexure. Furthermore, not

only is the formula which attributes the maximum flexure to

the horizontal position, and makes the flexure in other positions

a snnple function of the altitude, not trustworthy, but I will not

hesitate to go farther, and, paradoxical as it may appear, to ex-

press my decided conviction, that the flexure is not necessarily

a maximum for the horizon or minimum for the nadir and ze-

nith, and that in almost every existing instrument, if not all,

the flexure is unequal for the same altitude upon different sides

of the vertical. The interchange of object-glass and eye-pieces

presupposes either the absence of unsymmetrical parts -withm

the tube, such as the apparatus for illumination and the shafts

by which we regulate the amount of light admitted, or the dis-

connection of these from their gearing or screw-heads. Indeed,

nothing like the former can be reasonably demanded,—a sacrifice

which seems disproportionate to the end to be attained. More-

over, the new meridian-circle is equipped with more than a usual

amount of internal mechanism, although the arrangement and

support of this latter has been planned with an especial view to
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the avoidance of any prejudical effect arising from unsjmmetric
distribution of weight. The measurement of flexure maj take
place without disturbing the adjustments or parts of the instru-
ment,^ by some apparatus analogous to the neat and practical
contrivance of Professor Challis, who arranges a pair of collima-
tors in such a manner that thej are used in connection with each
other at any desired angle of altitude. Moreover, the reversal
of the instrument admits of a scrutiny and check upon the de-
terminations, which provides all needful safeguard against erro-
neous results.

The circles are divided to 2', and read by microscope to O"!.
The unit's place of the degTee is always visible within the field

of the microscope, and the decades of degrees are engraved
upon the rim of the circle. The finders read to 10'', and by ver-
nier to 1'.

The axis is turned within as well as without, a precaution upon
which I also insisted with regard to the tube. The cube meas-
ures thirteen inches and a half on each side, and the pivots ^are

two inches in diameter. The difficulty of obtaining a satisfac-

tory and suitably homogeneous piece of iron for the axis may
be estimated from the circumstance that even in Berlin, justly

renowned as is that city for knowledge and skill in everything
pertaining to the founding of iron, three successive castings had
to be rejected before a satisfactory piece could be obtained ; and
even then it became necessary to deviate from the original plan,
not, however, as I trust, to the disadvantage of the instrument.
The weight of the axis is about 350 pounds.

_
The illumination is entirely by gas, the light designed for the

illumination of the field entering by one pivot, and that for the
threads by the other. Arrangements are made for illuminating
with lights of different colors, and for observing, when occasion

requires, with bright threads upon a bright field. The levels are

W)xed, provided with air-chambers, and read from end to end,

iiot from the middle outwards.
In fine, it has been my endeavor to incorporate in the design

of this instrument the principle,—never before attained, so far

&s I am aware,—that every instrumental correction, without ex-

ception, should be capable of determination by two entirely dis-

tinct and independent methods ; and in this respect also to com-
bine the advantages of the German and the English forms. And
I may claim for 3ie new instrument that its errors of graduation.

Its errors of flexure, collimation, level, azimuth and nadir-point,

^lay all be determined bv two separate processes, firee from any

dependence, direct or indirect, upon each other. And whatever

ttiay be its errors of construction or of mounting, there is no fear

that they will escape detection and accurate measurement. So

1
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earnest has been my desire to lose none of tlie advantages on
either side of questions upon which experienced astronomers

differ in opinion, thcit no point of detail has been deemed too

minute for the application of this idea of duahtj, and I have
even requested the artists to provide one set of microscopes with

crosses, after the fashion of Troughton, and the other with close

parallel threads, according to the custom of Repsold and the

almost universal usage of the German mechanicians. '

If this eclectic spirit shall prove to have been successful in

attaining its ends without the sacrifice of unity, of artistic or

theoretic elegance, of convenience, or of any scientific advan-

tage, the care and labor bestowed upon the decision of the prin-

ciples which should rule its design will be more than rewarded.

But here, as in all instruments of a high order, it is the mechan-

ical artist to whom most of the success is due, and to whose re-

fined delicacy of judgment, taste, and skill w^e owe the chief

advances of modern astronomy. Bessel once said that he could

determine the place of a star with a musket-barrel and a cart-

wheeL Few things were impossible to Bessel, but you will

agree with me that at any rate even a Bessel would with such

appliances hardly have determined so large a number of precise

star-positions as, thanks to the genius of Eraunbofer, Eeichen-

bach and Repsold, are contained in those noble Konigsberg vol-

umes, and are suf&cient to render the names of the artist and the

astronomer alike immortal.
It is my privilege, on this occasion, to become the organ of

the Trustees of the Observatory in announcing that, at the insti-

gation of the Scientific Council, they have given to the new
meridian-circle w^hich I have been describing,—which, in the

grandeur of its dimensions, is rivaled only by the renowned and

gigantic transit-circle of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich,

and whichj^as vre are trusting, may prove to be a forward step

in instrumental astronomy,—a name which will render the ex-

quisite instrument still more a source of pride to Albany and to

the Dudley Observatory,—a name full of associations of disinter-

ested and unassuming liberality, of generous public spirit,
—^the

name of a man who knows no guile, a citizen of large, expanded

mind and heart, whose efforts have, under the blessing of a fa-

voring Providence, resulted in an affluence by which all around

liirn are made happy, and without whose constant effort, protect-

ing care, and wise counsel, neither this instrument, nor the Ob-

servatory for which it is designed, would ever have existed.

The Trustees have authorized me to announce, that, in token ot

their respect for Thomas W. Olcott, of Albany, the instrument

will be known as the Olcott Meridian-Circle, and that the name

is already engraved upon the telescope at Berlin.
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The transit-instrument is similar to tlie meridian -circle, so i^ir

as the latter is an instrument for the measurement of right as-
cension. It is the property of the Coast Survey of the United
States, whose enh'ghtened chief has authorized its employment
at the Dudley Observatory for the present. The object-glass
has a clear aperture of 72 French lines, and a focal length of 8
feet,

r

In both these instruments the Ys are so constructed that the
leveharm may rest upon that part of the pivot which supports
the instrument..

\

Art. XXXIX.-

—

On tvjo Sulphurets of Coirper from the Canton

{Ga,) Mine; by K A. Pkatt, Jr,

The discovery in a new mineral locality of two beautifully

crystallized sulphurets of copper, identical in composition with
copper glance and covelline, the latter of which has never before
been found in this countr}^, and indeed in very few localities in
the world, is a very interesting fact ; but when these minerals are
found intimately associated, while at the same time their crystal-

lographic characters differ so widely.from the above-mentioned
species, and especially as they present a form in which they have
Bever before been observed, they assume a mineralogical import-
ance which demands an investigation of the conditions and man-
ner of their occurrence.
The geological position and character of this mine, as well aa

the unusual variety of minerals occurring here, have been made
tlie subject of a special and very flattering report by Prof. C. U.
Shepard, but so few probably will ever see that report, that a
brief outline of the formation will here be given, with only such
facts as bear directly on the origin and crystallization of these

ores.

.
The metalliferous rocks arc confined to one of many alterna-

tions of metamorphic schistose strata, in which hornblendic and
^ica schists predominate. This ' mica slate ' overlying a chloritic

fixate on the north, and underlying a talcose slate on the south,

IS itself slightly talcose and at different depths from five to ten

feet wide. This whole series trends K 65° E., and dips to the

southeast at an angle varying from m° to 80°. Whether they are

altered beds of the Lower Silurian, such as those of Southeast

Tennessee, and known as metamorphic Palaeozoic, or belong to

^be Azoic series, limited investigation has not certainly decided.

^ think, however on account of their distance from the Silurian

0/ the State, and the character and uniformly high inclination of

found

«KCOND SESIES, XOU XXIII, HO^ 69.—MAY, 1857.
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long to the Azoic. This, however, is by no means certain, and

the subject acquires additional interest from the fact that these

strata are contemporaneous with the great auriferous belt of the

State, and gold is found in the neighboring strata both north and

south.

The course of the metalliferous stratum, "the vein/^ is plainly

marked on the surface, by the decomposed ferruginous character

of the outcropping rocks. Crystals of staurotide of the thick-

ness of a small needle and from ^th to ith inch in length, similar

to those which so abundantly accompany the ores below though

somewhat decomposed, are found imbedded* in these rocks,

clearly indicating their existence prior to the decomposing ac-

tion of water on the mineral contents of the vein. At 60 feet,

the first' traces of copper are found in the form of * black oxjd/

'which evidently contains the sulphuret; and at 96 feet this

sulphuret with red oxyd and malachite has materially increased

in quantity. These with the abundant existence of the hy-

drous protoxyd of iron indicate the very general action of oxy-

gen and carbonic acid at this level. The first traces of galena

are here found in the tunnel contiguous to the chloritic slate

of the north wall ; this, as will be seen below, seems to be the

normal position of this mineral in the vein. Native copper in

small sprigs is also found ^attached to the very quartzose vein-

stone.

At 116 feet, near the shaft, all signs of decomposition disappear.

The siliceous mica slate, containing segregated masses of pure

white quartz, fills the vein. Farther east, iron pyrites in cubes

and imperfectly formed octahedrons, forms continuous masses,

probably lenticular in shape, six inches to two feet in thickness.

They lie nearly parallel to the walls, but are devoid of all signs

of stratification. Galena and blende are disseminated through

these, filling the interspaces of the crystals of pyrites and appar-

ently acting as a cement to keep tiiem together. In no case

have I seen the galena in this connection at all well crystallized ^
but The ordinary vem
stone, a quartzy mica slate, intervenes between these masses,

forming two, three, or four alternations according to their own

thickness, and the width of the vein. But at 25 or 80 yards from

the shaft to the east, the peroxyd of iron shows that at this

point the decomposition has extended to greater depths than

elsewhere. As the tunnel passes on, the roof presents a series

of reddish-brown and white *'flucanny" layers, evidently the

decomposed continuations of the alternations above mentioned,

which with these successive repetitions, taken in connection with

the water, which with its salts of copper and iron in solution, 33

known to have trickled through them, suggests the idea of a

huge voltaic pile, the galvano-chemical action of which may

i
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have exerted mucli influence on their own decomposition and
the crystallization of the siilpharets in the immediate vicinitj.
The relative position of these sulphurets and the rocks with
which they lie in contact is important as bearing directly on the
formation of the former, as will be noticed in the sequel. The
lower limit of decomposition, clearly defined and well marked
both by the total disappearance of the peroxyd, and the restora-
tion of the mica schist in its nornal condition, does not descend
vertically in the plane of the vein, but takes a downward and
easterly course pitching, within the walls of the vein, at an angle
of 45°. (In this general direction a winze has been sunk, inter-
secting the 145 ft. level and communicating with the 200 ft. level
below.) Here just at this lower limit of the decomposed area,
reminding one, by its position, of the occurrence or the black
oxyd, in the famous Ducktown mines, first occur the two sulphu-
rets of copper, which are the subject of this paper. They first

appear as a 'string' near but not immediately on the north wall,

which while pitching at an angle of 45° to the east, rapidly en-

larges to a fine 'bunch' of ore from 14 to 18 inches thick, which
now occupies the central part of the metalliferous stratum. The
minerals are however generally disseminated in the neighbor-
hood of the 'bunch,' through the body of the vein, which is

here 4 or 5 ft. wide, and are co-extensive downward, with the

decomposition of the rocks. Solid masses of the ores of 40 and
50 pounds have been taken from the bunch. The latter how-
ever contained quartz.
The relative proportion of these minerals (which were at first

confounded) varies. The most abundant is identical in its phys-
ical properties and composition with copper-glance, while its

^crystalline structure is that of galena, and on this account it has
oeen made a new spe,cies, named 'Harrlsite.' It occurs crys-

tallized in considerable masses in contact on one side with the

indecomposed veinstone, a quartzy mica slate, and. is associated
_

with massive white quartz and staurotide in slender reddish

crystals from ^th to ^^th inch in length. It also impregnates and

gives a dark grey color to masses of granular quartz and stauro-

tide, intimately mixed. Even when crystallized it is sometimes
so closely associated with massive erubescite (variegated copper)

that the two species cannot be separated. Fine crystals of quartz

are found beddincr their pyramidal terminations m the mass of

the sulph uret. Faces of several quartz crystals sometimes meet
at an angle, and" the mineral appears wedged in between them,

in one case I Extracted an ahnost perfect tetrahedron, the laces

formed partly by the crystalline faces of the quartz and^ part j
V the natural cleavage of the ore, which 1$ stiU emmently

^onotnetria
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Intimatelj" associated with tliis is anotlier new mineral also a

sulpliuret of copper (CuS) corresponding in its formula with the

protoxjd (CuO). A careful analysis of this gave :

Copper 66-205, sulphur 33'490, impurities "305 = 100,

The impurities consist of silver and staurotide, it being impos-

sible to find a crystal of the sulphuret which does not contain

small but perfect crystals of this mineral. Hardness l'5-2.

Specific gravity 4"18j mean of three determinations. Lustre

submetallic, shining. Color and streak, blue-black. Thus in

physical properties (except streak) and composition it is identical

'with 'covelline; but while covelline is hexagonal this is mon-
ometric and exactly similar to Harrisite and galena. It is also

found impalpable. For this mineral I have proposed the name
*' Cantonite," from the locality. It is found in the greatest quan-

tity and in the largest cr3'stals in contact with much decomposed
ferruginous quartz, and in an impalpable state is disseminated

through a veinstone of granular quartz and staurotide, in which

the latter seems to have replaced the mica of the ordinary vein-

stone which still retains its imperfectly stratified structure. Iron

pyrites, variegated copper and staurotide are frequently bedded
in pure Cantonite. It is also found finely crystallized in ex-

tremely well formed cubes diffused through large masses of rock

made up of small cubic pyrites. It ofi:en encrusts the cubes in

such a manner as to have the appearance of fine blue cubic Can-
tonite. Their nature is only discovered by testing their hardness.

When we take into consideration the instability of this protosul-

phuret and its liabiHty to oxydation, thus taking on a soluble

form, the comparative scarcity of this mineral in this and other

countries is amply accounted for. In fact in this mine, whenever
air and. moisture find access to strata containing it, the sulphate

of copper is formed in fine crystals. I regret that I was unable

to examine "in situ" the relative position of these minerals,

. which no doubt would have thrown much light on the condi-

tions of their formation. They are thus far confined to this por-

tion of the mine.
The galena at this depth is found only in interrupted strings

along the foot wall of the vein, and in no case under my obser-

vation is it in contact with the sulphurets or in their immediate
vicinity. Small sprigs of native copper are here implanted on

the galena, and fine crystals of zinc spinel (automolite) occur.

In the tunnels below this, at 145 and 200 ft., the veinstone re-

mains fresh -and undecomposed, containing copper pyrites, dis-

seminated through its mass. Lai^ge cubes of pyrites, crv'stals of

mispickel, copper pyrites and automolite, line and often fill crevi-

ces in the veinstone. Pure galena in small bunches is scattered

through the slate, and the pyritiferous masses still alternate with
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the hard quartz slate. Galeaa still fills strings on the north ^all,
and it is remarkable that in this position the specimens exhibit
a rather large cubical fracture, while in most and the largest
bunches in the bodj of the vein, the}'- show a compact granular
structure. The percentage of silyer in the galena of any mine
varies with the position of the lead ore, and my examination
shows that in this view it increases with its approach to the north
wall. In different determinations I have found from 01 to 0*3

per cent, equal to 32 and 96 oz. per ton of ore. Kyanite is found
m flat crystals facing crystals of galena. Carbon in the form of
graphite occurs as a fine black coating on seams of galena.
The fresh undecomposed mica slate impregnated with copper

pyrites, with its bands or plates of cubical pyrites, exhibited in
the lower levds may, I think, be taken as representing the con-
dition and appearance of the rocks above, previous to their de-

composition. The sulphate of copper, formed during the oxyda-
tion of the copper pyrites, when taken in solution by the water
percolating the mass, would be in a condition to assist in the

formation of other compounds of copper, while the hydrous per-

oxyd of iron, formed during the same decomposition, would be
left staining the strata from which the copper has been extracted.

,

That the Harrisite and Cantonite were formed from the sulphate
of copper in solution, is evident from their position at the lower

S

luuit of decomposition and the fact that they are found under

I
no other conditions in the mine. ' As to the chemical agencies

r

hy which black oxyd, native copper, and these sulphurets have
been precipitated, perhaps from the same solution—we have no
positive evidence. In one case, at least, that of native copper,

electro-chemical forces have no doubt been in operation. As re-

gards the sulphurets—since graphite is found coating seams of

galena the carbon of which was derived from organic matter in

solution, analogy would look to the possibility of their formation

by the reciprocal action of organic matter and the salt of copper,

just as actual experiment has shown crystals of pyrites to be

formed. And if future examination should prove that these are

altered silorian strata, organic matter has not been wantmg for

^1 purposes of deoxydation.
But in galvano-chemical action we have, I thmk, an expla-

iiation of all the phenomena presented in the peculiar occur-

rence of the ores of copper in this mine; and I propose to em-

oody in another paper, a series of experiments, showmg, m this

and other mines, the successive changes from copper pyrites,

through variegated copper and copper glance to native^ copper

and black ox\5 By the investigations of Mr. Eobert VV eir i^ ox

fnd Mr. Robert Hunt on the Cornish veins, the fact was estab-

lished, that in certain metalliferous veins, local galvano-electnc

currents existed, capable of producing chemical decomposition.
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And in 1836, Mr. Fox submitted to tne Britisli Association an
experiment showing that yellow copper (pyrites), in a dilute

Solution of sulphate of copper, under the influence of a weak
galvanic current, undergoes a change by which **a black and
somewhat friable crust" of sulphuret of copper was formed, and
native copper deposited in "bhlUant crystals" on the sulphuret.

That all the conditions for such decomposition and recomposi-

tion occur at the Canton mine, the above description will amply
.testify, and that such changes are in actual progress is proved by
a specimen of copper pyrites in my possession, which is com*

pletely blackened by a very thin coat of the sulphuret, while

mispickel and pyrites in immediate contact still retain their color

and lustre. This power thus exerted in the formation of Harris-

ite and Cantonite is probably as active in pseudomorphic changes

as in any other. The question then arises, Can they be pseudo-

morphs? On my first examination of these crystals in August,

1855, I considered them copper-glance in forms of galena, and

their porosity^ well exhibited in taking their specific gravity by
the escape of air bubbles, strengthened that opinion. Subsequent

examination of the locality and a greater variety of specimens,

lias entirely removed that impression. The occurrence of both

minerals crystallized in connexion with erubescite renders it

highly improbable that they replaced galena in that connection.

Galena, with a cubical fracture (if it does in any form) does not

occur in contact wnth the sulphurets. Nor are ^lei/ found occu-

pying the normal position of the galena, in strings along the wall.

This negative evidence, with some minor considerations, but

especially the character of the crystals, the lustrous cleavage

planes of w^hich, with their sharp and well-defined angles, dis-

agreeing so decidedly with pseudomorphic characters, renders

some positive evidence necessary to prove them pseudomorphs,
Nor can Cantonite be Covelline in form of Harrisite, since the

latter is never found among cubic pyrites, where the former is

so beautifully crystallized. There is 'at least an improbability

also that the easily decomposed protosulphuret could replace the

very stable disulphuret.

In conclusion, I infer from the results of this investigation that

copper glance is dimorphous, Harrisite being its raonometric

form. Also that Covelline is dimorphous, Cantonite being its

monoraetric form. The cause of this latter dimorphism will

probably be found in the fa€t that the monometric crystals are

formed by aqueous, and the hexagonal (covelline) by igneous

agency. Again, that Harrisite and Cantonite will not be found

at great depths, but only within the range of decomposition- On
the copper pyrites, then, and the argentiferous galena, wiU de-

pend the value of this mine.
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Art. XL.

—

Coiitribuiioiis to Mineralogy ; by Dr, Feedeeick
A. Gekth.

^SiNCE my last contribution to Mineralogy (Am. Journ. of Sci,,
xiXj 15,) I have examined a number of minerals, the constitution
of which appeared not to be satisfactorily settled, and in the fol-
lowing pages, give the results of my examinations.

1, Bismuthine from Riddarhyttan in Sweden.

The frequent occurrence of tellurium in minerals containing
bismuth and the probability that both metals can replace each
other, induced, me to examine a specimen from Eiddarhyttan.
ihe bismuthine is implanted in actmolitej the crj^stals of which
pi ten penetrate it, and is associated with chalcopyrite and allan-
ite (cerine), and by its broadly foliated structure and perfect
cleavage somewhat resembles the tetradymite from Fluvanna
county, Va, It was found to contain

:

Sulphur, 18'19 p. c.

Tellurium with a trace of Selenium, - - • 030 "

Bismuth,

Copper,
iron,

Actinolite,

0-39 "

031 "

2 93 "

1*9*45

After deducting tbe actinolite and l"12p. c, of cbalcopyrite,
the percentage of the pure mineral would be :

Sulphur,

Tellurium,

BismuUi,

18-66 p. a
32 «

8 1 03 "

100 00

Canton
under

From tbis analysis it appears, that the general formula for bis-

muthine sbould^be written (Bi, Te)S3.

2. ffarrmte (Shepard), apsettdomorph of Copper-glance after Galena.

Prof C. U. Shepard describes in his Eeport on the (

^ine, (Savannah, 1855, and 2d edition, New Haven, 1856),
the name Harrisite, as a new species an interesting pseudomorph
of copper-glance after galena.
Earlj in this year I examined the Canton mine and collected

part of the material and data for the following investigation.

I am also indebted to Dr. W. C. Daniell, Prof Julien M. Debj
^d W. F. Harris, Esq., for minerals from this mine.

At the 115 foot east level of the Canton mine, the Harrisite*

^^as found m a vein-like pocket, which dipped at an ande of

«bout 30'' towards the east^ in the ore stratum, and extended ad

I may be permitted for the saie of convenience to n^e in this paper the name*
^arrisite, Cantonite, etc^ for copp«rgLuice after galwuk corcUiae after galena, etc.
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far as the 1-il foot level, "vvhere it gradually disappeared. At its

widest place it was two feet in thickness and consisted of a very

friable quartz with mica, supposed staurotide or partschine (Shep-

ard) (?), automolite, Harrisite, Cantonite, pyrites, etc. At the

141 foot level the quartz becomes so much mixed up with pyrites,

galena, chalcopyrite, etc., that it loses its vein-like character and

has united with the wedge-shaped metalliferous mass in the ore

stratum^ where its presence can be recognized by the automolite

and supposed staurotide or partschine. No Harrisite has ever

been observed below 141 feet depth, and it has given place to

the unaltered galena. It may be found again however, if the

ore-stratum of the Canton mine or a similar one should be devel-

oped where the atmospheric influences have been favorable to

such changes.

Harrisite has very much the appearance of a dark variety of

galena, though it is always darker than the darkest, which I

have ever seen. It occurs
masses, which show a perfect cleavage even to the smallest frag-

ments. Between the cleavage planes, which are often tarnished,

we frequently find a coating of clay.

It has lost its compactness and has become friable. Sp. Gr,

(at 20^ Cels.) =5-485. H.=3—3-5.

The material for the analyses was treated with chlorhydric acid,

washed and dried over sulphuric acid, in order to obtain it in a

state of perfect purity. I found

:

Sulphur, -

Seknium,
Silver,

Copper,

Lead,
Iron,

Insoluble,

f

I. II.

20-648 20-647 p. c
riot determined. 0047 "

0-207 0-164 «

- 77-298* 77-768 "

0-056 0060 "

- 0-442 0-359 •*

0272 0-667 *•

98*923 99-702

The eminent cleavage of this pseudomorph in the form of the

original mineral has for a long time perplexed and kept me m
doubt, whether it might not be a good species after all, but the

more carefully I have examined the specimens in my possession

and those at the Canton mine, the more have I become convinced

that it is a pseudomorph.
Though we do not very often meet with pseudomorphs retain-

ing the cleavage of tl^e original mineral, yet several such cases

have been observed, and they occur very naturally with those

species of minerals that have an eminent cleavage. This caused

them to change from a single one to an aggregate of innumerable

individuals, by agencies, such as heat, pressure, etc., w^hich would

not have affected them, if the particles had been less easily scpa-

* Some "was accidentally loat
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rable from each other. * Before their conversion into the ne^v^
mineral we have to consider such masses not as one individual,
but as made up by the close juxtaposition of a great number of
single individuals, each of which had been altered separately
from the others, and which after their alteration had not the
power to unite again into a single one.
A very remarkable pseudomorph of this kind is that of gyp-

sum after anhydrite with perfect anhydrite cleavage from Pesey
in Savoy; others are calcite after gypsum with the cleavage of
the latter, and minium after galena with cubical cleavage; but
the most interesting is a pseudomorph after Harrisite, which I
shall describe presentl}^, and which has been named Cantonite.
Another proof that Harrisite is a pseudomorph after galena and
Cantonite one after HarrisitCj is their yield of silver, which is

corresponding with that of the unalterecl mineral. The galena
contains from O'lO to O'lS p. c. of. silver, the Harrisite from 0-16
to 0*20, and the Cantonite, as we shall see by comparing the
analyses of it, from O^oO to'O-85 p. c, which is nearly in the in-

verse ratio of the equivalents of galena, copper-glance and co-
yelline. The presence of selenium, which I have also observed
m the galena, is further to be remarked, both in the Harrisite
and Cantonite.

Breithaupt, in his Paragenesis, p, 185, mentions copper-glance
after galena as having been found in Saxony-
We may readily conceive how the Harrisite has been formed,

u We bear in mind an observation of Anthon, that freshly pre-

cipitated sulphid of lead, throws down sulphid o^ copiper^ when
^dded to solutions of coppersalts, and that I have found that

galena precipitated sulphid of copper from the nitrate, though
this reaction was gradual.
Whether Scheerer's copper-glance from Tel]

^;ith cubical cleavage is a similar pseudomorph
llemark^ Norway,
or a distinct spe-

<^i^, I am not prepared to say, but from the experiments of Mit-

scherlich and G. and H. Bose, that by fusion of sulphur and cop-

per or copper-glance, a monometric subsulphid of copper can be
pbtained, it is not improbable that under favorable circumstances
^t may also be found in nature.

3- Cantonite (Pratt), a pseudomorph of Covelline after GaUna.

^r. N. A. Pratt announces (Am. Jour. Sci., xxii, 449) as a
flew species, which he calls Cantonite, a very rare and luterest-

'l^g pseudomorph of covelJine after galena, or rather after Har-
"site, the latter having been the intermediate result oi the de-

composition. He promises in his announcement to give in the

.next number of the Am. Jour, of Sci. a full description of it,

'^ut having failed to do so in the numbers for January and March
^857, I do" not hesitate to give the results of my investigations.

SECOND S£RIES, VOL. XXIII, NO. S9.—MAY, 1857.
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It occurs associated witli Harrisite, etc., in crystalline masses

with perfect cubical cleavage. The color is dark indigo-blue,

the lustre between submetallic and resinous. Its powder is blu-

ish-blaclc, when rubbed in the agate mortar, indigo-blue and

shining. It is soft, very friable and somewhat sectile.

Sometimes it contains a nucleus of Harrisite (analysis II). It

should be remarked that the angles of pyrites associated with

the Cantonite have frequently rounded edges, and that black

oxyd of copper often occurs w^ith it. To free it from the latter

the material for analysis was first digested with diluted chlorhy-

dric acid. It contains

:

I. II- (containing Harrisite.)

Sulphur, - - 32-'r65 28*664 p. c.

Selenium, - * trace trace

Silver. - ^ - - 0*355 0*305 "

Copper, - . - 65-604 TO'lyi " (from the loss.)

Lead, - - • 0107 0-025 "

Iron, - - - 251 0-084 "

Insoluble, - • 0157 01 3

1

"

99-239 100-000

4. lAnncBite.

a. Carrollite {Copper-linn cBite) frora the Paiapsco Mine.

Althongli the constitution of this interesting mineral has been

satisfactorily established by Smith and Brush (Am. Jour. Sci.,

xvi, 367)^ I considered a re-examination not to be out of place

on account of the difficulty of obtaining pure material, such as is

entirely free from chalcopyrite, copper-glance, etc. After having

observed that carrollite is very little acted upon by nitric acid,

I have endeavored to purify some of it, by digesting the mixture

of chalcopyrite and carrolh'te with diluted nitric acid. I was

disappointed in my expectations, finding that in the presence of

chalcopyrite, the carrollite was far more readily dissolved, whilst

the former appeared to be more protected. After having aban-

doned the idea of getting pure material by the help of chemicals,

I was fortunate enough to obtain a perfectly pure specimen

weighing about four grammes*
The color was between steel-grey and tin-white, with a very

faint reddish hue. It was not crystallized, and like all the car^

roUite which I have seen, did not show the least indication oi

cleavage, but a subconchoidal fracture.

Dissolves slowly in nitric acid without separation of sulphur.

The results of the analysis agree with those of Smith and Brush.

Solplmr,

Copper, - - . . . - t

Nickel, -.*.--
Cobalt, -.,--..
Iron,-.-..-•
Quartz,-*,.,--

10019

?

41-71 p. a
17-55 a

1-70
«c

38-70 i(

0-46 K

007 ii
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I may state that I have also observed this mineral at the
Springfield Mine^ Carroll County, Md, from which loctiXiij I
have an octahedral crystal.

In Prof, J. D. Dana's Mineralogy the formula is written

€uS + Co2S» instead of CuS + Co2 S3.

6. Siegenite {Nickel-linnmte) from Mineral Hilly Md,
A mineral, which has sometimes been confounded with Car-

rollite, occurs at the Mineral Hill Mine, Carroll C<^unty, Md.,
about eight miles from Finksburg.

It is found in a vein in chlorite slate and is associated with
chalcopyrite, erubescite, blende, pyrites, magnetite, actinolite

and quartz. It is so intimately mixed with chalcopyrite that I
found it impossible to pick out enough of pure material for a
single analj^sis, though I had used several pounds of the mineral.

The only impurity, as can be seen by examining it with a mag-
nifier, being chalcopyrite, it is easy to correct the analyses by
deducting it from the same.
The color is pale steel-grey, with a distinct yellowish hue, un-

doubtedly owing to an admixture of chalcopyrite; its cleavage
is distinctly cubical

.

Dissolves slowly in nitric acid, but more readily than Carrol-

lite, without separation of sulphur.

^
The following results were obtained by the analyses of two

different specimens

:

-^

Sulphur, - - - 39-70* 4M5 p. c.

Copper, . "^ . . 2-23 3-63 «

Iron. . . - 1-96 320 "

Nickel, - -, - 29-56

Cobalt. - - - 25-69

Insoluble, - - - 0-45 126

99 59 100 00

SO'Te " (from the loss.)

same

proportion as in I.

Both the copper and iron result from the presence of chalco-

pyrite. That the pure siegenite from this locality does not con-

tain any iron can be seen by calculating from and for the per-

centage of copper obtained, the quantity of iron requisite to

form chaleonvrifft. Tn analvsis I. 2-23 p. c. of copper require

of which the mineral analyzed therefore contained 6 42 p. c.j

m analysis II 3-63 p. c. of copper require 3-20 p. c. of iron and

S-66 p. c. of sulphur, showing that the siegenite analyzed con-

tained 10-49 p. c. of chalcopyrite

- ,.....^ .^,..,...-lmnoei(e)/rom Mine La Motte, Missouri

The cobalt and nickel-ore from Missouri has been used for a

tmber of years for the manufacture of oxyd of cobalt and

» Some was accidentia lost.
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nickel, but I am not aware that a scientific examination of the

.pure mineral has ever been made. This may be owing to the

difficulty in obtaining pure material, as it is always mixed with

galena, chalcopyritCj marcasite, etc. I have endeavored to pick

it out as pure as possible, and have pretty well succeeded in

removing the greater portion of the remaining galena by previ-

ously treating it with strong and boiling chlorhydric acid.

The siegenite from this locality is rBxelj found in crystals;

those which I have observed were both octahedra and cubo-octa-

hedra. Its cleavage is Y^ry indistinct ; the color between steel-

grey and tin-white. It dissolves in nitric acid without separa-

tion of sulphur. The analysis gave the following results

:

Sulphur,
Lead,

Nickel,

Cobalt, -

Iron,

Insolul)le,

« 'L

41*54: p. a
0-89

30-53

21-34

3-37

1*07

a

a

u

a

M

98-24

with traces of copper and antimony.

5. Enargite (?)

In small cavities of a hornstone-like quartz at the Brewer's

Mine, Chesterfield District, S. C, occurs very rarely an iron-

black mineral with metallic lustre and perfect rhombic cleavage.

I am indebted to the State Geologist of South Carolina, Oscar

M. Lieber. Esq., its discoverer, for a small specimen of it.

in a qualitative examination found it to containMr
sulphur, arsenic and copper.

*"

efore the blowpipe it decrepitates, on charcoal
gives Though
the quantity placed at my disposal was entirely too small for a

complete examination, I thought that I might be able at least to

ascertain to what species it belongs. The following are my re-

sults: 0-0060 grs, gave 0-0149 grs. sulphate of baryta; 0-0040

gre. 01 magnesia

from these results is;

grs. of arsenic. The percentage

s ulplmr,

Ar?!enic, -

Copper,

33-78

15-63

50-59

100-00

Until larger quantities can be obtained ermit of a more

complete investigation, I think I am justifiable in calling this

mineral Enargite,

1

1
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6. Coracite (LeConte) is Pitcliblende.

421

Dr. John L. LeConte kindlj presented me with a specimen of
the mineral from about 90 miles above Sault St. Marie on the
north side of Lake Superior, which he had described as Coracite

' (Am. Journ. Sci. iii, 173>
Its great resemblance to pitchblende favored the opinion that

it was really nothing else. Mr. Whitney (Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1849j 86)5 suggested that the Uranium might be in the form of
II2O3 and not of UO, U2O3, but stated, that it yields a green
solution with chlorhydric acid-

I endeavored to extract the carbonate of lime, which is me-
chanically mixed with it, by very dikite acetic acid, but I soon
observed that the coracite was also acted upon and that the
liquid became green ; I therefore washed it completely, dried over
sulphuric acid and used the partly extracted substance, which
'vv^as slightly acted upon by the acetic acid, for analysis.

^Before giving the results, I will state that the protoxyd of ura-

nium was determined by dissolving the inineral in a mixture of

chlorhydric acid and chloraurate of sodium and by calculation

from the quantity of reduced gold. The separations were made
as usual with exception of that of uranium from iron. By qual-

itative experiments I ascertained that this separation could be
K3ade^ more easily and accurately by the precipitation of the

sesquioxyds of iron and uranium by ammonia from a boiling

solution and re-solution of the sesquioxyd of uranium by diges-

tion with dilute acetic. acid.

I obtained the following results

:

46'21 contains '7-76 oxygen.
16-47 « 1-95 "

Sesquioxyd of uranium,
Protoxyd of uranium,
Sesquioxyd of iron,

Alumina,
Magnesia, -

Lime,

Oxydoflead,
Silicic acid,

Carbonic acid and Trater, -

3-51 p. c.

052 H

056 H

533 U

7-39

1315 a

6-14 u

99-28

Th^^.e ratio of oxygen in UO to U2O3 is very near =1 : 4. The
excess of uranic oxyd may be accounted for by partial oxyda-

tion or perhflps by the presence of a combination of it with oxyd
of lead, and thou^rh it is interesting that it is so readily soluble

in chlorhydric aci3, this fact alone is not sufficient to separate it

from pitchblende.

Mr. C. A. Kurlbanm, Jr., has examined in my laboratory

epistilbite from Iceland with the following results:
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Silicic acid,

Alumina,
Stjsquioxycl of iron,

Lime,
Soda,

Potash,

Water, -

58-74 p. c.

17-10 a

012 <t

7*S1 u

206 II

019 11

14-21 <*

100-23

8. SheparcVs Pliimbo-Iiesinite frovi the Canton Mine is Cyanosite.

I am indebted to "W. F. Harris, Esq., who bad the advantage

of Prof. C. U. Shepard's own mineralogical determinations for a

genuine specimen of what the latter in his report on the Canton

Mine calls PIumbo-Keainite. It forms as Prof Shepard remarks,

^^varnish-like coatings of a yellowish green color
J'^

With great care I have separated some of the mineral from

the quartz with w^hich it occurs and examined it.

Before the blowpij)e on heating loses water and becomes grey-

ish-white
; on being exposed to a hiD:her temperature on charcoal

it yields a black mass containing metallic copper; with carbo-

nate of soda upon charcoal gives a hepar and metallic copper.

Dissolves easily in water; the solution has a very astringent

metallic taste, and contains oxyd of copper and sulphuric acid.

It does not contain either alumina or oxyd of lead, and with a

solution containing nitric acid only a very slight yellowish color

could be produced by molybdate of ammonia.

9. Cherohine (Shepard) is Pyromorphite.

By the kindness of F. "W. Harris, Esq., I have received a gen-

nine specimen of Prof. Shepard's Cherokine. As he stated in

his report on the Canton Mine^ ^^it resembles white had ore {carho-

nnfp of lead) in its color, but possesses the crystalline form of py^o-

raorphite^

further differs from Plumbo
of

water,''^ etc. Some qualitative tests w^hich I have made with a

crj'stal of the mineral gave me very different results, and I have

not been able to distinguish it from pyromorphite. A special

search was made for water, alumina and oxyd of zinc, but neither

were found. Before the blowpipe also it behaves like pyro-

morphite and melts easily, the globule assuming on coohng a

polyhedral form.

10. Vivian ife.

Mr. a A. Kurlbaum, Jr., (analyses I and II) and I (HI) hare

examined a massive indigo-blue variety of vivinnite from Allen-

town, Monmouth countv. N. J.
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^ !• H. in.
Phosphoric acid, 29-65 29 21 29*48
Protoxyd of iron, 27 62 not determined
Sesquioxyd of iron, 18-45 not determiued. 49T0
Magnesia, 0-03 01 not determined.
Water, 25 60 not determined

101-35

The analyses afford the formula :

10(3FeO, P05 + 8HO)+3(3Fe203, 2PO5+IOHO)
r

11. Wavellite.

About one mile from the Railroad Depot at Steamboat, Ches-
ter county, Pa., wavellite has been discovered in great abund-
ance and in beautiful varieties. By the kindness of Dr, Hart-
man of West Chester, I have received several specimens, which
have furnished me with the material of investigation.

It is found in minute rhombic, sometimes stellated crystals,

^'bich, according to Prof J. D. Dana's measurement have a prism
01*123*^—124^. Usually however they form stalactitic or botry-
oidal concretions coating limonite. The wavellite is often coated
with a micaceous mineral, wliich I have not obtained in suflfi-

cient quantity to ascertain its composition.
After having found by some qualitative experiments that

phosphoric acid could be coinpletely separated from alumina by
dissolving in an excess of caustic potash, and precipitation of the

pliosphoric acid by caustic baryta, I have analyzed this wavellite
uy this method, and satisfied myself afterwards that the separa-

tion had been complete.
I must add, however, that I have not always succeeded with

this method, but as yet do not know the reason.

The stalactitic wavellite from this locality contains :

Phosphoric acid, - 3468 p. c. contains oijgen 1 9-44

Alumina, - - S6 67
" " HH

Limonite, - - 0*22

Water, - - 28-29 " " 25 14

Fluorine, - - trace

99-86

The oxygen ratio of PCs : AhOs : HO corresponds with the

atomic ratio, 3-9 : 5-7 : 25, which very nearly gives the formula

SAI2 O3, 2PO5 +12H0, as Sonnenschein has already observed.

12. Dufrenit£.

This mineral occurs in the green sand formation at Allentown,

^- J., in radiated fibrous masses, forming a coating of one-eighth

to half an inch in thickness. Its color is dark leek green, in

some places, where it is beginning to change into limonite, it is

Wwn. The powder has a dull greyish green color.

4
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JSIr. Clias. A. Kurlbaum, Jr. has examined the green mineral,

which was apparently quite pure and obtained the following

result

:

Silicic acid,

Pliosphoric acid,

ProtuxyJ of iron,

Sesquioxyd of iron,

Wattr,

0-Y2

32 61

3 77
53 74
10-49

100-95

p. a

M

4<

(C

contains oxvgen
4i

iJIC

(i

18-28

0-84

1610
9-32

From the oxygen ratio of POs : FeO : Fe203 : HO, we find

Z'Qb : 0-84 : 5-87 : 9'8, which is

S3, or very
that the atomic ratio is

equal to^ 13 : S : 19
nearly gives the formula

:

(3FeO, P0.4-8HO)+6(8Fe203, 2P05+4HO).

It appears that the mineral analyzed contained some vivianite

mixed with it, and that the formula of the pure dufrenite would

be SFe203,2P05+4H0,
The calculated percentage corresponding with this formula is:

Pliosplioric acid,

Sesquioxyd of iron,

"Water,

34-10

57'3l

8-59

10000

It is remarkable that the amount of sesquioxyd of iron, calcu-

lating all the iron as sesquioxyd, would be 57*5 i p* a It is^not

improbable that this dufrenite is in the state of alteration into

vivianite.

m
H

port on the Canton Mine), is a ^'loJnte earthy shelly sometimes no

Viicker than a mere varnish^—a hydrated phosphate of alumina unth

zijic,^^ and is enumerated bv him amoncrst the ^^ ores of

zinc.
j>
/

Mine
number of specimens of this interesting new mineral, and the

following are the results of my examinations.
With a good magnifier only it can be observed that this min-

eral has a crystalline structure. It usually occurs in botryoidal

concretions or small mamillary incrustations. Color white, yel-

lowish, bluish and reddish-white; powder white. Lustre sub-

resinous, subvitreous and dull. Translucent.

'

It has an argillaceous odor when breathed upon. Brittle;

fracture uneven. H.=:4-5. Sp. Gr. (at 20° Cels.) about 4'014.

Before the blowpipe shrinks but does not fuse ; with cobalt so-

lution gives a fine azure blue mass ; with carbonate of soda on

charcoal yields metallic lead and lead incrustations. Dissolves

both .

latter*

^ ^

are
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I ' IT

Insoluble, - . i-n . 048 p. a
Chlorine, - * not determined. 04 "

Carbonic acid, - not determined, 2 -98 " contains oxygen lAl
Phosphoric acid, 18-74 1874 " " " 10 60
Oxjd of lead, • not determined. 29 04 " " « 2'U
Alumina, - 24'69 25 54 " " *' ir91
Sesquioxyd of iron, 0'68 090 «* « « 2^
Lime, - • 1*4^^ 1-44
Water, . - 21"65 . 20*86

a ti u 069
10-55

99-02

Deducting 0-72 of oxygen of bases RO for tlie quantity of car-
bonic acid found, and considering the carbonate as an impurity,

Al203(Fe203)
12-18

4

FOs : HO
10-50 : 18-55

2 : 18

the oxygen ratio of PbO
is equal to 2-08
or equal to the atomic ratio of 2
corresponding with the formula

3PbO, PO* +3A1.03, 2P0. +8(Al203, HO)+24HO.
The calculated percentage of the pure mineral is therefore

:

SPbO, - . - 334-8 30-44 p. c
^AlaOs, - - . 3080 2801 «

SPOs,
.

- . ^ 2140 19-46 "

27HO, - . . . 2430 2209 "

1099-8 100*00

14. Lanthanite.

Montroville M
and extremely rare lanthanite from near Bethlehem, Pa., I am
indebted for a small specimen of this interesting mineral. I
have to add onlu s^. fciv rp.m^rks to the invest! orations of Mr. Wm.

Jour. Sci
(ibid., xviii, 378, 427), as the results of mj analyses agree with
those of Blake and Smith. Sp. gr. (at 20° Gels.) -2-605.

In analysis I, the crystals of lanthanite were carefully selected

and appeared to be quite pure; in analysis If, the mixture^ of

lanthanite, quartz, and an ochreous substance were treated with

very dilute acetic acid, and the percentage given below is that

of the soluble portion only, which did not contain anything else

than lanthana and oxyd of did mium

Lftnthana (with oxyd of didymium),
Carbonic acid, - "^ . ^ • - 21'08

Water (from the loss), - - - ^^

I. n.
54-95 54-83

100-00

On boiling with water, the crystals of lanthanite are decom-

J>osed into a\hite powder, which is probably a basic carbonate.

The (Quantity of material at my disposal was not sufficient to as-

certain the composition of it. It is not improbable, however,
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4

that tlie Bastnaes mineral is tlie same sulDstance and Hisinger's

formula consequently correct. .

I hope to be able hereafter to settle the doubts which exist on
this point.

Prof. C. U- Shepard states (Report on the Canton Mine) that

he has observed this mineral at the Canton Mine, he does not in-

form uSj however, what induces him to take the pink-colored

crystals Tor lanthanite. I have not been able to procure a speci-

men of it and also did not succeed in finding any indications of

minerals containing cerium or lanthana, from the decomposition

of which the lanthanite could have been formed.
i

m

16. Bismuthite.

I have made an examination of the bismuthite from the Brew-

er's Mine, Chesterfield District, S. 0., with results not materially

di^ering from those obtained by Prof. Eammelsberg (Pogg. Ann.,

Ixxvi, 564). The material for examination was kindly furnished

by Dr. Asbury of Charlotte, N. C, Prof. Lewis R Gibbes of

Charleston, S. C, and Oscar M. Lieber, Esq. of Columbia, S. C.

The appearance of the specimens did not differ much except in

the richness of the pieces, some of them containing a very large

percentage of the brown ochreous residue,^insoluble in dilate «

nitric acid.

I have analyzed a pale variety (I) and a darker one (II), and

made two analyses of each, one by treating the finely powdered
mineral with dilute nitric acid (a), the other by digestion with

strong chlorhydric acid (&), by which everything, except the

silicic acid, is dissolved.

The quantities of lime and magnesia were found to be very

small and have not been determined.
The following are the results

:

JL II.

j Insoluble in dll. NOs,
{ containing water,

Teroxyd of bismuth,
Telluroua acid,

Seaquioxyd of iron,

Alumina,
Silicic acid.

Carbonic acid,

Water,

a
V

b
25-42

(1-59)
J

64-72 64-24

0-05

0-91 6C4
074 118
0-48 17-78

6-08

S-94

t

a
^ 1

b

2816 '

(2-62) ~—

—

6215 61*45

0*06

1-30 11-20

0-68 2-09

13*99

5-12

641

^
98'91 99-32

^
Deducting tlie amount of water, which the residue insoluble m

nitric acid contains, from the whole quantity given in the analy-

ses (5) we obtain pretty correctly (though somewhat too high) the

amount of water combined in the pure bismuthite- We would

ixave therefore

:
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contains
ti

u

leroiyd of bismuth, 6424 contains 6-65 oxygen, 61-45 ^^^..^^^o
Carbonic acid, 5-05 « 3-67 « 5-12' « 3'72
^ ater, 2S5 " 2 09 " 279 " 2-48

The atomic ratio of BiOs : CO a : HO is tHerefore:

in analysis i,
.

2-22 : 1-83 : 2-35
in analysis ii, 212 : 1-86 : 248

The first analysis corresponds nearly witli tlie formula

:

9(Bi03, C02)+2(Bi03, HO)+10HO,
ilie second with

:

6(Bi03, GO2) + BiOs, HO + 7H0.

These analyses, like the one made by Prof, Rammelsberg^
prove, (and that is all, I think, which can be expected from the
examination of so impure a mineral,) that the Bismuthite from
Chesteriield District is a basic carbonate of bismuth with water.

^
A new locality of bismuthite is in Gaston county, N. C, where

it has been discovered by Dr. Asbury of Charlotte, K C-, to
whom I am indebted for specimens of it. It occurs there asso-

ciated with native gold in yellowish-white concretions, which are
usually pulverulent, but sometimes show a crystalline structure.

In the matrass it yields water, becoming yellow, and on higher
heating fuses easily into a brown mass, which assumes a straw-
yellow color on cooling. Upon charcoal it is easily reduced into

Metallic bismuth, whilst the charcoal is covered with yellow in-

crustations, having a white margin ; for a moment the character-

istic bluish green flame of tellurium ma;^ be observed.

Dissolves easily in chlorhydric and nitric acids with efferves-

cence of carbonic acid. The solution gives the reactions of ter-

oxyd of bismuth.

.

1 hope to be able to procure more of it in order to make a com-

plete examination which will be of interest, as the riiaterial can
oe obtained in the state of great purity and would assist in settling

the doubts still remaining as to the composition of bismuthite.

Philadelphia, March U, 1857.

XLL—^On the Separation of Lithia and Mi

W. Mallet,

description of methods for the separation of magnesig

fixed alkalies we find in the standard works on analyt

chemistry
pounds

this alkali and those of magnesia would seem liKeiy to renaer

*te separation more difficult than in the case of potash or soda.
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The opinion has indeed been expressed by L. Troost,* wbo
has lately made some experiments upon the salts of lithia in the

laboratory of M. Sainte-Claire Deville, that the two bases in

question are so closely analogous, that the only means of sepa-

rating them is by the employment of canstic potash, which pre-

cipitates magnesia alone.

I have felt anxious to examine the grounds npon which this

opinion rests, and in particular to ascertain whether lime or

baryta may not be used with as good result as caustic potash,

since I had depended upon the former of these earths for the

purification from magnesia of the salt which I tised in determin-

ing the atomic weight of lithium.f

I first examined the chlorid of lithium which had been pre-

pared for the experiments on atomic weight, and found that

caustic potash did not indicate the presence of a trace *of chlorid

of magnesium.
' '

This chlorid of lithium then, and the sulphate of lithia pre-

pared from itj might be looked upon as pure salts of the alkali,

and safely used in the subsequent analytical experiments.

Among the methods in use for the separation of magnesia

from potash and soda, but three appeared worthy of investiga-

tion with reference to lithia; the employment of oxyd of mer-

cury as recommended by Berzelius, precipitation with barj^ta

ivater, and precipitation with milk of lime. Ignition of the mix-
ture of magnesia and the alkalies with carbonate of ammonia
does not succeed well with lithia, as H. Eose remarks,:}; since the

carbonate of lithia formed is with difficulty and imperfectly ex-

tracted by water.

In order to test the applicability of Berzelius's method, the use

of HgO, the following mixtures were prepared. No. 1, '5392

grin, of anhydrous LiCl was dissolved in a little water and added

to -0909 grm. of MgO dissolved in muriatic acid. No 2, '5942

grra. of LiCl and -2198 grm. of MgO- ^

'

To each of the solutions an excess of oxyd of mercury in very

fine powder was added, and they were then gent]y evaporated

to dryness in porcelain crucibles, and ignited until the whole of

the mercury was driven off. Water was added to the contents

of the crucibles after cooling. They were allowed to digest for

some time, and the magnesia which had been formed was filtered,

thoroughly washed, ignited, and weighed. The filtrate was evap-

orated to dryness with the addition of a slight excess of sulphu-

ric acidj and the sulphate of lithia was ignited and weighed.

The mixture No. 1 yielded -6067 grm. of LiO, SO3 and '2387

grm. of MgO. No 2 gave *7108 grm. of LiO, SO3 and -8414

grra. of MgO. Eeducing to LiO by calculation, and expressing

the results for 100 parts, we have
* Comptes Hendus, Nov. 10, 1856.—Republished m Chemical Gaiette. Dec. 15.

1856. f This Journal, Nov. 1866. X Handb. d AnaL Chemie^ B. 2, S. 45.

\
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Actually Contained. Found.

_.-. No. I. No. 2. No I. No. 2
LiO - - . 67-67 48-83 58*84 45-13
MgO - - • 32-33 51-17

, 84-95 79-48

100-00 100-00 143-79 124-61

gross

tion to arise from the action of oxyd of mercury upon chlorid
of lithium, removing from it, as from chlorid of magnesium,
chlorine, which was replaced by oxygen ; so that a large amount
of caustic lithia was found. The caustic alkali had acted ener-
getically upon the porcelain crucibles, and both in the matter
insoluble in water, which bad been weighed as magnesia, and in
the filtrate from this, silica, alumina, 'etc., were easily detected.

The corrosion of the crucible went further, it will be seen, in
the case of Mixture No. 1, in whicli a larger proportion of chlo-
rid of lithium occurred, than in Ko. 2. There is a considerable
loss of litbia in both cases, although the sulphate as weighed
contained a little silica, &c. ; this is owing in part to the reten-

tion of lithia in a state insoluble in water (but separable by mu-
riatic acid) with the magnesia, silica, and alumina; and in part
perhaps to a little of the chlorid having been volatilized as such.

^
To obtain some idea of the facility with which chlorid of

lithium might be converted into litiiia by means of oxyd of mer-
c^y, I made a separate experiment upon 1*2778 grm. of the

pure salt. This quantity
grm and

com
^u.u iji ine cruciDle was aissoiyeu jn wuiisi wnu <& uttic iHLnu

^id, filtered, and chlorine precipitated from the filtrate by nitrate
^^.n_. ^ ^ ,^„ . nlilnrid of silver were obtained ='8279grm
grm. of chlorine, or 64'79 p. a of the LiCl employed;— 83 '53

P- c, is the proportion in the pure salt, so that about one-fourth

of the chlorme had been replaced by oxygen.
_

The effect of ignition with oxyd of mercury haying proved m
tliis case so considerable, the experiment was repeated wnth chlo-

^d of sodium ; and even with this more stable salt it appeared

that decomposition to some extent could be brought about.

After ignition the NaCl dissolved in a little water, reacted

strongly alkaline to test paper, although the quantity of caustic

soda formed was obviously not any larger, and the crucible did

^ot seem to be attacked.
^ ,. . ..,

The method of Berzelius, therefore, thus applied, will not

serve for the accurate separation of lithia and magnesia. The
' " replaced by platinum ones, but^ - be

aiTs^well knoTvm, witli great energy upon
1

^^d the vessels used
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§

were we to go to the fartTier trouble of removing from the mag-
nesia obtained in the process any platinum which had been dis-

, solv^ed off by the caustic alkali. But chlorid of magnesium is

decomposed by oxyd of mercury, even during the evaporation

of the solution ; and it remains to be seen whether this mere
evaporation, at a temperature not exceeding 212^, may not suf-

fice for the complete conversion of MgCl into MgO, LiCl remain-

ing unchanged. Ignition would then remove the excess of HgO
from the MgO, and the HgCl formed from the evaporated

filtrate. 4
{To he contimied)

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.
4

1. Electrodynamic measurements,—Kohlrauscii and Weber have

presented to the royal Saxon Academy of Sciences a memoir on the re-

duction of the electrodynamic, magnetic, and electrolytic measures of cur-

rent-intensity to mechanical measure. The measure of current-intensity

is the intensity of that current which under the normal conditions pro-

duces the unit of measurable action. The normal conditions for the

magnetic action of a current are as follows : the current passes through a

circular conductor which includes the unit of surface^ and acts upon a

magnet which possesses the unit of magnetismfrom an arbitrary hut great

distance ™ 72 ; the center of the magnet lies in the plane of the conductor

and its magnetic axis is directed toward the center of the circular con-

ductor. The moment of rotation J) exerted by the current upon the

magnet is difierent under these circumstances, according to the difference

in the intensity of the current, as well as according to the distance B ;

but the product B^D depends only on the intensity of the current, and

IS therefore the measurable action of the current, so that the measure of

the current-intensity is the intensity of the current whose measurable ac-

tion under the conditions described is given by the equation

This measure of current-intensity is at the same time the intensity of the

current, which, when it flow^s around a plane of the unit of surface, exerts

at a distance an action equal to that of a magnet placed in tJie center of

the plane, having the unit of m?
pendicular to the plane ; or it is also the intensity of the current by wnicn

a tangent'*s-compass icith a single circle of radius R is held in equilibrium,

with a deviation from the magnetic meridian

95 ~ arc tan -^^
r

where T represents the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism.

The normal conditions for observations of the electro-dynamic actions

of a current are as follows : the same current passes through two circular
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conductors, of which each one includes the unit of surface, and which lie
^t an arbitrary hut great distance =Bfrom each other : the line of inter-
section of the tiao circular planes at right angles to each other halves the
frst circular conductor. In this case, as above, the moment of rotation
•D depends upon the intensity of the current as Tvell as upon the distance
-«, while the product R^B depends only on the intensity of the current

^

For observation of the electrolytic action of a current the normal con- *

ditions are as fol]o\YS : the current passes through water during an arbi-
trarg accurately measurable time T^ without undergoing any change in
intensity. The number of milligrammes of water decomposed by the
current M, varies with the intensity of the current and the time T: but

the quotient — depends only on the intensity of the current, so that the

measure of current-intensity is here the intensity of the current whose
nieasurable action under the normal conditions is

^-1
T—

It remains to mate these three measures comparable with each other.
-Ihe comparison of the two first may be deduced from the general laws
ot electrodynamics, and Weber has already found (Electrodynamic meas-
urements, ii, 261) that the fii-st measure is to the second as V2 : 1. By
a direct comparison of the electrolytic and magnetic action of the same
current it w^as found that the third measure of current-intensity or the
intensity of tlie current which decomposes 1 milligramme of water in 1
second is 106|- times greater than the first measure.

^
The^ intensity of an electrical current may be determined not only from

^^ action but also from its causes. The immediate causes of an electric

current lie in the mass of the neutral electric fluid which is contained in

a closed conductor, and in the velocity with which its two constituents,

tbs positive and negative fluids simultaneously move in opposite direc-

tions. The mechanical measure of current-intensity is based upon these

causes and may be expressed as follows. The mechanical measure of the

jntensity of the curreni is the intensity of that current which is produced

^y a velocity of the two electric fluids, such that the mass of each fluid

>^'liich flows through the section of the conductor divided by the time in

^'^ich it flows =1. The unit of quantity of positive electricity is here the

quantity which when concentrated upon a point exercises upon an equal

^quantity of electricity at the distance of 1 millimeter a force which dur-

ing one second communicates to the mass of 1 minigramme the velocity

^f 1 millimeter in a second.
deterra

.quantity of electricity which flows through the section of the conductor

^ the unit of time in a current whose intensity is determined m units of

niagnetic, electrodj This quantity of elec-

, be determined by the magnitude or uie eiectrosiauc juijuu-

mental force which it exerts. In other words, the intensity of such a

current is to be compared with the quantity of electricity upon each of

two small equally charo-ed spheres which repel each other with the unit

of force at the unit of tUstance, the unit of force being defined as above.
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The method adopted by the authors for the solution of this problem
was as follows. When a quantity of electricity E accumulated upon an
insulated conductor is discharged to the earth through the Avire of a gal-

yanoraeter, it exerts during its passage a moment of rotation upon the

needle. If the time of discharge be so increased, by introducing a column
of water, that no discharge takes place betw^een the windings of the wire,

' this time will still be only a very small fraction of the time of vibration

of the needle. The action of the discharge upon the needle may there-

fore be regarded as an impxdse^ hence from an observation of the first

elongation of the needle after the discharge, the angular velocity commu-
nicated to the needle may be determined by the laws of vibration, and
this angular velocity will depend only on the quantity of electricity E,

With a constant current we may communicate a similar influence to

the needle of the same galvanometer, if we allow the current to act only

.
a very short time. The same quantity of electricity flows through the

conductor in the time t with the intensity i as in the time — with the

greater intensity ni. Hence in this case also the angular velocity of the

needle and consequently its elongation depends simply on the quantity of

electricity which flows through a section of the wire during the passage

of the current.

If now with the same galvanometer we produce equal elongations of

the needle, at one time by the discharge of a known quantity £ of posi-

tive electricity, and at another by a constant current of short duration,

we may conclude that for the quantity of positive electricity x which

flowed through the section of the conductor during which the short durar

tion of the constant current

. = is
With these

ing points

:

E
measure, and to observe the elongation of the needle of a galvanometer.

2, To determine the short time t during which a constant current of

intensity =1 (in magnetic measure) must pass through the multiplier of

the same galvanometer in order to communicate the same elongation to

the needle.

With Ired

to determine t, since the value of x may be determined by calcuiaiiou

from the number and dimensions of the windings of the galvanometer,

from the elongation of the tangentVcompass during the discharge and

from the intensity of the earth's magnetism, much more accurately than

by direct experiments. The determination of the quantity of ehctncitj

E re<juires a combination of several experiments. A large quantity ot

electricity is first to be divided into two parts in a previously determined

ratio ; the larger part is then discharged through the tangent's-comp^

to observe its magnetic action ; while the smaller portion is measured by

a Coulomb's torsion balance.
A Leyden jar whose outer coating was connected with the earth, wa*

used as a source of electricity. By means of % Smee's-electrometer tue
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author determuied tLe relation between the charge of the jav before and
after contact with a large sphere, and consequently the ratio of the re-
sidua! charge in the jar to that of the sphere. The large spliere beinrr
then brought in coiitact with the fixed ball of the torsion balance, the
quantity of electricity comnjuuicated was calculated from the ratio of the
radii of the spheres. Proper corrections w<?re introduced for the loss of
electricity arising from various causes. Our limits do not permit us to
give the details of the author's \exy elaboi-ate experiments, and we must
therefore content ourselves with a statement of their results. The most
striking of these results are as follows.

The magnetic measure of current-intensity is 155310,10^ greater than
tne mecbanical measure.

Since, as already stated, the magnetic measure is to the electro-dynamic
measure as -s/2 : I, the electro-dynamic measure of current-intensity is

109860 . 106 (^^155370 . 10^.-/^) greater than the mechanical measure.
The magnetic measure is to the electrolytic measure as 1 : 106|, con-

sequently the electrolytic measure o^ current-intensity is 16573 . 10^
(rr I06|-

. 1653V0 . 10®) times greater than the mechanical measure.
These results are applied by the authors to several interesting cases, of

which however, our limits will permit us to notice but two. These are
the determination of the quantity of electricity necessary to separate 1

ffinligramme of hydrogen from 9 milligrammes of water, and the deter-

niination of the absolute force required to separate with a given velocity
the oxygen and hydrogen in 1 milligramme of water. The authors find
that to separate 1 milligramme of hydrogen from 9 milligrammes of
ft^ater, 149157.10^ units—as defined above—are necessary. If such' a
quantity of positive electricity were accumulated in a cloud and an equal
C[uantity of negative electricity concentrated upon the part of the earths
surface situated vertically under it, the result would be an attraction of
tue cloud by the earth, which at a distance between the two of 1000
»^eters would be equal to a weight of 45000 hundred weiglit or 2268000
^jJogrammes. With 'respect to°the force required to separate the oxygen
asd hydrogen of 1 milligramme of water, the authors find that if all the

particles of hyiiTogen m 1 milligran^me of water in the form of a column
1 millimeter Jong, were attached to a thread, and if all the particles of

^^ygen were attached to another thread, the two threads would have to

he drawn in opposite directions each with a force of

147830 kilogrammes,
or about 2956 hundred weight in order to produce a decomposition of

the water with the velocity with which 1 milligramme of water would be

decomposed in a second. The tension would be proportionally less if the

^'^ter wore decomposed with a less yehoiiy.—Abhandhingen der mathe-

^n^choft

ckoft

2, On Boron. Wohler and Deville hare published the results of a

^ery interesting investigatioQ o^ this substance, which proves like carboa

to have at least three°a!Iotropic modific-ations, two crystalline and ono

amorphous. The first of these modifioalions is the diumond-hke boron

numerous
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tlie form of whlcli has not yet been cletermined. Tliese crystals are

sometimes garnet-red and sometimes lioney-yellow ; the color however

does not appear to be essential and may arise from slight impurities.

The crystals have a lustre and refractive power like that of the diamond.

They scratch corundum with the greatest ease and appear to be almost,

if not quite; as hard as the diamond itself. Crystallized boron resists the

action of oxygen even on strong heating, but at the temperature at

which diamond bums, boron oxydizes superficially. Chlorine acts pow-

erfully on boron Avhich tates fire at a red heat in an atmosphere of the

gas and burns to gaseous chlorid of boron. No acid acts upon boron,

but acid sulphate of potash at a red heat reduces it, sulphurous acid be-

ing evolved. Hydrate and carbonate of soda oxydize it slowly at a red

heat, but saltpeter has no action at this temperature. The preparation of

crystallized boron is as follows : 80 grm. of aluminum in thick pieces are

fused in a crucible of carbon with 100 grm. of fused and pulverized boric

acid. The carbon crucible is placed in one of graphite, the interstices being

filled up, and the whole heated in a wind furnace to the temperature at

'^hich nickel melts, for five hours. The crucible after cooling is found to

contain two layers, of which one consists of boric acid and alumina, the

other of alumina penetrated Avith crystallized boron. The metallic layer

is heated with boiling: soda lye to dissolve the aluminum, then with muri-

atic acid, and lastly with a mixture of nitric and fluohydric acids, Ihe

boron so obtained contains small plates of aluminum which can only be

removed by mechanical means.
The second modification is the graphitoid boron which is best obtained

byheatiog fluoborate of potassium with aluminum. Small masses of

boron-aluminum are obtained, w^hich on solution in muriatic acid leave

the boron in small plates, often hexagonal and having the form and lustre

of native gTaphite and graphitoid silicon. The plates are always opaque.

Amorphous boron js best prepared by heating a small piece of aluminum

with a large quantity of boric acid, purifying the product as above. It is

a light chocolate-brown substance, possessing all the properties described

by Berzelius, Gay Lussac and Thenard. The authors conclude that boron

resembles carbon more closely than silicon.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Phar-

rnacie^ ci, 113. w\ g.

3. Notice of a supposed new case of Fluorescence; by Prof. J- "•

Mallet, (Communicated.)—A solution of thionurate of ammonia was

boiled with muriatic acid for conversion into uramile. The solution after

boiling exhibited very distinctly the phenomenon of "fluorescence" or

"true internal dispersion" of Stokes. The modified light emerging from

the liquid was of the same beautiful pale blue tint as that observable

with solutions of quinine—most distinctly observable in the case of the

mother liquor from which crystals of Herapath's iodo-disulphate of quinine

have separated, a very little of which mother liquor suffices to render a

krge quantity of water fluorescent.

ITniversitj of Alabama, Feb, 16, 1857,

«
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ti. GEOLOGY*

1. Volcanic Action On ITamii ; by Rev. T. Coan, (letter dated, Hilo,
Oct. 22, 1856.)—During the whole of the past year, Lua Pele, (Kilauea)
has been getting more and more profoundly asleep. A little slngcrish
lava is found in the great pit of Halemaemae (the old lake in the south-
east part of the pit) and the steam issues from a thousand vents. But
there is no subsidence of the floor of the crater. This vast area of hard-
ened lavas keeps its elevation some 600 feet above the level of the floor
that was formed at the eruption of 1840. * * *

I will^ now speak of the present eruption from Mauna Loa, which I
nave visited seven times, -with ample opportunities for observation, besides
enquiring of scores of other visitors. The apparent facts are these.

A fracture or fractures occurred near the summit of the mountain, which
extended in an irregular line from the terminal point, say five miles down
the northeast slope of the mountain. From this serrated and yawning
fissure, for two to thirty yards wide, the molten flood rushed out and
spread laterally for four or five miles, filling the ravines, flowing over the
plains, and covering all those high regions, from 10 to 100 or 200 feet

d^p- Along this extended fissure, elongated cones were formed at the
points of the greatest activity. These cones appear as if split through
their larger diameter, the inner sides being perpendicular or overhanging,

jagged, and hung with stalactites, draped with filamentous vitrifactions,

and encrusted with sulphur, sulphate of lime, and other salts.

The outsides of these caves are inclined plains, on an angle of 40^ to

60^, and composed of pumice, cinder, volcanic sand, tufa, etc. You will

^ot, however, understand that these semi-cones were ouce entire, and
that they have been rent. They are simply masses or ridges of cinder

and dross deposited on each side of the fractures where the action is great-

est, and where the greatest amount of fusion has been ejected. These

ridges or scorified heaps and their substrata, together with the immense
fields of refrigerated and uneven lavas for miles around, were all pro-

duced by ejections or overflowings from the fissures mentioned. li is ail

<inew deposit

While these immense floodings were going on laterally around the

volcanic vents, incandescent streams were, of course, winding their way-

down the side of the mountain. These fiery streams, when united,

formed a river some three miles wide on the side of the mountam, and m
the plains at the base of the mountain it spread into a lake or sea, from

five to eight miles broad. Again it narrowed to two or three miles and

^ent into the woods, winding its way through the thicket, contractm^

and expanding, and eating the jungle tifl it came withm five miles of

Hilo. jS"ow, after you leave the region of open fissures, near the summit

of the mountain all below appears to be a flow on the surface,
^

1st. We can see no chasms or fractures except those always found in

the surface flows. There is no visible evidence that the old substrata

tad been fractured, except on the higher regions of the mountam.

2d. Where there is a throat extending down to the fiery abyss below,

tiiere will, we think, alwavs be a column of smoke and gaseous vapor

^cending to mark the spot, so long as action continues. This is true of
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Kilanea, and it is also true of all the emptions I have noticed. Now if

you were ia Hilo, you would see a continuous volume of smoke ascend-

ing from the terminal point and another from the terminus of the stream

separated in a direct line forty miles, and by route of the flow seventy

miles—while between these extreme points you see no smoke and have

no evidence of fire* beneath, except the radiation of heat as you pass

up, or cross and recross this immense stream of solidified lavas. The
smoke at the fountain is mineral—that at the end of the stream is from

vegetation^ and only here the fusion now^ makes its appearance, pressing

on its way into the woods—having come, as I believe, all the way from

the mountain under cover^ without showing itself at a single point. I do

not mean that it has tunneled the mountain, or melted a lateral duct

through its mural sides. The process is thus : lavas flowing on the sur-

face and exposed to the atmosphere, unless moving with great velocity,

as down steep hills, soon refrigerate on the surface, as water freezes first

on the top. This hardened surface thickens, until it extends downward

1, 10, 50, 100 or 200 feet, as the case may be. Under this superstra-

tum the lava remains liquid, the hardened cover protecting the fused

stratum from the refrigerating influence of the atmosphere, and thiis

facilitating its longitudinal or lateral progress. Consequently, at the

termini, and sometimes along the margins of the hardened streams, you

see the fusion gushing out in red lines and points, and in irregular

masses; and, where the ground is not steep, pushing slugg-ishly on, like

the creeping of a slug, or by paroxysmal throes. When lavas refriger-

ate through the whole stratum, and thus rest upon an ancient or previous

formation, they form dams, or obstructions, which divert the stream of

lava from above, unless this obstruction is lifted, broken up, tilted or

overflowed by fresh supplies of lava. Down the steep sides of the

mountain such obstructions occur more rarely ; consequently, after a few

days of wide spreading over these high regions, and when the supei-ficial

hardening process is completed, the lava ceases to reach the surface,

either at the fountain or down the sides of the mountain, but is confined

to channels, mostly covered with fresh, solidified lavas—where it finds a

free and rapid passage to the plains below. Here the movement is slow,

the obstructions more numerous, and the force to overcome them less

potent This accounts for the spreading laterally, the upliftings, the

tiUings, the vertical gushings, the submergings, the fractures, pits, domes,

ridges, little cones, and the ten thousand irregularities which diversify

the ever changing surface of lava streams, while the fusion is struggling

to work its passage, or to keep open its ever choking channels below, i. e.

between its own crust and the former surface of the earth. I have seen

a dome, some 300 feet in diameter at base, raised 100 feet high, and

split from the summit in numerous radii, through which the red and

yield fusion was seen ; and I have mounted to the top of such a dome,

in this state, thrust my pole into the liquid fire and measured the thick-

ness of its shell, which was from two to five feet. IS'ow this dome, which

* This has been the case for some eight months. At first the -whole rid^e of the

TOountain was lighted with fusion on the surface. When the hardening and blacken'

ing proce^ had progre^vsed, light was seen at a few points only on the slope ^y.p
mountain. Afterwards no fire was seen 4ixcer>t at the end tif the stream near HUo.
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may be represented by an ^gg standing on its larger end, was full of
liquid lava, visible and tangible, through the cracked shell of which you
could thrust a pole to great depth into the fusion. This dome, with
thousands of similar ones, of various sizes, was formed simply by hydro-
static pressure. This force, and that of vapors formed by the combustion
of vast quantities of trees and other vegetable matter, submerged by the
mineral river, produce the marvellous and mighty effects seen on the
surface of the lava streajn. "Wlierever vegetabTe matter is being con-
sumed, there is smoke ; when this is exhausted, there is none. Conse-
quently I argue that there are no fissures extending to the central fires

of the earth, except for a few miles near the summit of the mountain.
3d, Again, and what is more reliable, I have surveyed the ground

upon which lava streams have been approaching, for distances of five,

ten, fifteen, or twenty miles, and have seen the burning flood move on,

covering to-day, the ground on which I travelled yesterday, and consum-
ing the hut where I slept ; and the process is so familiar, that it is diffi-

cult to see how I can be mistaken. It is as if you poured millions of
tons of pitch upon a mountain, aud stationed men in front and on the

sides to mark its flow. Or it is as if an enormous water fountain opened
on an Arctic mountain, congealing as it flowed and covering the whole
region with accumulating glaciers. Calculate for the greater consistency

of yonder mineral liquid and you may account for the varied phenomena.
I think that this stream of lava is noio jloiving more than 60 miles longi-

tudinally, under its own refrigerated cover ; but I may be mistaken. Xo
fire is seen any where except near the end of the stream. Here it still

pushes out and spreads and heaps with little abatement, while the great

mountain furnace sends up large and continuous volumes of smoke. A
wonder this, and a problem for geologists. The preservation of Ililo is

marvellous.

2. Geological Survey of Wisconsin; (communicated by L A. Lapham.)

—The legislature of the State of Wisconsin at its late session appropria-

t*xl §S6,000 to be expended under the direction of Professors James Ilall,

E. S. Carr and R Daniels in continuiug the Geological Survey of that

State. In addition to the geology proper, they are to examine, analyze,

and classify the soils and subsoils, with a view to ascertain their adapta-

tion to particular crops, and the best method of preserving and increasing

their fertility; also to collect the soils, native fertilizers, cultivated and

other useful plants (as well as the rocks, minerals, &o.), and deposit them

in the rooms of the State University at Madison, to constitute a museum

of practical and scientific geology.

8. On the Reactions of the alkaline silicates; by T. Stekry Hrxx.—

(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Montreal, April 2d, 1857.)—I have

lately been engaged in studying the reactions of the alkalme silicates with

the carbonates of magnesia and iron. We have long known that car-

l^onate of lime and alumina have the power to remove sihca from a so-

lution of soluble glass; and I find that when a mixture of silica and

carbonate of magnesia is boiled with carbonate of soda, the silicate of

Boda at first formed is decomposed by the magnesian .carbonate and the

regenerated carbonate of soda is enabled to dissolve a new portion of

silica, the result being a siKcatiz^tion of the magnesia through the mter-

mention of the alkali.
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Witli soluble silica (as prepared by igniting tbe silica from the deoota*

position of an alkaline silicate), tliis reaction is very rapid, and even wben
pulveiized quartz is boiled for several liours with carbonates of soda and

magnesia, a large amount of magnesian silicate is formed. If we substi*

tute proto-carbonate of iron and boil it with soluble silica and carbonate

of soda, there is formed a hydrous silicate of the protoxyd permanent in

the air.

It will be apparent that by virtue of the power of earthy carbonates to

decompose an alkaline silicate, and that of the regenerated carbonate of

soda to dissolve silica even in the form of quartz, a small amount of alkali

may effect the combination of a great quantity of silica with earthy bases.

Suppose a solution of alkaline silicate, which will never be wanting

among sediments where feldspar exists, to be diffused through a mixture

of siliceous matter and earthy carbonate, and we have with a tempera-

ture of 212^ F. and perhaps less, all the conditions necessary for the con-

version of the sedimentary mass into pyroxenite, diallage, serpentine, talc,

rhodonite, all which constitute beds in our metamorphic strata. Add to

the above the presence of aluminous matter and you have the elements

of chlorite, garnet and epidote. We have here the explanation of the

metamorphism of the Silurian strata of the Green Mountain range, and

I believe of rock metamorphism in general.
' I have just communicated a detailed account of my investigations to

the Royal Society of London, and will soon furnish you with farther ob-

servations.

III. BOTANY.

1. Musci Boreali'Americanly sive Speciinina Exsiccata Muscorum in

Americce Bebuspublicis Fcederatis detectorum^ conjunctis studiis W. S.

ScjLLivANT et L. Lesqukrecx. Columbi Ohioensium; sumptibus aucto-

rum, 1856.—The importance of authentically named specimens, in the

study of Cryptogamous plants especially, cannot be over-rated; and

among the Mosses, distinguished as so many species are by nice charac-

ters, very difficult to be expressed in words, the student cannot really get

on without them. The present publication of specimens will therefore

be eagerly welcomed and much sought after, alike by students just enter-

ing upon a charming branch of botany, and by our more advanced culti-

vators of Bryology. For the latter, the simple announcement of tlie pub-

lication of this collection is sufficient. For the benefit of those not so

well informed upon the subject, we may state, that the value and import-

ance of these sets of specimens are greatly enhanced by the fact that

they have been all studied and named by the author of the Muscology

of the United States (east of the Mississippi), comprised in .^^^)^^

Manual of Botany (the only book in which our Mosses are described at

all),—aided by his excellent coadjutor, M. Lesquereux,—that they are

accordingly specimens of the very things described in that work;^ and

that the sets are so complete that they comprise almost all the species ot

Musci (or true Mosses) contained in the Manual. On this account, as

well as on account of the care with which the specimens hare been

selected, and their general copiousness, we may be permitted to say tha

these published sets are unsurpassed, if not wholly i

vious muscological collection ever issued. The m
nequalled^branyprj

mbers on tie printed
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tickets extend to 355; but the many intercalated numbers (e o* lo^
lOS lOOb, 100<^, 100<^, etc.) raise the total to about 416 species or marked
varieties. The specimens are mounted on small pieces of white paper to
Tvhich the printed label is affixed, and laid in folded sheets of brown paper of
folio size ; a title page and complete Index of names and sjnonyms, filling
two folio sheets, are appended, and the whole placed between strong
covers bearing an additional title, tied up so as to foim a convenient port-
folio. Additional specimens of fully half the species are added to each
set, left unattached, for more convenient examination, but enclosed m
paper capsules, bearing the number to which each belongs : and it should
be noted that these enclosed specimens are generally more perfect and
choice than those which are glued to the paper. The proprietors, accord-
ing to their fancy, may keep the specimens as they are, or may mount
them in any way they prefer, and bind them in one or mor^ folio volumes.
The price of the sets, having before publication been announced at $20,
when it was supposed that the number of specimens would hardly reach

350, has not been raised ; but it probably must be somewhat increased
after the sets now in readiness are taken up. They are put up by Mr.
Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, and sold by him, to recover a por-
tion of the expense of collection and preparation. (Purchasers may like-

wise order sets through Prof. A. Gray of Cambridge, Mass.) That the

spirit of the authors juay be appreciated, w^e venture to mention,—at the
risk of violating a confidential communication,—that the sets of this col-

lection (supposing the whole edition to be demanded) have each cost iu

actual outlay about twice as much as they are sold for. A. o.

2. Fungi Caroliniani Exsiccati ; by H. W. Ravenel. Fasc. IV.

The general remarks made upon Fasc. III. of this Collection will very

"Well apply to this. In fullness, neatness, and general accuracy, it is equal

to the preceding Number, and offers to Mycologists a XGry interesting

century of North iVmerican Fungi. ^ There are about 65 species exclusively

American, besides Trichocoma paradoxa, Jungh., previously known only

as an East Indian species. We might perhaps question a few of the spe-

<iies, but it would not be well to designate them without a more careful

comparison than we have been able to make. Occasional errors are to

te looked for in a work of this kind, and will be readily pardoned by all

who are familiar with this obscure order of plants. They will doubtless

^e rectified in a critical Index of some future fascicle. We remark, in

correction of our notice of fasc. Ill, that Polyporus dealhatus of that col-

kction (which, in consequence of a temporary confusion m our Herba-

3^nm, we referred to P. luteus, Nees), is P. mutabiUs, Berk and Curt.
;
as

Mr, Ravenel had himself suggested to us before publication. m. a, 0.

3. First Lessons in Botany and Vegetable Physiology illustrated by

over 360 wood engravings, from original drawings, by Isaac Sprague

:

^ith a Glossary or Dictionary of botanical terms ; by Professor Asa

Gray. New York • G P Putnam & Co., and Ivison & Phmney. 1857.

--Good elementary' books in any branch of science are rare^ while ^r
compilations are common enough. In the department of Natural His-

torjr, for example, nothing is more easy than to gather from all quar-

ters a mass of crude materials, and >^'ith the aid of old plates and draw-

iiigs, suited onlv to a different latitude and designed for another purpose.

#
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to make up cheap books, to the great ]>rofit of compiler and publisher,

and the great loss of the youns: in whose hands no works except those of

the highest character should be placed. Indeed, a good text-book of

science, like a picture or a poem, is a work of art, the creation of which
requires extensiv^e knowledge, abundant resources and a generous and
enthusiastic love of nature." And, even where these exist, none but a

master can rightly sieze the leading facts and principles and exhibit them
in language at once precise, clear and simple—can be brief without being

obscure and thorough without being prolix—can so fashion his tt^achings

as to charm the youthful mind and lead it on imperceptibly into the very

heart of the science—can furnish fj'esh and orimnal illustrations of familiar

objects in drawings and engravings, and give them that perfect accuracy

which only an eye trained to a close scrutiny of forms can fully appre-

ciate. Hence really excellent elementary books are rare indeed.

There is a special satisfaction, therefore, when these requisites are ful-

filled, as is true in the case of the "First Lessons in Botany and Vege-

table Physiology" from the pen of Dr. Gray. It is a model of its kind;

and meeting a want long and widely felt, it must sooner or later win its

"way into all our schools and seminaries of learning. After a chapter on

the general relations of the science, it treats of the growth of the plant

from the seed,—the nature of root-s, stems and leaves,—the arrangement

of the leaves, structure of the flower and functions of the several parts,

the fruit—vegetable tissues and the process of growth, or nutrition and

circulation—the permanency of species—classification ;—and closes with

practical instruction on the best method of studying and collecting speci-

mens and making herbaria. It comes to the beginner as a pleasant and

easy stepping-stone to the larger " Botanical Text-Book," and from either,

the student passes over to the "Manual of the Botany of the Northern

United States," prepared to study our wild plants with advantage. Two
impressions of the latter work have been lately published, one at a lower

price than the other, for the express use of colleges and schools, the

little studied portion, on the Mosses and Liverworts being omitted for

the sake of cheapness and convenience. Considering the intrinsic value

of these books, the great care, labor and talent which have been devoted

to their preparation, the good style in which they are published, and the

great number and excellence of their illustrations (from drawings by Mr.

Sprague), the wonder is, that they can be sold at so moderate rates.

We trust that they may meet with a circulation, proportioned to their

real merit. t. c* p.

lY. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Corresrjondence of M, Jerome NicMh^ dated January 3, 185Y.

\. Electric illuTalnation.—A few weeks since, some experiments on

electric illumination were made at Paris, surpassing all that had before

been done. The success w^as due to an electric regulator invented by

MM. Lacassagne and Thiers, called by them an electro-metric repeater. It

is complicated in structure and cannot well be described here. The inven-

tors placed four of their electric lamps on the platform of the Arc de

Tiiomphe de T'Etoile. and Broiented the lifrht one dar on the Champs

J

and projected

.A-.
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Elysi^es, towards tlie Place de la Concorde, and a second on tlie avenues of
iNeuiIly or de I'lniperatrfce, the cLange having been made because of the
numerous gas lights of the Champs Elysees. These gas lights were made
to look dull and smoky, yet diminished the eflFect of the electric li^ht;
out m the avenues of rimperatrice the light presented intense brilliancy!

^
Each lamp was sustained by means of sixty of Bansen's pairs, and fur-

nished with a spherical reflector of metal, or of glass silvered by a batterym the manner described beyond.
2. New Battery ivith a constant curre7it.—For some time a Lattery has

been known having an improvement for economizing the residues. It
was invented by Mr. Doat, an amateur of Alby (Department of Tarn).
In this battery, the zinc is replaced by mercury, the acidulated water by
lodid of potassium ; the nitric acid or sulphate of copper of the batteries
^'ith two liquids, by iodine dissolved in the iodid o^ potassium, and which,
put in to excess in the solid state, serves to maintain constant action.
Carbon is employed as the negative pole. A square trough of gutta per-
<?ha contains the mercury and the alkaline iodid. The carbon and the
iodized iodid are put in a square porous cup which is immersed in the
liquid of the trough to two centimeters above the level of the mercury.

This battery once in action, requires no other care than that of draw-
ing off with a glass siphon the liquid saturated with iodid of mercury,
which IS to be restored to its primitive elements. We shall soon explain
the method of restoration. The couple, as it was presented to the Acad-
^iny of Sciences by Becquerel, possessed a feeble electro-motive force.

It was but little stronger than a couple with sulphate of copper, and only
one-third that of a couple with nitric acid. Its force was such that for a
trough of about five decimeters square, and with a thickness for the bed
01 Jodid of potassium of about three centimeters, it was equivalent to ten

meters and a half of annealed copper wire one millimeter in diameter,
this wire being at 0° C. in ttraperature.

The process adopted by Mr. Doat for economizing the residues admit-
iJ^g of some improvement, he has made changes which have increased

the power of his batteries. The main point consists in substituting zinc

amalgam for mercury ; he obtains thence iodid of zinc, and the restora-

tion of this compound to its elements, which at first appeared difficult,

i^e has rendered easy by using a bydrated carbonate of copper. Whilst

the soluble salts of oxyd of copper in reacting on the alkaline iodida

precipitate only one-half, the basic salts, and especially the carbonate, ex-

ercise hardly a sensible action on the alkaline iodids, but act with the

greatest rapidity on the alkalino-earthy or metallic iodids, and eliminate

the whole of the iodine, the oxyd passing to tlie state of a suboxyd, and
the metal combining with the iodine becoming oxydized. This action,

which goes on rapidly at the ordinary temperature, is in;instantaneous at

50° C.

On the flat carbon pole,' there is placed a broad filter of porous earth,

containing hydrated carbonate of copper. When the battery has been

for a while in action, the liquid, consisting of double iodid of zuic and

potassium, is drawn from the troughs and thrown upon the filter, where

it is decomposed by the copper salt. The alkaline iodid remains pure and
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the iodid of zinc is clianged into Yiii oxyd of this metal, whilst the iodine

set at liberty is dissolved in the alkaline iodid, and passes with it through

the filler and falls upon the carbon pole. Thus the processes for recov-

ering the iodine requires only the drawing off the liquid and putting it

in a filter charged with hydratcd carbonate of copper. The products left

on the filter are oxyd of zinc and carbonate of copper. They are mixed

with charcoal and fused at a red heat. The result is a brass ahvays in

demand in commerce. The hydrated carbonate of copper is prepared by

double decomposition by means of sulphate of copper and carbonate of

soda. The latter is the only product which is lost: all the others, the

iodine, iodid of potassium, mercury, zinc and copper, are re-obtained and

may serve again in the battery or be useful elsewhere.

Mr. Doat does not perform the reduction of the zinc and copper except

when it can be done on a large scale ; for he then obtains a casting of

brass, of greater commercial value.

3. A Battery^ called a Battery with triple contact.—One element of

this battery consists of a glass or stone ware cup, at the bottom of which

there is a plate of non-amalgamated zinc communicating without by

means of a conducting strip. Above the plate of zinc there is a spiral

formed of a rolled copper plate having an attachment for making connec-

tions. A solution of sulphate of potash covers entirely a plate of zinc,

and wets to a certain height the plate of copper. Immediately on mak-

ing the connections between the copper and zinc, an electric current is

established which continues constant for several weeks.
The inventor of this battery is an Italian, Francesco Selmi, Professor j

of Chemistry in the University of Turin, The novel and important point

of it is the triple contact, viz. between the sulphate of potash and zinc
»

»

the sulphate of potash and copper, and between the copper and the air.

Prof. Selmi has observed that there is a great advantage in this contact

of the air with, the copper immersed in the sulphate of potash, finding

that the electric current is sensibly weakened when the copper is wet

throughout.

4. Nautical Telegraph.—In place of the common light used as a bea-

con and for signals aboard ships, Mr. Treve proposes to substitute a sim-

pler system more easy of execution. It is based on the use of illuminat-

mg gas light by a galvanic current of induction. The lamp at the mast

head receives the gas through a tube of vidcanized caoutchouc having a

spiral of copper wire w^ithin, and covered exteriorly by some impermeable

material; it terminates on the deck where the gasometer is placed. Bf
stop-cocks, the gas can be let in at will. A Ruhmkorff's apparatus* is

used for inflaming the gas ; two w^ires covered with gutta percha pass to

the upper lamp. These wires branch off and are attached to the shank

of each of the other lamps; and are so arranged as to give a spark at

the beak of each burner. As the light will take place only at the beaks

supplied with gas, the lights may be varied for signals by means of stop-

cocks, any or ail of the lamps being lighted or extinguished at wilh

5. Light-houses and Illumination.—Lensea and Reflectors.—It is wdl

known that Buffon, desirous to repeat the experiment of Archimedes with

a burning glass, endeavored to construct a lens of water of large diameter.

See this Journal, Jan. 1853, p. ll*i.
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Two plates of glass of great thickness were curved by the heat of a con-
cave metallic plate, Avorked and polished, anrl then fitted torrether with a
border of metal aud filled with distilled water. Buffon thus^made a Jens
one meter in diameter and of great power. Bnt he pursued it no further
because of the difficulty of the work, and the enormous expense o{ yd
ishmg the rough surfaces of the glass, the material bein^ also rendered
brittle by the second heating.

Siuce then, in England and more lately in France, there have been
attenipts to blow a glass lens in a jj^ould of metal made iti two lialves.
But the^ result has been imperfect, the glass uneven, giving: no distinct
locus. There has however been a recent improvement by Messieurs Le-
ruolt and^Robert, which is of great importance. It consists fn using for
constructing the lenses, a circular plate of glass, and a section from a
sphere blown with great care, applying this to the plate and closing them
together in a circle of metal, and putting water between or some other
transparent liquid. It forms a plano-convex lens, which may be econom-
ically made, and has the purity and perfection nearly, without the cost,
of lenses of massive glass,

Lemolt and Robert have also made improvements in reflectors, em-
ploying sections of glass more or less concave, cut from a sphere, in the
same way as above mentioned, and having on the convex part a rich

plating of silver from electric deposition. These reflectors can be che&ply
Hiade and require little care-

Lenses and reflectors of this kind have been used on the railroads of
Paris. By coiubining the two, a new kind of lamp has been constructed,

giving results of unexpected brilliancy, which have already been brought
into use on board ships and at the entrances of ports as well as on rail-

roads. A water lens of 38 centimeters will send its rays to a distance of

20 kilometers along a raihvay, producing the effect of a light-liouse light

of the second order.

6. 3fanu/acture of Soda,—Mr. Melsens, Professor of Chemistry at

Brussels,—^known for his works on chemistry and also in connection with

the preparation of anhydrous acetic acid by means of bi-acetate of soda,

tbe production of the chlorated bodies by means of an amalgam of so-

dium, etc.,—has patented a new method for the manufacture of soda, a

process of great importance, if it be economical. It is based on the well

known feet of the decomposition of sulphate of soda by carbonate of ba-

5'yta. An equivalent of the former with one o( the latter produces two-

thirds of an equivalent of each carbonate of baryta and sulphate of baryta

;

one-third of an equivalent of each carbonate of baryta and sulphate of

soda remaining unaltered- . , .
^ j • r

Melsens has observed that the change will go on m the cold and with

native carbonate of baryta, and this is the basis of his method.

This carbonate is powdered and subjected to a washmg by means of a

solution of sulphate of soda. This mode of washmg, for a long time

practised in the arts, enables him to obtain the carbonate of soda m a

state of considerable concentration. Some little sulphate of soda how-

ever remains, which may be separated either by crystallization or by

t^ing aiLlvantage of the fact that sulphate of soda is more soluble m
^ater at 33^ C. than in boiling water, it precipitatmg when the water 13

'i
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carried to the boiling point. The purification is finished by putting the

liquid in contact with a solution of carbonate of baryta in carbonic acid*

Mr, Melsens has also endeavored to decompose the carbonate of baryta

and sulphate of soda by using high pressure furnished by a self-regulating

machine. But no advantage has been found in this process.

As the carbonate of baryta is poisonous, it is proposed to pulverize it

after moistening it with a solution of sulphate of soda. The sulphate of

baryta obtained in the process is employed either in the manufacture of

paper, or for paints, this last a use not honest perhaps, but yet, in these

days, of extensive application.

7. Astronomical Neios.—Paris Observatory,—The observatory at Paris

continues t5 make progress. It is well known that it has two wings, an

eastern and a western; on the former, in the time of Arago, a revolving

chamber for observation was constructed, whose mechanism is a chef-

d'oeuvre. The western wing is about to receive a telescope of the largest

dimensions, at the expense of the government, and also an equatorial

.with a 1 1-inch aperture, constructed by Secretan.

The objective of the telescope will be constructed with two disks of

flint glass and crown glass, cast in the glass house of Chance & Co.,

Oldbury near Birmingham, w^hich were on exhibition at the Crystal Pal-

ace in Paris. These glasses were imperfectly appreciated by the jury, for

it was thought that after extracting certain portions that were not per-

fectly transparent and remelting them several times, they would not

ftfibrd an objective over 40 centimeters in diameter. They were how-

ever deemed irreproachable and were purchased for 50,000 francs ; and

it is now expected that the objective made from them will have a diam-

eter of 73 centimeters. The work will be carried on at the observatory

by M. Secretan. If the curvature obtained be perfect, the achromatism

without fault, and the expected size be attained, France will have the

most powerful lens in the world.

8. Color of the Moon during edijms.—Prof. Faye, of the Faculty of

Sciences at Nancy, observed a fact during the last eclipse of the moon,

which serves to explain the peculiar color assumed by the moon when

under the shadow of the earth. By covering the part not eclipsed by a

distant object, such as the angle of a roof or the top of a chimney, the

tint of the part eclipsed is entirely changed, and in place of a reddish-

brown there is seen only a lively rose-red, like that which is so common on

clouds near sunrise or sunset and which gave origin to the epithet rosy-

fingered (^wdo3axTvlog) applied to the dawn. The color seen ordinarily

in case of eclipse is consequently an effect of contrast, due to the usual

yellowish shade of the moon's light.

9.^ Works of Araffo.—The third volume of the Popular Astronomy

has just appeared and is on sale with the first and second. While the

second volume contains a fine study on the sun illustrated with five plates

of the solar spots, and a treatise on comets followed by a catalogue of all

that have been calculated to the number of nearly 200, the third takes

up the subject of the earth and its satellite. The earth is described not

only astronomically, but also with reference to its geolog}^ meteorology,

physical geography, and even history ; and under these heads it treats

of the age of mountains and volcanoes. It also discusses the question

J

I*:
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whether the deluge was produced hy a comet,~whether the moon was once
a comet,—whether the moon has an atmosphere or water,—what {nflitence
has the moon on the earth's atmosjjhere, and ivhat on animated life and
especially certain diseas€s,~md the subject of prognostics. The volurno
closes with B.n article on eclipses and occultations. The work contains
many drawings, and a fine map of the moon, and also an engraving rep-
resenting the meridian telescope of the Paris Observatory. The fourth
Toliime will soon be issued,

10. Influence of Temperature on tlte phenomena of Capillarity,—The
influence of temperature on capillanty, considered null by some authors,
is stili real. Lalande was the first to announce it, in 1768; he showed
that water did not stand as high when it was hot, or when the tube had
been heated before making the experiment. Laplace and Poisson de-
duced from it that the height had some relation to the density of the
hquid. Emmett, Frankenheim, Sondhauss, Frankenberg, Brunner, Jurin,
tray Lussac, Simon de Metz, Bede, Professor at the Universit}' of Liege,
have each treated of this question, and from their results a wide diverg-
ence has been brought about between mathematical theory and experi-

ment, and a complete separation of the phenomena of ascension and
depression. •

^
All these questions have been taken up from their foundation and defi-

iiitely resolved by the laborious researches of M. Wolf, Profes.sor of Phys-
ics at llie Lyceum of Strasburg, which have been continued through
several years. The following are the facts arrived at

:

(1.) The elevation of the same liquid in capillary tubes depends, other

things equal, on the nature of the tube,

(2.) In the same tube, at different temperatures, the height to which a
liquid rises is in the compound proportion of the density and the curva-

ture of the meniscus; this diminishes as the temperature increases and
becomes null at some specific temperature beyond whiclj, the action

fe the reverse. The law of variation of pressure with the temperature

f^>r Hquids which do not wet the glass, thus connects M'ith the law
of diminution of capillary elevation, and becomes a consequence of it.

For if, at a given temperature, a liquid ceases to wet the glass, beyond this

temperature the liquid takes a convex surfiice and depresses itself; whence

it follows, that liquids like mercury not wetting the glass at the ordinary

temperature, can wet it at a temperature qliite low, and so present under

the action of cold the same series of phenomena which ether presents

under that of heat.

11. Harmonic proportions of the human body,—Tins subject mtereste

both men of science and artists. It has often been objected to the metric

system that it had no point in common with the human body, and dif-

fered thus widely from the older systems, U. Silberman has undertaken

to demonstrate that the meter may also be found on the body of man-

At the introduction of this system, it was remarked that a cane a meter

long, restino* on the ground between the feet, would reach quite nearly to

the height of the navel. By noting the discrepancy by the breadth of

the fingers, each one may thus have his own meter measure with him.

2H. Silberman, from the many tneasurements that have been made, con-

cludes that the mean height of man is P64 meters. Buffon makes the
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height of woman one-twentieth less, so that the mean of both sexes will

be 1*60 meters, and of woman 1'56 meters.

The size of man is often expressed by the number of heads it equals

;

and in a person well proportioned it corresponds to 8 heads. The mean
height of the head will consequently be 20 centimeters. Mr. Silberman

has observed that when the arms are thrown up vertically, the height of

the body to the tip of the middle finger is 10 heads or 2 meters, and two

men in a line, would make 4 meters* He remarks that this length of 4

meters or 20 heads plays an important part in nature; and after various

observations, he has arrived at a number of laws as to the proportions in

the human body. Thus the distances of the articulations are successively,

h i' S'V' ^V' ^iir? ^^^ [The account is not sufficiently explicit to

make it clear how or where these proportions are all obtained.] Silber-

mann states that the results he has arrived at accord with those of the

ancients, who paid much attention to the subject. It is generally admitted

for example, that in a well proportioned man, when both arras are ex-

tended horizontally, the distance between the tips of the fingers, is just

equal to the total height of the man. Another fact, mentioned by Vitru-

vius, as a test of perfection of form, is this : that the circle which passes

by the extremities of the four members extended in a cross, should have

the navel as the center. These facts are confirmed by M. Silbermann.

12. Bibliography,—Astronomie Populaire (TArago^ vol. iii, and Noti-

ces Scientijiques, vol. iii. Paris. Gide et Baudry.—The first of these

works we have noticed. The second work treats of light-houseSj fortifica-

tions, artesian borings, filtration and elevation of water, free exchange,

protection and patents.

Victor Masson has issued

JEtudes Biograpldques pour servir a VHistoire des Sciences^ by Paul

Antoine Cap. 1 vol. 12njo, of 408 pages.—This work is the first part of

a series of biographical notices of chemists and naturalists. The volume

issued, treats of Paracelsus, Palissy, Van Helmont, Moses Charas, Robert

Boyle, Lemery, Rouelle, Van Mons, Labarraque, Bernard Courtois, Dupas-

quier, etc. The notices are well written and in an aoTeeable style.o
Hydrotimetrie^ ott Nouvelle Methode pour determiner les propo'i

tions des matieres en dissolution dans les eaux de sources et de rivieres^

by MM. BouTRON and Boudet. Pamphlet of 52 pp. 8vo.—Starting

from the precipitation of calcareous salts by soap water, a reaction applied

first by Clarke to the determination of lime, MM. Boutron and Boudet

have contrived a quick method for ascertaining by means of a few trials

the essential composition of a potable water. It is performed by means

of standard solutions, and is simple, requiring little chemical knowledge.

L^Ozone^ ou Recherckes cJiimiques^ meteorologiques^ physiologiqti^s et

medicates stir Voxyghie electrise ; by H. Scoctette n, "Medecin en chef

of the hospital at Metz. 1 vol. in 12 mo, of 287 pages.—Dr. Scou-

tetten has attached his name to the subject of ozone by many important

observations. His work commences with a historical review. The mi-

ortance of the subject and the great number and variety of papers that

ave appeared upon it had rendered it very desirable that a collection ot

these materials should be made in one volume* Dr. Scoutetten has un-

dertaken this labor, and has given a succinct account of all the results

that have been published.
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At Bailoere's, Rue Hautefeuille, Paris, has just appeared—^^m^/^j?
mr la geographie botamgue de VEurope et en partkuUer sur la veqetation
de plateau central de la France, par M. Lecoq, Professeur a la Faculte
des Sciences of Clermont.—This work, of which we have before spoken,
is now at its'5th volume. - No better writer on the geolog-ical or botani-
cal description of the Central Plateau of France could be found than M.
Lecoq, as he has there pursued his studies for thirty years. The 5th vol-
ume treats of a large number of the Dicotyledonous families, from the
Papaveraceae to the Leguminosere, including the Cruciferse, the Polygaleaey
the Malvacese, etc.

/
Leipz

J. NiCKLES.

A comet was dis-

ce then

22^ 4'.

The same comet was also detected on the 26th of March, by Mr. Van
Arsdalo at Newark, N. J., who describes it as bright and resembliug an
unresolved star-cluster. From observations of Feb. 22 and 25, Mr. Pape
deduced the folloAving elements.

March 14'088 Berlin m. t
Long, of perihelion, • ., . lOV" 0''4

" " asc. node, . .
' - 323 31'7

Inclination, . ' . . . .87 6-2

Log. perih. dist. . • . 9'82586

Motion, . • . . . retrograde,

14. Obituary.—Prof. Jacob W. Bailey.—^In our last number we had
the melancholy duty of announcing the death of Mr. W. C. Redfield,

] ^
the meteorologist ; and before another month had elapsed, two moYQ men
from the ranks of science, highly esteemed for their excellence of charac-

ter as well as successful labors, had passed away,—Prof. Bailkv of West
i^oiut, and Prof. TuoMEr of Alabama.

Prof. Bailey had long been failing under a relentless consumption, and
finally died on Thursday, the 26th of February last. For many months
his voice had been reduced to a whisper; yet his mind was active,^ and
as late as our last number (March), we published a contribution to science

from him, as the result of his recent microscopic researches. Feebleness

of health prevented his being present at the meeting of the Americaa

Association at Albany in July last. But the Association in view of his

high attainments and valuable researches, elected him President for the

following year,—an honor well merited ; for few men in the land have

exerted a wider and more beneficial influence on the science of the

i

country.

eralogy,

botany, had been especially devoted to njicroscopic research, and with the

exception of what Ehrenberg has done, the microscopic geology or "micro-

geology" of this country has been mainly worked out by him. His first

communication to this Journal, was published in 1837, and although

chemical, it indicated that delicacy of manipulation which fitted him for

microscopic researches. It related to the use of grasshoppers' legs as a

substitute for frogs in galvanic experiments. In volume xxxv. (1839),

commence his papers on fossil Infusoria, which were continued through

ttiany of the following volumes, down to the current year, and are too well

known and appreciated to reauire remark at this time. The Continent

1

J
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along its Atlantic and Pacific borders and over its interior lias passed

under his microscope, and deliglited him with many heautiful forms of

life which had never before greeted a human eye. And lately, the ocean's

bottom in the Atlantic to a depth of 12000 feet, and about the North

Pacific to 16000 feet, has developed wonderful facts before his investiga-

tions. Prof. Bailey has also done a vast deal towards raising the stand-

ard of microscope manufacture through his discriminating use of tests,

and his influence. His scale for microscopic slides by which the positions

of the invisible specimens are exactly noted, is a happy thought well car-

ried out In these and various other w^ays, microscopy is vastly indebted

to his labors. Mr. Bailey at his death was Professor of Chemistry, Min-

eralogy and Geology in the U. S. Military Academy at West Point. His

life without reproach, his gentleness and modesty, his earnestness for

truth rather than self, his untiring energy even when his physical system

seemed to be dissolving away fi'om his spirit, make a character that

excites love as well as admiration.

Prof. TuoMEY.—Prof. M. Tuomey died at Tuscaloosa on the 30th of

March last. He had been one of the active geologists of the Southern

States, and among them had taken the lead through his researches and

publications. In 1844 he was put in charge of the Geological Survey

of South Carolina, and four years afterward published his final Report

in a large quarto volume. The Report treats of the various crystalline

rocks and their metalliferous veins or ores, and dwells at length on the

Cretaceous and Tertiary beds which had been with him more special

subjects of study. In his survey, he brought out many facts of promi-

nent interest, illustrating important principles in the geology of the con-

tinent and the history of seashore deposits.

The state of South Carolina is remarkable geologically hr containing

nothing of the carboniferous formation (unless metamorphosed); except-

ing the middle secondary red sandstone, which he traced from North

Carolina to a distance of four or five miles into South Carolina where it

is associated with trap dykes as in the Connecticut valley, there are no

stratified rocks, yet observed, between the metamorphic beds and the

Cretaceous.

Subsequently, Prof. Tuomey was appointed to the Chair of Geology

of the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa and to the charge of the

Geological Survey of that State, which positions he held when he died.

He had been actively engao;ed in his explorations during the year^past,

and both the State and the University have experienced a great loss in his

decease. In connection with Dr. F. S. Holmes he has had in hand the

ublication of a splendid work on the Fossils of South Carolina, which

as not been surpassed in the country for the beauty of its palaeonto-

logical illustrations. Geological science is greatly indebted to Prof.

Tuomey's zeal and fidelity, and has occasion for mourning that his labors

have ceased.

Dr. ScoRESBY, the veteran of Arctic enterprise, died at Torquay, Eng-

land, on the 21st of March last, after a lingering illness.

15. Kew Granada: Twenty Months in the Andes ; by Isaac F. Hol-
TON, Professor of Chemistry and Natural History in Middlebury College.

With maps and illustrations. New York, Harper <fe Brothers, 1857, pp-

605, 8vo.—If it fell within our province to review a book of travels, we

-h**
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should speak of this as a verj interesting one of its class, and as particu-
larly rich lu information of permanent value. But, what commends the
volume to oui; attention is, that, alono; with the easy flow of entertaining
narrative, there is an under-current of scientific observation, sucli as miglil
be expected from a naturalist and chemist visiting a country so strikirio-
m Its physical and climatic features. Of the vegetation, especially, Pro^
Holton has succeeded in conveying to us, dwellers in northern climes, a
yery distinct conception, and that without any effort at description, and
without much use of technical details. Should the work ever piiss to
a second edition, we advise the author to bring his great knowledge to
bear upon this subject more directly and efficiently by adding a separate
chapter on the Vegetation of New Granada, giving a comprehensive view
of this flora in its main features, and in its distribution over the country
according to climate, from the tropical sea-level up to th<^ cold paramos
nv\/-7^t 1_j_T T til T •-! , 1

generally

and the isolated peaks clothed with perpetual snow.
Much to our surprise, the author speaks of the Chirimoija^

ranked among the three best tropical fruits of the world,—as little better

than our Asimina or "Papaw;" which, moreover, he terms a congener,
having through some oversight mistaken Unona for Anona. While sug-

gesting corrections, we venture to question the physics and geology of a
paragraph, commencing on p, 23Y,—the idea that the temperature of a

higher para»ia is at all dependent on the great thickness of the crust of

the earth there than at the sea-level. We fear the author has not taken

into account, the intensity of nocturnal radiation, and the more rapid

evaporation under diminished pressure, as causes of refrigeration, as well

as the dilatation of the air; and, on the other hand, has overlooked the

fact that the neighborhood of active volcano^, does not sensibly aftect

the temperature of a place. One word more upon another matter. As
Prof. Holton's valuable work will be sure to find readers beyond the Uni-

ted States, we think it a disadvantage that words are used, now and then,

in their New England rather than their general English sense, For ex-

anaple, the use of the word "town" for township, on p, 497, would inevi-

tably lea,d an Englishman to conclude that our villages and small cities

"Were rough and wild indeed-

16. Memoir of John Dalton, and History of the Atomic Theory up
to his time ; by Robt. Akgus Smith, Ph.D., F.CS. (Published also as

vol. xiii, New Series, of the Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Manchester). 2U8 pp., 8vo. London 1856, II. Bailliere.—In

the life of a philosopher or the history of a principle in philosophy, when

either is faithfully executed, there is profound instruction. They not only

teach us methods of research, but illustrate its true spirit and aim, and

the secret of its strength. The young student will search the world over,

tinsuccessfully perhaps, for a subject for investigation. The philosopher

fiads a subject in the most familiar phenomena about him, and by steady

Ecrutinizimr labor, draws forth facts and principles of fundamental value.

The history of Dalton and his atomic theory has for this reason as well as

others a special value to the student in science. The work of Dr. Smith

Has a peculiar merit, from its bringing out Dalton's theory of atoms in its

true relations to the speculations of former centuries. He treats briefly

of the vi^ws on atoms among the ancient Greeks, and thence traces the

•fiCONB SEEIES, VOTi. XIIII, NO. 69.—MAY, 1857.

57
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subject through the period of Alchemy and the earliest beginning of

Chemistry to the development of Dalton himself when the mathematical

basis of this science and its simple system of numbers "were first made
clear. A fine portrait of Dalton forms a frontispiece to the volume,

17. Recent Papers hy Prof, */, Leidy^ M,D,—Notice of Remains of

the "Walrus discovered on the Coast of the United States. Specimens

were foxmd on the sea beach of New Jersey : and the species appears to

be the recent Trichecus rosmorns^ probably of the drift or later post-ter-

tiary period.—Description of Remains of Fishes from tlie Carboniferous

limestone of Illinois and Missouri.—Reinarks on Saiiroccphalas (Ilarlau)

and its allies.—Observations on the extinct Peccary of North America.

Dr. Leidy speaks of the large variations in the size and form of the skull

and teeth of the recent Dicolyles iorquaius^ and afterwards remarks on

the remains of the extinct Peccary and their variations; the one species

Dicofylcs compressus probably including the hitherto proposed species

Euchoerus (^Protochoerus) macrops^ and Protochoerus pri87naticus^ Ploty-

gonns compressus^ Hyopis depressifrons^ Dicotyles depressifronSy Dicoiyles

costatits,—Remarks on the Structure of the feet of Megalonyx,—From

the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. xi, page 83

to page 106. Philadelphia, 1857.
18- MilUtary Map of Florida South of Tampa Bay ; with a memoir

compiled by Lieut. J. C. Ives, Topog. Eng., under the general direction of

Capt, A. A. Humphreys Topog. Eng., by order of the Hon. Jefferson

Davis, Secretary of War, April 1856, War Department,
19, Ohservalions on the Physical Geography and 'Geology of the Coast

of California, from Bodeya Bay to San Diego ; by W. P. Blake; pre-

pared for Prof. A. D. Bache, Superintendent of the United States Coast

Survey, and published in the Pte])ort of the Coast Survey.

8

20. Transactions of the Academy of Science at
vo. with plates, St. Louis, 1857.—Ibis first numbe

St. Louis; 92 pp.

er of the first volume

of the St. Louis Academy promises much for the science of the country.

The President of the Academy for 1857 is B. R Shumard, M.D., the

Vice Presidents, A. Wislizenus, M.D., and C. P. Chouteau. The fii-st 36

pages are occupied with the Proceedings of the meetings, after which

follow various important papers :

—

1. J. Evans and B. F. Suumard : On some New Species of Fossils from

the Cretaceous Formation of Nebraska Territory.

2. H. A. Prout: Description of a New Species of Productus from the

Carlx)uiferous limestone of St. Louis; Avith a plate.

S. J. Schtel: Observations on Grlycerine.

4. T. C. HiLGAKD : Phyllotaxis, its numeric and divergential law, exph-

cable under a simple organological idea; with a plate.

5. A. C. Kocn : Mastodon Remains in the State of Missouri.

6. G. Sev:ffakth : Notice of a burnt brick from Nineveh ;
with »

plate.

7. A. WiSLxzExus : Indian Stone Graves in Illinois.

8. B. F. SuuMAKD : Description of New Fossil Crinoidea from the

Palaeozoic Rocks of the Western and Southern portions of the United

States ; with a plate.

9. A. Litton : Belcher k Brothers' Artesian Well ; with a plate.
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tinaxi

Priva

the Mathciuatico-natural History Section of tlie Royal Academy at Vienna.
I800 and 1856. Br. Grailich is a profonnd mathematician and physi-
cist, and in two papers has discussed the suhject of the refraction and
reflection of light in twin crystals with great ahility.

^
22. Ahkandlitngen der L L Oeolof/tHcheu Rekhmnstalty Band III.

Ihis 3d volume of Transactions from the Geoloofical Survey of Austria or
rather the Geological Depaitmcut under the Austrian government, is

occupied solely with a memoir on the Molluscan fossils of the Tertiary of
Vienna by Dr, Morix Homes Avith the assistance of Paul Partseh. it is

a magnificent work in 736 quarto pages illustrated by 52 exquisite litho-

graph plates of crowded figures, the beauty of which can hardly be ex-

ceeded. This work is the first volume only of the tnemoir, treating of
the Univalves. The Bivalves remain for another volume. Dr. Homes is

"Gustos. Adjunct" of the Roval Hof. Mineral Cabinet, of which Partseh

13 "Gustos." "

23. Jahrbitch der Jc. h Geol, Eekhsanstall, 1855, No. 4, and 1856,
No. 1.—This publication, is the Bulletin of the Geological Society of

Vieniia, containing 'numerous important geological papers, besides mining

iuformation.. Each number, of Mhich four appear annually, extends to

between two and ttree hundred images.

24. Prodro7niis descrq^tionis Anhnal'mm Evertehratontm, Arc, of the

N'orth Pacific Expedition under Captain Rodgers, by W, Stimpson.—

•

This pamphlet of 13 pages 8vo, contains brief descriptions by Mr. Stimp-

son of fiftty-two species of Turbellarla Dendrocoela collected by him in the

coujiie of the North Pacific cruise on the Coasts of Asia and America,

and adjoining islands.

C. F. Rammelsbero : Die neuesten Forschungen in der krystallo-

graphisclien Chemie, as supplement to his Handbook on Crystallographio

Chemistry, 227 pp. 8vo, with numerous woodcuts. Dr. Kammelsberg is

performing: an excellent service for science in collecting together the tacta

la crystaJlographic clieuiistij. '

25. RKkml'orfs Appamhts constructed hy E. S. Ritchie of Boston^

(From a letter to J. 1). Daxa from Prof. W. B. Rogers, (kited Boston,

April 16, 1857.)—You will I know be interested to learn that Mr. E. S.

liitcliie, the well known instrument jnaker of this city, has succeeded in

constriictinir a Ruhmkorf Induction Apparatus of siicli energy as greatly

to surpass the Paris instniraouts, and, so far as I am acquainted with

their action, to compare favorably with the recently improved formjntro-

<lticed in England. After encountering many difficulties in the insula-

tion of the coil as well as the construction of the condenser and break-

piece, ho has devised such arrangements in regard to each as to secure

a dense continuous spark, between the terajinals of the secondary wire,

of from 2 to 2| inches long, and to permit the means of exhibiting all

the effects of the discharge on a scale and with a brilliancy truly sui)erb.

The columns of light in vacuo tran-sversely stratified or waved, (Jassiot'a

cascade, and other "effects which I have found it to produce, and which

^ve Lave exhibited at the Warren Club and elsewhere, are among the

most magnificent electrical displays which I have ever seen. The primary

i

L.
i
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current is developed "by the action of four Bunsen cells of DeleuiPs con-

struction; the secondary wire is less than 1-^ miles long.

This I believe is the first instrument of the kind yet made in this coun-

try, at least it is the first possessing such power ; but Mr. Rltchiej not sat-

isfied with his present success, is beginning the construetion of anotlier

from which we anticipate even greater effects, and which we hope will be

completed in time for description in your July numher,

A. Keith Johnston : A new Dictionary of Geography, Descriptive, Physical, Sta-

tistical, and Historical, forming a complete general Gazetteer of the worlil. 2nd

ed» thoroughly revised. One large volume of 1300 pages. London. 36.5. cloth.

A. Keith Johnstox : Physical Atlas. New edition containing Murchison's Geo-

logical Map of Europe, Rogers's Geological Map of the United States, and other

new charts. London and Edinburgh. 1866.
Normos : An attempt to demonstrate a central law of ITature. London.

E. Chevrkul :' The Principles of harmony and contrast of colors and their appli-

cations to the Arts. Translated from the French by C. Martel. 2nd edition, crown

8vo. London- lO.-*. 6d
Charles John Anderson : Lake Ngami ; or Explorations and Discoveries in

Southwestern Africa. 2nd ed., royal 8vo. London. SO*.

Henry Bradbury: The Ferns of Great Britain and Iceland, nature printed. In

imperial folio. London. 6/. 6^.—A splendid volume of folio plates and text,

Henry Bradbury: Nature Printing, its origin and objects. London. Bradbury

A Evans, 11 Bouverie Street.

T, Scheerer: An introduction to the use of the Blowpipe ;
translated with ad- ^

ditions by H, T. Blanford. Leipsic and London. 1856. |
J. G, Beer : Die Familie der Bromeliaceen. 269 pp. 8. Wien. 1856.
Dr. H. O. Lenz: Zologie der alten Griechen und Konier, &b^ pp. 8ro. Gotha,

IS 56.
^"^

I>r. G. Meckel vox Hemsbach: Mikrogeologie. Ueber die Concremente im
thierischen Organismus. Herausgeffeben von Dr. Th Billroth. 275 pp. 8 vo. Ber-

lin, ] 856.

Prof. J. MiJLtEE : Di Aequatorialzone des gestirnten Himmels, mit Text, Folio,

Freiburg.

Dr. H. BuRMEisTEB : Hjstematische Uebersicht der Thiere Brasiliens, welche

Tvalirend einer Kiese durch die Provinzen von Rio de Janeiro und Minas Geraes

gesammelt und beobachtet warden. Ill Thl. Vogel. 2. Halfte. 466 pp. 8vo. Berhn.

C. 6, Carhs: Ueber Lebensnmgnetismus und iiber die magischen Wirkungen
iibtirhaupt. 306 pp. 8vo. Leipzig.

Vydopixdia of Natural History. (Based upon the Penny Cyclopedia.) In four

volumes, with many hundred illustrations. London. 2/, 2s. Also Cyclopedia of

Geography. In four volumes. Ibid.—Excellent works.
Fi;ocKE0iNG8 Boston Sac. Nat. Hist.—Vol. VL p. IS. On the state in -srhicli

phosphate of lime exists in Sea-water; A, A.Hayefi—^.fil, Fossil b^mes of Ele-

phant, Megatherium and Mastodon from Texas (adding a third, to the two known N.

Afiit;rioan localities of Megatherium, of Skiddawoy Island on tl)e coast of Georgia,

and Ashley River in S. Carolina) ; J. Wyiuan,—^. 55. Observations on the structure

of bone in Python
; J. Green.—p, o6. Effect of bite of Rattlesnake on a Mouse; ^.

JFyman.—p. 6*7, Corrosion of shells of freshwater Clams ; J). F. Weinland—P- o9f

On a new genus of T^nioids ; D. F. Weinland.—p. 63, Observations on the Llassi-

fication of Ficshea; L. Affassiz.—j>, 63, Notes on the classitication of Turtles; J- J^-

3fi/U—p. 67, On the relation
' "'

*""

renal Capsules ; Brottm-Se
p. 12, Note on the Blind
icai notice of Dr. John U. Warren; J. Wy7nan.—p.M, iNew species vi v/.«-v..y

-

from Western North America; W. Sthnpson.—v, 97, Catalogue of the Biuney xa-

^;;-
' Vsis of Sbite from Somerville, Mass,; Z.J/. Dombach.-^p- I u-Varc. oyUia ; 7! M, Brewer.—p. 112, On series in the Animal Kingdom ; JP^^^ ^^l^!r

iand,~p. 114, List of Birds observed at Great Manan and at Yarmouth, N.b.,.^^^^

notes
; B. Bryant.^p, 123, Species of N. Atlantic and Behringa Straits partly lOen-

t«; -i"
^- Gould,~p. 125, Dissection of eye of Sperm Whale; J-^J'^^I'Z

P.126, OatheZondaWind;i\r.jy.^i5Ao^._p.l28, On Helix asteriscus ; -E& ^^^^^•
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A ([
Sullivnnty 129;^ A, Hen/re^, 278 ; A. Gray^

Academy of Sciences of California, Pro- ^^
ceedings o^, 299.

of St. Louis, Transactions of, 450.
Academy Nat. Sci. Philad., vol. iii, part iii.

noticed, \b\.

ProceedinjTs of, 152.
Acclimation, Society of, 107.
Aerostats, 109.
African, Livingston's discoveries, 139.
AgQ^siz^ L., young Gar Pikes of Lake On-

tario, 284. .

Alcohol, products of oxydation of, 268.
Alumininm, manufacture of, 111.

'oWoy^ of, 265.
Ammonia-cubalt bases, G^b and Genih,

RaveneU 439.

Botany of Northern U. States, statistics of
p]anii>, A. Qray, 6'^, 369.

of Madiera, &c , origin of species. 130.

cause of opening and closing^ of Sto-

males, H. von Moldy 280.

Bromfieirs Flora Veciensi^ noticed, 127.

Buff^ H. S,, on some compounds of Ethy-
lene, 176.

c
California Acad. Sci., Proceedings of, 299.

!See farther, Geology.

Canada, see Geology,

Capillarity, 445.

Carbonic acid, agency of, in past time, von
Paths, !^29.

Amorphisra, \on Fucha on^ 227.
Anniumical models, 147. ,. .. ^ .. ,- r .l \f - :

Aneroid, observations with, H. Poole, UQ. |^'!:!',*?!?!!^^°"L,^!J"tflr
""^^ ""^ ^^® Mississippi

Aniled's Geology and Mineralogy^ noticed.
143.

Amgo, works of, 444.
Archimedes-, J. Hall on, 203.
Artificial milk, 114.
Artesian well at Passy, \Q8,

-Astronomical charts of llie ecliptic, 108.

B
J^ache, A. Z>., Tides of GuM of Mexico, 1.

on Prediction tables for Tides of U- S.

coast, 12.

on cause of increase of Sandy Hook, 16.)

tidal wave of Hudson River, 17.

European plagiarisms, 139,

Bailey, J, IF., examination of Atlantic sou
ings, 153.

Obituary of, 447.
Bakewell, R , on the Falls of Niagara, 85.

Barometer, Seccht's new, 291.
Barometric action during a tornado, J. Chap4

BiSe78%\^;restrial Mollusks," etc., to befOalton, J., Memoi^^^^^^^

^continued, 292. ^ t!!^^£: ^'^^l^l^"^'
"*'*'' ^^'

valley, J. //«//, 187.

rocks of Kentucky, 274.

Carpenter^ W, B., on the Microscope, no-
ticed, 149.

CacracesB of the U. State.*?, Engelmann^ 123.

Caoutchouc, tree producing, 107.

Chandler, C. f., Miscelluneous Chemical
Researches, noticed, 149.

ChappellsmUh, J., barometric action during a
tornado, IB.

Clausiu?!, R,, mechanical theory of jieat, 25.

(Climate, see Meteorology.

Coal, cannel, /. S. Neu^berry on formation

of, 212.

fields of the E. Indian Archipelago, 157.

Coan^ T., volcanic acttnri on Hawaii, 4d5,

ComeU^rstoT 1857,417.

Coral reefs, agency of, in forming Florida,

J. LeConle, 46.

CrystaJiogeny, facts in, 114.

D

Blake, n\ P, tej'inret of silver, Cal.,270.
Blood, on fluorine in, Nickles, 101.

acid, quantitative determination of,

268.

Boron, Wdhler and DevilU, 433.
Boston Soc. IVat. Hist, Proceedings af, 152,

^ 309, 452.
Botany, notices of works by A- Gray—of De

Candolle, 127; \\\A. Bromfield, 127; See
munn, 127; G. £ji^elmunn, 123; W* S

'

Dead Sea, H. FooU, 290.

DtCandoWs Prodromnfi, noticed* j26.

Dudley Ob*tervaiorv, meridian instruments

of, B, A. Gould, 404.

E
Enrlhqnakes in California, J. B. Tmnk, 341.

Eiiveniohr^ wave length of mont refrangible

rays, 116.

Electric illumination, 440.
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Electricity, Dtllman^s method of obKerving] Ha?Z, J., on the genus Archimedes or Fenea
atmospheric, 288.

Eleciroflynamic measurements, 430.

Elevation of Allpjjhany Mts., ^*2..

Elevations of Dead Sen. etc., 146.

Eliiot Soc. Nat. Hist., Proceedinjrs of, 304.

Etiiylene, compounds of, H, S, Buff^ 176.'

F
Fifth on Xoxlous Inspects, noticed, 150,

Flora uf Northern U. Stale:*, Statistics, A.
Gray, 62, 36^.

Florida, formation of, J. LeConie^ 46.

Fossil coral, note on Paleeotrochis of Em-
moHS, 278.

Arcliimedes, J. HaJl^ 203.

Fo{.s-i!s of Longmynd Rocks, reference to,

29'J.

vertebrate, of N. Carolina, J. Leidy^ 271.
Fossil, see further Zoology,
Fluorcficence, new case of, J.W. Mallet^ 434.
Fluorine in the blood, Nwhlh^ 101.

Fuchs, biography of, 95, 225.

G
Galvanic battery with a constant current,

441.

with triple contact, 442.
theory of, De la Rive, 1 13.

Genth^ F. A., Contributions to >AIineralosry.

413.

oi\ Ammonia-cobalt bases, 234, 319.
Gcograpliical discoveries in Africa, Living-

stojt, 13^.

distribution, as bearing on the probable
origin of species in the Azores, Madeira
and the Canaries, O. Heer, 130,

Botany of U. States, and relations to
other countries, A. Gmy^ 62, 369.

Geological note on Dead Siea, Poole, 290.
survey of Kentucky, noticed, 272.

of Wisconsin, ordered, 437.
Society of l.trndon, Journal, noticed, 299.

Geology of California, facts in, 299.
of Canada, on the Huronian and Lau-

rentian rocks in, J. D. Whitney, 305.
Gerhard^ obituary of, 102.

Gihbs, \V.^ Chemical abstracts, 116, 265, 430.
on Ammonia-cobalt bases, 234, 319.

Gillespie, Problem in Surveying, 224,
Glass, soluble, Fuchs, 100.

Glycerine, action of the iodid, chlorid and
bromid of pliosphorus on, 267.

Glycol, 266.

Gouhl^ B. A., Meridian Instruments of the
Dudley Observatory, 404.

Gray, A., Botanical notices, 126, 278, 438.
Statistics of Flora of Northern U. States,

62, 369.

Gres^, R. F., meteoric iron containing lead,
1 18.

Gregory's Chemistry, American edition by
Sanders, noticed, 296.

Guano of .Honk's Island, A. 5. Pisrgot, 120.
J. Higgins and C, BicMl.lll,

Guyot, A., formula of progress in the earth
physical history, 147.

H

tella, 203.
HaUowell, £., list of Reptiles of some W.

India islands, 282.

Heer, O , origin of species living in the

Azores, Madeira and the Canariep, 130.

Htnntssy, on isothermal lines, 144.

Higgin9, J., on Columbian Guano, 121.

Hildrethf S. P., meteorological Journal kept

at Marietta, 1856, 215.

Holion, /. F., on New Granada, noliced,448.

Hopkins, TV., on Serew-prope Mors, 60.

HujiU T, S.^ reactions of alkaline silicates,

437.

I

Infu.«oria of soundings, J, W. Boiley, 153.

Insects, noxious, FUch on, noticed, 150.

Isothermal lines, Hennessy on, 144.

t

6

1

J

Jacksoyi, C T., on vcrd-antique, 123.

Johnson, A'. IF., translation of biography of

vori Fuchs, 95, 225.

Jojies^ G., on the Zodiacal light, 150, IGl.

on a shower of aslies about Quito, 276,

on Zodiacal light, obsexvaiioas at Quito

285,

K
Kobtll, biography of von Fuchs, 95, 225.

L
Lead in meteoric iron of Chili, Greg, 118.

\LeConte, J., formation of Florida, 46.

Leidi/, J., vertebrate fossils of N. Carolina,

271.

on a boring spon|re, 281,

notice of papers by, 4.50.

Lenses made for illumination, from sectiona

of hollow spheres, 443.

Light for light-houses, &c., 442.

Light, wave length of most refrangible rays,

Kisenlohr, 116.

Lithia, preparation of, 266. ^
Liihia and magnesia, separation of, J- *^'

Mallet, A27.

Livingston, discoveries in Africa, 139.

Longitude determinations, American method

claimed abroad, 139.

M
Mallet, J, W, on the rose-colored mica of

Goshen, 180.

analyses made for geological surveyor

Alabama, 181.

on Red Sulphur, 185.
,

separation of lilhia and magnesia, 42i-

Eupposed new case of fluorescence, 4 J4.

Marble, verd antique, C\ T. Jaclison, 123.

Mastodon in California, 2''2.
_

Metals, organic compounds containing, 269.

Metamorphism, th(»ughis on, von Fudis,^-'^'

through alkaline bilicates, T. S. /«««'•

437
Meteor of July 8th, 1856, N, K. Davis, 138,

T, M. Peters, 287.

L

I
>

4

L

"^""f' 'I;-'*"-
^^!^ ?'*^^°'"''^^""5 I^^estones of Meteoric iron fnira Chili, containi;3f M^^'*^*

the Mississippi valley, 187.
\\ lead, ft. P. Greg, 118,
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3Ieteoro]o£rical Journal at Marietta, for 1856,*

S P. Hildr€th,2\b,
Meteorology of Iowa, T. 5. Parvh,260.
Microscope, Carpmter on, noticed, 149.

Mirroscopic examination of soundings, J.

W, Bailey, 153.

Milk, aniflciai, 114.
Minerals—

Bisfrauthite of Sweden, Genth, 415.

of Brewer's mine, S. Carolina, Genth,
426.

Cantonite, JV. A. Pratt, 409,
F,A. Genih, 415.

Cherokine is Pyromorphile, 421.
Cornoite is Pitchblende, 421.
Diifrenite f>f New Jerbey, 423.
Enargite, F. A, Genih, 420.
Episiilbiie of Iceland, 421.
Greensnnd of Aiahama, J. W, Mallet, 182.

Harrisile, .V. A. Pratt, 409.

Hirrhrockiie, analysis of, 423,

Lanlhaniie. analysis, 423.

Linnseite of Maryland and Missouri, 418^
419.

Ordwny. J. 31., on some soluble palts of Tin,
220.

Orjranic rompounds containing metal«,
Franhland, 2r,9.

Oiuen, on tlie aboriginal ruminants of Britain,

132.

Owen^s Report on Kentucky, noriced, 272,

Ozone, work by ScouUiten on, noticed, 446.

P
Parvin, T. S., Climate of Iowa, 360.

Patent Office Report for 1S55, 150.

Perfumes, industry of, 109.

Photography, exUibition of, 115.

Peters, T. M., meteor of July. 1S56, 287.
^

Pbotometer. a new, Sillimrtn and Porter, 315,

Piggot, A. S , on Guano, 121.

Plants, pee Botany,

Pratt, N. Am sulphurets of copper of Can-
ion. Ga., 409.

Proportions in human body, 445,

R

Marble of Alabama, Mallet, 181.

Mica of Gohhen, /. W. Mallet, 180.

Porcelain clay of Alabama, J. IV.MaZZet,

183.

Siegenite of Maryland and 3Iissouri, 419.

of Mine la .viotte, Mo., 419.

Telluret of silver in California, W. P.
make, 270.

Vivianiie of New Jersey, 421,
Waveilito of Chester Co., Pa., 423,

Mineralogy, C, U. Shtpard's, published, 148. Igandy Hook increase, A. D. Bache, 16.
MM, H. von, cause of opening and closingi ,Scbmidt IL B., anatomical models oiy 147.
of Slomates, 280. Screw-propellors, W. Hopkins, 60.

MiK>n, color dnrmg echpses, 444. Scrape, G. P., on craters, 346.
Mor;?i'5 Chemical and Pharmaceutical Man- Seeman?LS Botany of the Herald, noticed,

\RedJidd, W, C, Spirality of motion in torna-

does, 23.

on the avoidance of Cyclones, 205.

Reptiles, see Zoology,

Rive, De la. Treatise on Electricity of, no-

ticed, 115.

Rogers, W. B., Ruhmkorf 's apparatus made
in Boston, 451,

Rose, tantalum and its compounds, 116.

s

ipnlations, noticed, 119.

Mortars, von Fucks on, 225.

N
Newberry, J. S,, on the formation of cannel

coal, 212.
New York harbor encroachments, A, D.

Bachc, 16.

Niagara, R, BakeweU on, 85.
Nickle,^, j;, correspondence of, 102, 440,

Fluorine in blood, 101,
N. Carolina, fo&sik of, Leidy^ 27L

o
Observatory at Paris, 444.
Obituary—Bojer, 148, 279.

J. W. Bailey, 447.
G. Don, 279.

Dozy, 279.
Dunal, 279.

N. M. Hentz, 148.

Liebmann, 276.

Hugh Miller, 294.
W. C. Keiffield, 2Q2.

Dr. Scorebby, 448.

von Steudel, 279.
M- Tuomey, 448.

Wm.Varrell,!48,
Wikatrora, 279.

127.

Serpentine raarblet, C. T. Jackson, 123.

Skepard's Mineralogy, noticed, 148.

Silica, soluble, PucAs. 100.

SilUman, Jr., B,, on a photometer, 315.

Smithsonian Contributions, vol. viii, noticed,

150.

Institution, list of works published by,

300.
^ , o

Soda manufacture, new method, 443.

Specula, polishing, R- Gr^me, 145.

Sponge, a boring, J.l^idy, 281.

Steam engine, mechanical theory of neat m,

R. Chusius, 25.

Stereochromy, 101.
. ** , „

Stimmon, W'., coJIectionB bf, m >orlh Pa-

cific Expedition, 136.

Prodromns of, noticed, 451.

iJStorm, barometric action during, J. Chap'

pellsmith^ 18.

Storms, ipirality of whirlwind, W, C, Red-

on avoiding, J. Rodgers and A- Schdn-

horu, Wb,
SuUivanfs 3Iu8ci and HepaCicffi of the U.

Slate*, noticed, 129,

Sulphuric acid, action of, on nitriles and
amidi, 269.

Surveying, problem in, TV. M. Gtllesfne, 224.

Sylvester'* Quarterly Journal of pure and
applied Jlathematici, )49.

f
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T V
Tantalum and its compoun(ig, Rose, 116.

Telegraphy nautical, 442. .
*

Telegraph, sabmarine, in the Mediterra-
nean, 107, - . •

TeleiiCupes, polishing s|)ecula for, R, Greene,
115. . '

-1

Temperature, isothermal, Hennes^, H4.
Terraces or beaclies on Western islands, 299.

Tides of Nova>icotia, Chevatlier, 289.

of Gulf of Mexico, A. D. Buike, h
A of the U. S. Coast, prediction tables for,

A.D.Barke, 12:

Tidal wave in Hudson river, A. D.'Bache, 17.

Tin, on some t^oluble salts of, J, M, Ordway,
220.

Tornado, see Storm.
Trashy J, B , earthquakes in California, 341.

'Triplienylamin, 268.

u
Urea, formation of by oxydation of albumin-
ous matters, 2G3.

origin of, in animal economy, 112.

Volcanic action on Haiyaii, 435.

ashes, shower oF, about Quito, C Jones,
276.

Volcanoes, Scrape un, 346.
• *

4 . . -

• ..
.

w
Wax tree from China, in France, 107.

Whirlwind, i^ee Storm,
Whitney^ J. Z)., on the Huronian add Lau-
rentian systems of rocks, 305.

Z
Zodiacal light, G. Jones, 150,

Zoology, abunginal ruminants of Britain^

132.

young gar-pikes of Lake Ontario, L,
Agassiz, 284.

a boring sponge, J. Leidy^ 281.

list of reptiles of some VV. India Islands,

282.

fossil Dicotyles, J. Leidy, 450.

Zoological collections of North Pacific Ex-

pedition, Slimpson, 136,451.

papers by J. Leidy^ 450,
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